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1. INDIA: New initiatives dot development map
Source: One World

"The change of guard in the government witnessed by India
 after a decade is also getting reflected in the country's
 development map. In the last six months, the new government
 in India has been working to bring about some changes in the
 existing system, particularly with the launch of schemes like
 the Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojna, and the Swachh Bharat
 Abhiyan for achieving progressive goals of financial inclusion
 and total sanitation.

 The focus is also on digitizing India and eradication of the
 practice of open-defecation, especially in rural pockets. The
 Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana has been launched to realize
 the idea of comprehensive financial inclusion, which is intended
 to bring employment to poor people and also to raise their
 transaction capacity. The nation-wide-scheme has its seeds in
 the challenging idea of including millions of citizens in the
 financial system as it targets to provide universal access to
 banking facilities."

2. SOUTH ASIA: The science of early disaster warnings
Source: SciDev

"Post-tsunami South Asia has better early warning systems, but
 reaching remote communities is still problematic, says an
 expert. Managing disaster early warnings is both a science and
 an art. When done well, it literally saves lives -- but only if the
 word quickly reaches all those at risk, and they know how to
 react.
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 We have come a long way since the devastating Asian Tsunami
 of December 2004, which caught Indian Ocean countries by
 surprise. The good news is that advances in science and
 communications technology, greater international cooperation,
 and revamped national systems have vastly improved tsunami
 early warnings during the past decade. However, some critical
 gaps and challenges remain."

B O O K S
The Asian Tsunami: Aid and Reconstruction After a
 Disaster

 

The death toll following the 2004 Asian
 tsunami -- close to 230,000 people --
 was stunning. The devastation that
 the tsunami caused highlights the
 need to strengthen approaches to
 disaster risk reduction activities across
 Asia. Summarizing hundreds of reports
 and articles about the disaster, this
 book, which is an ADBI study and is
 free to download, underlines the fact
 that global disaster risks are highly
 concentrated in poor countries. And
 within those countries, it is usually
 poorer communities who are especially
 hard-hit when disasters strike.

3. INDONESIA: Aceh's unfinished recovery
Source: IRIN

"The Indian Ocean tsunami, triggered by a massive earthquake
 just off the coast of the province of Aceh on tip the Indonesian
 island of Sumatra, released the energy of 23,000 Hiroshima-
type atomic bombs and devastated coastal towns and
 communities. But while the tsunami's destruction was felt
 around the world, Aceh was by far the region most devastated
 by the disaster, bearing almost half of the total damage and
 losses worldwide.

 Ten years on, Aceh is widely regarded as a success story in
 disaster reconstruction. This is not entirely surprising -- over
 the four year mandate of the government-led recovery process,
 Aceh saw a remarkable amount of construction. With the help
 of hundreds of aid agencies and donors, under the coordination
 of the government of Indonesia, more than 140,000 new
 homes were built, along with around 4,000km of roads, 2,000
 schools, 1,000 health facilities, 23 seaports, and 13 airports
 and landing strips."

 
4. PRC: To ease investment rules in FTZs
Source: China Daily
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"The Chinese government has been authorized to ease
 investment rules in three new free trade zones (FTZs). The new
 zones will be located in South China's Guangdong province,
 Southeast China's Fujian province and North China's Tianjin.
 The only FTZ currently operating is in Shanghai.

 According to the resolution, foreign companies will not need
 government approvals to set up ventures in these FTZs, shut
 down and merge ventures or change their business purpose.
 Instead, they will only need to report business plans to the
 authorities. The temporary adjustment will begin in March next
 year and will last for three years, according to the resolution."

5. PHILIPPINES: Moves on PPP program
Source: Inquirer

"For the first time since President Aquino assumed office, the
 administration started moving on the public-private partnership
 program, which is the cornerstone of its economic program.
 The administration's moves to spur faster economic growth
 could not have come at a more opportune time. The Philippines
 has received another credit-rating upgrade from an
 international debt watcher, pushing the country higher into
 investment-grade territory.

 This means that all Philippine entities, from the government to
 private corporations, can borrow funds from overseas at lower
 interest rates. With global interest rates set to rise, this is a
 welcome development on which Filipinos should not fail to
 capitalize. Indeed, there is a large infrastructure gap which the
 Philippines needs to bridge if it is to join the ranks of more
 developed nations and reduce poverty."

6. VIET NAM: Red River Delta lures 5,207 FDI projects
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"By Dec. 15, 11 Red River Delta provinces had attracted 5,207
 foreign direct investment (FDI) projects worth $63 billion,
 accounting for 25% of the country's total FDI capital inflows.
 According to the Foreign Investment Agency under the Ministry
 of Planning and Investment, Hanoi topped the list with 3,013
 projects worth $23.4 billion, making up 58% of the total
 number of projects and 38% of total capital inflows into the
 region.

 Haiphong came second with 441 projects capitalized at $10.9
 billion. Bac Ninh ranked third with 548 projects worth $7.46
 billion, followed by Hai Duong with 320 projects worth $6.48
 billion. The Republic of Korea took the lead with $12.9 billion
 investing in 1,580 projects (accounting for 30% in number of
 projects and 20% in value). Coming after was Japan with 1,020
 projects worth $12.7 billion."
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  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Viet Nam will seek a high-tech solution to its traffic accidents, which killed nearly 9,000
 people in 2014. Transport Minister Dinh La Thang instructed relevant agencies to draft a
 major plan to apply information technology to transportation management. Truong Gia
 Binh, chairman of Vietnam Software and IT Service Association, said that the use of
 technology could halve the number of fatal traffic accidents by 2020.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. ASIA: Challenges to integration
Source: The Nation

"As ASEAN moves toward one community at the end of 2015, a
 troubling question is being asked -- whether the grouping is
 really gluing, or just mere rhetoric. Well, the answer would be a
 combination of both. To be fair, it has taken ASEAN nearly five
 decades to come this far with such an ambitious plan for
 economic, political, social and cultural integration.

 Looking ahead, ASEAN has some good news. For the time
 being, the network has made great strides in reducing the
 poverty level in member countries from 45 percent in 1990 to
 about 15 percent a decade later in 2010. Only China has been
 able to reduce a higher poverty level. A middle income group
 within the 630-million community has risen from 15 percent in
 1990 to 37 percent in 2010."

8. CAMBODIA: China to fund farming-center
Source: Phnom Penh Post

"In a move it says will help Cambodia advance its agricultural
 sector, the Chinese government has announced its funding of a
 new agricultural training center to the tune of $6.7 million. The
 agreement to establish the Cambodia-China Agriculture
 Promotion Center was recently signed by Ty Sokun, secretary
 of state at the Ministry of Agriculture, and Wenwen Luo,
 chairwoman of the Guangxi Forward Agriculture Technology
 International Corporation in Phnom Penh.

 Sokun said the center would result in improved techniques and
 skills for Cambodian farmers. Currently, much of Cambodia's
 agricultural goods do not meet international standards for
 foreign buyers, Sokun said, but thanks to the center, he added,
 Cambodian agricultural products would be qualified to enter the
 global market."

9. PAKISTAN: Concerns over agricultural growth
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 prospects
Source: Dawn

"There are major concerns about agricultural growth prospects
 in Pakistan during 2015 with three main factors: poverty (as a
 majority of farmers are unable to invest in crops), the
 confusion about the federal and provincial governments'
 jurisdictions, and climatic changes that make the production
 cycle uncertain.

 Farmers have lost money on almost all major crops -- cotton,
 rice, cane and wheat during 2014; in many cases they were not
 even able to recover the cost of production if official estimated
 costs are something to go by. The farmers' ability to invest on
 inputs has always been a crucial factor. On the other hand, the
 cost of inputs -- barring a temporary relief on diesel -- keeps
 rising."

10. PHILIPPINES: Weak gov't spending drags on
 economy
Source: Jakarta Globe

"The Philippines posted its fourth monthly budget surplus this
 year in November as government spending remained tepid, a
 bad sign for an economy that slowed dramatically in the third
 quarter in the absence of fiscal stimulus. Official data showed a
 November surplus of 6.8 billion pesos ($152 million), compared
 with a surplus of 1 billion pesos for the same month last year.

 Expenditures contracted 8 percent, outpacing a 4 percent drop
 in revenue, which could mean weak economic activity in the
 last quarter of the year. The latest monthly surplus narrowed
 this year's cumulative budget deficit as of end-November to
 26.8 billion pesos, just a tenth of the programed ceiling of 266
 billion pesos for the whole of 2014, or 2 percent of gross
 domestic product."
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1. INDIA: Eyes $100 billion solar investment
Source: Dawn

"Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi has ramped up his target
 for solar energy as he bets on renewables to help meet rising
 power demand and overcome the frequent outages that plague
 Asia's third largest economy, a senior official said. India gets
 twice as much sunshine as many European countries that use
 solar power. But the clean energy source contributes less than
 1 percent to India's energy mix, while its dependence on erratic
 coal supplies causes chronic power cuts that idle industry and
 hurt growth.

 Modi now wants companies from China, Japan, Germany and
 the United States to lead investments of $100 billion over
 seven years to boost India's solar energy capacity by 33 times
 to 100,000 megawatts (MW). That would raise solar's share of
 India's total energy mix to more than 10 percent."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
Regionalism in Asia led by global value chains and free trade
 agreements has increasingly put the spotlight on small and medium-
sized enterprises. As one of Asia's success stories in
 internationalization, Malaysia offers interesting insights.
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2. THAILAND: AEC to pose challenge
Source: The Nation

"This year will be a tough one for Thailand, as both the
 government and private sectors prepare for full integration
 under the Asean Economic Community. Regional integration at
 the start of 2016 will offer greater opportunities for Thai
 businesses that are well prepared, while it will be a challenge
 for those that are not, or which are less competitive.

 Full implementation of the AEC comes with both advantages
 and some serious challenges for many of the countries
 involved, including Thailand. The ASEAN vision is to create a
 stable, prosperous and highly competitive economic region, in
 which there is a free flow of goods, services, investment and
 capital, equitable economic development and reduced poverty
 and socio-economic disparities."

3. INDONESIA: Maritime development to boost GDP
Source: Jakarta Post

"More than two months after taking office, President Joko
 Widodo has provided details of his maritime-axis agenda,
 hoping to float Indonesia into the upper middle-income bracket
 through maritime development. With the maritime-oriented
 development, the government aims to boost its GDP per capita
 from the current $3,592 to $10,000. In order to attain this, the
 Office of the Coordinating Maritime Affairs Minister has revealed
 plans to use the annual state budget allocation to focus on
 maritime development with four main objectives.

 The first objective is to strengthen maritime sovereignty by
 improving maritime laws and international agreements and by
 finalizing the country's maritime-border disputes, according to
 Coordinating Minister Indroyono Soesilo. Indroyono revealed
 that only 44.12 percent of the country's territorial waters had
 been mapped out. Furthermore, 54.66 percent of Indonesia's
 exclusive economic zone has been mapped, with 2,258.12
 nautical miles to be finalized."

 
4. PAKISTAN: Urbanization a great challenge
Source: Deutsche Welle

"The majority of people in Pakistan live in the countryside, with
 only one-third of the country's estimated 188 million
 inhabitants currently in cities. But things are changing rapidly.
 Pakistan is urbanizing at an annual rate of three percent -- the
 fastest pace in South Asia. The United Nations Population
 Division estimates that, by 2025, nearly half the country's
 population will live in urban areas.

 By 2025, Lahore's population, currently about seven million,
 will exceed 10 million. Karachi's will be 19 million; it is 13
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 million today. But how can the country cope with such
 migration levels? The inadequate provision of shelter to the
 urban poor continues to be one of Pakistan's most immediate
 problems. The country's population size is growing at a rate of
 several percentage points a year -- one of the fastest rates in
 Asia. Moreover, the country is plagued by an energy crisis."

5. NEPAL: Resolve dispute over price of sugarcane
Source: Himalayan Times

"The long-standing dispute between sugarcane farmers and
 sugar mills over the price of sugarcane in Nepal is not in the
 interests of either side. They need to agree on the basic
 principles on which sugarcane is purchased. Last year, the
 argument went on for quite a long time, leaving a lot of
 sugarcane go to waste in the fields. When they agreed on a
 compromise formula with government intervention, a lot of
 damage had already been done.

 The sugarcane farmers do not seem ready to agree to the price
 fixed by the mills which is lower than the price of last year. The
 sugarcane-crushing season has already begun, and the delay in
 coming to an agreement will mean that the farmers and sugar
 production will likely suffer. Government intervention is
 necessary to safeguard the farmers' interests without harming
 those of the mills."

6. VIET NAM: More state firms to be equitized
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"The number of state-owned enterprises (SOEs) set to be
 equitized in Viet Nam during the 2014-15 period will increase
 from 432 to 532 companies. The increase was the result of the
 latest review of the government's restructuring plan for the
 SOEs. A total of 143 SOEs had been equitized as of Dec. 25,
 2014, doubling the 2013 figure. Meanwhile, 167 enterprises
 had been re-arranged, indicating an increase of 160%
 compared with that of last year.

 According to the 2014-15 SOE restructuring plan, 479
 businesses will be arranged, 432 will be equitized, 22 will be
 dissolved, and 25 will be merged. The State Securities
 Commission reported that 76 SOEs in 2014 sold stakes on the
 stock exchanges. From these enterprises, 64 collected a total
 amount of VND5.115 trillion ($239 million), or 66 % of the
 plan."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
As part of a bid to attract talent to scientific research, the Indian government recently
 doubled fellowships paid to about 100,000 young researchers, but the hike may not be
 enough to stop a 'brain drain' to greener pastures. Senior academics say that the new
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 incentives are not enough and do not compare with facilities and remuneration provided to
 researchers in developed countries.

 
 
 
 
 

7. PHILIPPINES: Approved manufacturing investments up
 77.5%
Source: Business World

"Approved investments in the manufacturing sector in the
 Philippines surged 77.5% this year, featuring broad-based
 growth across all the manufacturing sub-sectors, the Board of
 Investments (BoI) said. Approved manufacturing investment
 totaled P24.5 billion this year, from P13.8 billion in 2013.

 The leading recipients of investments were food products,
 beverages, basic metals, motor vehicles, coke and refined
 petroleum products, fabricated metal products, and wood and
 other wood products, the BoI said, but the fastest-growing
 were basic metals and beverages, which were up 6,651% and
 802%, respectively, from a year earlier."

8. CAMBODIA: Double digit growth for trade volume
Source: Phnom Penh Post

"Cambodia's trade volume for 2014 was valued at $18.1 billion,
 a 13.8 percent increase from $15.9 billion in 2013, according to
 figures from the Ministry of Commerce. The country's exports
 increased by $800 million while its imports increased by $1.4
 billion, according to a summary report.

 Ministry spokesman Ken Ratha said that the figures were in line
 with Cambodia's economic growth rate and increasing trade
 links in the region. The country's export volume increased from
 $6.9 billion in 2013 to $7.7 billion this year, up 11.6 percent,
 while the total import volume was up from $9 billion last year
 to $10.4 billion, up 15.5 percent."

9. INDIA: A model for sustainable land use
Source: Hindu Business Line

"India supports 16 percent of the world's population on 2.4
 percent of the world's land. India's land and natural resources
 are under tremendous pressure due to overpopulation as the
 limited resource is required for food (agriculture), habitat
 (urban and rural) and economic infrastructure (industry,
 offices, mining, and transportation).

 In a developing economy, as the requirement of land increases,
 the use of land changes, transitioning from forest land to
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 agriculture and industrial usage. This shift is further
 underscored by changes in human habitation, which changes
 from rural to urban agglomerations. Every change in use of
 land is associated with economic, environmental and social
 impacts, which may be positive as well as negative."

10. INDONESIA: High hopes for one-stop permit facility
Source: Jakarta Globe

"President Joko Widodo will launch national One-Stop Integrated
 Service Centers, or PTSP, on Jan. 26, to ease the issuance of
 investment licenses in the country, a minister said. Sofyan
 Djalil, the coordinating minister for the economy, said the one-
roof policy was to help investors in taking care of permits in
 Indonesia, where the bureaucracy has a reputation for
 complicated procedures that cause confusion.

 BKPM chief Franky Sibarani said the PTSP was the
 government's commitment to easing the issuance of permits, in
 return attracting more investors. There are three principles of
 the one-roof policy: accelerating business permits; completing
 the supporting elements such as high-quality human resources;
 and an online system for applications."
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1. INDONESIA: Fuel subsidy overhaul to save $10 billion
Source: Jakarta Globe

"Indonesia will save about $10 billion from the biggest overhaul
 of its decades-old fuel subsidy system, allowing the
 government to double spending on transportation, agriculture
 and public works, the energy minister said. The finance
 ministry estimates that at least 120 trillion rupiah ($10 billion)
 in savings will be made this year, and the number will increase
 in coming years, said Energy and Mineral Resources Minister
 Sudirman.

 President Joko Widodo scrapped the subsidy for gasoline on
 Jan. 1 and capped the amount of aid for diesel, joining India
 and Malaysia in taking advantage of plunging oil prices to wean
 their nations off government subsidized fuel. The budget for
 public works such as roads, housing and irrigation will be more
 than twice the original allocation and more money will be set
 aside for farmers and the agriculture sector, he said."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
Regionalism in Asia led by global value chains and free trade
 agreements has increasingly put the spotlight on small and medium-
sized enterprises. As one of Asia's success stories in
 internationalization, Malaysia offers interesting insights.
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2. PRC: Harsher environment law to take effect
Source: China Daily

"China's revised Environmental Protection Law will come into
 effect Thursday, bringing with it heavier punishments.
 According to the revised law, extra fines accumulating on a
 daily basis will be imposed on enterprises that fail to rectify
 violations. Local officials may be demoted or sacked for
 misconduct, including the concealment of offenses, falsifying
 data, failing to publicize environmental data, and not giving
 closure orders to enterprises that illegally discharge pollutants.

 The new law also urges economic and social development
 should be coordinated with environmental protection and
 encourages studies on the impact environmental quality causes
 on public health, urging prevention and control of pollution-
related diseases. Specific articles and provisions are included
 that tackle smog, public environmental protection awareness
 and the protection of whistleblowers."

3. BANGLADESH: Make railways engines of growth
Source: Financial Express

"Railways in a country like Bangladesh could serve the economy
 well at a time when highways and waterways are fraught with
 various hazards. This mode of speedy and less risky transport
 has assumed greater importance in view of the snail's pace in
 execution of different projects that are related to the building of
 highways and maintenance of other roads.

 For many years, the government's transport strategy has
 largely focused on the road sector, with 85 percent of its
 annual transport development budget allocated for roads.
 Railways can carry both passengers and cargoes swiftly without
 facing gridlocks and thus emerge as an effective engine of
 faster economic growth, if this mode of transportation is
 modernized."

 
4. VIET NAM: Economic outlook positive for 2015
Source: Thanhnien News

"Viet Nam's economy has shown signs of recovery with the
 2014 growth rate at its fastest pace in four years and 2015 is
 likely to see even more robust growth, a senior economist said.
 'The economy is seeing clear signs of recovery with positive
 economic indicators,' said Nguyen Dinh Cung, Director of the
 Central Institute for Economic Management, 'Inflation is low
 and stable, driven by cheaper production costs, not weak
 consumer demand.'

 Gross domestic product rose 5.98 percent in 2014, the highest
 rate since 2011, beating the government's 5.8 percent target.
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 Inflation finished the year at 4.09 percent, the lowest rate in 10
 years, partly due to cheaper petrol costs. He said the recently-
amended Investment Law, which narrowed the list of banned
 investment categories, would boost business activities in the
 country and make positive changes to the economy."

5. NEPAL: Fostering green industries
Source: Himalayan Times

"According to the Central Bank of Nepal, the GDP growth rate
 for the fiscal year 2012/13 has been a mere 3.56%. In addition
 to this, the industrial sector has been suffering for a long time
 due to lackluster business environment, energy crisis, political
 stalemate, and failure to raise internal and external capital. The
 annual average growth rate for the industrial sector for the
 fiscal year 2012/13 is a mere 1.7%. This is hampering the
 economy extensively.

 The biggest obstacle for increased resource efficiency in Nepal
 can be attributed to the lack of policies supporting green
 industry and resource efficiency. Training and capacity building
 programs on resource efficiency should be conducted jointly by
 the government and private sector as this association holds the
 crux for sustained resource efficiency practices."

6. INDIA: From smart cities to climate smart cities
Source: Hindu Business Line

"Increasingly being recognized as the only place for
 'opportunities', cities invite more and more people to their fold,
 consume huge amounts of energy, have heavy transport use,
 create more unnatural space by destroying natural ecosystems,
 and emit a lot of greenhouse gases. Every week, the urban
 population increases by about one million inhabitants. More
 than half of them live in slums with inadequate facilities making
 them more vulnerable to problems caused by climate change.

 Cities in India are growing mostly as concrete infrastructure at
 the cost of local biodiversity including rivers, water bodies and
 forests. They have to look within and find their indigenous
 solutions. In the name of growth and modernity, ironically,
 many governments are adopting city plans from
 environmentally unsustainable cities. This has to stop."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
The Yangtze River Delta, which includes Shanghai and its neighboring provinces of Jiangsu
 and Zhejiang, was named the area with the best quality of life and economic development in
 China by a report. The area is followed by Guangdong's Pearl River Delta, the Beijing-
Tianjin-Hebei area, the Shandong peninsula, Central Plains Economic Zone and Chengdu-
Chongqing Economic Zone.
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7. MYANMAR: Prospects, problems for economic growth
Source: Irrawaddy

"Myanmar's business development prospects in 2015 are
 forecast to be mixed as the country grapples with a variety of
 problems ranging from domestic political uncertainty to outside
 economic influences beyond its control. National elections this
 year will make some foreign investors hesitant to enter
 Myanmar until a clear outcome emerges, say analysts.

 The unexpected collapse of oil prices in 2014 is likely to put
 plans to develop 20 offshore oil and gas blocks into slow gear.
 Some major infrastructure investment decisions, notably the
 special economic zone at Dawei on the southeast coast, are
 anticipated, but analysts are not holding their breath for a very
 positive outcome in the near term. However, some foreign
 observers believe that continuing economic growth is certain,
 unless there is a sudden lurch back to full military government
 control."

8. INDONESIA: Housing for all depends on political will
Source: Jakarta Post

"According to official estimates, the demand for housing in
 Indonesia has reached a huge number: at least 7.5 million
 units, and it will increase annually by approximately 1.5 million
 units. More than that, the official estimates of housing needs do
 not fully reflect the realities of the housing situation. Missing
 are the millions of families who are registered as owning a
 residence that does not meet eligibility standards.

 In general, the housing crisis is marked by slum housing,
 including sheds and illegal shelters in river floodplains and
 under bridges, that has expanded and reached into most
 corners of large cities. The housing crisis is also marked by
 social-space inequalities resulting in the number of houses
 occupied exceeding the capacity, a very high housing density in
 certain regions, the unavailability of space for privacy, the loss
 of public space and recreation and housing locations that are at
 some distance from workplaces."

9. PAKISTAN: Expectations for cheaper credit
Source: Dawn

"The Pakistan government's plan to curb borrowing will create
 fiscal space for the private sector to access more bank lending.
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 Moreover, the low inflation supports expectations for cheaper
 credit in the coming weeks. The government has announced it
 would borrow less than Rs1 trillion ($9.9 billion) during the
 January-March quarter.

 The borrowing for budgetary support is so far about 40 percent
 of the government borrowing during the same period last year.
 Market experts and bankers said low inflation has also created
 large space for the State Bank to relax its tight monetary policy
 with a bigger cut in the interest rate, which could help boost
 economic growth."

10. THAILAND: High hopes for stimulus package
Source: Bangkok Post

"Hopes are high for the Thai government's stimulus package,
 speedy budget disbursement and investment in infrastructure
 projects. Their success, however, depends largely on political
 stability and continuity of the government and its policies. The
 key challenges facing 2015 include the second phase of the
 eco-car scheme, which is expected to be hit by slow domestic
 and global demand, and the uncertain fate of the fourth-
generation auction, crucial for the country's telecom
 infrastructure development.

 Given all these factors, the readiness of the private and public
 sectors for the advent of the Asean Economic Community at
 the end of this year seems questionable. Even though Thailand
 is on course for better economic shape this year, underpinned
 by the government's stimulus measures, expedited budget
 disbursement and public spending on infrastructure projects,
 several headwinds -- external factors in particular -- lie ahead."
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1. TURKMENISTAN: Building railways to serve region
Source: Central Asia Online

"Turkmenistan is building various transportation routes to
 enhance Central Asia's inter-connectivity and to help
 Afghanistan climb out of decades of war. The December launch
 of the Kazakhstan-Turkmenistan railway -- also called the
 North-South Transnational Corridor -- is a testament to
 Turkmenistan's growing activity in building regionally and
 internationally significant transportation and communications
 projects, observers say. The railway links Central Asia to
 Persian Gulf ports.

 Turkmen government agencies are calculating the benefits of
 completing the numerous infrastructure projects on their
 agenda. Soon, other countries like Kazakhstan will gain access
 to international markets using Turkmenistan's transportation
 infrastructure, economists say. Transportation routes that could
 benefit neighboring countries include the TAT railway and the
 planned Afghanistan-Turkmenistan-Azerbaijan-Georgia and
 Uzbekistan-Turkmenistan-Oman-Qatar transit and
 transportation corridors."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
Regionalism in Asia led by global value chains and free trade
 agreements has increasingly put the spotlight on small and medium-
sized enterprises. As one of Asia's success stories in
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 internationalization, Malaysia offers interesting insights.  
 
 
 

2. PAKISTAN: Taps use of more solar energy
Source: Dawn

"Amid a worsening energy crisis, Pakistan has approved the use
 of grid-connected solar energy, rooftop solar installations and
 mortgage financing for home solar panels to boost the uptake
 of clean energy in the country. The government has also
 reversed course and eliminated a 32.5 percent tax imposed on
 imported solar equipment in the country's 2014-15 budget. The
 reversal aims to bring down the cost of installing solar panels.

 The approval of net-metering, which allows solar panel
 purchasers to sell power they produce to the national grid, is a
 major breakthrough that could spur the use of solar energy and
 help Pakistan's government cut power shortages in the long
 run, said Asjad Imtiaz Ali, chief executive officer of the
 Alternative Energy Development Board. Currently, Pakistan's
 rural areas face blackouts of over 11 hours a day while urban
 areas suffer up to eight hours of daily power cuts."

3. INDONESIA: Revamp poverty alleviation program
Source: Jakarta Globe

"The number of Indonesia's poor fell slightly in September last
 year, despite low commodity prices and rising minimum wages,
 signaling a pressing need for the government to revamp its
 poverty alleviation program. The number of poor fell to 27.73
 million people, or 10.9 percent of the country's total population
 as of Sept. 30, from 28.55 million, or 11.47 percent, in
 September 2013, the Central Statistics Agency said. The
 number of poor in March 2014 was 28.6 million.

 The slight drop in the poverty number suggests that the
 government needs to do an overhaul of its poverty alleviation
 program, some economists say. 'Cash transfers, solely for
 alleviating poverty, would not be effective,' said Enny Sri
 Hartati, an economist from the Institute of Developing for
 Economic and Finance. 'The poor need more access to
 financing, they need help with their small businesses, access to
 seeds and a more supportive commerce system,' she said."

 
4. BANGLADESH: Boost fisheries production
Source: Financial Express

"The fisheries sector in Bangladesh contributes about 5 percent
 of gross domestic product and employs 9 percent of the labor
 force of the country. There was a time when the fisheries
 sector at large was ignored for the production of rice. With
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 growing per capita income, per capita consumption of rice is on
 the wane and that of fish is on the rise.

 Fisheries provide a major source of animal protein and about
 80 per cent of the country's animal protein consumption. Thus,
 it is important for both national income and employment and is
 a critical source of essential minerals, vitamins, and fatty acids.
 The fisheries sector has also emerged as the second largest
 foreign exchange earner for the government after ready-made
 garments."

5. INDIA: Concerns over growing inequality
Source: Hindu Business Line

"UN Escap has calculated that the widely used measure of
 inequality, the Gini coefficient, increased for India from 30.8 in
 the early 1990s to 33.9 in the late 2000s. The Gini index
 ranges from zero to 100, with the former denoting complete
 equality and the latter complete inequality.

 Indian cities throw up the paradox of growing inequality
 accompanied by a greater tolerance of inequality by the poor.
 Some of the sting of inequality can be reduced by providing
 specific concessions to the poor, such as ration cards. And
 these transfers need not be through such formal, and legal,
 mechanisms alone."

6. PRC: 'Belt and road' plan prioritizes infrastructure
Source: East Day

"PRC's President Xi Jinping's 'belt and road' initiatives, reviving
 the ancient Silk Road, have infrastructure and connectivity as
 their top priority. The Silk Road economic belt and the 21st
 century maritime Silk Road are a land-based belt from China
 via Central Asia and Russia to Europe and a maritime route
 through the Straight of Malacca to India, the Middle East and
 East Africa.

 China has plans for major projects to improve connectivity
 along the routes. During the Beijing APEC summit, Xi
 announced a $40 billion Silk Road fund, declaring that before
 there could be any resurrection of ancient trade routes, there
 must be an actual road. China is currently in high-speed rail
 negotiations with 28 nations, most of which are along the
 routes, with total length of track over 5,000 km on the
 agenda."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
The total number of registered vehicles in Cambodia increased 15 percent from 2013 to 2014
 to 2.78 million, according to statistics. Cambodia now has 2.35 million motorcycles, a 17
 percent year-on-year increase, and close to 429,000 cars, buses, and trucks, up 5 percent. An
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 official said the increasing number of registrations reflected Cambodia's better economic
 performance and improved road networks. Nevertheless, the vast majority of vehicles in
 Cambodia are motorbikes, as they remain far cheaper than automobiles.

 
 
 
 
 

7. VIET NAM: Manufacturing sector enjoys strong growth
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"Viet Nam's manufacturing sector continued to show signs of
 strengthening during December, recording the most
 improvement in eight months. Growth was supported by
 stronger gains in output and new orders, whilst companies
 continued to add to their payroll numbers at a solid rate.

 The latest Viet Nam Manufacturing PMI survey also showed
 emerging deflationary pressures, with both input and output
 prices continuing to fall at faster rates. The headline seasonally
 adjusted purchasing managers' index -- a composite indicator
 designed to provide a single-figure snapshot of operating
 conditions in the manufacturing economy -- recorded 52.7 in
 December, up from November's 52.1 and the highest reading
 since April."

8. MYANMAR: Mining firms weigh potential versus risk
Source: Irrawaddy

"With abundant mineral wealth from jade and rubies to copper
 and coal, Myanmar ought to be looking forward to a mining
 boom as it opens up its economy. But a murky regulatory
 framework is holding back all but the intrepid. Although 69
 foreign firms have registered to work in Myanmar's mining
 sector, only 11 are operating.

 One of them, Asia Pacific Mining Ltd (APML), has been granted
 an exploration license covering 650 square km in restive Shan
 State, where it hopes to find deposits of lead, zinc and silver.
 On Jan. 5, APML announced that its first month of exploration
 had yielded 'significant discoveries of massive sulfide silver-
lead-zinc mineralization' and said it expected to start
 exploratory drilling by April."

9. THAILAND: Digital economy gathers pace
Source: Bangkok Post

"The government's attempt to transform Thailand into a digital
 economy has moved a pace ahead, with eight draft bills related
 to the digital economy winning Cabinet approval on Tuesday.
 The bills aim to restructure the Information and Communication
 Technology Ministry and related agencies to facilitate the digital
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 economy development plan.

 A significant change under the raft of proposed bills is that the
 National Broadcasting and Telecommunications Commission will
 come under the supervision of the Digital Economy Policy
 Committee and allocate 50% of its license fees to the digital
 economy development fund. Prime Minister Prayut Chan-o-cha
 said that the government was strongly committed to
 implementing the digital economy policy this year."

10. PRC: Oil majors ponder output cuts
Source: China Daily

"Rising production costs and falling global crude prices are
 prompting Chinese oil companies to reduce output and explore
 other options for sustainable growth in the long term, a leading
 industry expert said on Tuesday. Part of the reason why oil
 firms are resorting to such measures stems from the over-
exploitation of the existing oilfields and their resultant inability
 to maintain output levels due to dwindling resource quality,
 reserves and higher production costs, said Li Li, research
 director at ICIS C1 Energy, a Shanghai-based energy
 information consultancy.

 'With global crude prices falling steadily, company officials have
 realized that it is an opportune time to reduce output,' she
 said. PetroChina, the country's top oil and gas producer that
 also owns refineries, said last week that it was cutting output
 from its largest oilfield in Daqing in northeastern Heilongjiang
 province starting from this year."
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1. VIET NAM: Urged to develop national rice brand
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"Although Viet Nam was the second-largest rice exporter in the
 world for 2014, it is in urgent need of investment to develop a
 national brand to increase the value of its rice harvests. In
 recent years, the Mekong River Delta region has spared no
 effort to attract investment in the field of rice production.
 Numerous international organizations and foreign investors
 have also been upsizing the production model.

 However, to date these have just been pilot programs and have
 had no real world impact on rice production in Viet Nam.
 Scientists and managers are now pondering alternative
 approaches to improve rice growers' living conditions, build a
 national rice brand name and create added value for
 Vietnamese rice."

2. PAKISTAN: Education as a catalyst for development
Source: Dawn

"If Pakistan is to provide all children between five and 16 years
 free and compulsory education, as embedded in its
 Constitution, it must recognize the full potential of education as
 a catalyst for development -- and act as such. Education is not
 only about learning; it is a multi-dimensional process that
 ultimately affects people, the economy, and the planet. Indeed,
 education is the foundation for peaceful societies.
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 To produce tolerant citizens capable of competing in the labor
 market, the public education system must provide quality
 teachers, schools and institutions. Education is not only an end
 in itself; it is a means to achieving a sustainable development
 agenda. Education, sustainable development, data
 disaggregation, accountability and inclusiveness will be
 essential to the success of future development agenda."

3. INDIA: 63 million face poverty due to healthcare costs
Source: Morung Express

"A whopping 63 million people in India are faced with poverty
 every year due to 'catastrophic' expenditures over healthcare
 which neutralizes the gains of rising income and various
 government schemes aimed to reduce poverty, according to
 the health ministry. The draft of National Health Policy cites this
 as a significant reason for a new health charter as it seeks to
 ensure universal access to affordable healthcare.

 Healthcare costs are more impoverishing than ever before and
 almost all hospitalization even in public hospitals leads to
 catastrophic health expenditures, it says. In 2011-12, the draft
 says, the share of 'out of pocket' expenditures on healthcare as
 a proportion of total household monthly per capita expenditure
 was 6.9 percent in rural areas and 5.5 percent in urban areas."

P O V E R T Y   S P O T L I G H T
SOUTH ASIA: Children prevented from living a life of
 dignity
Source: One World

"South Asia is home to the largest number of stunted children in
 the world and glaring inequalities related to the health and
 well-being of children are staring at the world's largest
 populated region, despite progress made in the last 25 years,
 says a report by UNICEF. The report highlights that
 approximately 8 million children below the age of one are not
 immunized and more than 45 percent of girls marry before the
 age of 18, and 18 percent marry before age 15.

 The study also pointed out that widespread poverty and
 disparities have prevented millions of children in South Asia
 from living a life of dignity and reaching their latent potential.
 Karin Hulshof, Regional Director for UNICEF in South Asia,
 stated that with the second highest number of maternal deaths
 worldwide, South Asia continued to be one of the riskiest places
 in the world to become pregnant or for giving birth."

4. NEPAL: Investors needed for big hydroelectric projects
Source: Himalayan Times

"The domestic generation of electricity in Nepal is only about
 500 MW, whereas the maximum demand is nearly 700 MW
 during the summer season which soars to more than 1200 MW
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 during the winter season when the power generation falls as
 most of the hydroelectric projects are run-of-the-river types.
 The consequence is a deficit leading to a perpetual cycle of
 load-shedding from 10 to 18 hours a day as per the season.

 If Nepal wants to develop big hydroelectric projects, it should
 be proactive with an investor-friendly environment especially
 when the construction phase is ongoing. Nepal itself has to
 develop a high powered independent power commission under
 laws created to formulate plans for development."

5. ASIA: Oil plunge a 'golden opportunity'
Source: Malay Mail

"The plunge in crude prices will give a much-needed boost to
 Asia's oil-guzzling economies and provides governments a
 'golden opportunity' to implement crucial structural reforms
 such as cutting expensive energy subsidies, analysts say.
 Experts say lower oil prices would ease inflationary pressures
 throughout much of Asia, allowing many central banks to either
 keep monetary policy on hold or reduce interest rates.

 However, reforms are needed, analysts say, and among the
 most crucial and controversial is the removal of fuel subsidies,
 which in the past have been the catalysts for sometimes violent
 protests across the spectrum, from the impoverished to the
 region's growing middle class. Malaysia, Indonesia and India
 have already made cuts to the populist but economically
 disastrous subsidies, which have contributed to government
 fiscal deficits."

6. PRC: To expand jobless benefits to migrants workers
Source: China Daily

"Chinese municipal governments must widen unemployment
 benefits to residents who are not registered locally, China said,
 as it dismantles hurdles to urbanization efforts by easing
 conditions for migrant workers. China's reform-minded leaders
 have shown greater tolerance for slower economic growth,
 viewing healthy employment levels as a top policy priority and
 an important condition for social stability.

 Chinese leaders have pledged to loosen their grip on residence
 registration, known as hukou, to try to hasten an urbanization
 drive. This would help migrant workers, who lack urban hukou,
 and are cut off, along with their families, from access to
 education and social welfare outside their home villages. Lack
 of a local registration should no longer be used as a basis for
 denying jobless benefits, the Ministry of Human Resources and
 Social Security said."
 

 
 
 

http://www.themalaymailonline.com/money/article/golden-opportunity-oil-plunge-a-boon-for-asia-economies
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/business/2015-01/08/content_19271343.htm


  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Villagers of Pangthang in Nanong gewog, Bhutan, have found some respite from wild
 animals with the installation of solar fencing covering 67 acres of land. Unlike past years,
 villagers no longer spend sleepless nights guarding their fields. The solar fencing was
 installed last year after villagers made a request to the Renewable Natural Resources center
 following high incidence of human-wildlife conflict.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. PHILIPPINES: 'Ready for economic tests'
Source: PhilStar

"The Philippines' underlying resilience helped carry it through
 the tests of 2014, emerging in the new year better prepared to
 withstand further pressures, according to Bangko Sentral Gov.
 Amando M. Tetangco Jr. reporting on the state of the national
 economy. The central bank's latest baseline forecasts suggest
 that inflation will remain within the government's target of 2-4
 percent.

 Overseas Filipinos sent home some $20 billion last year,
 helping fuel demand for goods and services, including food,
 household needs, education, debt payments, houses,
 appliances and motor vehicles. Tetangco voiced guarded
 optimism, noting that despite the moderation of the past year
 owing to slower agricultural production and lower public
 spending, 'economic growth remained robust, supported by a
 broadening production base and solid domestic demand.' "

8. INDONESIA: More fuel price cuts on the horizon
Source: Jakarta Globe

"Indonesia is set to further benefit from falling global oil prices,
 with the government finalizing plans to slash the price of
 Pertamina's widely used low-octane gasoline Premium and
 subsidized diesel once again by the end of this month.
 According to a report published on Wednesday, Brent crude oil
 fell below $50 a barrel, the first time it reached such levels
 since 2009, as the commodity continues to be dragged down
 by a sustained supply glut and weak global demand.

 'The government will lower fuel prices again, but not until the
 end of the month,' chief economics minister Sofyan Djalil told
 reporters. President Joko Widodo's administration has removed
 the subsidy for Pertamina's RON88 fuel Premium and
 introduced a fixed subsidy scheme for diesel, which is widely
 used by buses and trucks."

9. THAILAND: New vehicles to give boost to auto lending
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Source: The Nation

"New auto financing in Thailand is forecast to grow by around 3-
5 percent after plunging 35 percent last year, with a domestic
 auto sales recovery plus increased disposable income as a
 result of government spending through infrastructure projects
 both driving the turnaround. However, loan growth could come
 under pressure if the government failed to solve the problem of
 low agricultural prices, as potential buyers in the sector would
 not have sufficient money to purchase a vehicle, according to
 the Thai Hire Purchase Association.

 Automakers expect overall sales to resume their growth path
 this year, increasing around 5-10 percent to 920,000 units,
 from 860,000 units in 2014. Non-performing loans are not a
 major problem for auto finance companies, as they have been
 able to keep the ratio under control, while the proportion of
 household debt due to auto purchases has not increased,
 according to an official."

10. VIET NAM: Loan rate cuts needed for housing
 recovery
Source: Thanhnien News

"Lower lending rates helped the residential market of Ho Chi
 Minh City recover last year, but further decreases are needed
 for the market to be 'sustainable and wider,' property services
 firm CBRE said. More than 14,800 condominiums were
 launched last year, three times higher than in 2013, according
 to CBRE.

 The fourth quarter contributed most, with 6,760 units, thanks
 to several large-scale projects like Vinhomes Central Park in
 Binh Thanh District and Masteri Thao Dien in District 2. Around
 7,500 units were sold in the fourth quarter, double the
 performance in the previous quarter, said Duong Thuy Dung,
 head of research and consulting for CBRE Vietnam."
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1. VIET NAM: $30 billion needed for green growth
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"Viet Nam will need $30 billion to carry out the Green Growth
 Strategy in 2020, of which 70 percent will come from the non-
state sector. Additionally, the nation will have to spend 2-6
 percent of GDP to redress damage caused by climate change,
 said an official. The sum of money will be used to perform 12
 tasks focusing on 66 major activities related to institutions,
 zone planning, technology transfer, business opportunities for
 business development and finance.

 However, according to Pham Hoang Mai, Viet Nam currently
 lacks policies to mobilize financial resources, especially from
 the International Climate Funds while facing difficulties in
 attracting foreign and domestic investments. The newly-
promulgated National Green Growth Strategy and the National
 Action Plan on Green Growth for the period 2014-2020 are
 considered the policies of the utmost importance to the
 promotion of sustainable development in Viet Nam."

2. ASIA: Women farmers don't get enough credit
Source: SciDev

"'Women are major participants in the rice growing regions of
 Asia. In Indonesia, Thailand and the Philippines, women
 provide up to half the labor input in rice production,' say social
 scientists Michael Collinson and Hilary Sims Feldstein, who
 produced a gender study on rice farming systems for the
 Consortium of International Agricultural Research Centers. In
 India and Bangladesh, women do as much as 80 percent of the
 work.
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 Other scientists have also pointed out that women are often the
 most important decision makers in the household. They
 manage the household budget, decide the amount of rice to be
 kept for consumption and for sale, and buy farm inputs like
 pesticides when they go to the town market. The role of women
 in Asian rural life is growing with urbanization. As men are
 drawn to the cities to find jobs, the women are left behind to
 manage families and make decisions on the farms."

3. PRC: Steps to assist crisis-hit dairy farmers
Source: China Daily

"The Ministry of Agriculture in PRC is launching a series of
 urgent measures to help dairy farmers who have been suffering
 from plunging milk prices. According to an internal circular
 released by the ministry, with increasing numbers of dairy
 processing companies cutting or halting collections of fresh
 milk, farmers in some regions have been pouring milk down the
 drain or even killing their dairy herds.

 The circular is instructing poultry and farming departments at
 all levels to develop urgent measures to help dairy farmers sell
 their fresh milk. The ministry said it is urging dairy processing
 companies to closely monitor their sales of fresh milk and plans
 to offer subsidies to dairy farmers. Local governments are
 being asked to offer credit financing to farmers who have been
 affected by the slump in demand."

 
4. INDIA: Move state capitals to secondary cities
Source: Hindu Business Line

"For nearly 60 years, politicians and bureaucrats in India have
 been undertaking foreign 'study' tours. The goal has been to
 bring back ideas to improve economic growth, increase
 employment, limit urban sprawl or better manage the
 environment. A simple urban renewal plan can do wonders for
 modern India by achieving all of these -- move state capitals to
 secondary cities.

 All state government offices and the hundreds of quasi-
government agencies would move their headquarters to this
 secondary city. The courts and the tens of thousands of
 lawyers, government agents and others who primarily live off
 doing business with the state would presumably move too. For
 those who choose not to move but rather commute, this would
 create opportunities for entrepreneurs in the transportation and
 hotel sectors."

5. ASIA: Electrical transformer market booming
Source: The Nation

"The lack of a sturdy electricity grid in several countries such as
 Indonesia, the Philippines, Myanmar and Viet Nam, as well as
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 the Sarawak region of Malaysia, has led power companies to
 budget for grid installations and expansions. These expansion
 programs are giving a huge boost to the market for electrical
 transformers in much of the region, but Thailand is falling
 behind, a new analysis has found.

 The research finds that the market earned revenue of $1.34
 billion in 2013 and is estimated to reach $1.77 billion in 2018.
 At 50.6 percent, the revenue contribution from the distribution
 segment was slightly higher than from the power segment and
 is expected to remain so during the forecast period. The
 research shows that rural electrification projects in Indonesia,
 Malaysia, Viet Nam and the Philippines accounted for most of
 the revenue in the distribution segment."

6. PAKISTAN: Suggestions for tax reforms
Source: Dawn

"Pakistan's tax woes are not new -- it has been struggling with
 low tax collection for several decades. The on-going collapse of
 international oil prices has brought the distributional
 consequences of Pakistan's inequitable and unfair tax system
 into sharp relief. World oil prices have fallen by 50 percent
 since June last year; the government, fearing a huge revenue
 loss, has transferred only 23 percent of the benefit to
 consumers.

 If the entire decline in international oil prices had been passed
 on domestically, consumers would have benefited to the extent
 of over Rs 500 billion ($4.97 billion), the impact on
 transportation fuel alone. By passing on a lower reduction, and
 increasing the sales tax, the transfer to consumers has been
 trimmed to Rs 175 billion, a significant welfare 'loss' of over
 Rs300bn at current prices."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Thailand's Association of Domestic Travel is pushing for an ASEAN driver's license in a bid
 to boost regional tourism ahead of ASEAN economic integration at the end of this year.
 'Now the tourism atmosphere in provinces bordering Lao PDR, Myanmar and Cambodia is
 lively and these new tourist groups have purchasing power,' Yutthachai said. Traveling
 abroad using private cars has already become popular in the region, and allowing such
 licenses would 'encourage more Cambodians to travel abroad by car,' said Thoun Sinan,
 managing director of travel company B2B Cambodia.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. THAILAND: Steps to speed up infrastructure projects
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Source: Bangkok Post

"The Thai government's strategic public-private partnership
 plans are about to be finalized, with all regulations expected to
 be settled early next month. The Public-Private Partnership
 Policy Committee chaired by Deputy Prime Minister Pridiyathorn
 Devakula has approved another five organic laws to facilitate
 joint investments by the private sector.

 Pridiyathorn said the law improvements would help the
 government to speed up infrastructure projects. The new
 regulations will allow responsible ministries to approve projects
 worth less than 1 billion baht. Only projects worth 1-5 billion
 baht are required to be vetted by the committee."

8. PHILIPPINES: Clark airport upgrade takes shape
Source: Business World

"The development of Clark International Airport will involve a
 P7.2-billion effort to increase capacity to 80 million passengers
 annually by 2032, based on a master plan prepared by the
 French company operating the major civilian airports of Paris,
 officials said. Clark International Airport Corp. (CIAC) along
 with the Department of Transportation and Communications, is
 set to bid out early this year the first phase of a plan by
 Aeroports de Paris to increase the airport's passenger capacity
 to eight million in 2017 from five million currently.

 CIAC said it is working toward convincing Emirates and AirAsia
 Bhd to return to the 2,367-hectare Clark Civil Aviation
 Complex, and is inviting more airlines to operate out of the
 Central Luzon gateway. The runup to the full projected capacity
 of 80 million passengers a year will involve the construction of
 'three parallel runways and a high-speed train.' An intermediate
 milestone for 2025 is annual capacity of 46 million passengers."

9. BANGLADESH: House rent surging out of control
Source: Financial Express

"The increase in house rent in Bangladesh over the past 25
 years has been estimated at 412.97 percent, according to the
 Consumers Association of Bangladesh. House rent has
 registered a rise between 15 to 22 percent since 2006 with the
 exception of last year when it was 10 percent. This increase is
 unsustainable. It runs contrary to the yearly depreciation of
 accommodation.

 The exodus to the capital and a few other urban centers explain
 the gap between demand and supply. The capital Dhaka
 obviously tops the list. The rent control act stipulates that
 house rent should be assessed at 15 percent of the total cost of
 land and construction of the building. But the law is more on
 paper than its execution at grass-roots level."

10. PAKISTAN: A harsh year for cotton economy
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Source: Dawn

"All stakeholders in the textile supply chain in Pakistan, starting
 from growers to spinners and value-added textile sector, found
 2014 to be a difficult year due to a host of factors, including the
 high cost of doing business, the severe energy crisis and the
 poor law and order situation.

 Apart from the internal factors, which badly hit the country's
 largest industrial sector and the biggest foreign exchange-
earner, there were unannounced curbs from China, the world's
 largest buyer of cotton and cotton yarn. The sudden withdrawal
 of China from the market resulted in slump in cotton prices the
 world over and Pakistan was no exception. Moreover, bumper
 crops being harvested by most of the cotton producing
 countries, including Pakistan, India, and China, further
 aggravated the situation and raw cotton prices took a nose-
dive."
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1. INDONESIA: Clean energy has huge potential
Source: Jakarta Post

"Indonesia is entering an era in which the new government
 seems to mean business in rethinking the ways to deal with the
 country's energy woes. Now that fuel and electricity subsidies
 have been significantly lowered, it stands to reason that people
 will look closer at energy efficiency and conservation measures
 as well as consider using renewable energy much more
 seriously.

 However, there is a great need for more awareness campaigns
 to promote the potential of clean energy in terms of the
 available technology and its money-saving potential. In this
 respect, the establishment of a new advocacy group on energy
 efficiency and conservation, the Indonesian Energy
 Conservation and Efficiency Society is indeed timely."

2. PRC: Calls to revise retirement age
Source: China Daily

"In China, different pension systems stipulate different
 retirement ages, which are different for men and women.
 People's attitude toward the issue is complicated too. If the
 pension they draw is high (compared with their salary), people
 would tend to retire early, and vice-versa. Due to China's
 complex national conditions and differences in public opinion,
 the retirement age should not be raised in one stroke across all
 sectors.

 Raising the retirement age, say, from 60 to 65 years, should be
 a gradual process taking into account the differences between
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 various groups and individual choices. A flexible retirement
 policy suits China's real conditions. Raising the retirement age
 is indeed necessary, respecting personal choice is necessary,
 too. The old-age pension system should encourage and guide
 people to choose their retirement age, which will ultimately
 lead to a win-win situation for employers, employees and the
 pension system."

3. ASIA: The hidden costs of oil benefits
Source: The Nation

"Lower crude oil prices are bringing benefits to net oil-importers
 like Thailand, whose energy import bills have exceeded Bt1.4
 trillion ($42.6 billion) annually in recent years. With Dubai
 crude falling below $50 per barrel last week, hopes are high
 that savings on energy bills can be channeled into productive
 projects to enhance the country's competitiveness. Yet, how
 long can this continue?

 Too much optimism over the plunge is a dangerous trap for
 beneficiaries like Thailand. Everybody loves to pay less for
 energy, but it would be a disaster if Thai authorities were hasty
 and backtracked on certain energy policies. Thailand also needs
 to do more in terms of energy efficiency."

 
4. INDIA: Tracking worsening air quality
Source: SciDev

"As urban air quality over India is seen to be deteriorating
 rapidly environment experts are demanding tighter measures
 to protect the health of citizens, such as by reining in the
 number of vehicles on the roads. A recent study by The Energy
 and Resources Institute, New Delhi, laid blame on the rising
 number of vehicles on the capital city's roads.

 In January, portable pollution monitoring devices distributed to
 a handful of citizens recorded PM 2.5 levels at 12 times more
 than the accepted standard of 60 micrograms per cubic meter.
 PM 2.5 describes particles in the air, smaller than two and one
 half microns that can affect lung function and are known to
 worsen medical conditions such as asthma and heart disease."

5. VIET NAM: Rolls out plans to boost rice exports
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"Amid fierce competition, low demand and overproduction, the
 Ministry of Industry and Trade (MoIT) recently announced that
 it will intensify measures in 2015 to expand Viet Nam's rice
 exports. Specifically the MoIT has set its sights on the African,
 West Asian and South Asian markets citing them as high
 demand markets where it can be price competitive with the
 other major players in the industry.

 In South Asia, Bangladesh is the dominant rice importer and
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 the MoIT believes it can capitalize in the market on the back of
 a memorandum of understanding between the two
 governments that went into effect in early 2014. The US
 Department of Agriculture has also forecast that rice exports
 will surge in South Asia for 2015 so the MoIT is confident this
 market is a solid target for exports."

6. PHILIPPINES: Bubble fears over property sector
Source: Inquirer

"As the property sector boom in the Philippines extends to
 nearly a decade, it is but natural to expect apprehensions of
 when the bust will come. The fundamental principle that what
 goes up must come down indeed applies to real estate prices.
 Is the property bubble about to burst? Industry experts are, of
 course, divided. There are those who believe that property
 prices have risen crazily.

 But the reasons that support the position that the boom in the
 Philippine property market is far from bursting are many, and
 appear more compelling. Just consider: speculative buyers who
 fueled the runaway property prices in the 1990s are gone, and
 monetary authorities are making sure that the real estate
 sector will not cause the economy to collapse again."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Centuries-old knowledge on traditional medicine can be useful in helping curb lifestyle
 diseases that weigh down healthcare systems of developing nations in the Pacific,
 researchers say. In a study published in the Journal of Ethnopharmacology, researchers from
 the Pacific Academic Institute of Research and Palau's Ministry of Health turned to local
 traditional medicine for answers that may have been overlooked before.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. PRC: Policy design to propel SOE reforms
Source: China Daily

"The restructuring of China's state-owned enterprises (SOEs)
 will proceed rapidly in 2015 as the government is set to unveil
 10 policies for SOE reform. Chu Xuping, head of research for
 the State-owned Asset Supervision and Administration
 Commission (SASAC), described 'major breakthroughs' in the
 overall plan for SOE reform.

 'The majority of policies will be rolled out before the Spring
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 Festival,' Chu said. Spring Festival falls on Feb 19 this year.
 The 10 policies include a guideline for reform, a general plan
 for state asset management, plans for mixed ownership and
 improvements to the evaluation system. UBS chief China
 economist Wang Tao expects SOE reform will be obtained
 through improved corporate incentives and private
 participation."

8. TAJIKISTAN: Steps to develop horticulture
Source: Central Asia Online

"The ingenuity of Tajik farmers and gardeners could mean a
 golden age for fruit farming. For generations, farmers in the
 mountainous nation have been planting gardens and vineyards
 on slopes, hills and arid but unirrigated soil where they couldn't
 grow vegetables and cotton. They also started gardens on
 irrigated land if the climate in the area didn't support cotton.

 That resourceful use of land has increased in recent years as
 agricultural leaders fret about disappointing cotton prices and
 about soil depletion by the notoriously demanding plant. In the
 past five years, farmers have planted 53,532 hectares of new
 gardens and 4,110 hectares of new vineyards. The current
 situation favors horticulture because fruit and vegetable prices
 in Tajikistan remain consistently high and because the
 prospects for profitable exports are growing, Tajik analysts
 say."

9. MYANMAR: Set to issue licenses for stock market
Source: Irrawaddy

"Myanmar's Ministry of Finance will begin issuing licenses in
 April for financial services on the Yangon Stock Exchange -- set
 to open in October, according to Deputy Finance Minister
 Maung Mg Thein. Licenses will be granted to underwriting,
 brokerage, dealing and consulting firms based on investment
 and clean-spending criteria.

 Maung Mg Thein estimated that about 10 public companies are
 currently in compliance with all requirements and ready to
 apply, though several other institutions could be included. The
 list of companies likely to be approved could include Forest
 Joint Venture Company, Myanmar Thilawa SEZ Holdings,
 Myanmar Citizens Bank and Yoma Strategic Holdings, according
 to a financial analyst. Brokerage firms are required to commit
 to a 7 billion kyat (US$7 million) initial investment before
 applying."

10. PHILIPPINES: Net FDI surges 64%
Source: Philstar

"Foreign direct investments (FDI) surged by 64 percent in the
 first 10 months of 2014, driven by rosy prospects for the
 Philippine economy, the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas reported.
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 'The increase in net FDI inflows during the period was buoyed
 by favorable investor outlook on the Philippine economy on the
 back of sound macroeconomic fundamentals,' the central bank
 said.

 Net FDI amounted to $5.32 billion in the 10-month period,
 surpassing the central bank's $4.4-billion target for the whole
 of 2014. The figure was also $2.08 billion, or 64 percent, higher
 than the $3.24 billion in the same period last year. By
 component, placements in debt instruments or borrowings
 made by local subsidiaries from their parent companies made
 up the bulk of the FDIs at $3.255 billion as of October, up 55
 percent from $2.095 billion."
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1. ASIA: Keys to development success
Source: Live Mint

"Asia is making remarkable progress in development and
 poverty reduction. But, why have some countries developed
 more rapidly than others? In the 1950s, the Philippines was
 second only to Japan in per capita gross domestic product
 (GDP), but slipped to among the lowest in per capita GDP
 terms of the major Association of Southeast Asian Nations,
 although it has been growing more rapidly in recent years. The
 People's Republic of China lifted its per capita GDP from just
 over $300 in 1990 to nearly $7,000 today.

 The first key to success is high-quality infrastructure. Without
 adequate power, roads and ports, investment from both
 domestic and foreign sources is difficult and industry cannot
 develop. Infrastructure also gives people access to basic
 services such as healthcare and education. China's public
 investment to GDP ratio is 22%, while much of developing
 Asia's doesn't even reach 5%."

2. VIET NAM: Launches Zero Hunger Challenge
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"Viet Nam Prime Minister Nguyen Tan Dung, with the
 collaboration and support of the United Nations, has launched a
 national Zero Hunger Challenge, a major initiative to eradicate
 hunger in the country by 2025. Dung underscored that in the
 world, 805 million people daily now live in hunger and that
 more than 160 million children under 5-years-old suffer from
 malnutrition and about 2 billion people lack basic essential
 nutrients.
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 The premier added that as one of first eight countries
 responding to the initiative, Viet Nam is fully committed to
 support the goals of the project. Viet Nam's response not only
 shows the responsibility of the country in the international
 community but also meets the needs of the country."

3. THAILAND: Seeks Japan's help on rail projects
Source: Bangkok Post

"The Thai government will present Japan with three options for
 investment in double-track railways during Prime Minister
 Prayut Chan-o-cha's visit to Japan next month. The discussion
 will involve the development of double-track rail lines using
 1.435-meter standard gauge in Thailand. ACM Prajin said Japan
 will be presented with three routes to choose from.

 ACM Prajin said it is likely Japan will choose the Bangkok-
Chiang Mai route, which has greater potential to materialize
 before the other routes. He said if the Thai and Japanese
 leaders agree on investment, the next step will be for the two
 countries to sign a memorandum of understanding to cooperate
 on a government-to-government basis, the minister said."

 
4. PRC: Family planning policy needs shift
Source: China Daily

"The latest change in the family planning policy in PRC, which
 allows couples to have a second child if one (or both) of them is
 the only child of his/her parents, is just more than a year old.
 The rationale of the policy shift was to ensure the 'long-term
 balanced development' of the population in the face of
 projections of a further decline in the fertility rate, a shrinking
 of the overall population and rapid aging. It was forecast that
 the change would lead to an extra 1 million to 2 million births
 per year.

 Figures from the National Health and Family Planning
 Commission suggest that by the end of December nearly 1
 million couples had sought permission to have a second child,
 and about 920,000 of them had been given the go-ahead.
 Evidence seems to suggest that the family planning policy
 alone is no longer responsible for the dropping fertility rate;
 other social and economic factors are playing a major role. We
 need to move the conversation on from a fear of a
 'demographic time bomb' of low fertility, declining population
 and so-called rapid aging."

5. SRI LANKA: Ambitious timetable for reforms
Source: The Diplomat

"Sri Lanka's newly elected president has sworn to defeat
 corruption and reduce its dependency on China. Can South
 Asia's fastest growing economy continue its winning streak
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 under the new broom? Newly elected President Maithripala
 Sirisena pledged in his inauguration speech to 'lead a social
 transformation of Sri Lanka' after defeating Mahinda Rajapaksa
 in the Jan. 8 poll.

 Sri Lanka posted real GDP growth of 7.3 percent in 2013, rising
 to an estimated 7.5 percent in 2014, although the IMF has
 projected growth will ease to 6.5 percent this year and next.
 The IMF also noted that 'public debt and debt service remain
 high by international comparison, reserves are limited, tax
 revenues are low, and medium-term sustainability depends
 heavily on continued growth and a positive external
 environment.'"

6. PHILIPPINES: Make tax system fairer, simpler
Source: Business World

"The existing tax system in the Philippines is complicated,
 inequitable, inefficient and inadequate to sustain the massive
 public expenditure needs of a growing economy. Despite the
 best effort by Bureau of Internal Revenue commissioner Kim
 Henares, tax effort, the ratio of taxes to gross domestic product
 (GDP), remains mediocre. There is a need for a fairer, simpler,
 broad-based, and high-yielding tax system.

 Tax effort should be in the neighborhood of 17-20% in order to
 finance the massive needs for public infrastructure and
 investment in human capital. The personal and corporate
 income tax systems are outmoded and out of sync with its
 ASEAN competitors. The value-added tax system remains
 narrow and inflexible. The real property tax system is
 unrealistically low, creating a bias for investment in land and
 real estate construction and away from factories and modern
 farms."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Bhutan has had remarkable success in fighting extreme poverty. The percentage of people
 living below the poverty line of $1.25 fell from 47% in 1981 to 3% in 2011. Nevertheless,
 there are some clouds of concern. After a period of rapid development, including double-
digit growth in 2011, the GDP growth rate slowed down 2.1% in 2013 as a result of the
 global slowdown and domestic macro-structural strains, including a high current account
 deficit. Moreover, unemployment, while not high by Eurozone standards, has risen, and, in
 particular, there is a perceptible rise in unemployment among educated youth.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. INDONESIA: Deliver gains from fuel subsidy revamp
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Source: Jakarta Globe

"The opening salvo in Indonesian President Joko Widodo's bid to
 revitalize Southeast Asia's biggest economy was a revamp of
 the country's energy sector. His next hurdle is delivering the
 gains from the shake-up. In his first three months in office,
 Jokowi, as the leader is known, freed up Rp 230 trillion ($18
 billion) of budget funds for development by scrapping gasoline
 subsidies and capping government aid on diesel.

 He also moved to plug revenue leaks and improve efficiency in
 the energy industry, changing the management of the state oil
 company as well as setting up an oil and gas reform team.
 Jokowi's administration has promised to use savings from the
 fuel-subsidy reduction to boost spending on infrastructure such
 as transportation and other public works."

8. CAMBODIA: Sihanoukville port a step closer to IPO
Source: Phnom Penh Post

"Sihanoukville Autonomous Port (SAP) recorded above-average
 revenue growth in 2014, marking the third year of consecutive
 profit and paving the way for a 2015 initial public offering,
 officials say. SAP revenue totaled more than $44 million in
 2014, up 15 percent from $39 million in 2013, according to the
 state-owned enterprise's latest financials.

 'This represents the port's great performance over the past 12
 months,' Lou Kim Chhun, general director of SAP, explained.
 Chhun said the port, which handles more than 60 percent of
 Cambodia's cargo traffic, had seen an average annual revenue
 growth rate of 10 percent since 2012."

9. BANGLADESH: Need to revise oil prices
Source: Financial Express

"With the slump in global oil prices, it is quite unbecoming on
 the part of the Bangladesh government not to adjust its
 domestic prices of petroleum products. But there is no sign in
 sight, as yet, to indicate any move to that direction.
 Apparently, the government has moved away from the
 commitment it made to the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
 to adjust domestic prices of oil and petroleum in keeping with
 the price trend in the global market.

 Such a commitment apart, it is in the interests of the country
 that the government should have thought out how best to
 benefit from the falling oil prices. As a result of the declining oil
 prices, the gap between the domestic and international prices
 of diesel and furnace oil is around Tk 22 and Tk 32,
 respectively. The lone beneficiary in the country appears to be
 the state-run Bangladesh Petroleum Corporation."

10. PAKISTAN: Fuel power shortage looms
Source: Dawn

http://www.phnompenhpost.com/business/port-step-closer-2015-ipo
http://www.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2015/01/14/75750
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"Filling stations and power plants in Pakistan have started
 drying up as petrol and furnace oil stocks plummeted to
 dangerous level mainly because of chronic circular debt coupled
 with falling oil prices, affecting private transport and increasing
 load-shedding. The country's total petrol stocks have dropped
 below 60,000 tons, which can only meet requirement for less
 than four days, while furnace oil stocks stand at 40,000 tons,
 which cannot go beyond two days of consumption if power
 plants are run at optimum level.

 Informed sources said the fuel supply to power stations had
 been scaled down to 10,000 tons a day to stretch reduced
 power generation to four days but fresh supplies would not be
 available until Jan. 25 as the next fuel import was due in the
 last week of this month. Consequently, power load-shedding
 has increased to more than 12 hours in major cities like
 Rawalpindi, Lahore and Multan."
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1. INDIA: The slippery slope of cheap oil
Source: Live Mint

"India's dependence on fuel imports is expected to grow to 50%
 of its total demand by 2030. The price of India's crude oil
 basket has plunged from $102 per barrel in August last year to
 $43 in January. Of course, such a decline has had a positive
 impact on the nation's balance sheet as well as overall inflation.
 Urjit Patel, deputy governor of the Reserve Bank of India, said
 that according to his estimate lower oil prices will save the
 country $50 billion.

 However, there are two other aspects -- one strategic and one
 tactical -- where India appears to be losing out. The strategic
 requirement where India is floundering is with regard to
 beefing up the storage capacity for oil reserves. Major
 importers are expected to have reserve capacities of as much
 as 90 days. India has little in comparison. The other concern is
 more tactical and pertains to India's ability to use the declining
 prices to reduce subsidies and shore up finances."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
New Zealand: A farming and services growth model for Asia?
The story of East Asia's rapid growth includes ample reference to the
 export of technologically complex manufactured goods, such as cars and
 computers. There is, however, a success story in Asia and the Pacific that
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 has eschewed this path, building neither cars nor computers and instead
 relying on farm products and the services sector.  

 
 
 

2. VIET NAM: Assistance policies help cut rural poverty
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"Poverty rates in mountainous and ethnic regions of Viet Nam
 were reduced by 2-4 percent last year, with most rapid
 decreases seen in the northern provinces of Ha Giang, Yen Bai,
 and Son La, and the southern Soc Trang, it was reported. The
 poverty rate among households in the northwestern region
 dropped by 3.5 percent, while the northeastern region saw a
 decrease of 3 percent and the Central Highlands was able to
 reduce the poverty rate by 2.7 percent.

 In 2014, mountainous provinces recorded an average economic
 growth of 8-10 percent thanks to a recovery in industrial and
 agricultural production with increases in productivity, output,
 and quality. The living conditions of ethnic minorities improved
 while political and security situations remained stable. The
 positive outcomes were attributable to numerous policies
 dedicated to mountainous ethnic areas, including programs to
 build flood-resistant homes in vulnerable areas in the Mekong
 Delta and central regions and a project to construct 186
 suspension bridges in 28 mountainous provinces."

3. THAILAND: Fairer deal for rice farmers
Source: Bangkok Post

"While a fierce debate is raging over whether the Thai
 government's rice subsidy is more effective than the rice-
pledging policy initiated by the Yingluck Shinawatra
 administration, at least the cash giveaways have proved a
 better method of passing on subsidies to needy farmers. About
 60% of the government's 40-billion-baht handout has been
 given to farmers in the Northeast and upper North who are
 poorer than those in other regions, said Bank for Agriculture
 and Agricultural Cooperatives (BAAC) President Luck
 Wajananawat.

 In comparison, a mere 20% of money spent on the rice-
pledging scheme was distributed to farmers in the Northeast
 and upper North. According to the state-backed farm bank's
 data, each farmer in the Northeast received around 50,000
 baht a year from selling five tons of paddy on average to the
 pledging scheme, five times less than those in the Central
 region."

P O V E R T Y   S P O T L I G H T
BHUTAN: Villagers long wait for electricity over
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Source: Kuensel

"With almost 90 percent of the work completed, Bhutan Power
 Corporation (BPC) expects to electrify Lauri,
 Samdrupjongkhar's most remote group of villages, by mid this
 year. Divided in two packages, work on the much-awaited rural
 electrification (RE) project began in 2012 and was supposed to
 be completed by June 2013. But the monsoon and the remote
 location hindered the installations of the trunk line and the
 electrification was delayed.

 However, BPC is now left to erect a few transformers and wire
 and charge the system, which is expected to be completed by
 the end of February. The RE would benefit about 543
 households. A BPC official said that it would only be possible to
 provide electricity if people have already installed wiring in
 their homes. To date, only 30 percent of households have
 connected wires with the meter box."

4. KAZAKHSTAN: Extends economic outreach
Source: The Diplomat

"Kazakhstan has unveiled a new investment campaign and
 commercial, 'Invest in Kazakhstan' aimed at attracting foreign
 investment. The commercial highlights the benefits for foreign
 investors: exemption from corporate income tax, land tax,
 property tax, and customs duties for 10 years, etc. With these
 economic lures, Kazakhstan seems to offer a lot to foreign
 investors.

 Kazakhstan, often self-referred to as the 'Eurasian bridge,' saw
 its GDP growth rate spike in 2006, only to drop in 2009, then
 climb back up to 6.0 percent in 2013. Kazakhstan's business
 environment has improved. The World Bank's 'Doing Business'
 report ranked Kazakhstan in 50th place. The country offers
 attractive tax exemptions for foreign companies."

5. PHILIPPINES: Seeks long-term energy solutions
Source: Business World

"The coming dry season will be challenging for the energy sector
 in the Philippines, which will struggle to meet demand as
 hydroelectric sources dry up, potentially exposing consumers to
 crippling outages. This was the outlook given by Energy
 Secretary Carlos Jericho L. Petilla, who declined to give a
 precise estimate of the looming shortfall.

 The uncertainty of power supply -- a problem which used to be
 confined to Mindanao -- has now spread to Luzon, which
 accounts for around 70% of the country's output. Latest figures
 showed an additional 782 megawatts is needed to avoid supply
 disruptions between March and June this year. A circular
 enjoins public and private establishments, which includes
 households, to participate and practice different energy
 conservation measures."
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6. INDONESIA: Leads region in attracting factories
Source: Jakarta Globe

"Indonesia will attract more new factories than any other
 Southeast Asian nation over the next few years, a survey of 75
 manufacturers showed, bolstering President Joko Widodo's
 drive to revitalize the economy. Manufacturers plan to build 54
 new plants in Southeast Asia's biggest economy by 2019, a 68
 percent increase that will allow Indonesia to overtake Malaysia
 and Thailand with 133 factories in total, according to a survey.

 Joko has overhauled fuel subsidies to free up budget funds for
 infrastructure, pledging to spur investment and boost an
 economy growing at the slowest pace since 2009. Many
 companies are starting to implement their expansion plans in
 Indonesia after last year's election that brought the president
 to power. The manufacturers' plans add to signs of investor
 confidence in Indonesia."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Asia accounted for around 75 percent of the world's maritime piracy and robbery incidents in
 2014, according to the latest report released by the International Maritime Bureau
 (IMB).The IMB specifically highlighted the fact that within the overall recorded numbers,
 attacks against small tankers off the Southeast Asian coast had caused a rise in global ship
 hijackings from 12 in 2013 to 21 in 2014. Southeast Asia as a subregion saw 141 piracy
 incidents in 2014, with the vast majority of them carried out in Indonesian waters.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. CAMBODIA: Tax revenue tops $1 billion
Source: Phnom Penh Post

"The General Department of Taxation in Cambodia collected
 more than $1.06 billion in tax revenue in 2014 up by about
 17.7 percent on the $900 million collected in 2013, according
 to a statement from the tax department. Income tax was up by
 29.6 percent, company tax rose by 23.9 percent while value
 added tax collection increased by 23.9 percent.

 Meanwhile, the General Department of Customs and Excise
 reported last week that the taxes on imports and exports had
 yielded $1.34 billion last year up from more than $1 billion in
 2013. 'We have to continue to improve the fiscal policy reform;
 to convince and discuss with businesses the registration
 procedure via the new system,' said Minister of Economy and
 Finance Aun Porn Moniroth."
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8. PRC: Exporters aim for emerging markets
Source: China Daily

"Developed markets, the erstwhile pillars of China's foreign
 trade, may no longer be that central to the nation's long-term
 growth plans as emerging markets are shaping up as better
 alternatives, industry experts said. With several European
 nations and Japan grappling with issues like high
 unemployment and slow economic growth, many Chinese
 companies are shipping more goods and deploying additional
 resources in emerging markets to maintain sustainable trade
 growth.

 Zheng Yuesheng, spokesman for the General Administration of
 Customs, said China's trade with emerging markets including
 the Association of Southeast Asian Nations, Africa, Russia and
 India, amounted to 2.95 trillion yuan ($475 billion) in 2014,
 representing year-on-year growth of 7.1 percent, 4.3 percent,
 5.6 percent and 6.8 percent, respectively."

9. SRI LANKA: Good times ahead for horticulture
Source: Daily News

"The growth of the horticulture industry in Sri Lanka could be
 doubled over the next five years, if the required government
 support can be provided, especially with low financing options
 for the industry. Total floriculture exports from Sri Lanka now
 exceeds Rs. 1.3 billion ($9.87 million) per annum, Serendib
 Horticulture Technologies Chairman, Dilip de Silva said.

 Despite the obstacles faced by growers and exporters, in
 relation to escalating costs, reasonable growth was shown by
 the industry on exports. De Silva said that horticulture in Sri
 Lanka will advance with the new government policies. The
 export industry of floriculture and horticulture produce is
 mainly locally based and has a near 100 percent local input."

10. MYANMAR: Rising imports drive overall trade boost
Source: Irrawaddy

"Myanmar's total trade volume this fiscal year is expected to
 rise by at least $5 billion compared with the previous 12
 months, government data shows, but economists warn that a
 rising trade deficit threatens to undermine that growth. In the
 nine months from April 1, 2014, to Jan. 2, the total trade
 volume reached nearly $21 billion, according to Ministry of
 Commerce figures, surpassing the previous fiscal year's $18.6
 billion in trade.

 Of the total trade, exports decreased slightly to $8.6 billion,
 while imports increased by $2.5 billion to reach $12.3 billion.
 Yan Naing Tun, the deputy director general at the Ministry of
 Commerce, confirmed the rising import-export disparity but
 declined to offer a reason for the widening trade deficit."
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1. ASIA/PACIFIC: Dreams of remote Internet connections
Source: SciDev

"There's no shortage of ideas for getting Internet to people in
 developing countries, especially remoter areas. But will they
 work? New technologies using balloons, drones and unusual
 satellites have been tested in recent years with the aim of
 improving global access to high-speed Internet. The hope is
 that some of these innovative technologies could help narrow
 and eventually eliminate the global digital divide.

 Several billion people around the world are still without Internet
 infrastructure, many of them in developing countries. Often
 they are in areas remote from fiber-optic cables or too poor for
 expensive satellite access. The hard truth is that communities
 are different so a 'one size fits all' approach is unlikely to be
 successful."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
New Zealand: A farming and services growth model for Asia?
The story of East Asia's rapid growth includes ample reference to the
 export of technologically complex manufactured goods, such as cars and
 computers. There is, however, a success story in Asia and the Pacific that
 has eschewed this path, building neither cars nor computers and instead
 relying on farm products and the services sector.
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2. PRC: Retains top spot for clean energy investment
Source: China Daily

"China retained its global top spot for clean energy investment
 in 2014, with surging demand especially in both solar and wind.
 According to The Bloomberg New Energy Finance report, the
 country's investment in clean energy last year hit a record
 $89.5 billion, a 32 percent rise on 2013, accounting for about
 29 percent of the world's total.

 Investment worldwide totaled $310 billion, up 16 percent on
 the previous year, driven by surges in investment in solar
 energy in China and the United States, and offshore wind
 energy in Europe, said the report. Some industry experts have
 expressed concern that a five-year low in crude oil prices and
 an oil oversupply could have dragged down renewable
 investment."

3. INDONESIA: Seeking greater equality through taxes
Source: Jakarta Post

"The standard of living of the Indonesian middle to lower class
 has improved, but it pales in comparison with their compatriot
 billionaires and millionaires. The total wealth of Indonesia's top-
50 richest people amounted to $101.7 billion in 2014 according
 to Forbes magazine. This goes without mentioning those who
 are invisible, as the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
 Development (OECD) states that the Indonesian informal
 economy was more than 30 percent of GDP in 2012.

 Despite the growing rich, tax revenues have been thin for
 years, accounting for only 11-12 percent of GDP, while the
 individual income tax rate is 30 percent. The ratio of tax
 revenues to GDP in developed countries usually approaches the
 official income tax rate. The distance between these two is
 worryingly large in Indonesia. The Indonesian inheritance tax
 rate is very low, at only 2.5 percent flat, despite the growing
 number of billionaires."

 
4. NEPAL: Concerns over idle banking funds
Source: Himalayan Times

"The banking sector in Nepal is flush with funds at present
 because of its failure to invest adequately, which means it has
 to go without interest on a vast sum of deposits it would
 otherwise earn on, at least at 10 percent, had it been able to
 lend the money to various borrowers for viable projects.

 The banks and financial institutions (BFIs) have made the most
 of their loans to borrowers who spend the money on
 consumption, such as buying consumer goods like vehicles,
 expensive electronic items, or on other unproductive areas like
 land and housing. But still, huge funds have been lying idle
 with the BFIs which is unfortunate in a situation when rapid
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 development should have been the mantra."

5. INDIA: IT sector at the crossroads
Source: Live Mint

"Currently, the IT industry in India accounts for 7% of gross
 domestic product (GDP) according to industry body NASSCOM,
 up from 1.2% in 1998. That this contribution comes on the
 back of a mere 10 million people employed directly or
 indirectly, makes it a vital driver for the economy. As growth
 slows, its ability to act as a lever for services growth will also
 be seriously impacted.

 Any serious slowdown also threatens the vital second leg of the
 paradigm on which the IT services success story has been built.
 India's IT firms are truly at the crossroads. Having created a
 new and influential industry out of a tiny sliver of an arbitrage
 opportunity, they can now slip into mediocrity or participate in
 the brave new world of creating knowledge-based capital."

6. CAMBODIA: Seeks Chinese funding for rice warehouses
Source: Phnom Penh Post

"In a bid to stock 1.2 million tons of rice paddy, Cambodia has
 sent a draft memorandum of understanding (MoU) to China
 asking the country for a $300 million loan to build more than
 10 warehouses nationwide. The draft MoU was prepared by the
 Ministry of Economy and Finance and sent to the Chinese
 government late last month, according to Mey Kalyan, senior
 adviser for the Supreme National Economic Council (SNEC) and
 leader of the project.

 Kalyan said Cambodia is now waiting for the Chinese
 government's response and expects to begin the project mid-
year. Kalyan added that while the warehouse would be built by
 the government, it would be run by the private sector, with
 revenue coming from millers paying maintenance fees to have
 their paddy stored during the harvest season."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Uruk villagers in Bhutan have found a solution to their financial needs. The community
 forest management (CFM) in Namdrupcholing has collected earnings from trees that are
 loaned out to villagers for harvesting, saving them time and money. According to an
 official, the formation of CFM in villages has saved forest resources. 'Had these forests been
 left without protection, most of the trees would have been exhausted by now,' Ugyen
 Lhendup said. Before the conversion to CFM, the forest in Uruk particularly suffered from
 loss of its trees to outsiders and illegal timber extraction.
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7. SOUTH ASIA: Farming goes to town
Source: SciDev

"Irrigated urban croplands can improve global food security and
 play a larger role in densely populated and increasingly water
 scarce regions like South Asia, says a new study. Pay Drechsel,
 scientist at the Colombo-based International Water
 Management Institute and co-author of the study, says urban
 and peri-urban agricultural areas worldwide are larger than the
 total area under rice cultivation in South Asia.

 South and East Asia comprise 49 percent of urban irrigated
 croplands and 56 percent of the non-urban irrigated areas
 globally. These two regions account for 26 percent of urban
 rain-fed croplands and 22 percent of non-urban rain-fed
 croplands. The study says irrigation is more common on city
 farms than rural farms, intensifying water demands in
 sprawling urban zones."

8. PRC: Outbound investment surges past $100 billion
Source: Jakarta Globe

"Chinese overseas investment surged past $100 billion for the
 first time last year, official figures showed Friday, but remained
 below investment into the country. Overseas direct investment
 (ODI) rose 14.1 percent to $102.9 billion in 2014, vice
 commerce minister Zhong Shan said at a briefing, as Chinese
 firms continued to buy up assets, particularly energy and
 resources, to power the world's number two economy.

 Foreign direct investment (FDI) into China rose to $119.6
 billion, the second consecutive increase, although that is only
 1.7 percent higher, representing a marked deceleration. In
 2013, Chinese ODI rose 16.8 percent to $90.17 billion, while
 FDI rebounded 5.3 percent to $117.59 billion after declining the
 previous year in the face of economic weakness in developed
 markets and a growth slowdown at home."

9. THAILAND: Economy of scale crucial for banks
Source: The Nation

"Thai banks should consider creating sufficient economy of scale
 before expanding into ASEAN markets because their ability to
 facilitate offshore activities is lower than that of rival banks in
 Singapore and Malaysia. ASEAN is an important market for Thai
 companies, some of which could become top players in the
 region, Vorapak Tanyawong, president of Krungthai Bank, said
 at the Cornell Forum on the competitive challenges in the
 financial banking industry for Thailand and ASEAN.
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 The role of Thai banks is to follow the activities of Thai
 companies, yet, the size of Thai banks that can potentially
 operate outside Thailand amounts to assets of $70 billion-$80
 billion at present. This is much lower than Malaysian CIMB
 Group's $120 billion or Singaporean United Overseas Bank's
 $300 billion. To close the gap between competing regional
 banks, the Thai Bankers' Association is collaborating with
 Qualified Asean Bank on a bilateral agreement."

10. FIJI: Long-term plan needed on education
Source: Fiji Times

"There are job opportunities for graduate teachers in Fiji as the
 Ministry of Education confirms the country is facing a shortage
 of teachers. Education Minister Dr Mahendra Reddy said it
 would take another four years to manage the student-teacher
 ratio shortage in Fiji. He said while the appointment of 653 new
 teachers into primary and secondary schools would help
 address the issue, this would not solve the problem.

 'There is a massive shortage of teachers in schools,' Dr Reddy
 said. 'It will take a couple more years so we intend to, as part
 of our reform, to increase the teacher-student ratio so that
 students get more attention.' Of the 653 new teacher
 appointments, 336 will be for primary schools and 317 for
 secondary schools."
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IN DEPTH

1. INDONESIA: Embrace ocean energy
Source: Jakarta Post

"Many countries have now embraced ocean energy as a viable
 route to reducing dependency on fossil fuels, strengthening
 their nation's energy security and in meeting their low-carbon
 environmental obligation targets. Where ocean energy
 resources are available, these can significantly help countries to
 meet their green objectives.

 Indonesia's heavy reliance on fossil fuels for power generation
 (and associated subsidies), alongside its growing population
 demands, has resulted in its openness to explore, embrace and
 support renewable energy sources. The almost 17,500 islands
 that form Indonesia's archipelago constrict both tidal and non-
tidal ocean currents as these forces encounter the landmasses.
 This fact alone indicates there are areas where ocean energy
 resources can be harnessed."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
Green investment in Asian cities: Lessons from the People's Republic
 of China, Indonesia and Japan 
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2. PRC: Unveils uniform pension system
Source: China Daily

"Measures on old-age insurance for workers in government
 agencies and public institutions in PRC have been unveiled.
 Insurance will now be paid by both workers and organizations,
 instead of just by organizations or central finance as in the
 past. Workers will pay 8 percent of their monthly salary into
 the scheme, while the organization will pay 20 percent of the
 salary, according to a statement by the Ministry of Human
 Resources and Social Security.

 China has nearly 40 million such workers in government
 agencies and public institutions. Most of them are civil
 servants, doctors, teachers and researchers. In the past,
 corporate employees had to pay for their own old-age
 insurance, while government staff enjoyed pensions without
 making any contributions at all. Pensions without worker
 contributions have become a huge burden on the government
 and are unsustainable."

3. NEPAL: Shift focus from remittances
Source: Himalayan Times

"It is a matter of immense concern that Nepal's economy is very
 much dependent on remittances. This is very unnatural, and
 forecasts show that this situation may not remain so in a
 decade or two. That means the country must wean itself away
 from heavy reliance on remittances.

 All the same, the Balance of Payments of the country are being
 presently bolstered by remittances from Nepali migrant workers
 in foreign countries. However, figures show that as in the first
 four months of this fiscal year, the fifth month could only boast
 of a 2.7 percent increase in comparison to the same period in
 the previous fiscal. So in the long run it would not be wise to be
 overly dependent on remittances."

 
4. ASIA: Slow to grasp deflation's looming threat
Source: Live Mint

"In a world of plunging commodity prices and weakening global
 demand, Asian economies that have traditionally depended on
 exports are going to have to do all they can to gin up growth.
 Since most of the tools available to governments -- increasing
 spending, lowering trade barriers and loosening labor markets -
- can't have an immediate impact, the burden falls on central
 banks to act. That's the only sure way to ease strains in credit
 markets, relieve hard-pressed borrowers and boost
 investments. So why aren't they doing so?

 An overly doctrinaire fear of inflation explains much of the
 reluctance. Another reason is the bad memories of 1997. Back
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 then, ultraloose monetary policies helped spark the Asian crisis.
 In the years since, governments have amassed foreign-
exchange reserves -- just 10 Asian economies hold more than
 $7 trillion -- and central bankers have maintained conservative
 rate regimes. Such prudence is understandable given worries
 about the Federal Reserve tightening too fast, the euro
 crashing or China's shadow-banking system imploding."

5. THAILAND: Aims to boost trade at border zones
Source: The Nation

"Thai Prime Minister Prayut Chan-o-cha met with the
 committees responsible for developing special economic zones
 along the country's borders to spur trade with neighboring
 nations. The meeting will follow up on measures and the
 privileges to be granted by the committees to investors to set
 up facilities in the zones.

 The committee responsible for such privileges, which is headed
 by the Finance Ministry, will offer the same or better conditions
 than those offered by the Board of Investment. The committee
 for the one-stop labor service center will offer temporary
 border passes to migrant workers with jobs in the zone, for
 greater convenience, while the committee responsible for
 infrastructure development will report on the progress of
 infrastructure for both electricity and water supply to the
 public."

6. VIET NAM: Needs to rethink poverty fight
Source: Asia One

"Viet Nam's Deputy Prime Minister Vu Van Ninh called for more
 efforts to achieve sustainable poverty reduction yesterday,
 saying that people were falling back into poverty in many areas
 and many policies overlapped. According to a report, the
 country's poverty rate declined from 7.8 percent in 2013 to
 around 5.8 percent.

 However, Ninh said many poverty reduction policies still
 overlapped and the country needed to apply a multidimensional
 approach, that is, measuring poverty in terms of assessing
 people's access to basic services such as healthcare and
 education. In 2015, the committee set a goal of bringing the
 national rate of poor households below 5 per cent and that of
 poor districts to below 30 percent."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Metro Manila and other major cities in the Philippines are experiencing major traffic
 congestion because high economic and population growth in the last decade were not
 accompanied by commensurate and timely investment in infrastructure. In the last four
 years, the government fell short of its planned infrastructure spending by an average of
 roughly $1.1 billion. A number of public-private partnership projects have also been
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 delayed at various stages from planning to implementation. All of these contribute to an
 estimated productivity loss of around $54 million a day -- an amount enough to fully plug
 underinvestment in infrastructure, education, and health.

 
 
 
 

7. MONGOLIA: Unveils affordable housing plan
Source: UB Post

"The 'Affordable housing strategy for Ulaanbaatar residents' in
 Mongolia looks to improve the living standards of citizens. By
 providing affordable housing for residents with small or lower
 than average income it is expected to contribute to the
 alleviation of air and soil pollution in the city. About 50 percent
 of Ulaanbaatar citizens receive small or lower than average
 incomes. As such, these families cannot afford apartments
 without support from the government.

 Under the project, a city housing institution with an arbitrating
 role will be established and a legal environment will be created.
 Designated to regulate and arbitrate rather than construct
 apartments, the institution will be responsible for supporting
 low-income residents in buying apartments by issuing collateral
 through advance payments and establishing a credit collateral
 fund."

8. CAMBODIA: Agriculture hopes for dry season
Source: Phnom Penh Post

"Agriculture industry representatives in Cambodia are hopeful
 that paddy rice output will pick up during the coming dry
 season, despite production levels during the recent rainy
 season weakening year-on-year. According to a Ministry of
 Agriculture report released last week, paddy production for the
 May-to-January rainy season reached 6.6 million tons, down
 more than 230,000 tons from the 2013-14 results. Productivity
 has similarly dropped from 2.9 tons of paddy per hectare to 2.7
 tons.

 Pich Romnea, deputy director for the ministry's Paddy Rice
 Department, is pinning his hopes on a bumper 2015 dry
 season, from January to April, after drought, floods and insect
 plagues hampered the recent rainy season's performance.
 Cambodia's productivity levels increase from about 2.9 tons per
 hectare in the rainy season to more than 4 tons per hectare in
 the dry season, according to the government's report."

9. MYANMAR: FDI hits record high
Source: Irrawaddy

"Foreign direct investment (FDI) in Myanmar is continuing at a
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 staggering pace, hitting more than $6 billion in the first nine
 months of the current fiscal year, according to figures from the
 Myanmar Investment Commission. From April to the end of
 December last year, 25 countries spent $6.62 billion on FDI,
 well above the commission's $4-5 billion estimates for the year
 to April 2015 and almost doubling the $3.5 billion total inflows
 of the 2013-14 fiscal year.

 Singapore-listed companies comprised more than half of the
 investment volume with a combined total of $3.8 billion,
 reflecting an apparent trend of managing local projects
 remotely from the investment haven, particularly for oil and
 gas projects. Dr Maung Maung Lay, vice chairman of the Union
 of Myanmar Federation of Chambers and Commerce Industry,
 said that many international firms had routed their FDI spend
 through their Singapore offices."

10. INDONESIA: Huge sums needed for infrastructure
Source: Jakarta Post

"As a net oil importer since 2004, Indonesia enjoys a state
 budget windfall 'saving' every time international oil prices fall
 steeply and allow for a massive cut or the abolishment of fuel
 subsidies. Now that oil prices have collapsed to below $50 per
 barrel, the government expects to save almost Rp 200 trillion
 ($16 billion) throughout this year that can be ploughed into
 more productive programs, notably poverty alleviation and
 infrastructure.

 In this context, the government proposed amendments to the
 2015 state budget last week to the House of Representatives
 that will result in, among other things, the doubling of
 investment in infrastructure development from last year's Rp
 139 trillion to Rp 290 trillion in a bid to boost economic growth
 to 5.8 percent from last year's estimated 5 to 5.2 percent. The
 additional equity injection should also be welcomed because it
 will expand the financing abilities of state companies in building
 new airports or seaports or expanding the capacities of existing
 facilities."
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1. PAKISTAN: Seeking fairer economic growth
Source: Dawn

"Achieving growth rates of 7 percent plus to absorb the net
 annual additions to the labor force in Pakistan will require:
 higher rates of domestic savings to finance the investments
 needed to attain and then maintain such growth rates; and
 better quality entrepreneurial and managerial skills. Also
 needed is the continued improvement in the productivity of
 resources-capital and labor through induction of technology,
 improved skills and industrial, financial and other
 complementary policy reforms.

 Much of the recent growth has been in the relatively capital-
 and skill-intensive sectors of finance, telecommunications, IT,
 oil and gas and motor vehicle assembly in which the bulk of the
 population with their limited education and skills has been
 unable to participate in meaningfully. In fact, because of
 inequalities in access to quality education, it is practically
 impossible for the poor to participate effectively in the
 development process."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
Green investment in Asian cities: Lessons from the People's Republic
 of China, Indonesia and Japan 
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2. INDIA: Improve flawed school system
Source: Live Mint

"The Annual Status of Education Report showed that reading
 and arithmetic learning levels in Indian schools have barely
 moved up over the past year. Barring a few exceptions such as
 Tamil Nadu, where learning levels seem to have improved over
 the past few years, learning levels seem to have regressed
 across most states.

 The fall in educational attainment in government-funded
 schools has occurred at a time when the government has
 increased spending on primary education, after enacting the
 Right to Education Act in 2009. The latest data should prompt a
 radical rethinking of education policies. The key weakness in
 the government's education strategy is its thrust on school
 inputs and quantity rather than on learning levels and
 educational quality."

3. NEPAL: Hydropower the pivotal economic link
Source: Himalayan Times

"The energy sector is one which merits a lot of attention
 because hydropower remains the pivot for Nepal's economic
 activities to flourish. However, the overt negligence on the part
 of the government and planners of the past had been
 responsible for the hydropower sector remaining almost
 without any progress. And that is responsible for the increasing
 hours of load-shedding every day.

 Though there are a host of hydroprojects in line, there are a
 few problems which need to be sorted out. The first and
 foremost had been the buying rate of electricity from the hydel
 projects. The Nepal Electricity Authority has fixed the buying
 rate of electricity at Rs. 8.40 per unit for the lean season and
 Rs. 4.80 a unit for the wet season for power generated by
 private producers for the projects with installed capacity of up
 to 100 megawatts."

 
4. INDONESIA: Initiatives to empower small businesses
Source: Jakarta Globe

"Jakarta will host a series of pilot projects aimed at empowering
 small and medium enterprises, as part of a wider government
 effort to support a sector that contributes to more than half of
 Indonesia's gross domestic product. 'The programs will likely be
 long term projects, because helping SMEs grow is not
 something which can be done in one or two days,' Djarot
 Syaiful Hidayat, Jakarta's deputy governor, said.
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 He added the city had signed an agreement with the ministry
 for cooperatives and SMEs that could see the programs to
 develop small businesses in Jakarta start within months. Anak
 Agung Gde Ngurah Puspayoga, the SME minister, said one of
 his first orders of business would be to update the ministry's
 database of SMEs, which employ four-fifths of the Indonesian
 work force, before devising suitable programs for SME
 empowerment in Jakarta."

5. PHILIPPINES: Window for reforms narrows
Source: Business World

"A little less than a year and a half before the electorate
 chooses his successor, President Benigno S. C. Aquino III still
 has time to ensure more reforms become permanent through
 legislation, but the window to do so is narrowing, analysts
 believe. This is amid worries that legislators will get
 increasingly sidetracked by jockeying for the 2016 national and
 local elections starting next semester.

 Global debt watcher Moody's Investors Service in December
 flagged uncertainty over the fate of reforms with the change of
 government as a key political risk for the country, and some
 business leaders have expressed hopes the administration
 would make it difficult for any successor to backtrack on
 reforms by having them legislated."

6. CAMBODIA: Steps to boost financial access to the poor
Source: Phnom Penh Post

"The National Bank of Cambodia (NBC) joined the Alliance for
 Financial Inclusion (AFI) last week, a Bill & Melinda Gates
 Foundation-funded network of policymakers aimed at
 increasing financial access to the poor. The AFI praised
 Cambodia's central bank for providing a regulatory
 environment that helps microfinance institutions transition into
 the commercial financial sector.

 'These regulations have also paved the way for non-deposit
 taking microfinance institutions to transition to specialized
 banks, and ultimately become some the largest banks in the
 country serving millions of customers, especially low income
 households,' the statement read. NBC director Chea Serey said
 joining the AFI would enhance the NBC's reputation and help
 develop policies targeting financial inclusion."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
The Delhi Metro saves 2 million barrels of oil every year by taking petrol and diesel vehicles
 off the roads. Given that the oil price averaged around $100 per barrel until a few months
 ago, this means an annual saving of $200 million. India imports more than 70% of its
 petroleum requirements and oil is the single biggest reason for India's trade deficit. Public
 transport reduces congestion, saves time, cuts down on fuel consumption and pollution and
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 saves lives. Delhi Metro is sparking modern metro rail construction in at least 10 other
 Indian cities.

 
 
 
 
 

7. VIET NAM: Tackle slow progress in SOE restructuring
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"The restructuring of state-owned enterprises (SOEs) in Viet
 Nam has seen slow progress since it was launched in 2011,
 leaving significant tasks to complete by the end of 2015.
 According to the Steering Committee for Business Renovation
 and Development, 143 SOEs were equitized in 2014, well below
 the set target of 200 enterprises during the year.

 Dang Quyet Tien, Deputy Head of the Finance Ministry's
 Department of Entrepreneurial Finance, believes three main
 reasons have contributed to the slow-down: impacts on Viet
 Nam's securities and capital markets from the economic crisis
 in 2011, out-of-date policies, and hesitation on the part of
 ministry leaders and business executives."

8. ASIA: Oil slump puts clean energy push at risk
Source: Dawn

"Falling oil prices could have a negative impact on global efforts
 to develop renewable energy sources, experts warned. Oil
 prices have fallen by almost 60 percent since June, crashing on
 worries over global oversupply and weak demand in a faltering
 world economy. Participants at the International Renewable
 Energy Agency conference that opened on Saturday in the oil-
rich United Arab Emirates said the trend could spell doom for
 plans to shift to clean energy.

 The fall in oil prices could be a 'game changer,' Italy's Deputy
 Minister for Economic Development Claudio Vincenti said. Oil
 price rises in the past encouraged clean energy investments,
 said Vincenti, adding that a long-term fall in prices could shift
 the balance among various energy sources."

9. PRC: Slow growth puts banks under pressure
Source: China Daily

"PRC pursued financial reforms in an orderly manner in 2014 by
 introducing measures on interest rate liberalization, expanding
 the scale of direct financing and accelerating the two way
 opening-up of its capital market. With the deepening of
 financial reforms and continued slowdown of economic growth,
 Chinese banks will face increasing pressure from bad loans,

http://www.asiapathways-adbi.org/
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 narrowing of net interest margins and financial
 disintermediation this year.

 To handle these challenges, banks must restructure their asset
 portfolios, focus on financial innovation and strive to operate
 across multiple markets, said bankers and researchers. Chinese
 banks will face greater pressure from bad assets this year.
 Economists said that nonperforming loans may rise further and
 the exposure to bad debts may accelerate this year."

10. THAILAND: To lead global rice exports
Source: Bangkok Post

"Thailand is expected to return to dominate global rice exports,
 with shipments estimated at 10-11 million tons this year. In a
 statement Monday, the Commerce Ministry said Thailand
 exported 10.8 million tons of rice last year, a rise of 63.6%
 from 2013. Export value rose by 22% to $5.37 billion from
 $4.42 billion in 2013.

 Commerce Minister Chatchai Sarikulya attributed the surge
 mainly to the joint effort by the private and public sectors to
 rev up selling annual produce and the government's rice stocks.
 The Commerce Ministry forecasts global rice production will fall
 slightly by 0.3% this year to 475 million tons due to lower
 production anticipated in India, Japan, Pakistan, Egypt, Sri
 Lanka and Nigeria."
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1. INDONESIA: Push through energy reform
Source: Jakarta Post

"The Indonesian government should be commended for quickly
 seizing the opportunity that has been provided by the plunge in
 global oil prices to get rid of the distorting and exorbitantly
 wasteful fuel subsidies. But the government should not be
 complacent, stopping at putting fuel prices on a managed
 floating market-price mechanism because the current oil-price
 trend is simply a matter of luck.

 No one is able to predict what the oil price will be next year, as
 fossil fuel prices have always been highly volatile. The current
 period of low oil prices is a great opportunity for the
 government to push through comprehensive energy reform,
 based on the 2007 Energy Law, which governs energy
 diversification away from such conventional energy sources as
 oil, gas and coal toward renewable resources."

2. INDIA: Future lies in manufacturing
Source: Hindu Business Line

"Investments in manufacturing in India are imperative if a
 significant proportion of the massive rural workforce is to move
 into higher income brackets and higher skilled economic
 activity, thereby putting India back on a sustainable high
 growth trajectory. The share of manufacturing in India's GDP
 has remained static at about 16 percent for over 30 years now.

 The National Manufacturing Policy (NMP) 2011 aims to increase
 the manufacturing sector's contribution to 25 percent of GDP
 by 2022 by growing at 12-14 percent in the medium term, and
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 creating 100 million new manufacturing jobs by 2022. The NMP
 gives special focus to industries that are employment-intensive,
 produce capital goods and have strategic significance, including
 micro, small and medium enterprises and public sector
 enterprises."

3. BANGLADESH: Boost non-rice food output
Source: Financial Express

"The food security situation in Bangladesh has improved
 marginally but more needs to be done. In particular, the
 government has a major role to play in this regard. There is
 potential for further increase in rice production through
 intensification of land use in the vast coastal region and
 depressed basins where single crop systems still prevails. Crop
 intensification is possible through use of shorter maturity crop
 varieties that have already been developed by the R&D system.

 The government can play a vital role in this area by
 strengthening R&D institutions, improving research capacity
 and the morale of researchers through fellowships for graduate
 and post-graduate level training in international research
 centers and advanced educational institutions, and promoting
 farmer-participatory validation of improved technologies. A
 more difficult challenge is to accelerate growth in production of
 non-rice foods, such as pulses, oils, fish and animal products."

 
4. THAILAND: Cheap oil alone won't lift economy
Source: Bangkok Post

"Crude oil prices have more than halved since July, with a
 dramatic drop toward the end of 2014. Taking a hint from the
 stock market, one has to wonder what this cheap oil
 environment means for Thailand's economic recovery. Indeed,
 Thailand as a net oil-importing nation should benefit from
 cheap oil. It should help improve private consumption as more
 money is left in consumers' pockets from lower fuel bills.

 Firms should also enjoy savings from low oil prices, especially
 those in highly oil-dependent sectors like airlines and logistics.
 However, cheap oil can have a material impact on income.
 Prices of many commodities, agricultural and industrial, usually
 fall in tandem with oil prices and lower farmers' and firms'
 revenues. Trading with oil-exporting nations like the Middle
 East is likely to take a hit because the bloc is hurting from the
 plunge in oil prices."

5. PRC: Public servants deserve pay rise
Source: China Daily

"Government employees' salaries in PRC have not been raised
 since 2003 even though the prices of consumer products,
 including essentials -- from vegetables and fruits to pork and
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 beef -- have risen considerably over the past decade, not to
 mention the nearly 10-fold increase in housing prices in some
 big cities.

 It is unfair for civil servants not to be paid according to the
 importance of the work they do, especially because the salaries
 of employees in other fields have increased extensively. The
 belief that some civil servants in some state departments have
 access to 'gray incomes' apart from their normal salaries does
 not mean that all government employees, especially the
 ordinary ones, have illegal sources of income."

6. NEPAL: Talking finance for climate change
Source: SciDev

"According to a 2014 Oxfam study on climate change adaptation
 finance, Nepal received a total commitment of $538.24 million
 for climate change adaptation from international public finance
 sources from 2009 to 2012. However, only 45.78 percent of the
 committed amount is relevant to climate change adaptation
 with no dedicated funding for public health, energy and water
 resources, the priority sectors identified by Nepal's National
 Adaptation Programme of Action, the study states.

 At the discussion, representatives of local NGOs and
 community forest user groups complained that several climate
 change projects were focusing on similar issues, leading to
 duplication."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Investing in young children through early childhood development programs -- ensuring they
 have the right stimulation, nurturing and nutrition -- is one of the smartest investments a
 country can make to address inequality, break the cycle of poverty, and improve outcomes
 later in life. Early childhood development programs ensure healthy development and protect
 learning ability. The programs also have a long-term impact and can nurture future
 productivity.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. VIET NAM: Work to begin on mega refinery
Source: Thanhnien News

"Preparations are underway for building infrastructure to serve a
 proposed $22-billion refinery in the central province of Binh
 Dinh, according to a local official. Ho Quoc Dung, chairman of
 the province People's Committee, told central government
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 officials at a recent meeting that investors have been told to
 complete paperwork by March 5 so that consultants can start
 their work.

 Infrastructure for the Nhon Hoi refinery, also known as the
 Victory project, would include electricity and water supply, he
 said, adding central agencies should support the province by,
 for instance, assigning funds for works like building a road from
 Phu Cat airport to the Nhon Hoi Economic Zone, where the
 plant is to be situated."

8. CAMBODIA: Trade up, but logistics struggle
Source: Phnom Penh Post

"Cambodia's logistics performance and supply-chain efficiency
 has declined despite notable rises in trade volumes with
 European markets, a recent study shows. Global supply chain
 firm Agility recently released its Emerging Markets Logistics
 Index 2015 (EMLI). Cambodia fell three places on the index to
 44th position out of 45 countries -- better than only Uganda.

 EMLI rankings take into account each country's potential
 economic growth, accessibility and attractiveness for foreign
 investment as well as a nation's domestic and international
 transport infrastructure. Of the measures, Cambodia received
 the lowest score of all 45 nations in market size and growth
 attractiveness, or the country's economic output combined with
 financial stability and population size."

9. MYANMAR: Oil pipeline to China ready to open
Source: Irrawaddy

"A crude oil pipeline and a deep sea port meant to secure an
 alternative route for Chinese imports overland through
 Myanmar are set to open at the end of January, but an
 affiliated refinery in China is months away from completion,
 sources said. The finished development should help ease
 China's reliance on shipments via the narrow and potentially
 risky Malacca Strait.

 Although that route, through which some 80 percent of China's
 oil imports now pass, would still be used for the vast majority
 of overseas purchases. PetroChina, the main investor in the
 facilities, has built 60 percent of the refinery in Yunnan
 province that borders Myanmar, designed to process the crude
 shipped via the pipeline, a spokesman for the state energy
 giant said. Completion is slated for later this year."

10. INDONESIA: Transport fares cut after fuel-price drop
Source: Jakarta Post

"With a fuel-price decrease coming into effect as of Monday in
 Indonesia, the Transportation Ministry has said that fares for
 land transportation, including trains, will also get a 5-percent
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 reduction. The fare cut will also apply to ferries, where
 passengers will enjoy a 4-percent reduction.

 The Transportation Ministry's director general for land
 transportation, Djoko Sasono, said the government had taken
 the public's purchasing power into consideration when
 determining the price cut, without putting aside the aspects of
 safety and service. The government is now considering the
 possibility of setting a floor price for gasoline, meaning the
 government would be unlikely to make further price cuts even
 if the global price of oil continues to decline."
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1. INDIA: Mobile phones ring in development
Source: Hindu Business Line

"The mobile phone today, in the words of economist Jeffrey
 Sachs, 'is the single most transformative tool for development.'
 No other technology has ever been in the hands of so many
 people in so many countries in such a short period of time. A
 number of factors led to this technology becoming a vital tool
 for empowerment.

 While handset-makers pushed for scale and slashed prices,
 service providers aided growth with simple, low denomination,
 cash-based prepaid billing systems. Together, such efforts
 dramatically expanded mobile phone penetration, which soon
 emerged as the single most powerful enabler and equalizer
 tool, especially in addressing traditional bottlenecks in
 developing countries."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
TTIP -- is the EU really interested in an 'economic NATO'?
International speculation is running high about the potential economic and
 geostrategic implications of the Transatlantic Trade and Investment
 Partnership (TTIP) for the European Union's economic relations with Asia,
 and the People's Republic of China in particular.
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2. INDONESIA: Small businesses need Internet access
Source: Good Magazine

"Indonesia has lately experienced an unprecedented burst of
 fiscal optimism from international investors, with many hailing
 it as Southeast Asia's next economic powerhouse. But just two
 weeks ago, Indonesia's Central Statistics Agency revealed the
 nation's smallest decline in poverty in over a decade, leaving
 nearly 28 million people living below Indonesia's 'basic needs'
 poverty line.

 The gap between Indonesia's rich and poor is wider than in any
 other developing country, climbing a staggering 60 percent
 over the last 10 years. According to economist Enny Sri Hartati
 from Indonesia's Institute for Development of Economics and
 Finance, the poor need 'more access to financing, they need
 help with their small businesses, access to seeds, and a more
 supportive commerce system.' Though Indonesia is home to 50
 million small businesses, only five percent have a website."

3. SOUTH ASIA: Data on inequality misleading
Source: Times of India

"Inequality in South Asia is much more glaring than what
 government data shows because standard yardsticks of
 measuring income don't reveal the true picture, says a World
 Bank report 'Addressing Inequality in South Asia'. For instance,
 the Gini coefficient -- the standard measure to gauge income
 inequality -- ranges from 0.28 to 0.40 in this region, suggesting
 a level of inequality much lower than in countries like
 Argentina, Malaysia, Chile or Brazil.

 The caveat to this comparison, however, is that in South Asia
 inequality is measured on the basis of consumption per capita
 while in advanced economies as well as Latin America, it is
 based on income per capita. The consumption-based approach
 doesn't give the true picture of inequality as it does not cover
 the spending habits of the richest sections of the population."

P O V E R T Y   S P O T L I G H T
PACIFIC: Fresh thinking needed on development goals
Source: IPS

"The Pacific Islands have made impressive progress in reducing
 child mortality, however, poverty and gender equality remain
 the biggest performance gaps. Only two of fourteen Pacific
 Island Forum states, Cook Islands and Niue, are on track to
 achieve all eight Millennium Development Goals.

 Key development organizations in the region believe the new
 Post-2015 Sustainable Development Goals proposed by the
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 United Nations are more on target to address the unique
 development challenges faced by small island developing
 states. But they emphasize that turning the objectives into
 reality demands the participation of developed countries and a
 focus on getting implementation right."

4. THAILAND: Rice subsidy losses to exceed $20.9 billion
Source: Bangkok Post

"Financial losses incurred from rice subsidy schemes in Thailand
 dating back to 2004 are likely to exceed the estimated 682
 billion baht ($20.9 billion), says the Finance Ministry. If rising
 depreciation and missing milled rice from warehouses are taken
 into account, the combined losses will be higher than the recent
 estimate, finance permanent secretary Rungson Sriworasat
 said.

 The subcommittee overseeing accounting affairs of all rice
 subsidy schemes earlier estimated losses from buying 84
 million tons of milled rice in the 15 schemes from 2004-14
 amounted to 682 billion baht, with the Yingluck Shinawatra
 government's program alone accounting for 518 billion. But
 that estimate did not take into account depreciation or missing
 rice from warehouses inspected by a team working for PM's
 Office Minister ML Panadda Diskul."

5. NEPAL: Smartphone app helps farmers
Source: SciDev

"An Android smartphone application offers a convenient way for
 Nepali farmers to link up to the market and to experts at
 agriculture extension agencies on a single platform. Called IFA
 Krishi Nepal, the app provides information in the Nepali
 language to farmers about planting crops, livestock disease,
 weather forecasts and market prices, says Sibjan Chaulagain,
 who co-founded SMILES, the technology developer.

 Information regarding crop disease and fertilizer use can be
 accessed offline while weather forecasts, market enquiries for
 vegetable prices and reaching experts requires Internet
 connection. The app generates content from various
 publications of the National Agriculture Research Center while
 market prices are updated through the major agriculture
 centers of Kathmandu and neighboring districts."

6. CAMBODIA: Gov't considers fuel legislation
Source: Phnom Penh Post

"The Cambodian government is considering legislation to control
 consumer fuel prices in an effort to increase savings during the
 global oil price plunge. Minister of Mines and Energy Suy Sem
 asked officials to consider fuel price legislation as a way to
 monitor and manage market fluctuations, said Meng Saktheara,
 secretary of state at the ministry.
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 A team has been assigned to investigate the fuel price
 legislation and, if deemed feasible, the legislation will be
 written into the draft petroleum law, which is due to be
 submitted to the Council of Ministers by the end of the year,
 according to Saktheara. Revelations of the ministry's fuel price
 legislation proposal marks a shift in the government's otherwise
 soft approach of trying to encourage retailers to pass on
 savings to the consumer during the commodity's decline."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
A 3.6-kilometer stretch of solar panels in the district of Gujarat state in India not only
 generates 10 megawatts of electricity, but also prevents water, flowing in the canal below it,
 from evaporating. The cooling effect of the water in the canal improves efficiency of the
 solar panels, besides saving millions of liters of water per year from evaporation, said
 Umesh Chandra Jain, chief engineer of the project.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. PHILIPPINES: Oil savings could bring consumption
 boost
Source: Business World

"Oil prices at $50 a barrel could mean an additional $6 billion in
 purchasing power for Filipinos, providing a potential boost to
 consumption, Finance Undersecretary Gil S. Beltran told
 reporters. Mr. Beltran said that oil imports cost around $12
 billion a year at $100 per barrel. With oil prices plunging to
 $50, it means an additional $6 billion in savings from oil
 spending that could be used for other expenditures.

 Lower oil prices, he said, mean lower tax collections. Spending
 on the commodity, on the other hand, would also drop.
 'Overall, it will be positive for the Philippine economy but it
 doesn't necessarily mean that it's positive for the government,'
 he said. Nevertheless, Mr. Beltran said the government will
 likely maintain its targets despite the plunge in oil prices."

8. INDIA: Push for energy-efficient lights
Source: Hindu Business Line

"Enthused by Prime Minister Narendra Modi terming LED lights
 as 'prakash path' (way to light), manufacturers of these
 energy-efficient bulbs are look at ramping up capacities and
 increasing consumer awareness with a strong marketing push.
 The government's initiative on LED (light emitting diode)
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 lighting has already started in Delhi and plans are afoot for
 installation of LED bulbs for domestic and street lighting in 100
 cities by March 2016.

 With this, LED light manufacturers see a huge opportunity
 opening up, especially in urban areas where they say demand
 has already started growing. For instance, Surya Roshni, which
 started in-house production of next-generation indoor and
 outdoor LED products at its plants, such as LED bulbs, down
 lighters and street lights, has already made investments and is
 backing it up with a media campaign."

9. INDONESIA: High speed rail plans on hold
Source: Jakarta Globe

"The Indonesian government has decided to put the Jakarta-
Surabaya high-speed train project on hold for at least five years
 in favor of developing a railway network outside Java island.
 Transportation Minister Ignasius Jonan said that the
 government viewed the project's costs as too astronomical to
 be financed from the state Budget.

 In addition, the high-speed train ticket would be more
 expensive than some airline tickets, Ignasius said, raising
 further concern about the project's profitability. Still, the
 minister said that the government would welcome any initiative
 by the private sector in building the high-speed train. The 750-
kilometer track -- estimated to cost Rp 150 trillion ($12 billion)
 -- would have trimmed travel time between the country's two
 largest cities to 2.5 hours from 10 hours now."

10. BHUTAN: Review teaching system
Source: Kuensel

"If there is one revered profession in Bhutan, it is teaching.
 That's why many parents advise their children, especially girls,
 to become teachers -- a noble profession. That was when jobs
 were aplenty and teaching was the last option for graduates. In
 recent times, if there was one thing making headlines, it was
 the shortage of teachers. But the scenario has changed,
 suddenly, and now we have hundreds of teacher graduates,
 who will not be absorbed in government schools because the
 system is saturated.

 There are hundreds of eager youth, trained and ready to start a
 career. On the other hand, governments, both past and
 present, have started a blame game. Teachers are being
 trained at the expense of the government. Why waste scarce
 resources to train teachers and then ask them, for example, to
 start a vegetable business? They would become better traders
 or farmers if they were trained for that."

Please share this e-newsline with others interested in the
 development of Asia-Pacific.
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1. BHUTAN: Agriculture still mainstay of economy
Source: Kuensel

"The regional climate change conference that recently concluded
 was a stark reminder of Bhutan's priorities. In the midst of all
 the talk and discussions of relaxing foreign direct investment,
 slackening GDP growth and increasing unemployment, we are
 reminded that the agriculture sector is the mainstay of the
 economy. Going by statistics, 69 percent of the population still
 depends on agriculture, making it a crucial sector.

 But farmers are feeling that importing food is cheaper than
 producing at home. The country is not food self-sufficient,
 ironically, unlike in the past. Bhutan has more farm roads, but
 less access to market, more irrigation channels but increasing
 fallowing agricultural land. It also has more technology but less
 productivity. With dedicated focus and attention, steps toward
 food self-sufficiency can be taken, even if not wholly achieved."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
TTIP -- is the EU really interested in an 'economic NATO'?
International speculation is running high about the potential economic and
 geostrategic implications of the Transatlantic Trade and Investment
 Partnership (TTIP) for the European Union's economic relations with Asia,
 and the People's Republic of China in particular.
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2. PHILIPPINES: Hunger situation improves in 2014
Source: Business World

"The ranks of those who went hungry in the Philippines thinned
 last quarter -- with a significant decline tracked in Luzon --
 helping to bring hunger nationwide in 2014 to the lowest point
 in seven years, the Social Weather Stations said in a new
 report. But while state officials pointed to the results as proof
 that the government's anti-poverty efforts were making
 headway, one analyst described any improvement as
 'insignificant.'

 Results of a Nov. 27 to Dec. 1, 2014 survey among 1,800
 adults nationwide found 17.2% of respondents, equivalent to
 an estimated 3.8 million families, saying they experienced
 involuntary hunger at least once in the past three months. The
 fourth-quarter result was 4.8 points below the 22% (estimated
 4.8 million families) recorded in the September survey."

3. PRC: Bright prospects for job seekers
Source: China Daily

"Multinational companies' increased interest in the Chinese
 market and the rapid expansion of domestic companies will
 boost job prospects and salaries in the country this year, a new
 survey showed. According to the Salary Survey 2015 released
 by global recruitment specialist Robert Walters, Chinese
 employees who plan to change jobs in 2015 can expect their
 salaries to go up by 15 to 25 percent on average, while those
 who choose to stay may see wage increases of about 6 to 8
 percent.

 Employees in Beijing working in industries like accounting and
 finance, human resources, and marketing can expect a 20
 percent growth in wages if they opt for a new company.
 Professionals working in sales, as well as in engineering-related
 research and development sectors are likely to see their
 salaries increase by up to 30 percent."

 
4. VIET NAM: AEC formation a win-win for firms
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"To fully capitalize on the benefits proffered by the ASEAN
 Economic Community (AEC), business enterprises in Viet Nam
 should make a concerted effort to improve their national,
 regional and global competitiveness. Specifically, this translates
 to installing internal control systems to ensure product quality,
 timeliness of production and delivery of goods and services
 along with streamlining management and production processes
 to reduce costs and maintain price competitiveness and profits.

 During a recent dialogue addressing the challenges posed by
 the formation of the AEC, leading market analysts and experts
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 said that Viet Nam's economy will undergo significant changes
 brought about by regional integration. Most significantly, they
 said the AEC will offer businesses more chances to expand into
 markets with lower input costs and more investment
 opportunities. However, business will face much stiffer
 competition on home turf, particularly in industrial and
 agricultural production."

5. KYRGYZ REP: Seeks economic revival
Source: Central Asia Online

"Small businesses are helping drive the Kyrgyz economy to a
 year of growth, officials hope. Emphasizing small business is a
 matter of necessity. Mountainous, resource-poor Kyrgyz
 Republic was never a manufacturing power. 'Developing small
 and medium-sized businesses reduces the number of
 unemployed in the Kyrgyz Republic, especially considering that
 the country has virtually no large industrial enterprises, plants
 or factories,' the Ministry of Labor, Migration and Youth Affairs
 press office said recently.

 The official unemployment rate was 2.4% as of Jan. 1. One
 way to stimulate the development of small and medium-sized
 businesses is to encourage banks to give micro-loans to the
 unemployed, the ministry said. In 2014, 1,294 people received
 such loans."

6. INDONESIA: Landslides pose major threat
Source: SciDev

"On Dec. 13, a horrific landslide buried a village in
 Banjarnegara, Central Java, Indonesia, killing more than 70
 people. This was only the latest in a series of disasters that
 made 2014 one of the worst years for landslides in Indonesian
 history. Population pressure results in land-use change, road
 building, and deforestation, which along with climate change,
 are all factors in landslide frequency and strength.

 Though Indonesia is known for its susceptibility to natural
 disasters, with tsunamis, volcanic eruptions, and floods
 regularly making headlines, it is landslides that account for the
 highest disaster death toll throughout the archipelago,
 according to the Indonesia National Disaster Management
 Authority. Last year, they claimed 248 lives. According to the
 BNPB, the number of landslides in Indonesia have increased to
 376 in 2014 from 291 in 2012."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Landlocked developing countries (LLDCs) have benefited from the general trends in
 improving border procedures and facilitating trade at clearance points. LLDCs, by
 definition, lack direct access to the sea and are therefore marginalized from major
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 transportation and services networks. This means that any product these countries try to
 import or export relies on transit through another country. LLDCs experience much higher
 costs of trade than their transit neighbors, reducing their ability to trade.

 
 
 
 
 

7. PAKISTAN: Sugar cane trapped in low price cycle
Source: Dawn

"The sugarcane-crushing season lingers on in Sindh, Pakistan,
 as sugar mills -- having closed already -- refuse to buy the crop
 at the government's notified price. However, a province-wide
 protest by farmers has persuaded the millers to resume
 crushing. But they are determined to buy cane at Rs155 or
 less, instead of at the official price of Rs182 per 40kg.

 Interestingly enough, some mills in Ghotki and Sukkur districts
 are paying the official price, according to growers. Cane
 growers also refused to give in to the closure of the mills, and
 have held rallies and protests across the province. Amidst the
 pressure, millers are issuing indents to cane producers, and
 cane trolleys can be seen on roads moving towards different
 mills. This cane-price controversy has potentially huge financial
 implications for the rural economy."

8. MYANMAR: Smuggling across borders rises
Source: Irrawaddy

"Minister of Commerce Win Myint has said that the volume of
 goods being smuggled across Myanmar's borders with China
 and Thailand is on the rise, despite recent efforts by authorities
 to crackdown on the rampant, unregulated trade. 'Because of
 an increase in smuggling the normal trade volume is going
 down,' Win Myint told reporters on the sidelines of a conference
 on small and medium enterprises

 Yan Naing Tun, a commerce and consumer affairs department
 director general and leader of the ministry's anti-smuggling
 mobile teams, said rampant smuggling was not only
 undermining regular trade and affecting government revenues,
 but was also threatening consumer health as many of the
 Chinese food stuffs being smuggled into Myanmar were often
 low-quality and not subject to food quality controls."

9. ASIA: Climate change, poverty eradication linked
Source: Eco Business

"In recent years, the development community's efforts to
 eradicate extreme poverty, improve global health and increase
 access to education have involved little dialogue with global
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 movements working to address climate change. But these goals
 will only be achieved if global leaders regard climate change
 and poverty eradication as two parts of a unified development
 agenda, said experts.

 Typhoon Haiyan, which hit the Philippines in November 2013
 and cyclones Sidr and Aila which struck Bangladesh in 2007
 and 2009, respectively, had an adverse impact on child
 mortality and access to education. The climate change and
 poverty eradication agenda are one. But it is not treated as
 such by the global community, and 2015 presents key
 moments to develop a unified international agenda."

10. PHILIPPINES: Agriculture emerges from slump
Source: Business World

"Better-than-expected food grain output helped the agriculture
 sector in the Philippines emerge from a third-quarter slump to
 nearly 2% annual growth in 2014, but the last-minute gains
 might not have been sufficient enough to boost the country's
 overall economy at a pace the government had hoped.

 The Philippine Statistics Authority reported that farm output
 rose 4.48% for the October to December period, recovering
 from the 2.7% contraction recorded in the third quarter when
 the country was battered by fierce winds and floods from
 storms Glenda and Luis."
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1. INDIA: Steps to bring banking to the masses
Source: Jakarta Globe

"India is betting that mobile-phone vendors, fuel stations and
 corner stores can help it put basic banking within the grasp of
 hundreds of millions of its poor people living beyond the reach
 of traditional bank branches. The clock is ticking down to a Feb.
 2 deadline for applications to set up so-called payments banks
 under new rules that would allow successful bidders to offer
 services such as remittances and deposits, but not loans.

 The regulations announced by the central bank, reflect a
 realization that traditional banks alone can't achieve the
 objective of financial inclusion championed by Prime Minister
 Narendra Modi. In a four-month campaign to end 'financial
 untouchability', Modi has opened 115 million new bank
 accounts. Yet of those, 80 million have no money in them,
 underscoring the huge challenge he faces in delivering on his
 promise."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
Five bond market trends to watch out for in 2015
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2. MYANMAR: To modernize, expand farm sector
Source: Jakarta Post

"Improving Myanmar's agricultural sector by building up food
 processing activities and related services could help transform
 the country's economy into a more modern one that is able to
 produce higher-value goods for export, a new Organization for
 Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) report says.

 The second volume of the OECD's Multi-dimensional Review of
 Myanmar reveals poor rural infrastructure, inadequate farmer
 skills, insufficient government services to promote exports and
 lack of access to finance in the agricultural sector need to be
 addressed. Only 2.5 percent of loans in Myanmar go to the
 rural sector, despite the fact the sector accounts for 30 percent
 of the country's gross domestic product and two-thirds of its
 jobs, it says."

3. THAILAND: Big plans for water, road projects
Source: Bangkok Post

"The Finance Ministry in Thailand is about to launch a 150-
billion-baht ($4.6 billion) investment budget for fast-track
 projects aimed at pump-priming the country's slow economy
 and creating jobs upcountry during the coming dry season. Of
 the amount, 110 billion will be splashed on water management
 projects and the remaining 40 billion for road maintenance and
 construction across the country, said Finance Minister Sommai
 Phasee.

 The government hopes winners of the bid will use workers who
 live in communities where there are road construction sites or
 maintenance projects and this will help create jobs for farmers,
 he said. Helping rice-farming families during the imminent dry
 season is also among the government's priorities, as farmers
 cannot cultivate the second crop since water reserves in dams
 are lower than in most years because the rainy season has
 been less intense than usual. Sagging farm prices have also
 dealt a serious blow to farmers' incomes."

 
4. PAKISTAN: Housing shortage reaches 9 million units
Source: Dawn

"Pakistan is facing a shortage of over 9 million housing units as
 the formal financial sector caters only up to 2 percent of all
 housing transactions, the lowest ratio in the region. The State
 Bank's Quarterly Housing Finance Review stated that there was
 a shortage of around 8 million housing units in 2009, which has
 been accumulating by 0.34 million units every year.

 The report said that informal lending caters up to 10-12
 percent of transactions for housing. The property development
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 industry suffers from low public confidence. Financial
 weaknesses and the absence of clear and fair business
 practices have affected its credibility, contributing to the
 reluctance of financial institutions in providing development and
 construction finance."

5. BHUTAN: Development 'poster child' can improve
Source: Kuensel

"Even though a few of the Millennium Development Goal (MDG)
 targets may remain to be achieved after the MDG deadline,
 Bhutan has already become a 'poster child' for development.
 With less than seven months remaining until the MDG deadline,
 Bhutan has met 'almost all the goals' set by the United Nations,
 according to the Gross National Happiness Commission
 (GNHC).

 However, while malnutrition indicators like underweight
 prevalence and wasting have improved, stunting prevalence of
 33.5 percent still remains as a major public health issue. In
 addition, anaemia prevalence in women and children is quite
 alarming at 54.8 percent and 80.6 percent, respectively.
 Bhutan has also been experiencing sporadic outbreaks of
 vitamin deficiencies. While hunger is not a problem in the
 country, eating the right diet is an issue."

6. LAO PDR: Targets green energy
Source: Asian Scientist

"Lao PDR is one of the 10 South-East Asian nations preparing to
 form a single market at the end of 2015. The Association of
 Southeast Asian Nations Economic Community (AEC) is
 intended to boost regional growth by creating a common
 market that will enable the free flow of goods, services and
 skilled labor between member states. As part of negotiations to
 create the AEC, member states recommended the research
 areas each plans to focus on.

 Although this work is ongoing, the Lao government is pushing
 to prioritize renewable energy and agriculture. While Lao is
 urbanizing rapidly, two-thirds of people live in rural areas,
 making agriculture a key element of the economy. The nation is
 also one of the six countries through which the Mekong River
 passes, offering opportunities for hydroelectric power."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
China plans to build the first high-speed rail link between Beijing and Moscow, the People's
 Government of Beijing City said. The proposed cross-border high-speed rail would run for
 more than 7,000 kilometers and span three countries, China, Kazakhstan and Russia. About
 1.5 trillion yuan ($242 billion) was expected to be invested into the new line that would cut
 train travel time from Beijing to Moscow to two days. Currently, the travel time is six days.
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7. VIET NAM: Farm exports' surprising growth
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"Viet Nam has removed many technical barriers for its
 agricultural products to penetrate foreign markets with a focus
 on the U.S., Japan, Australia and the Republic of Korea (RoK).
 According to the Plant Protection Department under the
 Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD),
 negotiations to deal with technical barriers produced significant
 positive results in 2014.

 A representative of MARD said the talks have now paved the
 way for litchi to get a toehold in the US, for dragon fruit to find
 a footpath into the New Zealand market as well as for mangos
 to find a path into the RoK. The U.S. has revealed it intends to
 import Vietnamese mangos and star apples this year.
 Meanwhile, Japan has been cooperating with Viet Nam to
 ensure quality mangos for export to the Japanese market."

8. PHILIPPINES: Gov't fixing spending bottlenecks
Source: Business World

"The Philippines is accelerating efforts to fix spending
 bottlenecks and bolster economic growth to more than 6% this
 year, Budget Secretary Florencio Abad said. Officials will
 recommend to President Benigno S. C. Aquino III the creation
 of a unit in key government agencies including transport,
 health and public works to track progress of projects deemed
 critical, Mr. Abad, said.

 The 2014 budget deficit was probably less than 1% of gross
 domestic product, he said, below the 2% goal as state
 spending faltered. With 17 months left in office, Mr. Aquino is
 seeking to propel expansion to as much as 8% this year and
 next. Bigger state outlays, low inflation and increased spending
 ahead of the 2016 presidential election will boost the Southeast
 Asian nation's economy, Mr. Abad said."

9. THAILAND: Hunt for new rice markets a priority
Source: The Nation

"The Thai Rice Exporters Association will join forces with the
 Commerce Ministry for a business mission to potential new
 rice-import markets such as Iran, Iraq, and other Middle East
 countries. The move will be a bid to increase rice sales this
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 year in the face of fears that falling oil prices will affect the
 purchasing power of major importers of Thai rice.

 TREA President Charoen Laothamatas said the association was
 scheduled to join many trade missions with the Ministry of
 Commerce because Thailand needed to aggressively promote
 its rice plans and activities to 'knock on the doors' of potential
 new importers. Charoen said that Iran and Iraq used to be
 major Thai rice importers, but they suspended imports for a
 few years due to a defaulted contract with a private exporter.
 Now was a good time to boost the confidence of those
 countries, he added."

10. MYANMAR: Foreign investors still attracted
Source: The Nation

"Foreign companies are showing unwavering interest in
 Myanmar, despite concerns about the reform process. In the
 first two weeks of January, the representatives of four
 companies showed up at the office of the Directorate of
 Investment and Company Administration in Yangon, according
 to its website.

 In the first nine months of the fiscal year 2014-15 starting April
 2014, new foreign investment projects worth $6.6 billion were
 approved by the Myanmar Investment Commission. Throughout
 fiscal 2013-14, the value was $4.1 billion, rising sharply from
 $1.4 billion in the previous year."
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1. PRC: Pledge of 10 million new jobs
2. INDIA: Railway sector needs overhaul
3. PAKISTAN: Calls for domestic worker labor code
4. THAILAND: Dry season loans eyed for farmers
5. MYANMAR: Lacks infrastructure to benefit from AEC
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7. PAKISTAN: Fuel crisis weighing on credit worthiness
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10. MONGOLIA: State salaries, pensions to get 10% boost
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1. PRC: Pledge of 10 million new jobs
Source: China Daily

"PRC Premier Li Keqiang has pledged to create at least 10
 million jobs this year by maintaining economic growth at
 medium-to-high speed through stable macroeconomic policies.
 He said job creation remains the most important index in
 drafting the country's target for economic growth, which many
 experts believe will slow further this year to about 7 percent
 from 7.4 percent.

 Li made the jobs pledge at a meeting with economic experts
 and corporate leaders from burgeoning industries such as the
 Internet and information technology sectors, as well as
 industries with overcapacity. Li said China is expecting a new
 urban labor force of more than 16 million this year and a rural
 labor force of 6 million, meaning the government has to create
 at least 10 million new jobs in 2015."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
Five bond market trends to watch out for in 2015
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2. INDIA: Railway sector needs overhaul
Source: Live Mint

"The forthcoming rail budget in India needs to identify the
 problems with the railway sector and take giant steps toward
 reversing its widely documented decline. The first and topmost
 concern with the railways is the institutional disregard for
 certain factors that go into the making of the technology-
intensive industry that it is. Take research and development for
 instance. There is a near-complete absence of a research
 ecosystem.

 The institutional disregard for the concept of safety is quite
 evident as accidents of a minor nature, near misses, and
 casualties due to trespassing on railway tracks, are not even
 recorded. Another concern with the railways has been the slow
 pace of technology adoption. The current carriages are not safe
 at increasing speeds. These carriages have to be replaced. The
 story repeats itself whether one talks of electrification of
 railway lines or adoption of new signaling systems."

3. PAKISTAN: Calls for domestic worker labor code
Source: Dawn

"According to an estimate, there are 8.5 million domestic
 workers in Pakistan, most of them women and girls. Currently,
 there is no specific law on the rights of these workers. Of the
 labor code, only two pieces of legislation mention domestic
 workers. According to an International Labour Organization
 (ILO) study in 2004, there were as many as 264,000 child
 domestic workers in Pakistan. The number is likely to be much
 more now.

 Pakistan has enacted the Employment of Children Act 1991 but
 it defines a child as 'a person below 14 years of age' and does
 not declare child domestic labor as a hazardous occupation.
 Categorized by the ILO as one of the most vulnerable groups of
 workers, women constitute the bulk -- 83 percent -- of
 domestic workers worldwide."

 
4. THAILAND: Dry season loans eyed for farmers
Source: The Nation

"The Finance Ministry in Thailand may borrow Bt40 billion
 ($1.22 billion) to provide temporary work for farmers during
 the dry season, said Deputy Finance Minister Wisut Srisuphan.
 He said the ministry was working on a short-term economic
 stimulus package worth around Bt40 billion to provide loans for
 rice farmers between March and May to help them cope with
 drought during that period.

 Meanwhile, the Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET) sees foreign
 firms within ASEAN, including the Greater Mekong Subregion,
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 starting to raise capital here next year. 'Foreign firms will
 benefit from listing with the SET in terms of stock value, price-
to-earnings ratio and the volume of liquidity within the Thai
 market, which are all interesting aspects,' said SET President
 Kesara Manchusree."

5. MYANMAR: Lacks infrastructure to benefit from AEC
Source: Irrawaddy

"The ASEAN goal of creating a single business market among
 the regional grouping's 10 member countries is unlikely to
 happen for some years and certainly not by the target start
 date of the end of this year, analysts warn. Myanmar is one of
 several countries in the bloc that lacks sufficient infrastructure
 to benefit from the planned beginning of the ASEAN Economic
 Community (AEC), they say.

 And the dream of a single, joined-up market with unrestricted
 movement of labor -- similar to the European Union -- will be
 dogged by national self-interest for years to come, it is
 predicted. Myanmar, Cambodia, Lao PDR and Viet Nam will be
 slower to achieve their targets for trade liberalization than the
 other more affluent members, said the Wharton business
 school at the University of Pennsylvania in an assessment on
 the AEC this month."

6. VIET NAM: Saturated motorbike market won't budge
Source: Thanhnien News

"Motorbike sales in Viet Nam have fallen for the fourth
 consecutive year, where manufacturers now hope to export
 their sizable surpluses. Last year, domestic retailers only met
 60 percent of their annual sales target. Numerous promotions
 and discounts failed to stir business, insiders said.
 Representatives of foreign brands, which dominate 90 percent
 of the market, say things haven't gotten any busier.

 Forecasts of low consumption and a saturated market were
 made years ago, but makers hoped discounts and the like could
 brighten the picture. Revenues have relied largely on repair
 and maintenance services, as bike companies sacrifice their
 narrow margins for promotions. Honda, Viet Nam's top bike
 maker, has thrown over VND97 billion ($4.5 million) into its
 biggest local sales drive to date, offering VND500,000 to VND1
 million ($23.5-47) discounts on a wide range of models."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Every minute, dozens of people in East Asia move from the countryside to the city. The
 massive population shift is creating some of the world's biggest mega-cities. Once cities are
 built, their urban form and land-use patterns are locked in for generations. Getting it right
 now prevents spending large sums of money trying to undo mistakes. Therefore, it is critical
 to understand the inter-related megatrends that accompany urban growth. To do so requires
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 monitoring and tracking the complex issues involved, including migration, labor,
 employment, income, transport, health, education and public infrastructure. Big data can be
 a critically important tool in this exercise.

 
 
 
 

7. PAKISTAN: Fuel crisis weighing on credit worthiness
Source: Jakarta Globe

"Pakistan's ongoing fuel shortage that has led to worsening
 power blackouts is weighing on its credit worthiness and
 hindering its ability to meet key reform targets laid out by the
 International Monetary Fund (IMF), rating agency Moody's has
 warned. The country is currently in the grip of one of its worst
 power crises in years due to a shortfall in imported oil, with the
 situation exacerbated Sunday by an attack on a key power line
 in restive Baluchistan province.

 Moody's said that increasing energy imports without addressing
 structural issues that create so-called circular debt, 'will further
 strain Pakistan's budget and balance of payments, a credit
 negative. Fuel shortages also reflect the strained finances of
 state-owned distribution companies and the fuel importer,
 Pakistan State Oil corporation, and are a setback to the sector's
 progress on reforms made so far under Pakistan's financial
 support program with the IMF.'"

8. PRC: More use of yuan for cross-border transactions
Source: Dawn

"China's use of its yuan currency for cross-border transactions
 has increased 'notably' to 9.95 trillion yuan ($1.63 trillion) last
 year, the central bank said, without giving a comparative
 figure. China is seeking to make the yuan used more
 internationally in line with its standing as the world's second-
largest economy. Some analysts predict the unit will one day
 rival the US dollar.

 The combined volume of yuan settlements for cross-border
 trade, investment and financing accounted for around 20
 percent of China's total cross-border payments and receipts
 last year, the People's Bank of China said in a statement. But
 while Beijing is looking to promote the yuan, its value is closely
 controlled and authorities keep a tight grip on the capital
 account over concerns that unpredictable inflows or outflows
 could harm the economy and their oversight of it."

9. THAILAND: Car production to strengthen
Source: Bangkok Post

"Greater investment in supporting industries will be a crucial
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 factor in strengthening the Thai car industry to compete with
 other countries ahead of ASEAN economic integration, says the
 Industrial Promotion Department. 'Supporting industries such
 as industrial machinery and electronic parts are the backbone
 of Thailand's car industry,' director-general Arthit Wuthikaro
 said yesterday. 'Rising capacity in those industries would help
 Thailand to increase its competitiveness.'

 He said the Bureau of Supporting Industries Development
 would play a major role. In the short term, it would help small
 and medium-sized enterprises to cut costs and improve
 productivity, while it would incorporate some technology to
 support the automobile industry in the long run."

10. MONGOLIA: State salaries, pensions to get 10% boost
Source: UB Post

"The Mongolian government has decided to dedicate 250 billion
 MNT ($12.8 million) for pension and salary increases for state
 employees. The decision was officially made on Jan. 15 to
 increase salary and pensions by 10 percent, following the
 results of a three-party municipal labor concession agreement,
 the Agreement of Labor and Society, made between the Labor
 Ministry, Mongolian Trade Union, and Joint Union of Employers.

 Accordingly, a total of 103 billion MNT will be additionally
 allotted for the increase in the 2015-2016 state budget. Ninety
 billion MNT will be spent on salary increases for civil servants
 and 13 billion MNT will be devoted to pension and allowance
 increases. A discussion regarding when to increase the salaries
 and pensions, as well as which departments will first see the
 increases, will be held after the approval of 2015 budget
 amendments."
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1. SE ASIA: ASEAN ponders common time zone
Source: bangkokpost.com

"Foreign ministers of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations
 (ASEAN) have revisited a proposal for a common time zone for
 the group's 10 member countries, to better coordinate business
 links, Malaysian Foreign Minister Anifah Aman said Wednesday.
 Mr Anifah listed several benefits of a common time zone,
 including enhancement of business and banking linkages and
 airline operations.

 There are currently four time zones among the group's 10
 member countries. Malaysia, Singapore, the Philippines and
 Brunei are on GMT +8 hours while Thailand and the other
 Indochina countries are on GMT +7 hours. Myanmar is on GMT
 +6.50 hours. Indonesia, an archipelago with thousands of
 islands, covers three time zones from GMT +7 hours to +9
 hours. Mr Anifah said the proposal for a common time zone was
 first mooted as early as 1995 and then in 2004."

2. EAST ASIA: Building better cities that work for the
 poor
Source: straitstimes.com

"Every minute, dozens of people in East Asia move from the
 countryside to the city. The massive population shift is creating
 some of the world's biggest mega cities, including Tokyo,
 Shanghai, Jakarta, Seoul and Manila, as well as hundreds of
 medium-sized and smaller urban areas. This transformation
 touches on every aspect of life and livelihoods, from access to
 clean water to high-speed trains that transport millions of
 people in and out of cities during rush hour each weekday.
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 A new World Bank report uses satellite imagery and geospatial
 mapping of the region's urbanization in the first decade of the
 21st century. The report found that almost 200 million people
 moved to urban areas in East Asia from 2000 to 2010. The
 report also exposes some of the challenges posed by
 urbanization in East Asia. Almost 350 of the East Asian urban
 areas have expanded across local administrative boundaries,
 thereby fragmenting their management and revenue sources.
 In some cases, multiple cities are merging into a single entity
 while they continue to be administered separately."

3. INDONESIA: A slippery road to recovery
Source: financeasia.com

"It is unrealistic for Indonesia to see a V-shape bounce in its
 economic status due to recent headwinds, according to the
 IMF, moving against market expectations. Instead, 2015 is
 going to be the year where President Joko 'Jokowi' Widodo is
 going to lay the foundations for the country's new growth
 model, which will take a few years to bear fruit, said Jakarta-
based Ben Bingham, senior resident representative for the IMF.

 The country's new growth model includes establishing solid
 macro foundations on both fiscal and monetary fronts as well
 as the need to deliver employment opportunities, which will in
 turn improve the living standards for a bulk of the population,
 said Bingham. The Central Statistics Agency released
 Indonesia's latest poverty data in January, which found that
 27.73 million people, or about 11% of the country's population,
 lived below the poverty line as of September last year. The
 agency defines being poor as living on less than Rp312,328
 ($25) a month."

 
4. PAKISTAN: Third cheapest country in the world
Source: arynews.tv

"In the recently published Cost of Living Index for Countries
 2015 report, Pakistan has been ranked as the 3rd cheapest
 country in the world. India has been ranked as the cheapest
 country followed by Nepal as the second cheapest while
 Switzerland, Norway and Venezuela are the most expensive
 countries to live in, according to the report.

 Pakistan's average monthly salary is $255, or Rs. 25,500.
 Pakistan's inflation rate rose to 4.3 percent in December of
 2014 from 3.96 percent in the previous month as food, clothing
 and housing, water, electricity and gas prices edged up.
 According to the report, Rawalpindi was listed as the cheapest
 city in Pakistan based on the consumer price Index. The
 findings of the report were criticized at a global level as it did
 not deal with two much needed aspects of human lives;
 education and health care."

http://www.financeasia.com/News/393945,indonesia-a-slippery-road-to-recovery.aspx
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5. SE ASIA: Taking steps toward open skies goal
Source: ttgasia.com

"Three multilateral agreements have been developed for ASEAN
 Open Skies and further goals are being considered for the long-
term, according to Win Swe Tun, director general, Department
 of Civil Aviation, Myanmar. The agreements are ASEAN
 Multilateral Agreement of the Full Liberalisation of Air Freight
 Services, ASEAN Multilateral Agreement on Air Services and
 ASEAN Multilateral Agreement on the Full Liberalisation of
 Passenger Air Services.

 Meanwhile, ASEAN is working with other regional partners for
 more air connections. The first meeting of the ASEAN-Japan
 Working Group on Regional Air Services Arrangements took
 place last October, and discussions wit Korea for an air services
 agreement will resume this year. The regional association also
 organized the first ASEAN-EU Working Group Meeting last
 December to work on issues related to setting up a
 Comprehensive Air Transport Agreement."

6. BANGLADESH: 97 percent use hygienic sanitation
Source: dhakatribune.com

"The hygienic sanitation use rate in Bangladesh has increased
 dramatically over the last decade to 97% from just 33% in
 2003, according to Local Government Department data. Some
 57% of Bangladeshi households use developed sanitation,
 another 28% use both developed and backward practices and
 12% are backward sanitation users, it was revealed at the 7th
 Inter Country Working Group meeting of the South Asian
 Conference on Sanitation.

 The majority of people practicing open defecation live in South
 Asia. In Bangladesh the number of people practicing open
 defecation has decreased significantly to just 3%. In India and
 Nepal open defecation levels had decreased only among richer
 households, discussants said. The poorest households have
 much lower access to improved sanitation facilities."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
In China, the economy is not the only thing that is on the rise -- obesity is growing fast, too.
 According to the second edition of the China Obesity Index, the People's Republic ranks
 second in the list of countries with the highest number of obese people. Reporting on the
 launch of the new edition of the index on Sunday, the People's Daily wrote: 'The country's
 obesity rate has skyrocketed over the last three decades, resulting in 46 million Chinese
 adults who are obese, and 300 million who are overweight.' The problem is most serious in
 cities, where over 40 percent of adults are overweight.
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7. ASIA: Jakarta ranks last in 'Safe Cities Index 2015'
 report
Source: thejakartapost.com

"Jakarta sits at the bottom of the list of 50 cities in the overall
 Safe Cities Index 2015, an Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU)
 report released on Monday. The EIU launched the index by
 assessing urban safety and security among 50 cities across five
 continents. The report is based on the relative safety of a city
 in four categories: digital security, health security,
 infrastructure safety and personal safety.

 Jakarta ranks 45th in the personal safety category, followed by
 Sao Paulo, Tehran, Beijing, Moscow and Santiago at the
 bottom. Singapore leads the personal safety category, followed
 by two Asian cities -- Osaka and Tokyo. The capital of Japan
 ranks the highest in digital security. In contrast, Jakarta is
 ranked 48th in digital security based on factors such as a
 dedicated cyber security team, privacy policies and the
 frequency of identity theft."

8. NEPAL OP/ED: Investors are not tourists
Source: ekantipur.com

"Nepal's Ministry of Industry is planning to declare the
 forthcoming fiscal year 2015-16 as Foreign Direct Investment
 Year (FDI Year). Obviously, the objective of this move is to
 promote FDI in the country. This means that potential investors
 from abroad will presumably get special treatment from the
 government. However, the idea of marking FDI Year appears to
 be quite dubious.

 This is because investment cannot be attracted simply by
 holding a year-long event. For investment to thrive, an
 enabling business environment is essential. The key issue in
 the current investment scenario is not a dearth of capital.
 There is overflowing liquidity in the banking sector as shown by
 the plunging borrowing rates of banks and financial institutions.
 Nepal appears to be in a liquidity trap where an increase in the
 money supply results in idle cash balances having no effect on
 the interest elasticity of demand for money."

9. VIET NAM: Most private firms use outdated machinery
Source: tuoitrenews.vn

"Although it is already 15 years into the 21st century, most
 private Vietnamese businesses are still using machinery made
 somewhere in the latter half of the previous century. The
 technology and machinery of these enterprises are two to three
 generations out of date compared to their global peers,
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 according to a Ministry of Planning and Investment official.

 The official said that only 30 percent of the small- and medium-
sized enterprises have access to bank loans, so most private
 firms are financially unable to invest in machinery and
 technology upgrades. Vietnamese firms only earmark 0.2 to 0.3
 percent of their revenue for technology enhancements,
 whereas the figures in India and Korea are five percent and 10
 percent, respectively."

10. BANGLADESH: Big borrowers get 12 years to repay
Source: thedailystar.net

"Bangladesh's central bank has approved a restructuring policy
 under which a big borrower would get a maximum of 12 years
 to repay loans above Tk 500 crore ($64.3 million). The
 borrower will not be allowed to provide any cash dividend to
 shareholders in the first three years after taking the
 restructuring facility. Even after that period, he has to take
 permission from the bank to give dividend, says the policy.

 Emerging from a BB board meeting, Deputy Governor SK Sur
 Chowdhury told reporters that the policy is aimed at giving
 support to clients who couldn't repay loans timely due to
 unavoidable reasons like political unrest, and local and
 international factors. It would boost economic activities and
 ensure repayment of loans, he said. The BB official said they
 studied the policies of India, Sri Lanka and Vietnam before
 formulating the restructuring policy."
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1. CAMBODIA: Capital's rapid urban migration
Source: phnompenhpost.com

"Cambodians are flocking to Phnom Penh for work. So much so,
 in fact, that the city's size has increased at a faster rate than
 most other East Asian cities, the World Bank says. The capital's
 population grew from 900,000 to more than 1.4 million during
 the 10-year period, according to a 180-page study.

 Phnom Penh's expansion has resulted in an extra 49 people
 residing in every square-kilometer block and an additional eight
 districts being formed since 1997, encroaching on provinces
 like Kandal and Kampong Speu. Phnom Penh's 2013
 construction and transport master plan envisions a network of
 roads connecting the city to the outer districts by 2020, catered
 for by up to 18 new pubic bus routes."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
Will Asian investment follow trade with Latin America?
Latin America is firmly on the economic radar of Asia in the post-global
 financial crisis world economy. Both Asia and Latin America have grown
 faster than the world economy.
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2. INDONESIA: Delivery is key to economic growth
Source: Jakarta Globe

"The Indonesian government expects to save $18 billion in its
 annual budget this year following a significant reduction in fuel
 subsidies. About 50 percent of these savings will be re-
allocated toward infrastructure development. In the revised
 2015 budget, capital expenditure will make up about 21
 percent of the overall central government budget. For the first
 time in 10 years, capital expenditure spending will exceed
 energy subsidies.

 While the House of Representatives has not approved the
 revised 2015 budget, markets have run up in anticipation of
 the focus on infrastructure. Delivery on the fiscal policy front is
 crucial. Having greatly reduced fuel subsidies, the real
 challenge for President Joko Widodo's government now is to
 show real progress on the infrastructure front. Financing from
 the central government will make up about 40 percent of the
 total $450 billion worth of projects by 2019."

3. KOREA: Elderly grapple with poverty
Source: channelnewsasia.com

"They have dedicated their lives to building their country into
 the world's 14th largest economy. But rather than enjoy a
 comfortable retirement, many senior citizens in Korea continue
 to struggle to survive. According to the government, 50 percent
 of those above 65 years old live in poverty -- the highest figure
 in the industrial world.

 In the past, Korean children took care of their parents. But
 these days, societal attitudes have changed. According to
 government data, 90 percent of Koreans in 1998 said family
 members should support their aging parents. But by 2012, the
 number fell to about 30 percent. Old-aged homes have
 mushroomed across the country. Even though the government
 covers up to 80 percent of costs, tenants still have to fork out
 about $500 per month -- excluding meals. This is prohibitive
 for many who live in poverty."

P O V E R T Y   S P O T L I G H T
INDIA: Delhi's waste site story
Source: scidev.net

"Delhi now has 25 million residents, making it the second most
 populous city in the world. Every day, its inhabitants generate
 about 10,000 tonnes of rubbish -- and waste management is
 one battleground in how the city approaches development. A
 booming population, urban sprawl and technology transfer
 failures are some of the factors adding pressure on the
 government to manage solid waste sustainably. For incineration
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 to work properly, household waste must first be segregated so
 the right components get burned.

 Thousands of Delhi's poor inhabitants already separate out the
 waste dumped on landfill sites -- although they do this not in
 relation to incineration, but to find items they can sell. Such
 'rag pickers' have traditionally been part of the informal
 recycling system in Delhi. Even under unhealthy conditions,
 their work earns them enough to support their families. And in
 the absence of a municipal recycling system and segregation of
 waste at source, such as people's homes, they play a key part
 in the city's waste management."

4. PHILIPPINES: Getting around financial inclusion
 hurdles
Source: manilatimes.net

"The Philippines is well behind its regional peers when it comes
 to financial inclusion, according to a recent study by the Asian
 Development Bank. The Philippines ranked 120th, while its
 neighboring countries such as Singapore ranked 25th and
 Malaysia at 41st. The scoring was based on several indicators,
 which included the ratio of automated teller machines (ATM)
 per 100,000 adults and domestic credit to gross domestic
 product ratio.

 Technology as a tool for financial inclusion offers great potential
 for it allows banks to reach even the farthest area at a lower
 cost. For rural banks, the shift to electronic banking is starting
 to unfold. Central bank data showed that the number of ATMs
 of rural banks jumped to 463 as of September 2014 from 288
 in the same period last year."

5. PRC: Myanmar crude pipeline opens
Source: nationmultimedia.com

"A pipeline pumping oil from Myanmar to China started a trial
 operation on Wednesday, Chinese state media reported,
 Beijing's latest step to diversify energy imports into the world's
 second-largest economy. The 771 kilometer pipeline will
 connect the world's top crude buyer with a deep-water port in
 western Myanmar.

 Myanmar is still a key part of China's bid to diversify its energy
 imports and reduce its reliance on oil transported through the
 piracy hub of the Straits of Malacca. Another pipeline pumping
 natural gas more than 2,500 kilometers from western Myanmar
 to southwest China went fully operational in 2013. China also
 signed agreements worth $7.8 billion with Myanmar, state
 media reported in November, including deals to build power
 plants fueled by natural gas."

6. VIET NAM OP/ED: Small business saddled with debt
Source: thanhniennews.com
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"Many small enterprises, a vital link in Vietnam's aspirations to
 become a global manufacturing dynamo, are uncompetitive,
 poorly managed and sunken by debt. Shunned by banks, many
 SMEs are stuck in a credit trap. A record 67,800 companies
 were shut last year. It's a headache for the state, which
 injected stimulus of $9 billion to rescue firms in 2009, with
 limited success.

 Vietnam is climbing out of a half-decade slowdown but
 manufacturing and exports of the $184 billion economy are
 largely driven by multinationals and state-owned energy and
 textile firms. Supportive industries are woefully weak and few
 firms have the capital or expertise to join a supply chain. Such
 weaknesses could expose Vietnam as it braces for an influx of
 investment once a Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) is agreed
 that will slash tariffs among 12 countries worth 40 percent of
 global GDP, including Japan and the United States."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Community drug outlets are sprouting across the Philippines to provide affordable access to
 essential medicines for the poor. A program of the government's Philippine Health
 Insurance Corporation (PhilHealth), 'Botika ng Barangay' (or village pharmacies) now has
 16,350 outlets located in underserved and remote areas of the country. An accredited
 community organization and/or a local government unit manage each outlet, with a trained
 operator and a supervising pharmacist. The outlets are licensed to sell or distribute low-
priced generic and essential medicines for common diseases, including popular prescription
 antibiotics like amoxicillin and cotrimoxazole.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. KAZAKHSTAN: Straining reserves to allow gradual
 devaluation
Source: silkroadreporters.com

"Kazakhstan is allocating billions of US dollars to ensure the
 devaluation of its national currency, the tenge gradual, and to
 reduce inflationary risks resulting from the sliding ruble,
 observers say. Kazakhstan has been experiencing a crisis that
 has sent the ruble tumbling by 50 percent against the US dollar
 since the beginning of last year.

 The National Bank of Kazakhstan devalued the national
 currency by 19 percent in February 2014 to limit speculative
 pressure on the forex market, save reserves and stimulate
 economic growth through propping up exporters. The bank is
 now spending billions of US dollars out of its gold and foreign
 currency reserves, analysts and former officials note. They said
 the central bank is using currency swaps with commercial
 banks which flatter the currency reserve figures."
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8. INDONESIA: Strict monetary policy needed
Source: antaranews.com

"Indonesia is in need of a strict monetary policy because there
 is still a possibility of surging inflation and global economic
 pressure in 2015, Governor of Bank Indonesia (BI) Agus
 Martowardojo said. A year-on-year comparison shows that
 inflation in 2015 would still be high at 8 percent. He pointed out
 that inflation in January had, indeed, declined due to a fall in
 the price of oil and control of food prices.

 Martowardojo predicted that the rate of inflation in January
 would remain below 1 percent. He further noted that BI
 predicted high inflation could also result from the threat of
 floods, which leads to an increase in the price of food and
 transportation services. In a meeting in January, the board of
 governors of Bank Indonesia decided to maintain the BI rate at
 7.75 percent."

9. PRC: Yuan now world's 5th payments currency
Source: thedailystar.net

"China's yuan has become the world's fifth most widely used
 payments currency, with the value of cross-border deals settled
 in it more than doubling in 2014, data from transactions
 organization SWIFT showed Wednesday. The data comes as
 China looks to make the yuan used more internationally in line
 with its standing as the world's second-largest economy, while
 at the same time keeping its value tightly controlled.

 The yuan overtook the Canadian dollar and the Australian dollar
 to enter the top five of world payment currencies in November,
 according to a SWIFT statement. Total yuan payments rose 102
 percent last year, dwarfing the overall annual rise of 4.4
 percent for all currencies. Some analysts predict the yuan will
 one day rival the US dollar in international markets."

10. SE ASIA: Banking panel agrees transparency
 principles
Source: nationmultimedia.com

"The ASEAN Central Banks' Working Committee on Payment and
 Settlement Systems has adopted principles for product
 transparency and disclosure on cross-border trade settlements.
 The principles are designed to ensure that customers have
 clear, timely, easily accessible and comparable key information
 to make informed decisions when settling cross-border trade
 transactions.

 Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand will be the
 first to implement the principles by next month, while Brunei,
 Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Myanmar and Vietnam will adopt
 the principles later in the year. These principles are aimed at
 improving the efficiency of cross-border trade settlements
 between ASEAN economies. To strengthen regional economic
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 integration further, the committee is also undertaking a study
 on establishing key enablers to promote the use of local
 currencies for cross-border trade settlements."
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1. PRC: Local governments lower sights for growth
Source: chinadaily.com.cn

"Virtually every provincial-level government in China has
 lowered its growth target for this year, reflecting mounting
 downward pressure at the local level and providing further
 evidence that the central government will cut the national
 target to 7 percent. Of 28 provincial-level governments that
 have announced targets, 26 have cut their GDP growth goal by
 0.5 to 3 percentage points. The lowered expectations come as
 no surprise to economists, who have said that the Chinese
 economy will remain under pressure.

 Provinces with the largest gaps between goals and reality last
 year were also those that slashed this year's targets the most.
 The northern, coal-rich Shanxi province was the slowest-
expanding region last year with growth of 4.9 percent, far below
 its 9 percent goal. This year, it aims for GDP growth of around
 6 percent. A region-by-region analysis shows how years of
 reliance on traditional growth engines have left many provinces
 adrift amid cooling aggregate demand and real estate activity."

2. ASIA: Urbanization 'just beginning'
Source: thediplomat.com

"Asia's urbanization may only be just beginning, despite almost
 200 million people moving to its cities in the first decade of the
 21st century, according to the World Bank. Importantly for the
 region's economic potential, the overall proportion of urbanites
 rose only slightly, increasing from 29 percent to 36 percent
 over the same period. This shows the potential for 'more
 decades of urban growth to come.' East Asia's total urban
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 population increased from 579 million in 2000 to 778 million in
 2010.

 The region's cities have also become more densely populated,
 rising from 5,400 to 5,800 people per square kilometer as of
 2010, led by Hong Kong's 32,000 people per square kilometer.
 Overall, East Asia's population density grew to more than 1.5
 times the average for the world's urban areas and more than
 50 times the average density in the United States. China
 accounted for two-thirds of the growth in urban land and more
 than 80 percent of urban expansion in the region."

3. MYANMAR: Government proposes 20 percent budget
 rise
Source: irrawaddy.org

"President Thein Sein's cabinet last week asked the parliament
 to approve a sharp increase in government spending in 2015-
2016, with an overall 20 percent raise in expenditures that
 would result in an approximately $23.2 billion budget. In his
 last year in office before the elections, the president proposed a
 jump in education spending, significant increases in health and
 defense expenditures, and a raise in civil servant salaries.

 Government revenues are expected to slightly increase next
 year to 19,403 billion kyats, leaving the government with a
 deficit of around 3,827 billion kyats ($3.8 billion), according to
 the documents. The Education Ministry would be the greatest
 beneficiary of the proposed spending increase, as its overall
 budget would grow to 1,409 billion kyats ($1.4 billion),
 representing a 21.6 percent increase from last year."

 
4. INDIA: Using technology to fight poverty
Source: livemint.com

"India has a lot to gain by embracing technological solutions.
 Indian agriculture has been in trouble since the early 1990s.
 Productivity has remained largely stagnant despite a lot of talk
 about a second green revolution. Technology in the shape of
 genetically modified crops can provide Indian farmers with the
 necessary productivity boost required to make agriculture more
 profitable.

 There are two more areas where technology can swiftly deliver
 long delayed reforms -- financial inclusion and education. The
 prime minister has made financial inclusion a cornerstone of his
 tenure. The push for bank accounts through the Jan Dhan
 Yojana is a good start. But for it to be successful, the
 government must promote mobile banking. It is still not clear
 who will take new technologies to the poor. The state will have
 a role to play but the government should also encourage
 private entrepreneurs to innovate and build profitable business
 models."
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5. VIET NAM: Explosion of universities leads to
 unemployment
Source: vietnamnet.vn

"Across Vietnam, dozens of junior colleges (3-year training)
 have been upgraded into universities (4-5-year training), but
 the training quality has not matched the expansion. Analysts
 noted that it is easier for universities to attract students than
 junior colleges or intermediate schools, because many
 Vietnamese want to obtain bachelor's degrees. However, school
 upgrading on a mass scale are considered one of the reasons
 behind the recent high unemployment rate.

 Professor Nguyen Minh Duong, member of the National Council
 for Education and Human Resources, said that local authorities
 want to establish universities, while school leaders want to
 upgrade their schools to gain a higher position and prestige in
 the educational system. However, training quality at the
 upgraded schools has fallen behind as resources are spread
 thin. The Ministry of Education and Training has many times
 rung the alarm bell over the lack of university lecturers."

6. INDIA: Are rural elderly better off?
Source: deccanherald.com

"The ever increasing number of old age homes in India's cities
 might give people comfort that the elderly are eventually taken
 care of. However, the fact still remains that such housing
 facilities are more like band-aid treatments which do not seek
 to cure the main problem. As a result only few find themselves
 discussing the causes behind this new phenomenon which
 forces old men and women to lead a life which is marred with
 seclusion and neglect.

 What is more worrying though, is the fact that old age homes
 while remaining an alien idea in rural India, have gained
 tremendous ground in main metropolitan cities of the country.
 Dr Rajeshwari Mishra, a city-based psychologist, believes that
 urbanization is one of the reason behind mistreatment of the
 elderly. Dr Mishra said in villages, children basically know their
 duties and obligations. Those who run away from their duties
 face a kind of a social boycott. This is not the case in cities
 where even neighbors don't know each other."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
China's central government has issued a regulation forbidding county authorities in poverty-
stricken areas from building lavish office buildings, a senior official said on Friday. China
 currently has 592 nationally designated poverty-stricken counties, more than half of which
 are in the country's western provincial areas. The regulation also forbids officials in those
 counties from building lavish landmark buildings, image projects or scenic spots. Hosting
 extravagant celebrations, conventions or exhibitions is also not allowed.
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7. INDONESIA: Improving English proficiency
Source: therakyatpost.com

"Greater emphasis by new graduates and fresh employees in
 Indonesia on improving their English has shown results.
 General proficiency in the language has improved, the 2014
 Education First English Proficiency Index shows. Indonesia's
 score on the worldwide ranking was 52.74, making it the third-
highest performer in the Southeast Asian region, below Malaysia
 and Singapore.

 Indonesia's performance trend has outstripped the regional
 average and grown by 7.96% in the last seven years. In terms
 of proficiency, Indonesia scored higher than Thailand and
 Vietnam, and was also placed one position above France. Most
 people with good English proficiency originated from large
 cities, especially Jakarta, Bandung and Yogyakarta."

8. MYANMAR: Ranked 161st freest economy in the world
Source: nationmultimedia.com

"With a score of 46.9 in the Heritage Foundation's 'Index of
 Economic Freedom 2015', Myanmar needs to improve many
 areas of its economy to keep up with countries in the region
 and the world. Myanmar's score is well below the regional
 average of 58.8 and the world average of 60.4, ranking it the
 161st freest economy in the world. The report ranked Myanmar
 38th out of 42 countries in the Asia-Pacific region.

 However, the overall score is a 0.4-point improvement over last
 year. There has been improvement in five of the 10 economic
 freedoms -- including freedom from corruption, labor and
 monetary. The economy, however, saw substantial decline in
 control over government spending. Meanwhile, overall tax
 revenue is less than 5 percent of GDP, while public expenditure
 amounted to 27.2 percent of the domestic economy. Public
 debt is now around 43 percent of total domestic output."

9. SOUTH ASIA: India, Nepal join to promote tourism
Source: daijiworld.com

"Nepal and India have agreed to form a joint working committee
 to implement and execute tourism development according to
 an agreement signed between the two countries during the
 18th SAARC Summit in Kathmandu last November. The 12-
member panel from each side will oversee and lay the ground
 for implementation of agreements to tap the huge potential of
 promoting tourism, including religious tourism.
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 During the SAARC meeting, Nepal and India signed three twin-
city agreements to link Janakpur and Ayodhya, Kathmandu and
 Varanasi, and Lumbini and Bodh Gaya. The two countries also
 agreed to develop and mutually promote the Buddhist
 pilgrimage circuit. The pilgrimage route connects Bodh Gaya in
 Bihar and Sarnath and Kushinagar in Uttar Pradesh in India and
 Lumbini in Nepal."

10. LAO PDR: Friendship bridge gets boost
Source: globaltimes.cn

"Myanmar and Laos are speeding up efforts in the construction
 of a friendship bridge across the Mekong River that links
 Myanmar's Tachileik in Shan state and Laungnamtha province
 of Laos, an official report said Sunday. The iron bridge with
 two-lane motorway under construction will be capable of
 standing 75 tons of load per vehicle.

 The volume of trade between Myanmar and Laos is still low
 compared with other neighboring countries. Upon completion of
 the bridge, the two countries will see smooth and speedy road
 transportation and the bridge will contribute towards swift flow
 of commodities and better economic development, the report
 said. The plan was raised during a visit to Myanmar by Lao
 Prime Minister Thongsing Thammavong in July 2011 and the
 project started in February 2013."
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1. THAILAND: PRC linked to canal plans
Source: sinoshipnews.com

"With the second decade of this century becoming known for
 mega canal projects, an old Thai infrastructure plan is being
 dusted off once again. Expansion works at both the Panama
 and Suez canals are well underway, while a Chinese tycoon
 plans to carve a waterway through Nicaragua. In Thailand, the
 200-plus year old plans to build a canal through its isthmus is
 once again gaining traction, as it seems to every few years.

 This time, however, there's talk that the Chinese would be
 willing to invest in the project. The Kra Canal would link the
 South China Sea with the Andaman Sea. A pre-feasibility study
 on the Kra Canal and a special economic zone has revealed that
 the 26 m deep and less than 100 km long waterway would cost
 about $20 billion to build and would shave at least two days off
 routes between Asia and Europe, avoiding the increasingly
 congested Malacca Straits."

2. PRC: 'Belt and Road' initiatives outlined
Source: chinadaily.com.cn

"Chinese leaders sketched out priorities for the 'Belt and Road'
 initiatives on Sunday, highlighting transport infrastructure
 building, investment and trade facilitation, financial cooperation
 and cultural exchange. The initiatives are major policy decisions
 made by the Party and the State Council, which will be of great
 significance to further opening up to the outside world and
 promoting regional and world peace, said Vice Premier Zhang
 Gaoli.
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 The Silk Road Economic Belt is slated to be established along
 the ancient Silk Road trade route, which stretches northwest
 from China's coastal area through Central Asia, the Middle East
 and on to Europe, while the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road
 will run through the country's south to Southeast Asia. Under
 the initiatives, more highways, railways and air routes will be
 built and Chinese regions will further integrate resources,
 policies and markets to connect with the outside world."

3. PHILIPPINES: 1 in 5 live on less than $1.25 a day
Source: asianewsnet.net

"The Philippine economy has been growing at a blistering 7
 percent a year since president Benigno Aquino took office in
 2010. But one in five Filipinos still lives on less than $1.25 a
 day. Worse, the red-hot economy seems to be drying up much-
needed funding. There are more than 250,000 street children --
 begging, picking pockets, getting high on solvents or
 prostituting themselves -- on the streets, according to Unicef.

 Estimates may differ, but anecdotal evidence suggests that
 there are more street children now than ever before. The irony
 is that foreign funding to help the children has been drying up
 because of all this talk about the Philippines becoming Asia's
 'next economic miracle.' Growth is not serving the entire
 population, according to aid workers."

 
4. INDIA: Push for infrastructure among G20
Source: indiatimes.com

"India has proposed that the G20 group be used as a platform
 for matchmaking the private sector, including pension funds
 which are sitting on a huge cash pile, with countries that are in
 dire need of funds for developing infrastructure. If this plan is
 implemented, India would be one of the key beneficiaries and
 be able to attract financing for its massive infrastructure needs
 from pension funds, global companies, which are looking at
 attractive investment options that promise a stable and healthy
 rate of return.

 The G20, in its meeting in Brisbane, agreed to set up a Global
 Infrastructure Hub with a four-year mandate. The hub is
 expected to contribute to develop a knowledge-sharing
 platform and network between governments, the private
 sector, development banks and other international
 organizations. The latest proposal from India is on similar lines
 but more focused on matching large investors with countries,
 which need long-term funds for shoring up infrastructure."

5. VIET NAM: Biggest savers in Southeast Asia
Source: thanhniennews.com

"Among Southeast Asian countries, Vietnam has the highest
 percentage of consumers loading their spare cash into savings,

http://www.asianewsnet.net/news-71283.html
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 but the lowest ratio of people investing in stocks, a new Nielsen
 survey found. Up to 77 percent of Vietnamese consumers
 channel their spare cash into savings, compared to 70 percent
 in Indonesia, 67 percent in Malaysia and 63 percent in the
 Philippines, said the report.

 Meanwhile, only 18 percent of local people invest their money
 in stocks, a relatively low ratio compared to 33 percent in
 Malaysia, 32 percent in Indonesia and 30 percent in Thailand.
 As many as 18 percent of consumers in the Southeast Asian
 region said that the economic situation is their biggest concern
 over the next six months. In Vietnam, the ratio is 28 percent,
 compared to 25 percent globally."

6. ASIA: Inequality hurting both growth and the poor
Source: scmp.com

"This year, the World Economic Forum welcomed about 2,500
 leaders from across the globe to Davos, Switzerland, to talk
 about some of the most pressing issues the world will face in
 the coming year. International Monetary Fund economists have
 clearly shown that inequality sets back poverty reduction
 efforts and reduces growth. A high level of inequality hinders
 investment, renders an economy less productive and thus
 unable to realize its consumptive capacity, all the while
 undermining institutions necessary for fair societies. Greater
 equality, on the other hand, extends periods of growth.

 For three years, the World Economic Forum's Global Risks
 survey has found 'severe income disparity' to be one of the
 major global risks for the coming decade. This is in line with
 the estimate by the Asian Development Bank that an additional
 240 million people in Asia -- 6.5 percent of the population --
 would have escaped extreme poverty had growth been more
 equitably distributed over the past two decades."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Average new-home price for 100 cities in China rose 0.21% in January from December, the
 first time that the average price rose after eight consecutive months of decline last year. The
 China Index Academy said 44 cities out of the 100 it monitored saw a price increase,
 compared with 30 in December. In the 10 major Chinese cities, average new home prices
 posted stronger growth of 0.59%, the private housing researcher said.
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7. INDIA: Myanmar is bridge to ASEAN
Source: mizzima.com

"India is interested in investing in infrastructure development
 projects in Thailand, and will use Myanmar as a bridge to reach
 the rest of ASEAN, according to reports. Thai Transport Minister
 Prajin Juntong told the media that the Indian government is
 interested in investing in the construction of road, rail, marine
 and air transport systems in Thailand to promote travel,
 tourism and goods transport between the two countries

 India's 'Look East Policy' -- which critics claim has been
 sluggish -- has been transformed under India Prime Minister
 Narendra Modi into its 'Act East Policy,' unveiled at the ASEAN
 summit in Nay Pyi Taw in November 2014. Prime Minister Modi
 has stressed his government's interest in expanding links with
 his Southeast Asian neighbors since he came to power last
 year."

8. PHILIPPINES: No basis for deflation fears
Source: manilatimes.net

"Robust consumption and firm demand fueled by remittances
 will counter risks coming from falling oil prices particularly
 deflation, the Philippines' central bank said. In his keynote
 speech at the recently concluded Security Bank Economic
 Forum 2015, Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) Governor
 Amando Tetangco Jr. said the risk of deflation materializing in
 the Philippines is not significant but the monetary authority
 remains watchful of the developments in the oil market and its
 impact on the country's growth.

 The BSP governor said this new uncertainty from oil price
 movements heighten volatility in financial markets by
 unsettling investor risk appetite and unseating inflation
 expectations. In the Philippine context, Tetangco said low oil
 prices represent disinflation pressures as fuel and fuel-related
 items account for nearly nine percent of the country consumer
 price index basket."

9. PAKISTAN: Drought-hit Tharparkar turns to solar
 water treatment
Source: tribune.com.pk

"Worsening drought has led to over 80 percent of water
 resources in Tharparkar district becoming unfit for people to
 drink, a new study says. That has led to plans by the Sindh
 provincial government to invest Rs5.4 billion in installing 750
 solar-powered reverse osmosis water purification plants across
 the sprawling desert district, to help get safe drinking water to
 the region's over 1.5 million people.

 Billed as the 'Asia's largest (by capacity) solar-powered water
 purification plant', the facility will treat 3 million gallons of
 water daily, enough to meet the water needs of 300,000 people
 in Mithi and in 80 adjoining villages, according to officials in the

http://www.mizzima.com/mizzima-news/development/item/17331-myanmar-is-india-s-bridge-to-asean
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 Mithi town municipal office. Constructed at a cost of Rs400
 million, the plant is expected to particularly benefit women,
 who currently often must fetch water from far-away hand-dug
 wells."

10. SE ASIA: Second thoughts on SMEs readiness for AEC
Source: english.vov.vn

"Vietnam small-and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) had
 hoped to readily take full advantage of the ASEAN Economic
 Community (AEC) that will come into effect by the end of 2015.
 However, many leading experts are now experiencing second
 thoughts. They are just not quite sure where SMEs fit into the
 overall economic landscape once the AEC officially comes into
 effect and whether they will be able to effectively compete in
 the new marketplace.

 Economic expert Pham Chi Lan said Vietnamese SME's
 shortcomings are weak capacity to access markets and capital,
 shortage of state of the art technology, weak management
 skills and low labor qualification. In addition, limited export
 markets and deficient trading skills prevent them from
 identifying potential markets. SMEs should consider capacity as
 a priority to focus on as well as developing human resources,
 renovating technology and technical capacity and raising
 management capacity."
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1. PRC: To speed up farm modernization
Source: China Daily

"China will step up reforms and innovation to speed up
 agricultural modernization in 2015, according to a key policy
 document released by the government. As the Chinese
 economy shifts from high-speed to medium-to-high-speed
 growth, it has become a key issue to continue consolidating the
 position of agriculture as the foundation of the economy and to
 further increase farmers' income, said the report.

 The document listed five aspects and 32 points for detailed
 government work on reforms and tasks related to the 'three
 rural issues,' agriculture, rural areas and farmers. The report
 highlighted the challenges facing China's agricultural sector,
 including surging production cost, shortage of agricultural
 resources, excessive exploitation and worsening pollution."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
Financial sector needs to drive green transformation
 Governments across Asia are devising green growth strategies, aiming to
 reconcile economic growth with low carbon emissions as well as trying to
 limit other forms of environmental degradation such as soil, water, and air
 pollution. What is needed is no less than a 'green transformation' to put
 green growth at the heart of development.
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2. PHILIPPINES: Construction sector boosts job market
Source: Inquirer

"Job growth at large enterprises in Metro Manila accelerated in
 the third quarter of 2014, riding a strong performance of the
 construction industry, according to the Philippine Statistics
 Authority (PSA). The organization said in its latest report on
 employment statistics that sustained growth in businesses
 related to administrative and support service activities, real
 estate activities, as well as professional scientific and technical
 activities, also helped buoy the job market.

 PSA data shows that for the September quarter, the labor
 turnover rate -- the difference between jobs gained and jobs
 lost -- revved up to 2.35 percent. 'This figure represents a
 turnaround from the near-zero growth in the first quarter (0.59
 percent) and second quarter (0.88 percent)' of last year, the
 agency said."

3. NEPAL: Calls to improve access to modern energy
Source: Ekantipur

"There is a need to maintain an efficient coordination
 mechanism for providing access to modern lighting and cooking
 energy services in Nepal, according to Vice-Chairman of the
 National Planning Commission Govinda Raj Pokhrel. He said
 that the government was financially capable but faced
 challenges in terms of implementation and coordination.

 'Only 56 percent of households in the country have access to
 electricity (including off-grid solutions) and more than 3 million
 rural Nepalis do not have access to clean cooking,' Pokhrel said.
 Ensuring a swift and urgent initiative to provide broader access
 to clean cooking and lighting is crucial for achieving economic
 growth and win the fight against energy poverty, he added."

 
4. INDIA: Don't choke the e-commerce sector
Source: Hindu Business Line

"The Indian government's reported move to bring the
 burgeoning e-commerce industry under regulations from as
 many as nine different ministries is disturbing. The spectacular
 growth of e-commerce in India -- the sector is currently
 estimated to be growing at nearly 40 percent per year and is
 expected to touch sales of $30 billion by 2020, from the current
 $12 billion -- has left both brick-and-mortar rivals and
 regulatory authorities flat-footed.

 E-commerce has also rapidly evolved to meet the challenges of
 operating in India, with the result that players are, in many
 cases, almost impossible to classify by nature of business. But
 using regulatory muscle to try and clamp down on e-
commerce, on the grounds of offering a 'level playing field' to
 traditional retail, is ill-advised."
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5. AFGHANISTAN: Economy at the crossroads
Source: Diplomat

"Last year was both a difficult and eventful one for Afghanistan.
 Successful security and political transitions were the major
 developments. The country had started receiving economic
 shocks well before 2014, partly because of the uncertainty
 surrounding the political dynamics and partly due to the very
 real impact of dwindling financial resources resulting from the
 drawdown of international forces.

 Unemployment across the country has been held down by the
 large number of Afghans engaged in international aid
 operations. With foreign troops and aid workers leaving the
 country, an economic impact in inevitable. Yet the
 repercussions of the NATO pull-out are not all negative. It also
 means Afghan ownership of the development process and a
 first step toward efforts for self-reliance."

6. CAMBODIA: Airline passenger growth booms
Source: Phnom Penh Post

"Chinese tourism continues to fuel Cambodia's skyrocketing
 aviation sector, one of the fastest-growing markets in
 Southeast Asia for five years running. The Australian-based
 Centre for Aviation released the first of a two-part report on
 Cambodia's aviation market. The report showed a 13 percent
 increase in passenger traffic to more than 5.7 million across all
 three major airports in 2014.

 'Cambodia has now experienced double-digit passenger growth
 for five consecutive years, an impressive but little-known
 achievement,' the report said. The acceleration of Cambodia's
 aviation market comes as regional countries, such as Thailand
 and Malaysia, slowed. Airports of Thailand recorded just 3
 percent growth in passenger traffic in 2014, compared to 16
 percent in 2013. Similarly, Malaysia saw a slowdown from 18
 percent in 2013 to just 5 percent last year."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
For many Malaysians, Prime Minister Najib Razak's wish for 'a safer, more prosperous, and
 more equal society' likely resonated with their hopes for 2015. Malaysians appear to be
 increasingly concerned about income inequality. According to a 2014 Pew Global survey,
 77 percent of Malaysians think that the gap between the rich and poor is a big problem. The
 government has acknowledged that inequality remains high, and that tackling these
 disparities will be Malaysia's 'biggest challenge' in becoming a high-income nation.
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7. MYANMAR: Opens deep-sea port for oil pipeline
Source: Irrawaddy

"Myanmar has officially opened a deep sea port off its western
 coast, part of a $2.45 billion port and pipeline project that will
 carry crude oil from the Middle East to China. The port and
 770-kilometer pipeline are a joint venture between the China
 National Petroleum Corp. (CNOC) and Myanmar Oil and Gas
 Enterprise.

 The port has 12 storage tanks with a combined capacity of 22
 million gallons of oil. CNOC said in a statement on its website
 that a recently completed pipeline from the Kyaukphyu district
 in Myanmar's Arakan State to China's Yunnan province will be
 able to transport an estimated 190 million gallons of oil per
 day. The refineries to receive the oil are not yet completed, but
 trial operations at the port have begun."

8. UZBEKISTAN: Rural areas get new housing
Source: Central Asia Online

"Uzbekistan's countryside is growing houses, not just crops. In
 2009, the government launched a program to rebuild rural
 areas, realizing that many citizens could benefit from better
 housing there. The government plans to build 12,000 rural
 houses this year and 13,000 in 2016. This year alone, it
 expects to build almost 300 new villages and about 250
 kilometers of new roads.

 The five-year-long Housing for Integrated Rural Development
 Investment Program is expected to end in December 2016.
 Workers have built an impressive amount of housing and
 infrastructure since 2009, when the Uzbek government
 launched a similar program, the Rural Housing Scheme."

9. SE ASIA: Off-grid power systems urged for rural
 villages
Source: SciDev

"Of South-East Asia's 600 million people, 140 million, mostly in
 rural areas, live without electricity, and 300 million still cook on
 traditional stoves that produce lots of smoke and little heat.
 Without electricity, they also lose out on better sanitation,
 healthcare and education. This was heard in a workshop on
 Energy for Off-Grid Villages in South-East Asia, held Jan. 27-29
 in Kuching, Malaysia.

 Some governments could light up most of their rural
 communities, whereas others are too cash-strapped to pay.
 While rural communities in some countries may be chatting on
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 Facebook, those in Cambodia would first need to have clean
 cooking stoves and water filters. But workshop participants
 cautioned against a 'one-size-fits-all solution' to rural
 electrification."

10. INDIA: Sustainable energy starts with the sun
Source: IPS

"It began with an experiment to install photovoltaic cells over an
 irrigation canal that forms part of the Sardar Sarovar canal
 network -- a massive hydel power project across the River
 Narmada that irrigates some 1.8 million hectares of arable land
 in the western Indian state of Gujarat. After a successful pilot
 project, the government of Gujarat has now invested some
 $18.3 million replicating the scheme over a 3.6-km stretch of
 the irrigation canal in the hopes of generating 10 MW of power.

 With some 21,600 solar panels running over a length of the
 Vadodara branch of the canal, experts say the installation could
 generate power to the tune of 16.2 million units per annum,
 since the canal runs right over the Tropic of Cancer and
 receives bright sunlight for eight months out of the year.
 Sceptics worry that without planning, the surplus power could
 be siphoned off by commercial enterprises unless there are
 concerted efforts to combine the sustainable energy initiative
 with poverty eradication."
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1. INDIA: Make healthcare accessible, cheap
Source: Hindu Business Line

"An examination of endemic problems in the pharmaceutical
 sector in India, such as chronic drug shortages and inadequate
 modernization in the drug-manufacturing sector, is necessary.
 It is not enough in India for medicines to be merely affordable.
 These must simultaneously be accessible and available in every
 regional headquarters.

 If patent monopolies are to drive innovation, drugs and
 medicines will remain neither affordable nor accessible.
 Throughout the world, current health care systems are being
 overtaken by rapid technology transformation, data-driven
 diagnosis, new discoveries in medicine, a healthier population,
 and a focus on chronic conditions. But healthcare in India is
 under-served and over-consumed."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
Financial sector needs to drive green transformation
 Governments across Asia are devising green growth strategies, aiming to
 reconcile economic growth with low carbon emissions as well as trying to
 limit other forms of environmental degradation such as soil, water, and air
 pollution. What is needed is no less than a 'green transformation' to put
 green growth at the heart of development.
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2. CAMBODIA: MFI deposits double in 2014
Source: Phnom Penh Post

"The total amount of savings at Cambodia's deposit-taking
 microfinance institutions (MFIs) reached $897 million by the
 end of 2014, more than doubling from its 2013 base of $445
 million, according to figures from the Cambodian Microfinance
 Association (CMA). Of the 39 MFIs operating in Cambodia,
 seven have gained licenses to accept deposits since a law was
 passed in 2007 allowing the practice.

 CMA president Bun Mony said the boost in deposits reflected
 the positive performance of the country's economy, especially
 in rural areas where most of the MFI's clients are located.
 According to Mony, deposits collected from the Phnom Penh
 area represented about 30 to 40 per cent of all MFI savings,
 with the rest coming from the country's provinces."

3. VIET NAM: To launch new housing stimulus package
Source: Thanhnien News

"Viet Nam's central bank plans to launch its second housing
 stimulus package in two years, aiming to reduce borrowing
 costs for home buyers to boost the sluggish market. Under the
 plan, buyers and developers of commercial housing can take
 out loans at 7 percent for the first 10 years, compared to the
 regular 11 percent on the market, local media reported.

 It is estimated that total loans under this package could reach
 VND50 trillion ($2.34 billion). Further details have not been
 announced, particularly on how the government will subsidize
 the low interest rates and which banks will participate. In June
 2013, the central bank unveiled a VND30 trillion ($1.4 billion)
 loan package designed for housing developers, low-income
 earners and government employees. The package cuts interest
 rates on loans to 6 percent, for 10 years."

 
4. PRC: Pension reforms help promote social equality
Source: China Daily

"The State Council in PRC announced pension reforms for civil
 servants and public sector employees in January 2015, bringing
 them under the authority of the urban basic pension insurance
 scheme. The historic move signifies the abolition of the
 fragmented pension fund systems and the end of the privilege
 pension system for the public sector. The pension reforms will
 not only help build a modern and more effective governance
 system, but also safeguard the interests of the nation's
 workforce by allowing them access to a pension scheme that is
 independent of the organizations they work for.

 The reforms will also protect their pensions irrespective of the
 changes that may occur in the future. In addition, the reforms
 will help the movement of workforce between the public and

http://www.phnompenhpost.com/business/mfi-deposits-double-2014
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 private sectors by eliminating the different pension insurance
 schemes in the two sectors, and alleviate the fiscal risk arising
 from the aging population."

5. INDONESIA: Commuter trains grow in popularity
Source: Jakarta Post

"Greater Jakarta commuter train operator PT Kereta Commuter
 Jabodetabek (KCJ) hopes in 2015 to add 50 million passengers
 to the 205 million serviced a year ago. KCJ President Director
 Tri Handoyo said that some 647,000 passengers were using the
 trains each day so far this year, a 32 percent increase from last
 year's average of 490,000 passengers.

 Commuter trains are one of the most reliable public
 transportation options in Greater Jakarta, as they avoid the
 city's notorious gridlock. Ample parking availability, frequent
 trips, and mostly on-time trains have encouraged more and
 more residents to use KCJ for daily commuting."

6. MYANMAR: E-payment services to come online
Source: Irrawaddy

"Myanmar's sole domestic card-based payment system,
 Myanmar Payment Union (MPU), will offer online services
 beginning in early February, according to an executive. Chief
 Executive Officer of MPU, Zaw Lin Htut, said that local
 cardholders will soon be able to make online purchases after
 companies enroll with one of the firm's 20 local banking
 partners.

 Businesses can enroll at their local branch, and a service
 network will be developed among local businesses. Zaw Lin
 Htut said that businesses will have to bank with one of its 20
 partners to be eligible for e-commerce, and member banks will
 provide technical support and consultation as businesses
 establish online shopping systems."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Community drug outlets are sprouting across the Philippines to provide affordable access to
 essential medicines for the poor. A program of the government's Philippine Health
 Insurance Corporation, 'Botika ng Barangay' (or village pharmacies) now has 16,350 outlets
 located in underserved and remote areas of the country. The outlets are licensed to sell or
 distribute low-priced generic and essential medicines for common diseases.
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7. INDIA: Air pollution hits crops more than climate
 change
Source: SciDev

"Atmospheric pollutants may impact India's major crops like
 wheat and rice more than temperature rise, says a new study
 based on a 'regression model' that predicts future events with
 information on past or present events. The report projects that
 a one degree centigrade rise in temperature could lead to a
 crop decline of 4 percent for wheat and 5 percent for rice. But
 losses from pollution could be greater.

 'For context, the yield loss for wheat attributable to pollutants
 alone in 2010 corresponds to over 24 million tons of wheat:
 around four times India's wheat imports before the 2007-2008
 food price crisis and a value greater than $5 billion,' the
 authors write in a paper on the study published November in
 Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences."

8. PRC: 90% of cities don't meet air quality standards
Source: China Daily

"Nearly 90 percent of China's big cities failed to meet air quality
 standards in 2014, but that was still an improvement on 2013
 as the country's 'war on pollution' began to take effect, the
 environment ministry said. The ministry said on its website that
 only eight of the 74 cities it monitors managed to meet national
 standards in 2014 on a series of pollution measures such as
 PM2.5, which is a reading of particles found in the air, carbon
 monoxide and ozone.

 Beijing is not among the 10 Chinese cities with the worst air
 quality or among the 10 Chinese cities with the best air quality.
 The ministry said the average PM2.5 reading in the Beijing-
Hebei-Tianjin region stood at 93 micrograms per cubic meter
 last year. The state standard is 35 micrograms but China does
 not expect to bring the national average down to that level
 before 2030."

9. PHILIPPINES: Subway project ready to roll
Source: Business World

"The most expensive public-private partnership (PPP) deal in the
 Philippine government pipeline is set to be rolled out within the
 first half of the year, once it secures final approval from
 President Aquino III this month, a Transportation department
 official said. The Makati-Pasay-Taguig Mass Transit System
 Loop was one of the seven infrastructure projects approved by
 the National Economic and Development Authority.
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 The planned 20-kilometer system will consist of a 16-kilometer
 tunnel, a 4-kilometer elevated railway and 11 stations, which is
 expected to ease road congestion in the cities of Makati, Pasay
 and Taguig, according to the PPP Center Web site. Another
 transportation project requiring a major investment is the
 North-South Railway Project (South Line)."

10. INDONESIA: IT to receive spending boost
Source: Jakarta Globe

"Indonesia's manufacturing and transportation sectors are
 slated to increase spending on information and communication
 technology over the next four years, as the government rolls
 out public infrastructure projects, according to international
 market research company Frost & Sullivan. Spending from the
 country's manufacturing and transportation industry is
 projected to reach $552 million and $253 million by 2019 with
 a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 23 percent each,
 according to data from Frost & Sullivan.

 This compared to the CAGR for banking and financial services
 at 17 percent. In 2013, the manufacturing and transportation
 industry spent $156 million and $73 million on IT-based
 enterprise services, respectively, while banking and financial
 services spent $324 million. For the transportation industry,
 Sunder noted that government projects on logistics and
 transportation -- such as the mass rapid transit project -- will
 be one of the biggest factors in driving growth in cloud-based
 services, enterprise software and connectivity services."
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1. INDIA: 300 million people still live in extreme poverty
Source: financialexpress.com

"About 300 million people still live in extreme poverty in India
 even as the Millennium Development Goal (MGD) program will
 expire in December, a United Nations report has said. India,
 which has a population of over 1.25 billion, adopted the United
 Nation's MGD in 2000 with an aim to free millions from extreme
 poverty and hunger, illiteracy, poor health. India has halved
 the incidence of poverty from 1990s.

 Still over 270 million people in 2012 remained in extreme
 poverty, making the post-2015 goal of eliminating extreme
 poverty by 2030 challenging, but feasible, it said. India has an
 opportunity to become a leader in sustainable development. It
 has achieved the poverty reduction target, but the progress is
 uneven, said the report."

2. PNG: Is the economy cooking with gas?
Source: islandsbusiness.com

"In May 2014 PNG's first LNG project was all assembled and
 working. Natural gas started flowing from Hides project, down
 the southern slopes to the swampy Papuan Gulf coast, and
 then through undersea pipeline to a liquefaction plant near the
 capital Port Moresby. ExxonMobil shipped the first liquefied
 natural gas cargo out to Japan soon after. In 2015, Papua New
 Guinea will see the first full year of production from a project
 that has taken $19 billion to build in one of the world's most
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 inaccessible places.

 The country's gross national product will make a one-time jump
 of 15 percent or more, just from this one project. It will add
 about $1 billion a year to government revenues, for 30 years.
 Companies are also eyeing two more LNG projects drawing on
 petroleum discoveries around the Papuan Gulf. But the
 question nagging many development economists and planners
 is: will the good macro-economic numbers be reflected in
 benefits for the vast majority of Papua New Guinea's eight
 million people, their numbers growing at a high 3.1 percent a
 year?"

3. ASIA: Nowhere to hide from currency shocks
Source: barrons.com

"Slowing growth, falling property prices and a crackdown on ill-
gotten gain have pushed capital outflows from China to their
 highest in a decade, with $91.2 billion in capital flowing out of
 the country in the fourth quarter of 2014. That has helped drag
 the yuan down 2.3% in the past three months, a move that
 might seem an attempt by China to join a race by global
 exporters to devalue their currencies were it not for the fact
 that its reserve pile fell even as exports grew. That suggests
 China ended 2014 in the unusual position of having to defend
 the value of its currency.

 On Wednesday, the People's Bank of China cut the amount of
 deposits it requires banks keep in their vaults rather than lend
 out. The move is aimed at further lowering borrowing costs in
 an economy where slowing inflation has pushed up real interest
 rates despite a rate cut last November. China thus joins the
 growing list of central banks trying to surprise markets with
 easier monetary policy to revive growth and prop up asset
 prices."

P O V E R T Y   S P O T L I G H T
PHILIPPINES: Hard life for Manila's hungry street urchins
Source: straitstimes.com

"Poverty continues to drive the poorest in Philippines'
 countryside to move to urban centers, creating even more
 homeless families. The population has also been exploding,
 from 85 million in 2006 to more than 100 million last year,
 breeding one generation of street children after another. There
 are more than 250,000 street children -- begging, picking
 pockets, getting high on solvents or prostituting themselves --
 on the streets, according to Unicef.

 Reception and Action Centers (RACs), run by the Manila
 government, are supposed to be a halfway houses where
 children taken from the streets for vagrancy, drug abuse or
 petty theft can be processed and transferred to privately run
 shelters for rehabilitation or sent back to their parents.
 However, there is a vicious circle of understaffed but
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 overcrowded RACs struggling to feed and care for the children
 with inadequate funds provided by the local governments. A
 paper released by Bahay Tuluyan says a key problem is that
 the government's program does not go beyond getting children
 off the streets. Mostly, it says, the end goal is to make the city
 'look more beautiful'. The irony is that foreign funding to help
 the children has been drying up because of all this talk about
 the Philippines becoming Asia's 'next economic miracle'."

4. INDONESIA: Economy grows at slowest pace in five
 years
Source: Jakarta Globe

"Indonesia's economy expanded at its weakest annual pace
 since the global financial crisis after being affected by falling oil
 and commodity prices. Gross domestic product (GDP) grew by
 5% in 2014, compared to a revised 5.58% the previous year.
 South-east Asia's largest economy is a major exporter of
 commodities such as palm oil, rubber, coal and tin but saw
 revenues fall owing to falling prices.

 The country has struggled to contain high inflation, which
 eased to 6.96% in January from 8.36% in December. It also
 has a sizable current-account deficit that stood at 3.1% of GDP
 in the third quarter. Investments and household spending also
 slightly lagged last year with growth at 5.1 percent and 4.1
 percent, respectively."

5. PAKISTAN: Plunging into a deeper fuel crisis
Source: globalvoicesonline.org

"A shortage of petrol across Pakistan is adding further misery to
 the country's energy situation, long plagued by power and gas
 shortages. The shortage of imported oil began in mid-January
 2015, mainly due to poor supply management from the
 authorities facing a debt crisis. Pakistan State Oil, which
 supplies around 80 percent of the country's fuel, ran out of
 money and banks have refused to extend the company any
 more credit, so it decided not to initiate imports in December
 2014.

 This has brought transport in affected areas almost to a
 grinding halt. The recent worldwide decrease in fuel prices has
 deepened the crisis. Pakistan reduced its petrol price a few
 separate times to tackle the situation. The current price is at
 around 78 Pakistani rupees per liter -- a 25% reduction in three
 months."

6. PHILIPPINES: Unequal growth poses challenge
Source: voanews.com

"The Philippines may surpass China to be Asia's fastest growing
 economy this year, but its bigger challenge is working out how
 to sustain and share the gains of the past five years to secure
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 longer-term prosperity. The Philippines defied the region's
 slowdown in the fourth quarter by regaining momentum,
 bringing full-year growth to 6.1 percent -- the fastest
 expansion in Asia after China.

 The World Bank has said Philippine growth is now 'more
 inclusive', and there are signs benefits are trickling down. More
 than one million jobs were created in 2014 and unemployment
 fell to 6 percent, the lowest for at least a decade. But job
 creation has still struggled to match the number of people
 looking for work; 42 percent of the population still lives on less
 than $2 per day. Vibrant sectors, such as booming back-office
 firms, earn foreign exchange but don't spread a lot of
 prosperity."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
An action plan detailing the infrastructure development of Bangladesh's first nuclear power
 plant has been recently adopted by the Bangladesh-Russia working group of the joint
 coordination committee for implementing the nuclear power program. The action plan, to be
 implemented in next two years, includes many important steps Bangladesh needs to
 undertake in order to achieve the goals of the nuclear power program. The plan lays out
 details of nuclear safety, human resources, site selection and installation support,
 management, legislative and regulatory framework, electrical network, funding and
 financing, planning for emergencies, nuclear fuel cycle, and radioactive waste management.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. BANGLADESH: Green Climate Fund opportunities
Source: thedailystar.net

"Bangladesh is one of the most vulnerable countries to climate
 change. The poor and the marginal groups stand to suffer the
 most from adverse climate effects. Change in the climate is
 also having a disproportionately large impact on the life,
 property and livelihoods of poor groups in Bangladesh. The
 investment required for undertaking adaptation and mitigation
 efforts is huge. Yearly public sector funding in Bangladesh for
 climate change related programs and projects reached
 approximately $800 million in FY14.

 The Green Climate Fund (GCF) was established in COP-16 in
 2010 under the United Nations Framework Convention on
 Climate Change. GCF is expected to play a key role in
 channeling financial resources to developing countries. The
 fund will be available for member countries in coping with and
 adapting to the effects of climate change. The governing board
 of the GCF has decided to use its funds equally for adaptation
 and mitigation purposes on 50/50 basis. The GCF aims to
 mobilize $200 billion by 2020."
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8. PRC: Growing economy is repaying the world
Source: asianewsnet.net

"The ongoing modernization drive in China is one of the largest
 in human history. It will provide modern living conditions to an
 estimated 1.5 billion people by the middle of the 21st century.
 To ensure the success of this modernization drive, China needs
 to import huge amounts of resources, fuels, devices and
 consumer goods, which will boost the growth of the global
 market. In this context, the past few years have revealed three
 major changes in Sino-US trade that best illustrate China's
 growth as the world's biggest market.

 The most important change, of course, is that US exports to
 China have grown faster than imports from China. In 2000, the
 Chinese mainland was the 11th largest exporting market of the
 United States, but by 2007, it had overtaken Japan to become
 the third largest. Overall, US exports to the Chinese mainland,
 Hong Kong and Macao grew from $30.9 billion in 2000 to
 $164.8 billion in 2013."

9. SE ASIA: Aiming to avoid problems plaguing the EU
Source: thenational.ae

"This is a crucial year for the Association of Southeast Asian
 Nations (ASEAN) with Malaysia taking the chair for 12 months.
 At the end of the year, it hopes that the 10-country partnership
 will be able to declare itself the 'ASEAN Economic Community.'
 But creating a genuine sense of community among nations with
 long histories and different languages, religions and cultures, is
 difficult.

 Malaysia's trade minister Mustapa Mohamed has stated
 explicitly that 'from day one, we know we're not going to adopt
 the EU model'. ASEAN will avoid the European top-down
 approach, which has failed to bring its member states' peoples
 with it. But it will seek to harvest the benefits that could come
 with a community of 625 million drawing closer together. Other
 countries are most certainly aware of this potential. China is
 seeking to reassure the group that it will respect 'ASEAN
 centrality'. China already has large investments in which
 ASEAN countries have mutual interests."

10. PAKISTAN: Rift over circular debt persists
Source: customstoday.com.pk

"In their dialogues for the release of the next $550 million loan
 tranche, Pakistan and the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
 broadly reached an agreement, but differences persist over
 finding a permanent solution to the issue of circular debt which
 has mounted to Rs310 billion. The IMF wants to add a condition
 to its $6.6 billion bailout of the Pakistani economy that would
 force the government to honor its commitments to come up
 with a more permanent solution to the circular debt problem.
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 In the fifth review of Pakistan's economy, held in Dubai two
 months ago, Pakistan had assured the IMF that it had worked
 out a plan to address the circular debt issue. The plan included
 recovering receivables in the power sector, improving efficiency
 and collections, and using fiscal resources. However, chronic
 infighting between the finance ministry and the water and
 power ministry, coupled with a weak governance structure at
 the state-owned power companies, resulted in a lack of
 coordination and the government's failure to implement the
 plan."
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IN DEPTH

1. ASIA: Vortex of inequality
Source: thenews.com.pk

"Oxfam, has recently issued a report 'Asia at a crossroads' that
 underlines the challenge of spiraling inequalities in Asia. The
 report, yet another grim reminder of the yawning gap between
 the haves and have-nots. While averages of various indicators
 have witnessed remarkable incline in most countries,
 tribulations continued to stalk millions falling in the low income
 brackets. Disparities are even starker in case of women, rural
 communities and discriminated social groups.

 According to the report, in poorest households of Nepal, under-
five mortality rate is twice higher than in the richest households.
 In India, 80 percent of the richest mothers can access a health
 facility to deliver a baby whereas only one out of ten poorest
 women can avail this vital service. The report makes an
 ominous prognosis that if remedial measures are not taken,
 within next 15 years Pakistan will attain an ignominious
 distinction of having highest percentage of stunted children
 population. The stunning rate in Pakistan during last ten years
 has gone up by 50 percent."

2. PHILIPPINES: Poor infrastructure spooks investors
Source: philstar.com

"The Philippines has been placed in the world's Top 10 list of
 countries (and the fourth in Asia) with the worst traffic
 situation, according to data from Numbeo.com. The Philippines
 was at No. 9 with the worst traffic condition among 88
 countries based on 'average commuting time, commuting
 dissatisfaction, traffic inefficiencies and carbon dioxide
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 emissions in commuting.'

 Kenya was number one on the list, followed by Egypt,
 Bangladesh, Bolivia, Nigeria, Jordan, Iran, and South Africa.
 The 10th spot went to Thailand. Local experts blame the
 absence of a comprehensive, long-term urban development
 masterplan. One major hitch is that Public Private Partnerships
 (PPP) have been moving at a snail's pace. Of some 60 projects
 on the drawing board, the government has thus far awarded
 only nine PPP ventures and is bidding out 11 more projects."

3. KYRGYZ REP: Eager for direct rail link to PRC
Source: silkroadreporters.com

"For more than a decade the Kyrgyz government has been in
 talks over the construction of a China-Kyrgyzstan-Uzbekistan
 railroad, but often times these bold proposals ran up against a
 shortage of capital to get it done. Kyrgyzstan is still planning to
 restart the negotiations over railroad construction in February.
 If the railroad is eventually built, analysts and officials say it
 could be a game changer for the economic development of the
 region.

 The price for the railroad, according to Ministry of Economic
 Development, is $5-6.5 billion, but with the recent inflation and
 raise in construction materials prices, this number might go up.
 There are no allocated financial sources for this project yet. If
 the project is realized, it will become a part of a larger
 transcontinental rail road system and will shorten the
 destination between China and Europe by 900 kilometers,
 providing attractive new opportunities to poverty-stricken
 Kyrgyzstan as a trading hub."

 
4. VIET NAM: Most modern expressway opens to traffic
Source: globaltimes.cn

"The entire 55-km expressway linking Ho Chi Minh (HCM) City-
Long Thanh-Dau Giay in southern Vietnam opened to traffic on
 Sunday, becoming the most modern of this kind to date
 operating in the country. The expressway, with four lanes and a
 designed maximum speed of 120 km per hour, was built as
 part of the Vietnam North-South Expressway system.

 Construction of the expressway began in October 2009, with a
 total investment of 20.630 trillion VND ($961.41 million). The
 distance from HCM City to Dau Giay is now only 50 km with
 travel time of one hour, instead of 70 km and 3 hours,
 respectively, which will save transport fees for vehicles from 20
 to 30 percent."

5. INDIA: Struggling to wipe malnutrition out
Source: economylead.com

"Although India has seen a significant decrease in the under-5
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 mortality rate, it is yet to bridge the nutrition divide effectively.
 Over the past two years, Attapadi, a tribal area in Palakkad
 district of Kerala, witnessed several neo-natal deaths attributed
 to malnutrition. The tribal settlements were facing shortages on
 many fronts. Discrepancies were discovered in food supplies
 through the ICDS; the hospital infrastructure was in a
 shambles; and mothers, largely underage, were themselves
 undernourished.

 The Global Nutrition Report-2014 listed malnutrition as a
 significant challenge before India. The report highlighted that
 India was losing 11 percent of GDP on account of malnutrition.
 Poor nutrition has been resulting in death, higher drop-out
 rates in schools, limits on earning at the workplace and days
 lost to illness. The report highlighted the case of Maharashtra
 which managed to reduce child stunting from 36.6 percent to
 24 percent in seven years by applying a combination of
 nutrition-specific interventions, improved access to food and
 education and reductions in poverty and fertility."

6. LAO PDR: Bumpy road to highway upgrades
Source: globalpost.com

"Vast sums of money will be required to get Laos' major arterial
 roads to conform to regional standards, state-run media
 Vientiane Times reported. The ASEAN Highway (AH) Network
 has set minimum standards for Southeast Asia's major roads in
 order to facilitate cross-border transport and production
 networks, tourism, trade and investment. However, most of
 Laos' major arterial roads were incapable of carrying 11 tonnes
 per axle.

 Laos has only two national roads that meet the ASEAN
 standard, while the other six will have to be upgraded. The
 government is hoping to get outside support in order to go
 ahead with the upgrade. Laos has identified eight national
 roads as AH routes, extending a distance of 2,810 km, yet six
 are only designated as Class IV grade under ASEAN standards.
 Roads designated as Class IV can bear loads of up to 8.2
 tonnes to 9.1 tonnes per axle."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
In India where as many as one in three of the world's suicides occur, about 12 farmers a day
 kill themselves in Maharashtra, the second-largest state, and the numbers are growing,
 farmer lobby group data show. A global cotton surplus has sent prices tumbling and
 aggravated rural poverty in India. A rising number of growers are unable to repay loans.
 Many don't have enough land to offer as collateral and must borrow from money lenders
 who charge five to six times the bank rate.
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7. MYANMAR: Central bank defends lackluster bond sale
Source: brecorder.com

"Myanmar's Central Bank on Thursday defended its first sale of
 government debt under the reformist regime as 'successful',
 despite selling less than half of the $50 million offering, as it
 looks to finance rising state spending. Myanmar reaped some
 21.5 billion kyat ($20.8 million) from the auction of its treasury
 bonds.

 The country, which is due to hold crucial elections this year,
 has scaled up government spending in an effort to begin
 rehabilitating public services. Myanmar economics expert Sean
 Turnell said that while the incomplete bond sale was 'not ideal',
 it was a 'good and necessary step forward'. He added shortfalls
 were not uncommon even in developed markets and that the 8
 percent yield was 'not a bad rate to achieve for Myanmar
 government debt in the present environment.'"

8. PRC: Private health insurance set to boom
Source: chinadaily.com.cn

"Commercial insurers are expected to play a more important
 role in providing medical insurance to a rapidly aging
 population in China, a top health official said on Friday. The
 government will encourage the development of various types of
 commercial insurance to increase people's ability to deal with
 risks posed by major diseases, Ma Xiaowei, deputy minister of
 national health and family planning, said.

 A new survey shows the proportion of people age 65 or above
 who go to a hospital for treatment is more than double that of
 young people. The number of people age 60 or above reached
 202 million in China in 2013, accounting for about 15 percent
 of its total population. The government's basic insurance
 system covers employees and the unemployed in cities, as well
 as farmers. Although the network does not provide high-level
 medical insurance to all the groups covered, it has extensive
 coverage."

9. INDONESIA: 5.7 percent growth target for 2015
Source: asiaone.com

"Indonesia's government and parliament's Budget Committee
 agreed Friday to set an economic growth target of 5.7 percent
 for 2015. Last year, growth was a lukewarm 5 percent, below
 the 5.4 percent target. Indonesia needs to reach the new goal
 to create jobs and reduce the poverty, Finance Minister
 Bambang Brodjonegoro said.
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 Brodjonegoro said government spending on infrastructure
 projects, education and healthcare will drive the economy.
 Besides creating jobs, the government also hopes the
 expenditures result in better living standards. The
 government's statistics bureau, meanwhile, reported that from
 last March to September, there were 27.73 million Indonesians
 living in poverty. In other words, 11 percent of the country's
 250 million people were living on less than $25 per month."

10. LAO PDR: 'One-stop' customs model with Viet Nam
Source: plenglish.com

"Vietnam and Laos has inaugurated a 'one-stop-shop' customs
 model (also known as single window) at the Lao Bao-Densavan
 international border gate between the two countries, in order to
 boost trade and speed up procedures. Vietnamese Deputy
 Prime Minister Nguyen Xuan Phuc and his counterpart from
 Laos, Somsavad Lengsavath, attended the inauguration
 ceremony, in the central province of Quang Tri and its Lao
 neighboring province of Savannakhet.

 Xuan Phuc said that the new model will be a remarkable step to
 expand business exchanges at international border gates
 across the East-West economic corridor, as well as other key
 corridors in the Greater Mekong Sub-region (GMS). The
 economic corridor has been created, based on a 1,450-
kilometer road connecting the four nations in the GMS, which is
 meaningful for Laos and Viet Nam's socio-economic
 development and poverty reduction."
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1. INDIA: Economy seen rising through fog of data
2. MYANMAR: One of best countries for cheap labor
3. BANGLADESH: TPP could hurt apparel exports
4. VIET NAM: Plans to wipe out trade deficit by 2020
5. INDIA: Modi mulls overhauling costly welfare schemes
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HOLIDAY NOTICE: As Wednesday is a public holiday in Japan, 
there will be no e-newsline on 11 February.

IN DEPTH

1. INDIA: Economy seen rising through fog of data
Source: manoramaonline.com

"The Indian economy is forecast to grow 7.4% in 2014-15 after
 a robust 7.5% expansion in the October-December quarter,
 overtaking China as one of the fastest growing major
 economies but the data surprised economists. But changes in
 the way Asia's third largest economy is measured has left
 analysts and the government's own chief economic advisor
 doubting how far the data can be trusted. India's statisticians
 have changing both the way it calculates gross domestic
 product and the base year. Suddenly the economy appeared to
 be motoring again. Growth for 2013/14 was put at 6.9 percent,
 way above the 4.7 percent previously reported.

 India now measures GDP by market prices instead of factor
 costs, to take into account gross value addition in goods and
 services as well as indirect taxes. The base year has been
 shifted to 2011/12 from 2004/05 earlier. The statistics
 department says the new way is more in line with global
 practices and gives a better picture of economic activity. The
 changes have left economists groping for a trend."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
Plurilateral trade agreements: an overlooked but powerful force for
 international trade opening for Asia?
After over a gloomy decade of inconclusive talks, a small but important
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 step was taken in early December 2014 to finish the Doha Round
 negotiations of the World Trade Organization (WTO). In 2015 and
 beyond, actions to arrive at a Doha Round Agreement should be
 accompanied by embracing new plurilateral trade agreements within the
 WTO. This move can benefit growth and development in Asia.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. MYANMAR: One of best countries for cheap labor
Source: irrawaddy.org

"Myanmar has been named one of the five best countries in the
 world for cheap labor, making it much more attractive for
 manufacturing investment than neighbors China and Thailand.
 China is ranked 64th due to its rising wages, according to a
 study by analysts Verisk Maplecroft. Thailand is ranked 93rd in
 the index, where the higher the number the better the ranking
 in terms of labor competitiveness.

 China has seen costs in the labor market rise rapidly in line
 with the country's phenomenal economic progress. By contrast,
 key sourcing destinations that are increasingly replacing
 Chinese manufacturers in global supply chains perform very
 well in the index with Myanmar ranked 171, Bangladesh ranked
 170 and Cambodia ranked 169, all among the five lowest-cost
 economies. Myanmar's ranking is beaten only by the small east
 African country of Djibouti. The 10 highest labor-cost countries
 in the study are all in Europe."

3. BANGLADESH: TPP could hurt apparel exports
Source: dhakatribune.com

"Vietnam is likely to overtake Bangladesh in the global apparel
 export market share in next 10 years once the Trans Pacific
 Partnership (TPP) takes shape, according to a new study. The
 TPP is a proposed free trade agreement currently under
 negotiation and is likely to take effect in 2015. According to a
 research report by Standard Chartered Bank released last
 month, the agreement is likely to benefit Vietnam's apparel
 industry, while hurting South Asian competitors like Bangladesh
 and Sri Lanka.

 The study says Vietnam could overtake Bangladesh in global
 apparel export market share by 2024, raising its share to 11%
 from 4% currently. Bangladesh's market share would increase
 only marginally in this scenario to 7% from current 5%, while
 Sri Lanka's would decline from the current 1%. On this basis,
 Vietnam would beat Bangladesh to become the second-biggest
 apparel supplier after China when its apparel exports swells to
 $115 billion."

 
4. VIET NAM: Plans to wipe out trade deficit by 2020
Source: globaltimes.cn
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"Vietnam is targeting an average annual export growth of 11-12
 percent until 2020 and gradual reduction of imports to wipe out
 the trade deficit by then and achieve a surplus by 2030. The
 goals are set in the overseas market development plan of the
 Ministry of Industry and Trade, under which Asia will account
 for 46 percent of Vietnamese exports by 2020, while European
 countries will make up 20 percent and America 25 percent.

 The establishment of the ASEAN Economic Community in 2015
 is expected to strengthen investment and trade ties among
 countries in the Southeast Asian bloc. Vietnam will step up
 trade promotion in ASEAN to ensure exports to the bloc
 increase by 10 percent a year on average to at least $31 billion
 by 2020, the ministry said."

5. INDIA: Modi mulls overhauling costly welfare schemes
Source: brecorder.com

"Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Sunday ordered a
 review of dozens of national welfare schemes in the first
 meeting of a new economic planning body. Modi asked chief
 ministers of India's states to come up with suggestions for the
 future of the schemes that opponents say are inefficient, prone
 to corruption and drain public finances.

 The group of ministers will study 66 schemes, including
 guaranteed employment and access to health schemes for tens
 of millions of rural poor, along with a program to provide free
 lunches to school children. It is unclear whether a multi-billion-
dollar food welfare program, offering subsidized grains to nearly
 70 percent of the population, is included in the review."

6. MYANMAR: Investors eye rich potential for rice
 growing
Source: nationmultimedia.com

"Myanmar may go back to being one of the world's major rice
 exporters in five to 10 years, as many Thai and foreign
 investors are looking to expand in rice mills and farms in the
 country. Thai traders and experts all believe that Myanmar has
 great potential to become a major rice producer in the near
 future because it has plenty of land with good quality soil for
 raising rice, abundant water and a strategic location for
 distributing rice.

 Myanmar used to be the world's largest rice supplier before the
 1980s. However, after the military government closed the
 country, local farmers shunned rice, as the returns became less
 attractive. However, to invest in rice or other farming
 businesses, Thai companies need to form a joint venture with
 local operators, as local farming businesses are restricted to
 only Myanmar citizens."
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  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
China has launched its first cruise liner to sail via its ambitious transcontinental initiative
 Maritime Silk Road. The cruise liner set off from the Beihai port in southwest China's
 Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, and has scheduled stops in Vietnam, the Gulf of
 Thailand and Malaysia. The 135-meter-long 20-meter-wide ship can accommodate about
 400 people and is equipped with wireless Internet access.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. PHILIPPINES: Maps to help prepare for disasters
Source: futuregov.asia

"The Philippines will spend PHP 488.5 million ($11 million) to
 produce maps that will help it to prepare in advance for natural
 disasters, the Department of Budget and Management
 announced. This is all part of a larger PHP 21.7 billion ($489
 million) fund to better prepare for disasters and climate
 change.

 The National Mapping and Resource Information Authority will
 use $8.9 million to map 360,000 hectares, including 18 river
 basins, to plan for land-use. In addition to new maps, the
 government plans to upgrade earthquake warning systems.
 The Philippine Institute of Volcanology and Seismology will
 install 240 intensity meters and 19 tsunami wave detectors."

8. PRC: Mining spending spree a thing of the past?
Source: iol.co.za

"China, the world's biggest commodities consumer, has been on
 a $1 trillion spending spree since 2002 as they rushed to supply
 its booming industrial and construction markets. Now, with real
 estate development slowing, the global industry's biggest
 question mark just got bigger. As thousands of company
 executives, investors and bankers head to South Africa this
 week for one of the world's largest mining conferences, bear
 markets in iron ore, coal and copper resulting from China's
 slowdown will dominate discussions.

 Some see grim warning signs that China's slowing economy will
 hinder demand growth for products such as iron ore. Others
 are optimistic that new government policies in China may spur
 purchases of consumer goods containing aluminum and copper,
 compensating for shifts away from industrial customers. Data
 released this past weekend reinforced concerns about China's
 economy."
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9. INDONESIA: Creative industry can boost rural
 economy
Source: antaranews.com

"Creative industry will be able to boost Indonesia's rural
 economy, Minister of Villages, Disadvantaged Regions and
 Transmigration Marwan Jafar said. Currently, the creative
 industry products that are accepted in both domestic and
 abroad markets, are batik, carving, embroidery, jewelry,
 calligraphy, leather products, and snacks. These products are
 made by home industries existing in various parts of the
 country.

 There are villages with creative economic activities in almost all
 regions in the country, such as embroidery industry in
 Tasikmalaya (West Java), songket (woven in Bukittinggi (West
 Sumatra) and weaving in Wajo (South Sulawesi). These
 villages have the potential to be developed into more
 productive and competitive ones."

10. THAILAND: Major public works program to boost
 growth
Source: voanews.com

"Thailand is looking to major public works projects to help the
 country's economy. The government plans to spend more than
 $100 billion on roads, bridges and other infrastructure. The
 program includes improvements to Thailand's national rail
 system and opening links to Southern China. The goal is to re-
establish Thailand's place in a trans-Asian railway network. The
 move follows the establishment by China of an Asian
 Infrastructure Investment Bank in late 2014.

 The spending program has been part of the government's effort
 to lift economic conditions after almost zero growth last year.
 Experts predict Thailand's economy will grow just over three
 percent in 2015. The weak Thai economy and uncertain
 international markets have hurt exports. Exports have been a
 big part of the country's economic growth in recent years."
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IN DEPTH

1. INDONESIA: Do more to reduce malnutrition
Source: Jakarta Post

"The 2014 Global Nutrition Report places Indonesia among 31
 countries in the world that are unlikely to meet global targets
 for reducing malnutrition by 2025. Government data indicates
 that 37 percent of children under five were stunted in 2013, 12
 percent were wasted (too thin for their height) and 12 percent
 were overweight. Poor Indonesians are 50 percent more likely
 to be stunted than those in the upper wealth group.

 Nevertheless, up to 30 percent of Indonesian children in the
 top wealth group are stunted. There are also wide disparities
 between provinces and districts in the prevalence of
 malnutrition. These figures are unusually high for a country in
 the middle-income bracket. Failure to act carries a heavy cost.
 With reduced productivity and earnings, adults who were
 stunted in early life are less able to contribute to Indonesia's
 economic growth."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
Plurilateral trade agreements: an overlooked but powerful force for
 international trade opening for Asia?
After over a gloomy decade of inconclusive talks, a small but important
 step was taken in early December 2014 to finish the Doha Round
 negotiations of the World Trade Organization (WTO). In 2015 and
 beyond, actions to arrive at a Doha Round Agreement should be
 accompanied by embracing new plurilateral trade agreements within the
 WTO. This move can benefit growth and development in Asia.
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2. VIET NAM: SMEs need to revamp integration strategy
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in Viet Nam need
 to step up their efforts and revise their strategy for improving
 competitiveness in the regional and global supply chains,
 speakers at a conference in HCM City recently said. They
 stressed the need for SMEs to take advantage of internal
 human and financial resources to overcome difficulties and
 challenges posed by both regional and global integration.

 Moreover, they suggested the state should provide more
 incentives to facilitate them making the transition. The ASEAN
 Economic Community is set to be formally established by the
 end of 2015 in the context of a year in which the nation is also
 expected to sign six other important free trade agreements
 (FTAs). Speakers at the conference said these FTAs will force
 SMEs to become more competitive or else they simply will go
 out of business."

3. INDIA: Building capital for infrastructure
Source: Hindu Business Line

"India is expected to grow by 6.5 percent in 2016-17, according
 to the IMF. Despite the optimism, it is important to note that
 the growth forecasts are triggered by hopes of a revival in
 industrial and investment activity, led by government reforms.
 It is evident that the only way to revive the economy is to kick-
start infrastructure projects.

 While various policy initiatives hold the key to reviving the
 investment cycle, raising adequate resources for infrastructure
 development is just as critical. While banks, particularly state-
owned ones, have been at the forefront providing the necessary
 funding, weak balance sheets continue to impede the financing
 of new projects."

 
4. NEPAL: Microfinance is a lifeline
Source: Himalayan Times

"Trapped in Nepal's centuries-old caste system, the Dalits suffer
 from severe deprivation of economic opportunities. Lack of
 education and financial resources often prevents the Dalits
 from gaining employment or forming their own businesses.
 They and other disregarded people of Nepal cannot access
 credit from a formal source and have to depend on money
 lenders who charge them interest rates ranging from 24% to
 36% or higher.

 Microfinance has provided a lifeline to many families,
 particularly those in the rural areas of Nepal where most of the
 population lives. For micro-enterprises to be more successful
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 and to meet the needs of more people, such as the Dalits, they
 need to better their governance, professionalize management,
 improve internal transparency, and introduce more low-cost
 ways of doing business."

5. THAILAND: Rural areas see the light
Source: SciDev

"Access to energy can spur development. Yet in the emerging
 economies of South-East Asia, almost 140 million people live in
 rural communities without electricity. Thailand is bucking the
 trend: 98.5 percent of Thai rural communities enjoy electricity.
 Providing electricity to rural communities goes beyond installing
 power generators, says Usa Boonbumroong and Sumate
 Tanchareon, both researchers at King Mongkut's University of
 Technology Thonburi, Thailand.

 They believe it is more important to 'incubate technical and
 management capacity within rural communities' to run
 electricity services. Boonbumroong and Tanchareon have been
 powering up rural communities in Thailand for over 20 years.
 Boonbumroong begins each rural electrification project with
 comprehensive studies of the community's needs and
 environment."

6. BANGLADESH: Fighting inequality at preschool
Source: IPS

"There are scores of families across rural Bangladesh who have
 no access to preschool facilities, they live within walking
 distance of one of the several thousand schools run by BRAC,
 one of the world's largest development organizations that
 focuses on early education for kids between the ages of three
 and five. There are 3.3 million 'out-of-school' youths in
 Bangladesh and until 2012, the government offered no options
 for families that couldn't afford private preschooling.

 This meant that the roughly 45 million Bangladeshis who
 subsist on less than 1.25 dollars a day had little chance of
 preparing their offspring for mainstream education. This fueled
 a vicious cycle: poorer children who couldn't get a head start
 lagged behind their more privileged peers, with inequities
 continuing on into the secondary and tertiary levels."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
In Bangladesh, the livelihoods of farmer communities are threatened by natural disasters,
 salinity intrusion and arsenic contamination. Given the reliance of rural households on
 ecosystem services, the consequences of climate change are likely to further exacerbate
 existing food security risks. At the same time, Bangladesh is one of the top receipts of
 remittances in South Asia. In 2013, remittances in Bangladesh accounted for 77% of the
 country's reserves and 76% of the country's exports. Examining the association between
 remittances and food security in rural Bangladesh is thus crucial for policy and planning.
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7. PAKISTAN: Steps to tackle petrol crisis
Source: Central Asia Online

"Motorists across Pakistan for the past several weeks have been
 waking up early to line up at the handful of fuel stations with
 an available supply. But the government is taking steps to
 overcome its petrol crisis, officials say. Authorities already have
 issued orders to ensure a continuous supply of petrol so the
 public can carry out its daily activities, said Dr. Asim Hussain,
 adviser to Prime Minister Mian Muhammad Nawaz Sharif.

 One chronic problem affecting energy supply in Pakistan is
 'circular debt,' in which all the major players owe each other
 money and are reluctant to keep extending credit. Though the
 situation in Lahore is improving, other parts of the country are
 still struggling and officials are working to fix the problem."

8. CAMBODIA: To overhaul quality control system
Source: Phnom Penh Post

"Thailand has agreed to assist Cambodia in installing a National
 Accreditation System (NAS) to ensure all Cambodia-made
 products meet ASEAN and international quality standards as
 the country prepares for regional integration at the end of the
 year. All Cambodian-made products, from garments, rice,
 locally produced snacks to even bottled water, require a level of
 accreditation when packaged and sold domesticity or for
 export.

 Cham Prasidh, the minister of industry and handicrafts, said
 the national accreditation body is needed to ensure that
 companies and agencies that provide product certification
 services are equipped to do so and are operating to the highest
 standards."

9. INDONESIA: To build first privately run airport
Source: Jakarta Globe

"Indonesia's airports have been slow to keep up with demand,
 and are now suffering from overcapacity. This is not just due to
 local demand. The introduction of the ASEAN Open Skies policy
 is certain to trigger more passenger traffic within the region.
 This issue must be addressed as airports not only serve to
 move people, but also contribute to growth. Theoretically, the
 government has opened the door for the private sector to
 participate in airport development.
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 Unfortunately these changes are yet to stimulate interest from
 the private sector. However, one company is set to take on the
 challenge. Bintan Aviation Investments will create Indonesia's
 first privately owned airport. Located in the Bintan Industrial
 Estate on Bintan Island, Riau Islands province, the first phase
 of the airport will include three hangars, a three-kilometer
 runway and a terminal."

10. MEKONG: Expands seafood, rice export markets
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"The Mekong Delta region earned $850 million from seafood and
 rice exports in January, equal to 8.3 percent of this year's plan
 and accounting for 75.2 percent of the region's total export
 revenues. It aims to fetch around $10.2 billion from exports of
 the two products this year.

 To fulfill the plan, the region will use 800,000 hectares of water
 surface for aquaculture, aiming to yield around 3.7 million tons
 to meet material demand of 198 local processing plants.
 Meanwhile, 4.2 million hectares will be put under rice
 cultivation, 80 percent of which will be under high-quality rice.
 The quality of trade promotion activities will also be improved."
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1. INDIA OP/ED: Revised GDP could foster complacency
Source: Jakarta Globe

"India bulls are ecstatic. According to revised GDP numbers
 released earlier this week, the country will expand 7.4 percent
 in the year through March -- on par with rival China. Never
 mind that most other indicators -- from manufacturing to trade
 to corporate investment -- seem to show that the economy is
 at best bottoming out, or that central banker Raghuram Rajan
 has himself expressed puzzlement over the revised figures. For
 optimists, India has once again reached that holy grail of
 emerging economies: 'China-like' growth.

 Ironically, achieving China-like growth is often the surest way
 to lose it. Leaders fall prey to hubris and complacency, hyping
 all the factors that supposedly guarantee a long run at the top:
 young populations, abundant resources, the unwavering
 affection of investors. That overconfidence fosters drift and bad
 policy. Officials from New Delhi to Manila should be learning
 from China not just how to achieve high growth, but more
 importantly, how to sustain it. China has gotten right many of
 the elements critical to raising the quality of growth. Among
 them: running a current-account surplus, beating inflation,
 boosting productivity and taming politics."

2. PHILIPPINES: Infrastructure push to drive growth
Source: businessmirror.com.ph

"The Philippine government is banking on the P1.08 trillion
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 worth of infrastructure projects that were approved by the
 Aquino administration to boost growth this year. In a
 presentation on Wednesday, Socioeconomic Planning Secretary
 Arsenio M. Balisacan said this covers 93 infrastructure projects,
 58 of them already ongoing. Around 53 of the projects will be
 financed through official development assistance (ODA).

 Meanwhile, around 24 of the 93 infrastructure projects, worth
 P628 billion, will be financed through the public-private
 partnership (PPP) scheme. Balisacan also said the government
 aims to grow the economy by 7 percent to 8 percent this year
 and in 2016. This growth target will be sufficient in reducing
 unemployment to 6.6 percent by next year, from 7.1 percent in
 2013."

3. PAKISTAN: $7 billion TAPI pipeline project revived
Source: aa.com.tr

"A deal to revive a $7 billion gas pipeline project to connect
 Turkmenistan to three South Asian countries was agreed in
 Pakistan on Wednesday. Senior officials from the four countries
 agreed to kick-start a project to link Turkmenistan,
 Afghanistan, Pakistan and India, known as the TAPI pipeline,
 which was initially signed in 2010 but stalled because of
 technical and financial complications and disagreements.

 The initial cost of the project was estimated at $3.3 billion but
 revised to $7.6 billion due to the delay and increasing price of
 construction materials. The more than 1,500 kilometer long
 pipeline, due to be completed by the end of 2017, is expected
 to transport 3.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas per day."

P O V E R T Y   S P O T L I G H T
INDIA: The debt story less told
Source: thehindubusinessline.com

"The lot of the poor Indian farmer keeps deteriorating with the
 passage of time. During the last decade, the bloated debt of
 Indian agricultural households increased almost 400 percent. A
 recent survey states that more than 60 percent of the total
 rural households covered in 11 states are in deep debt. Loan
 patterns show 60 percent are institutional loans and 40 percent
 non-institutional loans. Moneylenders make up most of the
 non-institutional lenders.

 Many farmers are unaware of minimum support price. Often
 these farmers resort to distress sale of their produce to clear
 loans from moneylenders, obtained at exorbitant interest rates.
 In collusion with unscrupulous local traders and commission
 agents, government agencies delay procurement of grains by
 as many as 50-60 days. The poor end up spending more than
 50 percent of their meagre farm income buying food for mere
 subsistence. Although the contribution of India's agriculture to
 the country's GDP is only 18 percent, it provides employment
 to more than 60 percent of the total workforce."

http://www.aa.com.tr/en/economy/464079--7bn-asian-pipeline-project-revived-in-pakistan-talks
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4. ASIA: Integration of sea road initiatives
Source: xinhuanet.com

"The integration of the two development initiatives of China and
 Indonesia, namely the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road and the
 Sea Toll Road, will benefit the economies involved in the
 connectivity-advancing programs, according to experts.
 Chinese President Xi Jinping mentioned the idea of the 21st
 Century Maritime Silk Road at the Indonesian parliament during
 his visit in Indonesia in October, 2013.

 In July 2014, Indonesian president-elect Joko Widodo launched
 the Sea Toll Road program aimed at advancing the nation's
 maritime transport across the archipelago country. The
 Indonesian government has planned to build 24 new seaports
 across the country to facilitate its Sea Toll Road program,
 including 13 for cargo and 11 for public transportation."

5. MYANMAR: IMF sees slower expansion next year
Source: straitstimes.com

"Myanmar's economy should grow 7.8 percent in the fiscal year
 ending March 31, less than the previous year, due to a
 slowdown in its agricultural sector, the International Monetary
 Fund said on Wednesday. Myanmar's economy grew 8.3
 percent in fiscal 2013, its biggest economic expansion in six
 years

 The IMF said risks to Myanmar's economy have increased since
 the fund's analysis last year. Government plans to raise public
 sector wages could spur inflation, while central bank reserves
 are vulnerable to a slowdown in foreign direct investment or
 capital inflows, it noted."

6. PHILIPPINES: Moving toward an integrated financial
 system
Source: manilatimes.net

"The Philippines is moving closer toward its goal of attaining a
 secured, cashless and inter-operational financial system. Late
 last month, the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) approved the
 merger between two of the country's major automated teller
 machine (ATM) operators, BancNet and Megalink. The move
 was acknowledged as a breakthrough by the central bank,
 which has long been working on the establishment of an
 integrated National Retail Payment System that would facilitate
 cheaper and more efficient inter-operational monetary
 transactions.

 Based on the BSP data on financial inclusion, Filipinos are
 showing signs of inclination to shift to a cashless system. In
 2013, the number of e-money accounts rose 34 percent to 26.7
 million, while e-money transactions surged by almost 60
 percent to 217 million. It is clear that the evolving landscape
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 has introduced several regulatory reforms that pose challenges
 to financial institutions. The upside, however, is that it also
 brought it fresh developments such as the integration of ATMs
 networks, which is bound to create a better domestic payment
 system for all financial consumers."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
A director of a big hospital in Ha Noi said he has met many patients with serious diseases
 who were very poor. Some even had to sell their properties and houses to come to Ha Noi
 for treatment, but many finally gave up because the fees were too high. A Health Care Fund
 for the Poor has been providing financial health care aid for the poor, ethnic minorities
 living in selected mountainous provinces, and all households living in communes officially
 designated as highly disadvantaged. However, in one of its impact evaluation documents,
 the World Bank said that the program had not reduced average out-of-pocket spending, and
 appeared to have negligible impact on utilization among the poorest.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. ASIA: Health literacy key to improving health
 outcomes
Source: medicalxpress.com

"People living in Low and Middle-Income Countries (LMIC), such
 as India, Indonesia and Thailand, particularly those with little
 education, can have very poor access to quality health
 information and services. Health literacy is at the heart of what
 enables people to understand and engage in health actions and
 care -- from lifesaving treatment, to understanding that
 smoking is dangerous for one's health and how to prevent
 disease.

 The World Health Organization (WHO) has launched a set of
 health literacy tools and resources created to improve health
 and reduce inequalities for much of the world. One health
 inequality the Toolkit covers in case studies are the high rates
 of maternal deaths in LMIC countries. WHO data indicates that
 although maternal deaths in India are now about one third of
 they were 25 years ago (148,000 deaths in 1990) there are still
 about 50,000 Indian women dying from maternal deaths each
 year."

8. VIET NAM: World's 22nd largest economy by 2050
Source: tuoitrenews.vn

"Vietnam is projected to become the 22nd largest economy in
 purchasing power parity (PPP) terms in 2050, British auditor
 PricewaterhouseCoopers said in a report released Tuesday.
 Vietnam, along with Nigeria and the Philippines, are the
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 'notable risers' in the global GDP rankings in the long term,
 reflecting relatively high projected average growth rates of
 around 4.5-5.5 percent per annum over the period to 2050,
 according to PwC.

 China has already overtaken the US in 2014 to become the
 largest economy, whereas India has the potential to become
 the second largest economy in the world by 2050 in PPP terms,
 the London-based auditor said in its 'The World in 2050' report.
 PwC said new emerging economies like Mexico and Indonesia
 could be larger than the UK and France by 2030 (in PPP terms).
 In 2014 Vietnam stood in 32nd place on the global GDP
 rankings in PPP terms."

9. BANGLADESH: Challenges ahead for banks
Source: thefinancialexpress-bd.com

"Basel III refers to the latest capital and liquidity standards
 prescribed by the Bank for International Settlements (BIS).
 Bangladesh has entered into the Basel III regime effective from
 January 01, 2015. Bangladesh Bank (BB) amended its capital
 standard which was based on Basel II and circulated new
 regulatory capital and liquidity guidelines in line with Basel III
 of BIS. The new capital and liquidity standards have great
 implications for banks.

 Basel III identifies reasons for bank failures in the recent crisis.
 Banks excessively relied on short-term low-cost funding to
 create long-term assets. They also failed to maintain high-
quality long-term assets to stand out the stressed condition.
 During the crisis, they faced difficulty meeting liquidity needs,
 which necessitated intervention from the central bank. The
 crisis revealed that supervisory standards on liquidity is of
 equal importance to capital in order to maintain the stability of
 the financial sector. Accordingly, Basel III introduced liquidity
 standards as a complement to capital standards."

10. CAMBODIA: Credit up 30 percent in 2014
Source: phnompenhpost.com

"Both deposits and loans in Cambodia's banking sector
 increased about 30 percent last year, a rise that industry
 insiders say is a productivity boost for the country's economy.
 By the end of December, deposits at all Cambodian banks
 reached $10 billion. The same data showed that outstanding
 loans reached $9.4 billion at end of last year, up 28 percent
 from 2013.

 While lending across the financial sector was increasing at a
 strong rate, Chea Chanto, governor of the National Bank of
 Cambodia (NBC), said this was occurring while the economy
 remained stable. But a report released this week from credit
 ratings agency Standard & Poor's, rated Cambodia's banking
 sector as high risk and moderately unstable, due to the sharp
 rise in lending, and too many banks catering for too little

http://www.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2015/02/12/80720
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 clients. S&P says the NBC lacks the tools to deal with
 underperforming banks in a time of crisis."
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1. ASIA: Eliminate malaria by 2030?
Source: thanhniennews.com

"An ambitious goal -- to eliminate malaria from the Asia-Pacific
 region by 2030 -- faces formidable hurdles but is achievable if
 enough political will and funding are available to fight the
 mosquito-borne disease, health experts say. Malaria experts
 met in the Thai capital Bangkok last week to thrash out a plan
 to meet the target agreed late last year by the leaders of 18
 countries in the region, where some two billion people are at
 risk of infection.

 There is concern the plan could unravel because resistance to
 artemisinin, a powerful component in malaria drugs, looms in
 the Greater Mekong region and could spread westward, even
 reaching Africa at a cost of millions of lives. Moving from
 containing malaria to an elimination strategy has been a major
 shift in approach to the disease, said Patricia Moser, lead health
 specialist at the Asian Development Bank. As part of a three-
year initiative, the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and
 Malaria has allocated $100 million to Myanmar, Cambodia,
 Laos, Thailand and Vietnam through its Regional Artemisinin
 Initiative."

2. PRC: Fresh efforts to alleviate poverty
Source: ecns.cn

"China's vice premier Wang Yang called for fresh efforts to
 alleviate poverty, stressing the importance of database and
 new funding mechanism in helping the poor. The database for
 poverty-stricken people should be better used to make
 personalized poverty alleviation program for different families
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 so as to boost the effectiveness of the efforts, Wang said.

 He also urged the introduction of new mechanisms for raising
 poverty-cutting funds, including the application of more bank
 loans and private funding. The vice premier also highlighted the
 role of new technologies, new business models, and leading
 companies in poverty alleviation, including E-commerce,
 tourism and solar panel industry. China registered 128,000
 impoverished villages and 92 million people living in poverty,
 according to data released in December of 2014."

3. SOUTH ASIA: Big, positive step in inter-country travel
Source: webindia123.com

"The South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC),
 the eight-nation regional economic grouping which started its
 journey 30 years ago but failed to make much headway, has
 taken a big and positive step in promoting intra-regional travel.
 Four members -- Bangladesh, India, Nepal and Bhutan -- are
 close to signing a deal allowing cross-border movement of
 motor vehicles.

 The move will allow movement of vehicles through their
 borders just like in European countries. The deal will also allow
 vehicles to ply on designated routes within the four member
 countries. The move, apart from boosting trade and tourism,
 will also enhance people-to-people contact and enrich
 knowledge of cultural heritage of the countries. It also will
 reduce cost and time of unloading and loading of people and
 goods at border points, making cross border trade more
 efficient."

 
4. BANGLADESH: Malnutrition easing up
Source: thedailystar.net

"Only two in every hundred women in Bangladesh suffered from
 severe malnutrition in 2013, reveals a survey. The
 improvement in nutrition situation is largely due to a change in
 women's dietary habits, says the study titled 'State of Food
 Security and Nutrition in Bangladesh: 2013' released by Food
 Security Nutritional Surveillance Project (FSNSP).

 The number of stunting cases among children below five years
 of age also came down to 35 percent from 45 percent in 2010.
 Businesses and jobs were the principle sources of income for
 almost 40 percent of households nationally but the prevalence
 of salaried income was generally much lower in the food
 insecure agro-ecological zones like coastal belt, eastern hills,
 haor, padma chars and northern chars, the study finds. One-
fifth of the households studied received remittance."

5. PNG: Rapid rise in drug resistant TB
Source: Pacific Islands Report
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"Tuberculosis (TB) is rising rapidly in Papua New Guinea's
 Western Province, putting the whole population at risk while
 the cost to effectively bring it under control keeps rising. Health
 Minister Malabag said the Western Province now has the
 highest number of drug resistant TB in PNG and the
 government has sought Australian assistance to address the
 issue. Mr Malabag said TB cases reached 234 by December
 2014.

 Mr Malabag said drug resistant TB is a particularly dangerous
 form of the disease that is very difficult to treat is is expensive.
 He said a course of treatment for drug resistant TB is around
 K8,400 ($3,100) per patient but this rises up to K38,400
 ($14,200) per patient for extensively drug resistant TB.
 Australia has announced an increased commitment which will
 bring their support to tuberculosis in Western Province to
 A$44.7 million ($34.4 million) by 2016 and 2017."

6. VIET NAM: Opportunities and challenges
Source: english.vov.vn

"A brighter outlook is forecast for the Vietnamese economy in
 2015 and the following years amid difficulties and challenges,
 according to economic expert Nguyen Minh Phong. Generally, in
 2015 and in the medium term, Vietnam will maintain
 macroeconomic stability with GDP growth and inflation standing
 at around 6-6.5%.

 According to most estimates, the country's GDP will increase by
 at least 10% over the period 2015-2025 on the heels of a large
 number of free trade agreements (FTAs) to come into effect
 over the next year. The business environment will be greatly
 improved as a result of efforts to realize FTA commitments that
 Vietnam gets involved in and restrict international trade
 disputes through new experience and adaptation capacity.
 Meanwhile, overseas remittances are expected to see sharp
 increases."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Vietnam's tax and customs regulations are among the most complicated in Asia-Pacific
 while government support for investors is hard to access, a new survey of Japanese
 companies said. The country has been ranked at number six out of 15 countries in the region
 in terms of the complexity of tax and customs procedures, according to the survey released
 by Japan's trade promotion agency JETRO on Thursday. According to the JETRO survey,
 Japanese investment into Vietnam has dropped from $5.8 billion in 2013 to around $2
 billion last year.
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7. PAKISTAN: Banks' liquidity gap alarmingly high
Source: dawn.com

"The State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) injected Rs623 billion into the
 banking system on Friday, helping scheduled banks stave off
 liquidity crunch. The banks have been running short of cash
 mainly because of massive investment in the government
 securities and lending to the government for budgetary
 support.

 The SBP's latest report showed the government borrowed
 Rs870bn from the scheduled banks in the first seven months
 (July-Jan) of this fiscal year, compared to just Rs103bn a year
 earlier. Meanwhile, the State Bank announced that the
 government would borrow Rs1.05 trillion through market
 treasury bills during Feb-Apr. Circular debt has been rising. The
 worst part of fiscal scenario is the huge debt servicing for
 domestic debt for which the government has no money; more
 borrowing is the only option."

8. BANGLADESH: Plans for railway over Padma bridge
Source: thefinancialexpress-bd.com

"In an effort to expand rail connectivity in Bangladesh's
 southwestern region, the government is planning to set up a
 new 190-km rail line from Dhaka to Jessore through the Padma
 River. According to officials, the government thinks that the
 expansion in rail infrastructure will support the country's long-
term development agenda and this rail network will meet the
 expected increase in public transport rider ship in the
 southwestern region.

 The proposed rail line would stretch from Dhaka to Jessore
 through the Padma Multipurpose Bridge via Mawa of
 Munshiganj and Bhanga of Faridpur. Director General of
 Bangladesh Railway said finance might come from China
 although a decision is yet to be made."

9. PRC: Investment-led phase of development ends
Source: thestar.com.my

"China now must find the solution to the problem: how to boost
 domestic demand rapidly and sustainably. Fortunately, 2014
 brought some progress on this front, in the form of a slight
 uptick in household consumption as a percentage of GDP. To
 accelerate consumption growth, China's leaders must
 implement a stronger and more comprehensive social safety
 net, thereby reducing the need for high precautionary savings.
 Higher dividends from state-owned enterprises could help to
 finance such an initiative, while removing incentives for
 overinvestment.

 By establishing urbanization as an explicit objective, China has
 embedded a structural economic bias toward construction.
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 Making matters worse, China's local governments use land as
 collateral to take out loans to fund infrastructure investment,
 then finance repayment by relying on revenues from
 subsequent land sales. Though population stabilization could
 exacerbate the dangers of excessive property investment
 today, it will also tighten labor markets and stimulate wage
 increases."

10. VIET NAM: How tourism makes a difference in poor
 areas
Source: koreaittimes.com

"With almost 3,300 kilometers of coast line and 7.8 million
 international visitors a year, tourism has been one of the
 driving forces of Vietnam's economy. The significant growth of
 this $10.7 billion industry has been a major source of job
 creation. However, much of tourism development has been
 limited to a few key popular destinations along the coast,
 whereas those in the rural interior of the country have
 benefited little.

 An ILO project in Quang Nam Province tries to promote more
 balanced growth, using tourism as a vehicle for poverty
 reduction in the rural and mountainous areas. Only a few
 months after opening their doors to visitors in mid-2013 as part
 of the project, three community-based tourism villages started
 to report net profits from tourism activities. Households in the
 three villages now make a total net profit of $5,100 per month
 from tourism services and sales of handicrafts. This represents
 a fortune for the indigenous people in the province, where one
 household in four still lives under or close to the country's
 poverty benchmark ($18 per month per capita)."
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2. INDIA: Programs to help meet Sustainable Development Goals
3. MYANMAR: Nearly half of households to be electrified
4. PRC: Yawning services gap
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8. THAILAND: Growth falls short of forecast
9. BANGLADESH: Apparel exports to big markets nosedive
10. INDIA: Restructured loans return to haunt banks

IN DEPTH

1. PHILIPPINES: $5.7 billion infrastructure projects
 approved
Source: Jakarta Globe

"Philippine President Benigno Aquino approved on Monday road
 and railway projects worth about $5.7 billion under the
 government's Public-Private Partnership (PPP) scheme to
 upgrade the country's aging infrastructure and boost economic
 growth. Four projects were given the green light, including the
 re-opening of bidding for the long-stalled 35.4 billion Philippine
 pesos ($799 million) Cavite-Laguna Expressway.

 Also up for bidding is the North-South Railway Project-South
 Line worth an estimated cost of 170.7 billion pesos, the biggest
 of the approved projects, and the Tarlac-Pangasinan-La Union
 Expressway worth 24.3 billion pesos. The country needs private
 funds to modernize its dilapidated infrastructure to attract more
 investments and boost long-term economic growth."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
AEC is due -- but what about institutions?
A pressing policy question facing Association of Southeast Asian Nations
 (ASEAN) leaders at their summit in April 2015 and beyond is whether the
 ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) can be sustained without more
 effective institutions. This article explores the link between achieving the
 AEC agenda and institutional effectiveness. To remedy the
 implementation gridlock, it proposes reforms to the leadership and the
 technical level of ASEAN bodies, prioritization of new institutions, an
 effective monitoring mechanism, and an empowered ASEAN Secretariat.
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2. INDIA: Programs to help meet Sustainable
 Development Goals
Source: asianscientist.com

"India's development agenda and its priority programs and
 policies are in alignment with the Sustainable Development
 Goals (SDGs) that the UN General Assembly is expected to
 come up with in 2015. Poverty eradication, gender equality,
 affordable and reliable energy access for all; inclusive, safe,
 resilient cities and sustainable management of water and waste
 are some of the overarching goals proposed under the SDGs.

 These have consonance with three of India's priority programs
 -- namely, the '100 Smart Cities', the 'Swachh Bharat Abhiyan'
 and 'Make in India'. The 100 Smart Cities program will enable
 sustainable cities through the implementation of green retrofit,
 redevelopments and new developments; while the Swachh
 Bharat Abhiyan is a pan-India cleanliness drive meant to
 accomplish sanitation for all and is a policy driver to practice
 sustainable solid waste management. The 100 Smart Cities
 program holds promise, but key to success will be effective
 implementation and availability of finances."

3. MYANMAR: Nearly half of households to be electrified
Source: nationmultimedia.com

"Nearly half of Myanmar's 9 million households will have access
 to electricity in the next fiscal year, according to state media.
 Despite an increase in per capita consumption of electricity
 from 104 kWh to 190 kWh since the time of the new
 government, only 33 percent of households have access to
 electricity across the country.

 According to the Electric Power Ministry, the country sees a 15
 percent increase in power demand every year, expecting to hit
 4,531 megawatts in 2020. Myanmar plans to provide electricity
 access to all households by 2030. The latest data indicated
 Myanmar, with a population of over 52 million, has more than
 3.2 million electrified households, up from about 2.1 million
 households in 2010. About 30,000 villages of more than 60,000
 have access to grid-based electricity in rural areas."

 
4. PRC: Yawning services gap
Source: investing.com

"China's dream is for its economy to go upscale and value-
added -- rising from cheap goods producer to high-end services
 provider. But the economy is not following the official script.
 Externally, the services industry is unable to compete. And
 domestically, the lack of home-grown talent squashes any hope
 of high-speed development in the sector.
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 Growth numbers are often cited to show that the re-balancing
 of the economy and its move up the value chain are going well.
 But growth in and of itself is not evidence of achievement. More
 telling is the continuing and steepening deficit in China's trade
 in services. What it shows is a services sector unable to keep
 pace with demands from even a slowed-down economy. China's
 net trade in services has been in negative territory since 1994.
 Last year, the services deficit reached $198 billion."

5. INDONESIA: Land rule revised to speed up projects
Source: thejakartapost.com

"The Indonesian government is to issue a revision to a land-
procurement regulation to expedite land acquisition, which has
 proved an obstacle to a number of infrastructure projects. The
 new land-acquisition law can force people to sell their property
 for public infrastructure projects, with fair compensation.
 Previously, infrastructure projects that had acquired three-
quarters of the required land were subject to the old 1960 law.

 Another major change to the law is that the government will
 allow the private sector to finance land acquisition to speed up
 the process, instead of waiting for state budget disbursement,
 which can be time-consuming, to help fund the projects. The
 government will then reimburse the spending if obliged to do
 so."

6. BANGLADESH: Banking on street children
Source: oneworld.net

"Bangladesh Bank (BB) has eased the procedures of offering
 banking services to the street children, with lifting the condition
 of mandatory permission from BB by the non-government
 organizations. The central bank said interested NGOs now can
 apply to any scheduled bank for offering the services to the
 street children.

 On March 10, 2014 the central bank in a circular asked all
 banks to allow street children and child workers open bank
 accounts by taking a deposit of Taka 10 only, which the banks
 are now offering to farmers and others who cannot afford
 normal banking services. Following the directive, 10 banks
 teamed up with the non-government organization Save the
 Children for offering the service to the destitute children who
 have no option other than living and working in railway
 stations, bus and ferry terminals, slums and footpaths."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Viet Nam Railways has upgraded its passenger carriages to five-star standard for trains on its
 north-south express services, and plans to build two new five-star trains before end-2015.
 Upgraded at a cost of about $3.8 million, the first luxury trains come with uniformed staff
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 and international-standard services including upgraded ticketing, TVs, a cafeteria,
 newspaper kiosks and free Wi-Fi. The new express trains run daily between Hanoi and Ho
 Chi Minh City, completing the journey in 31 hours.

 
 
 
 
 

7. SRI LANKA: Nuclear energy pact signed with India
Source: thehindubusinessline.com

"India and Sri Lanka on Monday expressed their commitment to
 unlocking the vast potential for economic cooperation between
 the two nations. The commitment was made after an official
 meeting between Sri Lankan President Maithripala Sirisena and
 Prime Minister Narendra Modi during which the two nations
 signed four agreements, including one on 'Peaceful uses of
 nuclear energy'.

 The signing of an agreement on the 'Peaceful uses of nuclear
 energy' is also seen as an attempt to energize economic
 engagement between the two nations. Sources indicate that
 the agreement will not only help train personnel but also help
 in using irradiation for preservation of food, among other
 things, which could benefit the people of the island nation."

8. THAILAND: Growth falls short of forecast
Source: bangkokpost.com

"Thailand's economic growth accelerated more than expected in
 last year's fourth quarter, but the rate was still not enough to
 achieve 1% annual growth as projected by the government's
 planning agency. The National Economic and Social
 Development Board reported the fourth-quarter economy grew
 by 2.3% year-on-year. But full-year growth was only 0.7%.

 Thailand's economy is likely to remain sound, with low
 unemployment of 0.6% and foreign reserves worth $300 billion
 or 10% of GDP. However, the inflation rate is expected to
 decline sharply in the first half of this year, while price
 conditions in the second half will have to be closely monitored."

9. BANGLADESH: Apparel exports to big markets nosedive
Source: prothom-alo.com

"Growth of Bangladesh's exports of apparel products to the US,
 the biggest export market, has been declining for almost a
 year. Overall, the RMG export growth this fiscal year is
 recorded so far at a meagre 1.92 percent. Compared to the last
 fiscal year's performance, exports declined by 3.59 percent to
 the US, by 0.38 to Germany and by 13.52 percent to Canada.
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 Industry people said when the declining export growth was
 already an ominous sign, the ongoing political unrest has added
 new factor, discouraging the foreign buyers to come to source
 from Bangladesh. Orders have declined by 30-40 percent on
 average and many orders have been cancelled too, according
 to them."

10. INDIA: Restructured loans return to haunt banks
Source: livemint.com

"Loans restructured by India's banks in the last couple of years
 have come back to haunt them in the form of rising non-
performing assets (NPAs), even though bankers and analysts
 continue to expect asset quality to improve steadily as
 economic growth revives. The 40 listed Indian commercial
 banks added Rs.4,024 crore in gross NPAs during the quarter
 ended December 2014 -- the second highest since March 2010.

 According to the latest data from the Reserve Bank of India
 (RBI), overall stressed assets, including restructured assets and
 bad loans, have gone up to 10.7% as of the end of September
 2014 compared to 10% in March 2014. Bank of India
 chairperson V. R. Iyer said that the third quarter had been
 challenging and the bank doesn't expect the situation to
 improve significantly in the next two quarters as well."
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1. INDONESIA: Challenges, opportunities on
 infrastructure
Source: Jakarta Globe

"Will Indonesia's government achieve the ambitious
 infrastructure targets that it has set out? While there has been
 a lack of infrastructure output over the past few years, key
 laws have been put in place and, while not all regulations have
 been completed to allow satisfactory implementation, the
 conditions to proceed have improved compared with those
 obtaining in the mid-2000s.

 The issue now is that the large number of permits and
 certificates that are required for approval prior to construction
 should from now on be handled in parallel, wherever possible,
 rather than sequentially and the principal of the one-stop shop
 should be activated rather than just presented as a good idea."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
AEC is due, but what about institutions?
A pressing policy question facing Association of Southeast Asian Nations
 leaders at their summit in April 2015 and beyond is whether the ASEAN
 Economic Community (AEC) can be sustained without more effective
 institutions. This article explores the link between achieving the AEC
 agenda and institutional effectiveness.
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2. PHILIPPINES: Solar push amid high power tariffs
Source: SciDev

"In the Philippines, a burgeoning interest in solar is prompting
 small households to large companies to install solar panels,
 contributing to a sentiment among some analysts that solar has
 the brightest future out of all the types of renewable energy.
 Lately, Philippine companies have been keener to capitalise on
 the opportunity. As of December 2014, the Department of
 Energy has awarded 77 solar projects under the Renewable
 Energy Act, with a combined potential capacity of close to
 1,300 megawatts.

 The Philippines, which has been suffering from rotating power
 blackouts since the late 1980s, requires a stable flow of energy
 to sustain its status as Asia's second fastest growing economy
 and support its rapidly growing population. But electricity in the
 Philippines, which is not subsidized by the government, is
 among the most costly in South-East Asia, according to the
 International Energy Agency. Some non-profit organizations
 are working hard to address the gap, using solar."

3. INDIA: Mixed report card on MDGs
Source: IPS

"Despite being one of the world's fastest expanding economies,
 projected to clock seven-percent GDP growth in 2017, India is
 trailing behind on many vital social development indices while
 also hosting one-fourth of the world's poor. While the United
 Nations prepares to wrap up a decade-and-a-half of poverty
 alleviation efforts, framed through the lens of the Millennium
 Development Goals (MDGs), by the end of this year, the
 international community has its eyes on the future.

 The coming development era will be centered on sustainability,
 driven by targets set out in the Sustainable Development Goals
 (SDGs). Home to one-sixth of the world's population, India's
 actions will determine to a great extent global efforts to lift
 millions out of destitution in the coming years. Experts say its
 patchy progress on the MDGs offers some insight into how the
 country will both assist and hold back global development
 efforts in the post-2015 era."

 
4. CAMBODIA: SME policy needed before AEC starts
Source: Phnom Penh Post

"Public and private sector representatives have urged the
 Cambodian government to fast-track policies to foster a more
 'formalized,' compliant and productive small- to medium-size
 enterprise (SME) sector. Chea Serey, director general at the
 National Bank of Cambodia said the high cost of regulatory
 compliance, a lack of comprehensive government SME policies,
 limited access to finance and low productivity and limited
 market information were just some of the lingering issues for
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 SMEs.

 Serey warned that without government action on SME policy,
 the country's 'mom-and-pop' businesses are in danger of being
 outpaced by the deluge of companies exporting goods to
 Cambodia beyond ASEAN Economic Community (AEC)
 integration in December. There are some 560,000 SMEs
 operating in Cambodia, which employ 70 percent of the
 population. However, of that figure, just 10 percent have been
 granted formal financing from banking institutions."

5. PACIFIC: Diabetes epidemic threatens development
 gains
Source: IPS

"The rapid rise of non-communicable diseases (NCDs) in the
 Pacific Islands, which now cause 75 percent of all deaths, is one
 of the greatest impediments to post-2015 development, health
 ministers in the region claim. The Western Pacific has the
 world's highest regional prevalence of diabetes, an NCD disease
 that is exacerbated by unhealthy eating habits, obesity and
 sedentary lifestyles, according to the International Diabetes
 Foundation.

 National prevalence rates have reached 25 percent in the Cook
 Islands, 29 percent in Tokelau and 37 percent in the Marshall
 Islands. Experts are increasingly concerned about the impact of
 the disease on the rate of disability, particularly the amputation
 of limbs and visual impairment, which threatens to undermine
 efforts to reduce poverty and inequality."

6. PHILIPPINES: Remittances hit all-time high in 2014
Source: Inquirer

"Cash received by Filipino families from relatives working
 overseas rose to a record high in 2014, helping support
 economic growth by fueling consumer spending. As skilled
 labor stayed in demand despite uneven global economic
 conditions, remittances from overseas Filipino workers rose in
 December to the highest level for any single month on record.
 In 2014, remittances were also at their highest level for any
 year.

 Having more remittances from land-based workers with longer
 contracts is an indication of the sustainability of these flows.
 The bulk of cash transfers in 2014 -- of $18.7 billion -- were
 from land-based workers. For all of 2014, cash transfers rose
 by 5.8 percent to a record $24.31 billion."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
A technology to create biofuel and animal feed at the same time without any off-site
 processing has been developed by Japanese researchers. The solid-state fermentation system
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 involves wrapping rice plants grown to feed livestock along with yeast, enzymes and
 bacteria into a bale covered with a plastic film, and capturing the ethanol produced by the
 resulting fermentation. This technology builds on traditional processes used by farmers
 around the world to create silage to feed livestock such as cattle, goats and sheep, according
 to a report published in the journal Biotechnology for Biofuels.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. INDIA: Tough renewable energy targets
Source: SciDev

"Financing, land-acquisition and lack of proper policies are
 among challenges to India's ambitious renewable energy
 projects, the Delhi Sustainable Development Summit (DSDS)
 run by The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI), heard. India
 has begun rolling out widely acclaimed plans to add 100,000
 megawatts of solar energy and 60,000 megawatts of wind
 energy to its energy mix by the year 2022, but scientists and
 stakeholders attending a DSDS session on Feb. 7 were
 skeptical that these targets would be met.

 'Public sector banks find it difficult to lend money to the
 projects since their money is stuck in thermal projects,' said
 Raghunath Mahapatra, vice-president, Welspun Energy. As for
 private sector banks they find technologies for solar power
 evolving too rapidly, causing risk-perception to be high, he
 said."

8. INDONESIA: Co-ops key for food security
Source: Jakarta Post

"The Indonesian Chamber of Commerce and Industry is calling
 for the empowerment of cooperatives dealing with the
 agricultural sector to help attain food security in the country.
 The industry group's second recommendation was the need to
 adopt sustainable technologies that would also increase food-
crop productivity.

 The prudent use of technologies such as genetically modified
 organisms in agriculture has been proven to have succeeded in
 exponentially driving productivity in the Philippines and the US.
 Besides, the chamber also called for the formation of a task
 force to help oversee the improvement of spatial planning in
 the country, as more land acquisition is needed in order to
 increase productivity and achieve food security."

9. PAKISTAN: To construct 500,000 low cost housing
 units
Source: Daily Times
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"Pakistan's Federal Minister for Housing and Works Akram Khan
 Durrani has said 500,000 low cost housing units under the
 Prime Minister's Housing Scheme would be constructed on a
 fast track basis in Islamabad and in the provinces. He said
 houses would be given to the deserving and low-income people
 on easy monthly installments.

 Chairing Board of Directors Apna Ghar said formalities should
 not create hurdles to the implementation of the early execution
 of the project. The work should be done in weeks rather than
 months, he added."

10. BANGLADESH: New rail link to boost business
Source: Financial Express

"Linking Dhaka directly with Jessore by a new rail route has
 been a long-felt need. If this need is addressed, it will be
 considered a real blessing for businesses. The latter would then
 particularly be able to transport their goods imported from
 neighboring India through Benapole land port to Dhaka and
 other places at a reasonable cost within a very short time.

 The transportation of goods to and from Mongla port by freight
 trains would also be easier and less expensive. The importance
 of the proposed rail track for the purpose of transportation of
 goods and passengers is thus immense. It needs to be ensured
 at this stage that the building of the rail track and other
 relevant facilities are made, in tandem with efforts for
 construction of the Padma Bridge, the work for which is now in
 progress."
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1. ASIA OP/ED: Climate finance must reach poor families
Source: eco-business.com

"Household spending by poor women and men is likely to be the
 largest source of climate-related expenditures in developing
 countries. A greater focus on poor people and a bottom-up
 focus on climate finance is likely to lead to more attention
 being paid to how existing support at the local level can be
 leveraged, according to Paul Steele and Neha Rai from the
 International Institute for Environment and Development.
 Existing forms of social protection could provide channels for
 climate finance management and for delivery.

 Many of Bangladesh's social protection schemes, for example,
 already support climate vulnerable households, while in India,
 the Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme provides jobs to
 clean up ecosystems and invest in climate resilient
 infrastructure. These social protection schemes are already
 providing an innovative delivery channel for the flow of climate
 finance. Many of those living in extreme poverty however are
 often not reached through these existing, business-as-usual
 channels."

2. INDONESIA: Pushing ahead with Islamic mega-bank
 plan
Source: channelnewsasia.com

"Indonesia is pushing ahead with plans to create an $8 billion
 Islamic bank, even as Malaysia's ambitions of creating the first
 such mega-bank fade. Indonesia's Financial Services Authority
 declared 2015 as the year of the sharia capital market, with its
 first act to merge three state-owned Islamic banks. Indonesia's
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 Islamic banks hold just 5.5 percent of the country's banking
 assets, compared to Malaysia's 20.7 percent, according to the
 latest World Islamic Banking Competitiveness Report.

 However, the three-way mega merger could present an
 opportunity for the Islamic banking sector to offer services at
 more competitive rates. The Financial Services Authority also
 unveiled a five-year roadmap for Islamic banking development,
 with plans to issue six new regulations this year, which will
 include incentives to attract first-time investors to the sharia
 capital market."

3. PHILIPPINES: Rice buying to boost buffer stock
Source: brecorder.com

"The Philippines' state grains procurement agency on Tuesday
 stepped up efforts to boost its rice buffer stock, formally
 announcing a plan to import 500,000 tonnes while embarking
 on its biggest local buying program in five years. Despite
 record-high domestic harvests in recent years, including last
 year's output, the Philippines remains one of the world's
 biggest rice buyers, with neighbors Vietnam and Thailand its
 traditional suppliers.

 Fresh demand from the Philippines could provide support for
 export prices in Asia, which have been under pressure from
 thin demand and rising supplies. The National Food Authority
 (NFA) imported around 1.7 million tonnes in 2014, the biggest
 amount in four years, as local supplies were tight due to
 natural calamities, pushing food price inflation to the highest
 level in more than five years. The NFA began the year with a
 buffer stock of around 520,000 tonnes, sufficient for 15 days. It
 needs to double that figure during the lean harvest season."

 
4. PACIFIC: Will island nations disappear as seas rise?
Source: islandsbusiness.com

"Are island nations like Tuvalu, where most of the land is barely
 above sea level, destined to sink beneath the waves? Not
 necessarily, according to a growing body of evidence amassed
 by New Zealand coastal geomorphologist Paul Kench and
 colleagues. They found that reef islands change shape and
 move around in response to shifting sediments, and that many
 of them are growing in size, not shrinking, as sea level inches
 upward.

 But for the areas that have been transformed by human
 development, such as the capitals of Kiribati, Tuvalu, and
 Maldives, the future is considerably gloomier. That's largely
 because their many structures -- seawalls, roads, and water
 and electricity systems -- are locked in place. Their analysis,
 which now extends to more than 600 coral reef islands in the
 Pacific and Indian Oceans, indicates that about 80 percent of
 the islands have remained stable or increased in size. Only 20
 percent have shown the net reduction that's widely assumed to
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 be a typical island's fate when sea level rises."

5. MYANMAR: Removing bottlenecks to boost Indian
 trade
Source: indiatimes.com

"India and Myanmar have agreed to enhance trade and
 investment by removing bottlenecks. The issues came up for
 discussion during the 5th India-Myanmar Joint Trade
 Committee meeting held in Nay Pyi Taw. Both sides agreed to
 work together to remove the bottlenecks hampering the
 bilateral trade and investment such as lack of good
 connectivity, lack of banking arrangement both for regular and
 border trade.

 An official statement said that India has offered to support
 Myanmar to develop infrastructure at the border trade points,
 upgrade trade training institutes in Yangon and also provide
 training to Myanmar officials on WTO and international trade
 related issues. Besides, New Delhi would support in establishing
 direct shipping links between the countries to promote bilateral
 trade, it added."

6. PNG: Government restricts foreign currency trading
Source: islandsbusiness.com

"The Papua New Guinea government has imposed some controls
 on foreign currency resulting in limited foreign currency trading
 at the moment. Prime Minister Peter O'Neill said there was no
 need for panic as the foreign reserves currently held by the
 Bank of Papua New Guinea still stands at a record high of $2.2
 billion (K5.8 billion).

 He was responding to queries after Sports Minister Justin
 Tkatchenko told Parliament that lack of foreign reserves has
 slowed down work at the new Pacific Games netball stadium at
 Bisini Parade. Prime Minister O'Neill said on the 20th of this
 month the country is expecting its first bit of revenues coming
 in from LNG."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Electric power to the whole of Myanmar was cut at about 1:30 pm on February 17 due to a
 breakdown of the national power grid. The breakdown occurred because a heavy object
 dropped onto the grid, but it was unknown what the object was, according to officials,
 speaking in the late afternoon of February 17. A few hours after the breakdown, electricity
 returned to many areas, and by the end of the day full service had resumed. Myanmar
 currently has a limited and largely antiquated national grid with only about 33 percent of
 households provided with electricity.
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7. INDONESIA: Fresh chance to break gas pump
 monopoly
Source: cnbc.com

"Indonesian government price-fixing has largely shut them out
 for decades, but foreign oil companies at last see an
 opportunity to sell gasoline on a mass scale in Indonesia.
 President Joko Widodo's scrapping of gasoline subsidies has
 removed one of the biggest obstacles stopping motorists filling
 up at pumps owned by foreign firms.

 And with more than one million new cars and almost 8 million
 motorcycles sold yearly, Indonesia is a potentially lucrative
 market forecast to become the world's largest importer of
 gasoline by 2018. Indonesia is the world's eighth-largest
 consumer of motor petrol. In Asia, only China and Japan use
 more. State-oil firm Pertamina has dominated sales of gasoline,
 also known as petrol, because subsidies meant it sold fuel
 cheaper than anyone else. Pertamina accounts for about 90
 percent of the 70 billion liters of fuel sold annually."

8. INDIA: Delhi makes Indo-Bangla petroleum pipeline
 detour
Source: thefinancialexpress-bd.com

"India has chosen a route different from the one selected by
 Bangladesh for the onshore pipeline to carry petroleum fuels
 from India's Numaligarh refinery. Both the sides short-listed
 the routes from an initial four options. If established, it would
 be the first cross-country pipeline to carry any sort of energy
 between these two neighboring countries in South Asia.

 Both the sides short-listed the routes from initial four options
 proposed by the Indian state-run Bharat Petroleum Corporation
 Ltd (BPCL). The length of the pipeline route that Bangladesh
 has selected would be 145 kilometers, of which 75 kms would
 fall in Bangladesh territory and the remainder in India's. The
 BPCL-selected pipeline would be of 129 kms in length, of which
 only 5 kms would be within Indian territory while a long 124-
km portion within Bangladesh."

9. MYANMAR: 3,000 villages to be offered loans
Source: elevenmyanmar.com

"As part of Myanmar's Emerald Green project, loans will be
 offered to 3,000 villages even though there is criticism that
 loan disbursement is not the right solution to rural poverty.
 Kyaw Moe Hlaing, director of the rural development ministry,
 said the project has achieved success so far. It is implemented
 in 1,150 villages and is being extended to a further 300
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 villages. The ministry has asked for a budget for the next fiscal
 year to extend its coverage to 3,000 villages.

 Dr Soe Tun, chairperson of the Myanmar Farmer Association,
 said the loan disbursements named the 'collective responsibility
 system' can make those villages fall into a debt trap. Soe Tun
 said rural people had to use loans offered by the Myanmar
 Agricultural Development Bank to repay other loans to
 cooperative societies in turn to pay off loans to private
 lenders."

10. SE ASIA: Economies racked up solid growth in 2014
Source: nikkei.com

"Southeast Asia maintained robust growth overall in 2014 as
 low crude oil prices encouraged consumer spending late in the
 year, making up for a slump in investment stemming from a
 slowdown in trading partner China and political turmoil. In
 contrast to the stagnation in such other key emerging markets
 as Russia and Brazil, Southeast Asian economies are markedly
 solid. Four of six major countries releasing real gross domestic
 product data by Tuesday reported growth of more than 5%.

 Economic growth dropped off in Thailand, where investment
 was disrupted by a political power struggle that drew in the
 general public, as well as a military coup. Singapore, whose
 manufacturing sector is foundering amid weak external
 demand, also suffered a sharp slowdown. In Indonesia and the
 Philippines, both populous countries, growth decelerated but
 stayed above the 5% mark. The region's economies were
 bolstered by strong consumer spending."
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IN DEPTH

1. INDIA: Economy rides high, as rivals stumble
Source: indiatimes.com

"China's economy is slowing. Brazil is struggling as commodity
 prices plunge. Russia, facing Western sanctions and weak oil
 revenue, is headed into a recession. As other big developing
 markets stumble, India is emerging as one of the few hopes for
 global growth. The stock market and rupee are surging.
 Multinational companies are looking to expand their Indian
 operations or start new ones. The growth in India's economy,
 long a laggard, just matched China's pace in recent months.

 India is riding high on the early success of Prime Minister
 Narendra Modi and a raft of new business-friendly policies
 instituted in his first eight months. Small factories no longer
 need to shut down every year for government inspectors to
 spend a day checking boilers. Foreign investment rules have
 been relaxed for insurers, military contractors and real estate
 companies. A broad tax overhaul is underway. Whether India's
 momentum is short-lived or sustainable hinges on whether
 Modi can push through deeper reforms, including addressing
 the persistent poverty and corruption that plague the
 economy."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
Why do we need financial education in Asia?
This article assesses the case for promoting financial education in Asia. It
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 argues that the benefits of investing in financial education can be
 substantial. Data are limited, but indicate low financial literacy scores for
 selected Asian countries. As economies develop, access to financial
 products and services will increase, but households and small and
 medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) need to be able to use the products and
 services wisely and effectively.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. LAO PDR: Minimum wage to rise 44% in April
Source: bangkokpost.com

"Laos will raise the minimum wage for unskilled laborers by
 almost 50% in a move reflecting the government's concern
 about a worker shortage. The monthly wage will rise to
 900,000 kip ($112) in April, a 43.8% increase from the current
 626,000 kip. The wage adjustment will take effect on April 1,
 2015. Laos requires workers to work eight hours a day and 26
 days a month with a day off every week.

 Thailand is a favorite destination for Lao people to find jobs,
 especially since the minimum wage for workers across the
 board was raised to 300 baht a day (about 74,400 kip) in Nov
 2012. Over a month, the Thai minimum salary worked out to
 209% more than the current Lao minimum wage and still
 114% more than the rate that begins in April."

3. ASIA: Cereal production at all-time high
Source: indiatimes.com

"World cereal production reached a new all-time record of nearly
 2,534 million tonnes (MT) in 2014, beating the previous record
 of the 2013 by over 13 MT, according to latest estimates put
 out by the UN affiliated Food and Agriculture Organization. In
 one decade, global cereal production has gone up by almost
 25%, setting all-time high records in five years out of 10.

 Indian cereal production was 245.5 MT in 2013-14, also a
 record, registering an uptick of nearly 33% over a decade,
 according to agriculture ministry estimates. Both wheat (96
 MT) and rice (106.5 MT) were produced at record breaking
 levels. A consequence of the series of record harvests is that
 prices of cereals -- wheat, rice and coarse grains -- are down
 sharply, reflecting big stocks and good prospects for 2015."

P O V E R T Y   S P O T L I G H T
SOUTH ASIA: Millions at risk from rapid sea rise in
 Sundarbans
Source: thehindu.com

"Seas are rising more than twice as fast as the global average in
 the Sundarbans where some 13 million people live. Tens of
 thousands have already been left homeless, and scientists
 predict much of the Sundarbans could be underwater in 15 to
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 25 years. That could force a singularly massive exodus of
 millions of 'climate refugees,' creating enormous challenges for
 both India and Bangladesh. Each year, with crude tools and
 bare hands, residents build mud embankments to keep
 saltwater and wild animals from invading their crops. And each
 year swollen rivers, monsoon rains and floods wash many of
 those banks and mud-packed homes back into the sea.

 On their own, the Sundarbans' residents have little chance of
 moving before catastrophe hits. Facing constant threats from
 roving tigers and crocodiles, deadly swarms of giant honeybees
 and poisonous snakes, they struggle to eke out a living by
 farming, shrimping, fishing and collecting honey from the
 forests. Many scientists believe the only long-term solution is
 for most of the Sundarbans population to leave. That may be
 not only necessary but environmentally beneficial, giving shorn
 mangrove forests a chance to regrow and capture river
 sediment in their tangled, saltwater-tolerant roots."

4. THAILAND: Luring investment from PRC
Source: investasian.com

"With companies in China looking to expand globally and
 diversify beyond the mainland, Thailand's large domestic
 market and strategic location in the heart of Southeast Asia
 make it a natural target for foreign direct investment (FDI).
 Thailand is the second largest economy in ASEAN and the fact
 that it shares land borders with four other countries makes the
 country a good choice as a hub for Chinese multinationals to do
 business throughout the region.

 China has recently made an agreement to finance several
 different rail projects in Thailand. Over one thousand Chinese-
owned businesses now operate in Thailand. These are mostly in
 the manufacturing and infrastructure sectors, but cover all
 industries. China is also the largest importer of Thai products,
 and Chinese FDI in Thailand totaled over $1.1 billion in 2014.
 The two nations have a goal of achieving over $100 billion
 worth of bilateral trade in 2015."

5. INDIA: Government hits reset on road projects
Source: livemint.com

"In a desperate attempt to revive private investment in the
 roads sector, the Indian government on Wednesday hit the
 reset button. Not only will investors now be required to
 contribute only 60% of the project cost, they have also been
 relieved of the politically sensitive burden of collecting tolls. By
 derisking the project for developers, the government is seeking
 to put in place a game changer that would revive investor
 interest in road building.

 The entry of private sector is key to the government realizing
 its target for constructing roads. The new model -- the so-
called hybrid annuity model -- deviates from the existing models
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 through reallocation of risks in road construction. The new
 model proposes to cushion developers from the risk of revenue
 uncertainty arising from inaccurate traffic projections and
 divide the financial burden between the developer and the
 government. Under the existing public private partnership
 model called build-operate-transfer, the developer absorbs
 most of the risks-financial, operations and maintenance and
 revenue."

6. MEKONG: New development strategy with Japan
Source: bangkokpost.com

"The leaders of Japan and five Southeast Asian countries along
 the Mekong River plan to craft a new strategy for Tokyo to
 contribute to sustainable development of the Mekong region
 beyond 2015, a senior Japanese official said Thursday. The
 strategy is expected to be adopted during a Japan-Mekong
 summit slated for July 4 in Tokyo ahead of the planned launch
 of a more integrated ASEAN Economic Community at the end of
 the year.

 Economic ties have been growing steadily between Japan and
 so-called 'plus-one' locations to avert the risks of excessively
 concentrating Japanese business operations in neighboring
 Thailand. In January, Japan signed bilateral aviation
 agreements with Cambodia and Laos to allow airlines to
 operate regular direct flights between Japan and the two
 countries, a move that equips Tokyo with such accords with all
 ASEAN member states."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
More and more travelers, particularly tourists, are using the first Lao railway linking
 Vientiane to Nong Khai province of Thailand built some years ago. In 2014 alone, more
 than 38,000 people used the railway services, an increase of 15.7 percent compared to the
 previous year. Of the total figure, 80 percent were tourists and the rest were residents and
 businesspeople. The 3.5km railway which opened for service a few years ago connects
 Thanalaeng village in Hadxaifong district, Vientiane to Thailand's Nong Khai province.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. PHILIPPINES: Managing resources with 'ecosystem
 accounting'
Source: rappler.com

"The Philippine government has reiterated its policy on
 sustainable development through ecosystem accounting, which
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 seeks to balance the use of natural resources with the need to
 better manage them. Ecosystem accounting is intended to
 weigh the trade-offs between the economic use of natural
 resources and ecosystem resource degradation.

 GDP fails to measure important things for determining whether
 the country is on a path to sustainable development. In April
 2014, the World Bank approved a grant of $700,615 for the
 assessment of the Philippines' natural wealth, including
 mangroves and minerals. In September 2014, the country
 officially launched its work on an ecosystem accounting with
 consultation and workshops for two pilot sites: Laguna Lake
 Basin and Southern Palawan."

8. BANGLADESH: Proposal for 17 economic zones cleared
Source: thefinancialexpress-bd.com

"The Bangladesh government on Wednesday approved a
 proposal for setting up 17 economic zones in different parts of
 Bangladesh to attract both local and foreign investments to
 boost the country's economy. Of the 17 economic zones, three
 are private economic zones and one each exclusively for
 Chinese and Japanese investors, according to a news agency.

 The decision was taken at the second meeting of the Governing
 Board of Bangladesh Economic Zone Authority. Briefing
 reporters after the meeting, PM's press secretary AKM
 Shameem Chowdhury said the meeting also approved a special
 stimulus package for attracting both local and foreign
 investors."

9. LAO PDR: New airport considered in Vientiane
Source: ttrweekly.com

"The Lao government is set to grant a license to a joint Lao-
Chinese venture to conduct a feasibility study on the
 construction of a new international airport in Vientiane. The
 proposed airport will be located about 35 km from the city
 center along Highway No 13 due South of capital. The road
 follows the course of the Mekong River.

 The study is expected to take at least two years to ascertain
 whether the site is suitable, after which the Ministry of Public
 Works will forward the results to the government for
 recommendation or comment. The government initially planned
 to build a new international airport in Dongmarkhai about 18
 km from the city. However, in 2008, the project study,
 concluded by a Korean company, noted that the 5,000-ha site
 was too close to residences, offices, a market and the National
 Stadium and was a district that would accommodate further
 urban expansion."

10. PHILIPPINES: Open up economy to increase
 investments
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Source: abs-cbnnews.com

"US-based think-tank The Heritage Foundation said the
 Philippines would need to open up the economy to more
 players and continue its structural reforms to increase
 investments. Terry Miller, executive director of the
 organization, said the government should consider altering
 some rules on trade and investments to better cater to a bigger
 group of investors.

 Miller said that some policies only protect a number of
 businesses or some sectors, holding back economic
 development and investments, and in turn, the creation of
 jobs. The Philippines improved its ranking in the latest Index of
 Economic Freedom published by The Heritage Foundation to 76
 out of 178 countries from rank 89 last year. Corruption has
 been tagged as among the more serious cause of concerns for
 the Philippines in the 2015 Index of Economic Freedom."
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1. PNG: Sovereign Wealth Fund approved
Source: Pacific Islands Report

"Papua New Guinea's Sovereign Wealth Fund looks all set to go
 after Parliament voted 82-0 for its enactment. It is expected to
 become law within at least two months after its third reading in
 Parliament. It comes as Prime Minister Peter O'Neill said the
 first revenues for the LNG project were to arrive on February
 20.

 Under the Sovereign Wealth Fund, two funds would be
 established -- the Futures Fund and the Stabilisation Fund.
 Prime Minister Peter O'Neill represented the Organic Law on
 Sovereign Wealth Fund 2012 Bill saying it was well overdue and
 there was increasing pressure from all sectors for the fund to
 be in place."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
Why do we need financial education in Asia?
This article assesses the case for promoting financial education in Asia. It
 argues that the benefits of investing in financial education can be
 substantial. Data are limited, but indicate low financial literacy scores for
 selected Asian countries. As economies develop, access to financial
 products and services will increase, but households and small and
 medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) need to be able to use the products and
 services wisely and effectively.
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2. INDIA: Modi bets on GM crops for second green
 revolution
Source: thanhniennews.com

"Allowing GM crops is critical to Prime Minister Narendra Modi's
 goal of boosting dismal farm productivity in India, where
 urbanization is devouring arable land and population growth
 will mean there are 1.5 billion mouths to feed by 2030. Starting
 in August last year, his government resumed field trials for
 selected crops. India placed a moratorium on GM aubergine in
 2010 fearing the effect on food safety and biodiversity. Field
 trials of other GM crops were not formally halted, but the
 regulatory system was brought to a deadlock.

 Modi was a supporter of GM crops when he was chief minister
 of Gujarat state over a decade ago, the time when GM cotton
 was introduced in the country and became a huge success. Last
 month, Maharashtra gave the all-clear to open field trials of
 rice, chickpeas, corn and aubergine, as well as new varieties of
 cotton. However, grassroots groups have opposed GM crops
 because of the reliance on seeds patented by multinationals."

3. NEPAL: Stagflation looms as exports plunge
Source: ekantipur.com

"With two key sources of foreign currency -- remittance and
 exports -- suffering, Nepal's economy is heading towards
 turbulent times. Remittance has declined for three consecutive
 months and growth has remained sluggish. Exports also
 witnessed a considerable drop of 3.9 percent. The remittance
 inflow increased by just 3.9 percent against a rise of 34.4
 percent in the corresponding period last fiscal.

 Rameshwar Khanal, former finance secretary, said if the
 remittance inflow decreases or stagnates and exports also
 decline, there will be pressure to devalue the currency which
 will fuel inflation. The decline in remittance has coincided with a
 massive smuggling of gold, which has occupied the domestic
 bullion market while formally-imported gold by the banks
 remains unsold. Suspecting the use of remittance in gold
 smuggling, Nepal Rastra Bank has even proposed that the
 government reimburse commission to the migrant workers for
 remitting money home to encourage them to use formal
 channels."

 
4. VIET NAM: Does FDI really benefit all?
Source: english.vov.vn

"Although foreign direct investment (FDI) into Vietnam has
 created many jobs and stimulated competitiveness for local
 businesses over recent years, many citizens have raised
 concerns that its benefits have not been evenly distributed
 nationwide. According to analysis, 67% of exports over the
 past year were generated from the country's FDI. Additionally,
 those exports contributed significantly to the nation's $2 billion
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 trade surplus for last year.

 The problem has been that such a huge FDI inflow should boost
 Vietnam's economy rapidly. However, these capital sources
 have proved ineffective in upgrading the national economy as a
 whole. Though it is generally recognized that FDI has been an
 important driving force for economic growth in the large
 metropolitan areas such as Hanoi and HCM City, legitimate
 questions linger about its quality and whether or not it has
 been equitably distributed to benefit the rural areas of the
 nation."

5. BANGLADESH: The benefits of impact investment
Source: thedailystar.net

"By embracing the world of impact investing, Bangladesh can
 access substantial private capital to address the issue of
 inequitable growth. Impact investing refers to investments that
 are intended to create positive social impact beyond financial
 return. The practice of grant making and donor funding has
 traditionally been considered separate from investing in both
 objective and approach, but the emerging field of impact
 investing creates the opportunity for a productive collaboration
 between these two disciplines.

 The goal of impact investing is not to substitute these
 mechanisms, instead to tap into a much larger pool of
 commercial capital, endowments and fiduciary investments that
 can augment the impact of traditional sources of mission-
oriented capital. Estimated by the World Economic Forum to
 reach $1 trillion by 2020, impact investing has the potential to
 introduce a whole new spectrum of private sector investors into
 Bangladesh and massively redirect private capital towards
 magnifying development efforts across the country."

6. INDONESIA: Better infrastructure would cut food
 waste
Source: wsj.com

"President Joko Widodo wants to improve Indonesia's creaky
 infrastructure and help his country achieve food self-
sufficiency. But building better roads, rails and boosting
 electricity could accomplish both goals. Indonesia's biggest
 challenge will be finding enough money to invest in improving
 infrastructure that would help connect farmers across its
 thousands of islands.

 At a recent food security summit Mr. Widodo said he was
 optimistic Indonesia could achieve self-sufficiency in food
 production during his term through land reform, efforts to
 boost yields and improved irrigation. The government will also
 provide subsidies to farmers for fertilizer and seeds. According
 to a recent study by the Copenhagen Consensus Center,
 between 10-50% of all crops are lost between the time they
 leave the farm and reach consumers."
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  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Cities around the world are likely to suffer more heatwaves in the future, a study has found,
 leading to greater need for planning regulation and urban cooling. The study found a
 significant increase between 1973 and 2012 in the number of heatwaves affecting the 217
 urban areas around the world it examined. Urban temperatures can be managed by including
 a greater amount of open and green space in cities, providing shady spots and water
 fountains, and by building houses with effective cooling mechanisms, such as window
 blinds, ventilation and high ceilings.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. KAZAKHSTAN: Low oil prices strain economy
Source: english.pravda.ru

"The growth of the Kazakh economy slowed in 2015 to three
 percent. The fall of oil prices is not the only reason. The
 country is facing the growth of cheap imports from Russia and
 the decline of consumer demand. Kazakhstan's economic
 problems, S&P believes, are directly connected with the
 country's dependence on the oil sector, the share of which
 accounts for 20-30 percent of GDP, over 50 percent of budget
 revenues and 60 percent of exports.

 According to forecasts from the agency, the GDP growth of
 Kazakhstan will slow down to 1.5 percent in 2015. In addition,
 Standard & Poor's confirmed short term sovereign credit ratings
 of Kazakhstan on foreign and national currency obligations at
 the level of A-2."

8. TONGA: Public debt nearly 50% of GDP
Source: Pacific Islands Report

"Tonga's public debt at the end of January 2015 stood at $392.6
 million pa'anga (US$189.2 million), or 48.4% of GDP, according
 to financial statistics released by the Ministry of Finance. Most
 of the debt is to the Export-Import Bank of China (US$112.4
 million) which includes the US$66.9 million Tonga borrowed for
 the reconstruction of the Nuku'alofa Central Business District,
 which was destroyed during the riots in November 2006.

 Since 2013, the IMF and World Bank said Tonga's debt
 sustainability position improved from a 'high risk level' of debt
 distress to a 'moderate level' of debt distress, the Ministry of
 Finance stated. However, the size of Tonga's debts remained a
 concern."
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9. VIET NAM: Still low in competitiveness
Source: vietnamnet.vn

"Vietnam ranked 75th out of 93 economies in the Global Talent
 Competitiveness Index (GTCI) in 2014, a minor change
 compared to the 82nd position out of 103 countries in the
 previous year, according to a new report. GTCI ranks 93
 countries based on their ability to grow, attract and retain
 talent, as a global talent mismatch sees vacant jobs despite
 mass unemployment.

 The report said that as the global economic slowdown and
 unemployment still pose a threat, businesses and governments
 must concentrate on overcoming the skills imbalance. Vietnam
 scores relatively high in global knowledge skills, despite its low
 performance in developing the country's own talent via formal
 education, the report said. Last year, the index placed
 Switzerland at number one, followed by Singapore,
 Luxembourg, the United States, Canada, Sweden, the UK,
 Denmark, Australia and Ireland."

10. INDIA: Exposure to US government securities grows
Source: business-standard.com

"Touching a one-year high, India's exposure to US government
 securities stood at $83 billion in December. India has been
 increasing its exposure intermittently during last year. In
 December 2013, the country's exposure was worth only $68.5
 billion.

 China remained the largest holder of such securities with
 exposure worth over $1.24 trillion at the end of December last
 year. Among the BRIC nations, India has the least exposure to
 US government bonds. At the end of December, after China,
 Brazil had the maximum exposure at $255.8 billion followed by
 Russia with holdings worth $86 billion."
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1. CAMBODIA: New push for maternal health
Source: phnompenhpost.com

"The Cambodian government on Saturday announced a plan to
 decrease the number of maternal deaths by 50 percent by
 promoting countrywide pregnancy-related preventative
 measures among women. According to First Lady Bun Rany,
 who heads the Cambodian Red Cross, the aim of decreasing
 maternal deaths could be achieved in the near future if
 pregnant women received proper sexual health education,
 underwent proper blood testing to prevent mother-to-child HIV
 transmission and delivered their children with the help of
 expert midwifery.

 In recently released preliminary results of the 2014 Cambodia
 Demographic and Health Survey, pregnancy-related deaths
 declined from 2.06 per 1,000 live births in 2010 to 1.70 in
 2014. Proper medical attention and hygienic conditions have
 led to a reduction in complications and infections that can
 either cause death or serious illness to mothers, babies or
 both."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
What's behind the recent oil price drop?
The price of oil has more than halved in the period of less than 5 months
 since September 2014. There are several reasons for this rapid drop,
 relating to the supply and demand conditions and expectations in the oil
 market. In this article, we will explain these reasons and shed light on a
 crucial additional reason, which has largely been neglected in other
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 interpretations.  
 
 

2. ASIA: What impact investors can learn from
 microfinance
Source: devex.com

"What has microfinance achieved for the world's poor? From one
 perspective, microfinance is the model that makes the case for
 impact investing. But what has all this money bought for so
 many people? Has the incidence of poverty measurably
 declined? Can it be said that these hundreds of millions of
 individuals and their families have lifted themselves out of
 poverty on the basis of the microloans they have received?

 Without doubt, microcredit has helped millions of families
 through times of trouble or tragedy and has enabled many
 microbusinesses to boost their owners' income. It also seems
 likely that a modest number of poor families have vaulted
 themselves into the middle class through shrewd and
 successful entrepreneurial ventures aided by microloans.
 However, the overwhelming majority of businesses financed
 with microcredit have had only marginal impact on their
 borrowers' income -- and, according to the best estimates
 available, most microloans extended through the industry have
 been to finance consumption, not business ventures."

3. PAKISTAN: No end in sight yet for power woes
Source: channelnewsasia.com

"Pakistan's severe power crisis will soon be over, according to
 the government after it secured technical and financial
 assistance from China and international donor agencies. The
 authorities also want to harness a new source of energy from a
 series of hydroelectric generation projects. But the public and
 experts remain skeptical, saying that political promises are not
 going to solve the power shortage in the short term.

 Pakistan currently generates about 14,000 megawatts of
 power, while the peak demand is close to 20,000 megawatts.
 To close that gap, the government aims to add 13,000
 megawatts to the national grid's capacity through a series of
 hydroelectric generation projects. But there are problems with
 this plan. While the politicians say they can resolve the power
 crisis, technical experts claim such promises are unrealistic."

 
4. PRC OP/ED: Economic glut is worse than collapse
Source: sputniknews.com

"According to an academic consensus, at its current
 demographic pace, China needs 7% to 8% annualized growth
 in order to sustain itself. However, Beijing is only projecting a
 7% growth for 2015, meaning it might turn out ever lower.
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 Within China, commodities producers, construction firms and
 industrial manufacturers are suffering the biggest losses. Global
 commodity prices have been falling since mid-2013, weighing
 on demand for machinery in China's commodities sector.

 Construction activity in China is also undermined by Beijing's
 efforts at staving off the real estate bubble, with prices soaring
 as local investors seeking 'safe havens'. China's economy is
 entering its worst year since the global crisis of 2008. To make
 things worse, China is not actually going to crash. A collapse in
 China's economy would mean a more painful, but sooner
 rebalancing of the nation's economy in favor of a more
 competitive and transparent one."

5. BANGLADESH: Nominated coordinator of LDCs
Source: prothom-alo.com

"Bangladesh has been nominated coordinator of the least
 development countries (LDCs) for raising voice at global trade
 negotiations. The country will act as the coordinators to
 compile and place various demands of the group at the World
 Trade Organization (WTO) in 2015.

 Since the inception of the WTO in 1995, Bangladesh served as
 the coordinator of LDCs several times. A commerce ministry
 press release said on Sunday that Bangladesh earned
 appreciation from the LDCs for raising the demand of duty-free
 and quota-free market privilege."

6. MYANMAR: Central bank slowing down foreign loans
Source: mmtimes.com

"Foreign loans entering Myanmar are being held up for months
 as the Central Bank of Myanmar tightens its grip on incoming
 capital. Businesses are facing long wait times and the
 possibility of loans being rejected because the Central Bank is
 scrutinizing each loan, paying close attention to the interest
 rate, currency and the legitimacy of the investment.

 The move to tighten oversight -- which began about six months
 ago -- is causing considerable difficulty for businesses
 operating in Myanmar, which desperately need capital to
 expand their operations. Yet some experts say the move is
 prudent given the relatively rudimentary stage of development
 of the financial system. Local banks often do not have enough
 capital to fund large, longer-term projects, and face a number
 of regulatory restrictions, forcing local businesses to turn to
 international lenders in many cases."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Thailand has opened 114 language centers to prepare for the imminent ASEAN Economic
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 Community. Secretary of the Basic Education Commission Kamol Rodklai said the centers
 would teach second languages -- Chinese, Korean, German, French and Spanish -- and four
 ASEAN languages -- Myanmar (Burmese), Vietnamese, Khmer and Malay. They would
 provide more opportunities for people to be competitive, he said.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. INDIA: Village women lack medical support
Source: business-standard.com

"Almost every woman in Sakrawas -- a village in Railmagra,
 Rajasthan, inhabited by low caste Hindus -- looks emaciated
 and has health issues, victims of ignorance, poverty and
 paucity of medical facilities. And it is not only Sakarwas, but in
 many villages in the region women battle various diseases.
 Rajsamand -- with a population of over one million -- has only
 three gynecologists in state-run health care centers.

 What is most common among women in the district is their
 early marriage, which leads to health complications during
 pregnancy. According to a village official, parents marry their
 daughters off early. They are not able to take care of
 themselves and the poverty cycle continues."

8. VIET NAM: Mobilizing foreign direct investment
Source: vietnamnet.vn

"Vietnam has been highly successful at mobilizing inward
 Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) over the past few years, which
 has played an important role in the nation's economic
 development. In 2014, total exports for Vietnam hit a record
 high of $150 billion and the nation enjoyed a trade surplus in
 excess of $2 billion. The Minister of Industry and Trade has
 estimated that foreign invested enterprises (FIEs) accounted
 for roughly two-thirds of exports and imports.

 Inbound FDI has been the catalyst underpinning Vietnam's
 economic reform. While FIEs share of GDP and investment may
 appear high, it really hasn't created a problem. To the contrary,
 foreign invested projects are largely conducted in joint venture
 form. Foreign investment also spawns technology advances for
 which currently Vietnam cannot afford. Advanced technology is
 a springboard that will drive higher labor productivity."

9. INDONESIA: Challenges and opportunities for
 infrastructure
Source: Jakarta Globe

"There is hardly a discussion that goes by in business circles
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 that does not raise the issue of infrastructure. Will Indonesia's
 government achieve the ambitious targets that it has set out?
 While there has been a lack of infrastructure output over the
 past few years, key laws have been put in place and, while not
 all regulations have been completed to allow satisfactory
 implementation, the conditions to proceed have improved
 compared with those obtaining in the mid-2000s.

 As has been the case for many years, annual investment in
 infrastructure should be in the order of $50 billion per annum,
 an amount never even closely achieved. Of this sum, only one-
third is currently available from government budgets and the
 remaining two-thirds is expected to come from the private
 sector. Apart from the need to accelerate the various
 procedures in the development phase, there needs to be a
 change in attitude towards the private sector, one where the
 private sector is welcomed and companies' willingness to invest
 in infrastructure encouraged and facilitated."

10. INDIA: Learning at the rural juncture
Source: social.yourstory.com

"In terms of pure numbers, education in India is currently
 growing at 11.3 percent. Between 2005-2012, more than
 18,000 colleges were established in India bringing the total to
 35,539. These colleges are separate from India's 574
 universities of which 50 percent are state-run. Today, India's
 literacy rate stands at 74 percent. However, most of the leaps
 in education have been largely confined to urban India.

 The toxic conflux of poverty, remote geography, lack of
 pedagogical resources, cultural obstinance, poor infrastructure
 and even poorer implementation of government schemes and
 policies creates an environment almost hostile to quality
 education in rural India. It's not that Indian children don't go to
 school. Primary completion rates for 2006 were 85.7 percent.
 Students simply don't stay long enough for it to significantly
 matter, and the quality of education imparted is severely low."
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1. ASIA: Action on urban resilience urged
Source: SciDev

"Every day, around 120,000 people are moving to cities in the
 Asia-Pacific region where more than 2 billion people already live
 or over half of the world's urban population, highlighting the
 risks and vulnerabilities Asian cities are facing in building
 resilience. Disasters that strike cities are caused by the
 cumulative impact of urbanization, climate change and
 globalization. Every year, flooding, storm surges, earthquakes,
 landslides and typhoons affect many areas of the Asia-Pacific.

 Anisur Rahman, senior project manager of the Resilient Cities
 and Urban Risk Management Department of the Asian Disaster
 Preparedness Center, says 'In most developing countries, what
 is happening is that cities are growing without a proper
 guidance and master plan, and as a result, many cities are
 prone to the risks of different hazards and disasters.'"

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
What's behind the recent oil price drop?
The price of oil has more than halved in the period of less than 5 months
 since September 2014. There are several reasons for this rapid drop,
 relating to the supply and demand conditions and expectations in the oil
 market. In this article, we will explain these reasons and shed light on a
 crucial additional reason, which has largely been neglected in other
 interpretations.
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2. PNG: New bank transfer system debuts
Source: The National

"The Bank of Papua New Guinea has reached a milestone when
 it finally declared the Kina Automated Transfer System (KATS)
 fully operational, Governor Loi Bakani says. He said KATS
 would be the foundation to increase the participation of the
 rural population in formal financial services.

 'KATS is an inter-bank system only, one of whose primary
 strengths is its real time gross settlement', he said. 'The
 system would allow businesses houses, companies,
 organizations and individuals in Papua New Guinea to make
 direct payments using their funds held in a bank account to an
 account held in another bank.' He said check payments made
 by these organizations through banks would be much faster
 and convenient."

3. CAMBODIA: Good news for garment workers
Source: The Diplomat

"The importance of the garment industry to Cambodia's
 economic output is clear: $5.7 billion in clothing and footwear
 was exported last year, and is a major factor in the country's
 official zero percent unemployment rate. Yet despite this it can
 sometimes feel as if garment workers never catch a break. In
 the past few months, though, there have been a number of
 developments.

 The announcement in November 2014 that the minimum wage
 for garment and footwear workers would rise 28 percent to
 $128 a month was a rare piece of good news for workers.
 Facing strong resistance from employers and the government
 alike, the increase served as a strong reminder of the
 importance of the sector to the government, not to mention the
 power of the unions involved."

 
4. UZBEKISTAN: Bets on manufacturing
Source: Central Asia Online

"Uzbekistan is striving to promote industry-driven economic
 growth with an ambitious plan for 2015-2019. The Cabinet
 plans to increase industrial production 1.5-fold by attracting
 investment and renovating facilities. It is stressing seven
 principles for the economy in the next five years, with the top
 one being far-reaching renovation of all leading industries.

 Other government priorities include eliminating obstacles to
 private enterprise, reducing the economic role of government,
 and learning to manufacture goods that Uzbekistan presently
 has to import. Uzbekistan set a promising tempo in 2014, when
 its gross domestic product grew 8.1% and industrial production
 8.3%."

http://www.thenational.com.pg/?q=node/83223
http://thediplomat.com/2015/02/cambodias-garment-industry-rollercoaster/
http://centralasiaonline.com/en_GB/articles/caii/features/business/2015/02/11/feature-01


5. VIET NAM: Farm sector is unsustainable
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"There is no escaping the inevitable fact that larger crop farms
 perform better financially, on average, than smaller farms. The
 head of CIEM's Rural Development research department Luu
 Duc Khai said that it is very difficult to improve labor
 productivity in the Vietnamese agriculture sector due to its
 small and fragmented scale of production. For example, in the
 northern provinces, 60% of farmer households had less than
 0.5 hectares of land in 2011, compared with 71% of land in
 1994.

 In addition, Viet Nam's labor productivity in agriculture has
 been extremely low, even compared to Lao PDR and Cambodia,
 he said. The country has no choice but to shift the country's
 rural economic and agricultural production structure to
 industries with higher added values, Khai said, adding that
 specifically the nation needs to expand industrial parks
 including processing industrial zones in rural areas."

6. INDIA: 'Water ATMs' deliver liquid assets
Source: SciDev

"Two years ago, Anand Shah, founder of Indian firm Sarvajal,
 wrote about how the company had developed solar-powered
 'water ATMs' to get clean and affordable water to people in
 remote parts of India. Shah shared his vision to have a water
 vending machine in every village and on every city corner, as a
 simple solution to a lack of drinking water in the developing
 world.

 By last November Sarvajal had convinced the Delhi authorities
 to collaborate in a pilot project, and 24 ATMs are now in place
 across the city. This image gallery shows how Sarvajal's
 facilities treat water and supply the vending machines in the
 colony, where the water is sold for a fraction of the price of
 bottled water."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Cities around the world are likely to suffer more heat waves in the future, a study has found,
 leading to greater need for planning regulations and urban cooling. The study found a
 significant increase between 1973 and 2012 in the number of heat waves affecting the 217
 urban areas around the world it examined. It also found that almost two-thirds of cities saw
 significant rises in 'extreme hot nights', which are as warm as the daily minimum
 temperature. Large cities generate their own microclimates, called urban heat islands. This
 effect means temperatures in urban areas are higher than those in surrounding rural areas,
 explains a researcher.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://english.vov.vn/Economy/Why-Vietnams-agriculture-industry-is-unsustainable/287883.vov
http://www.scidev.net/south-asia/water/multimedia/water-atms-liquid-assets-india-1.html
http://www.scidev.net/global/policy/news/heatwaves-city-planning-engineer-climate.html


7. INDONESIA: Hurdles for infrastructure projects
Source: Jakarta Post

"President Joko Widodo's much awaited plans to implement
 massive infrastructure projects have started to take shape with
 the approval of the revised 2015 state budget by the House of
 Representatives. The government plans to spend Rp 290 trillion
 ($23.2 billion) on infrastructure this year. By any standard it is
 a huge amount. It will be more than 60 percent higher than
 spending in 2014, and almost double the amount spent in
 2013.

 The question is, will government bureaucracies be able to
 spend that huge amount of money this year? Many hurdles still
 stand in the way of the implementation of these projects.
 Mechanisms for tendering, procurement procedures, finalizing
 contractual arrangements, coordination between several
 ministries, agencies and provincial and district governments
 whose roles in infrastructure building have been growing since
 decentralization in 2001, need to be refined to pave the way for
 the smooth implementation of these infrastructure projects."

8. VIET NAM: Builds M&A momentum for banking sector
Source: Thanhnien News

"Viet Nam is accelerating merger and acquisition activities in the
 banking sector, in an effort to reduce bad debt, which
 monetary regulators said has been a heavy burden on the
 country's economy. The central bank said it will take measures
 to drastically deal with weak banks that have no chance of
 recovery. It is putting its utmost efforts to quicken the overhaul
 of financial institutions, the central bank said in a statement.

 Six bank mergers are expected to occur this year. Some state-
owned banks could merge with smaller and more fragile
 lenders, according to the central bank. Among the mergers
 likely in 2015, Sacombank, Viet Nam's ninth-biggest bank by
 assets, will be combined with Southern Bank, thereby
 becoming Viet Nam's fifth-largest lender by assets."

9. THAILAND: Quality vs. quantity of tourism
Source: The Nation

"Experts say the Thai government needs to get serious on the
 long-term development of the tourism industry, and decide
 whether quality or quantity -- that is, sheer numbers of tourists
 or how much they spend -- is of most importance. According to
 Ben Montgomery, chairwoman of the Pacific Asia Travel
 Association's Thailand Chapter, PATA's latest marketing study
 suggests Thailand could see 50 million annual arrivals by the

http://www.asiapathways-adbi.org/
http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2015/02/23/president-jokowi-s-infrastructure-projects-quantity-vs-quality.html
http://www.thanhniennews.com/business/vietnam-builds-ma-momentum-for-banking-sector-38270.html
http://www.nationmultimedia.com/business/The-tourism-industrys-future-needs-hard-look-30254632.html


 end of the decade, double the 24.8 million it welcomed last
 year.

 She said the association was concerned about the possible
 long-term impacts of such an influx, placing a strain on the
 country's resources and triggering social problems. Ben and
 other tourism experts question whether the country can
 guarantee that many people a pleasant and safe experience
 during their stay."

10. PAKISTAN: Investors shy away from large LNG plants
Source: Dawn

"Private sector investors in Pakistan sought policy clarifications
 before committing long-term investments for Liquefied Natural
 Gas (LNG) based power plants and pressed for allowing smaller
 plants to facilitate putting together fresh investments. They
 were attending a public hearing arranged by the National
 Electric Power Regulatory Authority on a petition filed by the
 government for upfront tariff for LNG power projects.

 The government seeks to set up 3,600MW of LNG power plants
 in Punjab in the first phase to end load-shedding by 2017.
 Some of the investors expressed their inability to initiate
 800MW LNG power plants in Punjab. They also said it would be
 difficult to undertake LNG power plants without a gas supply
 framework document."
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1. INDIA: Transform underperforming healthcare system
Source: Live Mint

"The stage is set for the Indian government to signal its
 seriousness about transforming its underperforming healthcare
 system and committing investments for a long-term payoff for
 all Indians. By ramping up investments in healthcare, the
 government will have the perfect opportunity to start a virtuous
 cycle of health. It will improve productivity, enable greater
 consumption and boost economic growth, as well as help the
 'Made in India' campaign become a reality.

 Healthcare reform can protect Indians from out-of-pocket
 expenditure burden, create 15 million additional health services
 jobs by 2025 and allow the country to emerge as a global hub
 for innovative, low-cost health products and services. A
 business-as-usual approach to health won't work and can hurt
 India's future growth, development and competitiveness.
 According to one estimate, the burden of non-communicable
 diseases alone will cost India $6.2 trillion by 2030."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
What's behind the recent oil price drop?
The price of oil has more than halved in the period of less than 5 months
 since September 2014. There are several reasons for this rapid drop,
 relating to the supply and demand conditions and expectations in the oil
 market. In this article, we will explain these reasons and shed light on a
 crucial additional reason, which has largely been neglected in other
 interpretations.
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2. INDONESIA: E-commerce growing despite hurdles
Source: Establishment Post

"While e-commerce in Indonesia presently only accounts for less
 than one percent (worth $2 billion per year) of retail spending
 in the country, analysts believe that the country's fast growing
 middle class and proliferation of smartphones will soon raise
 that share to eight percent (worth $8 billion) in just a few
 years. If that scenario were to happen, then Indonesia's e-
commerce market would be the largest in Southeast Asia.

 Currently, e-commerce sales in Indonesia are admittedly
 somewhat low, but sales are expected to triple by 2016.
 However, there is certainly much to overcome before
 Indonesia, and investors, can reach this sunny outcome.
 Internet penetration levels are still low (with high-speed
 Internet lacking in many parts of the country), as are levels of
 disposable income."

3. VIET NAM: Time for economy to accelerate
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"New free trade agreements are opening up promising avenues
 for the Vietnamese business community to expand their
 operation but also present numerous challenges, forcing
 domestic enterprises to take a new approach, according to
 Nhan dan newspaper. The Vietnamese economy experienced a
 year full of difficulties and pressures in 2014 but thanks to the
 efforts of the government to pursue a consistent economic
 regulation policy, figures have revealed a brighter picture
 regarding the performance of the Vietnamese economy.

 The positive outlook is further underlined by a recent survey by
 company data firm Vietnam Report suggesting that only 7.1%
 of enterprises are pessimistic about their revenues in 2015,
 compared with 9.1% seen in 2013 and 21.9% in 2012. So what
 are the grounds for such confidence? First and foremost, the
 optimism comes from their performance in 2014."

 
4. MEKONG: 'Climate change to inflict big losses'
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"Adverse climate change could cost Viet Nam, Cambodia, Lao
 PDR and Thailand at least $16 billion per year in damage to
 natural resource assets and infrastructure services, a report
 has revealed. The report Climate Change in the Lower Mekong
 Basin: An Analysis of Economic Values at Risk released on
 February 23 by the US Agency for International Development
 also predicts that an additional $18 billion loss stemming from
 potential infrastructure damage caused by flooding and other
 extreme weather events.

http://www.establishmentpost.com/indonesia-online-guide-e-commerce/
http://english.vov.vn/Economy/Vietnams-economy-time-for-acceleration/288073.vov
http://english.vov.vn/Society/Climate-change-to-inflict-huge-losses/288141.vov


 The amount demonstrates the profound risk that climate
 change presents and points to a need for aligning national
 adaption strategies to reduce risks where possible. The report
 found that the single highest value asset at risk from climate
 change in the region is worker productivity: more than $8
 billion at risk per year in lost working days due to heat-induced
 illnesses."

Full report:

5. PAKISTAN: Better response needed to natural
 disasters
Source: Dawn

"The response of Pakistan's relevant agencies to a string of
 natural disasters has always been found wanting. Funding
 shortages, overlapping mandates and duplication of efforts can
 be said to be chiefly responsible for this state of affairs.
 Pakistan is still governed by multiple legal frameworks where
 the response to natural disasters is concerned.

 The new national flood management plan was due to be
 finalized in 2014. To date the plan has not been published. With
 so many anomalies already hobbling the disaster management
 system can Pakistan afford to limp on to the next calamity
 without even a paper-only national flood management plan in
 place?"

6. MYANMAR: Improve health for ethnic minorities
Source: IRIN

"The best way of easing a health crisis in eastern Myanmar,
 where some basic indicators are comparable to those in
 Somalia, is to boost support for healthcare systems run by
 communities who in many cases spent decades at war with the
 central government. This is one of the key recommendations of
 a survey of 6,620 households, conducted by members of the
 Health Information System Working Group -- a network of
 medics and other health professionals.

 The survey found that preventable diseases such as diarrhea,
 acute respiratory infections and malaria contributed to infant
 and child mortality rates that were more than double national
 trends. Infant mortality rates per 1000 live births for Myanmar
 as a whole stood at 41. In Eastern Myanmar the figure was
 94.2. Mortality rates for children under five years old were even
 starker -- 141.9 in the east of the country compared to 52 per
 1000 live births nationally."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
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To help graduates seek competitive jobs matching their skills and interest, the Skills and
 Training Enhancement Project is organizing job fairs to boost the Technical and Vocational
 Education and Training in Bangladesh. A sizeable gap still exists between employers'
 requirements and the curriculum of the vocational training institutions in Bangladesh. Many
 students who completed short-training courses or job seeking graduates benefited by
 communicating directly with the employers at the fair.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. THAILAND: Calls for accelerated public spending
Source: The Nation

"The Federation of Thai Industries (FTI) has urged the
 government to accelerate public spending following poor
 budget-disbursement performance in the first fiscal quarter of
 2015, while also asking the military-led administration to pay
 more attention to falling agriculture prices, which have
 negatively affected domestic demand.

 Meanwhile, FTI chairman Supant Mongkolsuthree said the
 decline in the Thai Industries Sentiment Index in January was
 caused by a number of factors: a lack of tangible new
 government investment; lower purchasing power of farmers;
 high household debt at 84.7 percent to gross domestic product;
 an unsupportive interest rate; reduced demand from major
 trading partners; and a strong baht when compared to
 neighboring countries' currencies."

8. INDIA: Weak banks can stymie economic recovery
Source: Live Mint

"It is no secret that public sector banks (PSBs) that account for
 nearly three-fourths of all assets in the Indian banking system
 are weighed down by bad loans. It is still not clear whether the
 finance ministry has a coherent strategy to deal with the
 problem. Here is a number that should help focus the finance
 minister's mind: Indian banks may need between Rs.5-8 trillion
 ($80 billion to $129 billion) of capital by March 2019 to clean
 their books, meet new global capital adequacy norms and
 provide fresh loans to a growing economy.

 The problem of rapid growth of stressed assets in the Indian
 banking sector is all too well known by now. The mess
 emanated from a debt-fuelled boom helped by loans pushed by
 political interest groups through PSBs. This left corporate
 balance sheets in poor shape. Non-performing loans in the
 banking sector today represent 4% of total assets, with PSBs
 accounting for the major chunk, while some put the figure as
 high as 10% when restructured loans are taken into account."

http://blogs.worldbank.org/endpovertyinsouthasia/perfect-match-job-fair-bridges-employers-employees-bangladesh
http://blogs.worldbank.org/endpovertyinsouthasia/perfect-match-job-fair-bridges-employers-employees-bangladesh
http://www.asiapathways-adbi.org/
http://www.nationmultimedia.com/business/Call-for-accelerated-public-spending-action-on-pri-30254786.html
http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/a09obXUOITjca9NTdRNiyK/Reality-check-weak-banks-can-stymie-recovery.html


9. AZERBAIJAN: Devalues currency by a third
Source: Euractiv

"Azerbaijan's central bank has devalued the manat by 33.5% to
 the dollar and by 30% to the euro, as slumping oil prices and
 an economic crisis in major trading partner Russia put pressure
 on the currency. The bank abandoned the manat's dollar peg
 on Feb. 16 and began using a dollar-euro basket to manage the
 exchange rate after a nearly 60% drop in crude prices since
 June and Western sanctions against Russia over its annexation
 of Crimea.

 Azerbaijan has been less affected than other former Soviet
 states by Russia's economic problems but its economy is
 heavily exposed to price swings on global energy markets. The
 manat was set at 1.05 to the dollar and 1.19 to the euro, down
 from Friday's 0.78 and 0.89 manats respectively."

10. INDONESIA: To speed up free trade zone
 development
Source: Jakarta Post

"The Indonesian government is striving to speed up the
 development of the free trade zone in Sabang on Weh Island,
 Nanggroe Aceh Darussalam province. The determination of the
 government was shown by the visit of Coordinating Maritime
 Affairs Minister Indroyono Susilo to Sabang to meet Mayor
 Zulkifli Adam on Tuesday.

 During the meeting, the two agreed to accelerate the program
 to build both the free trade zone and a free port in Sabang as
 part of government efforts to make Indonesia a global maritime
 axis. Indroyono promised during the meeting to start inviting
 investors to do business in Sabang as infrastructure in area
 was ready. Other efforts will include inviting more cruise ships
 to call into port in Sabang."
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1. INDIA: Delhi pledges free water, cheap power for poor
Source: channelnewsasia.com

"New Delhi's new chief minister Arvind Kejriwal announced on
 Wednesday his government will halve power bills and provide
 free water to poorer households after his anti-corruption party
 won a landslide election this month. Households in the Indian
 capital consuming less than 20,000 liters of water per month
 will pay nothing from Mar 1, while those using less than 400
 units of electricity will see their bills halved.

 The populist policies are the first since Kejriwal won power and
 fulfill pledges he made during the election campaign to help
 millions of struggling families in the Indian capital make ends
 meet. Kejriwal's government estimates the measures will cost
 about $270 million annually, but did not detail how they will be
 paid for. Many critics have said giving out free water will
 encourage wastefulness in a country where water is already in
 a short supply."

2. TONGA: Falling behind development goals
Source: Pacific Islands Report

"A Tonga government review has stated that Tonga has fallen
 behind in three Millennium Development Goals: poverty
 eradication, gender equality and non-communicable diseases
 (NCDs). The overview stated that incidents of NCDs are at a
 crisis level, while gender inequality still exists as indicated by
 no women representatives in parliament, and 'data is lacking to
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 measure changes in equality'.

 Poverty was also a problem. According to the government, 'the
 percentage of the population living below the poverty line
 increased from 16% back in 2001 to 22.5% in 2009.' However,
 the other eight MDGs were reported as being 'on track'. The
 overview stated that the government budget was operating
 within fiscal constraints because staffing takes a high
 proportion of available funds, and they needed a robust budget
 support program to balance the budget."

3. INDONESIA: President begins rice distribution
 operations
Source: oryza.com

"The Indonesian President Joko Widodo has formally begun the
 operations for distributing Bulog rice in the market in line with
 the government's decision to control price hikes, according to
 local sources. The government has planned to distribute over
 300,000 tons of rice across the country at about 7,400 per
 kilogram (around $576 per ton).

 The President also simultaneously launched the rice distribution
 operations under this year's Rice for the Poor (Raskin) program
 at around 1,600 Rupiah per kilogram (around $125 per ton).
 Domestic rice prices have been surging since September 2014.
 According to data from the UN's Food and Agricultural
 Organization, local rice prices currently stand at around 9.78
 million Rupiah (around $761) per ton."

P O V E R T Y   S P O T L I G H T
PHILIPPINES: Education leaves poor families behind
Source: philstar.com

"Education is supposed to open opportunities for lifting people
 from poverty. But miscellaneous fees, aside from the costs that
 parents must shoulder to send their children to school such as
 daily transport fare, often force impoverished families in the
 Philippines to stop their children from going to school as soon
 as the children learn to read, write and perform basic
 mathematics. The dropout rate begins as early as third grade.

 The conditional cash transfer scheme (CCT) aims to reduce the
 dropout rate by making children's continuing education among
 the requirements for regular cash assistance. But CCT coverage
 is limited, and there are still too many impoverished families
 that can't afford to sustain children's education. In rural areas,
 older children are forced to drop out of school to help parents
 in farming, fishing or forestry. Education gets the biggest chunk
 of the annual national appropriation after debt payments. But
 the funding is still inadequate, especially when compared to the
 percentage of GDP that other Asian countries allocate for public
 education."

http://oryza.com/indonesia-president-begins-rice-distribution-operations
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4. PNG: Pension payments begin to elderly, disabled
Source: Pacific Islands Report

"Old people and people living with disabilities will soon receive
 fortnightly allowances from the Papua New Guinea government.
 But first the old and disabled must register with the national
 identification program to get an ID card in order to come under
 the pension system.

 Prime Minister Peter O'Neill, who launched the program and
 was the first to register, said on Monday it was important that
 people registered so that government knows the number of
 people to plan such programs as free education, free basic
 health, infrastructure and new policies like pension system."

5. VIET NAM: FTAs challenge local companies
Source: asiaone.com

"Viet Nam has inked FTAs, bilaterally and multilaterally, with
 many countries and blocs like the European Union and the
 Customs Union of Russia, Belarus and Kazakhstan. It is also a
 party to the Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP) that is being
 negotiated by 12 countries in the Asia-Pacific region. Its 'golden
 population' phase and other specific advantages can help Viet
 Nam exploit a slew of free trade agreements (FTAs), but there
 is zero room for complacency, experts and leading industrialists
 have warned.

 A recent report says FTAs will motivate Vietnamese companies
 to speed up their restructuring process and create opportunities
 for local businesses to penetrate the world's leading markets
 with a 0 percent tariff as well the lowering of many other trade
 barriers. However, the agreements are a double-edged sword
 that will open the domestic market up to stiff competition local
 firms are ill-equipped to face."

6. INDIA: How to house the poor
Source: dawn.com

"South Asia alone is home to one of the largest homeless
 populations in the world. In India, 170 million individuals live in
 slums. In the neighboring Pakistan, the national housing
 shortfall is estimated at 9 million houses. However, unlike
 Pakistan, India has decided to address the national housing
 crisis. Prime Minister Modi's budget on February 28 is expected
 to disclose the details of an ambitious plan to build 20 million
 housing units at the cost of $2 trillion in the next seven years.

 Once completed, the plan will not only house the homeless or
 the partially homed 170 million, it is also likely to boost the
 Indian economy for decades, by engaging millions in the
 development of one of the largest infrastructure development
 programs. There is, however, one big challenge. Even when
 affordable housing is built for the low-income households,
 speculators and others manipulate the markets for fast returns.
 The same units are resold at much higher prices, thus
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 effectively reducing the affordable housing stock."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
It may seem puzzling why despite GDP per capita growing 3.3% annually in the Philippines
 over the past decade, income poverty rates and inequality measures have been unchanged. A
 key element to understand this puzzle is income mobility. While there is significant income
 mobility in the Philippines, there is a strong offsetting force: for every household that
 experienced upward income mobility, there is approximately one household that
 experienced downward income mobility.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. MYANMAR: Largest international airport to open in
 2020
Source: business-standard.com

"Myanmar's largest international airport will be opened in 2020,
 a year later than scheduled, officials said Thursday. According
 to the Department of Civil Aviation, Myanmar is seeking $700
 million loan with low interest rate from Japan for the
 Hanthawaddy International Airport project in Bago region.

 About 77 km north-east of Yangon, the international airport,
 the country's fourth and largest of its kind, is projected to
 handle up to 12 million passengers a year and is set to become
 the primary gateway to Myanmar, drawing more direct
 international flights. According to official data, the number of
 tourist arrivals to Myanmar has increased in the last few years
 -- 1.06 million in 2012, 2.04 million in 2013 and 3.05 million in
 2014."

8. PRC: Farming boom has left ecosystems in danger
Source: theconversation.com

"China's push for more intense farming has kept its city dwellers
 well-fed and helped lift millions of rural workers out of poverty.
 But it has come at a cost. Ecosystems in what should be one of
 the country's most fertile region have already been badly
 damaged. Farmers are still generally poor, badly educated and
 aging. Good agricultural advice is lacking and big cities still
 tempt the younger farmers away from their fields. All these
 factors mean that rapid action is unlikely.

 The recent introduction of the Land Circulation reform policy,
 allows farmers to rent their land to larger combines. The policy
 is designed to overcome the inefficiencies of small farm
 holdings but it may not be taken up widely in the more
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 marginal landscapes where potential profits are low. All the
 evidence points to a need for a significantly improved system of
 information and technology transfer to individual smallholders,
 probably involving a more efficient coordination between
 agencies."

9. THAILAND: Rice stockpiles to be cleared in 2 years
Source: nationmultimedia.com

"Despite delaying a plan to release rice under an auction,
 Thailand is confident it will be able to clear huge stocks within
 two years. Commerce Minister Chatchai Sarikulya said the
 ministry planned to release up to 18 million tonnes of rice via
 auctions and negotiate with rice-import countries to receive
 huge amounts under government-to-government (G-to-G)
 contracts.

 Under the plan to clear rice stocks, the ministry previously
 announced it aimed to sell about 10 million tonnes under many
 methods this year, including selling about one million tonnes
 via general auction each month. However, the ministry could
 sell only about 500,000 tonnes through an auction in January,
 and will on March 6 open the second auction for one million
 tonnes after missing the February auction date."

10. PAKISTAN: Eligible for $2 billion World Bank funding
Source: pakistantoday.com.pk

"Pakistan has again become eligible for availing the
 International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD)
 funding after a lapse of three years. The IBRD funding facility
 was suspended in March 2012 because at that time Pakistan
 could not fulfill the required conditions regarding macro-
economic stability.

 As Pakistan is now maintaining foreign exchange reserves of
 more than 2.5 months of projected imports and has satisfied
 other criteria of World Bank under the Country Partnership
 strategy, it will now be able to avail $2 billion worth of IBRD
 funding during the four year period 2015-2019. The current
 IBRD facility will be utilized for priority infrastructure projects,
 said the finance minister. The IBRD is one of five member
 institutions which compose the World Bank Group."
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1. INDIA: Infrastructure spending to help economy 'fly'
Source: brecorder.com

"India's finance minister pledged major investment in
 infrastructure on Saturday, saying it was time for the economy
 to 'fly', as he unveiled the new government's first full budget.
 On Saturday Arun Jaitley said the government would increase
 spending on the country's crumbling roads, railways and ports
 by $11.3 billion in 2015-16 as it seeks to win back investment
 and boost growth.

 He said the government would complete 100,000 kilometers of
 roads currently under construction and build another 100,000
 kilometers. The government will set up tax-free infrastructure
 bonds to finance its plans through a national fund that would
 receive a 200-billion-rupee ($3.2 billion) injection of public
 money. Analysts have said the government's challenge will be
 to balance its spending with the need for fiscal restraint. Jaitley
 said the government would achieve its goal of cutting the fiscal
 deficit to 4.1 percent of GDP."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
'Grexit' and yuan devaluation could put significant pressure on Asian
 currency pegs
Already driving a housing bubble in all major Asian cities from Seoul to
 Jakarta, significant hot money inflows are what Hong Kong, China and
 Singapore seek to avoid. However, Greece's exit from the eurozone
 coupled with subsequent quantitative easing by the Peopleâ€™s Republic
 of China to jump-start flagging growth could quickly exacerbate this Asian
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 dynamic.  
 

2. SE ASIA: Regional pact eyes further barrier cuts
Source: Nikkei

"Economic ministers of the Association of Southeast Asian
 Nations agreed on Sunday to further dismantle non-tariff trade
 barriers in a bid to promote integration of their economies. The
 move follows ASEAN's steps to lower nearly all import duties
 that previously applied to intra-regional trade. The ministers
 also discussed proposals to establish an ASEAN bank to assist
 micro and small enterprises.

 Currently, 97.3% of intra-ASEAN trade is free of import duties.
 While the 10 ASEAN member countries are aiming for zero duty
 to promote freer trade, each country maintains protective
 measures in the form of non-tariff barriers to shelter their
 industries. One breakthrough hinges on an agreement involving
 the testing of electrical and electronic goods based on a single
 test and uniform standards. Once a product passes the test, it
 will be issued a certificate that will be recognized region-wide."

3. BANGLADESH: Rich-poor income gap reduced
Source: thefinancialexpress-bd.com

"Income inequality between Bangladesh's rich and the poor has
 been significantly reduced in recent times largely due to perfect
 targeting and delivery of resources, Finance Minister AMA
 Muhith claimed Saturday. The minister also claimed that the
 rate of poverty reduction which was stagnant until 2010
 showed signs of improvement in 2013-14.

 People living below the extreme poverty line were estimated at
 11 percent in 2013-14 while the rate of overall poverty was 24
 percent in the same year, the finance minister said. Mr Muhith
 laid emphasis on decentralization of decision making of the
 government to help reduce poverty and pleaded for inclusion of
 Dhulis (local instrument players) and mentally impaired people
 under the category of the extreme poor."

 
4. KAZAKHSTAN: A long road to WTO accession
Source: azernews.az

"Twenty years after Kazakhstan expressed its desire to join the
 World Trade Organization (WTO), the country is still waiting to
 see its membership approved. The relatively young nation has
 already confirmed it is very eager to complete such a
 milestone. Membership is expected to generate accelerated
 economic growth by opening up Kazakhstan to foreign
 investors.

 The Kazakh foreign ministry recently expressed hope that its
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 WTO membership will be completed this year. Such an
 opportunity would be most welcome as the country is currently
 experiencing economic hardship due to the dramatic fall in
 global oil prices. In 2014, accession efforts were thwarted after
 WTO representatives explained that Kazakhstan would have to
 resolve discrepancies between Kazakhstan's bilateral market
 access agreements with WTO members."

5. SRI LANKA OP/ED: Infrastructure is necessary but is it
 sufficient?
Source: sundaytimes.lk

"Infrastructure was the most popular and widely discussed topic
 during Sri Lanka's recent Presidential election campaign. The
 previous regime cited projects ranging from upgrading rural
 roads to super highways to claim that the country has achieved
 an unprecedented development during its tenure. The then
 opposition which is now in government cited the very same
 infrastructure projects as the main source for corruption,
 commissions, pilferage and misuse of funds leading the country
 towards a debt trap.

 Many economists argue infrastructure as an essential
 prerequisite for development. Yes, infrastructure is necessary.
 But, is it sufficient? Infrastructure development does not
 necessarily lead to development. Replication of infrastructure
 facilities available in the capital city would not mitigate
 imbalance and disparity among regions. In Sri Lanka a
 considerable share of employment and income opportunities is
 generated in the informal sector. Infrastructure projects might
 disrupt or even eliminate such opportunities."

6. PRC: Home prices decline in February
Source: brecorder.com

"China's housing prices fell in February, a survey showed
 Saturday, renewing fears of weakening growth in the world's
 second-largest economy. The average price of a new home in
 China's 100 major cities fell 0.24 percent from January to
 10,539 yuan ($1,682) per square meter, according to the China
 Index Academy. The figure represents a turnaround from
 January's 0.21 percent rise, yet is in line with a longer-term
 trend prior to January, which saw prices drop for eight
 consecutive months.

 Only two of the top 10 cities -- Shanghai and the southern
 boom town of Shenzhen -- saw annual price rises. Shanghai
 was again the best performer with a 0.85 percent increase to
 32,295 yuan per square meter. The market is expected to
 stabilize with the arrival of spring and anticipated micro-easing
 measures by the government."
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  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Thousands of Indonesian people who fled a series of eruptions of Mount Sinabung are set to
 go home some time next week, over a year since large parts of Karo district were destroyed
 in the natural disaster. An official said the refugees have been living in shelters for over a
 year now and they must go back to the villages that they left behind. He adding that nobody
 had taken care of their houses in the meantime.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. INDIA: Indo-Bangla rail project lacks funds
Source: easternmirrornagaland.com

"The Indo-Bangla railway project to connect the North East with
 Bangladesh will be further delayed as no funds were allocated
 for acquisition of land to extend the tracks in the Railway
 Budget. Tripura transport minister Manik Dey said the
 Northeast Indian state been long demanding an early
 completion to the 15-km long railway track so that people of
 the land locked state could travel through the neighboring
 country.

 Of the 15-km railway line, five km of tracks was in the Indian
 side and the remaining in Bangladesh. Agartala is about 1,700
 km from Kolkata if travelled through the Chicken's Neck, a
 narrow strip connecting the northeastern states to the rest of
 India, which would be reduced to 350 km if travelled through
 Bangladesh."

8. MYANMAR: Gas pipeline running at one third of
 capacity
Source: wantchinatimes.com

"One and half a years after its inauguration, the Sino-Myanmar
 natural gas pipeline has been functioning at only one third of its
 designed capacity due to the snail's pace of China National
 Petroleum Corporation in its construction work. The smaller-
than-expected volume of gas sent by the pipeline, totaling 4
 billion cubic meters so far, has been attributed to difficulties in
 developing the market for natural gas in China's southwestern
 provinces.

 The pipeline was designed to transport up to 12 billion cubic
 meters a year. It is estimated to take at least another three
 year for the pipeline to function at full capacity. On top of the
 gas pipeline, the Myanmar section of the Sino-Myanmar
 petroleum pipeline was inaugurated on January 28 this year,
 marking a milestone for China's fourth strategic energy
 channel."
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9. VIET NAM: Foreign investment hits high note
Source: english.vov.vn

"Foreign direct investment (FDI) in Vietnam surged in the first
 two months of the year as multinational companies have lined
 up to take advantage of the nation's favorable tax and trade
 conditions. Vietnam's Ministry of Planning and Investment
 recently revealed that its preliminary tally of newly registered
 and supplementary investment for existing projects for the first
 two months of the calendar year was just shy of $1.19 billion,
 up sharply from a year earlier.

 Meanwhile disbursements of FDI also jumped on-year to
 roughly $1.2 billion, a good omen for the New Year. HCM City
 topped the list of 23 cities and provinces attracting the most
 investment while the northern port city of Hai Phong and Binh
 Duong province ranked second and third respectively. Exports
 from foreign investment including crude oil reached $15.88
 billion, representing an increase of 12.4% compared to the
 same period last year, contributing $2.03 to the nation's trade
 surplus."

10. PRC: Infrastructure program begins in Gansu
Source: xinhuanet.com

"A huge infrastructure project has kicked off in China's
 northwest province of Gansu, which will facilitate trade and
 people exchanges between China and central Asia. Though the
 province does not share its borders with any central Asian
 countries, it will be an important stretch of the Silk Road
 Economic Belt. The six-year, 500-billion-yuan ($79.8 billion)
 development project will add more than 60,000 kilometers of
 road.

 The province is also expected to build 12 civilian airports in the
 next six years, expanding the reach of its air service to 82
 percent of the province's population, at 25.57 million in 2010.
 Since the third quarter of last year, China's top economic
 planner has approved a slew of transportation projects to boost
 regional connectivity. It also launched a $40 billion fund backed
 by the country's foreign reserves to support infrastructure
 building in countries along the Silk Road Economic Belt and the
 21st Century Maritime Silk Road."
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1. SE ASIA: What lies ahead as ASEAN nears 50
Source: straitstimes.com

"ASEAN is just two years away from the 50th anniversary of its
 founding in 1967. In a world awash with strife and uncertainty,
 ASEAN remains a rising star. McKinsey Global Institute has
 estimated that ASEAN -- taken as a whole -- is already the
 seventh-largest economy in the world, and by 2050 it will be
 the fifth-largest. Trade-wise, ASEAN accounted for a 7 percent
 share of world exports in 2012, surpassing all Asian economies
 but China (11 percent share).

 This year, Malaysia chairs the community in a year that will
 fulfil the dream of an Asean Economic Community. ASEAN's
 labor force is the world's third-largest and very young, with 50
 percent below 30 years old. According to the United Nations
 World Urbanization Prospects, Indonesia's urban population will
 nearly double to 228 million by 2050, with ASEAN having an
 urban population of more than 500 million by then. McKinsey
 estimates that 125 million households in ASEAN will join the
 middle-income class by 2025, an increase of 87 percent."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
'Grexit' and yuan devaluation could put significant pressure on Asian
 currency pegs
Already driving a housing bubble in all major Asian cities from Seoul to
 Jakarta, significant hot money inflows are what Hong Kong, China and
 Singapore seek to avoid. However, Greece's exit from the eurozone
 coupled with subsequent quantitative easing by the Peopleâ€™s Republic
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 of China to jump-start flagging growth could quickly exacerbate this Asian
 dynamic.  

 
 

2. INDIA: High on growth, cautious on reform
Source: business-standard.com

"India's Economic Survey for 2014-15, tabled in Parliament last
 Friday, presented an optimistic vision of India's future. It
 predicted that GDP, as measured using the recently revised
 estimates, would grow at a rate between 8.1 and 8.5 percent in
 the next financial year. Further, it argued that a 'historic
 moment of opportunity' had been created that could 'propel
 India on to a double-digit growth rate trajectory' in the years
 following 2015-16. India was, it claimed, on the cusp of a high-
growth path.

 The Survey also argued that 'Skill India' was as important as
 'Make in India', and that the two were, in fact, interdependent.
 The Survey pointed out several sub-sectors of services had
 employment generation prospects identical to manufacturing. If
 India persisted with a skill-intensive model, the Survey
 admitted, 'one or two generations of those who are currently
 unskilled will be left behind without the opportunities to
 advance.'"

3. VIET NAM: Putting other countries on the map
Source: vietnamnet.vn

"Vietnam's leadership and trade liberalization is having a
 positive effect on the rest of ASEAN countries. The ASEAN
 region is on the radar for investors in the hunt for more
 diversified growth opportunities. Standard Chartered Bank of
 London recently reported that foreign investment in Vietnam is
 growing at one of the highest rates among ASEAN countries.

 The prognosis for Vietnam's economy continues to be very
 positive. Foreign investment is up, inflation is well under
 control, the economy is opening up, bureaucratic inertia is
 being beat down, corruption is being tackled, and hundreds of
 state owned enterprises are being restructured or put up for
 sale. All of this is inevitably a boost to investor confidence."

 
4. BANGLADESH: Forex reserves hit all-time high
Source: globalpost.com

"Bangladesh's foreign exchange reserves hit an all-time high of
 over $23 billion at the end of February, the central bank said
 on Sunday. Officials say a feeble growth in imports has largely
 contributed to the rise in foreign exchange reserves. They said
 most of the businessmen have adopted a wait and see
 approach in the recent months due to the volatile political
 situation in the country.
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 Foreign exchange reserves are also rising as the central bank
 continues to buy U.S. dollars from the market to keep taka
 stable against the greenback. Bangladesh, with a population of
 about 153 million, needs a reserve of about $10 billion to meet
 its import bills for three months in light of an internationally
 accepted standard."

5. INDONESIA: Government shuts down 71 study
 programs
Source: asiaone.com

"Indonesia's government has closed 71 study programs in
 various universities due to a lack of competence. Research and
 Technology and Higher Education Minister Muhammad Nasir
 said the measures were needed to be taken to maintain
 education quality and to prevent fraud conducted by
 universities.

 The minister said that by the end of 2014 there were 4,341
 universities and colleges in the country offering 21,050 study
 programs. Nasir also highlighted the lecturer shortage at
 institutes of higher learning, citing that the current lecturer-
student ratio was 1:400. The lack of lecturers, he said, had also
 contributed to the poor quality of higher education."

6. PRC: Stepping stones to freely traded renminbi
Source: chinadaily.com.cn

"Just a year and a half after opening its first free trade zone in
 Shanghai, China is now liberalizing its offshore borrowing for
 firms registered there. The China (Shanghai) Pilot Free Trade
 Zone was originally billed as a three-year trial, but China is
 forging ahead, and will expand Shanghai and launch three new
 zones in Tianjin in northern China, Fujian in the southeast and
 Guangzhou in the south in the near future.

 While not the sole conduit for reform in China, the trade zone
 plan is crucial to the prospects of a fully convertible renminbi,
 and the speed at which China is rolling out the plan is
 surprising many observers. The announcement on Feb 12 that
 offshore borrowing for firms in the Shanghai free trade zone
 will be relaxed further -- and that the new regulation will
 include banks -- is a significant break-through and suggests
 China is committed to achieving full convertibility of the
 renminbi."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Economists have warned that a power price hike will plunge Vietnam's economy into a
 darker place. Vietnam is set to increase prices of electricity, which is selling under cost, in a
 bid to attract investors in the power sector, but experts warn such a move will jeopardize all
 recovery chances for the economy. The Ministry of Industry and Trade is now reviewing a
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 proposal from the state-owned Electricity of Vietnam to raise power prices by 9.5 percent,
 from the current average of VND1,508 (7 US cents) per kWh.

 
 
 
 
 

7. VIET NAM: Central bank to take over troubled lenders
Source: thanhniennews.com

"The State Bank of Vietnam is planning to take over at least two
 more banks which have not been able to sort out their financial
 and managerial troubles, an official said. Deputy Governor
 Nguyen Phuoc Thanh told local media on Saturday that the
 central bank is likely to acquire Global Petro Bank, which has
 been in the red for some time, and Ocean Bank, whose leaders
 were arrested in recent months over lending violations.

 According to the central bank, it did not have to pay anything
 for the takeover. Thanh said the takeovers will be similar to the
 one with Vietnam Bank for Construction earlier this year.
 Vietnam's government introduced a new regulation in
 September 2013, allowing the central bank to restructure a
 weak bank by purchasing its shares."

8. BANGLADESH: Agriculture's contribution to GDP drops
Source: bdnews24.com

"Replying to a question on Sunday, Bangladesh's Finance
 Minister Abul Maal Abdul Muhith said share of industrial sector
 to GDP growth 'is increasing'. He said the contribution of
 agriculture to the GDP growth was 18.3 percent in 2009-10 and
 it fell to 16.3 percent in the 2013-14.

 On the other hand, the industrial sector's share in growth rose
 to 29.6 percent from 26.7 percent during the period, he added.
 Replying to another question, the finance minister said foreign
 aid's share in the gross national income had now declined to 1
 percent from 7 percent in 1988."

9. SE ASIA: Ministers expect stronger growth in 2015
Source: channelnewsasia.com

"Economic ministers from the Association of Southeast Asian
 Nations (ASEAN) expect the region's economy to perform
 better this year despite the uncertain global outlook. At the end
 of the 21st ASEAN Economic Ministers' Retreat in Kota Bharu
 on Sunday, they said ASEAN's economic performance is
 expected to improve in 2015 to 5.1 percent, above the 3.5
 percent global growth projection.
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 Despite the global economic and geopolitical challenges faced
 by ASEAN members, deepening economic integration in the
 region would serve as a buffer in helping ASEAN progress and
 prosper, they added. ASEAN has also put in place legal
 structures on competition, consumer protection and intellectual
 property, contributing to an improved environment for
 business."

10. CAMBODIA: Campaign to increase literacy rate
Source: globalpost.com

"Cambodian Prime Minister Hun Sen launched an annual literacy
 campaign on Monday with an aim of increasing adult literacy
 rate to 84.4 percent by the end of 2015. Education minister
 Hang Chuon Naron has said 80 percent of adults, aged 15 and
 above, are literate, up from 67 percent in 1998.

 Through the campaign, the government will work with UNESCO
 and development partners to open 3,685 classes for about
 94,125 learners across the country. Learners will spend five or
 six months for the classes. The prime minister said illiteracy in
 rural areas remains higher than in urban areas, adding that
 more females than males are illiterate."
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1. NEPAL: Managing urban transportation
Source: Himalayan Times

"Kathmandu is facing serious traffic congestion. Journeys across
 the city are now measured in hours not in minutes. There is no
 clear policy for managing urban transport. Such management is
 urgently needed to improve the present situation of traffic
 congestion. The valley's population may double in 10 years as
 per the current rates. Vehicle ownership is increasing due to
 easy credit.

 At present, the private sector has exclusively provided public
 transport from numerous individual operators. They own a
 variety of different vehicles. Buses are overcrowded and offer a
 poor substitute for private cars. Bus services are required to be
 improved and made affordable to the poor and accessible to
 the physically impaired. Regarding the valley environment, air
 quality is also a major concern. The major culprit is vehicular
 emissions. Many vehicles are old and need to be replaced.
 There is an urgency for a land use for transportation plan."

2. THAILAND: Farmers need long-term measures
Source: The Nation

"Short-term stimulus programs and cash handouts for farmers
 in Thailand are good and quick measures but what are truly
 needed are mid- to long-term solutions to help farmers lift their
 productivity and lower production costs, according to the
 Federation of Thai Industries. FTI chairman Supant
 Mongkolsuthree said last week that he agrees with the
 government's new stimulus measure, especially the Bt40 billion
 ($1.24 billion) off-budget loan to fix up rural and provincial
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 roads.

 They can help employment and rev up the grassroots economy,
 which has slowed down somewhat from the lack of tangible
 investment from the government and the drop in domestic
 consumption, which have led to the first decline of the Thai
 Industries Sentiment Index in four months, he said. More
 stimulus measures were needed besides the latest ones as well
 as acceleration of government disbursement since the export
 sector contracted by 3.46 percent in January from the same
 month last year, he said."

3. INDONESIA: To regulate e-commerce
Source: Jakarta Globe

"The Indonesian government has begun laying the groundwork
 to regulate e-commerce activities in the country amid
 breakneck growth in online transactions, particularly among the
 country's young and affluent middle class. Indonesia's e-
commerce scene has flourished in recent years with the flux of
 players ranging from giants like Rakuten of Japan to local
 players such as Tokopedia, all of which are banking on the
 rapid growth of Internet access and smartphone penetration in
 the archipelago.

 Researcher IDC recently estimated the value of online
 transactions in Indonesia would top $3 billion this year. Despite
 its rapid growth, the industry remains largely unregulated right
 now due to a lack of coordinated efforts from the relevant
 government bodies. This has left consumers and sellers, as well
 as the marketplace, vulnerable to risks without any safety net."

 
4. PHILIPPINES: 'Manufacturing renaissance' a myth
Source: Business World

"The Philippine government policy has until now implicitly
 assumed that a good part of inclusive growth can be achieved
 mainly by promoting manufacturing. There is renewed interest
 in the country as an investment destination; manufacturing
 growth has been robust; and some important foreign
 investments have entered the country. This has led some
 quarters to even proclaim a 'manufacturing renaissance.'

 But take a slightly longer view of the matter and things look a
 lot less dramatic. Manufacturing's share of GDP has barely risen
 -- from 22.2% in 2010 to 23.2% in 2014. On the other hand,
 the employment share of manufacturing actually stagnated at
 8.4% in the last five years, which is even lower than the 10%
 employment share a decade ago."

5. INDIA: More sectors to get priority lending
Source: Hindu Business Line
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"The Indian government has proposed to bring more sectors
 such as medium enterprises and renewable energy under
 priority sector lending by banks. The Reserve Bank of India has
 set a target of 40 percent of total available resources for credit
 under priority sector loans for public and private sector banks.

 The priority sector refers to those sectors of the economy which
 may not get timely and adequate credit in the absence of this
 special dispensation. Typically, these are small value loans to
 farmers for agriculture and allied activities, micro and small
 enterprises, poor people for housing, students for education
 and other low income groups and weaker sections."

6. PAKISTAN: Food prices and rural inflation
Source: Dawn

"The planned revision of the base year on the consumer and
 sensitive price indices has generated a debate over how it can
 truly reflect the actual price movements in rural Pakistan. It is
 often assumed that food prices in villages remain lower than in
 cities and towns. But this may, or may not be the case. It
 depends on what constitutes the rural food basket, distance of
 rural markets from farms, gap between farm-gate and market
 prices, the composition of the supply chain and how contagious
 are inflationary expectations, says a central banker.

 India and Bangladesh separately compute rural and urban
 inflation to get a realistic picture of national inflation because
 price movements in rural and urban areas have different
 dynamics, are affected differently by local factors and respond
 in varying degrees to inflationary expectations in the economy.
 Central bankers say computing rural and urban price indices
 separately may also help in mapping and analyzing wage-price
 relationships, a key determinant of food prices in rural areas."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Pakistan's Sindh province is gearing up to launch a dengue prediction system based on
 surveillance data gathered in real time using a smartphone app and fed into a spatial or
 geographical model. Currently Karachi, the provincial capital, and other cities in Sindh -- a
 province with a population of 45 million people -- depend on blanket fumigation drives and
 'fogging' with chemicals to reduce mosquito populations of the Aedes aegypti mosquito, the
 primary dengue vector. Spatial mapping using geographical information systems helps
 identify disease hotspots so that possible outbreaks can be pre-empted.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. BANGLADESH: Farm projects boost women, children
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Source: IPS

"Women in Bangladesh are carving healthier, wealthier futures
 for themselves and their children -- and they have chicken eggs
 and pineapples to thank. Since 2009, the non-profit group
 Helen Keller International (HKI) has overseen programs in the
 eastern Bangladesh region of Chittagong, mentoring women in
 agriculture to produce food not only for their own families, but
 also to sell at market.

 Kathy Spahn, president of HKI, said one-fifth of homes in
 Chittagong are considered hungry, while half the children are
 stunted and one-third are underweight due to poor nutrition. In
 the area HKI works, around 75 percent of people survive on
 just $12 a month. The program, 'Making Markets Work For
 Women' gives both initial start-up capital and ongoing
 guidance. Women in Chittagong, who may have previously
 been viewed solely as homemakers, are given tools to grow
 nutrient-rich crops like spinach and carrots to feed their own
 families, as well as more lucrative crops like pineapple and
 maize to sell."

8. VIET NAM: Opportunities for labor exports
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"More than 100,000 Vietnamese workers went abroad to work
 last year, doubling the yearly target by the Ministry of Labor,
 Invalids, and Social Affairs. It aims to maintain contracts in
 traditional labor markets this year while penetrating high-
income niches. Improving the quality of overseas workers is
 also a key task.

 Last year overseas Vietnamese workers increased in major
 markets: 62,000 workers in Taipei, China, 20,000 workers in
 Japan, 4,000 workers in Saudi Arabia, and 1,000 workers in
 Qatar. Japan has several work and study opportunities for
 Vietnamese workers and apprentices. Japan has a high demand
 for skilled workers and apprentices in construction, mechanics,
 manufacturing, agriculture, healthcare, and food processing."

9. TAJIKISTAN: Working to raise cotton yields
Source: Central Asia Online

"Tajikistan is working to raise its cotton yields even as it
 reduces the acreage devoted to the thirsty crop. In the interest
 of crop diversity and environmental concerns, the country's
 farmers reduced the farmland planted under cotton by more
 than 26,000 hectares to 177,624 hectares between 2011 and
 2014. During the same period, nationwide cotton production
 fell from 415,000 tons to 372,000 tons per year.

 The Tajik textile and other cotton-using industries face the
 prospect of lacking raw material, so authorities are seeking
 ways to increase yield. One option is to seek out more
 productive varieties of cotton, domestic or imported. In 2013,
 some farmers in Khatlon and Sughd provinces experimentally
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 planted domestic and foreign cotton side by side to compare
 yields. The foreign varieties had 2.3- to 3.3-fold higher yields
 per hectare than domestic ones."

10. PRC: Seen to become more proactive on growth
Source: China Daily

"Continuing weakness in industrial activity is forcing the Chinese
 government to adopt more aggressive policies to accelerate
 growth and increase employment, economists said. The
 weekend announcement by the People's Bank of China of a
 second interest rate cut in less than four months coincided with
 the release of the manufacturing Purchasing Managers Index
 for February, which edged slightly upward from a 28-month low
 of 49.8 in January to 49.9.

 'Maintaining growth is now the most important task for the
 leadership,' said Lian Ping, chief economist at Bank of
 Communications. Beijing may be more proactive through the
 first half of the year to spend more on government-led
 investment projects and provide more incentives to private
 investors and consumers, economists said."
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1. MYANMAR: Aims for public transport revolution
Source: The Nation

"Trains chug around Yangon's circular railway barely faster than
 a brisk walk, but this creaking relic of colonial times is at the
 heart of plans for a public transport revolution in the traffic-
choked metropolis. Built under British colonial rule, the railway
 winds a 50-kilometer loop around Yangon, ferrying some
 100,000 people a day from sleepy rural suburbs into the heart
 of Myanmar's main city.

 Its ponderous pace -- just 15 km/hour -- has for years made
 the link the last resort of those too poor to afford a car or
 wearied by the city's sweaty and dangerously speedy buses.
 But moves to revive the service have seen travelers return to
 rail. New air-conditioned carriages were added shortly before
 the launch of a new Yangon tram that now trundles along the
 city's riverfront road."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
Potential gains from closer cooperation between South Asia and
 Southeast Asia
Economic integration across South Asia and Southeast Asia is still very
 low, even if the value of cross-subregional trade has been growing over
 time. A forthcoming ADB/ADBI study considers what the bottlenecks to
 economic integration have been, including those related to transport
 infrastructure, policy-related barriers, trade-facilitation issues, and
 institutional constraints, and how the two subregions might address them.
 We estimate the potential benefits (and costs) of closer integration using a
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 Computable General Equilibrium model under several policy scenarios.  

2. INDIA: Women farmers find success with SIM cards
Source: IPS

"Jawadi Vimalamma, 36, looks admiringly at her cell phone. It's
 a simple device that can only be used to send or receive a call
 or a text message. Yet to the farmer from the village of
 Janampet, located 150 km away from Hyderabad, it symbolizes
 a wealth of knowledge that changed her life. Her phone is fitted
 with what the farmers call a GreenSIM, which sends her daily
 updates on the weather, health tips or agricultural advice.

 Three years ago, a single message on this mobile alerted
 Vimalamma to the benefits of crop rotation. 'My profits have
 increased from 5,000 to 20,000 rupees ($80-$232) each
 season,' says the smallholder farmer, who now grows rice,
 corn, millet and peanuts on her three-acre plot, instead of
 relying on a single crop for her livelihood. Vimalamma is a
 member of Adarsh Mahila Samakhya, an all-women collective
 that helps empower smallholder women farmers through
 modern technologies."

3. PRC: Banks urged to speed up loans for agriculture
Source: China Daily

"China urged its banks to speed up lending to agriculture, the
 country's banking regulator said on Tuesday, in an effort to
 bolster a sector that employs almost one third of its 1.4 billion
 people, but remains in desperate need of funding. Policymakers
 have cut interest rates, increased lending targets and freed up
 banks' reserves to lend more, but this has done little for
 farming, which produces some 9 percent of China's GDP,
 though with low productivity.

 Current farming techniques have been blamed for causing
 major soil and water pollution and food scandals, and
 economists say the sector needs investment from banks that
 have so far been reluctant to lend, despite repeated demands
 from Beijing. China's 'number one' planning document, issued
 by state media in February, listed modernizing farms as a key
 priority for 2015, including plans to encourage private
 investment and cheaper financing."

 
4. PHILIPPINES: Aims to expand financial inclusion
Source: Rappler

"Expanding financial inclusion to reach the most vulnerable low
 income households and small enterprises is the goal of the
 Philippine government as it officially opened the 2015 Asia-
Pacific Forum on Financial Inclusion on Tuesday, March 3, in
 Tagaytay City. The forum will push the progress made by the
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 Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation Finance Ministers' Process to
 build inclusive financial systems.

 According to the central bank, financial inclusion is a state
 where there is effective access to a wide range of financial
 services for all Filipinos. The forum will discuss legal, policy,
 and regulatory frameworks to expand access to finance for the
 poor and small enterprises. The forum will also examine how
 financial inclusion can further accelerate the growth of small
 businesses and enterprises with more access to credit."

5. THAILAND: Looks to boost trade with Lao
Source: The Nation

"The Thai government is targeting increasing bilateral trade with
 Lao PDR by 150 percent in the next three years through closer
 cooperation between border provinces in the two countries, as
 well as a plan to develop a special economic zone (SEZ) in
 Mukdahan. Commerce Minister General Chatchai Sarikulya said
 Thailand and Lao would cooperate more closely on trade and
 investment under the Asean Economic Community (AEC), with
 two-way trade increasing by 1.5 times over the next three
 years.

 This weekend, Chatchai will lead a group of Thai
 businesspeople to Savannakhet province in Lao to firm up trade
 cooperation and conduct business matching. In 2014, Thai-
Laotian bilateral trade rose by 14.32 percent year on year to
 Bt151 billion, with Thailand holding a trade surplus of Bt96
 billion. Chatchai said more trade could be seen under the AEC,
 as well as through the planned SEZ in Mukdahan province,
 which borders Savannakhet province."

6. INDONESIA: Gas-supply woes hamper investment in
 Papua
Source: Jakarta Post

"Uncertainty over gas supply for planned industrial development
 in the eastern part of Indonesia, particularly Papua and West
 Papua, has hampered the government program aimed at
 accelerating the realization of investment in the area, says the
 head of the Investment Coordinating Board.

 A German firm previously said that it had planned to develop a
 petrochemical plant in West Papua with an estimated cost of
 $900 million. The company initially planned to start
 construction in 2013 and would have finished the project by
 2016. However, the planned project is now stalled. Papua and
 West Papua hold natural resources that can support energy for
 industrial development in the country."
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  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Sri Lanka has better health outcomes than its neighbor India and the 20 million people living
 in this small tropical island have great trust in their public health service. As new President
 Maithripala Sirisena takes charge, Sri Lanka's health service can demonstrate achievements
 but faces challenges. Medical care is free for all, but long waiting lists for emergency
 treatment remain a problem. This audio slideshow shows the struggle of a tsunami-stricken
 Sri Lanka to rebuild a reliable, effective public health service.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. VIET NAM: Warnings over power price hike
Source: Thanhnien News

"Viet Nam is set to increase prices of electricity, which is selling
 under cost, in a bid to attract investors in the power sector, but
 experts warn such a move will jeopardize all recovery chances
 for the economy. The Ministry of Industry and Trade is now
 reviewing a proposal from the state-owned Electricity of
 Vietnam, often known as EVN, to raise power prices by 9.5
 percent, from the current average of VND1,508 (7 US cents)
 per kWh.

 EVN has been increasing prices every year, and its new
 proposal has been backed by Deputy Minister Do Thang Hai,
 who said power price hikes will benefit the government,
 businesses in the sector and even the public. He said that
 compared to other countries, Viet Nam is charging less for
 power than the production cost, which discourages investors.
 But economist Ngo Tri Long said the government is not being
 objective. He said that auditors should look into EVN's staffing
 and production process to see if the giant has made any real
 efforts to reduce costs."

8. PAKISTAN: Reach out to small farmers
Source: Dawn

"Agro-based industries in Pakistan have minimal direct linkages
 with small-scale farmers, and a paradigm shift in approach of
 the industrial sector has now become vital to cultivate a
 relationship with the farming community, which produces raw
 material for them, Minister for National Food Security and
 Research, Sikandar Hayat Khan Bosan said.

 Bosan emphasized that agro-based industries should be set up
 in major agricultural producing areas. At the same time, the
 industrial sector should also develop linkages with agricultural
 research and development and play a role in the transfer of
 technology and knowledge to the farming community, he said."
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9. INDIA: A positive roadmap for growth
Source: Hindu Business Line

"Finance Minister Arun Jaitley was expected to spell out a path-
breaking Union Budget that would rev up the engines of the
 Indian economy with 'Make in India', the mantra expected to
 drive manufacturing and jobs. He may not have introduced 'big
 bang' reforms, but he has definitely cracked open the sluice
 gates for economic benefits to flow over the next few years.

 The budget will improve business sentiment and spur
 investments by domestic as well as overseas players in the
 country through easier regulations and an improved tax
 regime. The reduction of corporate tax from 30 percent to 25
 percent and the rationalization of various tax exemptions over
 the next four years is significant and is likely to encourage
 private investment."

10. PRC: Plans five-year air pollution control project
Source: China Daily

"China's Ministry of Science and Technology has started
 planning for a five-year air pollution prevention and control
 project, the ministry announced on Tuesday. According to the
 draft, the focus of air pollution control in China should be
 shifted from simply responding to heavy smog to a coordinated
 scheme to prevent both PM2.5, or airborne particles measuring
 less than 2.5 microns in diameter, and ozone.

 Air pollution monitoring and management practices will be
 shifted from the city level to a regional scale, the draft said.
 Authorities will promote joint scientific and technological
 research and sharing of achievements to support air pollution
 control efforts, the document said. The research will focus on
 the cause and spread of pollution, its impact on health,
 monitoring and warning systems, as well as pollution
 management and air quality improvement technology and
 strategy."
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IN DEPTH

1. PRC: Growth target cut to 'around 7%'
Source: channelnewsasia.com

"China lowered its 2015 economic growth target to
 'approximately 7 percent' Thursday, as authorities seek a more
 sustainable path for the world's second-largest economy after
 its decades-long boom. China also lowered its target for annual
 inflation to 'around 3 percent.' Annual inflation plunged to a
 more than five-year low of 0.8 percent in January, official data
 showed last month, felling fears the economy is on the brink of
 a deflationary spiral.

 China's leaders are trying to pull off a delicate rebalancing of
 the economy, steering it away from past reliance on major --
 and highly leveraged -- investment projects and towards one
 whereby consumer spending becomes the key engine for
 expansion. Slower growth is a welcome byproduct of the
 transformation, they say, and will result in a more sustainable
 economic model."

2. SE ASIA: Missing links need to be bridged
Source: straitstimes.com

"The first milestone towards an integrated ASEAN Community is
 coming up by the end of this year. Despite the overall progress
 towards closer regional integration, there is much speculation
 on the challenges and prospects of ASEAN's community-
building efforts. The obstacles are mainly in the missing links
 within and across borders via road, rail, air and sea; more
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 harmonized customs and immigration procedures to facilitate
 greater trade and tourism flows; and continuing mismatches in
 education and employment opportunities for young people in
 the region.

 Three emerging trends highlight the importance of addressing
 these challenges. First, the greater exchanges and cheaper
 modes of travel has quickened the pace of urbanization in the
 region, leading to emergence of economic corridors and urban
 centers as potential important nodes along the supply chain.
 Second, the economic imbalances between urban and rural
 areas are also leading to growing disparities. Third, it is
 becoming clearer that the pursuit of economic development
 requires an integrated approach with political and social
 stability, as jobs, energy and food security and environmental
 sustainability are all interlinked."

3. PHILIPPINES: Economy strong, but foreign investment
 lags
Source: voanews.com

"While the Philippines has recently become an economic
 powerhouse in Asia, with strong growth driven mostly by
 domestic consumer spending on goods and services, the
 government said it will focus on foreign investment, which is
 lagging. In 2014, the Philippine GDP was up 6.1 percent,
 placing the country behind China, which had the fastest
 economic growth for the year at 7.4 percent.

 But analysts and the business community say investors still
 face a long list of challenges, including limited or poorly
 maintained roads on which to move goods, near-prohibitive
 power rates and extensive red tape for setting up businesses.
 Foreign companies are particularly concerned about the 60
 percent domestic and 40 percent foreign ownership rule. Last
 year President Benigno Aquino signed a law allowing for 100
 percent foreign ownership of banks to attract more
 investment."

P O V E R T Y   S P O T L I G H T
NEPAL: No school for young brides
Source: globalvoicesonline.org

"Child-parents are a harsh reality in South Asia where child
 marriage remains rampant despite efforts by governments and
 civil society to combat it. In this environment, it is particularly
 girls who suffer being trapped in a cycle of poverty through a
 sudden end to their education, trapping the next generation of
 children they have, in a similar fate. Last year, 4,000 brides in
 Nepal were younger than 15-years-old, despite the fact that
 the legal age for marriage for both girls and boys is 18 with
 parental consent and 20 without consent.

 Mainly affecting the most historically marginalized class, the
 dalits, (also known as 'the untouchables' for their position in
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 the dying Hindu caste system), child marriage is often
 conducted in secret; part-ritual and part economic necessity, in
 the southern lowland belt of the country known as the Terai. In
 some of eastern Terai's districts data from 2012 shows that
 more than half of marriages involve girls under the age of 12.
 Once married, child brides must immediately grapple with adult
 responsibilities imposed on them by their communities.
 Procreation -- despite the fact they are not physically or
 emotionally ready -- is a key expectation."

4. INDIA: Putting the 'universal' in healthcare
Source: indianexpress.com

"Indians currently spend about $120 per capita on healthcare
 each year, of which only a quarter comes from the
 government. Universal health coverage (UHC) is at the heart of
 the government's healthcare agenda. The 12th Five Year Plan
 targets a long-term goal of UHC where 'each individual would
 have assured access to a defined essential range of medicines
 and treatment at an affordable price, which would be entirely
 free for a large percentage of the population'.

 But this year's reduced budgetary allocation raises troublesome
 questions about its ability to meet the UHC objective. Programs
 like Aarogyasri are a fiscal trap waiting to spring. They have
 not run into financial constraints yet because utilization remains
 low. Already, these programs have exacerbated the
 weaknesses of public systems. Further, they will face populist
 demands for the ever-expanding coverage of medical
 conditions and treatment choices."

5. VIET NAM: Free trade pacts on track
Source: thanhniennews.com

"Vietnam has completed negotiations for three of the six free
 trade agreements (FTAs) it sought to sign with other countries
 and blocs, according to the Government Office. All rounds of
 talks were finished last year for the FTAs between Vietnam and
 the Customs Union of Belarus, Kazakhstan and Russia, between
 Vietnam and the European Union, and between Vietnam and
 Korea.

 The three remaining FTAs are the Trans-Pacific Partnership
 (TPP), the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership
 (RCEP), and the pact between Vietnam and the European Free
 Trade Association. Vietnamese negotiators are working actively
 to finish the final rounds of negotiations for the unfinished FTAs
 as soon as possible, the government said."

6. BANGLADESH: Natural disasters to threaten
 manufacturing
Source: thedailystar.net

"Natural disasters could deal a serious blow to Bangladesh's
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 aspirations to become a manufacturing hub for investors
 leaving China after eight of its cities featured among the
 world's 100 cities most exposed to natural shocks. Dhaka, the
 country's biggest manufacturing hub, came in at 35 of UK-
based risk analytics company Verisk Maplecroft's annual list of
 100 most exposed cities.

 But above it were Barisal, which came in at 24, followed by
 Chittagong at 27, Khulna at 28 and Narayanganj at 33,
 according to Maplecroft. The report said the strategic markets
 of Philippines, China, Japan and Bangladesh contain over half of
 the 100 cities most exposed to natural hazards; Philippines has
 21, China 16, Japan 11 and Bangladesh eight. The index ranks
 the combined risk posed by tropical storms and cyclones,
 floods, earthquakes, tsunamis, severe storms, extra-tropical
 cyclones, wildfires, storm surges, volcanoes and landslides on
 over 1,300 cities from 198 countries."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
No country is immune to the problem of violence against women. Globally, one in three
 women will experience violence from their partner in their lifetime. Research by the
 Ministry of Finance in Timor-Leste found that 38 percent of women aged 15-49 have
 experienced violence at some point in their life. Many women never come forward about
 their abuse, or are prevented from taking action to stop the abuse due to barriers such as
 fear, lack of access to support networks, or beliefs that problems should be kept within the
 family.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. PHILIPPINES: First subway set for approval
Source: bworldonline.com

"The Philippines' first subway system and a modern motor
 vehicle inspection system under the public-private partnership
 (PPP) program will be taken up by the National Economic and
 Development Authority Board when it meets later this month.
 Up for approval are the P370-billion Mass Transit System Loop
 Project (MTSL) and the P19.33- billion Motor Vehicle Inspection
 System.

 The 12-kilometer MTSL -- to be undertaken under a 31-year
 contract -- aims to connect the central business districts of
 Bonifacio Global City in Taguig City, Makati Central Business
 District and the Mall of Asia area in Pasay City. It will be the
 country's first subway system. Nine projects have been
 awarded under the PPP program since its 2010 launch."
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8. CAMBODIA: Poor nutrition costing $400 million a year
Source: voacambodia.com

"Despite a decline in stunted growth and poor nourishment for
 children, malnutrition costs the Cambodian economy $400
 million a year, health authorities say. In a two-day conference
 held this week by the World Food Program, Unicef and the
 Cambodian government, officials discussed the costs of
 malnutrition, stunted growth, anemia and other maladies for
 Cambodian children.

 Both mental and physical health are affected by these, officials
 said at the conference. Maternal and child malnutrition cost the
 country nearly $90 million a year. Stunted growth and anemia
 cost the country nearly $130 million. Studies show the rate of
 stunted growth declining over the past decades, but acute
 malnutrition and rates of anemia have remained unchanged."

9. PAKISTAN: Underperforming economy misses most
 targets
Source: pakistantoday.com.pk

"Despite government's ambitious plans, Pakistan's economy
 remained mired in difficulties during the first half of the current
 fiscal year, said the Institute for Policy Reforms (IPR). A major
 concern was continued slow growth in large scale
 manufacturing. All determinants of growth such as agriculture
 and industrial production were sluggish and below the growth
 rate of last fiscal year. Industry grew by 2.5 percent in July-
November 2014 compared to 6 percent for the same period in
 2013.

 Power load shedding continued unabated in the country.
 Generation of power grew by only 5 percent above the level
 attained two years ago. The IPR report states that it is unlikely
 too that the economy would meet the investment target of 16
 percent of GDP. Its three elements showed a mixed trend.
 Machinery import increased by 6 percent and important
 segments, such as, textiles and agriculture saw double digit
 decline. Foreign direct investment saw an increase though the
 total amount remained small."

10. INDONESIA: Language proficiency test for foreign
 workers
Source: asiaone.com

"Indonesia is set to make proficiency in the Indonesian
 language a requirement for both existing expatriates in
 Indonesia and prospective foreign workers. The Manpower
 Ministry is planning to establish an online Indonesian language
 proficiency test for expat workers. The test would be accessible
 outside Indonesia for workers yet to come to the country.

 Manpower Minister Muhammad Hanif said the test would
 anticipate the launch of the ASEAN Economic Community later
 this year. According to the ministry's expatriate employment
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 permit records, the number of foreign workers in Indonesia in
 2014 was 68,762. Hanif's office is still discussing the technical
 matters related to the implementation of the plan, which will
 involve language institutions creating the test mechanism."
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IN DEPTH

1. BANGLADESH: An unlivable city, expanding fast
Source: Financial Express

"Dhaka was ranked 211th among 230 cities assessed in an
 annual quality of living survey. The rankings show how poor the
 situation is in the capital. It is now an unliveable city expanding
 fast in an unplanned way, turning it into a jungle of human
 beings. Over the years, Dhaka has witnessed its population
 bulge; its poverty and pollution conditions are also getting
 more complex and more challenging. At the same time, quality
 of housing, health and living has dismally gone down.

 In fact, the crux of the problems facing Dhaka is that people in
 increasing numbers are migrating from villages to the capital
 city in search of shelter, food, employment, business and other
 purposes. The pressure of the additional population in Dhaka is
 leading to a widening gap between demand for, and supply of,
 various types of facilities. Moreover, the floating population in
 the city is also creating socio-economic problems and
 environmental imbalance."

2. CAMBODIA: New border crossing to make trade easier
Source: Phnom Penh Post

"Planning for the Stung Bot checkpoint on the Thai border is
 almost finalized, with the construction of new infrastructure to
 support trade facilitation to be completed by the end of 2018,
 officials said. Development of the border crossing, connecting
 Nong Ian in Thailand's Sa Kaew province to Stung Bot in
 Banteay Meancheay provinces on the Cambodian side, would
 include new roads linking the checkpoint to National Road 5
 and National Road 58.
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 The Thai government will build a bridge connecting both sides,
 while Cambodia's government will seek $45 million in funding
 from Thailand to build the road connections and an
 administration building for customs at Stung Bot, an official
 added. The Stung Bot checkpoint, with its focus on trade, will
 help to ease congestion at the Poipet crossing."

3. PNG: Call for more support for rural SMEs
Source: The National

"Empowerment of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in
 Papua New Guinea should start at the district level, a business
 development officer (BDO) says. Gumine district BDO Dixon
 Daii said the people should be provided with financial capacity,
 which he said would enable people to venture more into
 business related activities.

 Daii said that during a signing of memorandum of
 understanding between the district and Nationwide Microbank
 to have a scheme rolled out which would help people in the
 district to have access to financial assistance when wanting to
 engage in business related activities. Most of the business
 activities that the people in the districts are engaged in are
 mostly agricultural activities, he added."

 
4. SOUTH ASIA: Fighting child labor
Source: Financial Express

"A recent International Labour Organisation generated report
 paints a grim picture of child labor in South Asia, particularly in
 India, Bangladesh, Pakistan and Nepal. The total number of
 children engaged in such labor has been estimated at 17 million
 and these four countries together are home to 16.2 million of
 them. Bangladesh ranks second with 5 million to India's 5.8
 million.

 This is an indication of the various deprivations that families
 and their young members in all such countries suffer. No
 matter how tall the claims are made about reduction of poverty
 in this part of the world, the fact is at the lower rung of society,
 in terms of development indicators, much of an inroad has not
 been made into endemic poverty. An absence of education is
 responsible for this. Millions of children in the South Asian
 countries, excepting perhaps Sri Lanka, are missing from
 education."

5. NEPAL: In search of strategic partners
Source: Himalayan Times

"Nepal's public enterprises have not been running efficiently.
 Most of them are loss-making entities; and even that who are
 making a profit are exceptions, and it is by virtue of their
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 monopoly and essential nature of products or services. What to
 do with such corporations has long been a problem for the
 government.

 One way to turn these white elephants into vibrant commercial
 entities has been to bring in a strategic partner, a highly
 reputed, big international company which can contribute what
 is needed to transform the ailing corporations on a long-term
 and mutually beneficial basis. In this connection, some
 government undertakings, for example, the Nepal Telecom and
 the Agricultural Development Bank, are reported to be on the
 lookout for strategic partners."

6. VIET NAM: Vocational education gap exists
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"Viet Nam needs to improve the quality and relevance of upper
 secondary school and technical and vocational education and
 training to fill the rapid growth in medium-skill employment
 under the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC). A report showed
 that structural change under the AEC will drive heightened
 demand for a different skills level, with medium-skill
 employment to increase the most, followed by low-skills jobs.

 Projections indicated that between 2010 and 2025, demand
 overall for medium-skill employment will increase by 28
 percent, compared to 23 percent in low-skill employment and
 13 percent in high-skill jobs. However, a survey of employers in
 2014 identified gaps in job-related technical skills, as well as in
 cognitive skills such as problem solving and critical thinking,
 and core skills such as teamwork and communication."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Polio vaccinators across Pakistan are facing increasing resistance and threats as they seek to
 prevent a growing caseload of sick children. Recently, as part of a campaign targeting 27.7
 million children across Pakistan, authorities arrested 470 parents in the Peshawar region for
 refusing to allow their children to be vaccinated. The number of confirmed cases has grown
 from 58 in 2012 to 306 in 2014, coinciding with increasing attacks on polio workers.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. PHILIPPINES: Light rail vs. subway
Source: Rappler

"Developing the Philippine's rail network through a light rail
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 system is more viable than a subway system, infrastructure
 giant Metro Pacific Investments Corporation (MPIC) said. MPIC
 Chairman Manuel Pangilinan said building a light rail system is
 easier and cheaper than the subway system pursued by the
 Department of Transportation and Communications (DOTC).

 DOTC is pursuing the P370-billion ($8.39-billion) Mass Transit
 System Loop project that would connect the cities of Makati,
 Taguig, and Pasay, now pending before the National Economic
 and Development Authority. However, Pangilinan said the
 government should first pursue expanding the light rail network
 before venturing into the subway system."

8. INDIA: Reforming mental health
Source: IPS

"The challenge of mental illness is an urgent priority for India,
 one that requires collective action and constructive reforms. By
 the year 2020, depression and anxiety are set to be the biggest
 illness facing humanity, costing the world about $13 trillion. In
 India, conservative measures from the Bangalore-based
 National Institute of Mental Health and Neurosciences estimate
 that about 10 percent of the population experiences a form of
 mental illness -- that is about 200 million people.

 Whether they're Bollywood celebrities like Deepika Padukone,
 who recently and poignantly blogged about her struggle with
 anxiety, or the painful stories of suicide that have emerged in
 recent years from farmers grappling with the pressures of
 prolonged drought, mental illness impacts individuals from
 every walk of life. It is also well established that mental illness
 particularly impacts those most vulnerable in our communities,
 especially those that experience poverty and discrimination."

9. PRC: Time for family-friendly population policy
Source: China Daily

"It is high time China reflected on the outcomes from its family
 planning policy in the past decades and accelerated its reform.
 There are about 180 million one-child families in China and
 they face high risks. The number of families that will lose their
 only child is expected to exceed 10 million in the future. A more
 family-friendly population policy allowing more couples to have
 a second child would reduce the number of such tragedies.

 Also the one-child family structure is unhealthy and has
 produced many social problems. For instance, a huge number
 of 'empty nest' elderly face numerous challenges from the lack
 of support in their old age. Many low-income families have
 suffered for a long time from poverty resulting from the huge
 fines and social maintenance fees collected because they have
 violated the family planning policy."

10. INDONESIA: Converting waste for a healthy economy
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Source: Jakarta Post

"Indonesia is rich in decaying materials of plants and animals
 and the most hazardous dump sites. The degraded
 environment near landfills is exacerbated by their potential to
 kill people, as in the landslide in Leuwigajah, West Java, which
 claimed 143 lives on Feb. 21, 2005. In Jakarta alone, solid
 waste amounted to 29,624 square meters per day or 10.8
 million square meters annually in 2010, thanks in part to the
 population of 10.9 million that year.

 Landfill is no longer an appropriate technology. Indonesia
 already has the legal foundations for solving solid-waste
 disposal in the environment. So, it must prioritize solid waste
 before it becomes overwhelming. It has tried to separate solid
 waste into organic and inorganic matter."
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1. INDONESIA: Invest in women's development
Source: Jakarta Globe

"As we reflect on International Women's Day, Indonesia's
 women are owed a debt of acknowledgement and gratitude for
 their significant contributions to the country's development.
 Human capital is the country's greatest resource. But Indonesia
 will never achieve its full potential as a nation unless the
 country collectively decides to respect women and invest in
 their development as individuals with their own ambitions,
 needs and rights.

 Only 53.3 percent of women are formally employed, compared
 to 86.2 percent of men, significantly impairing Indonesia from
 achieving its full economic potential. Too many Indonesian
 women continue to die for entirely avoidable causes, such as in
 childbirth: for every 100,00 live births in this country, 359
 mothers die in the process -- mostly from lack of access to
 adequate care -- a figure that has been rising in recent years."

2. CAMBODIA: Launches industrial development policy
Source: Phnom Penh Post

"Prime Minister Hun Sen said the Council of Ministers would
 review and pass the Industrial Development Policy 2015-2025,
 setting out a roadmap that aims to boost investment and
 broaden the country's manufacturing base. Hun Sen said the
 policy would diversify the economy, decreasing its dependence
 on traditional sectors, like garments, tourism and agriculture,
 and directing foreign direct investment toward agro-businesses,
 handicrafts and light manufacturing.
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 The policy framework will consist of four pillars: attracting FDI
 to boost industrial development in the domestic private sector;
 modernizing small- and medium-sized enterprises and linking
 them to multinationals; a regulatory framework that aims to
 enhance competitiveness; and policy creation on human
 resource development coupled with infrastructure and services
 improvements."

3. BANGLADESH: Removing investment bottlenecks
Source: Financial Express

"As the prime facilitator to investors from abroad, it is very
 natural that the Board of Investment (BOI) in Bangladesh
 should be at the forefront in easing investment-related
 undertakings in the country. The services that the BOI has
 announced to automate from the beginning of this month relate
 to registration, visas, work permits and setting up of liaison
 offices.

 Considered to be a package of one-stop services, to make such
 facilities available online will no doubt remove many of the
 initial troubles that overseas businesspeople eager to set up
 business in Bangladesh often face. Of the four services,
 registration has already been available online since 2010. But
 the more problematic areas that remained unattended were
 those of obtaining work permits and permission for setting up
 liaison offices."

 
4. VIET NAM: M&As can help auto market flourish
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"Merger and acquisition (M&A) can help domestic auto makers
 in Viet Nam grow their businesses and increase their
 competitiveness in the current cutthroat market. Most
 Vietnamese auto companies are small. They operate in tiny
 slices of the market involving import services, assembly and
 distribution. According to market insiders, auto companies
 must expand in order to catch up with the industry's rapid
 growth.

 However, the industry seems to have been ignored during the
 M&A wave, which has proved very exciting in the banking and
 finance sector. Experts expect M&A activity to increase as more
 companies reveal their M&A plans. The Ministry of Transport
 plans to sell almost all its stakes in the Vietnam Motor Industry
 Corporation this year, equivalent to 97.7 percent of its capital."

5. PHILIPPINES: Making a dent in poverty
Source: Phil Star

"Some quarters may dispute the figures, but the Philippine's per
 capita income rose by 6.4 percent in the first six months of
 2014 compared to the same period in the previous year,
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 according to economic managers, with growth most significant
 in the low-income group. This was seen to mean that the
 benefits of economic growth had trickled down to the poor.

 Economic managers, however, also conceded that the benefits
 were wiped out by higher food prices particularly of rice and
 the lingering economic impact of the destruction from Super
 Typhoon Yolanda. Poverty incidence in fact went up by 1.2
 percent in the first semester of 2014, bringing the figure to
 25.8 percent, according to the Annual Poverty Indicators
 Survey."

6. NEPAL: FDI and its practical side
Source: Himalayan Times

"Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) helps developing countries to
 balance the gap between desired investment and domestically
 mobilized savings. The general notion is that FDI has a huge
 role in terms of bringing a wave of economic changes that
 would benefit a country, and that is even more the case of
 developing countries like Nepal.

 Often referred to as a major tool of globalization since the early
 1990s, FDI increases ownership of assets across national
 frontiers. In the context of developing countries like Nepal, FDI
 can be regarded as the lifeblood for rapid economic
 development. FDI's contribution to all round development of
 the economy is crucial."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
The Nepal government's efforts to promote safe and minimal use of pesticides in the country
 now include an effective training program for vendors and others who deal with farmers.
 The training curriculum covers capacity development for secure sales, distribution, storage
 and usage of pesticides. Farmers were previously found exposing themselves to toxic
 pesticides by not following basic handling guidelines, and a study showed 44 percent of
 farmers were storing pesticides in their homes -- in living rooms, under staircases and even
 in bedrooms.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. THAILAND: Reform SMEs to prepare for AEC
Source: Bangkok Post

"Thailand should undertake reforms to beef up competitiveness
 in preparation for the fast-approaching Asean Economic
 Community (AEC), says Somkid Jatusripitak, chairman of the
 advisory board to the prime minister. He said accelerated
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 development of planned special economic zones (SEZs) and
 intensifying small and medium-sized enterprise (SME)
 development were the main priorities for sharpening the
 country's competitiveness.

 Development of SEZs is crucial to facilitate increased border
 trade in the AEC, said the former deputy prime minister.
 'Thailand has leapt forward the past 30 years thanks to
 developments such as the Map Ta Phut Industrial Estate in
 Rayong, and we need to continue these type of projects,' he
 said. Thailand hopes to open two SEZs close to the border this
 year, offering investors tax breaks and other incentives."

8. NEPAL: Need for early warning systems for floods
Source: E-Kantipur

"Every year, Nepal faces severe flooding that leaves behind a
 trail of disaster. The floods of 2002 killed more than 400 people
 and affected 39,309 families. In 1993, one of the worst flood
 years in the history of Nepal, floods killed more than 1,336
 people. Floods alone account for more than 35 percent of the
 disasters that occur in Nepal.

 Increasingly, erratic monsoon rainfall patterns and increased
 climate variability have led to more severe and frequent flood
 disasters. These adversely impact peoples' lives and
 livelihoods, agriculture productivity, and hydropower
 production, among other things. In addition to structural flood
 protection measures, like the building of appropriate
 infrastructure, non-structural measures, such as the
 implementation of early warning systems, can help minimize
 the adverse impacts of floods."

9. VIET NAM: HCM City the engine of growth
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"Ho Chi Minh City is to continue playing its role as an engine of
 Viet Nam's growth and a nucleus of development in every
 aspect in the southern key economic zone, experts agreed at a
 workshop in the city. At the event, which was held to scrutinize
 a blueprint on the city's economic restructuring for 2013-2020,
 Deputy Director of the HCM City Institute for Development
 Studies Tran Anh Tuan said the economic restructuring scheme
 has improved the quality of economic growth based on the
 effective use of resources, especially capital, labor and land.

 The scheme is aligned with a national economic restructuring
 project that targets public investment, credit organizations, and
 state-owned enterprises. Within the city's industry and trade
 sector, restructuring should be focused on stimulating
 production in tandem with fostering innovations and human
 resources, particularly in mechanical manufacturing,
 electronics, information technology, chemicals,
 pharmaceuticals, rubber, and food processing, experts
 suggested."
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10. PRC: Bringing dying villages back to life
Source: Foreign Policy

"Many traditional villages across China are now threatened with
 extinction. Although nearly half of China's 1.4 billion people are
 still classified as rural, the government has recently laid out
 ambitious plans to move around 250 million villagers into cities
 and towns by 2025, pushing the national urbanization rate
 towards 70 percent.

 In doing so, they hope to reduce entrenched rural poverty and
 transform the economy from its current investment-driven
 model to a more consumption-powered one. But the mass
 exodus of village residents to the cities would leave traditional
 architecture and ways of life abandoned. To help preserve
 villages, local governments want to implement small-scale
 design interventions and renovations aimed at reviving dying
 villages and turning them into destinations for tourists and
 artists."
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1. THAILAND: Pushes ahead with connectivity projects
Source: The Nation

"The Transport Ministry is pressing ahead with plans for
 connectivity projects linking Thailand with neighboring
 countries, in a move which should generate more investment
 opportunities and increase tourist arrivals. Marine Department
 head Chula Sukmanop said that the government plans to
 develop and improve connectivity not only in relation to the
 country's seaports, but also cross-border and air transportation
 links with neighboring countries.

 Greater connectivity would bring in more business opportunities
 and investment, as well as more tourists, he said, adding,
 'Thailand would reap many benefits if the transportation system
 were to be improved.' Chula said Asean nations were opening
 up markets for air transport, which was bringing more air traffic
 into Thailand."

2. PRC: To raise retirement age amid pension pressure
Source: China Daily

"China's pension fund will come under tremendous pressure to
 break even in the coming years and as such, the government
 needs to gradually raise the official retirement age to salvage
 the finances, a top official said on Tuesday. Yin Weimin,
 minister of human resources and social security, said the
 government will gradually raise the official retirement age,
 which is as low as 50 for some female workers, but stressed
 that any policy changes will be phased in over five years.

 Analysts have long warned about China's state pension crisis
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 and the severe funding shortage, with some estimating that the
 cash shortfall could rise to as high as nearly $11 trillion in the
 next 20 years. The fund's income stood at 2.3 trillion yuan
 ($367.3 billion) in 2014, exceeding its expenditure of 2 trillion
 yuan for the year, he said. But in the coming years, the
 proportion of Chinese over the age of 60 will rise to 39 percent
 of the population, from 15 percent now, Yin said."

3. INDONESIA: Road map needed to improve ICT
Source: Jakarta Globe

"Indonesia can improve its global competitiveness ranking in the
 information and communications technology (ICT) sector
 against its regional peers should the country identify the sector
 as a development priority, executives from global management
 consulting firm McKinsey & Company said. Indonesia's
 economy ranks as the 16th largest in the world at $850 billion.

 However, when it comes to ICT capabilities, the country ranks
 low, sitting at 85th out of the 148 nations reviewed in the
 World Economic Forum's Global Information Technology Report
 2014. Government agencies were advised to work together in
 setting up an ICT agenda and road map linked to the country's
 economic and social development priorities in the short term."

 
4. NEPAL: Introduces land acquisition policy
Source: Himalayan Times

"The government in Nepal has introduced the Land Acquisition,
 Resettlement and Rehabilitation Policy, paving the way for
 developers of various physical infrastructure projects to acquire
 land without affecting the livelihoods of people who have to be
 relocated from the area where such projects will be built.

 The policy, which calls for the creation of a scientific standard
 for land valuation and extension of compensation equivalent to
 the minimum market value of land, is expected to facilitate
 developers to implement projects, like hydro, roads and
 transmission lines, on time. This will reduce chances of
 significant cost overruns, which inflates project cost."

5. SRI LANKA: Targets $2.5 billion in tourism revenue
Source: Daily News

"Sri Lanka will be targeting a record $2.5 billion revenue from
 the tourism sector in 2015. Sri Lanka Tourism Development
 Authority Chairman Paddy Withana said that the figure was at
 $1.7 billion last year. 'Put together with the informal sector
 earnings from the tourism industry we expect that total
 earnings will pass the $6 billion mark next year. We are also
 hoping to target a record two million tourist arrivals for 2015,'
 he said.
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 He said that when he was heading the Tourist Board 10 years
 ago plans were drawn up to convert the Dedduwa water bodied
 lands near the Bentota area to an upmarket tourism project.
 However this project was stalled and now it is being opened up
 again. In addition 1,073 acres of land would be released for
 tourism development at the Yala Wild Resort."

6. BHUTAN: For healthy, sustainable growth
Source: Kuensel

"Bhutan's economy seems to be improving after it slowed for a
 while. New projections show that the economy is now set to
 grow at the rate of six percent. This is good news but it is at
 times like this when planners must think about how best to
 make the economy strong and resilient. For the economy to
 grow, there should be investment. Investments should be
 made in the areas that will help industries, big and small, to
 produce more marketable goods and services.

 There should be more private investments. For that to happen,
 encouragement is needed from the government. Hydropower
 has been the priority as it is the biggest earner of all sectors.
 What significant exportable products does the country have
 besides electricity? Major industries are not creating more jobs.
 At the same time, unemployment is adding a strain on the
 economy."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
In 2014, Tajikistan applied climate analysis to maximize investments in an aging
 hydropower system upon which half a million people depend. Some 63 developing and
 middle income countries are starting to shift to low carbon, climate-resilient economies with
 support from the Climate Investment Funds (CIF). With more than $8 billion in resources
 expected to attract at least an additional $57 billion from other sources, the CIF is
 accelerating, scaling up, and influencing the design of a wide range of climate-related
 investments in participating countries.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. MALDIVES: Economy picks up but debt high, says IMF
Source: Haveeru

"The Maldivian economy has picked up but the public debt ratio
 has been driven up to a high level, stated the International
 Monetary Fund (IMF). In a statement released after the IMF
 annual economic assessment on Maldives, the organization said
 that the growth rate for the economy was 5 percent, the same
 as 2014. And that it was driven by stronger tourism activity as
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 well as rapid expansion from Asian markets as well as
 encouraging signs of recovery from Europe.

 The IMF estimates that higher tourism exports and lower global
 food and fuel inflation had helped the current account deficit to
 around 8.4 percent of GDP in 2014, and that the current
 account was not substantially smaller than previously estimated
 in light of significant data reductions."

8. INDONESIA: Asia tiger at the crossroads
Source: Jakarta Post

"Indonesia has experienced impressive growth in recent years.
 On the basis of purchasing-power parity, the gross national
 income per head doubled to $4,730 during the decade to 2012.
 The proportion of the population living in poverty fell by almost
 half, from 24 percent in 1999 to 12 percent in 2012 (World
 Bank).

 The booming young population joining the workforce created
 huge demand for real estate and brought foreign investment in
 construction and consumer goods. Yet Indonesia's growth has
 been quite uneven and perhaps unsustainable in the long run.
 Real consumption grew by about 4 percent a year on average
 in 2003-2010. More alarmingly, for the poorest 40 percent of
 households it grew by only 1.3 percent."

9. PAKISTAN: A school that is no school
Source: Dawn

"Only one teacher, no boundary wall or security guard, classes
 in the open, and frequent animal attacks paint a gloomy but
 factual picture of the Government Moadab Boys Primary
 School, Chak Ranaywala in Pakistan. The school was
 established in 1938 but despite such a long history, it presents
 a picture of neglect and sad reflection of the country's
 education system.

 The gravity of the situation can be gauged by the absence of a
 boundary wall due to which cattle and dogs enter the school
 and disrupt classes, sometimes they even hurt minor students.
 The school building is also in a dilapidated condition. Cleaning
 is done by the young students who also take care of sanitation.
 Due to this deplorable condition, parents are reluctant to send
 their children to the school."

10. NEPAL: Guidelines for good agricultural practices
Source: Himalayan Times

"In a bid to protect consumers as well as to boost export of agro
 products, the Nepal government is going to initiate Good
 Agricultural Practices (GAPs), which would eventually cover all
 crops. The government is doing the groundwork to bring the
 guideline for GAPs based on the guiding principle of Food and
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 Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations.

 The Ministry of Agricultural Development has been planning to
 boost the export of agricultural products through GAPs because
 such products enjoy preferential market access at export
 destinations. Currently, exporters of agriculture products have
 been facing various hassles due to quality concerns being
 raised by the importing countries."
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1. ASIA/PACIFIC: Getting disaster resilience right
Source: Jakarta Globe

"World leaders and decision-makers from more than 100
 countries will gather from March 14 till March 18 in Sendai,
 Japan, to finalize a new global framework for disaster risk
 reduction which will replace the 2005 Hyogo Framework for
 Action. The stakes could not be higher, especially for the
 countries of Asia and the Pacific -- by far the most disaster-
prone region in the world.

 Many developing and smaller economies remain highly
 vulnerable to natural disasters, and climate dynamics add to
 the risk. With the growing frequency and intensity of disasters,
 enhancing resilience calls for effective pre- and post-disaster
 frameworks that include supportive regulations, risk-based
 preparedness and mitigation approaches, as well as innovative
 risk financing mechanisms."

2. INDONESIA: Forging ahead on infrastructure
Source: Jakarta Post

"The new Indonesian government has established the
 acceleration of infrastructure requirements as a top priority,
 recognizing that tackling the fundamental issues of poverty and
 unemployment, the perennial bugbear of a developing country,
 greatly depended on providing good access, communications,
 power and water to its citizens.

 A number of key projects, some outstanding for many years,
 have been once again emphasized for early attention and, for
 the long neglected maritime arena, a new strategy tabled. The
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 acute power shortage is recognized in the need to push ahead
 with 35,000 MW of new coal-fired power station construction,
 especially to support the industrial heartland of Java and key
 industrial zones elsewhere, e.g. in Sumatra."

3. NEPAL: Can reap benefits from demographic shift?
Source: Himalayan Times

"If the latest estimate of the Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS)
 is anything to go by, people aged 15 to 49 will make up around
 55.50 percent of Nepal's total population by 2031. This means
 a large portion of the population will comprise of people in the
 working age group at that time. This is very good news for the
 country because such people can make active contributions to
 the economy, and give a lift to the gross domestic product and
 per capita income.

 But to reap the maximum benefit from the demographic shift
 taking place in the country, proper policies must be framed,
 especially on job creation, a report says. The CBS data shows
 that Nepal's population will top 33.60 million by 2031, of which
 51.40 percent will be female and 48.60 percent male. Of these
 people, the share of people aged 15 to 49 is expected to reach
 55.50 percent, as against 50.60 percent in 2011. This indicates
 that the growth rate of the working population will be higher
 than those dependent on them."

 
4. PHILIPPINES: FDI at new high but dwarfed by peers
Source: Business World

"Foreign direct investments (FDI) to the Philippines surged to an
 all-time high last year on strong investor confidence, the
 Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) reported, but the long-term
 inflows still lagged behind those of many of the country's
 neighbors. Net FDI -- a key source of jobs and credit to the
 economy -- reached $6.201 billion last year, up 65.9% from
 $3.737 billion registered in 2013 and topping the upwardly
 revised $4.4-billion forecast of the BSP for 2014.

 Last year's result was also the highest level on record,
 according to central bank data dating back to 1999. It should
 be noted, however, that the BSP adopted a different method of
 computing FDI inflows since its 2012 report so figures onwards
 and before that year may not be directly comparable. In
 December alone, net FDI grew more than fivefold to $557
 million from the $102 million seen in the same month of 2013."

5. BHUTAN: Mopping up excess liquidity
Source: Kuensel

"The Bhutan government wants to create demand for loans by
 increasing economic activities, if there is excess liquidity in the
 financial system. The statement comes on the backdrop of
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 banks claiming that they are holding cash above usual
 requirements. Prime Minister Tshering Tobgay has said there is
 excess liquidity, if the recent raise in the cash reserve ratio
 (CRR) was triggered by the accumulation of excess cash in the
 financial system.

 The Royal Monetary Authority recently revised the CRR from 5
 percent to 10 percent. The central bank raises the CRR to mop
 up excess liquidity in the financial system, and lowers the CRR
 as the banks experience liquidity crunch. The prime minister
 said the economy has to be vibrant. The government doesn't
 want the banks to be bearing the brunt of holding on to excess
 money."

6. PRC: Growth beyond mediocrity
Source: China Daily

"The Chinese economy is still able to maintain a growth rate
 over the middle to long term that is much higher than the
 world's average if it works to tap its economic potential, says a
 recent article. U.S. economist Lawrence Summers has forecast
 that China's economic growth will slow to 5 percent by 2023
 and to a level slightly higher than 3 percent from 2023 to 2033.

 Such a forecast seems compatible with the 'new mediocrity',
 which believes an economy will decelerate to a level slightly
 higher than 3 percent after a high-speed growth like the one
 China has experienced, but it may underestimate China's
 potential. The 3 percent average global economic growth in
 recent years does not mean all countries will inevitably
 maintain such a rate."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Through numerous experiments, the Forest Restoration Research Unit at Chiang Mai
 University, Thailand, has found ways to optimize seedling vigor and health. As a result,
 they have developed an efficient way to restore tropical forest ecosystems, with advantages
 for biodiversity conservation, environmental protection and carbon storage.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. BHUTAN: E-cars still few and far between
Source: Kuensel

"Despite the government's quest to make Bhutan a hot spot for
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 electric vehicles, for every electric car sold, there are about 100
 fuel-powered cars hitting the roads in Bhutan today. In the last
 year, about 50 electric cars, mostly the Nissan Leaf, were sold
 in the country. However, in six months since the import ban on
 vehicles was lifted and revised tax imposed, records show that
 a total of 2,572 new regular vehicles were registered.

 Thunder Motor's Chief Executive Officer, Tashi Wangchuk,
 attributed the increase in fuel dependent cars to a lack of
 infrastructure for electric vehicles. 'It took about 50 years to
 build roads, establish service centers and install fuel depots,' he
 said, pointing out that the infrastructure available currently was
 more convenient for fuel vehicles."

8. THAILAND: Home tax would hurt the middle class
Source: The Nation

"The Thai Finance Ministry's land and property tax has been
 delayed for more study following heavy criticism. The intention
 is to boost tax revenue from landowners at least sixfold. It
 sounds like a good idea for the country's coffers, but taxpayers
 are upset. The very first clause in the legislation says houses
 and land worth more than Bt1 million would be subject to the
 new tax. That's pointed directly at most people who own
 houses in Bangkok and other big cities.

 The government insists that the property tax would benefit the
 country by improving land use and making it difficult to
 speculate on property. No one would leave land undeveloped as
 long as it's being taxed, it says. Policymakers are being naive if
 they believe the property tax would prevent property
 speculation. The land and property tax is not an overt evil in
 itself, but it would certainly open a can of worms. The existing
 tax structure is already viewed as unjust."

9. PHILIPPINES: Struggles to lower maternal mortality
Source: SciDev

"In 2013, about 3,000 Filipino mothers died from childbirth out
 of 2.4 million deliveries. Maternal mortality had settled at an
 unacceptably high level and was in a steady state. But several
 strategic developments in the last five years may actually be
 breaking down this stagnant situation.

 First is the policy of universal health coverage under the state-
run Philippine Health Insurance. Coverage has now reached 80
 percent of Filipinos nationwide, up from 60 percent three years
 ago. Second is the increase in facility-based deliveries in
 Eastern Visayas, one of the poorest regions in the country."

10. PRC: To accelerate creation of private lenders
Source: China Daily

"China will accelerate the creation of privately owned
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 commercial banks this year, according to a top banking
 regulation official. Guo Ligen, vice-chairman of the China
 Banking Regulatory Commission, said that the banking
 regulator will offer more licenses for private banks this year.

 Premier Li Keqiang said last week in the annual Government
 Work Report that there is no quota for private investors to
 establish small and medium-sized banks and financial
 institutions. Liao Min, director-general of the CBRC's Shanghai
 office, said only a few private banks were approved last year
 because some other Asian countries and regions had bad
 experiences with private banking at the beginning of the
 sector's development."
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IN DEPTH

1. ASIA: Emerging economies' demographic challenge
Source: Business World

"Population aging is often cited as a major economic challenge
 for the developed world. But a new report from the McKinsey
 Global Institute shows that shifting demographics pose an even
 greater threat to the growth prospects of many emerging
 economies. With population growth slowing, average annual
 employment growth in emerging economies is expected to drop
 from 1.9% to 0.4%.

 In absolute terms, the decline will exceed that of developed
 economies, where annual employment growth is expected to
 fall from 0.9% to 0.1% in the coming years. In most
 economies, employment is expected to reach its peak within
 the next half-century; in China, the labor force could shrink by
 20% over this period. The good news is that emerging
 economies have at their disposal a powerful means to offset
 these trends: productivity growth."

2. INDONESIA: Poverty reduction, forest protection
 linked
Source: Jakarta Post

"To prosper and to reduce poverty and inequality Indonesia
 must continue to curb deforestation and protect its threatened
 forests. President Joko Widodo has adopted important policies
 designed to further bring down poverty and reduce inequality.
 His decision to slash the decades-old fuel subsidy was a bold
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 and necessary move. Not only does it reduce incentives to
 consume fossil fuel, but the $23 billion freed up can be better
 used to boost public investments in much needed infrastructure
 and social programs to improve economic livelihoods and
 expand access to social services for the poor.

 The administration has also outlined programs to reduce
 interregional disparities by focusing development on peripheral
 regions and improving connectivity. To be effective, however,
 these efforts will need to be complemented by strong action to
 keep Indonesia's forests standing. Forest ecosystems in
 Indonesia support nearly 50 million people, many of whom live
 on less than $2 per day. Yet primary forest equaling the size of
 Sri Lanka was lost through deforestation in 2000-2012."

3. THAILAND: Programming in the mountains
Source: Bangkok Post

"The Mae Hong Son IT Valley project is a collaboration between
 public agencies, private companies and local communities to
 broaden job diversity and improve opportunities for young
 people in the remote mountainous province of Thailand. Ever
 since 2005, the National Electronics and Computer Technology
 Centre has worked with various universities to provide training
 courses on computer programming to teachers from 12 schools
 in Mae Hong Son.

 The course takes four months during which trainers travel to
 the nearby province of Chiang Mai every weekend to receive
 training and then pass on their skills to high school students
 back in Mae Hong Son. After a decade, there are many
 students who are now quite proficient in computer
 programming. Apart from enabling local students to become
 computer literate, the ultimate goal of the project is to
 encourage them to stay and work for their communities."

P O V E R T Y   S P O T L I G H T
PAKISTAN: The woes of the displaced
Source: IPS

"There are some three million internally displaced persons in
 northern Pakistan, forced out of their towns and villages over
 the course of a decade: first by militant groups operating in this
 remote tribal belt that borders Afghanistan, and more recently
 by Pakistan's armed forces, as they carry out a determined
 campaign against designated terrorist groups in the area. An
 estimated 900,000 people were displaced last year, nearly all
 of whom took refuge in Bannu where 'tent cities' were erected
 to house some 90,000 families.

 Each fresh wave of displacement has put more pressure on the
 Khyber Pakhtunkhwa government to feed, heal and shelter
 thousands of newly uprooted citizens, while simultaneously
 tending to some 2.1 million 'permanent' refugees who have fled
 the various agencies of FATA since the Taliban and other
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 militant groups claimed the region as a base of operations in
 2001."

4. BANGLADESH: Tackling river erosion on a priority basis
Source: Financial Express

"No fewer than 50,000 people in Bangladesh are made landless
 annually because of river erosion. This is a wake-up call on a
 grave situation involving loss of precious land. According to the
 Bangladesh Water Development Board, it loses 6,000 hectares
 of land due to erosion annually. Erosion has largely been
 responsible for the marginalization of a large number of the
 population.

 It has displaced people and adversely affected their social and
 economic circumstances, triggering a flow of migration and
 increasing urban poverty as its fall-outs. Although a number of
 policies and laws have been formulated with the aim of
 mitigating the needs of marginalized people, the country is still
 far from developing appropriate guidelines for addressing the
 causes and consequences of river-bank erosion."

5. NEPAL: Urged to increase connectivity
Source: Himalayan Times

"Diplomats and experts have suggested Nepal increase its
 connectivity of roads, airports and railways for economic
 development and to reap the benefits from two large
 neighboring economies -- India and China -- and other
 markets. Addressing the Annual Economic Diplomacy
 Conference 2015, Ambassador, Delegation of European Union
 to Nepal Rensje Teerink, said that connectivity is the key issue
 in Nepal.

 Giving an example of the recent incident of a Turkish Airlines'
 plane blocking Nepal's connection with the world for four days
 after coming to a stop off the runway, she underlined the need
 of more investment in airport infrastructure and the political
 will to do so. 'A second runway at the airport or development of
 a second international airport -- these works should be carried
 out without delay,' said Teerink."

6. VIET NAM: Launches nationwide PPP initiative
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"Public Private Partnerships (PPPs) are at the heart of the Viet
 Nam government's attempts to attract private infrastructure
 investment for public projects such as hospitals, universities,
 highways, bridges, airports and municipal buildings. Prime
 Minister Nguyen Tan Dung is focused on expanding the range
 of PPPs because he believes it is the best way to secure
 improvements in public services that Viet Nam so desperately
 needs.
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 He wants to develop a comprehensive nationwide PPP program
 because Viet Nam's rapid economic growth has outpaced its
 infrastructure, creating a major constraint to continued export-
led growth and investment in the future. Advocates of PPP
 argue that because sufficient public money is not available,
 many infrastructure projects would not be constructed at all if it
 were not for private investors providing the funds to finance
 them."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Scientists in Sri Lanka have developed mobile weather stations capable of capturing and
 transmitting near real-time rainfall data. Equipped with atomic clocks for precise time and
 date readings, the devices log on to global positioning satellites (GPS) automatically. The
 devices are based on open-source technology and rely on local materials -- at $250, they are
 far cheaper than standard, WHO-certified versions that can cost upwards of $10,000.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. LAO PDR: Inadequate workforce skills hamper growth
Source: Establishment Post

"The growing Lao PDR economy needs to diversify beyond its
 natural resource base to create more jobs and improve the
 business environment for foreign and domestic investors,
 according to two new reports. Greater private sector
 investment in businesses can increase opportunities in the
 agricultural, services and manufacturing sectors -- where the
 most new jobs can be created -- and opportunities for the
 country's youth will increase if future workers can learn more
 and stay in school longer, according to the Lao Development
 Report and the Investment Climate Assessment.

 As highlighted in the Lao Development Report, almost 100,000
 more Lao youth will start looking for work each year in the
 coming decade. The top constraint to private sector expansion,
 as cited by Lao firms in the Investment Climate Assessment, is
 inadequate workforce skills. More potential workers presents an
 opportunity for growth but only if productive, income-
generating jobs are created and workers have the skills needed
 to fill the positions."

8. CAMBODIA: Internet use surges
Source: Phnom Penh Post

"Internet use in Cambodia grew a staggering 414 percent since
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 January 2014, but penetration still remains relatively low at 25
 percent, according to a new report from a Singapore-based
 consultancy firm. The Digital, Social and Mobile in APAC 2015
 report said that more than a third of people in Asian-Pacific
 countries now use the Internet. Comparatively, the global
 Internet penetration rate, or percentage of the population
 online, is 42 percent, the report states.

 In addition, the new analysis says the number of mobile social
 media users is set to reach 1 billion by the fourth quarter of
 2015. Sok Puthyvuth, president of ICT Federation Cambodia,
 said a low starting point would explain the rapid growth in
 Internet use in the country, but that decreasing costs of access
 and improved coverage should see this rise continue."

9. THAILAND: Rice deal with China on the cards
Source: Bangkok Post

"Thailand hopes to finalize a government-to-government deal to
 sell 2 million tons of rice and 200,000 tons of rubber to China
 when authorities meet with their Chinese counterparts in early
 May. The government will try to convince China to ink the rice
 deal at the next meeting scheduled for May 6 in Beijing,
 Commerce Minister Chatchai Sarikulya said.

 He spoke after meeting with Wang Xiaotao, vice-minister of
 China's National Development and Reform Commission, in
 Bangkok about monitoring the progress of a memorandum of
 understanding (MoU) for the 2-million-ton rice sale. The MoU
 was signed last December for 1 million tons each of old and
 new grains along with the 200,000 tons of rubber."

10. VIET NAM: To raise environment tax on fuel
Source: Thanhnien News

"The government in Viet Nam has gotten the green light to
 increase fuel's environment tax rates 300 percent, expectedly
 from this May 1, in an attempt to mitigate losses resulted from
 the upcoming reductions in fuel import duties. Under a plan
 presented to the National Assembly's Standing Committee on
 Tuesday, new environment tax rates will be VND3,000 (13 US
 cents) per liter for gasoline and jet fuel, VND1,500 per liter for
 diesel fuel, and VND900 per liter for kerosene.

 The hikes will allow environment tax incomes to double this
 year to nearly VND35.6 trillion ($1.64 billion), finance minister
 Dinh Tien Dung told legislators. Since the adjustments will be
 applied together with decreases in import duties, domestic fuel
 prices will not be affected, he said. Viet Nam is set to reduce
 import tax rates, from 35 percent to 20 percent, on fuel
 products bought from ASEAN countries, China, and the
 Republic of Korea in 2015-2017, in accordance with their trade
 agreements."
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1. BANGLADESH: Sustaining food security
Source: Financial Express

"Can Bangladesh sustain the gains achieved in food security and
 make further progress toward sustainable food security by
 2030? One could be optimistic that this is possible. But the
 government has to provide an enabling environment through
 continuing investment in research and development,
 disseminating improved technologies by using modern
 information and communication technology, and targeting
 marginal farmers and women for credit, input subsidies and
 marketing support.

 The main challenge to progress toward food security emanates
 from increasing growth of the population. Reduction in
 population growth, from 3 percent per year at about the time of
 independence to about 1.2 percent now, is laudable. But there
 are indications that the progress made in fertility reduction has
 slowed down in recent years. The population is still increasing
 by 1.8 million every year. Rice production has to increase by
 0.4 million tons every year to meet the need for staple food for
 the growing population."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
3 ways to serve Asia and the Pacific's 'unbanked'
Without the right market infrastructure, access to credit will never be
 affordable, or safe, enough for those who need it the most, and will not
 become a true game-changer for development in Asia and the Pacific.
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 There are three ways we can make progress on serving the region's huge
 unbanked population.  

 
 
 

2. VIET NAM: Urban areas to number 1,000 by 2020
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"Viet Nam will witness an increase in the number of urban areas
 from the current 774 to 850 by the end of the year, and
 forecasts reaching 1,000 by 2020. Accelerated socio-economic
 development and global integration, in association with
 urbanization, is an irresistible trend for any country, said
 deputy minister of construction Phan Thi My Linh.

 However, rapid urbanization has caused various problems in
 urban areas. Urban infrastructure has failed to meet
 development demands, flooding and traffic congestion, she
 said. The co-operation, investment, assistance and sharing of
 experience from Japanese counterparts in both technology and
 knowledge will accelerate urbanization in Viet Nam, and
 improve Viet Nam and Japan's relationship, said Linh."

3. PAKISTAN: 41 million without toilets
Source: Dawn

"Recently, a UNICEF warning announced that an alarming 41
 million people in Pakistan lack access to adequate toilets;
 forcing them to defecate in public. Pakistan is in fact the third
 largest country, behind India and Indonesia, where people are
 forced to defecate in the open. This troubling practice which
 has become the norm for 41 million Pakistanis has profound
 health and nutritional consequences.

 The city of Lahore is home to millions of people and has only 21
 public bathrooms. Many of these are in dire condition and in a
 state of chronic decay. It is tragic that in a country that
 receives millions of dollars of aid annually, it has failed to
 provide the most fundamental necessities such as clean
 bathrooms. Forcing individuals to seek out places to defecate
 leads to stool withholding behavior, constipation, and stunting.
 These consequences have lifelong implications and must be
 addressed immediately."

 
4. INDONESIA: Leadership needed on infrastructure
Source: Jakarta Post

"Despite the repeated government pronouncement since 2005
 of a strong commitment to accelerating the development of
 basic infrastructure to fix Indonesia's acute shortage of power,
 frail power grids, congested roads, seaports and airports, no
 significant progress seems to have been made in this sector.
 Major projects still face tremendous challenges in land
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 acquisition, feasibility studies and snags in the bidding process.

 The government more than doubled state budget
 appropriations for infrastructure to Rp 290 trillion ($22 billion)
 this year, but as long as those problems are not tackled,
 infrastructure development will remain very slow. The main
 problem is not the lack of financing but rather the dearth of
 well-prepared projects, bureaucratic barriers in land acquisition
 and lack of professional management for big projects."

5. PHILIPPINES: Growth prospects seen as strong
Source: Business World

"The Philippines' growth prospects remain strong amid healthy
 demand and supply conditions, monetary authorities noted in
 their first policy meeting for the year last month. According to
 the highlights of the Monetary Board's Feb. 12 meeting,
 expectations for domestic activity 'continue to be firm' and
 positive growth dynamics should be supported by 'buoyant
 private demand, sustained bank lending growth, and upbeat
 business sentiment.'

 On the demand side, sustained inflows of remittances and a low
 inflation environment translate to higher domestic demand.
 Robust bank lending, as well as improved government
 spending, should also underpin domestic economic activity,
 monetary officials noted."

6. PRC: 72% worry about post-retirement expenses
Source: China Daily

"Nearly 72 percent of people surveyed in China admit that they
 worry about life post-retirement, China Youth Daily reported.
 According to an online survey conducted by ePanel Inc, a
 market research and consulting organization, out of 2,200
 respondents only 18.2 percent did not express worry about
 post-retirement life.

 The retirement pension is so little that I will not be able to
 afford the daily expenses, said one of the respondents Zhuang
 Liping, a 38-year-old who works in a pharmaceutical
 manufacturing company. Apart from contributing to the pension
 fund, 69 percent save money and 36.4 percent have bought
 commercial insurances to prepare for life after retirement."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
With over 600 million people living along the fault-line across the Himalayan belt, South
 Asia's earthquake exposure is very high. To further compound the problem, South Asia is
 urbanizing at a rapid pace and a significant growth in mega-cities, secondary and tertiary
 cities/towns is happening in high risk seismic zones. While there have been no major
 earthquakes these past 9 years, the region is akin to a ticking bomb for an earthquake
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 disaster. Keeping this in mind, a region was mapped of 3,000 kilometer radius from the
 center of India and earthquake events were analyzed over a one-year period from May 2013
 to May 2014.

 
 
 
 

7. MYANMAR: Needs more infrastructure
Source: Asia Nikkei

"Towering apartment blocks are going up on the northern bank
 of the Shweli River in the border town of Ruili, in China's
 Yunnan Province. On the opposite river bank, in Myanmar's
 Shan State, the ground is being prepared for something similar
 in Muse. State media in Myanmar says official trade through
 Muse reached $3.8 billion in the 2013-2014 fiscal year -- just
 over half the value of Myanmar's total with China. Seven years
 ago, combined imports and exports at the crossing were worth
 less than $1 billion.

 Despite growing numbers of heavy trucks taking cargo across
 the border, much of the trade is still done informally. Japanese-
made sedans are loaded with boxes of consumer goods and
 food; motorcycles are carried into Myanmar strapped across
 the backs of other motorcycles. Myanmar now wants to
 modernize this border town."

8. NEPAL: Capitalize on bulging working-age population
Source: Himalayan Times

"Experts have urged the Nepal government to formulate policies
 to capitalize on the huge share of the working-age group in the
 country's total population. The country will have the most
 number of people categorized under the productive age group
 in the next three decades, according to Shankar Sharma,
 former vice chairman of the National Planning Commission.

 'The country should take advantage of this fact by creating
 more jobs within the country by investing more in
 infrastructure development as against social sectors at
 present,' said Sharma. He urged the government to initiate
 reforms urgently to create a conducive environment to attract
 both foreign and domestic investment, which in turn would
 then generate more employment for a large number of the
 working group population."

9. PRC: Foreign investment restrictions to be cut
Source: China Daily

"China is cutting the number of industries in which it restricts
 foreign investment, in a move to further open up the market.
 The new Catalog for the Guidance of Industries for Foreign
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 Investment, which guide an increase or decrease in the flow of
 foreign investment into certain industries, will make the service
 and manufacturing sectors more accessible.

 Within manufacturing, the list includes the ethylene,
 papermaking, and electric transformation equipment industries,
 while for services includes the e-commerce, logistics,
 transportation, finance and culture sectors. The number of
 restricted sectors has been cut from 79 to 38."

10. PHILIPPINES: Disaster communications hub piloted
Source: SciDev

"A portable communications system that can provide emergency
 telephone and Internet services after disaster strikes is now up
 and running in Cebu in the central Philippines. The Movable and
 Deployable Resource Unit (MDRU) was launched last month in
 San Remigio, a coastal town in northern Cebu that sustained
 enormous damage during super typhoon Haiyan in November
 2013.

 The MDRU includes equipment and software for basic voice and
 data communications. It has a built-in management system
 outfitted with smartphones and tablets to enable relief workers
 to track and tabulate data on displaced persons and evacuees
 to communicate with relatives. The system runs on its own
 power source and can tap power generators or local active
 power lines."
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1. VANUATU: Struggles to account for cyclone damage
Source: AP

"Vanuatu's president said the cyclone that hammered the tiny
 South Pacific archipelago was a 'monster' that has destroyed or
 damaged 90 percent of the buildings in the capital Port Vila and
 has forced the nation to start anew. Officials in Vanuatu had
 still not made contact with outlying islands and were struggling
 to determine the scale of devastation from the cyclone, which
 tore through early Saturday, packing winds of 270 kilometers
 per hour.

 Paolo Malatu, coordinator for the National Disaster
 Management Office, said officials had dispatched every plane
 and helicopter they could to fly over the hard-hit outer islands.
 The airport in Port Vila has reopened, allowing some aid and
 relief flights to reach the country. Lonsdale said a wide range of
 items were needed, from tarpaulins and water containers to
 medical supplies and construction tools."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
3 ways to serve Asia and the Pacific's 'unbanked'
Without the right market infrastructure, access to credit will never be
 affordable, or safe, enough for those who need it the most, and will not
 become a true game-changer for development in Asia and the Pacific.
 There are three ways we can make progress on serving the region's huge
 unbanked population.
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2. VIET NAM: New social insurance scheme nears
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"The Viet Nam government hopes the new Law on Social
 Insurance, set to take effect from May 1, 2016, will overcome
 some of the fundamental shortcomings of the country's current
 social insurance policies. The law will broaden the coverage of
 the social insurance to boost the number of social insurance
 participants. This will include short-term or seasonal workers
 with labor contracts of one to three months and voluntary
 social insurance participants.

 In addition, gender equality is also incorporated into the
 provisions of the new law to ensure better welfare entitlements
 during maternity leave for both male and female employees
 and an adjusted pension calculation method for female
 employees intended to lessen the pension disparity between
 male and female employees."

3. BANGLADESH: Poverty alleviation, where to go from
 here?
Source: Daily Star

"Bangladesh has earned a considerable reputation for achieving
 remarkable success in reducing poverty not merely in its
 income/consumption dimension, but also in terms of health and
 education indicators of poverty. Nevertheless there is no scope
 for complacency. The country still has a long road to travel in
 its quest for the elimination of poverty.

 The proportion of people below the national poverty line has
 been nearly halved between 1990 and 2010. However, if the
 poverty line is based on a purchasing power parity daily income
 of $1.25, the progress is considerably slow. The achievements
 in terms of life expectancy at birth, under-5 mortality rate and
 literacy rate both among males and females are laudable. In
 spite of reasonably satisfactory progress, Bangladesh cannot
 afford to dilute its focus on poverty alleviation."

 
4. PHILIPPINES: Reforming fiscal incentives
Source: Business World

"The granting of fiscal incentives is a tool to attract direct
 investments, which in turn are necessary to create quality jobs
 and to sustain growth over the longer term. The regime of
 fiscal incentives in Southeast Asian countries is quite similar,
 which suggests that no country really gains a distinct
 competitive edge through fiscal incentives alone, and thus
 likewise suggests that countries will be better off scaling back
 incentives to reduce sacrificed revenues.

 The big difference though, comparing the Philippines with its
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 neighbors, is that it gives incentives aimlessly, arbitrarily and
 generously. In a paper titled Toward Rational Fiscal Incentives:
 Good Investments or Wasted Gifts? (2006), Renato Reside
 wrote that in the Philippines, 'a large amount of incentives
 being provided are redundant -- they are given to many firms
 that would have invested anyway without them.' Further, unlike
 its neighbors, the Philippines has many bodies that have the
 power to give tax incentives."

5. MYANMAR: Calls for more spending on education
Source: The Nation

"Several businessmen and politicians have agreed that Myanmar
 should urgently increase spending on education and health,
 which, despite increases in recent years, remains the lowest in
 ASEAN. Under-investment in the education sector has been a
 major problem in Myanmar, particularly when the country
 opens its doors to foreign investment.

 To win the Myanmar Investment Commission's approval, a
 foreign investor is obliged to maintain a certain ratio of the
 local workforce. Poor education in the country, following
 decades of military rule, has sparked concerns over the scarcity
 of skilled labor. In 2011, prior to the formation of the quasi-
civilian government, public investment in education was less
 than 1 percent of Myanmar's gross domestic product (GDP) --
 the lowest among 16 Asian economies."

6. INDIA: Tackle emerging agriculture crisis
Source: Live Mint

"The contours of the emerging agricultural crisis in India are
 very structural in nature and exactly why it is very different
 from previous ones. At the core of this altered context is the
 Indian farmer, who is particularly vulnerable. The Economic
 Survey of 2014-15 warns of a 'deeper shift' in agriculture and
 calls for 'greater attention.'

 The composition of agriculture has progressively undergone a
 fundamental change -- cash crops are now an increasing part
 of the new farming lexicon. For example, horticulture has
 emerged as the dominant segment. Given its perishable nature
 and link to the price cycle, it is prone to volatile risk behavior.
 The nature of farming too has changed. Inputs like family labor
 and domestic animals have declined dramatically."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
The threats posed by natural disasters in the Asia Pacific region are on the rise. The average
 annual number of disasters has almost doubled since the 1980s. Costs have climbed from
 $50 billion a year in the 1980s to just under $200 billion a year in the last decade. Almost 75
 percent of the losses can be put down to extreme weather events. Equally we know that an
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 ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. The evidence tells us investing in prevention
 before disaster strikes takes far less of a toll on people, their communities and their
 economies.

 
 
 
 
 

7. CAMBODIA: Boosts export growth rate
Source: Phnom Penh Post

"Cambodia was the only country in the Greater Mekong
 subregion to have increased its rate of exports following the
 2008 global financial crisis, thanks largely to garments
 accounting for the majority of its manufacturing exports, a new
 report has found. The Greater Mekong 5 -- Cambodia, Lao PDR,
 Viet Nam, Myanmar and Thailand -- have all increased exports
 over the past two decades, reaching a combined total of $383
 billion.

 But in the five years following the financial crisis, all of the
 Mekong 5, other than Cambodia, have seen a deceleration in
 their export growth rate, according to the ANZ's Greater
 Mekong Quarterly Outlook. According to the report, Cambodian
 exports had a compounded annual growth rate of 15.5 percent
 prior to 2007-2008 and rose to 16.2 percent in the five years
 following the economic crisis."

8. VIET NAM: SMEs need support to compete globally
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in supporting
 industries in Viet Nam need better support policies to enhance
 competitiveness and participate in the global value chain,
 experts stated. They added that the profit margins of SMEs
 remain modest. Statistics showed that the average profitability
 ratio of SMEs in Ho Chi Minh City is just 1.8% in comparison
 with the figure of 6.9% in the industry sector; reflecting that
 SMEs are struggling and the government's support policies are
 not working as expected.

 According to Huynh Van Minh, chairman of the HCM City
 Business Association, SMEs are encountering complicated
 administrative procedures and have difficulty accessing credit.
 He said that although the city has policies for providing capital
 support to SMEs, they remain worried about the fluctuations in
 interest rates, urging for more appropriate and stable interest
 rates to encourage investments."

9. THAILAND: Agricultural reforms focus on sustainability
Source: The Nation
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"Reforming farming, livestock raising, fishing and auditing of
 cooperatives, and restructuring farmers' Bt4.5 billion ($137
 million) non-performing loans with the Farmer's Reconstruction
 and Development Fund are the missions of the Thai
 government. Agriculture Minister Petipong Pungbun na
 Ayudhya said that under the country's agriculture reform the
 ministry is focusing on five areas to promote sustainable
 agriculture.

 A zoning system will manage the country's production of crops
 to match up demand in the market and stabilize the country's
 crop prices. For example, the Central region is suited to
 growing white rice, the upper Northeast for sticky rice and the
 lower Northeast for jasmine rice."

10. PHILIPPINES: Warning of a financial tsunami
Source: Business World

"There's a financial tsunami that's threatening the Philippine
 economy -- the sea of money created by the QE (Quantitative
 Easing) policies of the central banks of developed countries. A
 sharp peso appreciation will be a negative to the Philippine
 economy: overseas workers will see their peso incomes shrink
 (especially those working in Japan and the EU) and retail and
 real estate spending in the domestic economy will consequently
 be affected.

 Exporters will become more uncompetitive; domestic producers
 will see a flood of cheap, competing imports; and tourists from
 Europe and Japan will find the country more expensive. The
 flood of hot money will also inflate an already hot real estate
 bubble. The Philippine government should prepare and
 implement a national emergency plan to counter this financial
 tsunami."
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1. VANUATU: Infrastructure 'completely destroyed'
Source: asiaone.com

"Vanuatus's President Baldwin Lonsdale has asked the world to
 help the cyclone-ravaged Pacific nation rebuild its 'completely
 destroyed' infrastructure, as aid agencies warned that
 conditions were among the most challenging they have faced,
 with fears of disease rife. Aid workers said up to 90 percent of
 homes have been damaged. While the aid missions continued
 landing, workers on the ground said there was no way to
 distribute desperately needed supplies across the archipelago's
 80 islands, warning that it would take days to reach remote
 villages flattened by the monster storm.

 Many world leaders have pledged support, and military planes
 from Australia, New Zealand and France were arriving loaded
 with food, shelter, medicine and generators, along with
 disaster-relief teams. Oxfam said a lack of clean water,
 temporary toilets, water purification tablets and hygiene kits
 needed to be addressed rapidly. There are more than 100,000
 people likely homeless, every school destroyed, full evacuation
 centers, damage to health facilities and the morgue."

2. PHILIPPINES: Pricey food, typhoon worsen poverty
Source: bangkokpost.com

"Poverty worsened in the Philippines in the first half of 2014 due
 to government restrictions on rice imports and the lingering
 effects of a killer typhoon, according to Socio-economic
 Planning Secretary Arsenio Balisacan. Poverty incidence among
 Filipinos rose 1.2 percentage points to 25.8% in the first half of
 last year from the same period in 2013.
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 Higher food prices, particularly of the staple rice, and effects of
 typhoon Haiyan that devastated the central Philippines in 2013,
 wiped out gains in per capita income. Mr Baliscan said the
 increase in poverty could have been avoided by better
 management of food supplies nationally, particularly rice which
 accounts for 20% of the budget of low-income families.
 Philippine rice prices rose 11.9% in the first half of 2014 as
 supplies tightened due to lean harvests and lower imports."

3. SE ASIA: Investors look for manufacturing alternatives
Source: csmonitor

"The Philippines, Vietnam, and Indonesia are building
 infrastructure and dangling tax breaks for foreign investors at a
 time when the cost of doing business in China is rising.
 Companies from Japan and the United States have been
 expanding in Southeast Asia over the past five years, giving the
 region what officials say is added economic clout as an
 alternative to China.

 However, Southeast Asia faces shortages of talent and
 infrastructure as well as rules that may discourage foreign
 capital. But factory expansions are expected to boost jobs and
 spending in Vietnam, Thailand, the Philippines, Cambodia and
 other regions that have been relatively impoverished -- and
 begin to create economic momentum. Meanwhile, China's
 economic growth last year slowed to 7.4 percent, its lowest in
 nearly a quarter century."

 
4. LAO PDR: Updating 40-year-old national maps
Source: nationmultimedia.com

"Laos is to update its national maps, currently based on 1985
 topographical information, thanks to financial backing from
 Korea. Seoul has provided $3.5 million toward the project,
 which will update the information using a larger scale of
 1:2,000, and digitize the data, according to reports.

 The results would help infrastructure planning and
 socioeconomic development, with the objective of getting Laos
 off the list of Least Developed Countries by 2020. The current
 maps are smaller-scale and only exist in hard copy. Some
 aerial photography and other survey work has already begun
 on the project, which is scheduled to run until 2017."

5. PRC: Foreign investment restrictions to be cut
Source: chinadaily.com.cn

"China is cutting the number of industries in which it restricts
 foreign investment, in a move to further open up the market.
 The new Catalog for the Guidance of Industries for Foreign
 Investment has gained approval from the State Council and will
 come into force from April 10.
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 The guidelines will make the service and manufacturing sectors
 more accessible. Within manufacturing, the list includes the
 ethylene, papermaking, and electric transformation equipment
 industries, while for services includes the e-commerce,
 logistics, transportation, finance and culture sectors. The
 number of restricted sectors has been cut from 79 to 38."

6. INDONESIA: Set to boost construction sector
Source: spyghana.com

"A flurry of major infrastructure projects in Indonesia is set to
 boost the construction sector, although growth in the domestic
 building materials industry remains hamstrung by regional
 competition and government intervention in some cases. Over
 the next five years the government aims to build 5,500km of
 railways, 2,600km of roads, 1,000km of toll roads, 49 dams
 and 24 seaports as well as to construct power plants with a
 combined capacity of 35,000 MW.

 As a result of the government push to bolster the country's
 infrastructure, the value of new contracts is expected to rise by
 more than 70% this year to Rp45.8trn ($3.5bn), according to
 two state-owned construction companies. While Indonesia has
 ample resources and benefits from a strategic location and
 overall manufacturing strength, it has some way to go to
 achieve self sufficiency in building materials with more
 government efforts needed to reduce raw material prices and
 improve electricity supply."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Vietnam's Ministry of Industry and Trade has apparently submitted plans to the prime
 minister for approval, the sale will see the government's share in the Saigon Beer Alcohol
 Beverage (Sabeco) cut to 36%. The news will excite local and foreign investors, many of
 whom have been waiting for further shares to become available since Sabeco went public in
 2008. Vietnam is one of the biggest beer markets in Asia and growing at 10% a year.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. CAMBODIA: Food safety needs tightening
Source: phnompenhpost.com

"The Cambodian government will introduce a food-safety law
 later this year that would see the country adopt a set of
 national food safety standards and ensure greater coordination
 across ministries, according to a health official. Aing Hoksrun,
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 chief of the food bureau at the Department of Drugs and Food,
 said the law was being drafted and will apply to all kinds of
 food, including street food.

 In the absence of a wide-ranging food safety law, many food
 and beverage businesses are adopting third party standards,
 such as the Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points. But it is
 difficult to get food suppliers to follow these rules and maintain
 quality standards. In 2009, the Pasteur Institute conducted
 tests on raw chicken meat available in Phnom Penh's chicken
 market and found that 46 percent of the samples showed
 traces of salmonella. However, four years later, the rate of
 salmonella had dropped, possibly due to better education
 among vendors."

8. INDIA: Hoping for regular jobs with legal protections
Source: nytimes.com

"Two-thirds of India's more than 1.2 billion people are under the
 age of 35. Nowhere is the demand for jobs more acute, and the
 obstacles more formidable, than in rural areas that are home to
 more than 70 percent of India's population, including the 450
 households in this village. For all of India's advancement, fewer
 than 10 percent of workers have regular jobs with legal
 protections and social security benefits and as much as 5
 percent of the population falls into poverty every year.

 The expansion of education has made a difference in
 nationwide literacy rates. While very few villagers over age 60
 have any formal education, more than 90 percent of the
 younger generation are attending primary school. But going on
 to high school and college remains rare. Fewer than 7 percent
 of Indians (only 4.4 percent of young adults in rural areas)
 have a college education."

9. INDONESIA: Foreign ownership allowed in some
 sectors
Source: asiaone.com

"Indonesia is set to open a wide range of its business sectors --
 including communications and transportation -- to foreign
 ownership, with an eye on the rolling out of the ASEAN
 Economic Community (AEC) later this year. Foreign entities can
 have ownership in 74 subsectors in Indonesia as part of the
 ASEAN Framework Agreement on Services covering 128
 subsectors across 12 business sectors, including business,
 finance, transportation, health and social services.

 Based on the framework agreement, ASEAN members are
 required to allow foreign ownership up to 70 percent next year,
 an increase from 51 percent at present. With the foundation of
 the AEC, the 10-member bloc aims to become a single market
 and production base. It has effectively removed tariffs through
 the ASEAN Trade in Goods Agreement and is trying to reduce
 barriers in trade of services through the ASEAN Framework
 Agreement on Services."
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10. VIET NAM: Set to join ASEAN rubber council
Source: bangkokpost.com

"Vietnam has agreed to join Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia in
 a regional trading network aimed at shoring up rubber prices.
 Thailand has been lobbying its Southeast Asian neighbors since
 October to join forces to put a floor under rubber prices.

 In November, Thailand, Indonesia and Malaysia, which produce
 about 70% of world's natural rubber, agreed to cut exports
 from next year to drain supplies, though they still had not
 decided the amount and timing of the reduction. Thailand has
 lobbied other rubber-producing countries in the region,
 including Laos, Cambodia and Myanmar, to form the council.
 Officials are expected to meet on April 1 to work on the detail."
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1. ASIA: Farmers hardest hit during disasters
Source: thejakartapost.com

"The United Nations Food Agriculture Organization (FAO) has
 called on developing countries to intensively mainstream efforts
 centering on disaster risk reduction (DRR) into their agriculture
 policies, as various natural hazards during the past decade
 have significantly hampered their attempts to achieve food
 security.

 In a report released on Tuesday during the third World
 Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction, FAO said that many
 developing countries had made only limited progress in
 mainstreaming DRR strategy into the agriculture sector
 following the issuance of the Hyogo Framework for Action
 (HFA), which has been the international framework for disaster
 risk reduction since 2005. FAO data show that agriculture
 employs over 30 percent of people in developing countries such
 as Cambodia, India and Indonesia. Many of these farmers are
 vulnerable to the direct impact of disasters, particularly floods
 and drought."

2. THAILAND: Aging population and economic arthritis
Source: thanhniennews.com

"Women marrying later and having fewer children is one reason
 why Thailand will join the ranks of its northern peers, whose
 labor forces are shrinking, just as the number of working-age
 people in other Southeast Asian nations rises in coming
 decades. The decline will constrain Thailand's long-term growth
 potential, analysts at Credit Suisse Group AG said.
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 Almost a third of Thailand's population will be over 60 by 2050,
 compared with less than a sixth in the Philippines and a fifth in
 Malaysia, according to the United Nations. Thailand's working-
age population is forecast to peak in 2017, a year after Korea.
 Indonesia won't get there till 2058 and the Philippines not until
 2085. In China, which adopted a one-child policy in the 1980s,
 the decline began in 2012."

3. NEPAL: PRC increases aid five-fold
Source: ekantipur.com

"China has boosted its annual grant assistance to Nepal more
 than five-fold to RMB 800 million ($128 million) to mark the
 60th year of the establishment of bilateral relations. Nepal has
 been receiving RMB 150 million annually as grant assistance
 from the northern neighbor. The increased amount has been
 received under Economic and Technical Cooperation.

 Finance Secretary Suman Prasad Sharma said the grant
 received from China would be spent on various development
 projects including the construction of mega infrastructure.
 Meanwhile, China has emerged as one of the largest sources of
 foreign direct investment in Nepal. Similarly, Chinese tourist
 arrivals to Nepal crossed the 100,000 mark in 2013 reaching an
 all-time high of 113,173."

 
4. INDONESIA: Infrastructure essential for disaster
 resilience
Source: thejakartapost.com

"The government's plan for massive infrastructure spending
 over the next five years will become an opportunity for
 Indonesia to better manage and reduce disaster risks, an
 official says. Speaking on the sidelines of the third UN World
 Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction (WCDRR) in the
 northern Japanese city of Sendai, National Disaster Mitigation
 Agency head Syamsul Maarif said the addition of new or
 physically upgraded vital infrastructure, like dams, roads and
 irrigation systems, would help Indonesia, one of the world's
 most disaster-prone countries, build up systemic solutions to
 anticipate future disasters.

 The UN's newly launched 2015 Global Assessment Report
 (GAR15) states that economic losses from disasters are now
 reaching an average of $250 billion to $300 billion annually.
 GAR15, the fourth edition of the GAR series published since
 2009, also estimates that a global investment of $6 billion
 annually in disaster risk management would result in avoided
 losses of $360 billion over the next 15 years. The figure,
 according to the report, only makes up 0.1 percent of total
 forecasted expenditure on new infrastructure of $6 trillion
 annually."

5. ASIA: Can countries survive move to middle class?
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Source: pbs.org

"In 2010, after decades of reforms and diplomatic efforts to
 establish normal relations and trade ties with other countries,
 Vietnam graduated to 'middle-income' status. This higher
 ranking has come at a cost. Since its status changed to middle
 income, the nation of 93 million has seen a draw down of
 support from international development partners, as they shift
 their focus to countries in more dire need of basic food, water
 and security.

 Despite Vietnam's rapid economic development, some of the
 population -- mostly in remote rural areas where people work
 in the fields and live in dirt-floored homes -- still suffers from
 extreme poverty, disease, and the lack of medical facilities and
 jobs. About 13 percent of Vietnamese live on less than $1 a
 day. The reduction in international aid makes their challenges
 all the greater. Of the United Nations' 193 member states, 130
 are emerging middle-income economies. About 30 are still low-
income countries, and another 30 are 'donor' countries."

6. BANGLADESH: IMF welcomes value-added tax
Source: customstoday.com.pk

"The International Monetary Fund (IMF) said during a meeting
 in Dhaka that it welcomes the Bangladesh's strong commitment
 to launching the new value-added tax (VAT) in July 2016.
 Rodrigo Cubero said that Bangladesh's new VAT will increase
 revenue while reducing costs for businesses.

 He pointed out that VAT will significantly broaden the tax base,
 thereby building upon Bangladesh's very low tax-to-gross
 domestic product ratio. Cubero added that the introduction of
 the VAT 'should be complemented by further progress in
 modernizing and automating tax revenue administration and by
 enhanced taxpayer education.'"
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
This week, the UN World Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction in Sendai, Japan kicks off
 a pivotal year for disasters, climate and development. 2015 is playing host to an exciting
 mix of ideas, politics and pragmatism as new global deals are also struck on development
 finance, sustainable development goals, and climate change. These agreements will all
 influence the resilience of societies and economies to withstand disaster shocks and other
 more gradual stresses. But while much attention is likely to focus on targets, international
 finance, and national action, we need to keep sight of the key challenge: how can we
 incentivise investment in managing disaster risk?
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7. PHILIPPINES: Strong inflows seen a burden to
 exporters
Source: bworldonline.com

"Nearly $40 billion a year piles into the Philippines, thanks to
 work its citizens do abroad or for outsourcing firms, but the
 windfall also brings pain through an overvalued currency and
 the risk of catching the 'Dutch disease'. In the Philippines,
 inflows from outsourcing contracts and millions of citizens
 working overseas lift incomes yet also have made the peso
 appreciate sharply, to the point where Barclays reckons it is the
 most overvalued of the world's widely traded currencies.

 A strong currency could derail expansion for Philippine
 manufacturers. The sector, disappointing for decades, grew
 8.1% last year, and the Philippines -- despite poor
 infrastructure and rolling power-cuts -- seems well-placed to
 grab some production leaving China because of rising costs.
 But too strong a currency means it will be left behind."

8. TIMOR-LESTE: Proposals for fiber optic connection
Source: macauhub.com.mo

"The government of Timor-Leste is considering two recent
 proposals for the installation of a submarine fiber optic
 connection to Indonesia or Australia. Four possibilities are up
 for consideration, and the cheapest is the underwater link from
 Kupang on the Indonesian half of the island of Timor, with a
 link to the enclave of Oe-cusse Ambeno and another to Dili,
 with a cable distance of about 500 kilometers.

 The second, of a cable distance of about 750 kilometers, would
 be between Darwin in northern Australia and Suai, in the south
 of Timor-Leste. The third option (over 3,200 kilometers of
 cable) would be a link to Singapore, through Indonesian
 waters, in the Java Sea, to Dili and the last, the longest (6,500
 km) would connect Singapore to the Timorese capital, but
 through international waters, south of the Indonesian
 archipelago."

9. VIET NAM: Is internet speed too slow?
Source: vietnamnet.vn

"With the average internet connection speed of 2.5 Mbps in the
 third quarter of last year, Vietnam ranked equal to the
 Philippines and just above India (2.0 Mbps). According to the
 report, the average Internet connection speed in Vietnam was
 2.5 Mbps in the third quarter of last year, down 12% quarter-
on-quarter, while the highest speed to be recorded was 16.6
 Mbps.

 Regarding high-speed broadband Internet, the Philippines and
 Vietnam stood at the bottom of the list as the use rates were
 less than 1%. Meanwhile, with mobile Internet connection,
 Vietnam was at the bottom with the average speed of 1.1 Mbps
 and the highest of 7.9 Mbps."
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10. MYANMAR: Housing developments fall short of
 demand
Source: elevenmyanmar.com

"Housing projects currently in progress in Myanmar can barely
 fulfill people's need for shelter, according to the Department of
 Human Settlement and Housing Development. According to the
 Ministry of Construction, more than 18,000 rooms will be
 available in 19 low-cost and affordable housing complexes
 being built in various regions within the 2014-2015 fiscal year.

 Out of the 19 total housing projects, 15 are reportedly located
 in Yangon Region, one in Mandalay Region, two in Sagaing
 Region and one in Magway Region. The Ministry of Construction
 stated that the Department of Human Settlement and Housing
 Development has planned to construct 10 low-cost and
 affordable housing projects with nearly 20,000 units during the
 2015-2016 fiscal year."
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1. INDONESIA: Building a digital economy
Source: Jakarta Post

"Most executives in Indonesia know the nation is poised for
 growth and is well-positioned to leverage digital solutions to
 make that happen. The challenge is selecting the right
 strategy. The ever-growing Internet and smartphone
 penetration in Indonesia coupled with a large and productive
 young population are in Indonesia's favor for developing its
 digital economy.

 Consider the statistics: Indonesia's Internet penetration is
 roughly 30 percent of the total population and growing thanks
 to the government's five-year broadband plan. Among the
 more than 280 million mobile phone users, the forecast of
 smartphone users in the country is to grow to 103.6 million
 people in 2017 from around 61.2 million people last year,
 according to eMarketer."

2. PACIFIC: Opportunity to address healthcare
Source: The Diplomat

"Health systems in developing countries suffer from significant
 resource deficits. In these countries patients have difficulty
 accessing too few doctors at hospitals and clinics that in many
 cases are dispersed across a large and challenging terrain. This
 is especially true in the Solomon Islands, a country comprising
 more than 900 islands separated by large areas of open seas,
 as well as volcanic mountains.
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 One of the most difficult ingredients for a establishing a
 functional health system for a developing country like the
 Solomon Islands is having an adequate supply of properly
 trained healthcare workers, especially doctors and nurses. In
 2007, the Solomon Islands and many other Pacific Island
 countries established a health assistance program with Cuba."

3. INDIA: Gender gap limits economic growth
Source: Live Mint

"It is no secret that Indian women get a raw deal. One striking
 measure of this discrimination has been highlighted in a
 background paper published by the International Monetary
 Fund (IMF) last week, as part of its annual assessment of the
 Indian economy. India has a gender participation gap that is
 higher than all Group of Twenty (G-20) nations other than
 Saudi Arabia. An Indian male of working age is almost three
 times as likely to have a paid job than an Indian woman of
 working age.

 There is a gender participation gap of around 60 percentage
 points in urban India while there is a gap of around 45
 percentage points in rural India. While the fact that India has
 one of the lowest levels of female labor force participation
 among emerging markets could be because of structural
 problems, it is not at all clear why women have withdrawn from
 the labor force after 2005 despite the rise in incomes."

P O V E R T Y   S P O T L I G H T
PRC: One-child policy leads to 'hidden' children
Source: The Diplomat

"It might seem impossible that 13 million children could escape
 the notice of the central Chinese government, but this is
 exactly what was revealed in the 2010 census. A population the
 size of a small country has been denied birth registration and
 the corresponding proof of identity known as the hukou
 (household registration) by local Chinese governments. This
 document is usually necessary for children to access education.

 Most of these children were born to parents that had broken
 the 'one-child policy.' Defiance of the policy, in itself, will not
 necessary lead to a child being undocumented. Usually,
 children denied birth registrations are those whose parents
 have yet pay a 'social compensation fee' -- a fine for having
 their child without permission. Not only is denial of birth
 registration prevalent, many state officials see it as a key
 component of enforcing restrictions on reproduction."

4. VIET NAM: PPP investment mechanisms outlined
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"After nearly two years of drafting and stakeholder consultation,
 the Vietnamese government has promulgated a unified
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 legislation that governs private-public-partnership (PPP)
 investment projects. The PPP Decree seeks to introduce core
 PPP mechanisms, such as the value-for-money assessment of
 projects, viability gap funding, and PPP-structured feasibility
 studies, for which new terminology in the Vietnamese legal
 context (such as state investment capital, economic efficiency
 and project proposal) have been developed.

 Some new features that distinguish the PPP Decree from
 preceding regulations include: it sets out a step-wise PPP
 project cycle that includes screening and publication of
 projects, reliance on a feasibility study to determine value-for-
money and optimal contract structure, approval of state support
 and competition amongst investors to win project awards."

5. SE ASIA: FDI inflows hit record
Source: Thanhnien News

"Southeast Asia's major economies drew more foreign direct
 investment combined than China for the second straight year in
 2014, as growth in their giant neighbor cooled. But by country,
 inflows into the region were uneven, swayed by political change
 and the varying costs of doing business. Overall FDI into
 Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Thailand and
 Viet Nam rose to a record $128 billion in 2014, estimates show.

 That surpassed the $119.56 billion that flowed into China. FDI
 into the Philippines grew the fastest, at 66 percent, while in
 Thailand, where the military seized power last year, inflows fell.
 FDI into Indonesia, the region's biggest economy, rose around
 10 percent even though it was an election year."

6. PHILIPPINES: Gov't under spending a blow
Source: Business World

"During the last five years, from 2010 to 2014, actual Philippine
 government spending has been below planned spending. Yet,
 Finance Secretary Cesar Purisima is elated that the actual
 budget deficit is much smaller than the planned deficit. In
 2014, the planned deficit, the difference between expenditures
 and revenues, was P266.3 billion, or 2% of gross domestic
 product; the actual deficit was P73.1 billion, or 0.6% of GDP.
 Rather than being a sign of success, this is a sign of failure.

 The lower deficit is a result of serious under spending, which is
 disastrous for a country that is trying to reduce joblessness,
 poverty and hunger. The revenue-collecting agencies of the
 government -- the Bureau of Internal Revenue and the Bureau
 of Customs -- have consistently failed to meet their respective
 revenue targets."
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  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Indonesia says tourists from an additional 30 countries will soon be allowed to visit without
 a visa, but the policy will not be applied to Australia. Tourism minister Arif Yahya said the
 government would start waiving visas for citizens of several Asian and European countries
 and then ask for reciprocity. Announcing the changes, Mr Yahya said he hoped the policy,
 which could bring in an extra $1 billion a year to Indonesia's economy, would come into
 effect next month.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. ASIA: Budget carriers dominate skies
Source: Bangkok Post

"Budget carriers have become a force to be reckoned with in
 Southeast Asia, with their share of the region's total airline
 seating capacity soaring to more than half and growing. The
 ASEAN Secretariat said budget airlines' combined seat capacity
 in the 10-member ASEAN jumped to 57% last year from 13.2%
 in 2003. Low-cost carriers (LCCs) contributed a major part to
 double-digit growth in ASEAN's air traffic in the four years
 through 2013.

 Regional airlines fuelled 14.5% growth in intra-ASEAN travel in
 2013, creating 45.6 million arrivals with a sustained share of
 45-46% over the past five years, said an expert in the field. Six
 of the world's 10 busiest LCC routes were in ASEAN, including
 Singapore-Jakarta, Singapore-Kuala Lumpur and Singapore-
Bangkok."

8. KYRGYZ REP: Highway expected to boost economy
Source: Central Asia

"A coming highway is meant to transform the Kyrgyz economy,
 historically hampered by a forbidding mountain range dividing
 north from south. Construction began at the end of March 2014
 on the 433km highway, designed to connect Balykchi, Issyk-Kul
 Province, to Jalal-Abad city.

 The government expects the project to cost $850 million, and
 for construction to be completed at the end of 2018. Having a
 second north-south route will help stimulate mining in Naryn
 and Jalal-Abad provinces, which are home to large mineral
 deposits. The new highway will shorten the trip from Balykchi
 to Jalal-Abad by 330 kilometers."

9. INDIA: Plugging gaps in moves for financial inclusion
Source: Hindu Business Line

"The proposal to establish the Micro Units Development
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 Refinance Agency (Mudra) Bank to provide credit at reasonable
 cost to small business units is in consonance with the central
 government's larger game-plan of financial inclusion for all.
 Basic access to the weaker sections, by way of a savings bank
 account, has been delivered through the Pradhan Mantri Jan
 Dhan Yojana.

 The next piece -- ensuring transactions in these accounts -- will
 hopefully be met by channeling central and state government
 subsidies into these accounts as direct benefit transfers. But
 financial inclusion does not end with this. Providing credit at
 reasonable cost to those who have no access to it is a critical
 part of any inclusion initiative and the Mudra Bank, by
 funneling credit to long-neglected micro and small businesses,
 seeks to plug this gap."

10. INDONESIA: Shoring up the rupiah
Source: Jakarta Post

"The Indonesian government will launch next month a package
 of six policies to bolster exports and reduce imports in a more
 concerted bid to strengthen the rupiah's exchange rate, which
 has weakened against the US dollar by about 6 percent to over
 Rp 13,000 in just the first 10 weeks of this year. But judging
 from past reform plans in this country, launching policy
 instruments is one thing, but actually implementing them is
 quite another.

 The reform measures have been well designed to reduce the
 current-account deficit through the granting of fiscal incentives
 to boost export earnings and to encourage foreign companies
 to reinvest their earnings and dividends, cutting fuel imports by
 increasing the use of biodiesel and requiring exporters of
 agricultural and mining commodities to cover their shipments
 with letters of credit."
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1. SOUTH ASIA: Running out of groundwater
Source: scidev.net

"India, Nepal, Bangladesh and Pakistan along with China
 account for nearly half of the world's total groundwater use and
 these regions are expected to experience serious deficits, says
 the UN World Water Development Report (WWDR 2015).
 Between 1960 and 2000 India's mechanized tube wells
 increased from one million to 19 million. India has 26 million
 groundwater structures; Bangladesh and Pakistan each have
 around 5 million.

 Food grain yields have more than tripled since 1950 alleviating
 poverty, but 54 percent of India's landmass in 2015 faces high
 to extremely high water stress due to unregulated water
 withdrawal and intensified farming. By 2050, agriculture will
 need to produce 60 percent more food globally and 100 percent
 more in developing countries, including South Asia, the WWDR
 2015 foresees. This will result in greater competition for water
 among agriculture, urban centers and industry."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
People's Republic of China: The challenge of the middle-income
 transition
The Chinese economy grew by 7.4% in 2014 and is expected to expand by
 7.0% this year. These are impressive growth rates for any country but
 lower than what has been achieved in the past. Slower growth may provide
 space and opportunity for a more balanced, steadier pace of expansion, a
 view espoused by the Chinese leadership for much of the past decade.
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2. ASIA: Unprecedented sugar glut
Source: Jakarta Globe

"The world has never been so awash in sugar. Just as cane
 harvests expand in India and Thailand, farmers in Brazil, the
 world's largest producer, are ramping up exports to take
 advantage of a tumble in the exchange rate that has swelled
 their profit margins. And crops that were hurt by drought last
 year have been revived by rain. Global output is set to exceed
 demand for a fifth straight year, leaving the biggest stockpiles
 on record.

 More sugar is on the way. India, the second-largest producer,
 has approved subsidies for exports of as much as 1.4 million
 tons of raw sugar to help mills pay debt to farmers. All of that
 sugar signals global prices, already down 50 percent in three
 years, are poised to fall further. With rising agricultural output,
 global food costs tracked by the United Nations are the lowest
 in four years, including a sugar index that last month was the
 lowest since 2009."

3. INDIA: Task force to create poverty road map
Source: indiatimes.com

"A bump up is likely in the official count of India's poor as the
 government has decided to review the poverty benchmark
 before it unrolls a comprehensive plan aimed at tackling the
 problem. It has set up a task force, headed by NITI Aayog
 Vice-Chairman Arvind Panagariya, to define poverty and
 prepare a road map to alleviate it. The new task force report is
 likely to be in place by the end of June.

 Considering that the government has not officially accepted the
 threshold recommended by the C Rangarajan Committee, it is
 likely that the expenditure level to classify citizens below and
 above the poverty line will be raised. The Rangarajan
 committee had recommended setting the threshold at Rs 32
 per person per day for rural Rs 47 for urban poor. Its
 suggestion that it was possible for a person to survive on Rs 32
 a day was ridiculed by many."

 
4. SE ASIA: Banking integration framework finalized
Source: presstv.ir

"The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) has
 finalized a banking integration framework that will allow its
 banks to enter into joint bilateral agreements. Under the
 Banking Integration Framework (ABIF), ASEAN banks can sign
 bilateral deals to operate in the partner-country on the same
 terms as domestic financial institutions.
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 Zeti Akhtar Aziz, the governor of Malaysia's central bank, said
 the agreement will help to deepen trade and investment links
 to 'unlock potential growth' in the region. Zeti noted that the
 central banks of Malaysia and Indonesia have already signed a
 deal under ABIF. The ABIF framework, which was finalized at a
 meeting of ASEAN finance ministers and central bank governors
 in Kuala Lumpur on Saturday, was endorsed for the first time in
 December 2014."

5. ASIA: Efforts to reach the 'unbanked'
Source: wsj.com

"Some 2.5 billion adults didn't have a bank account in 2011,
 from a global population of around 7 billion, according to the
 World Bank's most recent estimates. Some 60% of adults in
 developing countries didn't have accounts, compared with only
 11% in high-income economies, according to the bank.

 Despite Asia's economic rise, many of the globe's 'unbanked'
 citizens, residing in countries including India, China and
 Myanmar, make do without access to savings, insurance and
 pensions. Commercial banks reject small deposits, citing high
 transaction costs. Poor customers complain it is too expensive
 to maintain an account, often live too far from a bank branch
 and lack collateral for loans. Many people don't understand
 financial products."

6. SINGAPORE: New handbook puts focus on poverty
Source: asiaone.com

"Poverty is a problem in Singapore that is under-appreciated.
 There are estimated to be between 110,000 and 140,000 of
 Singaporean households who struggle to meet such basic daily
 needs as food, rent and transport. Experts say poverty is well-
hidden because of Housing Board flats. To equip more
 Singaporeans with the knowledge to understand and debate
 these issues, the Lien Centre for Social Innovation launched a
 handbook.

 The government provides three main permanent schemes for
 the needy. One is the Public Assistance program that gives
 social aid to about 3,000 of the poorest households. Another is
 the Workfare scheme that supplements the income of about
 480,000 low-wage workers. And from early next year, the
 Silver Support program will give cash payouts for life to about
 150,000 of the poorest among the elderly."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
A message of empowerment marked Michelle Obama's historic visit to Siem Reap on
 Saturday, as the first lady of the United States aimed to advance her Let Girls Learn
 initiative in a country where females still face significant disadvantages in education. The
 first lady began her day with a visit to Hun Sen Prasat Bakong High School. The girls
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 shared stories of balancing hardship with learning with both first ladies. One student, 19-
year-old Savean, told them that she rides her bike 40 minutes to school every day and
 volunteers as an English tutor in her home village despite her demanding home duties.

 
 
 
 
 

7. PRC: Curbing risks from short-term local debt
Source: brecorder.com

"China will take steps to rein in possible risks from short-term
 local government bonds, including converting such bonds into
 long-term debt, the country's vice finance minister, Zhu
 Guangyao, said on Saturday. On March 8, the ministry
 announced local governments would be permitted to swap 1
 trillion yuan ($161.2 billion) of maturing, high-interest local
 debt for new official municipal or provincial bonds, to help cut
 interest costs.

 Zhu said local governments were burdened by piles of short-
term debt, including that raised through trust products. China
 has been trying to reduce excess factory capacity, local
 government debt and risks from a cooling property market,
 which are likely to drag growth to a quarter-century low of
 around 7 percent this year from 7.4 percent in 2014."

8. INDONESIA: Foreign investment takes a hit
Source: Jakarta Globe

"Red tape and legal uncertainties have scared off $23 billion
 worth of potential foreign direct investment in Indonesia,
 putting pressure on President Joko Widodo in his quest to
 attract investors. The country's Investment Coordinating Board,
 or BKPM, revoked the principal business permits given between
 2007 and 2012 to more than 6,500 foreign investors for failing
 to submit quarterly progress reports for the past seven years.

 Businesses in Indonesia have long complained of challenges in
 securing operational permits from local governments. The issue
 became the biggest push for BKPM's one-stop licensing service,
 which launched in January. However, the service has so far
 only integrated services among ministries, without taking into
 account regional administrations."

9. ASIA: Access to clean water essential
Source: pbs.org

"Worldwide, more than 340,000 children under age 5 died from
 diarrheal diseases in 2013 due to a lack of safe water,
 sanitation and basic hygiene. That's 1,000 deaths a day,
 according to the UN's statistics. What's more, the No. 1 killer of
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 children between the ages of one month to 5 years,
 pneumonia, can also be spread through a lack of hygiene.

 Although much improvement has been made in the past decade
 to aid children across the globe, there are still alarming
 numbers who do not have access to clean water, proper
 sanitation or even just a way to clean their hands -- especially
 after coming in contact with waste and feces. One of the most
 basic hygiene problems that haunt developing communities is
 lack of adequate toilets. Around the world, about 2.5 billion
 people do not have proper toilets."

10. BANGLADESH: Supervision of banking sector
Source: thefinancialexpress-bd.com

"Since the Asian financial crisis, central bankers in Asia have
 recognized the intricate link between macroeconomic
 performance and financial stability. Regrettably, the story is
 quite different in Bangladesh's financial sector. Strong
 macroeconomic indicators are not always reflected through
 financial sector performance. In other words, macro-financial
 linkage in Bangladesh is weak.

 Capital openness is expected to benefit capital-scarce countries
 like Bangladesh and link the macro-economy with global
 financial sector. The downside is naturally capital outflow,
 generally in response to higher external interest rates, resulting
 in currency devaluation or foreign exchange depletion. Ensuring
 that capital controls are removed during strong macroeconomic
 conditions reduces the risk of capital outflow and keeps
 Bangladesh attractive to foreign investors looking to diversify
 their portfolios."
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1. ASIA: Scaling up TB control initiatives
Source: financialexpress.com

"On World TB Day (March 24), WHO calls upon countries to
 aggressively scale up efforts to find, treat and cure these
 missing cases to eliminate TB. Tuberculosis affects nearly three
 million people in WHO's South-East Asia Region every year, of
 them nearly one million go undetected / untreated. The scale of
 TB in the region is alarming. The region still accounts for 38
 percent of the global TB cases. India alone accounts for 26
 percent.

 WHO South-East Asia Region has made gains against TB and is
 on track to achieve the global target of 50 percent reduction in
 TB death rates by 2015 as compared with 1990. The access to
 TB care has expanded substantially since the year 2000 with 88
 percent treatment success rates. Almost 22 million TB patients
 have been treated in the past 10 years."

2. VIET NAM: A new tiger economy
Source: thanhniennews.com

"Signs of Vietnam's growing clout are gathering: In 2014 the
 country overtook regional counterparts to become the biggest
 exporter to the U.S. from the Association of Southeast Asian
 Nations, muscling ahead of its more established manufacturing
 rivals of Thailand and Malaysia. Disbursed foreign investment in
 Vietnam has soared in the past 14 years to reach $12.35 billion
 in 2014. Samsung's operations in the country are growing so
 big that it got government approval to operate its own terminal
 at Hanoi's Noi Bai International Airport.
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 And manufacturers are shifting from China. Much of the work
 being transferred to Vietnam is in low-end manufacturing as
 China moves up the value chain: labor-intensive work in
 textiles, garments, furniture and electronics. The average
 monthly wage in Vietnam was $197 in 2013 compared with
 $391 for Thailand and $613 for China."

3. PACIFIC: Regional approach to development
 challenges
Source: islandsbusiness.com

"Pacific Island countries face unique development challenges,
 shaped by their small size, remoteness and vulnerability to
 natural shocks. Economic growth lags behind other developing
 countries in the region. World Bank analysis places the average
 growth rate between 2003 and 2013 at nine percent for
 developing countries in East Asia Pacific. Yet in the Pacific,
 average growth over the same period was closer to just three
 percent.

 With more than half of Pacific islanders under the age of 24,
 the number of working-age youth is expected to grow
 substantially over the coming decade. While many countries
 would see this as an opportunity, in the Pacific -- with small
 economies and limited formal sector employment -- it will be
 difficult to meet this growing demand for employment.
 Meanwhile, eight Pacific nations are among the top 20 in the
 world in terms of annual losses from disasters such as
 cyclones, earthquakes and tsunamis, with Vanuatu and Tonga
 listed as the most vulnerable."

 
4. INDONESIA: Economy too dependent on exports
Source: antaranews.com

"President Joko 'Jokowi' Widodo said he wants the Indonesian
 economy to not depend on exports but on sectors which have
 added values. He said that that the orientation of the country's
 economy was now being diverted to production and investment
 from consumption so far.

 To achieve these goals, the government has taken several
 steps such as improving infrastructure, providing electricity,
 developing toll roads, ports, one stop service facility, creating
 fiscal room and offsetting inflation. Jokowi said that the rupiah
 depreciation against the US dollar was a signal that required
 Indonesia to make improvement and to modernize its
 economy, yet it also protects the country's competitive edge
 both domestically and internationally."

5. PRC: Top meteorologist says 'huge impact' from
 climate change
Source: natmonitor.com

"There seems to be a battle over the environment being waged
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 within the Chinese government. Earlier this month, parts of the
 government endorsed the 'Under the Dome' documentary
 before other parts of the government censored and then
 banned it outright. Now the country's top meteorologist has
 told China's official Xinhua news agency that global warming
 poses significant risks to the country including increased
 droughts, lower agricultural output and potential risk to major
 infrastructure projects in China.

 It is rare for public officials to be so candid about the ecological
 risks facing the country. In addition, in its annual statement on
 climate change last week, the China Meteorological
 Administration stated that, 'by the end of the 21st century,
 there will be higher risks of extreme high temperatures, floods
 and droughts in China.' The focus of 'Under the Dome' was not
 climate change but air pollution. In this case the same sources
 contribute to both, however air pollution is more of an
 immediate problem for many Chinese."

6. INDIA: Missing the MDG targets
Source: financialexpress.com

"With just a year left for achieving the Millennium Development
 Goals (MDGs), India's scorecard on attaining them remains
 unsatisfactory. Of the eight goals, the country is on track to
 meet just one-and-a-half, will miss three-and-a-half and may
 just partially meet three goals. India will have to take some
 quick corrective steps to meet the targets which were set up by
 the United Nations in 2000.

 While the country has made great strides in reducing poverty --
 the share of people below the poverty line decreased from
 45.3% in 1993 to 21.9% in 2011 -- the target of halving the
 proportion of people suffering from hunger by 2015 will not be
 met. The irony is that despite buffer stock of foodgrains being
 more than double the requirements, India has still not been
 able to eliminate hunger from the country due to poor health
 and sanitation facilities."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Almost three months of unrest in Bangladesh has brought the school system to a standstill.
 Private schools in the capital Dhaka have mostly been forced to remain shut during
 weekdays. The bulk of learning is done at home, without the supervision of teachers.
 Teachers and parents are both worried about the isolation children face, not just because of
 the lack of teaching but also socially.
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7. MYANMAR: Special economic zone to be operational
 this year
Source: globalpost.com

"The first phase of Myanmar's Thilawa Special Economic Zone
 (SEZ) project will be completed and put into commercial
 operation by June, an official report said on Sunday. The SEZ,
 the first of its kind in Myanmar, has been constructed by
 Myanmar-Japan Thilawa Development, a Myanmar-Japan joint
 venture, since November 2013.

 The Zone-A, which occupies nearly 400 hectares in southeast
 Yangon, has employed 1,936 people, mostly Myanmar people.
 The entire facility, which is expected to complete by 2016-17,
 will create some 40,000 job opportunities, the report said."

8. SE ASIA: Calls for stronger taxation links
Source: vietnamnet.vn

"Vietnamese Minister of Finance Dinh Tien Dung suggested
 enhancing taxation cooperation among ASEAN members to deal
 with budget revenue reduction due to outside impacts, pricing
 transfer and tax fraud. At the the 19th ASEAN Finance
 Ministers' Meeting (AFMM-19), the ministers reached high
 levels of consensus on developing the regional financial market
 in anticipation of the establishment of the ASEAN Economic
 Community (AEC).

 They also agreed to promote the ASEAN Forum on Taxation in
 a bid to speed up tax harmonization while recognizing the
 progress in customs cooperation, including the successful
 implementation of the one-stop-shop mechanism in seven
 ASEAN member countries. The ministers signed a protocol on
 the legal framework for the implementation of the ASEAN
 Single Window to facilitate trade in the bloc."

9. BANGLADESH: At a crossroads of development
Source: thefinancialexpress-bd.com

"Simply high growth cannot be prudential for an emerging
 economy like Bangladesh. Growth must be sustainable to
 ensure steady pace of development. Bangladesh is now at a
 crossroads of development. The growth momentum that the
 country has achieved over the last decade must be continued
 and should be further energized to help the economy graduate
 to the middle income bracket by 2021.

 Bangladesh Bank initiatives on inclusive and green financing
 are yielding positive outcomes in terms of macroeconomic and
 financial stability, domestic demand driven broad based
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 inclusive output growth and faster decline in poverty.
 Agriculture, SMEs, and green projects have faced no credit
 crunch in Bangladesh during or following the global financial
 crisis. Incremental output from the agriculture sector and SME
 (small and medium enterprises) financing has helped uphold
 output stability and price stability in the real economy."

10. VIET NAM: PM okays new economic corridor
Source: saigon-gpdaily.com.vn

"Prime Minister Nguyen Tan Dung has approved a broad plan to
 establish a new economic corridor to enable goods to flow more
 freely between Viet Nam, China and Cambodia. It will
 complement other economic corridors already in existence,
 including the Bac Bo (Tonkin Gulf) Economic Corridor. The
 latest corridor will run from Lang Son on the Viet Nam-China
 border to Ha Noi, HCM City and Moc Bai border gate in Tay
 Ninh Province on the southern border with Cambodia.

 Like the others, the new corridor will not only develop trade, it
 will also lead to the development of facilities and infrastructure
 along the way and link with other corridors. Under the plan, by
 2020 the corridor's economic turnover is expected to reach
 $220 billion, accounting for about 70 percent of the national
 gross domestic products (GDP). Populations in urban areas
 within the corridor are expected to eventually account for about
 80 percent of the nation."
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1. INDIA: Ending the housing squeeze
Source: livemint.com

"The dream of home ownership is palpable across income levels
 in India, if not around the world. In this regard, the housing for
 all program is an important component of the government's
 many ambitious projects since its formation in May last year.
 The urban development ministry has been tasked with
 achieving the target of building 20 million houses by 2022 to
 replace urban slums and provide affordable housing to
 economically weaker sections.

 It is not clear if this target can be met. The magnitude of the
 task facing the government is daunting. It can be gauged from
 the number of people who live in slums, the population
 segment whose housing needs are huge. One estimate pegs
 roughly 17% of India's urban population, or over 65 million
 people, as living in slums. According to some estimates,
 investment worth $2 trillion in the form of subsidy may be
 required to cover the shortage. It is not surprising then that
 government policy action has been driven primarily by the goal
 of improving affordability of housing to the urban poor."

2. ASIA: Middle-income countries remain hungry
Source: hpj.com

"Brazil, China, India, Indonesia and Mexico may be rising
 economic powerhouses, but these five fast-growing, middle-
income countries are still home to nearly half of the world's
 hungry, or 363 million people. That is why policy makers must
 also pay attention to those living in the 'economic middle' as
 part of any strategy to effectively combat hunger and
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 malnutrition on a global scale, according to a new report
 published by the International Food Policy Research Institute.

 The 2014-15 Global Food Policy Report calls on governments of
 middle income countries to reshape their food systems to focus
 on nutrition and health, close the gender gap in agriculture and
 improve rural infrastructure to ensure food security for all. The
 report draws attention to the pressing need to regulate food
 production to prevent food-borne diseases, help small family
 farmers move up by increasing their incomes or move out to
 non-farm employment, improve social protection for the rural
 poor and support the role of small-scale fishers in satisfying the
 global demand for fish."

3. TIMOR LESTE: 'Running out of money'
Source: asiaone.com

"Timor Leste is one of the most oil-dependent countries in the
 world -- and analysts warn that the revenues will soon run out.
 Observers say such a hit to the economy could add to already
 high levels of poverty and even plunge the nation back into
 violence. Almost 80 percent of Timor Leste's economy -- and
 over 99 percent of exports -- come from its offshore oil and gas
 fields.

 But falling prices of resources in recent years have taken a
 heavy toll, with revenues plunging last year to $1.8 billion,
 from $3 billion in 2013. Also, the oil and gas income now
 comes almost entirely from the Bayu-Undan field, which is due
 to run out within five years. Analysts say the threat to the
 nation's coffers is dire, and the government has failed to boost
 the non-oil sector, particularly farming."

 
4. SE ASIA: Living standards rising slowly
Source: chinapost.com.tw

"Southeast Asia's dream of raising living standards to equal
 advanced economies will stretch for decades and the road will
 be paved with tough reforms that promise to test policymakers'
 resolve. A senior International Monetary Fund (IMF) official said
 these countries faced several challenges to raising incomes,
 among them the need to sustain high levels of infrastructure
 spending amid funding constraints, and the modernization of
 job-generating industries.

 David Lipton, IMF first deputy managing director, said that
 while some, such as Malaysia and Singapore, were nearing the
 high-income threshold, most countries in the region were still
 behind the curve in terms of so-called 'convergence' with
 advanced markets. Twenty years ago, Malaysia's per capita
 income was about $3,500. Now it has risen to $11,000 or near
 the $15,000 GDP per capita required for a country to be called
 rich. The Philippines' GDP per capita stands at around $1,600,
 according to research group Trading Economics."
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5. INDIA: Informal economy collides with boom
Source: BBC

"Historically, the key to pulling millions of people out of poverty
 has been industrialization -- the kind of factory jobs that turned
 China into the world's second-biggest economy. But
 manufacturing in India only makes up 16 percent of the
 country's economy. As in much of the developing world, there
 has been a migration of people from India's rural villages to the
 city. Only 68 percent of rural Indians can read. So when they
 arrive in cities, few are qualified for the jobs that are available.
 Many of them end up as street vendors.

 These low-level entrepreneurs make up a big portion of the
 informal economy, which accounts for a staggering 92 percent
 of India's population. One of the biggest obstacles to bringing
 these informal workers into the middle class is stopping
 corruption. In any category of informal worker, real wage is not
 real wage, says Arvind Singh, head of head of the National
 Association of Street Vendors in India. They give to police
 municipality, shopkeeper traffic, whoever gets an opportunity
 to extract money."

6. INDONESIA: Fiber-optics and smart cities
Source: techinasia.com

"Over the next five years, the Indonesian government plans to
 spend more than $420 billion on infrastructure projects in the
 archipelago. A large portion is to come from the private sector;
 for telecoms projects in particular, nearly all of it will. Indonesia
 is looking to streamline the new network build-outs and the
 government wants to ensure that the telecoms infrastructure
 push is efficient nationwide, and not just limited to the greater
 Jakarta area.

 Indonesia desperately needs telco infrastructure development.
 The volume of data traffic is forecast to grow by a factor of six,
 from 84 exabytes last year to 656 exabytes by 2020, according
 to a recent study. This year, Telkom is looking to build a fiber-
optic network that's capable of serving up to three million
 customers. All of this is part of an initiative to connect the
 entire archipelago from Aceh, North Sumatra to Papua in East
 Indonesia. Telkom's fiber-optic efforts in Indonesia are also
 meant to reduce the nation's 'digital divide,' which could be
 seen as one catalyst for the nation's education gaps and
 cultural differences across the islands."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
The Philippines is experiencing a building boom characterized by the construction of many
 residential condominiums. According to experts, there is an excess of roughly 77,000 units
 in the supply of residential condominiums by the end of last year. The units range from low-
end housing to high-end condominiums. Young, middle-income families are driving the
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 demand for affordable residential units. And for them, convenience is key. Most low to mid-
range condominiums in the city are strategically built near a mode of transportation like the
 MRT. And the price range of a studio to a one bedroom unit ranges between P1.5 million to
 P4 million depending on their location.

 
 
 
 
 

7. VIET NAM: Inefficient industrial parks to be shuttered
Source: tuoitrenews.vn

"Inefficient industrial parks in Vietnam with low occupancy rates
 will be scaled down or even closed to make room for other
 socio-economic development plans, Deputy Prime Minister
 Hoang Trung Hai has announced. Vietnam had a total of 295
 industrial parks. However, many industrial parks have no
 investors, or very few, so local authorities are considering
 reducing their areas or handing them over to new investors.

 According to Deputy Prime Minister Hai, the operations of
 industrial parks and economic zones have not been
 commensurate with their potential, as the average occupancy
 rate is just 65 percent. In 2014, Vietnam's industrial parks
 attracted a total $14.7 billion worth of new investments and
 additional capital. In the manufacturing sector alone, foreign
 direct investment (FDI) projects in industrial parks and
 economic zones accounted for over 90 percent of the total FDI
 in the country."

8. MALAYSIA: Set to launch consumption tax
Source: bangkokpost.com

"The Malaysian government will implement a new tax on goods
 and services starting next week despite public opposition, a
 report said Tuesday. Deputy Finance Minister Ahmad Maslan
 said the 6% GST is necessary to trim budget deficits, and
 follows international standards. Of 193 countries in the world,
 169 have already implemented the GST.

 The consumption tax is set to replace the current sales tax
 regimen. Malaysia's budget deficit in 2014 was 3.5% of gross
 domestic product. Prime Minister Najib Razak said the
 government was expecting a larger budget deficit due to
 declining oil prices. Malaysia is a net oil exporter."

9. BANGLADESH: Remittance mostly used in consumption
Source: thefinancialexpress-bd.com

"Use of remittance in Bangladesh is still more in consumption
 than investment even after receiving billions of dollars from
 migrant workers for over three decades, according to a recent
 report. The International Labour Organisation (ILO) in its study
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 found out the causes of such unproductive state of the foreign
 exchanges the country's overseas workers send home.

 It points out lack of policy and programs, including absence of
 awareness-building campaigns and training for migrating
 workers and families dependent on remittance. The ILO study,
 entitled 'In the Corridor of Remittance: Cost and Use of
 Remittance', says due to poverty, the marginal propensity to
 consume remittances is high and expected to remain high in
 the future."

10. LAO PDR: SEZs seen as key to expanding economy
Source: vientianetimes.org.la

"Special and specific economic zones (SEZs) have become the
 main driver for growth in the industrial and service sectors in
 Laos, laying the foundation for diversifying the nation's
 economy into the future. The SEZs not only contribute to
 urbanizing the remote regions of Laos and boosting economic
 growth but also contribute to generating income for Lao people.

 Over the past 12 years, about 198 companies have been
 approved to invest in the SEZs in Laos with the total value of
 investment amounting to over $6 billion. Of the total figure,
 more than $1 billion has already been spent on development
 activities at the zones. The largest number of foreign
 companies investing in the SEZs zones is from China. Currently
 over 10,000 people are employed in the zones, of which 32.4
 percent are Lao people and the rest are foreign nationals."
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1. BANGLADESH: Malnutrition substantially impacts
 economy
Source: dhakatribune.com

"Over the last decade, Bangladesh has made remarkable
 progress in fighting malnutrition. In 1997, the stunting rate
 was 58%, which declined to 41% in 2011, according to the
 Bangladesh Demographic Health Survey, 2011. However, the
 National Micronutrient Survey 2011-12 says only 20% of young
 children aged between 6 and 23 months receive the minimum
 acceptable diet. Rice dominates and its low nutrient density
 likely contributes to the high rates of zinc deficiency.

 According to undernutrition map unveiled in December last
 year, children under five suffered most from hunger in Sylhet
 division where 51.3% of children suffered from stunting and
 39.5% were underweight. Undernutrition puts children at
 greater risk of dying from common infections and increases the
 frequency and severity of such infections. It is irreversible,
 once it is occurred. Malnutrition costs Bangladesh more than
 Tk7,000 crore ($1bn) in economic productivity each year,
 according to a joint survey of Bangladesh government and
 United States Agency for International Development and
 Bangladesh Government in 2012."

2. LAO PDR: Boosting ties with Viet Nam
Source: tuoitrenews.vn

"Visiting Vietnamese President Truong Tan Sang and his Lao
 counterpart President Choummaly Sayasone have agreed to
 offer top priority to each other in order to further promote the
 traditional friendship and comprehensive cooperation. Trade
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 between the two countries reached $1.4 billion in 2014, up
 24.5 percent from 2013. Currently, Vietnam is the largest
 investor in Laos with 413 registered projects worth more than
 $5 billion.

 Both sides consented to complete a project to increase and
 upgrade border markers before the end of 2015. The two
 presidents pledged to facilitate all-level visit exchanges,
 strengthen cooperation in defense and security, effectively
 realize agreements reached at the 37th meeting of the
 Vietnam-Laos Inter-Governmental Committee, and promptly
 issue policies to facilitate cooperation in trade and investment
 between the two nations."

3. INDONESIA: Challenged by slowing economic reform
Source: wsj.com

"Politically popular but 'worrisome' protectionist policies could
 continue in Indonesia despite President Joko Widodo's efforts to
 reverse a slowdown in reform in Southeast Asia's largest
 economy, the OECD says in a new report. In its economic
 survey of Indonesia, the OECD said efforts to increase policy
 certainty, shore up finances, liberalize trade and improve public
 spending, among others, need to accelerate, as the backlog of
 necessary structural reforms and public investments has
 accumulated.

 Protectionist sentiment has long been evident in policymaking
 in Indonesia, especially in agriculture and mining, the OECD
 noted. A new trade law last year authorizes the government to
 restrict imports to protect or promote local industry and the
 government has recently declared several key sectors -- like oil
 and gas services -- off-limits to foreign investment. In 2013,
 Indonesia had the fourth-most restrictive FDI regime among 58
 countries surveyed, the OECD said."

 View full report: http://www.oecd.org/economy/economic-
survey-indonesia.htm

 
4. INDIA: Getting land for infrastructure projects a
 challenge
Source: indiatimes.com

"Amid a row over the land bill, India's Railways Minister Suresh
 Prabhu said infrastructure development would suffer unless
 adequate land is made available for such projects and
 government is trying to address the issue. His comments come
 at a time when the government is facing stiff opposition on the
 land acquisition bill, which is stuck in the Rajya Sabha. Unlike
 in China, he said in India most of the land is owned by farmers
 and others.

 The government in December last year issued an Ordinance to
 ease rules for acquisition of land for industries and other
 projects. This Ordinance, as per rules, has to be converted into
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 an Act within 6 weeks of convening of next Parliament session.
 The Budget session of Parliament began on February 23 and
 accordingly the land Ordinance has to be converted into an Act
 before April 5."

5. VIET NAM: Door to PPPs open for private investors
Source: vietnamnet.vn

"Analysts believe that Vietnam's latest decision to remove the
 state-owned capital limit for projects developed through private
 public partnership (PPP) would trigger a new wave of
 investment in infrastructure. With the PPP mode, investors can
 mobilize capital from many different sources. As the
 government has committed to bear a part of risks, analysts
 believe that PPP will attract huge capital from private investors.

 Under the old laws, state capital must not be higher than 49
 percent of total investment capital of BOT (build, operate,
 transfer), BT (build, transfer) and BTO (build, transfer,
 operation) projects, and must not be higher than 30 percent of
 PPP projects. However, the barrier was removed after the
 government realized that projects with different scale would
 need varying levels of capital."

6. ASIA: The bright future of the middle class
Source: huffingtonpost.com

"Despite recent economic uncertainty, Asia's middle class is
 growing fast. In the coming decades, this burgeoning
 demographic segment will serve as a keystone for economic
 and political development in the region, with significant
 implications for the rest of the world. The OECD estimates that
 the global middle class (defined as households with daily
 expenditures of $10-100 per person, in 2005 purchasing power
 parity terms) will swell to 4.9 billion people by 2030, from 1.8
 billion in 2009. Two-thirds are expected to reside in Asia, up
 from 28 percent in 2009, with China home to the largest share.

 Asia's growing middle class will transform a region known as a
 global manufacturing hub into a consumption powerhouse. As
 demand rises, more and better jobs will be created not only in
 Asia, but also globally, along supply chains and across
 production networks. With rising prosperity comes improved
 education and health care, which promise to help drive long-
term economic growth by improving productivity. In China, this
 would represent a significant shift from prevailing conditions, in
 which the children of poor households, especially in rural areas,
 lag in terms of nutrition and school enrollment, despite
 significant progress in recent decades on lowering infant
 mortality and raising educational attainment."
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Rice is a major contributor to climbing rates of obesity in both Asia and the rest of the world.
 A cup of rice contains about 240 calories. Now, scientists in the College of Chemical
 Sciences, Colombo, Sri Lanka have succeeded in halving those calories with a simple
 cooking method all of us can use. The trick is simply to add some coconut oil to the rice
 while cooking and then let it cool for 12 hours in the fridge. After that, steam the rice
 through to make sure it is pipping hot, in order to avoid any danger of food poisoning. Do
 not let it stay in the fridge for longer than one day.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. NEPAL: Capital expenditure too low
Source: ekantipur.com

"Nepal's capital expenditure is much lower than what is required
 to close the infrastructure deficit, the Asian Development Bank
 (ADB) said on Tuesday. The country requires capital spending
 to reach 8.2-11.8 percent of the gross domestic product (GDP),
 but it has stood at just 3.3 percent over the last four years, the
 ADB said, adding that raising the amount and quality of capital
 expenditure was one of the country's most pressing challenges.

 Not only has capital spending fallen short of the requirement,
 the planned spending is inadequate to meet the funding gap.
 Annual budgets amounting to 5.6 percent of the GDP have
 been planned over the last four years. A World Bank report
 states that Nepal faces a funding gap of $13-18 billion in
 infrastructure between 2011 and 2020."

8. INDIA: Building toilets not enough to end open
 defecation
Source: business-standard.com

"This might be the greatest development puzzle of all: Why
 growing prosperity over the past decades has failed to put an
 end to open defecation in India? Roughly half the Indian
 population continues to defecate in the open. Contrast this with
 China, where only one percent of the population defecates in
 the open. Or with Bangladesh, a country whose per capita
 income is only half of India's but only five percent defecate in
 the open.

 While Prime Minister Narendra Modi's call to prioritize building
 of toilets over temples last year was a welcome shift in political
 thinking, simply building toilets might not be enough to end
 open defecation. What is needed, some observers say, is a
 national movement, perhaps with Modi leading from the front,
 to change people's minds and attitudes. A lack of access to
 toilets is not the primary issue. The government has built
 toilets that often exceed international standards, spending Rs
 12,000 on one pit latrine on an average, while neighboring
 Bangladesh spends only Rs 2,000."
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9. INDONESIA: Can Jakarta get MRT moving?
Source: Jakarta Globe

"Phase 1 of work on Jakarta's mass rapid transit rail line is
 scheduled to be completed by the middle of 2018, in time for
 the Asian Games that the Indonesian capital is to host that
 year. The question is, can that be achieved? From a technical
 point of view, completion can be realized, but the real
 challenge relates to the non-technical issues, especially in the
 resolution of delays from land acquisition disputes.

 The project, which commenced about two years ago, is
 expected to cost an estimated $1.5 billion, which includes the
 electrical and mechanical systems for the system, as well as
 the cost of the trains. When fully operational, the MRT will be
 able to handle some 450,000 commuter journeys per day, but
 full success will also depend on linkages at important
 intermodal links, such as on the city plans with the proposed
 monorails."

10. VIET NAM: Seeking to develop branding for rice
Source: laosnews.net

"Vietnam's Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development has
 submitted a plan to the government that seeks to develop a
 Vietnamese rice brand name by 2020. Vietnam has long been
 one of the top three rice exporting nations, but it lacks brand
 names that are known in the global market, the ministry has
 said in its proposal. Around 90 per cent of the country's rice
 exports comes from the Mekong Delta.

 Customers in the EU, North America, Asia, and Africa have
 increased import of Vietnamese rice thanks to good marketing.
 But the ministry points out that Vietnamese rice varieties face
 challenges when trying to enter quality-conscious markets.
 Inconsistency in quality and poor hygiene are two major
 weaknesses besides lack of international distribution channels."
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1. INDONESIA: Role of banking in food security
Source: thejakartapost.com

"With such a big population and growth rate, the Indonesian
 government needs to be ready to provide adequate food in
 terms of both quantity and quality. If these requirements for
 food are not met, this will cause several social problems like
 poverty, hunger and a decline in human resources quality in
 the long term. To support food security, it is crucial that good
 infrastructure extends to all corners of the country so that food
 produce can be distributed evenly and accurately.

 Since Indonesia has a huge number of islands, infrastructure
 and logistics systems need to be considered in order to
 facilitate the public obtaining essential sources of food. In
 terms of the share of financing, lending in the agricultural
 sector was relatively low at only 5.9 percent of total credit
 disbursement in 2014. This was far below the share of lending
 in the trade, restaurant and hotel sectors (21.5 percent) and
 the manufacturing sector (18 percent). Going forward, the
 government needs to find a real strategy to encourage
 investment in the food sector."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
Learning crisis in South Asia
South Asia is home to a growing youth population and widely considered
 to benefit from the "demographic dividend" in the coming decades. The
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 United Nations Population Fund's State of World Population 2014 report
 The Power of 1.8 Billion: Adolescents, Youth and the Transformation of
 the Future therefore calls for increased investment in youths and
 adolescents.

 
 
 
 
 
 

2. PAKISTAN: Aiming for FTA with Indonesia
Source: nation.com.pk

"Pakistan is aiming to start negotiations on a free trade
 agreement (FTA) with Indonesia sometime this year, to expand
 on the current preferential trade agreement (PTA), which began
 in 2013. As a result of the PTA, which had been mooted
 between Pakistan and Indonesia since 2008, bilateral trade
 rose dramatically from around $1.1 billion in 2013 to $2.2
 billion in 2014.

 Pakistan's charge d'affaires to Indonesia, Syed Zahid Reza
 explained that Pakistan was aiming for a 25 percent rise in
 trade figures by the end of 2015. He added that people-to-
people relations between the two countries would also be
 improved further, with cooperation on think tanks and
 education being part of the plan. A major slice of Indonesian
 exports to Pakistan is from palm oil, as Pakistan is one of the
 world's largest buyers of Indonesian palm oil."

3. PHILIPPINES: Getting ready for one ASEAN
Source: philstar.com

"A survey reveals that the Philippines is not moving as fast as
 some of its neighbors in the journey towards ASEAN economic
 integration. Singapore, it is believed, is the most ready. But as
 many economists have pointed out, the ASEAN economic
 integration targeted by end 2015 is a 'moving' goal, and the
 fact that 99.6 percent of all tariff lines have already been
 reduced since 2010 to the target of 0-5 percent is already
 something that can be deemed as a huge accomplishment.

 Presently, however, intra-industry trade (or trade among
 member nations within industries, like electronics, motor
 vehicles and petroleum) is still far below the combined ASEAN
 trade with the rest of the world. On the table in the next ASEAN
 Summits there will be a lot of discussion on how the AEC will
 leverage its oneness to bring better bargaining power for its
 members in the global trade."

P O V E R T Y   S P O T L I G H T
BANGLADESH: Urban poverty demands alternative
 thinking
Source: thefinancialexpress-bd.com

"The share of urban poverty in the developing world has jumped
 from 17 percent to 28 percent in the past 10 years. In eastern
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 Asia, nearly half of all poverty is found in urban locations. In
 Bangladesh, research reveals the urban poverty rate is not
 decreasing. Rapid urbanization, increases in migration and
 unplanned extension of administrative urban boundaries are
 the major reasons for urban poverty.

 Access to services may appear enhanced in urban areas, but it
 is not for all. Often their quality is uneven and the competition
 for them is intense. Urban institutions are complex and hold
 various forms of formal and non-formal sources of authority
 and are not welcomed to urban poor. In rural areas, it is easier
 to implement programs including cash transfer, money for work
 by targeting poverty, while it is more complicated in urban
 areas due to a greater mobility in residence. In urban areas,
 migration of low-income groups from rural to urban areas is
 adding pressure on basic services, infrastructure and the
 environment."

4. BANGLADESH: Exploring the blue economy
Source: thefinancialexpress-bd.com

"The prospects of blue economy are multidimensional and it has
 opened a new horizon for economic development of the coastal
 countries through utilizing sea and marine resources. The role
 of marine resources in poverty alleviation, achieving autarky in
 food, protecting environmental balance, facing adverse impacts
 of climate change and other economic possibilities are
 immense. All coastal countries are becoming more and more
 vocal demanding their legitimate share of the pie.

 Bangladesh after protracted legal battle in the international
 maritime court has succeeded in establishing sovereign rights
 over more than 118,000 km of maritime territory 200 nautical
 miles (NM) of exclusive economic zone and 364 NMs of
 continental shelf. However, the potential of the blue economy is
 inextricably linked with certain challenges. These include
 protecting the area from international smugglers and pirates,
 sustainable use of biodiversity, and keeping the sea free from
 pollution and marine debris."

5. INDIA: Micro finance loans extended to 'missing
 middle'
Source: indiatimes.com

"After lending money to the just below and the just above the
 poverty line segment, micro finance institutions in India are
 now targeting the 'micro finance plus' segment by giving
 slightly bigger loans (between Rs 50,000 and Rs 200,000). The
 segment consists of people who have completed multiple loan
 cycles and have also grown their businesses.

 Such advances to small shop owners and traders (whose
 business is still not large enough to come under the Shops and
 Establishment Act) is termed credit to the 'missing middle' who
 have not been able to access finance from formal banking
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 channels due to lack of documents such as income tax returns
 and PAN card. However, micro finance players caution that
 chances of delinquency are higher in the small loan business
 segment as against micro finance."

6. VIET NAM: Agriculture unattractive to foreigners
 investors
Source: vietnamnet.vn

"While FDI in Vietnam's agriculture sector has dropped
 dramatically by 30 times over the last 15 years, domestic
 investment in the sector has been increasing steadily in recent
 years. Fifteen years ago, FDI in agriculture, forestry and
 fisheries accounted for 15 percent of total FDI. The figure has
 dropped to 0.5 percent in the last three years.

 Japan, the largest foreign investor in Vietnam, which has
 registered 2,500 investment projects in 18 business fields with
 the total capital of $35 billion, has only two projects in
 agriculture. A Vietnamese businessman noted that foreign
 investors have to spend big money to build factories and
 develop material areas. Meanwhile, they face high risks from
 changing policies and unhealthy competition in the market."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Thousands of Nepalese farmers have fallen into debt bondage and lost their land after paying
 exorbitant fees to agents for jobs abroad, and the government is trying to secure the rights of
 2 million Nepali migrants, a government official has said. Nepal government officials say
 they are working on improving local agriculture so that farmers can stay at home and not
 come under pressure to migrate.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. INDONESIA: Big banks hang hopes on infrastructure
Source: Reuters

"Indonesia's big, state-run banks are counting on government-
led infrastructure projects to revive flagging loan growth as they
 reduce credit lines to the risky commodities sector and as local
 businesses delay expansion plans. A more cautious approach to
 lending since last year cut overall loan growth to 11.5 percent
 in January, the smallest year-on-year gain in almost five years,
 the latest central bank data shows.

 The government's planned infrastructure projects will help lift
 loan growth in the second half of 2015, analysts say.
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 Indonesian banks have reduced their exposure to commodity
 firms as Chinese demand for resources from coal to palm oil
 has slowed. Many local businesses have also put their
 expansion plans on hold due to the slowing economy and the
 rupiah's plunge against the dollar, cutting demand for
 corporate loans."

8. MYANMAR: Universities to be autonomous next year
Source: elevenmyanmar.com

"Universities in Myanmar will be granted autonomy next year.
 Universities will be required to draft and submit terms and
 conditions to the government by September 2015. An official
 from the Higher Education Department of the Ministry of
 Education said the universities will get autonomy like
 universities around the world with the program starting in
 December 2015.

 Some universities under the jurisdiction of various ministries
 are currently being transferred to the Ministry of Education for
 budget reasons. The ministries will assist the universities with
 projects and budgets instead of intervening with the
 management of the universities. There are a total of 169
 universities and colleges in Myanmar under 13 different
 ministries."

9. PRC: Beijing to close more coal-fired power plants
Source: BusinessDay

"Beijing, where pollution averaged more than twice China's
 standard last year, will close the last of its four major coal-fired
 power plants next year. The capital city will shutter China
 Huaneng Group's 845MW power plant next year, after last
 week closing plants owned by Guohua Electric Power
 Corporation and Beijing Energy Investment Holding. The
 facilities will be replaced by four gas-fired stations with capacity
 to supply 2.6 times more electricity than the coal-fired plants.

 The closures are part of a broader trend in China, the world's
 biggest carbon emitter. Facing pressure at home and abroad,
 policy makers are racing to address the environmental damage
 seen as a byproduct of breakneck economic growth. Beijing
 plans to cut annual coal consumption by 13-million tonnes by
 2017 from the 2012 level in a bid to slash the concentration of
 pollutants."

10. INDONESIA: Smart city index launched
Source: asiaone.com

"Decades ago, urban conglomerations competed to clinch 'global
 city' or 'world city' status by luring big corporations to establish
 headquarters in their city. Now, the global 'smart city' concept
 has reached Indonesia. Kompas daily newspaper and state-
owned gas company PGN plan to conduct a smart city survey in

http://www.elevenmyanmar.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=9444:universities-to-be-autonomous-next-year&catid=44:national&Itemid=384
http://www.bdlive.co.za/world/asia/2015/03/25/beijing-to-close-more-coal-fired-power-plants
http://news.asiaone.com/news/asia/smart-city-index-coming-indonesia


 98 cities across the country, with a list of 15 finalists to be
 drawn up.

 The main criteria used for the index are economic conditions
 (smart economy), social interaction between the public and the
 administration supported by IT (smart society) and the
 environment (smart environment). Opening the index's launch
 on Tuesday, Vice President Jusuf Kalla emphasized that rural-
urban migration was an inexorable trend and would make cities
 ever denser. Based on World Bank data, 2025 will see the peak
 of Indonesia's urbanization, with 57 percent of the population
 living in cities, compared with 52 percent at present."
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1. PRC: Patent applications lead the world
Source: China Daily

"China recorded 928,000 invention patent applications in 2014,
 more than that of any other country, for the fourth consecutive
 year, according to data released by the State Intellectual
 Property Office. In 2014, applications for invention patents
 accounted for 39.3 percent of all applications, exceeding that of
 so-called utility model applications -- mainly cosmetic design or
 appearance -- which stood at 36.8 percent.

 Market insiders said economic growth, as well as higher
 demand from industry and individual consumers, have pushed
 up the number of inventions. One of China's priorities has been
 to boost innovation by improving protections for intellectual
 property, an effort that has induced many intellectual property
 rights firms to expand business. The country also plans to set
 up a standardized IPR service system by 2020."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
Learning crisis in South Asia
South Asia is home to a growing youth population and widely considered
 to benefit from the "demographic dividend" in the coming decades. The
 United Nations Population Fund's State of World Population 2014 report
 The Power of 1.8 Billion: Adolescents, Youth and the Transformation of
 the Future therefore calls for increased investment in youths and
 adolescents.
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2. BANGLADESH: Modernizing the railway
Source: thefinancialexpress-bd.com

"The Bangladesh Railway (BR), which enforced a substantial
 raise in fares only two and a half years ago, is mulling a fresh
 hike in both passenger and freight fares. The government had
 raised the train fare after 20 years by 80 percent with a view to
 reducing the subsidy given to the railways. Due to decrease in
 goods transportation and lack of line capacity, the losses are
 continuing to mount. The railway in the last four years has seen
 about a 39 percent drop in goods transportation.

 Passengers are still complaining about the services provided by
 the BR as schedules, seating arrangements and toilet facilities
 were yet to improve. Derailments of trains, because of the
 dilapidated state of railway tracks, continue to disrupt the train
 communication. The railway continues to see a fall in number
 of its passengers."

3. ASIA: BRICS consent to promote judicial cooperation
Source: China Daily

"Top courts in BRICS countries signed a statement Saturday to
 promote judicial cooperation, raising cooperation among the
 five member countries to a new level, the chief judge of China
 said. The Sanya Statement said BRICS, representing Brazil,
 Russia, India, China and South Africa, has realized the serious
 challenges from environmental resource issues and will
 emphasize the use of judicial means to protect them.

 The members call for pragmatic judicial cooperation among
 countries to improve the rule of law and pursue balancing
 development among the economy, society and environment.
 Members also are committed to improving their judicial
 systems through judicial reforms and international exchanges.
 The exchanges will include programs for judges, such as
 organizing mutual visits, hosting training for visiting judges and
 jointly holding workshops to help improve their professional
 skills."

 
4. INDIA: Perceptions vs poverty
Source: dnaindia.com

"The easy availability of cheaper clothing and food has changed
 the habits of the poor. This creates the wrong impression about
 the neo-poor. Today's poor may not be facing so much
 starvation as they had the past. It is somewhat easy to trace
 the reason: science and technology have made famines and
 food shortages a thing of the past and granaries are
 overflowing with foodgrain. As there is not enough storage
 capacity, the government has been compelled to introduce
 various schemes to provide cheap or free foodgrain to the
 below-poverty-line families.
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 But the rise in foodgrain production sometimes leads to
 distress-selling by farmers at low prices. Many of them,
 especially in the relatively developed states, are driven to
 suicide as they are not getting good returns from farming and
 are not able to pay back their debts. The children of the poor
 are still going to schools where there are no toilets and drinking
 water facilities. In some cases the school buildings have
 improved, but the quality of education hasn't."

5. PRC: Rich-poor gap growing wider
Source: chinatopix.com

"China has about 2.4 million households that are classified as
 millionaires. However, while wealth is expanding, the country's
 wealth gap is also growing wider at a faster rate despite the
 growth in per capita income and decline in the number of
 Chinese living on less than $1.25 a day, according to a working
 paper by the International Monetary Fund (IMF). While many
 Chinese have moved out of poverty because of Beijing's
 economic strategy that targets higher growth rates, the authors
 warned that the worsening income inequality could impact
 future growth negatively.

 Credit-fueled investment and the export-led development
 model are pinpointed as the main drivers of a sharp boost in
 income inequality over the last 30 years. To address these
 issues, the IMF recommended higher taxes on high earners to
 achieve redistribution of income, widening personal tax and
 charging value added tax on services. They also suggested
 lower labor taxes that affect low- and middle-income earners."

6. BANGLADESH: The pipeline that wasn't
Source: en.prothom-alo.com

"The lack of convergence in the energy security policies of
 Bangladesh and India has impacted the outcome of the
 Myanmar-Bangladesh-India pipeline project. This project,
 envisaged as an important aspect of the energy security policy
 of India, has in the past failed to accommodate the needs of
 Bangladesh; this has resulted in an indefinite delay in project
 implementation.

 However, recent changes in the energy scenario of Bangladesh
 have enabled greater convergence in the energy policies of
 both countries leading once again to prospects of a revival of
 the project. Project implementation has also been stalled by
 the construction of the Myanmar-China pipeline project which
 consists of dual oil and gas pipelines. Competition between the
 two projects stems from uncertainty regarding just how much
 gas Myanmar actually has for export."
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Over the last decades, the government has invested more than $10 billion to make
 Bangladesh less vulnerable to natural disasters. However, climate change is causing
 increasing suffering. The authorities need to frame a long-term strategy to save the coastal
 people's lives and livelihoods. Currently, there is no comprehensive program to ensure the
 return of displaced persons to their homes, nor to facilitate their relocation to other parts of
 Bangladesh.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. PHILIPPINES: Consensus emerges on growth drivers
Source: manilatimes.net

"Forecasts on Philippine economic growth this year appear to
 have a consensus on the main driving factors. The latest
 predictions, coming from global investment banks Barclays of
 the UK and DBS of Singapore, agree that lower oil prices,
 infrastructure development, government spending, and
 increased manufacturing output will drive growth past the 6
 percent level in 2015.

 Last week Standard Chartered Bank said the Philippines will
 remain as Asia's bright spot in the face of global uncertainty,
 citing private consumption and more infrastructure
 development projects likely creating upside to GDP growth. The
 Asian Development Bank, meanwhile, has urged the
 government to not just rely on sustained private consumption
 and remittances but to increase spending on infrastructure to
 attract further investment."

8. PAKISTAN: Private banks feed 78% of infrastructure
 spending
Source: dawn.com

"Private banks turned out to be the biggest contributor of
 Pakistan's infrastructure financing, providing 78 percent of total
 spending during the second quarter (Oct-Dec) of this fiscal
 year. A quarterly report on infrastructure finance in Pakistan
 issued by the State Bank on Friday disclosed that the country's
 total investment requirements across different infrastructure
 sectors were between $165.2 billion and $115.9 billion during
 10 years from 2011 to 2020.

 Developing the power sector needed the highest amount,
 between $96bn and $64bn. The government is trying hard to
 bring foreign investment in this sector but no big investment is
 visible so far. The report said current average investment of 6
 percent of GDP was not enough and the country needed to
 invest 10 percent of GDP until 2020 to fill infrastructure gap."
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9. VIET NAM: Rice boom heaping pressure on farmers
Source: phys.org

"Experts say Vietnam's drive to become one of the world's
 leading rice exporters is pushing farmers in the fertile delta
 region to the brink, with mounting costs to the environment.
 The country is already the world's second largest exporter of
 the staple grain. But intensive rice cultivation, particularly the
 shift to producing three crops per year, is taking its toll on
 farmers and the ecosystem.

 Rice yields have nearly quadrupled since the 1970s, official
 figures show, thanks to high-yield strains and the construction
 of a network of dykes that allow farmers to grow up to three
 crops per year. The amount of land under cultivation in the
 Mekong Delta has also expanded and quotas are in place to
 prevent farmers from switching to other crops. But experts are
 questioning who really benefits. Currently, the bulk of
 Vietnam's rice is exported at cut-price costs on government-to-
government contracts through large state-owned enterprises."

10. INDIA OP/ED: Habitable cities before smart cities
Source: indiawest.com

"Ever since Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced his
 government's plans to create 100 smart cities, the list of
 contenders grows. Even though bigger issues like air quality,
 suspended particulate matter and, above all, the safety of
 women continue to make headlines, they seem to be low down
 in the priority list for smart cities. Air pollution in India's capital
 New Delhi, among the worst in the world, is threatening to
 reduce lifespans of its citizens by three years.

 A WHO study shows 13 of the 20 most polluted cities in the
 world are in India, including the worst-ranked Delhi. India
 needs more habitable cities that show strong commitment to
 sustainability before we get the smart cities. To stop migration
 of the rural population to the metros, India needs to create job
 opportunities closer to the talent. There are enough towns with
 population between 200,000 and two million offering access to
 good education as well as skills."
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1. INDONESIA: Reducing inequality in farming
Source: Jakarta Post

"The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
 (OECD) devotes a great portion of its 2015 Survey on the
 Indonesia Economy to the issues of inequality and suggests a
 number of policy recommendations to enhance inclusive and
 sustainable growth in various sectors, notably in the financial
 and agricultural sectors. In agriculture, the OECD urges the
 government to accelerate the development of partnerships
 between big plantation owners and smallholders so that
 farmers can have better access to technical, marketing and
 financial assistance.

 The OECD report highly commends the nucleus estate and
 smallholder scheme Indonesia has been implementing for more
 than 30 years, whereby big estates serve as the development
 agent providing technical and marketing assistance to improve
 the productivity of neighboring farmers or smallholders."

Full report:

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
Investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS): Rule of law or law of the
 jungle?
The ISDS would benefit from reforms to allow greater access to civil
 society, guarantee governments' right to legislate in the public interest, bar
 frivolous law suits, and perhaps to establish some form of appellate
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 procedure.  
 
 

2. SOUTH ASIA: Big data can make cities smarter
Source: SciDev

"With more than half of humanity living in cities, there is an
 urgent need to improve urban planning, design and
 management. Until now, policy makers and planners have
 struggled to keep up with trends. Changes were too fast, and
 variables too dynamic, for conventional surveys or censuses to
 capture them adequately. The new field of big data analysis
 allows a better understanding of how large numbers of people
 interact with their built environment.

 With lots of number crunching, industry-research collaborations
 and some imagination, previously unseen 'big picture'-level
 perspectives can emerge. This capability is going to be critical
 for South Asia. Already, three out of 10 South Asians live in
 crowded cities, and a massive rise is expected in the coming
 decades. Between 2014 and 2050, for example, India is
 projected to add 404 million city-dwellers. Governments are
 responding to this challenge."

3. INDIA: Thinking beyond health insurance
Source: Live Mint

"What will India's healthcare system look like in the next two
 decades? Depending on policies, the public could end up
 spending 18% of gross domestic product (GDP) on health, like
 the U.S., or 4%, like Singapore (or somewhere in between),
 while achieving the same outcomes. The current system is
 largely out of pocket payments, with tax breaks provided for
 health insurance. Between 2007 and 2010, some state
 governments in south India adopted publicly-funded insurance
 models for secondary and tertiary care for the poor.

 Insurance is widely recognized as a poor model for healthcare
 because it suffers from severe information asymmetries. An
 alternative paradigm for India is medical savings accounts.
 These are individual savings accounts which can be used only
 for spending on medical care of the individual or their
 immediate family."

 
4. PHILIPPINES: Tertiary education too costly for many
Source: Phil Star

"Lawmakers studying the education budget in the Philippines
 estimate that three out of five high school graduates cannot
 make it to college due to financial difficulties. Several higher
 learning institutions have relaxed their rules on tuition
 payments, but there are simply too many families that can't

http://www.scidev.net/south-asia/governance/analysis-blog/big-data-can-make-south-asian-cities-smarter.html
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 afford the cost of tertiary education. Economic hardships force
 students to start dropping out of school as early as third grade
 in the country, despite the fact that basic education is free.

 Education gets the lion's share of the annual national budget
 after debt payments, but the amount is rarely enough.
 Lawmakers are currently deliberating on proposals to increase
 funding for tertiary education scholarships. Apart from the
 higher appropriation, schemes can be implemented to make it
 easier for students from low-income households to pay for their
 education. Access to soft loans and study-now-pay-later
 schemes are among the possibilities that can be implemented
 quickly."

5. MYANMAR: Villagers share development plans
Source: Global Voice

"The Village Facebook project encourages Myanmar's rural
 citizens to upload their village reports on Facebook so that
 these can be accessed by government officials, development
 partners, and potential donors. Spearheaded by ActionAid
 Myanmar, the project uses participatory tools to empower
 villagers to draft their own 'Village Books' to be used as a basis
 for recommending development projects to local and national
 authorities.

 ActionAid acknowledged that a big challenge to integrating
 Facebook pages is limited Internet access in many of
 Myanmar's rural towns. The cost of smartphones is also quite
 high. Villagers have to travel to buy the devices or access
 Internet cafes, and phone card costs are often unaffordable.
 But the group is optimistic that the country's Internet
 connectivity will continue to improve over the next several
 years."

6. THAILAND: Calls for gov't to kick-start trade
Source: The Nation

"The Thai government should launch an integrated investment
 stimulus package including temporary tax incentives and
 accelerated depreciation allowances to snap the 'wait and see'
 lethargy of businesses, economists suggested. To overcome the
 lack of business confidence, they also recommended scrapping
 the Foreign Business Act and the privileges enjoyed by state-
owned enterprises. That would level the playing field and
 promote healthy and fair market competition.

 The tax incentive measure was successfully implemented in
 Thailand after the major floods in 2011 and could be adjusted
 to fit the current situation. It should be given a time limit of
 one year. Each industry should be looked at individually so that
 the measure and other incentives could be better targeted to
 ensure greater effectiveness."
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  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
The richness of biodiversity in Asia covers the use of plants associated with traditional
 knowledge by the mega-diverse countries from this continent. About 7,000 species are
 cultivated for food and about 35 animal species have been domesticated for use in
 agriculture and food production. In 2008, Asia and the Pacific recorded the world's highest
 number of threatened species, with serious problems found in South-East Asia. This
 problem can be attributed to the geometric rise in the human population and large human
 activities, which have led to deforestation and the drastic transformation of natural
 landscapes into urbanised areas.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. INDIA: Inequality in labor force a wake-up call
Source: IPS

"Recent research shows that only 125 million women of a
 working age in India out of a total of 380 million are currently
 employed, with the number of women in the workforce
 declining steadily since 2004. Experts say these figures should
 serve as a wake-up call for Asia's third largest economy, adding
 that unless this nation of 1.2 billion people begins to provide
 equal opportunities for women, it will miss out on vital
 development and poverty-reduction goals.

 According to a report released earlier this month by the
 International Monetary Fund, India's female labor force
 participation (FLFP) rate is amongst the lowest among
 emerging markets and peer countries. India's FLFP -- the share
 of employed women or job seekers among the working-age
 female population -- is 33 percent, almost half of the East
 Asian average of 63 percent and well below the global average
 of around 50 percent."

8. NEPAL: Poverty declines 17 percent
Source: Himalayan Times

"The incidence of poverty in Nepal has come down by 17.40
 percentage points in the last seven years in six districts where
 the Poverty Alleviation Fund (PAF) is operating its programs, a
 latest report says. The poverty rate, on average, stood at 50.7
 percent of the population in Doti, Dailekh, Jumla, Rolpa,
 Rautahat and Humla districts in 2007. That rate fell to 33.1
 percent in 2014, shows the report.

 This means the poverty rate in the six districts declined at an
 average of 2.49 percent per year between 2007 and 2014, as
 against the national average poverty reduction rate of 0.8
 percent per annum. The national poverty rate stood at 25.2
 percent of the population in 2010-11, as per the National Living
 Standard Survey conducted by the Central Bureau of
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 Statistics."

9. VIET NAM: New laws likely to see FDI spike
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"Foreign direct investment (FDI) in Viet Nam could sharply jump
 in the second half of this year, after the amended Investment
 Law and Enterprise Law take effect in July 2015. Dang Xuan
 Quang, deputy director of the Foreign Investment Agency (FIA)
 under the Ministry of Planning and Investment, said FDI trends
 in 2015 would be possible, despite decreased FDI commitment
 in the first quarter.

 According to the FIA, foreign investors committed to invest or
 expand their involvement in 369 projects by $1.83 billion in the
 first quarter, a 45% year-on-year slump. However, disbursed
 FDI reached $3.05 billion, up 7% on-year. 'FDI disbursement
 figures reflect the stability of foreign investor confidence and
 evidence of a growing momentum in foreign inflows into the
 country,' Quang said, explaining that many investors were in
 the preparatory process to start their investment after the
 enforcement of the two laws."

10. INDONESIA: Capital market still underdeveloped
Source: Jakarta Post

"While Indonesia has become one of the more popular
 investment destinations among emerging economies, one of
 the backbones of growth drivers -- the capital market -- is still
 creeping. Southeast Asia recorded strong economic growth
 over the last two decades with an annual average growth of 5.7
 percent from 1990 to 2014 and strong economic growth in the
 region was accompanied by improved business confidence.

 So why is the capital market in Indonesia still underdeveloped?
 The number of publicly listed firms in Indonesia in 2014 was
 still relatively low, totaling only 506 as of 2014 compared with
 that in its peer countries such as in China (2,613), Singapore
 (775), Malaysia (905) and Thailand (613). In terms of the total
 value of stocks traded, Indonesia recorded the second-lowest
 figure of countries in the region, according to the World
 Development Indicators, 2015. Firms in Indonesia still do not
 rely on equity or stocks as their sources of investment."
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1. INDIA: Resolving the power crisis
Source: indiatimes.com

"India faces exploding demand and insufficient supply of power.
 As the country's population and needs continue to grow rapidly,
 it will also need major reforms in infrastructure and efficiency.
 India currently imports over 35% of its gas demand and this
 number is set to increase over the years. However, the import
 of gas is also influenced by geopolitical issues. Various plans for
 pipelines with Myanmar, Iran, Pakistan, and Turkmenistan have
 fallen apart over security and border disputes.

 According to one census, 77 million households in India still use
 kerosene for lighting. The problem is even more acute in rural
 India where up to 44 percent of households lack access to
 electricity. While India has undertaken various programs and
 initiatives to address energy poverty, they have been faced
 with logistical problems and inadequate implementation locally.
 In the case of rural villages, access issues and geographical
 hindrances make addressing the issue extremely costly and
 difficult."

2. LAO PDR: Government tightens belt, encourages thrifty
 lifestyle
Source: asianewsnet.net

"The Lao government has announced measures intended to curb
 spending, in a move to use the state's budget and resources in
 the most effective manner. The government last month issued
 a 16-page decree on frugality in a bid to rein in lavish
 practices. Under the decree, all state departments and
 enterprises are prohibited from using state funds and the
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 budgets of state-owned enterprises, as well as official
 development assistance (ODA), for the purchase of luxury
 vehicles.

 Central and local state organizations and sectors are not
 allowed to hold more than two meetings a year and are
 prohibited from hosting receptions at their annual meetings.
 The general public are also advised to practice a thrifty lifestyle
 in their daily activities, especially when celebrating weddings
 and traditional and seasonal festivals."

3. PRC: New emergency smog plan for capital
Source: chinadaily.com.cn

"If heavy smog continues for more than three days, Beijing will
 launch top level emergency efforts to reduce pollutant
 emissions, including restricting half of private vehicles on the
 road based on their license plates. This is one of the major
 changes in the capital's updated emergency plan, released on
 Monday. The plan lowers standards for launching alerts when
 severe air pollution shrouds the capital.

 Last year the capital suffered severe air pollution on 45 days
 but no red alert, the highest in the four-level emergency plan
 was issued, raising questions from the public and experts.
 Under the new plan, the municipal government can issue the
 red alert when severe air pollution is forecast to extend for
 more than three days. Based on statistics, the capital would
 release red alerts two or three times a year after standards are
 lowered, which may last for 10 days in total."

 
4. INDIA: Diversify exports or perish
Source: business-standard.com

"The big change in India's exports sector in the last 10 years is
 its composition. In 2014-15, petroleum products will account
 for over 20 percent of India's total exports compared to 8
 percent in 2004-05. The change is largely attributed to the
 commissioning of huge crude oil refining capacities in the
 country by both private and public sector players.

 The gems and jewelry sector was the largest contributor to
 India's exports at over 16 percent in 2004-05. That share in
 2014-15 will decline to 12-13 percent. Textiles including
 garments accounted for about 10 percent of India's total
 exports in 2004-05, but that share will be down in 2014-15,
 most likely, to around six percent. The dangers of over-reliance
 on one or two items for boosting exports are well-known. If
 prices of gold and crude oil remain depressed for another year,
 which is what the global forecasts say, India must look toward
 other sectors to boost its exports."

5. INDONESIA: Large banks are resilient
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Source: Jakarta Globe

"The strong profitability and capitalization of Indonesian lenders
 -- among the highest in Asian region -- would offer protection
 against the heightened market volatility from higher US
 interest rates, Fitch Ratings said in a report on Tuesday. The
 international ratings agency said that Indonesia's top four
 banks in the country's banking system have shown resilient
 profitability, thanks to its funding franchise, despite greater
 volatility throughout 2014.

 Such resilience was not seen in the country's second-tier
 banks, which suffered from margin pressures and higher loan
 impairment charges -- provisions sidelined by banks to cover
 bad loans. Fitch's report noted Indonesia's greater exposure to
 foreign-currency loans than other Asia economies is a source of
 risk."

6. SRI LANKA: New challenge to garment sector
Source: thedailystar.net

"Bangladesh's apparel sector is set to face yet another challenge
 as its close competitor Sri Lanka is lobbying for duty benefits
 from the European Union. The two parties held a meeting in
 Colombo last week, where they discussed the possibility of
 revival of the 'Generalized System of Preferences Plus' status
 for Sri Lanka. The island nation lost its GSP Plus status in 2010.

 Given the political commitment by the new Sri Lankan
 government, the EU decided to consider the case under a
 special monitoring process. The full application process takes
 about 10 months. If the status is granted, Sri Lankan exports
 to the EU will attract lower or no duty. Currently, Sri Lanka is
 the seventh largest garment exporter in the $450 billion
 market, with a little more than 1 percent share."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
The $250-million Southeast Asia-United States (SEA-US) submarine cable being built by a
 global consortium of telecommunications companies should strengthen the competitiveness
 of Philippine businesses once it is completed next year, Globe Telecom Inc. said. The cable
 system will provide an initial 20 terabit per second (Tb/s) capacity, with the latest 100
 Gigabit per second (Gb/s) technology. This capacity will help to meet the exponentially
 growing demand for bandwidth between Southeast Asia and North America. With further
 connectivity using existing and planned submarine cable systems in the region, other
 countries such as Singapore, Malaysia, Brunei, Papua New Guinea, and Australia will also
 benefit from the SEA-US cable link.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. BANGLADESH: Risk-based loan pricing
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Source: thefinancialexpress-bd.com

"In Bangladesh, the inclusion of BASEL-II framework has
 influenced financial institutions to focus on capital requirement
 against borrowing and hence become risk focused while
 lending. Still many financial institutions of Bangladesh offer
 preferential lending rates to their prime borrowers. The concept
 of risk-based pricing is quite familiar to financial intuitions (FIs)
 of Bangladesh though it is yet to be practiced widely.

 A few multinational banks fix their lending prices based on risk
 exposure but most local banks prefer to rely on banker-
customer relationship when pricing loans. Risk-based pricing is
 relatively new for small or medium-sized local FIs. The global
 banking system has moved towards risk-based pricing since
 2007. Bangladesh also needs regulations formulated by the
 central bank to ensure risk-based pricing. Risk based loan
 pricing would benefit not only the financial institutions but the
 borrowers also."

8. PAKISTAN: WTO members appreciate economic
 policies
Source: aaj.tv

"A number of members of World Trade Organization (WTO)
 have lauded Pakistan government's policies, which have
 resulted in putting the economy back on track. During the
 Trade Policy Review held in Geneva on March 24, they were of
 the view that Pakistan's economy had shown remarkable
 resilience in the wake of security situation, devastating floods
 and energy shortages.

 The WTO members mentioned that despite daunting
 challenges, Pakistan was able to post healthy GDP growth. The
 government also managed to reduce fiscal deficit, which has
 been a long-standing challenge, through strong fiscal
 consolidation. The members also lauded the lowering of
 inflation to a single digit, building of foreign exchange reserves,
 increasing tax collection, privatization of the public sector
 enterprises and elaborate reforms in the energy sector."

9. VIET NAM: Rice policy not lucrative for farmers
Source: oryza.com

"Vietnam's policy to increase rice production has paid off in
 terms of increased exports and foreign exchange but has not
 been very beneficial to rice farmers or environment, according
 to experts. Farmers have been used to growing three crops a
 year to maintain production and exports but their incomes have
 not risen proportionately due to increased costs for fertilizers
 and land preparation for each crop. Also the quality of rice
 grown is said to be of low quality compared to the quality of
 rice grown by other exporting nations such as Thailand, India
 and Pakistan.

 Experts are suggesting that the government of Vietnam
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 encourage only two rice crops a year and support farmers to
 shift to a more diverse range of crops, from coconuts to
 prawns, and use the most suitable and fertile land to grow rice.
 They are also suggesting that the government should focus on
 improving quality and branding to sell Vietnamese rice at high
 prices."

10. INDONESIA: All eyes on e-commerce ecosystem
Source: e27.co

"Indonesia is continuing to dominate headlines in the region's e-
commerce space, with one founder commenting that 'currently
 everything is gravitating towards Indonesia'. He's not the only
 one that's noticed the shift of power and eyeballs. Indonesia
 has long been hailed as one of Asia's largest untapped-
markets, but one that has perhaps surprisingly only recently
 began attracting hard cash from the big investors. Moves like
 the $100 million investment in the country's homegrown online
 marketplace Tokopedia by Japan's SoftBank Corp last year was
 further proof of the awakening of the region's till-now dormant
 beast.

 Online sales in the country are expected to hit $3.56 billion by
 the end of 2015. But amid all the explosive opportunity for
 growth -- including in second- and third-tier cities -- Indonesia
 still has its share of challenges. Poor logistics infrastructure
 means that it remains difficult for e-commerce platforms to
 offer quick and efficient delivery options like we are used to in
 more developed markets including the US and Europe."
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1. VIET NAM: Set to become 'the world's factory'?
Source: vietnamnet.vn

"Vietnam still has a chance to become a strong emerging
 economy in Asia thanks to its favorable geographical location,
 abundant young labor force and its large investments from
 foreign companies such as Samsung and Intel, according to
 Bloomberg. However, the expansion of the market economy of
 Vietnam could be hampered by low labor productivity of
 manufacturing units.

 PricewaterhouseCoopers also said that Vietnam could become
 the country with the fastest economic growth rate of the world
 in 2050, because the local production units are prepared to
 compete and to be more competitive than Chinese enterprises
 in the future. According to the Asian Development Bank's
 report on Asia's development prospects in 2015, Vietnam's GDP
 growth will reach 6.1% this year and will be 6.2% in 2016, the
 second highest growth rate in Asia after India."

  ADBI What's New

E-newsline tops 6,000 subscribers!
E-newsline, ADBI's free, daily publication that provides news and analysis
 on development-related topics from around the Asia/Pacific region,
 recently reached the 6,000 subscriber milestone.
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2. INDIA: Modi urges banks to lend to debt-laden farmers
Source: asiaone.com

"Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Thursday urged India's banks
 to lend more to the country's millions of impoverished farmers
 in a bid to halt suicides by debt-laden agricultural workers.
 Speaking at an event on increasing financial inclusion, Modi
 said he was pained to hear of increased reports of farmers
 taking their own lives after being unable to repay unscrupulous
 money lenders.

 Modi said 140 million people have opened bank accounts since
 his government launched a major financial inclusion initiative
 last year. But he stressed that more needed to be done, and
 asked the RBI to come up with a 20-year roadmap for greater
 access to the formal banking system. Farmers and other poor
 have long been unable to borrow from traditional banks
 because of a lack of capital, forcing them to become dependent
 on loan sharks and other lenders who often charge exorbitant
 interest rates."

3. CAMBODIA: Progress, hurdles for education
Source: phnompenhpost.com

"Despite the fact that Cambodia is slated to reach the six
 internationally agreed-upon education goals set by Unesco for
 2015, the country's education system continues to face
 systemic problems, according to the Ministry of Education's
 annual report. While 61 percent of children complete all levels
 of early childhood education, only 55 percent will move on to
 lower secondary schools.

 The largest leap forward for the country's schools came in the
 form of last year's reformed grade 12 examinations, said
 Unesco. Formerly notorious for being rife with corruption, the
 testing process was subjected to stringently enforced anti-
cheating measures that caused the 2014 pass rate to plummet
 to just under 26 percent, from 84 percent the year before."

P O V E R T Y   S P O T L I G H T
INDIA: Erratic weather threatens poorest silk producers
Source: livemint.com

"It has been a year and half since Kurra Bhumamma, a Koya
 tribal woman who earlier earned a living by collecting forest
 products like berries, nuts and medicinal herbs, took to silk
 production. She is one of over 3,000 people in Andhra Pradesh
 -- home to 2.1 million tribal people -- now rearing silkworms as
 part of the National Rural Livelihood Mission (NRLM), a
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 nationwide poverty eradication program. The NRLM aims to
 help tribal communities overcome poverty, be food secure and
 earn Rs18,000 ($260) a year through silkworm rearing.

 But increasingly erratic weather, linked to climate change, now
 has farmers such as Bhumamma struggling to earn the hoped-
for profits. The silkworms that farmers here rear produce tasar,
 a copperish colored, coarse silk mainly used for furnishings and
 interiors. The worms feed on local tree species. But since the
 silkworms are reared in the open, they are also vulnerable to
 harsh weather. Government data suggests the weather threat
 to silkworm production is growing. Last October, the east coast
 of India was ravaged by Hud Hud, a cyclone that damaged the
 silk industry. A loss of soil fertility also has affected the health
 of the trees."

4. BANGLADESH: PM urges more sympathy toward
 disabled
Source: dhakatribune.com

"Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina has called upon all to be more
 sympathetic towards the persons with disabilities for flourishing
 their latent talents. She made the call while addressing a
 function marking the 8th World Autism Awareness Day at
 Bangabandhu International Conference Centre in the capital on
 Thursday morning.

 Putting emphasis on coming out of negative perception about
 autism, the Prime Minister said autism or disability is not a
 disease, rather it is a 'diversity' of creation. Sheikh Hasina said
 the tender-hearted children affected with autism could also be
 invaluable resource of the country if they are given special care
 keeping their special demands in mind."

5. THAILAND: Risks of amassing rubber mountain
Source: Jakarta Globe

"Eight months after Thailand started selling rice into an
 oversupplied global market, the government is taking a
 different tack amid a rubber glut. Thailand, Indonesia and
 Malaysia, which account for two-thirds of world production, said
 in November they would limit exports to tighten supply. The
 Thai government has bought 130,000 tons of rubber since
 November. But this approach by Thailand, the world's biggest
 exporter of both commodities, may cause as many problems in
 global markets as the old one, analysts say.

 Demand is slowing in China, the world's top buyer and tire
 exporter, and natural rubber faces stiffer competition from
 synthetic material made from crude oil, which costs half what it
 did a year ago. Rubber prices are down more than 70 percent
 from their 2011 peak as trees planted in Asia over the past
 decade matured and flooded the market. Prices will find little
 support from China, where the producer group predicts imports
 will drop 9.9 percent this year, the first decline since at least
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 2010."

6. INDIA: Stigma stalks leprosy sufferers
Source: newsweekpakistan.com

"New Delhi had declared itself 'leprosy-free' in 2005, but the
 disease has returned in several parts of the country. Leprosy, a
 chronic infectious disease that causes lesions on the skin and
 attacks nerves in the hands and feet, can be cured. But if left
 untreated it leaves deformities that mark the sufferer out. C. M.
 Agrawal, who heads the Indian government's leprosy program,
 said the number of children being diagnosed with the disease
 was worrying.

 India stopped conducting door-to-door searches for suspected
 patients 10 years ago, a move Agrawal believes exposed
 families to the risk of new infections. The World Health
 Organization allows governments to declare that leprosy is no
 longer a public health risk if the prevalence rate falls below one
 case per 10,000 people. That was achieved in India in 2005.
 But while the national prevalence rate remains below the
 threshold, some areas have now exceeded it."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
India has been ranked a low 119 out of 130 countries on an index that measures business
 resilience of nations based on economic, risk quality and supply chain factors, dropping
 seven notches from last year. The 2015 FM Global Resilience Index has been topped by
 Norway for being the country best suited for companies seeking to avoid disruptions in their
 global supply chain operations.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. VIET NAM: Creating new rich families
Source: thanhniennews.com

"The number of Vietnam's rich households with financial assets
 of $100,000 to $2 million is expected to reach 347,000 by
 2020, a study shows. This represents an annual growth rate of
 35 percent from 2014 to 2020, placing Vietnam third among 32
 nations covered in the Economist Intelligence Unit research. By
 2020, the total financial assets in Vietnam's rich households
 should reach $68 billion as each would have the average asset
 of $196,000, according to the study.

 The study, released in late March, says this group, dubbed 'the
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 new wealth builders' or NWB, is the world's fastest growing
 wealth segment. India took the top spot in producing wealthy
 households as the number of NWB households in this country is
 expected to jump by 47 percent in 2014 through 2020, to 4.9
 million households each with $178,000 in average financial
 assets."

8. PRC: 360,000 teachers added to rural schools
Source: globaltimes.cn

"China's Ministry of Education on Thursday said the country has
 added some 358,000 new teachers to rural primary and middle
 schools in the past year. In a report on the 'balanced
 development of China's compulsory education,' the ministry
 said it has also allocated 4.4 billion yuan to provide professional
 training for Chinese teachers and organized exchange programs
 for more than 500,000 teachers in 2014.

 The figures came just one day after the Chinese central
 authorities approved a plan to support rural teachers over the
 next five years by improving teachers' political and moral
 awareness, increasing their income, and persuading urban
 teachers to work in rural schools, among others. According to a
 statement issued after the 11th meeting of the central leading
 group for deepening overall reform on Wednesday, Chinese
 leaders agreed that education in remote and poor areas in
 central and western regions has been the weakest link in the
 modernization of education."

9. MYANMAR: Trade deficit jumps 88 percent
Source: Reuters

"Myanmar's trade deficit jumped 88 percent in the fiscal year
 that ended on March 31, driven by rapid economic expansion.
 Capital goods such as construction materials for infrastructure
 projects accounted for about 40 percent of imports, while fuel
 made up 30 percent and consumer goods 20 percent.

 Myanmar imported more than $16 billion of goods in fiscal
 2014/15 and exports totaled more than $11 billion, leaving a
 deficit of more than $4.9 billion. A senior Commerce Ministry
 official put the previous year's deficit at $2.6 billion. The
 government will attempt to close the deficit by spending $900
 million over the next five years to boost the export capacity of
 domestic firms, according to reports."

10. ASIA: Singapore, Indonesia lead growth in
 sustainable investing
Source: eco-business.com

"While Asia still lags Europe and the United States in sustainable
 investing, the market for funds employing such strategies is
 healthy and expanding rapidly in the region, with Singapore
 and Indonesia leading the growth. Asia's sustainable
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 investment assets -- defined as funds employing sustainable
 investing strategies -- stood at $53 billion at the beginning of
 2014, an increase of 32 percent from the $40 billion at the
 start of 2012. That's 0.2 percent of the global total.

 Globally, the sustainable investment market stood at $21.4
 trillion at the start of 2014. The fastest growing region was the
 United States, followed by Canada and Europe. Together, they
 account for 99 percent of global sustainable investing assets.
 Malaysia, Hong Kong and Korea are the largest markets by
 asset size among the 13 countries in Asia where data was
 collected."
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IN DEPTH

1. MYANMAR: Ready to open banking industry
Source: nationmultimedia.com

"Myanmar's banking industry is bracing for a new era with three
 foreign banks getting the green light to open branches this
 month -- the first time in half a century. Six other foreign
 banks, under sweeping overhaul of the banking sector, are to
 open their branches between now until September. Their
 presence is expected to speed up financial liberalization as well
 as propel the economy to the next stage, as Myanmar is re-
engaging itself with the world.

 Limited financial services are considered one of the obstacles
 faced by foreign companies, while Myanmar is banking on
 foreign expertise in helping it fight risks associated with
 economic growth. With growth forecast at over 8 percent for
 the next few years, the foreign banks' entry would boost the
 ratio of Myanmar's loans to GDP. Bank loans are now less than
 30 percent of GDP, compared to over 100 percent in Thailand
 and Vietnam."

2. INDIA: No nutrition survey in last 10 years
Source: indiatimes.com

"They may have lower growth rates than India, but Bangladesh,
 Pakistan and Nepal are more prompt about conducting regular
 surveys on the nutritional status of their population. The last
 nutrition survey done in India was ten years ago despite its
 unacceptably high levels of malnutrition. During this period,
 neighboring nations have completed two surveys.

 There has been no district level nutritional survey in India since
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 2002. National Statistical Commission chairman Pronab Sen
 when speaking at a round-table event on nutrition data said
 that there was 'too little nutrition data' for policy makers and
 the new National Family Health Survey data would be crucial
 for rolling out new policy programs to address malnutrition and
 other health issues."

3. PRC: Initiating an intricate economic paradigm
Source: thefinancialexpress-bd.com

"Consistent with its plan to re-vitalize its economy, China has
 decided to invest more than $260 billion in upgrading its
 infrastructure. This will include expanding its railway network
 and undertaking major water conservancy projects. To make
 such investment more productive and achievable in the
 shortest possible time, stress will be given on slashing red
 tape, facilitating public-private partnerships and streamlining
 foreign investment restrictions. The Chinese leadership believes
 that that this will reduce the scope of corruption and also
 bolster market activity.

 The Chinese government intends to build an additional 7.4
 million new urban apartments for low-income residents and
 renovate 3.66 million substandard rural houses. The Chinese
 emphasis on economic evolution will include facets like
 ecological transformation to end poverty, resolving the urban-
rural divide, fair re-distribution of resources, strengthening
 freedom and equal access to justice for the rural community."

 
4. PAKISTAN: Closing the infrastructure gap
Source: tribune.com.pk

"A recent report by the State Bank of Pakistan provides some
 interesting insights into the condition of physical infrastructure
 in Pakistan. Like most other South Asian countries, Pakistan
 has developed a large gap in what is available to the economy
 by way of infrastructure and what is required to help the
 country move forward. The bank believes Pakistan should
 spend 10 percent of GDP on infrastructure. It is not clear how
 this number was arrived at.

 Development institutions such as the World Bank believe that
 transforming economies such as Pakistan should spend on the
 development of infrastructure between two and a 2.5 times the
 preferred rate of growth. There is consensus among experts
 that the Pakistani economy needs to grow by at least seven
 percent a year to provide productive employment to all new
 entrants into the work force. If these conclusions are correct,
 Pakistan should be spending at least 15 percent of its growing
 GDP on building infrastructure."

5. SE ASIA: Setting sights on capital market integration
Source: manilatimes.net
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"In the broadest sense, the ultimate goal of an integrated
 ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) is the free movement of
 goods, people, and capital within the region. In order to
 achieve the capital market aspect of the target, an ambitious
 plan to create an integrated regional market has been
 underway since 2007. ASEAN capital markets are almost
 universally regarded as being small, offering a limited range of
 products and services, and generally illiquid.

 In order for the integration effort to succeed, intraregional
 coordination must be improved by aligning domestic capital
 market development plans with the regional integration agenda
 and reinforcing the ASEAN working process. Capital restrictions
 meant to protect small, vulnerable markets are precisely what
 is keeping them small and vulnerable, by preventing them from
 leveraging the formidable collective strength of the region."

6. SOUTH ASIA: Malnutrition main trigger of tuberculosis
Source: indiatimes.com

"The search for a TB vaccine has proved elusive despite decades
 of research. However, there is one vaccine that has been found
 to cut TB disease incidence in India by half -- food. Chronic lack
 of adequate food is the reason for more than half of the TB
 infections here progressing to become a full blown disease. TB
 patients suffers from loss of appetite, nutrient malabsorption,
 micronutrient malabsorption and altered metabolism, which
 leads to wasting.

 In an international publication 'Eradicating TB Challenges,
 Perspectives, Solutions', of the Observer Research Foundation,
 experts from across the world and India stressed on the need
 for India's TB control program to take into account the role of
 social conditions such as rising inequity, malnutrition, poverty
 and over-crowding in the spread of TB. Even though 40% of
 the Indian population or 480 million people carry the TB bug
 within their body, TB cases annually is estimated to be 2.3
 million, a fraction of those who carry the infection."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Pakistan needs holistic approach to tackle erratic public health issues. Essential tactics
 include keeping disease registry data, mapping geochemical information and correlating
 with registry data to potentially identify what the likelihood is of a particular population
 developing particular kinds of diseases and what corrective actions can be taken to virtually
 eliminate the disease. Perhaps, the most cost-effective method to lessen health expenditures
 is education -- education of the villagers, the health care workers, the local decision makers
 (village leaders and politicians). This could go a long way in helping to prevent
 environmental health issues.
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7. CAMBODIA: Set to pass bill governing NGOs
Source: Xinhua

"Cambodian Prime Minister Hun Sen said Sunday that his
 government will pass a law governing the non-governmental
 organizations (NGOs) and associations by May. The prime
 minister said the law will require NGOs to register their
 nationalities with the Cambodian government in order to have
 legal standing and those NGOs will be required to file annual
 reports on their activities and finances.

 The law is aimed at improving NGOs' accountability and
 transparency, as well as fighting against terrorism financing
 and money laundering, he said. According to the figures of the
 Ministry of Interior, currently there are 2,672 NGOs and 1,706
 associations in Cambodia."

8. ASIA: New ports hitting the hot spots
Source: portstrategy.com

"The Southeast Asian port market is beginning to build up a
 head of steam, but the signals are that it really needs to keep
 hold of the pressure gauge. While some developments are solid
 others could turn out to be an overheated bubble. Myanmar
 holds a long strip of Southeast Asia's eastern coast and port
 developments there could provide a shortcut to Thailand,
 Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam and even China, leading to a brace of
 port projects trying to topple Yangon Port from its position as
 Myanmar's main gateway. However, over-interest too early in
 the game might cripple development.

 The new Chinese Silk Road initiative has a starter pot of $40bn
 available, with a focus on ports along a maritime route which
 will extend right through the Malacca Strait to India before
 going onto the Middle East and Africa. These are being guided
 by different interests that are trying to get in early. Geography
 might have partly been responsible for Indonesia's slow start.
 But now Indonesia is keen to make up ground. Despite
 hemorrhaging logistics costs which account for nearly a quarter
 of its GDP, it's now got a burgeoning middle class along with a
 5% to 7% growth rate."

9. INDIA: Infrastructure development ready to take off?
Source: financialexpress.com

"In many countries, long-term savings are invested in 'utilities',
 mainly infrastructure. These earn low but steady interest and
 the investments are secure. But not so in India. Savings in
 insurance, provident, pension and gratuity funds have not been
 available for long-term investment in private industrial
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 ventures. High capital costs added to other constraints to
 infrastructure investments.

 India has many hurdles to overcome before infrastructure
 development (and PPPs as one direction) can take off. The
 major ones are numerous government permissions and
 frequent inspections, corruption, restrictive labor laws,
 environmental regulations and interminable wait for
 government go-aheads. Time overruns meant cost overruns.
 With debt at 66-80% of investment, delays make many
 infrastructure projects unviable."

10. THAILAND: Gearing up to go digital
Source: theborneopost.com

"As the government sharpens it focus on ICT, a digital drive is
 taking shape in Thailand, underpinned by plans that include
 incentives for investors and improved communications
 infrastructure. While the push to accelerate ICT development in
 Thailand remains at an early stage, several key targets have
 already been announced, including plans to extend internet
 access to all households and businesses by 2017 and boost
 storage capacity.

 Long delayed, the auction of 4G spectrum licenses will form a
 cornerstone of Thailand's drive to boost ICT capacity,
 expanding the reach of wireless broadband for the internet and
 supporting high-speed data transfer. The increased bandwidth
 is expected to heighten investor interest in the auction by
 providing greater capacity to meet wireless internet demand,
 further strengthening Thailand's digital drive."
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IN DEPTH

1. LAO PDR: Rural enterprise, not lighting, sparks
 prosperity
Source: straitstimes.com

"In Laos, electrification has a role to play in addressing poverty
 but it alone cannot improve the economic prospects for rural
 communities. For decades, development experts have
 postulated that connecting poor rural communities with
 electricity spurs greater economic activity, thereby catalyzing
 prosperity. The irony is that electricity has allowed the rural
 poor to disproportionately use their limited income on mobile
 phones and television sets, with little prospect for overcoming
 barriers to economic prosperity.

 For the 600 million to 700 million Asians without access to
 electricity, it is imperative that a different approach be taken --
 one that emphasizes investment in rural enterprise
 development as the catalyst for reliable, affordable electricity
 and does more to nurture entrepreneurship at the grassroots.
 An electrification rate of 87 percent puts Laos well above the
 regional average and this figure is around three times higher
 than that for Cambodia or Myanmar. But the picture is not as
 rosy as it sounds. Rural electrification initiatives in Laos are
 plagued by problems, not least because the majority are donor-
funded."

2. PAKISTAN: TPP agreement and its implications
Source: tribune.com.pk

"The Pakistan government is pursuing an export-led economy
 growth model where emphasis is laid on addressing tariff and
 non-tariff measures in its major export markets. One of the
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 major challenges identified in enhancing the country's export is
 the extent of level-playing field viz-a-viz its competitors in
 major economies such as the US, EU, ASEAN and Japan.

 The major disadvantage for Pakistani products in these markets
 is the preferential tariff to its competitors, which is being
 offered due to free trade agreements (FTA). This has compelled
 the government to actively pursue an early inclusion of the
 Doha Development Agenda of the World Trade Organization,
 where member states will be required to reduce customs tariff
 for manufactured goods. This will minimize disadvantages for
 Pakistani exporters in markets where they face high tariff than
 their competitors due to FTAs."

3. MICRONESIA: Humanitarian crisis looms after cyclone
Source: Pacific Islands Report

"The head of the Red Cross in Federated States of Micronesia
 says the country is dealing with a major humanitarian
 emergency as the country tries to cope with the aftermath of
 supertyphoon Maysak. The category five system tore through
 two of the country's four states last week, killing 5 people,
 destroying infrastructure, contaminating water supplies and
 displacing about 7,000 people.

 Isao Frank said the damage was extensive and some islands in
 Chuuk and Yap were inaccessible. The Red Cross said the
 emergency was far beyond the country's capacity. Around 60-
80% of homes on Weno, the state capital of Chuuk, had been
 destroyed and evacuation centers had been set up in schools
 and churches."

 
4. SOUTH ASIA: Big data can make cities smarter
Source: scidev.net

"With more than half of humanity living in cities, there is an
 urgent need to improve urban planning, design and
 management. Until now, policy makers and planners have
 struggled to keep up with trends. Changes were too fast, and
 variables too dynamic, for conventional surveys or censuses to
 capture them adequately.

 The new field of big data analysis allows a better understanding
 of how large numbers of people interact with their built
 environment. This capability is going to be critical for South
 Asia. Already, three out of 10 South Asians live in crowded
 cities, and a massive rise is expected in the coming decades.
 Governments are responding to this challenge. In mid 2014,
 India announced an ambitious '100 Smart Cities' program.
 Under this, state capitals, as well as many tourist and heritage
 cities are to have a rapid upgrade of urban infrastructure."

5. INDONESIA: Trans-Sumatra highway plows ahead
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Source: thejakartapost.com

"The Indonesian government has affirmed that the development
 of the Trans-Sumatra toll road will continue in a relatively
 smooth fashion as the relevant local administrations are
 assisting in land acquisition. The Trans-Sumatra project, which
 has been long delayed because of land acquisition issues, is
 estimated to cost around Rp 360 trillion ($27.7 billion).

 Land acquisition for a total of 434 kilometers would soon be
 carried out and accelerated so that the government could
 launch the construction of three toll road sections of the Trans-
Sumatra highway. The three sections of toll road for which land
 is currently being acquired are estimated to cost a total of Rp
 53.63 trillion. The 2,700 kilometer mega toll road will comprise
 24 sections connecting major cities across Sumatra, resulting in
 competitive commodity prices as distribution costs within the
 island can be significantly reduced."

6. PRC: 'Belt and Road' Initiative turning point
Source: xinhuanet.com

"The 'Belt and Road' Initiative will be a significant turning point
 for the Chinese economy as it can help promote infrastructure
 and industrial transfer among different localities, said a Chinese
 economist. Infrastructure connectivity is a priority for the
 initiative, and it can create a new wave of investment in China,
 said Guan Qingyou, executive director of Minsheng Securities'
 research institute.

 China's various regions have different levels of economic
 development, which creates opportunities for industrial
 coordination, and the speed of industrial transfer may be faster
 than expected, said Guan. Some experts believe it may also
 bolster China's industrial upgrades, urbanization and
 coordinated development among regions."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
India's government launched a new air quality index on Monday, under intense pressure to
 act after the World Health Organization (WHO) declared New Delhi the world's most
 polluted capital. Environment Minister Prakash Javadekar said the government would
 publish air quality data for 10 cities, amid growing public concern over the impact of air
 pollution on the health of India's 1.2 billion people.
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7. SE ASIA: Internet connectivity key to GDP growth
Source: bworldonline.com

"In a digital age where the quality of Internet connectivity stirs
 economic activity, strengthening Knowledge-Based Economies
 (KBE) is both a necessity and opportunity, according to a new
 study. The Asia-Pacific region has an average KEI score of 4.5,
 significantly lower compared to 8.46 of the OECD. This stark
 comparison shows that developing economies in Asia
 significantly lag behind advanced nations.

 To address the underlying issue of connectivity, members of
 ASEAN are called to look beyond basic Internet connectivity
 and zero in on its interconnectivity and interoperability to
 transform the region into a digital economy. The study
 underscored the immediate prioritization of these two technical
 developments, pointing to how the region encompasses
 economies now recognized to be some of the most prolific
 users of smartphones and social media in the world."

View full report (pdf)

8. INDIA: Facing a new health threat
Source: thehindu.com

"India, along with most other nations, has fallen victim to a
 lethal modern day scourge -- non-communicable diseases
 (NCDs). Cardiovascular diseases, cancer, chronic respiratory
 diseases and diabetes could cost the world $47 trillion in lost
 economic output from 2010 to 2030 if urgent action is not
 taken to prevent and treat them, say experts. India's condition
 is particularly serious. NCDs are estimated to account for a
 chilling 60 percent of all deaths in India, making them the
 leading cause of death -- ahead of injuries and of
 communicable, maternal, prenatal, and nutritional conditions.

 Global evidence on health spending shows that unless a
 country spends at least 5-6 percent of its GDP on health and
 the major part of it is from government expenditure, basic
 healthcare needs are seldom met. Government spending on
 healthcare in India is only 1.86 percent of GDP, which is about
 4 percent of total government expenditure, less than 30
 percent of total health spending."

9. PHILIPPINES: Spend more on infrastructure, says IMF
Source: manilatimes.net

"The International Monetary Fund (IMF) remains bullish on the
 Philippine economy this year due to lower commodity prices,
 strong private construction and export growth but it also urged
 the government to improve spending, particularly on
 infrastructure and human capital. The IMF said it now expects
 GDP growth of 6.7 percent for 2015.

 This latest forecast, however, still falls below the government's
 growth target of 7 to 8 percent for 2015 following growth of 6.1
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 percent in 2014. The IMF said the government's fiscal stance
 should provide a stimulus to the economy as budget execution
 picks up in 2015 to 2016 toward the 2 percent of GDP deficit
 target, while monetary and macro prudential policies continue
 to anchor inflation and financial stability."

10. INDIA: Modi looks to double coal production by 2020
Source: Nikkei

"Prime Minister Narendra Modi's government aims to double
 Indian coal production to 1.5 billion tons by 2020. India needs
 more fuel to meet rapidly growing demand for electricity. The
 Coal Ministry plans to auction 204 coal blocks that the Supreme
 Court canceled last year. These blocks have the potential to
 produce 800 million to 900 million tons of coal and generate
 revenue of about 7 trillion rupees ($121 billion).

 The Indian government is desperate to increase coal production
 to facilitate economic growth. Coal is primarily used in India for
 electricity generation, though sectors such as the steel industry
 use the resource at their factories. Coal accounts for 67% of
 India's total power generation. The International Energy
 Exchange projects annual coal consumption in India to grow by
 177 million tons, or an average 5% a year, through 2019.
 India's planning authority estimates additional capacity of
 75,785 megawatts will be needed by 2017."
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1. SOUTH ASIA: Trans-shipment trade agreement
 approved
Source: theshillongtimes.com

"Bangladesh has approved the revised trade agreement with
 India allowing for the trans-shipment of goods through each
 others territories across land and water routes through a third
 country. This will remove a long-standing barrier to regional
 trade mainly among India, Bangladesh, Nepal, Myanmar and
 Bhutan.

 Bangladesh will now be able to use Indian roads, railways and
 waterways for the trans-shipment of goods to Bhutan and
 Nepal. Kathmandu and Thimphu already have identical
 agreements with India but Bangladesh's trade with Nepal and
 Bhutan has been hindered for want of such a treaty with New
 Delhi. The deal will be automatically renewed every five years if
 either of the countries don't object."

2. SE ASIA: Challenges over the next decade
Source: manilatimes.net

"Development gaps are being narrowed gradually in ASEAN as
 the group's emerging economies expand at a faster rate than
 their more advanced peers. However, narrowing disparities and
 improving connectivity will remain essential for the region to
 enjoy stable growth in the years to come, says the Japan
 International Cooperation Agency (JICA).

 The challenges for ASEAN in the coming decade included
 dealing with an aging society, urbanization, infrastructure
 development, better education and labor shortages.
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 Urbanization is expected to increase 1.4 times between 2010
 and 2025 with 52 percent of the population living in urban
 areas in 2025. Vehicle populations will also surge as more
 people move into cities, even with mass-transit development."

3. INDIA: Modi needs to focus on struggling farmers
Source: gulfnews.com

"Optimists are in the ascendant in India, where growth of 7.5
 percent is predicted this year -- higher even than China. By
 contrast, the country's most eminent agricultural economist
 recently warned that growth in the farming sector was likely to
 flatline. That may not cripple the larger economy, since
 agriculture now accounts for only 15 percent of India's GDP.
 But it's catastrophic for the one in two Indians who depend on
 farming for a living.

 More radical reform is necessary, not least because agriculture
 has an outsized impact on macroeconomic stability. Double-
digit inflation between 2010 and 2014 was caused largely by a
 massive increase in agricultural prices. The threat is pernicious:
 The central bank's usual tool for tackling inflation -- adjusting
 interest rates -- is a blunt instrument for dealing with what are
 in effect structural supply constraints in the farm sector."

 
4. INDONESIA: Precarious path for infrastructure boom
Source: Jakarta Globe

"President Joko Widodo is turning to his economic agenda to
 affirm his reform credentials. The immediate priority is to ease
 bottlenecks in infrastructure that will allow the economy to
 achieve 5.7 percent growth this year and 7 percent over the
 medium term. The payoffs from better infrastructure are
 immediately obvious in tourism and foreign direct investments
 -- two areas where Indonesia is below its full potential.

 Focus is now turning to two perennial impediments -- power
 shortages and poor inter island connectivity. With the need to
 build power plants and ports, planned infrastructure spending
 Rp 205 trillion ($15 billion) will exceed subsidy spending of Rp
 58 trillion for the first time in the country's history in 2015. To
 spur tourism, the government has also announced waivers for
 visa requirements for another 30 countries in addition to the
 existing 15, effective from April. Indeed, regional peers such as
 Malaysia and Thailand have granted visa-free entry for 164 and
 56 countries, respectively."

5. MYANMAR: India-Japan 'soft power' cooperation
Source: thediplomat.com

"Myanmar is now considered Asia's new frontier. Japan's direct
 investment has been steadily rising in recent years, and indeed
 Japan is catching up with China. In 2013 for instance, Japanese
 investment in Myanmar was $55.7 million, not far behind
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 China's $56.9 million. India has also been making steady
 inroads into Myanmar over the past decade. Bilateral trade,
 just over $1 billion in 2009, had risen to nearly $2 billion in
 2013-2014.

 Like Japan, India has not confined its relations to trade. New
 Delhi is assisting Myanmar in areas such as information
 technology, agriculture, and infrastructure. Recently, India
 offered to assist Myanmar in bolstering its trade training
 institutes, and to train Myanmar trade officials on WTO-related
 issues. While a Japan-India partnership in a third country has
 yet to take shape, Myanmar could be a good place to start."

6. INDIA: Overuse of groundwater threatens agriculture
Source: thehindubusinessline.com

"India's agricultural sector is far more important to the country
 than its falling share in GDP suggests. About two-thirds of
 India's population depends on agriculture for livelihood.
 Bucking global trends, the agricultural population in India rose
 by 50 percent between 1980 and 2011. And in spite of
 sustained public spending on poverty and hunger eradication,
 about 300 million, mostly rural, Indians live in chronic poverty
 and are malnourished.

 Even as modernization in the sector has contributed to higher
 yields, agricultural income has stagnated over the last two
 decades. This is due to the increasing use of resource inputs.
 The demand for water and energy to grow food is a mounting
 policy concern. There is no national inventory of groundwater
 stocks. Many farmers are bringing up poorer quality water or
 are having to use more energy to pump from greater depths."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
The World Health Organization recommends we consume no more than 2,000 mg of sodium
 a day -- less than a teaspoon of salt -- supposedly because of studies showing it impacts
 heart disease and stroke. And they recommend at least 3,510 mg of potassium daily. WHO
 targets are basically a diet for wealthy elites. For a family of four to reach their potassium
 targets by eating potassium-rich foods would mean an extra $42 each week. The bottom
 line, says Dr. Adam Drewnowski, is that dietary guidelines, especially global health
 guidelines, need to set targets that are reasonable and are backed by more data from low-
 and middle-income countries. Drewnowski says we get too much data from Boston and not
 enough from Bangladesh.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. VIET NAM: FDI firms set up links with farmers
Source: english.vov.vn
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"Through public-private partnerships, foreign companies in
 Vietnam's food sector have been participating with government
 efforts to support farmers' cultivation of input materials, and in
 so doing, optimize their supply chain. Last week, Nestle began
 operation of an $80 million facility in the southern province of
 Dong Nai's Amata Industrial Park, producing decaffeinated
 coffee beans for use in Nestle factories all around the world.

 Under this plan, the company is increasing its direct purchases
 of coffee from farmers and providing them with technical
 support. Not only does this help the farmers, it also gives
 Nestle a stable source of input that is of a consistent quality. In
 2011, Nestle had 300 recipient farmers who took 76,000
 seedlings. By 2014, the number of recipient farmers rose to
 9,497, with four million seedlings being planted."

8. INDONESIA OP/ED: The benefits of Free Trade
 Agreements?
Source: thediplomat.com

"One might argue that regional integration can get in the way of
 international integration. Indonesia is one country that has
 been quite active in concluding free trade agreements (FTAs).
 By July 2012, Indonesia had eight FTAs in effect, six regional
 and two bilateral. These agreements mean that Indonesia has
 FTAs with trading partners that account for of 67 percent of its
 total trade.

 Asian economies in recent years have been driven by China's
 impressive growth. Still, a number of countries with relatively
 low trade integration question their positions in the Asian
 factory and the benefits of FTAs for their economies. The use of
 existing ASEAN FTAs has been limited, and predominately by
 large firms. An economy with relatively low trade integration
 like Indonesia may only enjoy a modest gain from free trade
 agreements. The bottom line is that Indonesia and its ASEAN
 peers should advance regional integration as a vehicle for
 multilateral integration."

9. BANGLADESH: Hospitals lack basic amenities,
 equipment
Source: bdnews24.com

"A survey has revealed a serious lack of basic amenities and
 equipment for maternal and childcare and family planning
 services in Bangladesh's public and private health centers. The
 government survey also found almost 65 percent public
 facilities at the district level and below were ill-equipped to
 prevent hospital-induced infections.

 More than 90 percent of all public facilities surveyed, including
 community clinics, lacked at least five of the six basic
 amenities. Regular electricity, an improved water source,
 privacy during consultation, patients' latrine, phone services,
 and a computer with Internet access have been identified as
 basic hospital amenities, which, WHO says, are important for
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 patients' satisfaction."

10. THAILAND: First plots handed to landless farmers
Source: nationmultimedia.com

"Thai Prime Minister Prayut Chan-o-cha was in Chiang Mai on
 Sunday to witness the handout of land use permits -- for the
 first lot of state land allocated to landless people. The permits
 would allow 1,235 families live and use 7,282 rai within |Khun
 Mae Tha national conserved forest area. However, the
 recipients are barred from selling their plots.

 In granting the land use permits, the Interior Ministry selected
 people who have lived and used land in their areas for more
 than 20 years. The Natural Resources and Environment Ministry
 will allow these communities to grow communal forests within
 the given areas. The Agriculture and Cooperatives Ministry also
 supports these communities' agricultural endeavors."
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1. SE ASIA: Make food safety a priority
Source: Jakarta Globe

"Unsafe food and water kills an estimated 700,000 children in
 the Southeast Asia region every year, according to the World
 Health Organization. Access to safe food remains a challenge in
 the region. Whether as individuals, families, farmers,
 contributors to and handlers of the food chain or policy makers,
 we need to make food safety a priority. Food safety is critical
 for public health as foodborne diseases affect people's health
 and well-being. Unsafe food creates a vicious cycle of disease
 and malnutrition, particularly affecting infants, young children,
 the elderly and the sick. Foodborne diseases impede
 socioeconomic development by straining health care systems
 and adversely impacting national economies, tourism and
 trade."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
Exploring the implications of TPP negotiations for Latin America
Chile, Mexico, and Peru are the three Latin American countries
 participating in the negotiations of the Trans-Pacific Partnership
 Agreement (TPP). Although these countries have cultural and
 geographical proximity, they exhibit different export structures and
 consequently different objectives toward the ongoing TPP negotiations.
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2. BANGLADESH: Tackling illegal transfer of funds
Source: Financial Express

"The national strategy in Bangladesh to contain the flow of illicit
 funds, both inward and outward, approved last week, has been
 long overdue. The need for such a strategy and its strict
 enforcement was particularly being felt in recent years in view
 of the rise in the outward flow of funds amassed through illegal
 means.

 The release of data from time to time by a number of
 international research organizations, including the Global
 Financial integrity, has only confirmed this fact. The annual
 average outflow of fund amounting to $1.3 billion between
 2003 and 2012, by any measure, is too high for a country
 where annual inflow of foreign direct investment remains well
 below $1 billion."

3. PHILIPPINES: In need of proper healthcare
Source: Phil Star

"Filipinos are living longer, thanks to advances in health care
 and technology, but many are still in poor health, according to
 a recent report by the Commission on Population (Popcom). By
 2025, Popcom estimates that elderly Filipinos will account for a
 tenth of the population, up from the current six to seven
 percent. Average life expectancy, now at 72 for women and 67
 for men, may improve further. The question is whether it will
 mean living healthier.

 Unhealthy lifestyles, poverty and the inadequacy of public
 health care are surely among the factors leading to poor
 health. While the nation has been on track in meeting many
 health-related Millennium Development Goals, and coverage of
 government health insurance is constantly being expanded,
 proper healthcare is still a luxury for millions of Filipinos."

 
4. VIET NAM: Faces pension crisis
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"Viet Nam may be forced to water down a new law designed to
 shore up its pension system after tens of thousands of workers
 protested against the changes in a strike that lasted nearly a
 week. Four factories employing more than 90,000, owned by
 Taiwanese footwear manufacturer Pou Chen Corp., halted
 production last week as workers protested new pension rules
 that go into effect next year aimed at boosting the retirement
 program.

 The new law prevents laborers from being eligible for lump-
sum social insurance payments when they leave companies. The
 factory protests underscore the hard choices Viet Nam's
 government must make to revamp its pension system. The
 country's social security fund is forecast to have deficits
 beginning in 2021 and risks being depleted by 2034 without
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 reforms, according to the International Labour Organization."

5. CAMBODIA: A lending alternative to MFIs
Source: Phnom Penh Post

"Oxfam said it will expand its savings-led community-lending
 model in Cambodia as an alternative to traditional credit-based
 microfinance services, which it says are ineffective in reaching
 the country's poorest. Oxfam's Saving for Change project,
 which trains rural communities to form savings groups, now
 has $5 million in capital, with over 100,000 members, mostly
 women, in 6,000 groups across the country.

 Similar to community banks, saving groups are composed of
 rural communities who pool their cash together and take out
 loans from the group, paying interest back to the pool or
 individual members rather than to a microfinance institution
 (MFI). Oxfam says its venture is projected to jump to over $9
 million by 2019 and increase its member base to 170,000 -- a
 drop in the bucket compared to Cambodia's deposit-taking
 MFIs, whose collective portfolio reached $897 million at the end
 of 2014."

6. INDONESIA: Managing the fuel-price float
Source: Jakarta Post

"Fuel prices in Indonesia, notably that of the widely used low-
octane gasoline, should have been increased by Rp 1,000
 ($0.07) per liter based on the fixed-subsidy system (managed
 price-float) introduced by the government in early January. But
 the government last week raised the price of low-octane
 gasoline to Rp 7,400 ($0.57) per liter, Rp 600 below the level
 required by the movements in the international oil prices and
 rupiah exchange rate. Yet the new price of diesel fuel, at Rp
 6,900/liter, still by and large conforms to its fixed subsidy level
 (Rp 1,000 per liter), which was set in early January.

 The government indeed faced a dilemma in regard to the latest
 fuel-price adjustment. Had it not been for the 6 percent
 depreciation of the rupiah against the US dollar in the first
 three months, the fuel-price increase would have been only
 incremental. But the cascading impact of the weakening rupiah
 made domestic fuel prices much dearer because Indonesia
 depends on imports for almost 60 percent of its fuel needs."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Mongolia was not the first country to experience a natural resources boom. Despite the
 lessons from other countries on how to mitigate the resource curse, the exuberance for the
 boom part of the cycle was too much to resist. Spending went off budget to avoid spending
 rules, and new procurement rules were circumvented to build infrastructure more quickly.
 The international capital markets only validated the exuberance, lending Mongolia 20
 percent of its GDP at rates comparable to those given to Italy. Then the bust part of the
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 cycle kicked in.
 
 
 
 

7. PAKISTAN: Reality check on farm credit
Source: Dawn

"The State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) is making a strenuous effort
 to encourage banks to increase and diversify their loan
 portfolios to cater to the multiple needs of the agriculture and
 livestock sector. But it has yet to come to grips with the social
 reality in the rural areas. Syed Samar Hasnain, SBP Executive
 Director, said that overall share of agriculture in total loan
 portfolio is only 6.5 percent, and the central bank is working
 hard to progressively increase it.

 Throwing light on agri-credit strategy, the official said the SBP
 accords priority to development finance and financial inclusion.
 With a view to ensure easy flow of affordable financial services
 to small farmers, the SBP in consultation with the federal
 government, has developed a Credit Guarantee Scheme for
 small farmers."

8. INDIA: No rest for the elderly
Source: IPS

"As more people in India enter the 'senior citizen' category,
 cracks are beginning to appear in a social structure that claims
 to value the institution of family but in reality expresses disdain
 for the bonds of blood. Recent research by HelpAge India, a
 leading charity dedicated to the care of seniors, reveals that
 every second elderly person in India -- defined as someone
 above 60 years of age -- suffers abuse within their own family,
 a malaise that has been found to infect all social strata and all
 regions of the country.

 The 12-city study, 'State of the Elderly in India 2014', found
 that one in five elderly persons encounters physical and
 emotional abuse almost daily, a third around once a week, and
 a fifth every month. A common reason for the abuse is elderly
 family members' economic dependence on their progeny.
 According to sociologists, neglect of senior citizens -- once
 revered and idolized in Indian society -- is largely attributable
 to the changing social landscape in Asia's third largest
 economy."

9. INDONESIA: Ditches plans for deep sea port
Source: Jakarta Globe
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"The Indonesian government has scrapped plans to develop a
 $2.66 billion Cilamaya deep sea port project in West Java on
 worries it may disrupt the offshore oil and gas production of a
 block owned by state energy company Pertamina. The
 Cilamaya site is located a short distance from an oil and gas
 block operated by Pertamina Hulu Energi Offshore North West
 Java.

 The Cilamaya area supports a multitude of projects, according
 to PHE acting President Director Bambang Kardono. Oil
 production at the PHE block stands at about 40,000 barrels and
 180 million standard cubic feet of gas per day, Bambang
 added. Once the block reaches full production capacity, it is
 expected to generate up to Rp 21 trillion worth of oil and gas."

10. PRC: Growing rail network a boost for tourists
Source: China Daily

"China's rapidly growing high-speed rail network is making it
 easier -- and cheaper -- for tourists to travel around the
 country. According to Xinhua News Agency, China had more
 than 16,000 kilometers of high-speed rail at the end of 2014,
 up from 11,000 at the end of 2013.

 More than 100 million trips were made on the Beijing-Shanghai
 high-speed rail last year, which made a profit for the first time
 since its launch in 2011. Increasingly more travelers are
 choosing high-speed trains rather than flying because of the
 convenience, professional service and punctuality."
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1. PHILIPPINES: Poverty and farm productivity
Source: Business World Online

"The Philippine poverty incidence has risen by 1.2 percentage
 points to 25.8% in the first half of 2014, from 24.6% in 2013.
 This was attributed to high food prices, especially rice. About
 25.8 million poor people out of 100 million is disproportionately
 large compared to its ASEAN peers. The more revealing
 statistic is that the Philippine poverty rate has barely changed
 in the last 10 years. It was 24.9% in 2003 and 25.8% in 2014.

 What could be the cause? In 2014, rural poverty was about
 40% as compared to urban poverty of about 1%. Roughly, of
 the 25.8 million poor, nearly 20 million are directly and
 indirectly dependent on agriculture. This suggests that the
 major cause of poverty in the Philippines is low farm
 productivity. Low productivity, especially from scattered, small
 and unorganized farms, affects the expansion of agri-food
 manufacturing which creates non-farm jobs."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
Exploring the implications of TPP negotiations for Latin America
Chile, Mexico, and Peru are the three Latin American countries
 participating in the negotiations of the Trans-Pacific Partnership
 Agreement (TPP). Although these countries have cultural and
 geographical proximity, they exhibit different export structures and
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 consequently different objectives toward the ongoing TPP negotiations.  
 
 
 

2. PRC: Housing bank needed to aid realty market
Source: China Daily

"A national housing bank should be created to optimize the use
 of China's Housing Provident Fund and help stimulate the
 sluggish market, according to officials. Zhang Qiguang, head of
 the fund's supervision department at the Ministry of Housing
 and Urban-Rural Development, said it is time for China to
 establish a policy-based housing financial institution or a
 national housing bank to boost housing demand.

 The property sector is still one of the key driving forces
 powering the world's second-largest economy and any sudden
 market contraction could trigger serious risks related to debt
 default and to the shadow banking sector, Zhang wrote. He
 said the real estate market has been experiencing structural
 changes. Some cities are inundated with an oversupply of
 housing stock while others demand more and better houses, as
 increasing numbers of rural residents move into cities."

3. MYANMAR: Farmers dream of resurrecting rice bowl
Source: Bangkok Post

"For much of the early 20th century Myanmar was Asia's rice
 bowl. But decades of mismanagement shattered the agriculture
 industry in a nation where 70 percent of inhabitants still live in
 the countryside. The reformist government in Myanmar, which
 took over from the military in 2011, is now determined to
 resurrect the country's reputation as a rice producer.

 But rotting stocks, creaking infrastructure, heavily indebted
 farmers and minimal foreign investment are among the hurdles
 it faces. Yet many economists believe helping farmers offers
 Myanmar one of the fastest ways to both alleviate poverty and
 turn around the country's fortunes."

P O V E R T Y   S P O T L I G H T
KOREA: Medical costs soar as aging society looms
Source: Jakarta Post

"There are more than 6.8 million baby boomers (those born
 1955 to 1963) who are entering their 60s this year in the
 Republic of Korea. The government predicts that medical costs
 for the elderly will continue to rise as the boomers' population
 begins to grow older, thereby doubling the current elderly
 demographic -- those aged 65 or older -- to more than 7.2
 million.

 Last year, about one-third of total medical costs was spent to
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 treat the elderly, who already account for 11.9 percent of the
 total Korean population. The cost increased by 10.4 percent
 from the year before. The poverty rate for elderly households
 was 49.3 percent in 2013, according to Statistics Korea. Almost
 90 percent of the elderly were also suffering from chronic
 diseases such as diabetes and high blood pressure, while one-
third were either depressed or obese as of last year."

4. PAKISTAN: Policy needed on agriculture
Source: Dawn

"Crop prices are falling in Pakistan, as opposed to the rising cost
 of farm inputs. This is eroding farmers' earnings and savings
 and is bound to impact the pace of investment required to
 modernize agriculture and improve productivity, and will make
 it more difficult for primary commodities to become globally
 competitive.

 It will also result in the cash-strapped government being forced
 to continue to subsidize the export of surplus wheat and sugar,
 etc., while domestic prices remain higher than international
 rates. In the absence of adequate storage facilities and modern
 supply chains, a significant quantity of grains stored in open
 grounds would also be lost. The government has failed to come
 up with a policy to stimulate the private sector or farmers to
 invest in logistics."

5. INDIA: Moving toward a cashless economy
Source: Live Mint

"The Finance Ministry in India last week appointed a committee
 seeking recommendations on how to increase the use of plastic
 modes of payment such as debit and credit cards in commercial
 transactions. India, with cash in circulation amounting to 13%
 of gross domestic product, remains a laggard when compared
 to developed countries. Increasing tax revenues and reining in
 black money have been the key reasons for moving toward
 plastic currency.

 Given that today cash remains the mainstay of transactions in
 India, and offers a great degree of anonymity, the focus
 automatically turns to the nature of the transactions. By
 helping bring more transactions under record, plastic currency
 can indeed play a crucial role in monitoring the flow of funds
 and help prevent tax evasion."

6. VIET NAM: High taxes hinder growth of auto industry
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"Viet Nam's car and part manufacturers say the newly-approved
 automobile development strategy won't succeed unless the
 government offers more tax and credit incentives to local car
 producers which are struggling amid fierce competition from
 imported products. According to the strategy approved by
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 Prime Minister Nguyen Tan Dung in July, local automobile firms
 will produce 227,500 cars by 2020, 237,900 by 2025 and 1.5
 million by 2035.

 Though the strategy is considered conservative given that Viet
 Nam's 2035 target is smaller than Thailand's current output,
 few believe Viet Nam will achieve it. Shortcomings in the tax
 policy remain a big obstacle to market development, car and
 part manufacturers said at a recent meeting organized by the
 Ministry of Industry and Trade on the nation's automotive
 strategy."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
The Indonesian government plans to raise the pension contribution to 8 percent of an
 employee's monthly salary starting in July from 5 percent now, said Labor Minister M.
 Hanif Dhakiri. The plan is part of a new government regulation draft that aims to revamp
 the country's pension system. Currently, employees pay 2 percent of their salary into the
 pension system, while their employers pay the remaining 3 percent.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. THAILAND: Power plan aims to cut reliance on gas
Source: Bangkok Post

"The proportion of natural gas to be used as a resource in
 producing power in Thailand will be cut to 40% from the
 current 70% as energy policymakers diversify resources from
 fossil fuels to renewable energy. According to the new power
 development plan (PDP) 2015-36, new sources of power will
 come from renewable energy, clean coal and nuclear power as
 well as purchasing power directly from neighboring countries in
 order to secure Thailand's power supply.

 The new PDP aims to develop the power sector over the next
 20 years and increase capacity to meet rising demand. It aims
 to produce an additional 57,500 megawatts by the end of 2036,
 taking the country's power capacity to 70,400 MW. That
 excludes 24,670 MW produced by ageing generators that will
 be cut off at the end of the plan."

8. MYANMAR: Foreign banks set to open branches
Source: Irrawaddy

"Two Japanese and one Singaporean bank will become the first
 foreign banks to operate in Myanmar for decades when they
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 open branches on April 23, state media reported. 'The Bank of
 Tokyo Mitsubishi UFJ Ltd, Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation
 and Oversea-Chinese Banking Corporation Ltd became the first
 to clear the final hurdle among nine foreign lenders awarded
 preliminary approval,' reports showed.

 The domestic banking sector remains ill-equipped to provide
 services to local citizens, let alone global companies. In
 October, the government granted nine foreign banks coveted
 licenses to operate on a limited basis, its biggest move to date
 to bring in much needed foreign capital to a fast-growing
 economy. The licenses are limited to one branch that can
 provide loans to foreign companies and only in foreign
 currency, and the licensees are also expected to lend to
 domestic banks."

9. PHILIPPINES: Gov't confident of 7-8% growth
Source: Phil Star

"The Aquino administration is confident the economy will still
 grow by seven to eight percent this year and next despite the
 negative impact of slumping oil prices on government revenue
 performance. During a recent meeting, the government's
 economic team agreed to keep its forecasts for the country's
 economic growth unchanged even as it sees state revenues
 growing at a slower pace amid a sustained low oil price
 environment.

 While low fuel prices give people more discretionary spending
 power, they are seen to impact negatively on the state's
 revenue performance, more particularly on imports. The inter-
agency Development Budget Coordination Committee sees oil
 prices hovering between $50 and $70 per barrel this year from
 the earlier assumption of $80 to $110 during its meeting in
 January."

10. INDIA: Chronic diseases account for 60% of deaths
Source: One World

"The cost of chronic conditions to India's economy is high with
 estimates suggesting that non-communicable diseases (mainly
 chronic in nature) cost the country between 4% and 10%,
 according to report by the Delhi based Public Health Foundation
 of India. The report states that chronic diseases are the leading
 cause of death in India as they account for 60 percent of all
 deaths annually killing more than five million people every
 year.

 These diseases which include various ailments in the form of
 diabetes, stroke, cardiovascular diseases, mental health illness,
 cancer, and chronic lung diseases will cost India around Rs 280
 trillion between 2012 and 2030 in terms of economic output.
 India's Minister of State for Science and Technology Y S
 Chowdary, said that chronic diseases are the biggest challenge
 for India. He said that the lack of a master plan in the health
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 sector is responsible for the poor state of health in the
 country."
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1. ASIA: Foreign aid close to record peak in 2014
Source: theguardian.com

"Aid spending by the world's richest states hovered around an
 all-time high last year, but development assistance to the
 least-developed countries (LDCs) fell by 16% from the year
 before, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
 Development (OECD) has said. Member states of the OECD's
 Development Assistance Committee spent more than $135
 billion on official development assistance (ODA) last year, a
 0.5% decrease from 2013, when a record amount of
 development aid was sent.

 Huge debt relief to Myanmar was behind much of the fall in aid
 to LDCs, the OECD said in its annual report. But excluding this
 relief, aid flows to the world's poorest countries still fell by 8%
 as donors favored loans to middle-income states. Last year the
 world's largest aid donors by volume were the US, the UK,
 Germany, France and Japan, the data showed."

2. MYANMAR: Farmers dream of resurrecting rice bowl
Source: world-grain.com

"Myanmar is fortunate to have both huge natural resources and
 farming potential. But it is the former that has piqued the
 interest of foreign investors scrambling to access the sector as
 the country opens up. Many economists believe helping farmers
 offers Myanmar one of the fastest ways to both alleviate
 poverty and turn around the country's fortunes.

 Improvements in agriculture are one of the genuine 'low
 hanging fruit' of reforms that could do much, remarkably
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 quickly, says Sean Turnell, an expert on Myanmar's economy at
 Australia's Macquarie University. Rice is a good poverty
 alleviation tool, he explains, because money actually filters
 down to poor farmers rather than resting in the hands of
 corporations or middlemen. But a lack of good storage facilities
 means most farmers are forced to sell their rice shortly after
 the harvest -- when prices are at their lowest."

3. CENTRAL ASIA: Trilateral transit accord
Source: customstoday.com.pk

"Pakistan, Afghanistan and Tajikistan are finalizing a draft of the
 Trilateral Transit Agreement among the three countries
 (PATTTTA). In the beginning of January this year, Pakistan and
 Afghanistan held two days negotiations to review Afghanistan
 Pakistan Transit Trade Agreement (APTTA) and to search out
 avenues of signing Trilateral Transit Trade Agreement (ATTA)
 amongst Pakistan, Afghanistan and Tajikistan with an aim to
 enhance trade volume up to $5 billion over the next three
 years.

 The existing APTTA allowed Afghan trucks to carry export cargo
 to Pakistani seaports and the Wagah border post to Indian as
 well as it also permitted Afghan trucks on their return will be
 permitted to carry goods from Pakistan to Afghanistan.
 Pakistan soon after the signing of APTTA made it clear to
 Afghanistan that the bilateral transit trade pact would not
 entitle Indian exports to Afghanistan via the Wagah land route.
 According to sources, Pakistan and Afghanistan have jointly
 drafted a new customs-protocol under the APTTA for the
 regulation of transit traffic through two countries."

 
4. MYANMAR: Top investment destination for 2015
Source: investasian.com

"Myanmar has ranked as ASEAN's most popular country for
 investment in 2015 because of a high growth forecast at 8.5%,
 along with a quarter of its population expected to live in large
 cities such as Yangon and Mandalay by 2030, according to the
 Asian Enterprise Survey 2014 by United Overseas Bank (UOB).
 An increasing amount of foreign direct investment in Myanmar
 and a large amount of M&A activity continue to spur growth.
 The news of investors flocking to the country has intensified
 even more by the expansion the three largest banks in Japan
 into the country.

 But despite its new-found popularity, rapid transformation
 brings about the problem of local laws regulations that restrict
 entry for firms wishing to capitalize on opportunities. 11% of
 the survey's respondents said that Myanmar's taxation and
 regulatory conditions are the least attractive reason for
 investment."
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5. TIMOR LESTE: Ready to join ASEAN
Source: thesundaily.my

"Timor Leste is ready to join the Association of Southeast Asian
 Nations (ASEAN) anytime, says Ambassador to Malaysia, Jose
 Antonio Amorim Dias. He said after attaining independence 13
 years ago, Timor Leste was confident in fulfilling the ASEAN
 membership criteria, including providing sufficient human
 resources to attend numerous ASEAN meetings throughout the
 year.

 He said Timor Leste had at least fulfilled two major
 requirements for ASEAN membership so far, namely the
 country was located in this region and it had opened embassies
 in ASEAN member countries. Currently, Timor Leste has
 opened 22 embassies. In March 2011, Timor Leste submitted
 an application to join ASEAN during the Indonesian
 Chairmanship of ASEAN. Currently, it is being reviewed by a
 special working group that wants to see efforts made by Timor
 Leste to join the 10-member regional grouping."

6. BANGLADESH: Health status in slums worse than in
 villages
Source: thedailystar.net

"Poor healthcare systems along with water, sanitation and
 environmental pollution remain a major challenge in the rapidly
 growing cities of Bangladesh, says Bangladesh Health Watch
 Report (BHW) 2014. However, there is a huge rich-poor gap in
 the urban areas with the slum population facing serious
 consequences in terms of food, nutrition, water, sanitation and
 healthcare.

 The report says only 36.3 percent slum dwellers are food
 secured against 52.4 percent such people in rural areas. The
 report further says approximately 30 to 45 percent of slum
 dwellers are ill and 60 percent of their children are chronically
 malnourished at any given time."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Construction of the Laos-Myanmar Friendship Bridge across the Mekong River is now
 complete and the bridge will officially open next month. The bridge is seen as a boost to
 trade, investment and tourism between Laos and Myanmar and is expected to benefit the
 two nations and neighboring countries such as Vietnam and China. Residents of Luang
 Namtha province, where the Lao side of the bridge is built will directly benefit from the
 provision of services and border trade between Myanmar, Vietnam, China and Thailand.
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7. VIET NAM: Takeover of farmlands restricted
Source: thanhniennews.com

"The Vietnam government has issued a resolution that limits the
 acquisition of farmlands for other purposes and contains other
 provisions supporting agriculture. It constrains local authorities
 from taking over land from farmers, an act that often triggers
 conflicts and sometimes even violence. In Vietnam, all land is
 owned by the state and people are given land-use rights.

 The new resolution says if farmers have to give up land for
 national security or some public purpose, the authorities will
 apply policies to make sure the farmers' legitimate interests are
 protected. It calls for easing regulations on renting out and
 selling fields to develop large-scale cultivation, easing
 borrowing regulations for farmers and reducing value-added
 tax on agricultural inputs as well as corporate tax on
 agricultural investors."

8. ASIA OP/ED: Overcoming lower growth speed limits
Source: thediplomat.com

"The slowdown from the global financial crisis could become the
 'new normal,' the International Monetary Fund has warned. Can
 Asia defy the gloomy outlook? Both of Asia's two biggest
 economies, China and Japan are expected to suffer from a
 significant decline in working-age population growth, with a
 potentially protracted period of weak demand in Japan further
 eroding labor supply and investment.

 China could see capital growth fall further because of a
 rebalancing of growth away from investment and toward
 consumption, along with a 0.75 percentage point drop in total
 factor productivity growth compared to pre-crisis rates. For
 policymakers, lower potential growth will make it more difficult
 to improve public finances in both advanced and emerging
 economies, with advanced economies also facing the issue of
 continued low real interest rates."

9. BANGLADESH: Fresh move to build Myanmar road
Source: thefinancialexpress-bd.com

"A fresh move has been made to build the Bangladesh-Myanmar
 friendship road after Myanmar agreed in principle to explore
 the possibility of routing the continental highway through
 Bandarban area, official sources said. The trans-border
 communications route is broadly planned to establish wider
 connectivity with the Southeast Asian countries, including the
 Chinese spring city of Kunming, Thailand, Malaysia and
 Singapore crossing over Myanmar.
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 The 153-kilometer road was proposed to be set up from
 Balukhali-Gundum in Cox's Bazar district to Chin state through
 Bawli Bazar in Myanmar. However, the initiative remained
 shelved afterwards despite Bangladesh efforts several times,
 for not getting any response from the Myanmar government
 which was supposed to construct 110km portion of the road
 inside its hilly terrains. The road is conceived as part of the
 long-cherished Asian Highway and BCIM (Bangladesh-China-
India-Myanmar) corridor."

10. INDONESIA OP/ED: Time to start work on
 infrastructure
Source: Jakarta Globe

"Infrastructure continues to be a regular topic of discussion in
 the Indonesian media and among people generally. Everyone is
 impatient to see things happening, projects awarded and
 underway, although there is a growing realization that the
 ambitious targets tabled at the start of the new administration
 are not achievable in a five-year time frame. However, key
 projects must be got underway as a matter of urgency and a
 sound framework put in place to ensure continuity in the
 future.

 In the past, it has always been an unwieldily slow process with
 annual budget expenditure tending to be rushed out toward the
 end of the year. With the rush to accelerate project
 development along with the additional funding, the preparation
 and tender award system need to be streamlined since they
 currently cannot cope."
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1. PRC: Lessons from Japan as growth slows
Source: todayonline.com

"After four disappointing years, Chinese economists have
 realized that slowing gross domestic product growth -- from a
 post-crisis peak of 12.8 percent in 2010 to about 7 percent
 today -- is mainly structural, rather than cyclical. In other
 words, China's potential growth rate has settled onto a
 significantly lower plateau. While the country should be able to
 avoid a hard landing, it can expect annual growth to remain at
 6 to 7 percent over the next decade. But this may not
 necessarily be bad news.

 One might question why GDP in China, where per capita
 income recently surpassed $7,000, is set to grow so much
 more slowly than Japan's did from 1956 to 1970, when the
 Japanese economy, with per capita income starting from about
 $7,000, averaged annual growth of 9.7 percent. The answer
 lies in potential growth. Chinese productivity has been declining
 steadily in recent years, from 11.8 percent in 2001 to 2008, to
 7.4 percent in 2011 to 2012. China's working-age population
 has been shrinking since 2012, by more than three million
 annually, a trend that will, with a four-to-six-year lag, cause
 labor-supply growth to decline and even turn negative."

2. SE ASIA: Leaders push for greater labor mobility
Source: channelnewsasia.com

"More engineers and architects in Southeast Asia have
 registered with professional bodies in the region to have their
 qualifications recognized. Currently there are 987 engineers
 registered with the ASEAN Chartered Professional Engineers
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 and 220 architects registered with the ASEAN Architects. They
 are among eight professions that come under the Mutual
 Recognition Arrangements (MRAs) endorsed by ASEAN leaders
 to promote freer movement of skilled labor.

 MRAs are a key instrument in ASEAN's push for greater labor
 mobility in the region. Through the MRAs, ASEAN countries
 may recognize the education or experience obtained by
 workers in certain professions. There are MRAs in eight
 professions for doctors, dentists, nurses, accountants,
 surveyors, architects, engineers and those in the tourism
 industry."

3. BANGLADESH: Can we eradicate extreme poverty?
Source: thedailystar.net

"Extreme poverty is officially defined in Bangladesh in terms of
 total living expenses of a family falling short of the cost of
 minimum food needs. According to the estimates based on the
 official Household Expenditure Survey, the proportion of the
 extremely poor population declined from 41 percent in 1990 to
 about 18 percent in 2010. That is a significant achievement;
 but it is the mopping up of the residual extreme poverty that
 has proved to be the most difficult challenge for most
 developing countries.

 Bangladeshi people, though poor, are development aware and
 aspire for better life. Research has shown 'aspiration' as an
 important ingredient of economic growth. Poor people in even
 remote villages in Bangladesh no more take poverty as their
 destiny, since they have seen their peers to go up the income
 ladder by one means or another. That's why even poor people
 send their daughters to school."

 
4. PHILIPPINES: World Bank cuts growth forecast
Source: interaksyon.com

"The World Bank said the Philippines is likely to grow at a
 slightly slower pace than earlier thought. In its East Asia Pacific
 Economic Update, the Washington-based lender cut its forecast
 for Philippine gross domestic product (GDP) growth this year to
 6.5 percent from the earlier estimate of 6.7 percent made in
 October last year.

 The slight reduction in the Philippines' GDP forecast was in line
 with similar cuts the World Bank made in its forecasts for most
 of developing East Asia, a region that is now seen growing by
 6.7 percent, lower than the earlier estimate of 6.9 percent.
 China will remain the region's fastest-growing economy at 7.1
 percent, albeit slower than the World Bank's earlier forecast of
 7.2 percent. Excluding the impact of China's slowdown,
 developing East Asian growth would pick up on the strength of
 the ASEAN economies."
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5. PAKISTAN: Pipeline to alleviate electricity shortage
Source: gnnliberia.com

"China plans to build a pipeline to transport natural gas from
 Iran to Pakistan in a move to alleviate the crippling burden of
 electricity shortage in Pakistan, a report said. A deal is likely to
 be signed during the Chinese president's visit to Islamabad this
 month. Pakistan has been negotiating for months for China to
 build the Pakistani portion of the pipeline, which will cost up to
 $2 billion, according to the report.

 Pakistan is negotiating with China to build 700 kilometers of
 pipeline from the western Pakistani port of Gwadar to
 Nawabshah in the southern province of Sindh, where it will
 connect to Pakistan's existing gas-distribution pipeline network.
 The remaining 80 kilometers will be built by Pakistan. The
 pipeline, which would take two years to build, would eventually
 supply Pakistan with enough gas to fuel 4,500 M of electricity
 generation."

6. CAMBODIA: Worker exodus to affect output
Source: phnompenhpost.com

"Agriculture workers in Cambodia have been steadily leaving the
 sector to pursue other kinds of employment, dropping its labor
 participation to 48.7 percent in 2013, with the Ministry of
 Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries stating in a yearly report,
 that this worrying trend could impact the nation's agricultural
 output. Agricultural workers are moving to urban centers in
 Cambodia or even abroad seeking non-agricultural jobs.

 The current trend of migrant workers moving from rural areas
 to the city or abroad is rising. The government needs to
 contribute to increasing industrial development which would
 help increase mechanization in the agriculture sector, enabling
 farmers to compensate for this loss of labor, according to Srey
 Chanthy, independent economist. Agriculture contributed
 around 28.7 percent to the country's GDP in 2014."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Ensuring freshwater flow in Padma River is an urgent necessity to mitigate increasing
 salinity in Bangladesh's South-west coastal region. Experts said the mangrove forest in the
 Sundarbans will be at risk in future if the salinity level cannot be reduced. Besides the
 increased level of salinity, the Sundarban is being adversely affected by decrease in siltation
 due to the unplanned establishments of infrastructure like embankments in the coastal
 rivers.
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7. INDIA: Why it doesn't pay to be a small farmer
Source: indiatimes.com

"There are nearly 120 million cultivators and 144 million
 landless agricultural laborers in India. Between 2001 and 2011,
 9 million people quit cultivation but 38 million joined the ranks
 of agricultural laborers. Although by all economic logic,
 agriculture should be unable to sustain this huge population,
 the lack of industrial jobs leaves people with no option.
 Migration to cities, a vicious cycle of poverty and even
 unconscionable suicides are the result.

 A revealing analysis of the economics of farmers based on data
 collected in 2012-13 shows the shocking condition of farmers
 owning less than a hectare of land. Although such small holders
 make up nearly 83% of cultivator households, their average
 monthly income-expenditure shows that they are all in the red
 -- their expenditure is more than income. Fragmentation of
 land has reduced the average size of holdings in India to just
 0.6 hectares."

8. VIET NAM: Creaking education system pushes students
 overseas
Source: gulf-times.com

"Vietnam's middle-classes are fleeing the country's school
 system for overseas education. Every year, Vietnamese parents
 spend more than $1 billion sending their children to schools
 and colleges abroad, according to data from independent
 monitors, shunning a local system so backwards that experts
 say it is impeding economic growth. At least 125,000
 Vietnamese students are studying overseas, according to ICEF
 Monitor.

 Authorities have kept in place a system heavy on rote learning,
 regurgitation of facts to pass exams, and obedience to
 authority -- with little room for critical thinking. Students rely
 on outdated, leaden text books, cheating is routine in exams
 while underpaid teachers are renowned for withholding chunks
 of the syllabus to instead impart in private classes they can
 charge for. Experts say schools in Vietnam are failing students,
 leaving parents desperate to get their children into Western
 institutions that will give them the qualifications they need to
 find employment."

9. PAKISTAN: Health sector under-developed
Source: nation.com.pk

"Pakistan still has a lack of access to basic health care services.
 In the urban areas, access to health care clinics and facilities is
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 not a problem, though the general state and quality of public
 services is very poor. On the other hand, in the rural areas,
 people live far from hospitals and basic health care units.

 One of the main causes of illness in the rural areas of Pakistan
 is poor water and sanitation systems. Some studies indicate
 that a significant portion of the rural poor incomes is spent on
 preventable common diseases linked to contaminated water
 and unsanitary living conditions. In Pakistan, life expectancy at
 birth is 59 years while the average for other comparable
 countries is 61 years."

10. MYANMAR: Still a long way to go
Source: fairobserver.com

"As a traveler exploring Myanmar, the scale and pace of
 development in the country is hard to miss. Wherever you look,
 there is some form of construction or renovation -- from old
 office blocks getting new paint jobs to new luxury hotels being
 built next to them. Money is flowing into Myanmar at a
 staggering rate, and no time is being wasted in putting it to
 good use. At least that is how it appears on the surface.
 However, there is more to the country than what its
 enthusiastic tourists see.

 Infrastructure-wise, there are a myriad of challenges Myanmar
 has to deal with. Due to prolonged isolation, the country's
 infrastructure is severely underdeveloped and is unequipped to
 meet logistical demands. Roads, railways, ports and airports all
 need expansion and modernization. Myanmar severely lacks
 decent public transportation systems. The roads of Yangon, the
 former capital and main trading hub, are vexed by traffic jams.
 The city's circular railway, unchanged for decades, is
 unequipped to deal with present-day commuter demands.
 There are talks of building a modern subway, but it is unclear
 when construction will start, if at all."
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8. SRI LANKA: Farmers told to adapt to changing climate
9. INDIA: Raise productivity to stay ahead
10. INDONESIA: Do more roads mean less congestion?

IN DEPTH

1. PAKISTAN OP/ED: Need to tackle power crisis
Source: Dawn

"Pakistan has always had a gap between supply and demand for
 electricity. What the country is facing today is a situation that is
 at least two decades in the making, where we've hit an
 impasse in arranging for the future growth of the power sector
 and nobody can figure out how to break it.

 This shortfall in meeting peak demand, the growing difficulties
 in making billing recoveries, the rise of circular debt and the
 worsening fuel mix in power generation are all only symptoms
 of this malaise. Electricity is tricky to generate, and even
 trickier to transport over long distances. A large power plant
 would require backward and forward linkages that carried
 stupendous costs, far too high for the private sector to meet."

2. VANUATU: Cyclone worsens life in urban settlements
Source: IPS

"Severe Tropical Cyclone Pam, which swept through the South
 Pacific Island state of Vanuatu in mid-March, has deepened
 hardships faced by people living in the informal settlements of
 the capital, Port Vila. Winds of up to 340 kph and torrential rain
 shattered precarious homes, cut off fragile public services and
 flooded communities with unsealed roads and poor drainage
 and sanitation.

 The main urban center of Port Vila, situated on the southwest
 coast of Efate Island, is very exposed to severe weather and
 sea surges. An estimated 30-40 percent of its 44,000 residents
 live in informal settlements, such as Freswota and Seaside.
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 Here, sub-standard housing, inadequate basic services and
 overcrowding all contribute to a poverty rate of 18 percent in
 Port Vila, in contrast to 10 percent in rural areas."

3. INDONESIA: Raise biodiesel consumption
Source: Jakarta Post

"The Indonesian government seems more determined now to
 push ahead with its campaign to increase the use of biodiesel
 by nearly tripling the price of the subsidy to Rp 4,000 (US 30
 cents) per liter, and improving infrastructure for the blending of
 diesel oil and palm oil-based fatty acid methyl ether for its
 storage and transportation. The government and the House of
 Representatives agreed last week, with the support of major
 palm oil companies, to secure funding for the biodiesel subsidy
 through the imposition of export taxes on crude palm oil (CPO)
 at $50 per ton and olein oil at $30 per ton.

 Given the bad experiences with the execution of the biodiesel
 policy over the past eight years, and taking into account the
 multiplier impact of a wider use of biodiesel, the government
 should improve inter-ministerial coordination in enforcing
 mandatory biodiesel. Another failure will damage market
 confidence in the renewable energy policy."

 
4. NEPAL: Potential of water economics
Source: Himalayan Times

"Nepal has good potential for fresh drinking water and
 hydroelectricity and can grow special agricultural products that
 will need plenty of water. By engineering improved retention
 capacity of green (rainwater) and blue (surface) water, using
 advanced technologies to generate more green energy and
 managing better distribution systems, the country can change
 its destiny by trading water which is in abundance.

 Hunger is increasing demand for more food, which in turn
 needs more water. All industrial countries need large amounts
 of freshwater for their industries. The value of green energy
 from hydroelectricity is increasing. Nepal is lucky that despite
 being untouched by seawater it has an enormous high-altitude
 water storage system that flows vibrantly, opening several
 economic possibilities."

5. ASIA/PACIFIC: New diagnosis tool pushed for diabetes
Source: SciDev

"From South Asia to the Pacific islands, more than 220 million
 people are diabetic, making up almost 55 percent of the world
 total. Half of these diabetes cases are undiagnosed, which may
 later cause life-threatening complications. Earlier and wider
 detection of diabetes can be achieved if the current diagnosis
 method, blood glucose analysis, is complemented with
 haemoglobin A1C (HbA1C), says a review in the Asian Pacific
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 Journal of Tropical Biomedicine.

 Prior to 2010, measuring blood glucose was the gold standard
 to diagnose diabetes, using either a fasting plasma glucose test
 (FPG) or oral glucose tolerance test. Both tests require patients
 to fast, which is inconvenient for those who have to travel far
 to a clinic. Also, FPG results can vary more than 12 percent
 between tests. Looking for a more reliable alternative to blood
 glucose analysis, doctors turned to HbA1C."

6. MYANMAR: Foreign investment soars to record
Source: Irrawaddy

"Foreign direct investment in Myanmar grew sharply during the
 2014-2015 fiscal year and reached a record $8 billion, a more
 than doubling of FDI compared to the year before, according to
 the Myanmar Investment Commission, which said the oil and
 gas sector was the main driver of growth.

 Figures released this week indicate the oil and gas sector
 attracted $3.2 billion in FDI, the transport and
 telecommunication sector saw investments rise to $1.6 billion,
 closely followed by manufacturing with $1.5 billion. Real estate
 and hotels and tourism were the fourth and fifth sectors
 receiving the most FDI, with $780 million and $357 million,
 respectively."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Most people in Parwan, Afghanistan, face economic difficulties so most try to go to the
 government hospital for their health problems. Due to a lack of funds and over
 crowdedness, the Parwan main hospital faces difficulties to accommodate all patients,
 especially children. In 2014, JEN provided more beds so patients can now avoid bed
 sharing, which helped in the prevention of disease transmission between patients.
 Eventually it helped in reducing the child mortality ratio and improving mothers' health in
 the province.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. PHILIPPINES: Looks to tourism revival
Source: Business World

"After a challenging year for tourism, the Philippines is hoping
 that an international marketing campaign, major events and
 further regional integration as part of the Association of
 Southeast Asian Nations Economic Community (AEC) will
 provide a boost to momentum in 2015. Tourism arrivals to the
 Philippines grew by 3.25% in 2014 to 4.83 million visitors,
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 according to a Department of Tourism (DoT) report published in
 February.

 The number came in lower than the 6 million foreign tourists
 targeted, due in part to the impact of typhoon Haiyan, which
 devastated the Visayas islands at the end of 2013, and China's
 advisory to its citizens not to travel to the Philippines. The
 authorities are hoping that campaigns such as the 'Visit the
 Philippines Year' and the onset of the AEC will see growth in
 visitor numbers return to 2013 levels, when tourist arrivals
 expanded by 9.5%."

8. SRI LANKA: Farmers told to adapt to changing climate
Source: SciDev

"Experts are calling on Sri Lanka's rice farmers to adopt
 flexibility in planting techniques in order to mitigate the impact
 of fluctuating weather patterns. The warning comes after 25
 percent of last season's rice harvest of four million metric tons
 was wiped out in a 10-month drought followed by flooding.

 A country assessment brief released by the UN Food and
 Agriculture Organisation in February placed the 2014 rice
 output at 3.5 million metric tons, the lowest recorded since
 2010. Rice imports, which are usually negligible, rose over 20
 times last year. Rice prices were also high with some varieties
 recording 40 percent price hikes compared to 2013, according
 to government estimates."

9. INDIA: Raise productivity to stay ahead
Source: Live Mint

"In emerging economies such as India, unlike advanced
 economies, the potential of output growth is expected to
 continue its downward trend among its emerging cousins,
 according to the International Monetary Fund's (IMF's) World
 Economic Outlook. What makes it worse is the likelihood that
 the magnitude of the fall in the growth rate of potential output,
 which essentially is like a speed limit for the economy before it
 spurs inflation, is going to be more in emerging economies.

 It is expected to decline from an average of 6.5% during 2008-
14 to 5.2% during 2015-20. India, as IMF's Managing Director
 Christine Lagarde said a few weeks ago, is one of the few
 bright spots in the global economy. Yet that is more a reflection
 of the poor state of the global economy and cannot be seen as
 an achievement just yet. The issue of low productivity -- be it
 from capital or labor -- is a very real challenge for the Indian
 economy as well."

10. INDONESIA: Do more roads mean less congestion?
Source: Jakarta Globe

"Congestion is a major source of frustration for road users and
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 has worsened over time in most cities of Indonesia. Different
 solutions have been proposed, such as introducing congestion
 charging (a favorite of transport economists) or investing in
 public transport. One solution that is most often put forward is
 to build more roads, but does this approach work?

 A new road may provide motorists with some level of respite
 from congestion in the short term but almost all of the benefit
 from the road will be lost in the longer term. Further, while
 more roads may solve congestion locally, more traffic on the
 road network may result in more congestion elsewhere."
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IN DEPTH

1. VIET NAM: Importance of water in rural development
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"With a dense network of rivers and canals plus a tropical
 monsoon climate, Viet Nam has abundant water resources from
 rainfall, surface water, and ground water. Acknowledging the
 grave importance of water in rural development, the
 government of Viet Nam has spared no effort to upgrade its
 institutions and policies for better water resource management.

 The country has 108 river basins and approximately 3,500
 rivers and streams with a length of 10 kilometers or more.
 These water resources are vital to ensuring Viet Nam's food
 security, energy security, industrialization, and modernization.
 Water management expert Nguyen Thi Phuong Lam said it's
 necessary to engage the whole community in water resource
 management to ensure sustainable water resource
 development."

2. PRC: Slow growth an opportunity
Source: Live Mint

"After four disappointing years, Chinese economists have
 realized that slowing gross domestic product (GDP) growth --
 from a post-crisis peak of 12.8% in 2010 to about 7% today --
 is mainly structural, rather than cyclical. In other words,
 China's potential growth rate has settled onto a significantly
 lower plateau. While the country should be able to avoid a hard
 landing, it can expect annual growth to remain at 6-7% over
 the next decade. But this may not necessarily be bad news.

 One might ask why GDP in China, where per capita income
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 recently surpassed $7,000, is set to grow so much more slowly
 than Japan's did from 1956 to 1970, when the Japanese
 economy, with per capita income starting from about $7,000,
 averaged 9.7% annual growth. The answer lies in potential
 growth."

3. INDONESIA: Bank consolidation in urgent need
Source: Jakarta Post

"The Financial Services Authority (OJK) is attempting to achieve
 what Bank Indonesia failed to accomplish for more than 10
 years: to accelerate banking consolidation to create a small
 number of large, strong banks, geared up to compete within
 the ASEAN integrated banking market in 2020.

 The OJK, which took over the authority for bank licensing and
 supervision from the central bank in 2014, is offering an
 incentive to domestic or foreign banks or financial institutions
 intending to acquire two or more small banks (with capital of
 less than Rp 1 trillion or $77 million) and merge them into a
 single entity. The main objective is to reduce the number of
 commercial banks, which now total 119, with the 10 largest
 controlling more than 75 percent of the banking market."

 
4. PHILIPPINES: Privatization required in power sector
Source: Inquirer

"Privatizing Mindanao's power facilities is undoubtedly a
 complex proposition, but it can be done. One plausible formula
 has been espoused by businessman Guido Alfredo Delgado, a
 Mindanao resident who headed Napocor during the Ramos
 administration. His proposal would require the state-run Power
 Sector Assets and Liabilities Management Corp. to enter into
 25-year power supply agreements before even starting to sell
 the hydro plants.

 The purpose is to 'lock in' the low price of hydroelectricity by
 way of a contract. This should benefit the existing customers of
 Napocor -- electric cooperatives, private utilities and directly
 connected industries. A suggested privatization scheme is
 through the sale of shares of stocks similar to what the
 government did in the case of Petron Corp."

5. PAKISTAN: Bumper crops hardly a blessing
Source: Dawn

"At a time when international prices of agricultural commodities
 are in steep decline, with sugar prices even sliding to their
 lowest level since 2009, Pakistan has been blessed with
 bumper crops of major commodities. But bumper crops, under
 the circumstances, are hardly a blessing for the country nor a
 matter of rejoicing for the stakeholders.

 Instead the farmers are particularly discouraged because of low
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 prices. These are a source of torment for those at the helm of
 affairs who are in a spot over how to tackle the ever-growing
 mountain of surplus stocks of wheat, rice and sugar canes.
 These goods cannot be exported for a profit, nor piled up
 somewhere for lack of proper storage. And there are no
 traditions of handing out such surplus commodities to poor
 consumers at lower prices for the sake of disposal of excess
 stocks."

6. MYANMAR: Rice exports up 40%
Source: Irrawaddy

"Myanmar's rice exports rose more than 40 percent in the 2014-
15 fiscal year, with shipments to regional heavyweight China
 dominating the trade despite Beijing's official ban on imports of
 the product from Myanmar, according to data provided by Soe
 Tun, the chairman of the Myanmar Farmers Association and
 joint secretary of the Myanmar Rice Federation.

 Figures from the Ministry of Commerce put total rice exports at
 more than 1.7 million tons in the fiscal year ending March 31,
 bringing in nearly $645 million. Exports were shipped to 64
 countries including China and Japan, as well as other nations of
 Asean, Europe and Africa."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Around 300 million rural Indians live without electricity. Local energy systems, or
 'microgrids', can be installed in small settlements not reached by the central energy system,
 but the process is often slow and expensive. Now a team of graduate students at the
 Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the United States has developed a computer
 algorithm that interprets satellite imagery more accurately. This reduces the work needed in
 the field to design a microgrid that works for each unique settlement.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. BANGLADESH: Water crisis in Dhaka
Source: Financial Express

"Of late, there is an acute water crisis in Dhaka city triggered by
 rapid growth of the population and indiscriminate urbanization
 making the available civic facilities inadequate. Although
 Bangladesh is not in short supply of water, there remains a lack
 of safe water. As Dhaka is the nerve center of employment,
 communications and development activities, people from all
 over the country move into the city in quest of a better life and
 thus exert additional pressure on the infrastructure and water
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 resources.

 In this way, the water bodies are being filled up to
 accommodate rapid urbanization destroying the city's
 ecosystem. As a result of expanding infrastructure rainwater
 can no longer replenish groundwater reservoirs. The water
 supply management in the city is more dependent on
 underground sources than surface water. This is making the
 water supply process more expensive and complicated."

8. INDONESIA: Legal infrastructure needs fixing first
Source: Jakarta Globe

"Indonesia has a rare opportunity next week, when more than
 700 chief executives of multinational companies will gather in
 Jakarta for the World Economic Forum, from April 19-21. How
 can the country capitalize on such a golden opportunity?
 President Joko Widodo and his economic minister are expected
 to present their plans for the next five years during the forum.

 Trade, food security, energy supply, financial inclusion and
 health will be prominent topics of discussion at the forum. But
 what Indonesia need most is the speeding up of the nation's
 infrastructure development. If the country wants to show its
 seriousness in building up the country and persuading foreign
 investors to help, then it must guarantee them a stable
 business and political environment, underpinned by legal
 certainty."

9. FIJI: Private sector vital for energy
Source: Fiji Times

"Increased private sector investment in small-scale grid-
connected renewable generation in Fiji can provide incentives
 and reduce risks for electricity production from small-scale
 renewable sources, says Department of Energy director Paula
 Katirewa. Another strategic area of focus for the department
 was increasing private sector investment in large-scale
 electricity.

 This was achievable through the establishment of a transparent
 process for the procurement of new large-scale capacity from
 independent power producers, pricing and other principals to
 be applied in a new power purchase agreement and grid-
connection standards. He said those investments would also
 provide investors an adequate return on capital."

10. BHUTAN: PPP model for educational hub
Source: Kuensel

"To tap private money for infrastructure development in Bhutan,
 the government is looking at a public-private participation
 (PPP) model to develop eastern Bhutan as an educational hub,
 where two colleges will be established. To be developed under
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 the ministry of economic affairs initiative, the colleges will be
 either public or private. The ministry invited expression of
 interest from prospective investors on April 13.

 Economic affairs minister Norbu Wangchuk said the
 establishment of the colleges would be in line with PPP policy,
 which the cabinet was to soon endorse. The Gross National
 Happiness Commission has vetted the PPP policy, which will
 play an important role in contributing private investments in
 infrastructure development."
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1. INDONESIA: Education not making the grade
2. PHILIPPINES: To lead SE Asian growth into 2016
3. NEPAL: Optimism over hydroelectricity sector
P O V E R T Y   S P O T L I G H T
VIET NAM: Sad lives adrift on 'floating slum'
4. INDIA: Coal turnaround to ease power cuts
5. CAMBODIA: Farmers to reap info flow
6. VIET NAM: Looks to update poverty line
7. NEPAL: Clean cook stoves could benefit millions
8. MYANMAR: Child labor continues
9. THAILAND: PPP law picked for makeover
10. ASIA: Insurance market expected to bloom

IN DEPTH

1. INDONESIA: Education not making the grade
Source: Business Jakarta Globe

"In its 2015 Education for All global monitoring report, the
 United Nations education agency, or UNESCO, highlighted some
 sobering truths about just how far Indonesia stands today from
 being able to boast a decent education system. The report,
 which compares the picture in 2012 (the most recent year for
 which figures were available) to 2000, shows that while
 Indonesia doubled the proportion of children receiving early
 childhood education, from 24 percent to 48 percent, it is still
 woefully short of UNESCO's target of 80 percent.

 Even more shockingly, the number of primary school-aged
 children not in school has doubled to 1.336 million, dwarfing all
 other countries in Southeast Asia combined. It is also telling
 that the key metrics for those other nations, in particular Viet
 Nam, have improved while Indonesia's have for the most part
 gone backward."

2. PHILIPPINES: To lead SE Asian growth into 2016
Source: Business World

"The Philippines is projected to be the fastest-growing economy
 in Southeast Asia this year and next even as growth in the
 region will likely be uneven, the International Monetary Fund
 (IMF) said in a report. The latest World Economic Outlook
 report that said that trends within the Association of Southeast
 Asian Nations-5 -- composed of Indonesia, Malaysia, the
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 Philippines, Thailand, and Viet Nam -- will 'continue to diverge.'

 The report showed that economic growth in ASEAN-5 is
 expected to average 5.2% this year and 5.3% in 2016, with the
 Philippines seen to outpace its peers in both periods at 6.7%
 and 6.3%, respectively. The IMF's forecasts for the Philippines,
 however, fall short of the government's 7-8% target for 2015
 and 2016."

3. NEPAL: Optimism over hydroelectricity sector
Source: Himalayan Times

"Currently, there are reasons to be optimistic about the
 hydroelectricity sector of Nepal. In a recent TV interview,
 economist Dr. Swarnim Wagle, a member of National Planning
 Commission, stressed the importance of developing hydro
 power sector in Nepal to achieve higher rates of economic
 growth in the country.

 It is the only sector in the country with the potential to unleash
 fast economic growth and prosperity for Nepal residents. Cross-
country evidence shows that access to electricity and its
 consumption is strongly correlated to social development and
 overall economic growth. Both economic and social returns
 from this sector outweigh private returns."

P O V E R T Y   S P O T L I G H T
VIET NAM: Sad lives adrift on 'floating slum'
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"Dozens of households have lived on shabby rafts and in
 wretched conditions near Hanoi's hallmark Long Bien Bridge
 over the Hong (Red) River for years. Only a stone's throw from
 the heart of the capital, twenty-six households with some 100
 members in total have called a 'floating village' adrift on a
 section of the river their 'home' for many years, with some of
 them having lived there for over two and a half decades.

 The residents' rafts are generally anchored near the Long Bien
 Bridge, one of the capital's cultural icons and historical
 witnesses, which spans over the Hong River and links Hoan
 Kiem and Long Bien Districts. These people's wretched living
 conditions are a far cry from Hanoi's hustle and bustle and
 opulent lifestyle even though they reside just two kilometers
 from the downtown area. The residents have no access to
 electricity or modern comforts. None of the children there go to
 school and most follow their parents' footsteps as scrap
 scavengers or hired hands to eke out a meager living."

4. INDIA: Coal turnaround to ease power cuts
Source: Live Mint

"Fewer power cuts are likely in India this summer after a surge
 in output at Coal India Ltd helped generators amass record
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 stocks, a turnaround for Narendra Modi who had to battle a
 power crisis within months of becoming prime minister last
 May. Fast-track mine approvals, tighter production oversight
 and more flexibility in coal sales have helped power station
 stocks recover from a six-year low hit in October.

 As Modi prepares to mark his first year in office and seeks to
 fulfill a poll promise to provide power to all of India's 1.2 billion
 people by 2019, power stations hold 28 million tons of coal, a
 38% jump from a year ago, government data shows. India, the
 world's third-largest coal buyer, is expected to cut imports by a
 fifth in the fiscal year to March 31 from an estimated 200
 million tons in the previous year. Power companies have relied
 on imports for 15% of their coal needs."

5. CAMBODIA: Farmers to reap info flow
Source: Phnom Penh Post

"The Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries in Cambodia
 will roll out a new Agricultural Extension Policy that will look to
 boost the sector by making new knowledge and technology
 easily accessible to farmers and communities, in a bid to
 increase efficiency and productivity in the sector.

 Minister Ouk Rabun said the policy, which is expected to be
 launched in two months, will disseminate and make accessible
 new technologies that will help farmers increase their yield in a
 sustainable manner. Mak Soeun, director of the Department of
 Agricultural Extension, said the policy will be implemented
 using a five-pronged approach: strengthening the regulatory
 framework on agricultural extension; increasing the capacity of
 officers and agents; incorporating affordable and practical
 farming techniques; improved information and messaging; and
 better delivery systems for this information."

6. VIET NAM: Looks to update poverty line
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"A new updated poverty line relevant to modern conditions in
 Viet Nam will be submitted to Prime Minister Nguyen Tan Dung
 this September since the existing line is too low, said Minister
 of the Ministry of Labour, Invalids, and Social Affairs Pham Thi
 Hai Chuyen on April 15. The poverty rate among households
 nationwide was cut from 14.2 percent in 2010 down to 5.8-6
 percent by the end of 2014. The figure is expected to fall to
 below 5 percent in late 2015.

 The number of low-income families in Viet Nam reduces by an
 average of 2 percent annually, while the rate in impoverished
 districts drops by more than 5 percent yearly, meeting the
 targets set for 2012-2015. Pham Thi Hai Chuyen noted that
 though the poverty rate has decreased sharply in
 disadvantages districts and ethnic minority communities, it is
 unsustainable and still exceeds 50 percent in some localities."
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  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Backed by a new satellite observation system, officials at Bangladesh's Flood Forecasting
 and Warning Centre are confident of staying ahead of flood-related disasters in the country
 this season. Every year, between March and September, monsoon rains and snow-fed rivers
 combine to inundate Bangladesh, resulting in damage to crops and property and loss of
 lives. Experimental trials conducted last year proved that an eight-day advance warning of
 floods was possible against the previous three or four days.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. NEPAL: Clean cook stoves could benefit millions
Source: IPS

"When 26-year-old Laxmi married into the Archaya household in
 Chhaimale village, Pharping, south of Nepal's capital
 Kathmandu, she didn't think she would be spending half the
 day in the kitchen inhaling smoke from the stove. The toxic
 gases are known to create respiratory problems, pneumonia,
 blindness, heart diseases, cancer and even low birth rates.
 Every year 4.3 million premature deaths worldwide are
 attributed to indoor air pollution.

 Fortunately for the Acharya family, the U.S.-based organization
 Global Peace Foundation had been working in the village and
 helping communities build mud-brick clean stoves with locally
 available materials. Unlike traditional stoves, clean cook stoves
 have airtight chambers that prevent smoke from escaping into
 cramped kitchens. They also have small chimneys through
 which poisonous exhausts can exit the house."

8. MYANMAR: Child labor continues
Source: Aljazeera

"Every day from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m., Soe Min Lwin takes orders,
 serves food and washes dishes at a tea shop in Yangon. Every
 night, he climbs onto a wooden table and falls asleep. He's 12,
 and by earning just over a dollar a day, he is his family's main
 breadwinner. Children have long been pillars of Myanmar's
 economy, with many working as housecleaners, factory hands
 and shop assistants. But their role has come under increasing
 international scrutiny as the country opens up after five
 decades of military dictatorship.

 Since Myanmar began major economic and political reforms in
 2011, more and more children have moved from the country's
 rural areas to cities. Recent statistics are hard to find. UNICEF's
 latest data is from a 2006 study that found nearly 33 percent of
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 children ages 7 to 16 surveyed had jobs."

9. THAILAND: PPP law picked for makeover
Source: Bangkok Post

"New laws governing public-private partnerships in Thailand will
 clarify regulations and facilitate investment in public
 infrastructure for the private sector, says Kulit Sombatsiri,
 director-general of the State Enterprise Policy Office. The
 government hopes to invest 1.35 trillion baht ($41.63 billion) in
 public infrastructure over the next five years, largely through
 partnerships with the private sector.

 The five-year plan, which is expected to be submitted to the
 cabinet for approval shortly, outlines 65 investment projects in
 20 categories. Investment is expected to begin this year,
 starting with projects such as an extension of the light-rail Blue
 Line, an inland container depot initiative of the State Railway of
 Thailand and an Internet broadband initiative under the
 government's 'digital economy' policy."

10. ASIA: Insurance market expected to bloom
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"The Southeast Asia region's insurance market will continue to
 reap success once the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) is
 formed at the end of 2015, said a report. Managing Director of
 international credit ranking agency AM Best Asia Pacific Roger
 Sellek said that insurers are planning to expand their business
 to overseas markets once the AEC is formed and international
 credit rates will be a 'passport to neighboring markets' for 110
 insurance and reinsurance companies with branches in
 Singapore.

 With impressive growth in the island country's market, AM Best
 Asia Pacific experts predicted the personal insurance market
 will blossom in Thailand and Indonesia, the newspaper said,
 adding that Singapore is currently the biggest insurance market
 in the Southeast Asian region with total revenue from life
 insurance and non-life insurance reaching nearly $23 billion in
 2013."
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1. ASIA: Massive drop in number of unbanked
Source: worldbank.org

"From 2011 and 2014, 700 million people became account
 holders at banks, other financial institutions, or mobile money
 service providers, and the number of 'unbanked' individuals
 dropped 20 percent to 2 billion adults, says a new World Bank
 report. Between 2011 and 2014, the percentage of adults with
 an account increased from 51% to 62%.

 East Asia and Pacific region increased account ownership by
 25% and made significant progress expanding account
 ownership among the poor. Adult account ownership rose to
 69%, up from 55% three years earlier. In Indonesia, ownership
 among the poorest 40% doubled to 22%. Although less than
 1% of adults have a mobile money account, 17% of account
 holders -- including 19% of account holders in China -- make
 payments from their bank account using a mobile phone, as
 compared to 13% in developing countries on average."

Download full report

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
Middle-income economies: Slowdowns, traps and transitions
The notion of a middle-income trap has generated much interest and
 discussion, but little consensus. There is no agreement on what the trap is
 or how long a country needs to be at the middle-income stage to be
 considered trapped. Much of the current discussion is about growth
 slowdowns, but is a slowdown the same as a trap? It is also possible that
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 the trap does exist but we do not know what causes it.  
 
 

2. INDIA: What is behind high rates of undernutrition?
Source: humanosphere.org

"Undernutrition is a major problem in India and understanding
 its roots is also a challenge. A complex mash-up of gender
 discrimination and poverty among child-bearing women
 appears to be the starting point, according to recent research.
 Roughly 42 percent of women in India start their pregnancies
 underweight. The data may help explain why the rate of
 underweight children is worse in South Asia than in sub-
Saharan Africa -- a disparity known as the 'Asian enigma.'

 The reasons for Indian mothers' relatively poor health are
 many, including a culture that discriminates against them. Sex
 differences in education, employment outside the home, and
 infant mortality are all greater in India than in Africa. The
 general thought is that reducing poverty is correlated with an
 improvement in nutrition. That trend appears to hold
 everywhere but in South Asia. While discrimination may make
 things worse for women, it doesn't explain the entire problem."

3. ASIA: Trillions needed to end poverty by 2030
Source: india.com

"Trillions of dollars would be required to achieve the 17
 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) that the United Nations
 is expected to adopt in September, global experts said. But
 foreign aid will be insufficient to do the job. Heads of state
 must embrace a new financing framework, one that mobilizes
 ODA, private investment and higher levels of government
 revenues, United Nations Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon said
 on Friday.

 Improving tax collection in developing countries was high on
 the agenda at several meetings held last week during the World
 Bank/International Monetary Fund (IMF) spring meetings to
 discuss new models for increasing development finance. Better
 tax systems would bolster budgets and give governments more
 funds to invest in social programs. In many low-income
 countries, tax as a percent of GDP is under 15 percent against
 at least 24 percent in advanced economies. One U.N. study
 estimated that $250-300 billion a year in development finance
 is lost through the outflow of potential revenues that can be
 taxed."

 
4. VIET NAM: World's best destination for BPO
Source: gulf-times.com

"Vietnam has taken the lead in the list of the world's top
 Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) locations for the first time
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 in terms of costs, risks and operational conditions. This is
 shown in a newly published report by US-based global real
 estate adviser Cushman & Wakefield entitled 'Where in the
 World? Business Process Outsourcing and Shared Service
 Location Index 2015'. Vietnam jumped from rank 5 in 2014 to
 pole position in 2015, while the Philippines just improved one
 notch from rank 3 to 2.

 In recent years, Vietnam has become one of the world's largest
 software exporters in the world and has already grown to the
 second biggest BPO and IT outsourcing destination for Japan
 behind the Philippines, for example. While not the cheapest
 outsourcing destination, Vietnam is still very competitive when
 compared to other global locations as wage rises in India and
 China largely contributed to it surging up the ranking to take
 first place in 2015."

5. FIJI: Extreme poverty very low, says World Bank
Source: fbc.com.fj

"The World Bank says incidence of extreme poverty is low in
 Fiji. In its 'East Asia and Pacific Economic Update' for this
 month it says about a 5th of the population lived under the $2
 per day poverty. The Bank says it has been assessed that the
 incidence of both $2 and $1.25 poverty has declined very little
 over recent years and some poverty reduction has been
 achieved in urban areas, where service sector growth has
 generated new opportunities.

 The World Bank says stubborn rural poverty reflects weak
 agricultural growth and a stagnant sugar sector. However, it
 says the Fijian government places considerable importance on
 poverty reduction through the Poverty Benefit Scheme and
 supporting income generating activities."

6. BANGLADESH: Streamlining private universities
Source: thefinancialexpress-bd.com

"The ministry of education, after scrutinizing the PhDs (Doctor
 of Philosophy) of several post-graduates from the country's
 private universities, last week declared such degrees as null
 and void. No private university in the country has so far
 received government approval to award PhD degrees. The
 doctorate degrees these universities conferred to the students
 have, thus, no legal basis.

 There are 77 private universities in the country approved by
 the education ministry and the University Grants Commission
 (UGC). There are allegations that some of these universities
 indulge in 'certificate business' and confer PhDs in a short time
 in exchange of a good deal of money. Foreign universities have
 also been barred from running PhD programs through distance
 learning or with the help of any private university in
 Bangladesh. According to the UGC report, many private
 universities are rendering below-standard teaching to the
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 students but are charging illogical tuition fees."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Sri Lanka and Japan plan to formulate and sign a Free Trade Agreement between the two
 countries to enhance bilateral trade. The Sri Lanka-Japan Business Co-operation Committee
 says that they are preparing for possible a FTA between Sri Lanka and Japan in 2015.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. INDONESIA: Striving to supply potable water
Source: antaranews.com

"Of the over 250 million population of Indonesia, only 11 million
 households currently have access to piped water, which is
 mostly supplied by regional drinking water companies. The
 remainder of the population relies on wells, springs, and
 rainwater harvesting. Two important court rulings were issued
 in Indonesia earlier this year that established water
 accessibility as a basic right of the public, rather than giving
 water the status of a business commodity.

 In mid-February, the Indonesian Constitutional Court revoked
 the 2004 Water Resources Law, which paved the way for the
 state to take full control of water resources from the private
 sector and for concessions to be granted on water resources for
 companies that sell water-based products. The second
 important ruling was issued by the Central Jakarta District
 Court on March 24, in which residents claimed that water
 services coverage was low and water leakage levels were high.
 The court ruled that the government must stop the
 privatization of water in Jakarta and return the role of water
 management to the state."

8. NEPAL: Rising food imports ring alarm bells
Source: ekantipur.com

"Nepal's imports of food grains, particularly rice, jumped by a
 whopping 33 percent to Rs 22.48 billion in the first eight
 months of the current fiscal year, largely due to disappointing
 summer harvests. Experts said that the rise in Nepalis income
 along with real estate and industrial expansion has left less
 room for farmland, resulting in low agricultural output to meet
 the demands of a growing population.
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 They said cereal imports could continue to grow in the coming
 years as the country's farmland has lost its charm to attract
 youths due to low economic yield. Nepal, self-sufficient in rice
 until a few decades ago, is on the verge of becoming a major
 importer of food grains. Nepal produced 258,435 tonnes less
 paddy compared to last year largely due to a late monsoon and
 untimely rainfall."

9. LAO PDR: Tax breaks lure foreign business
Source: asia.nikkei.com

"A special economic zone in southern Laos that is being driven
 by foreign investment is becoming the new symbol of
 Southeast Asia's industrial development. The Savan-Seno
 Special Economic Zone in Savannakhet has drawn nearly 60
 companies. The zone's location and the Lao government's
 generous tax incentives are attracting manufacturers to build
 production facilities there.

 However, there are some factors that could undermine the
 competitive advantage of Laos. In April, the country's minimum
 wage was raised 44% to 900,000 kip ($110) a month -- close
 to Vietnam's ($140) and Cambodia's ($128). The government
 is also concerned about its neighbor's plans to develop the
 border area. Research has begun into an industrial park in the
 Thai province of Mukdahan, across the Mekong River from
 Savannakhet. A SEZA official fears the park could take foreign
 investment away from the Savan-Seno SEZ. It could also
 attract Lao workers wanting better pay."

10. BANGLADESH: Improving performance of state-
owned banks
Source: thefinancialexpress-bd.com

"The Bangladesh government has introduced an annual
 performance targets-oriented agreement with 14 state-owned
 banks and financial institutions to make them accountable. The
 banks were given various performance targets including
 reduction of default loans, cash recovery, profit and loan
 growth, lowering the number of loss-making branches and
 increasing the number of automated branches.

 Various special programs are implemented by the government
 through state-owned banks and financial institutions. In many
 cases, these institutions suffer losses in implementing such
 special credit programs. In recent times, a good move has been
 undertaken by the Bangladesh Bank for financial inclusion of
 disadvantaged classes of people by giving chance to open 10-
taka deposit accounts with banks. Though extremely
 benevolent, the banks are losing income as there is no
 compensation for their time, labor and services."

Please share this e-newsline with others interested in the
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1. CAMBODIA: Agriculture decline to hit poor
Source: phnompenhpost.com

"The World Bank said last week that Cambodia will likely
 graduate to a lower-middle-income nation in 2015, on the back
 of sustained poverty alleviation, stable economic growth and
 progress made on reducing inequality between the rich and
 poor. However, the agriculture sector, one of Cambodia's key
 growth drivers, remains the biggest worry, as a slowdown in
 the sector will have a ripple effect on poverty alleviation efforts.

 The report showed that the poverty rate continued to reduce
 through 2012, though the pace had decelerated over that last
 few years. According to latest figures, the poverty rate was
 17.7 percent in 2012, as compared to 24 percent in 2009. A
 lower-middle income country has a GDP per capita of more
 than $1,045 and less than $4,125. Cambodia is expected to
 achieve a GDP per capita of $1,096 in 2015, and $2,589 in
 2030, which will put it close to the Philippines and Indonesia."

2. ASIA: By 2050, water demand to increase by 55%
Source: oneworld.net

"Global water demand is estimated to increase by 55% by 2050,
 says a new report. According to the United Nations World
 Water Development Report-2015, the increase demand would
 arise from various utilities including manufacturing, thermal
 electricity generation and domestic use. The demand for
 freshwater is increasing and if there is no equilibrium between
 demand and supply, the world would be facing an accelerated
 serious global water deficit affecting the livelihoods of billions.
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 The report highlights that groundwater supplies are decreasing,
 'with an estimated 20% of the world's aquifers currently over-
exploited.' The report clarifies that due to the boundaries arisen
 by finite and 'often' vulnerable water resources, overall
 sustainable development is under severe pressure.
 Sustainability in the Asia and the Pacific region is closely linked
 to accessibility to safe water and sanitation."

3. SE ASIA: Merits of a common time zone
Source: channelnewsasia.com

"Malaysian Foreign Minister Anifah Aman says Malaysia believes
 that having a common time zone for ASEAN capitals will further
 boost the sense of togetherness among the ASEAN people.
 Anifah said that ASEAN senior officials would have further
 discussions on the proposal at their next meeting during the
 upcoming 26th ASEAN Summit on April 26 and 27.

 ASEAN foreign ministers had earlier agreed on the merit of
 having a common time zone for the capitals of ASEAN member
 countries during the ASEAN Foreign Ministers Retreat in Kota
 Kinabalu on Jan 28 this year. Anifah noted that as of now, most
 ASEAN member states were still in the process of studying and
 consulting their respective government agencies on the ASEAN
 Common Time Zone proposal."

 
4. ASIA: Stronger safeguards to protect poor
Source: asiaone.com

"The World Bank Group convened in Washington, D.C. over the
 weekend for its spring meetings. Among other things, the
 participants discussed matters regarding development finance,
 sustainable development and climate change in the lead up to
 major global conferences on these issues this year. Central to
 all of this is the review of the Bank's operational Environmental
 and Social Safeguard Policies.

 The first two phases of the Safeguards review and consultation
 were conducted from 2012 to 2014; through these, a first draft
 was produced. The draft addressed new issues including land
 tenure, climate change and gender, and provided more clarity
 on the use of country systems. These improvements are
 welcome, however, the draft has serious deficiencies and
 ambiguities."

5. INDONESIA: Action needed to further economic growth
Source: Jakarta Globe

"Indonesia's economic growth slowed to 5 percent in 2014,
 which was the slowest pace in five years. Lana Soelistianingsih,
 a University of Indonesia economist, said the government still
 had to face many challenges ahead as corruption cases keep
 piling up and little is done to boost infrastructure spending. The
 government needs to focus on other areas of Indonesia, such
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 as the eastern region, to help expand the country's economy.

 Some economists point out that in order to develop the
 economy, Indonesia must expand its manufacturing and
 services sectors. Whether the government decides to further
 fast-track policy reforms on investment remains to be seen
 during Joko's administration. It has tried to make investment
 easier, with the Investment Coordingating Board reducing the
 process for investors to set up a business."

6. PAKISTAN: Silk Road Fund makes first investment
Source: xinhuanet.com

"The first project of China's $40-billion Silk Road Fund for
 investment in the Belt and Road initiative was unveiled Monday
 during Chinese President Xi Jinping's state visit to Pakistan. The
 fund will inject capital in China Three Gorges South Asia
 Investment Ltd to develop Pakistan's Karot hydropower project
 and other clean-energy projects. The Karot hydropower project
 is a priority project within the broader China-Pakistan Economic
 Corridor initiative.

 The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor is a planned network of
 roads, railways and energy projects linking southwest
 Pakistan's deepwater Gwadar Port with northwest China's
 Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region. The fund will further invest
 in hydropower projects in the region with a combined power
 generating capacity up to 3,350 megawatts to improve power
 supply and benefit economic growth in Pakistan."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Ho Chi Minh City has been losing 33.5 percent of its tap water every day due to leaky and
 broken pipes, while many families in the outskirts have to resort to polluted water sources.
 A new report from the city's water supply company Sawaco said the loss rate measured at
 the end of 2014 was 500,000 cubic meters per day. That is equal to the daily capacity of a
 medium-sized water plant in the city.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. PRC: Central bank lowers reserve ratio
Source: usa.chinadaily.com.cn

"China's central bank announced it was lowering the amount of
 cash that all financial institutions need to reserve starting on
 Monday. The move will release liquidity of at least 1.2 trillion
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 yuan ($197 billion) to support economic growth. It is the
 second reserve requirement ratio cut in three months. The 1
 percentage point drop was the largest since November 2008.

 Cutting the reserve requirement ratio is more effective in
 reducing loan costs for industrial companies than decreasing
 the benchmark interest rate. Commercial banks' lending costs
 for new loans are higher than industrial profit in recent months,
 according to economists, especially in March when the growth
 in industrial output declined to a post-crisis low of 5.6 percent."

8. PHILIPPINES: Agencies sharing data to ease business
 startup
Source: futuregov.asia

"Agencies in the Philippines are connecting their systems to
 improve data sharing to meet a target of citizens incorporating
 their businesses in eight days, rather than the current 34 days.
 Companies will be able to get their social security employer
 numbers and tax identification numbers at the Securities and
 Exchange Commission, instead of having to visit the tax and
 social service agencies separately.

 The government is also removing outdated procedures, and
 setting up centers at local government units to clear building,
 fire and sanitation permits. Starting with the capital Manila, the
 changes will be rolled out from this month and will be
 completed next year. Meanwhile, the government is also tying
 up with banks to accept online payments for social security
 from companies with more than 10 employees."

9. SOUTH ASIA: Natural disasters cost billions
Source: oneworld.net

"According to the latest report published by Swiss Re on
 'Natural catastrophes and man-made disasters in 2014' Asia is
 worst affected by the wrath of natural disasters. Estimates
 reveal that Asia contributes 47% to the total global economic
 losses due to natural disasters. The report states that Asia was
 jolted by three major natural disasters including Cyclone
 Hudhud in India, an earthquake in China and monsoon floods in
 India and Pakistan.

 The South Asian countries of India and Pakistan faced multiple
 disasters during a short period. The report also mentioned that
 the worst flooding in the span of last sixty years was witnessed
 in September in the form of heavy monsoon rains in the
 northern state of Jammu and Kashmir in India and the
 neighboring Pakistan. Almost 200,000 houses were devastated.
 The total loss due to destruction of houses was $4.4 billion."

10. INDONESIA: Pushing free-trade pacts
Source: bangkokpost.com

"Indonesia will aggressively pursue talks on free-trade
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 agreements with countries such as Korea and the three
 European Economic Area nations, in its latest move to boost
 exports, a government official said Monday. Exports from
 Southeast Asia's largest economy have been hit by falling
 commodity prices. In March, exports contracted 9.75% from
 last year, sliding for a sixth straight month.

 The government is looking at ways to speed up talks on free
 trade agreements with Korea and the EEA countries: Norway,
 Iceland and Liechtenstein. Indonesia has started pre-
negotiations on a so-called comprehensive economic partnership
 agreement with Australia and also has several joint study
 groups on free trade with the European Union, Chile, Turkey,
 Tunisia and Egypt."
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IN DEPTH

1. INDONESIA: Invest in human capital
Source: Jakarta Globe

"President Joko Widodo has set out his goal of transforming
 Indonesia from a consumption-driven economy to production-
based one. This is long overdue. Since the 1997-98 Asian
 financial crisis, Indonesia's economic growth has relied on
 consumption. But soon this consumption-driven growth model
 will no longer be adequate to support sustained economic
 growth.

 In the meantime, the government has given little thought to
 investing in productive assets and human capital. While
 consuming is fine, over-consumption makes us too dependent
 on other nations. No country can survive without a high level of
 productivity. Besides the daunting lack of infrastructure that
 the country faces, a major challenge accosting the nation is its
 need for sufficient and skilled human resources to allow it to
 shift to a production-driven economy."

2. NEPAL: Making progress on water issues
Source: Diplomat

"Throughout Nepal, projects are being implemented to ensure
 equitable access to water, with notable achievements. In 1990,
 only 46 percent of the population had access to drinking water;
 today, 84 percent does. Access to water can have a
 transformative impact on communities, leaving more time for
 growing vegetables and other livelihood opportunities,
 attending school and studying, and taking care of children.

 It also means that communities can maintain better sanitation
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 practices, thereby reducing illnesses such as diarrhea, which
 particularly impacts children. However, with as many as 75
 percent of Nepal's water supply systems in need of repair,
 experts agree that more must be done to address this crisis."

3. INDIA: Low demand darkens power sector outlook
Source: Live Mint

"Electricity generation in India grew just 3.55% from a year ago
 after three quarters of close to double-digit rates. Power
 demand was also tepid, growing just 4.2% in January and
 3.6% in February, according to numbers from the Central
 Electricity Authority. The recent coal auctions and assurances
 from the government have taken the focus away from coal
 supply problems, but demand remains a concern given the
 fragile health of state electricity boards.

 In the March quarter, however, this lower demand could also
 be owing to weaker irrigation needs because of good winter
 rain. The lower production numbers dented the capacity
 utilization of coal plants. Plant load factors slipped to as low as
 62.3% in March, about 4 percentage points lower than a year
 ago."

 
4. PRC: Water action plan vital for future
Source: China Daily

"To fulfill the goal of basically improving the water quality of
 major waterways in China by 2020 and realizing overall
 upgrading of water quality control and conservation by 2030, a
 plan has detailed specifications about what local governments
 and specific industries have to do. It has also specified strict
 rules to assess a specific department or sector's performance.

 It is more than urgent and necessary to treat polluted rivers
 and lakes, and rehabilitate polluted water sources since they
 are aggravating the country's already severe shortage of water.
 Effective water pollution control and conservation are of vital
 importance to the sustainability of China's economic
 development."

5. PHILIPPINES: Reviving catastrophe bond plan
Source: Phil Star

"The Philippines is reviving plans to issue catastrophe bonds to
 help fund massive and ongoing rebuilding efforts and better
 protect the country from natural disaster risks such as
 typhoons and earthquakes. This high-yield debt instrument is
 usually insurance-linked that transfers a specified set of risks to
 investors.

 Floated usually by a government agency or insurance company,
 a catastrophe bond may have treasury bonds as the underlying
 assets or reinsurance premiums as the underlying income
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 stream. Bondholders are paid with insurance premiums but
 may have to accept reduced principal repayment in the event
 the specified disaster occurs during the life of the bond. The
 Philippines, which suffers $5 billion per year in storm damage,
 is in need of capital support to fund potential economic losses
 from natural catastrophes."

6. VIET NAM: Lack of R&D innovation
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"Viet Nam has just 134 hi-tech enterprises, according to a
 recent survey. Only 25 of these enterprises have their own
 research and development units. Of these 25, 56% were 'not
 innovative' and none of them proved to be 'very innovative,'
 the survey by the Ministry of Science and Technology stated.

 According to a recently released joint Organization for
 Economic Cooperation and Development-World Bank report on
 the research and development and innovation in Viet Nam, the
 country's gross domestic expenditure on research and
 development occupied only 0.2% of gross domestic product, or
 about $360 million in 2014. Meanwhile, the rate was about
 3.7% for the Republic of Korea, 3.3% for Japan, 1.8% for
 China, and 0.8% for Malaysia."

Full report:
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
A prototype of a low-cost X-ray machine designed for hospitals in developing countries has
 been unveiled in Switzerland. The GlobalDiagnostiX device will cost around $50,000. This
 makes it around 10 times cheaper than conventional X-ray machines. According to the
 World Health Organization, around two-thirds of the world's population lack access to
 diagnostic imaging through X-rays, despite radiology being essential for important medical
 care, such as treating road traffic victims or diagnosing tuberculosis.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. ASIA: Regionalism the future of finance
Source: Jakarta Globe

"We live in an age of globalization. Yet one major theme of this
 month's East Asia World Economic Forum in Jakarta is
 regionalization. How skillfully governments and businesses in
 East Asian emerging markets -- including Indonesia -- embrace
 and navigate regionalization over the next 18 to 24 months,
 will determine how well the region survives the transition to the
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 'Post-Cheap Dollar Era.'

 The dollar has been relentlessly strengthening -- especially
 over the past 12 months -- against virtually every other
 currency, including the euro and the yen, and also against
 virtually all emerging market currencies. East Asian emerging
 markets need to work as hard as possible to borrow and fund
 themselves to pay off increasingly expensive dollar debts."

8. THAILAND: Govt urged to help SMEs, farmers
Source: The Nation

"Representatives from the private sector have urged the Thai
 government to concentrate on helping farmers and small and
 medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) over the next six months in
 order to boost domestic consumption at a time of export
 sluggishness, while state and private investment is expected to
 be more apparent from this quarter on.

 The chairman of the Federation of Thai Industries, Supant
 Mongkolsuthree, said the government should urgently assist
 SMEs, as so many of them face financial troubles due to a lack
 of liquidity resulting from the economic slowdown that took
 root last year, and have been unable to get loans. They
 desperately require increased access to finance, he said."

9. BANGLADESH: Gov't bank borrowing a double-edged
 sword
Source: Financial Express

"Borrowing by the Bangladesh government from the banking
 system is more of a double-edged sword. If it borrows heavily,
 the financial market feels the pinch in the form of what is
 widely called, the crowding-out effect. The private sector, which
 is considered the main engine of economic growth, does not
 get enough funds from the banking system when the
 government starts devouring the same in large volumes.

 Hence when the government borrows less, all concerned,
 including private sector people, should have reason to be
 happy. This should also make the government policymakers
 happy for any heavy bank borrowing on the part of the
 government triggers criticism for reasons of a possible shortage
 of funds for the private sector and inflationary pressure that
 such borrowing might create on the economy. But neither the
 government nor the private sector, it seems, is enjoying the
 current situation in relation to the bank credit flow."

10. PAKISTAN: Experiments on hybrid food crops
Source: Dawn

"To enhance food crops' productivity and ensure food security in
 Pakistan, various agricultural researchers have been
 experimenting with hybrid seeds of maize, rice, wheat and
 sunflower for quite some time. The results of these
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 experiments have remained mixed, ranging from renewed
 hopes for productivity to a better understanding of what is
 required to make hybrid seed search wider and more result-
oriented. The maize hybrid seed has been introduced for
 sowing.

 Though corn output has been rising in recent years, the
 rationale for developing corn hybrid seed is obvious. 'A further
 increase in production would create a larger exportable surplus
 besides encouraging the use of staple grains in domestic
 consumption via lower prices,' says an official of the Ministry of
 National Food Security and Research."
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IN DEPTH

1. NEPAL: Time to harvest rainwater
Source: Himalayan Times

"The manner in which groundwater is depleting in the
 Kathmandu Valley in Nepal in recent decades would serve to
 intensify the scarcity of this essential commodity. It is
 estimated that the valley needs 350 million liters of water
 every day, but the body entrusted with the task of supplying
 the needed water, the Kathmandu Upatyaka Khanepani
 Limited, is able to supply a mere 90 million liters of water each
 day when the season is dry and 150 millions of water per day
 during the rainy season.

 One of the best available options to deal with the disturbing
 shortages is the promotion of rainwater harvesting. From now
 on in order to promote rainwater harvesting buildings should be
 constructed in such a manner that it becomes possible to
 collect and harvest precious rainwater. The government could
 come up with some attractive schemes in order to promote
 rainwater harvesting by providing some incentives to those who
 build houses able to harvest rainwater."

2. INDIA: Exporters need more policy support
Source: Hindu Business Line

"India's Foreign Trade Policy (FTP) 2015-20 sets an ambitious
 target of $900 billion in merchandise and services export by
 2020. Which means exports of goods and services must grow
 at over 15 percent in the next five years to double from current
 levels of $450 billion. The new FTP seems to be guided by the
 following considerations: keeping tabs on how much money
 goes out on account of export incentives given the fiscal
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 constraints; WTO obligations to phase out export subsidies;
 linking the FTP to the 'Make in India' initiative; and improving
 FTAs utilization in trade.

 Thus, the number of countries covered under the new
 merchandise export from India scheme that replaces five
 existing incentive schemes has been pruned to keep a tab on
 fiscal outgoings. The quantum of export subsidies is lower than
 earlier."

3. INDONESIA: Taking the economy to the next level
Source: Jakarta Globe

"Indonesians have good reason to be upbeat about their
 economic future. Despite volatile global commodity and
 financial markets, the nation's gross domestic product has been
 expanding in the 5 percent to 6 percent range on average for
 the past decade. The number of middle-income and affluent
 Indonesian households is projected to double from 2012
 numbers to reach 140 million over the next decade.

 Optimism is being buoyed by a new reformist government that
 vows to boost spending on infrastructure, education, and health
 and seeks to boost annual economic growth to 7 percent.
 Indonesia also has the advantage of being the largest economy
 in one of the world's most dynamic regions -- Southeast Asia.
 It is critical that Indonesia improve its capacity for innovation.
 Making the leap from an economy that now relies heavily on
 commodities and low-wage manufacturing to one driven by
 innovation will require improvement on many fronts."

 
4. PHILIPPINES: Dwindling remittances a concern
Source: Inquirer

"For years the Philippine economy benefited from the billions of
 dollars sent home by the more than 10 million overseas Filipino
 workers. Hailed as modern-day heroes, these workers remitted
 a record $24.31 billion in cash last year. The Philippines is one
 of the world's top labor exporters. It is the third-biggest
 recipient of cash transfers, after India and China. Money sent
 home by OFWs was equivalent to 8.5 percent of the country's
 gross domestic product in 2014.

 These funds, in turn, are a strong driver of consumer spending,
 which makes up two-thirds of the domestic economy. These
 inflows also ensure a steady supply of dollars to the economy
 to cover the money needed to pay for imports. Last week,
 however, an alarm was raised: Growth in remittances this year
 may not be as robust. The reason is that some parts of the
 world where many OFWs are based face economic difficulties."

5. ASIA: Basic surgeries can avert deaths
Source: SciDev
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"Basic surgeries such as delivering babies via caesarean section
 are some of the most cost-effective health measures in
 developing countries, potentially averting 1.5 million deaths
 each year. 'There are people who still equate surgery with
 expensive tertiary care but data shows otherwise,' says Haile
 Debas, a surgeon and one of the editors of Essential Surgery.

 The book lists 44 operations as crucial to developing countries,
 including cataract surgery, in which advances largely came
 from those very countries, says Debas. In India alone, the
 Aravind Eye Care System -- a network of hospitals, factories,
 research institutes and community outreach efforts -- performs
 roughly 60 percent as many eye surgeries annually as the UK
 National Health System, at one-thousandth of the cost,
 according to Debas."

6. INDIA: Education reform plans a welcome move
Source: Hindu Business Line

"The Indian government's reported move to shift education from
 the 'not-for-profit' to the 'for-profit' sector, and to allow foreign
 universities to set up shop in India, is a welcome and significant
 reform measure. By doing away with the presence that all
 educational institutions are run as charitable institutions, the
 move will pave the way for the entry of serious investors,
 domestic and foreign, into India's woefully under-funded higher
 education sector.

 Further, allowing foreign universities in India (and allowing
 them to repatriate their profits), will not only ensure committed
 and long-term inflows, but will also bring world-class
 knowledge, curricula and pedagogical practices within the reach
 of more students. Although India's higher education system is
 one of the largest in the world, with more than 600 universities
 and over 35,000 colleges, it reaches less than a fifth of the
 addressable population."

Full report:
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
A recent study has looked at the rates of return from a college education in China. On all
 levels, having a college degree pays off, even with the recent sharp increase in the number
 of graduates. Moreover, the returns that accrue from going to the very best colleges are
 exponentially larger than those gained by graduating from a middling or low ranked college.
 Over a lifetime of employment, this adds up to a huge difference in total earnings.
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7. THAILAND: Tax cuts on cards for SEZs
Source: Bangkok Post

"Factories located in special economic zones (SEZs) in Thailand
 could see their corporate income tax halved to 10% for 10
 years. Government spokesman Yongyuth Maiyalarp said the
 Cabinet approved the cut, aimed at attracting investment in
 SEZs and enhancing Thailand's regional competitiveness.

 Investors qualifying for the corporate income tax reduction are
 required to put the money mainly in industrial categories that
 substitute for imports or focus only on exports or in sectors in
 which Thailand is less competitive. Interested investors are
 required to submit their proposals before 2017. However, Mr
 Yongyuth said investors asking for the corporate tax cut would
 not be eligible for promotional privileges recently approved by
 the Board of Investment."

8. BANGLADESH: In the interests of quality education
Source: Financial Express

"The plea by the ministry of education (MoE) in Bangladesh for
 an additional 15 percent allocation under the medium-term
 budgetary framework has reportedly not received a patient
 hearing at the ministry of finance. On its part the MoE argued
 in favor of the extra allocation in order to enhance
 opportunities in educational institutions to match the annual
 increase in the number of students.

 Indeed, the development of infrastructure alone leaves much to
 be desired, let alone creation of opportunities required for
 raising the overall standard of education. So long the emphasis
 has evidently been more on the quantity of those pursuing
 academic learning than on the quality of education. But surely
 some of the educational institutions in villages could add some
 facilities to their existing ones under severe stress or even
 lacking in some of the bare necessitates required for the
 purpose."

9. PRC: State Council acts to add jobs
Source: China Daily

"A series of measures have been issued by the State Council to
 stimulate employment in PRC, including expanding taxation
 reduction and exemption policies to cover sole-proprietorship
 enterprises. A news release after a meeting said, 'Faced with
 growing pressure on employment this year, we have to launch
 more active employment policies and give full support to mass
 entrepreneurship and innovation.'

http://www.asiapathways-adbi.org/
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 According to the National Bureau of Statistics, 3.2 million new
 jobs were created in urban areas in the first three months of
 the year, a year-on-year fall of 240,000. The meeting decided
 that companies hiring people who have been jobless for more
 than six months will receive tax advantages. Previously, this
 policy only covered those who had been unemployed for more
 than a year. Taxation reduction and exemption policies will be
 expanded from benefiting small businesses initiated by
 graduates or registered jobless people to cover sole-
proprietorship enterprises."

10. VIET NAM: Agriculture struggles with AEC formation
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"Serious weaknesses in the lack of preparedness by businesses
 in Viet Nam's agro-forestry and seafood sectors threaten the
 realization of Viet Nam's integration into the ASEAN Economic
 Community (AEC) in 2015. In line with the ASEAN Trade in
 Goods Agreement agreement, Viet Nam was scheduled to cut
 its import tariffs on substantially all agro-forestry and seafood
 products on Jan. 1, 2015 but those reductions were delayed
 until Dec. 31 and will now become effective January 1, 2016.

 Leading economists have said that cutting these tariffs poses a
 great challenge for Viet Nam's agricultural, forestry and
 seafood businesses to compete with imported products from
 other ASEAN nations. Though the AEC brings opportunities for
 Viet Nam to expand its markets it at the same time sparks
 fiercer competition on its own turf, particularly in the agro-
forestry and seafood industries."
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1. MYANMAR: First foreign bank in decades opens
Source: channelnewsasia.com

"The first foreign bank to operate in Myanmar for decades
 officially opened the doors of its Yangon branch on Wednesday,
 the latest government attempt to attract more foreign
 investment to the emergent nation. Myanmar is trying to
 modernize the creaking banking system to increase capital
 flows to local businesses and to spur investment, particularly in
 the nascent special economic zones, to ease poverty.

 Approved foreign investment stood at just over $8 billion in the
 2014/15 fiscal year, nearly double the $4.1 billion a year
 earlier. Central bank governor Kyaw Kyaw Maung described the
 opening of Japan's Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ on Wednesday
 as a 'new milestone', adding he hoped that it would strengthen
 the economy by providing more investment and business
 financing."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
How to channel migrant remittances to deliver growth
Over the past decade, many developing countries have made substantial
 progress toward reducing poverty, and remittances sent by migrant
 workers have hugely contributed to this progress.
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2. INDIA: Rural demand hit hard by unseasonal rain
Source: indiatimes.com

"Hailstorms and unseasonal heavy rain in India have not just
 flattened ripening crops but driven farmers to suicide.
 Economists feel the country will not be able to meet the GDP
 growth rate in the agriculture sector this year due to uneven
 and unseasonal rains. This year the growth rate of the
 agriculture sector is estimated at 0.9% compared with 3.67%
 last year.

 Flooded fields are drying up rural demand. Anguished farmers
 are buying fewer consumer goods, sipping lesser tea, shunning
 gold and delaying plans to purchase tractors or cars as they are
 struggling to repay debts. Many saw their fields dry up last
 summer when the monsoon began with one of the driest six
 weeks in a century, while in the past two months, rain and hail
 pounded crops just when the farmers were getting ready to
 reap a good harvest."

3. VIET NAM: Bolstering ailing pension system
Source: thanhniennews.com

"Vietnam is considering ways to shore up its pension system, a
 senior lawmaker said, after tens of thousands of workers
 protested new rules on benefit withdrawals. Vietnam will ease
 rules, expand eligibility criteria and match worker contributions
 to overhaul its voluntary pension fund and encourage more
 employees to join so as to reduce the burden on the system,
 said Bui Sy Loi.

 Vietnam is seeking ways to bolster its pension system, which is
 forecast to have deficits starting from 2021 and risks being
 depleted by 2034 without reforms, according to the
 International Labor Organization. Tens of thousands of workers
 earlier this month protested new rules to the mandatory
 pension fund that would prevent them from being eligible for
 lump-sum social insurance payments when they leave their
 jobs."

P O V E R T Y   S P O T L I G H T
VIET NAM: Farmers deal with change
Source: asia.nikkei.com

"For three generations, farmer Nguyen Tien Minh and his family
 have worked tirelessly to grow rice on their 0.4 hectare plot in
 the southern Mekong Delta. Like 10 million other households,
 their yearly calendar is demarcated by the seasons of rice
 cultivation, from the planting of the seedlings through to
 harvest. This hard manual labor brings the family a modest

http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/articleshow/47034247.cms
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 income of around $90 per month, well below the national
 average of $160. Until now, the money has been enough to
 send his two children to primary school and pay for the bare
 necessities -- and, he says, a happy life.

 But times are changing. Increased supply from markets such as
 Cambodia and Myanmar has seen the export price of
 Vietnamese rice drop to around $355 a ton, its lowest level
 since 2010. Even though 20% of Vietnam's gross domestic
 product comes from agriculture, it attracts only 6% of overall
 investment. The sector accounts for a mere 1.5% of total
 foreign direct investment in the country, according to the
 agriculture ministry. Most farmers are ill-informed about the
 need to change, in part because of poor collaboration with
 businesses further down the supply chain that could provide
 better insight into consumer demand."

4. BANGLADESH: Twenty years of WTO
Source: thefinancialexpress-bd.com

"This year marks the 20th anniversary of the World Trade
 Organisation (WTO), an international body to facilitate rule-
based multilateral trading system across the world. Despite very
 slow progress in implementing a comprehensive obligatory
 rules and regulations for global trade, the existence of WTO has
 significance in the history of development. Bangladesh is a
 founder member of the WTO.

 Although many believe that poor countries like Bangladesh
 don't get any benefit from WTO, the reality is the opposite. Due
 to the WTO system, Bangladesh gets legal rights to raise trade-
related problems and concerns at the global level. The country,
 along with other peers, can jointly raise their voices against
 powerful countries. The LDC status gives Bangladesh greater
 flexibility in fulfilling rigid rules of multilateral trade and
 preferential market access in developed and developing
 countries."

5. SE ASIA: Action plan for rural development
Source: interaksyon.com

"Officials from member-countries of the Association of
 Southeast Asian Nations met in Pasig City Thursday to draft the
 Framework Action Plan on Rural Development and Poverty
 Eradication for 2016-2020. Patrocinio Jude Esguerra III, the
 Philippines' representative to the meeting, said the two-day
 event fulfills the Ministerial Understanding on ASEAN
 Cooperation in Rural Development and Poverty Eradication that
 was signed by ASEAN Ministers on Rural Development and
 Poverty Eradication in 1997.

 Meanwhile, the Philippines has also partnered with Thailand for
 the preparations for ASEAN's 50th anniversary, when the
 country takes over chairmanship. The two countries will be
 documenting five successful social enterprises or inclusive rural

http://www.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2015/04/23/89866
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 businesses for each of the 10 ASEAN members. A plan for large
 scale replication will then be launched in 2017 with support
 from the ASEAN business community."

6. INDIA: Patent laws below global standards
Source: livemint.com

"India's patent laws should be brought on par with global
 standards to make Asia's third largest economy a hub for
 outsourced creative services, Prime Minister Narendra Modi said
 on Thursday, signaling a major shift in the government's stand
 on the intellectual property rights (IPR) regime. So far, India
 has maintained that its IPR regime is fully compliant with World
 Trade Organization rules and resisted pressure from the United
 States and other developed countries to change its patent law.

 The United States has urged India to strengthen its patent
 regime and has even threatened to downgrade its status for its
 'poor' record in protecting IPR. Modi said the government will
 work towards liberalizing domestic services sectors such as
 finance and legal services."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Even as seven tea gardens in the north Bengal hills remain closed, labor demographics in the
 estates producing the globally famous Darjeeling tea have begun to rapidly change with
 local workers migrating to other areas and states and those from Nepal and Bhutan rushing
 in to fill the vacuum. On an average, every year at least 25 percent of the tea garden
 workers, along with their families are quitting in search of an alternate livelihood and
 migrating to nearby areas and states.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. MYANMAR: New policy for foreign auto assembly
 plants
Source: mysinchew.com

"Myanmar will draft a comprehensive policy to enable foreign
 automakers to establish assembly plants in the country,
 according to reports. The formulation of the policy is drawing
 attention from foreign countries, especially East Asian
 countries, seeking opportunities to set up such plants in
 Myanmar, officials said, adding that standard in the policy will
 prevent Myanmar from becoming a dumping ground for old
 cars when the ASEAN Economic Community is launched this
 year.

 The policy would also include safety standard as well as rules
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 phasing out old cars. Since September 2011, Myanmar has laid
 down a program to substitute private-owned vehicles that are
 over 40 years old with new ones, canceling the validity of such
 registered vehicles which amounted to over 55,000."

8. BANGLADESH: Strengthening trade with Indonesia
Source: bdnews24.com

"Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina and Indonesian President Joko
 Widodo have agreed to strengthen bilateral cooperation,
 especially on trade-related issues. Hasina met Widodo at the
 Balai Sidang Jakarta Convention Centre on the sidelines of the
 60th Asian-African Conference Commemoration on Thursday.

 Prime Minister Hasina sought duty-free access of several
 Bangladeshi goods to the Indonesian market. Hasina also
 sought Indonesia's help to use its maritime experience,
 including shipbuilding. The Indonesian president sought duty-
free access of goods like coal, clinker, pepper and edible oil to
 Bangladesh. Foreign Secretary Shahidul Haque said Hasina
 stressed bilateral cooperation in the private sector."

9. INDIA: No green light for India-Bangladesh rail project
Source: bdnews24.com

"The proposed India-Bangladesh railway connectivity project
 has yet to take off, five years after it was sanctioned. According
 to Indian officials, it's not certain when work can start, since no
 funds have been allocated yet. The Rs. 5.75 billion ($90
 million) project was finalized in January 2010 when Bangladesh
 Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina met her counterpart Manmohan
 Singh during her visit to New Delhi.

 At present, the distance between Agartala and Kolkata is 1,650
 km which would get reduced to 650 km if a line is constructed
 through Bangladesh. State-owned Indian Railway Construction
 Company is expected to lay the tracks on both sides of the
 border with five kilometers falling in the Indian territory."

10. VIET NAM: Greater foreign stakes in banks
Source: legalbusinessonline.com

"Vietnam is changing rules to allow foreign investors bigger
 stakes in local banks in its latest move to rebuild a financial
 sector battered by bad debt, according to Prime Minister
 Nguyen Tan Dung. The government will soon issue a decree to
 permit foreigners to buy stakes 'above the current 30 percent
 ceiling,' the prime minister said.

 The 30-percent cap covers total foreign shareholdings and
 limits a single foreign strategic investor to a one-fifth stake.
 That has proved unattractive for many foreign lenders which
 see little incentive in a minority share and limited control of
 banks requiring restructuring and recapitalization."

http://bdnews24.com/bangladesh/2015/04/23/bangladesh-indonesia-agree-to-strengthen-ties
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1. NEPAL: Aid flows in after devastating earthquake
Source: indiatimes.com

"Planeloads of aid material, doctors and relief workers from
 neighboring countries began arriving Sunday in Nepal, a poor
 Himalayan nation reeling from a powerful earthquake that killed
 thousands of people and destroyed infrastructure, homes and
 historical buildings. The magnitude 7.8 earthquake, which was
 centered outside Kathmandu was the worst to hit the South
 Asian nation in over 80 years.

 It destroyed swaths of the oldest neighborhoods of Kathmandu,
 and was strong enough to be felt all across parts of India,
 Bangladesh, China's region of Tibet and Pakistan. With
 Kathmandu airport reopened, the first aid flights began
 delivering aid supplies. The first to respond were Nepal's
 neighbors -- India, China and Pakistan. The quake will likely
 put a huge strain on the country's resources. The economy of
 Nepal, a nation of 27.8 million people, relies heavily on
 tourism, principally trekking and Himalayan mountain
 climbing."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
How to channel migrant remittances to deliver growth
Over the past decade, many developing countries have made substantial
 progress toward reducing poverty, and remittances sent by migrant
 workers have hugely contributed to this progress.
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2. SE ASIA: No common time zone for now
Source: arabnews.com

"Southeast Asian foreign ministers on Sunday shelved a
 proposal to adopt a common time zone for the region, saying
 they could not reach agreement on it. Malaysia, this year's
 chair of ASEAN, had revived an idea mooted in the past for the
 grouping's 10 countries, now spread across four different time
 zones, to synchronize their clocks.

 The proposal would have put the whole region eight hours
 ahead of Greenwich Mean Time, the same zone as regional
 economic giant China. It is believed the move would have
 brought business benefits due to the alignment of stock-market
 trading and banking hours. But Malaysian Foreign Minister
 Anifah Aman said after an annual gathering with his ASEAN
 colleagues in Kuala Lumpur that members had 'different views
 on this matter and the meeting decided to put the matter in
 abeyance.'"

3. PHILIPPINES: Helping poor families become self-
sufficient
Source: bworldonline.com

"The Philippine government plans to help make more than two
 million poor households become self-sufficient by 2016 by
 further intensifying the synergy of programs of agencies within
 its social development cluster. The Pantawid Pamilyang Pilipino
 Program (4P) is the flagship social protection program of the
 national government. More than 4 million families are
 beneficiaries of the 'Pantawid Pamilya' program, as of February.

 Under the program, every family receives P500 per month as
 health grants, while every child beneficiary -- with the
 maximum of three per family -- receives P300, for those who
 are in elementary, and P500 for those who are in high school.
 The success in achieving the target will be gauged based on
 two social welfare indicators -- economic sufficiency and social
 adequacy. The first indicator includes employment, employable
 skills, income, social insurance while the latter takes into
 consideration health, education, sanitation."

 
4. INDONESIA: Universities fail to make the grade
Source: themalaysianinsider.com

"A quick glance at the most commonly cited metrics suggests
 that Indonesia's higher education system is still failing to make
 the grade. Even acknowledging that global university rankings
 are inexact and often unfair, it is chastening that the fourth
 largest country in the world does not have a single institution in

http://www.arabnews.com/world/news/738286
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 the Times Higher World University 400. Research performance,
 as measured by scientific publications and citations, is woeful,
 trailing not only Malaysia and Thailand, but also poorer
 countries Vietnam and Bangladesh.

 The universities are not producing enough engineers and
 scientists to support the 16th largest economy in the world;
 employers report that Indonesian engineers are paid twice as
 much as their Indian counterparts but need more on the job
 training. Nor has access improved for low and middle-income
 households. About 56% of students enrolled in bachelor degree
 programs come from households in the richest fifth of the
 population, while the poorest 40% -- households living on less
 than $1.50 per person per day -- contribute only 10% of
 students."

5. BANGLADESH: Fund shortage threatens education for
 all
Source: thefinancialexpress-bd.com

"Speakers at a program Saturday said although Bangladesh had
 made significant achievements in enrolment and completion of
 primary education, funding shortages had been working as a
 barrier to ensuring education for all. The experts said
 Bangladesh needed to allocate 20 percent of its national budget
 in the education sector or invest 6 percent of GDP in education
 which it had pledged to the United Nations. But in reality, the
 country allocated 11.68 percent of its budget for education or
 less than 2 percent of its GDP was invested in the education
 sector.

 Bangladesh has achieved 97 percent success in the education
 for all against the target adopted in Dakar of Senegal in 2000.
 By this time policy framework for ensuring education for all has
 been strengthened, both the enrolment and completion of
 primary education have increased, the dropout rate in primary
 education has significantly reduced and there is a massive
 spread of education in the country."

6. VIET NAM: Central bank says taking over small lender
Source: Reuters

"Vietnam's central bank will acquire all shares in a small, loss-
making bank in Hanoi to ensure the banking system's safety,
 the second move in less than two months as it seeks to clean
 up the fragmented sector. The takeover came after serious
 financial losses at Dai Duong bank and is aimed at preventing
 Dai Duong's weakness from spreading to other banks.

 Commercial banks in Vietnam reported bad debts at 3.49
 percent of their outstanding loans in January 2015, up from
 3.25 percent the previous month. In January the central bank
 said it expected six to eight mergers and acquisitions in 2015
 to strengthen the industry, laden with bad debts from real
 estate slump, unrestrained lending and costly investments by
 state-run firms."

http://www.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2015/04/26/90328
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  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Indonesia improved in its ranking in happiness, making it the 74th happiest country in the
 world, but the nation trailed regional neighbors, according to a recent global ranking in a
 report on happiness. Singapore and Malaysia ranked 24th and 61st place, respectively, in the
 2015 World Happiness Report. Switzerland topped the list, followed by Iceland and
 Denmark.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. INDIA OP/ED: Giving up agriculture
Source: livemint.com

"Growth in India has been driven by capital-intensive high-tech
 manufacturing and services -- not large-scale, labor-intensive
 manufacturing, as in other large emerging economies. Such
 deformation in the Indian growth experience is a direct result of
 liberalizing product markets while failing to liberalize factor
 markets. This has resulted, further, in an economy which has
 grown rapidly and generated considerable prosperity for those
 lucky or skilled enough to be employed in the urban organized
 sector, while trapping millions in a cycle of poverty, destitution
 and debt on ever smaller and less productive parcels of land in
 the blighted countryside.

 Rather than offering farmers a way out -- by eliminating policy
 distortions which retard the growth of labor-intensive
 manufacturing and service sector activities, and thus creating
 an economically viable avenue for the movement of surplus
 labor away from agriculture -- successive governments have
 found it politically irresistible to squander vast resources on
 every possible scheme to chain farmers to the land. While
 slashing these schemes in the first instance is politically
 difficult, the way forward for the Modi government is partly
 through the land bill itself, which will make it easier to acquire
 land for development and infrastructure, and which, therefore,
 may help to hasten the movement of at least some farmers off
 unproductive land which has greater utility in another use."

8. CAMBODIA: Three major cities to be divided into zones
Source: cambodiadaily.com

"Phnom Penh, Siem Reap City and Sihanoukville will each be
 divided into 10 zones to allow for easier management,
 according to Cambodia's Ministry of Land Management. Chhay
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 Rithisen, director-general at the ministry's land management
 department, said that although just three cities were presently
 being surveyed for zoning, the aim was to do the same in all
 major cities across the country.

 The 10 zones to be created are: commercial, multi-trade,
 industrial, multi-industrial, light industrial, transportation,
 tourism, administrative and public service, public space and
 green, and cultural and religious. The sub-decree is a detailed
 plan to manage land use allowing authorities to better manage
 investors and new construction."

9. BANGLADESH: Malaria -- MDG and beyond
Source: thefinancialexpress-bd.com

"World Malaria Day is observed every year on April 24 to
 express solidarity with all programs and actions taken to
 prevent and reduce malaria around the world. Observance of
 the day also provides the opportunity for malaria affected
 countries to learn from each other's experiences. Although
 malaria is not a public health threat in Bangladesh, it is indeed
 a major disease in 13 districts of Bangladesh.

 The good news is that Bangladesh is on track in achieving the
 millennium development goal (MDG) as regards reducing
 malaria prevalence (310/ 100,000 population) and malaria
 deaths (0.6/ 100,000 population). A gradual declining trend
 has been observed in these two indicators over the last few
 years. Besides, Bangladesh has already achieved the MDG for
 proportion of children under five sleeping under insecticide
 treated bed nets (90 percent) and proportion of children under
 five who are treated with appropriate anti malarial drugs (90
 percent)."

10. PRC: The path to sustainable growth
Source: brookings.edu

"Over the past year, China's GDP growth has slowed
 significantly, producer prices continue to fall, and various other
 indicators of economic activity have weakened, including
 growth in industrial production, investment, and imports.
 Investment growth propelled China's growth over the last
 decade, accounting for more than half of GDP growth. During
 and right after the financial crisis, investment growth was
 crucial for sustaining economic momentum. Both real estate
 investment and infrastructure investment have been important
 contributors to overall investment growth in recent years.

 For an economy with a capital stock per worker ratio that is
 about 9 percent of the U.S. level, additional investment in
 physical capital seems desirable. However, much of the
 investment that China has undertaken in recent years has been
 financed through loans provided by state-owned banks, raising
 concerns about the emergence of nonperforming assets on the
 books of the large state-owned banks. Investment-led growth
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 meant that employment growth, which has averaged less than
 1 percent a year over the last decade, was relatively muted
 compared to the fast pace of output growth."
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1. NEPAL: Eight million people may be affected by quake
Source: india.com

"Up to eight million people have had their lives disrupted after a
 deadly earthquake shook Nepal, said the United Nations,
 adding there was an urgent need for relief materials ranging
 from tarpaulin sheets and clean water to soap and medicines.
 The U.N. Children's Fund (UNICEF) said supplies of food and
 clean drinking water were dwindling after the quake, which was
 the worst to hit the Himalayan region in more than 80 years.

 Some 21 relief camps are being set up in open spaces around
 Kathmandu. The World Food Program was providing food and
 trucks for distribution, UNICEF is sending tents and healthcare
 supplies, and the World Health Organization has distributed
 medical supplies for 40,000 people. Many international charities
 who were already working in Nepal, such as Save the Children
 and SOS Children's Villages International, said they had pre-
positioned emergency stocks such as baby food, hygiene kits
 and clothing and had begun delivery. Aid agencies themselves
 are facing problems with damaged offices and staff shortages
 as many local aid workers were affected by the quake."

2. ASIA: High costs push surgical care out of reach
Source: thehindu.com

"Five billion people globally do not have access to safe,
 affordable surgery and anesthesia when they need them, a new
 study says. A third of all deaths in 2010 -- nearly 17 million
 lives lost in all -- was from conditions treatable with surgery,
 such as appendicitis, fractures and childbirth complications, the
 researchers found. The Global Surgery 2030 Commission,
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 published in The Lancet medical journal and released early on
 Monday, was written by 25 experts in surgery and anesthesia,
 with contributions from more than 110 countries, including
 India.

 Even among those who are able to access surgery, its costs
 often lead to financial ruin, the commission said. A quarter of
 people worldwide who have a surgical procedure incur costs
 that they cannot afford, pushing them into poverty. Using data
 from the nationally representative Million Death Study,
 researchers found that postal code areas with high incidence of
 acute abdominal mortality in India were more likely to be
 located further from a hospital capable of providing appropriate
 emergency surgical care than areas with low mortality. The
 odds only grew with distance from the hospital."

Download full report

3. INDIA: Participatory approach to rural growth
Source: thehindubusinessline.com

"The trajectory of India's rural development has been
 commended for successful interventions, yet the country is still
 a long way from eradicating poverty and bridging the
 development gap between rural and urban centers. Policy
 shortcomings led to the realization that the top-down approach
 or the 'trickle down' effects of economic growth takes way too
 long to reach the poor, and the need for decentralization.

 Prime Minister Narendra Modi's ambitious Saansad Adarsh
 Gram Yojana (SAGY) has renewed the focus on translating the
 concept of Gram Swaraj or village democracy into reality by
 ensuring the participation of all sections of the society in all
 aspects related to village development, especially in decision-
making and resource allocation. Technology and innovations are
 expected to play a crucial role in the success of this flagship
 scheme. Adoption of breakthrough and cost-efficient
 technologies related to agriculture, livelihoods, building and
 road construction would vastly improve quality of life and
 expand the opportunities horizon, besides facilitating improved
 monitoring."

 
4. VIET NAM: Poor connectivity hinders business with
 India
Source: smetimes.in

"India's northeast is considered the gateway to Southeast Asia
 and crucial for its Act East Policy, but Vietnam's envoy here
 says that poor road and air connectivity are a hindrance to
 developing tourism and other economic linkages with it.
 Vietnam's Ambassador to India Ton Sinh Thanh sai in terms of
 trade Vietnam has not benefited much from the northeast
 region in comparison to other parts of India.

 Thanh also said the poor road and air connectivity in the
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 northeast -- both within the region and to the outside world --
 makes it difficult for outsiders to reach the interior areas, which
 is a major hurdle. The ambassador said Vietnam faces tough
 competition from the other Southeast Asian nations like
 Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand and the Philippines in terms of
 attracting tourists from India. Vietnam is planning to set up
 several visa facilitation centers across India to boost tourism to
 that country."

5. PHILIPPINES: Land governance critical for
 development
Source: manilatimes.net

"Better land governance and increased infrastructure
 investments in agriculture and rural areas remain critical for
 productivity, job generation, and poverty reduction in many
 parts of the Philippines. NEDA Director General Arsenio
 Balisacan said agricultural development remains a critical area
 for poverty reduction in many parts of the country, particularly
 in areas with high potential for irrigation development but are
 remote or isolated from rapidly developing growth centers.

 Balisacan noted that among the binding constraints to growth
 in rural areas were the inefficient land markets and poor
 infrastructure, which he viewed as serious land management
 and administration problems. He said the country probably has
 the world's longest land reform program -- 40 years and it is
 still an unfinished business. Until now, many of the
 beneficiaries of the program are restricted from transferring
 their lands, and even if these lands are held by the banks for
 credit, the banks could not dispose of them."

6. INDIA: Microfinance doesn't exactly help cut poverty
Source: indianexpress.com

"Microcredit -- small loans for underserved entrepreneurs --
 began in Bangladesh in the 70s, expanded rapidly in the 90s
 and 2000s, and now serves over 200 million clients worldwide.
 It was initially celebrated as a poverty-busting innovation.
 However, a new paper that summarizes findings on
 microfinance uptake among beneficiaries in seven countries,
 including India, overturns broad assumptions that underpin the
 microfinance and self-help group movement.

 The randomized evaluations from four continents show that
 microcredit does not have a transformative impact on poverty.
 However, it can give low-income households more freedom in
 optimizing the ways in which they make money, consume, and
 invest. According to the evaluations, microcredit access did not
 lead to substantial increases in income. None of the seven
 studies found a significant impact on the average household
 income for borrowers."
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After a storm damaged utility poles in Cambodia's Siem Reap province last week, leading to
 nearly four days of power outages, officials said Sunday that electricity had been fully
 restored to the area. Ngov Sengkak, director of the Siem Reap provincial tourism
 department, said the outages did not negatively impact the local tourism industry. However,
 it is reported that hotels saw bookings canceled and guests departing sooner than planned.
 Siem Reap's electricity comes solely from transmission lines connected to Banteay
 Meanchey province, but there are plans to connect Siem Reap to power sources in
 Battambang province as well.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. THAILAND: Neighbors urged to look at baht bonds
Source: bangkokpost.com

"Thailand's Finance Minister Sommai Phasee has urged both the
 public and private sectors in Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar and
 Vietnam to issue baht-denominated bonds to raise funds for
 their infrastructure investments. Laos is the only country
 among the four to have raised a baht bond after Thailand's
 Finance Ministry relaxed regulations by allowing the countries
 to issue baht bonds without a credit rating if such debt
 instruments were guaranteed by their governments.

 Korea is the largest baht bond issuer, accounting for 59% of
 issued baht-denominated bonds, followed by Laos at 18% and
 other countries making up the rest. The baht has been among
 the stronger Asian currencies against the greenback this year.
 Others are Malaysia's ringgit, Korea's won and China's yuan.
 The Finance Ministry said encouraging countries to issue baht
 bonds would support inclusive growth in the ASEAN region."

8. INDONESIA: Infrastructure projects among fastest
 growing
Source: worldcement.com

"The pace of expansion in Indonesia's economy has slowed
 recently. Nevertheless, the country's construction industry is
 set for continued fast growth, with investment in infrastructure
 projects to be the main driver of growth. Indonesia's
 construction industry is expected to expand at an annual rate
 of 7.9% in 2015-2019, an acceleration from 6.6% over the
 past five years.

 Infrastructure projects are expected to be the main driver of
 growth as a result of increased government investment in the
 face of a rising population, greater urbanization, and the
 participation of the private sector through PPPs, which will
 support infrastructure construction activity over the forecast
 period. The government will also offer more infrastructure
 projects under the PPP model, to improve the country's
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 rundown infrastructure. According to Indonesia's National
 Development Planning Ministry, the government plans to offer
 43 infrastructure construction projects with a value of $52
 billion to the private sector in 2015."

9. PRC: Top economist sees no need for strong stimulus
Source: the-japan-news.com

"China's employment situation is good and progress has been
 made in structural adjustments, so there is no need for strong
 stimulus for the economy despite downward pressure, the
 central bank's top economist said. The central bank's recent
 lowering of rates and reserve requirements was mainly to
 prevent passive tightening of monetary policy and to maintain
 a neutral or steady monetary policy, Ma Jun, chief economist of
 the People's Bank of China, said on Monday.

 The world's second-largest economy grew at its slowest pace in
 six years in the first quarter of 2015 and weakness in key
 sectors suggested the economy was still losing momentum into
 April, adding to expectations that Beijing will roll out more
 support measures to prevent a sharper slowdown. The People's
 Bank of China cut reserve requirement ratios in early February
 and did so again this month in the biggest single reduction
 since the depth of the global financial crisis in 2008."

10. VIET NAM: Railway sector to open to private investors
Source: dealstreetasia.com

"The Vietnamese railway sector has opened its doors for private
 sector investment, surrendering its monopoly, in line with the
 country's other transportation segments, like the air transport
 and the seaports. Last week, the Vietnam Railways Corporation
 put forward a proposal to allow private investors to build
 logistic facilities and associated services in three railroad
 projects under the public private partnership (PPP).

 Currently, the railway sector generates around VND400 billion a
 year, but its cost amounts to VND2 trillion. However, the
 potentials of the sector remain abundant, with a length of
 transport at over 3,000 kilometers, some 12 million passengers
 and four billion tons of cargo every year. Not only Vietnamese
 firms, foreign companies are also eyeing opportunities in the
 130-year old monopolized industry."
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1. NEPAL: 1.4 million need food aid after quake
Source: UPI

"Several days after a 7.8-magnitude earthquake devastated
 much of Nepal, at least 5,000 people are dead and 1.4 million
 are in urgent need of food, the United Nations said. Prime
 Minister Sushil Koirala warned the death toll could jump to
 more than 10,000. More than 8,000 were injured and that
 number, too, is expected to rise. As rescuers continue to search
 for survivors in the rubble, the UN turned its focus to the 8
 million people it says have been affected by the earthquake,
 namely the 1.4 million in need of food aid.

 A situation report from the UN's office of the Resident
 Coordinator for Nepal said that of those who need food
 assistance, 750,000 live near the epicenter of the temblor in
 poor quality housing. The UN World Food Program says it plans
 to provide food aid for 1.4 million people over the next three
 months at a cost of $116.5 million. Poor road conditions have
 made the process difficult and aid workers are using helicopters
 to fly into more remote areas to deliver food."

2. ASIA: Rural population excluded from healthcare
Source: ILO

"At least 56 percent of people living in rural areas worldwide do
 not have access to essential healthcare services, said a report
 by the International Labour Organization (ILO). New data on
 rural deficits in health coverage for 174 countries reveals major
 health access disparities between rural and urban areas around
 the globe, particularly in developing countries, the report
 added.
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 The largest differences between rural and urban areas exist in
 Asia. For example, in Indonesia the percentage of people that
 are not covered is twice as high in rural areas as in urban
 areas, it made clear. The report further finds that even if
 access to healthcare is guaranteed by law, people in rural areas
 remain excluded from healthcare because such laws are not
 enforced where they live. The situation is worsened by the lack
 of health workers in the world's rural areas, it said."

 Download full report

3. INDIA: Financial inclusion for all
Source: Live Mint

"How do you save money if you don't have a bank account? And
 to whom do you turn when you desperately need a loan? Most
 people can't imagine life without some kind of financial
 services. But a staggering one-third of the world's population
 has no secure way to save money, pay bills, take a loan or
 obtain a mortgage. Almost a quarter of them are in India.

 Access to and participation in the financial system can boost
 the creation of jobs, reduce inequalities in income, boost
 consumption, increase investments in education and help poor
 people cope with unexpected expenses or loss of income. Since
 Independence, India has pursued a range of initiatives to wean
 the poor away from traditional forms of moneylending and
 bring them into the financial mainstream. Now, financial
 inclusion has become a prominent policy priority."

 
4. CENTRAL ASIA: Remittances fall sharply
Source: Eurasia Net

"New data shows that Central Asian governments have been
 right to fear Russia's economic crisis was heading their way:
 remittances from migrant laborers are falling sharply, more
 than in any other region worldwide. Migrant remittances are
 the largest single source of foreign currency in Tajikistan and
 an important factor in declining poverty rates throughout
 Central Asia in recent years.

 Tajikistan, which sends approximately one-half of its working
 age males to labor in Russia, is the most remittance-dependent
 country in the world. Remittances account for the equivalent of
 49 percent of GDP, according to the World Bank. In dollar
 terms, they fell 8 percent last year. The Kyrgyz Republic is the
 world's second most remittance-dependent country, with
 remittances totaling the equivalent of 32 percent of GDP."

5. VIET NAM: To bolster ailing pension system
Source: Thanh Nien News

"Viet Nam is considering ways to shore up its pension system, a
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 senior lawmaker said, after tens of thousands of workers
 protested new rules on benefit withdrawals. The country will
 ease rules, expand eligibility criteria and match worker
 contributions to overhaul its voluntary pension fund and
 encourage more employees to join so as to reduce the burden
 on the system, said an official.

 Viet Nam's pension system is forecast to have deficits starting
 from 2021 and risks being depleted by 2034 without reforms,
 according to the International Labour Organization. The
 proposed changes to the voluntary fund which will take effect
 Jan. 1, 2018 will lower the minimum earnings requirement to
 enable more employees to join, and calls for the government to
 match 10 percent to 30 percent of contributions, the official
 said."

6. PRC: Caution urged against middle-income trap
Source: China Daily

"Finance Minister Lou Jiwei's warning that PRC has a 'greater-
than-50-percent' chance of falling into the middle-income trap
 in the next five to 10 years sounded sensational because he is
 the first at that level to say so. But, unlike some pessimistic
 forecasts about the country's economic prospects, Lou's
 apparent raising of the alarm was meant to underscore the vital
 importance of honoring the promise of 'all-round' reforms and
 maneuvering decent growth.

 The country may get stuck in the widely feared trap if it fails to
 do all the necessary homework properly, Lou said. It may be
 too early to say whether or not China will beat the trap; the
 economy is still in the painful process of shifting gear, and the
 7 percent growth can hardly be termed stagnation. While
 properly defining the state of the economy is of particular
 significance in certain circumstances, the foremost imperative
 for China is to translate the talk about transforming and
 upgrading its economy into sensible action."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Countries are increasingly looking to invest in innovation and technological change to be
 competitive and improve productivity. Sri Lanka too is aspiring to join the bandwagon of
 innovation. The Mahinda Chinthana -- Vision for New Sri Lanka announced in 2010 --
 gives emphasis to knowledge-based economic activities, which require skilled workers.
 Skilled workers are needed not only to develop new technologies; they are also needed to
 identify uses for existing technologies and to make use of them in work places.
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7. THAILAND: Export sector needs structural changes
Source: The Nation

"The relative strength of the baht is just one of the reasons for
 weakening demand for Thai export products. Other factors are
 more important, such as a static export structure and lack of
 improvement in infrastructure, economists say. Kobsidthi
 Silpachai, head of markets and economic research at
 Kasikornbank's capital markets business division, said the lack
 of water-infrastructure projects to prevent another flood
 disaster like the one in 2011 was an underlying reason for the
 dismal export performance of the past few years.

 He noted that there had been little progress on the projects
 included in the previous elected government's huge water-
management project. Overseas interests were not given the
 assurances needed to put more foreign direct investment to
 work in Thailand but rather have gone into other markets such
 as Indonesia and Viet Nam."

8. PNG: Program launched to help SMEs
Source: The National

"The ANZ Bank has announced a program that targets small to
 medium enterprises (SMEs) to plan, set up and grow their
 business activities in Papua New Guinea (PNG). The bank said
 the MoneyMinded SMEs business basics program was designed
 for its customers and the wider small business community in
 PNG.

 'Designed to educate participants about how to set up and
 manage small to medium size businesses (SMEs), the program
 will target start-up or existing companies, promoting
 sustainable growth for both the SME sector and the PNG
 economy as a whole,' ANZ said in a statement. It added, 'The
 development of successful SMEs is critical in PNG to generate
 new employment opportunities and to spread the economic
 benefits that flow from the large scale resources development
 back into the community.'"

9. MYANMAR: Targets 9.3% economic growth
Source: Irrawaddy

"Myanmar is targeting economic growth of 9.3 percent in the
 fiscal year that started this month, driven by an unprecedented
 amount of foreign investment and rapid expansion in its
 nascent telecoms sector. The target was outlined in the
 country's National Planning Act, approved by President Thein
 Sein on April 9.

 The Southeast Asian country is growing fast, albeit from a low
 base, endowed with rich energy, mining and agriculture
 resources, but rife with poverty. The $8.1 billion foreign direct
 investment recorded for 2014-2015 is a staggering 25 times
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 the $329.6 million received in 2009/2010, the year before the
 military ceded power. Of 14 prominent economic areas, the
 government sees 46.9 percent growth this fiscal year in
 telecoms."

10. PAKISTAN: Deforestation a threat to agriculture
Source: Dawn

"In a drive against deforestation in Afghanistan, the government
 of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province has launched a campaign for
 planting one billion trees in the province. But no such exercise
 is in sight in the other provinces, even though they do have
 some fiscal space. And the federal government says it is willing
 to provide them full support.

 Federal Minister for Climate Change Senator Mushahidullah
 Khan said recently his ministry is coordinating with provincial
 governments for boosting the country's forest cover to 6
 percent of landmass by the end of 2015 and to 12 percent in
 the next five years. At present, the forest cover is less than 5
 percent. Under the Green Growth Initiative, the KP government
 intends to increase forestland by 22 percent, conduct bi-annual
 plantation drives and double the size of national parks within
 five years."
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1. ASIA/PACIFIC: Region surpasses poverty targets
Source: Daily Star

"The proportion of the Asia-Pacific region's population living on
 less than $1.25 a day fell from 53 percent to 14 percent
 between 1990 and 2012, according to the latest report of the
 Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). By the end of 2015,
 the number will fall to 12 percent, said the MDG report released
 by the Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific
 (ESCAP).

 In addition to the dramatic drop in poverty levels, more than
 two-thirds of countries are expected to halve the proportion of
 the population without access to safe drinking water by 2015,
 according to the report. The paper also said nearly all primary-
aged children now complete school and students at all levels of
 education benefit from gender parity. Even for some of the
 targets that have not been achieved, there have been
 impressive advances."

View full report

2. NEPAL: Include job creation in reconstruction plans
Source: Himalayan Times

"The major earthquake of April 25 and its aftershocks have hit
 almost every aspect of Nepali life hard, with profound
 consequences. The country and the Nepali people have already
 started feeling the economic pinch of the tremors, as these
 have pushed back by several years the forward momentum of
 the economy. One of the major immediate impacts has fallen
 on the foreign job market for Nepali people, as the number of
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 outbound migrant workers has dropped by 48 percent
 compared with the same period last year.

 Employment generation should be woven into the government's
 reconstruction and rehabilitation plans, not just for relocated
 people but for other victims because the economy has suddenly
 become very sluggish and most quake-hit victims need new job
 opportunities. The government seems to be hesitating to move
 ahead vigorously to provide relief, build temporary shelters,
 and to bring out a sound comprehensive reconstruction
 program."

3. INDIA: Rising school enrollment, plunging test scores
Source: Live Mint

"India boasts of one of the largest school systems in the world
 with 1.44 million elementary schools, 226,613 secondary, and
 103,569 higher secondary sections in 2013-14. However, there
 are inequities in terms of the kind of schools children are
 enrolled in, with private school enrolment rising from 32% in
 2006 to 41% in 2013. The highest proportion of other
 caste/general category children (71%) and the richest (72%)
 were attending private schools in 2013, compared to 59% in
 2006.

 This highlights the segregation of the poorest children into
 public schools, while those who can afford to pay the fees, opt
 for private schooling. A survey finds a decline in mathematics
 test scores amongst children aged 12 in 2013, as compared to
 children of the same age in 2006. Mathematics tests scores for
 the same questions administered to children in the two rounds
 revealed that while 67% of the children in 2006 answered the
 questions correctly; this number fell to 53% in 2013. This
 decline is seen across government and private schools."

 
4. PRC: To accelerate transport investment
Source: China Daily

"Vice-Premier Zhang Gaoli said that China will speed up major
 transport projects in hope of stabilizing economic growth. The
 government will boost the development of railways, highways,
 waterways, airways and underground pipelines along the
 Yangtze River to build 'a three-dimensional transport corridor.'

 The construction of the 'corridor' is part of the Yangtze River
 Economic Belt to enhance economic cooperation and
 integration among the regions along the river. The combined
 GDP of the 11 provinces and municipalities along the river
 amounted to 2.6 trillion yuan ($415 billion) last year, 41.2
 percent of the national total."

5. SRI LANKA: Women stymied by archaic job market
Source: IPS

http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/JvUpW2UWqha3bcLLObpkZJ/Rising-school-enrolment-plunging-test-scores.html
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/business/2015-05/28/content_20844437.htm
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"In 2012, the Gender Gap Report produced by the World
 Economic Forum ranked Sri Lanka 39th out of 135 countries
 surveyed, an unsurprisingly strong placement given that the
 country of 20 million people has a female adult literacy rate of
 90 percent. This rises to 99 percent for female youth in the 15-
24 bracket. However this has not translated into equitable
 employment opportunities, or wage parity between men and
 women.

 Government labor statistics indicate that 64.5 percent of the
 8.8 million economically active people in Sri Lanka are men,
 while just 35.5 percent are women. Of the economically
 inactive population, just 25.4 percent are men, and 74.6
 percent are women. The female unemployment rate in Sri
 Lanka is over two-and-a-half times that of the male rate, and
 almost twice the national figure."

6. INDONESIA: Development and demographic dividend
Source: Jakarta Post

"During the demographic bonus period in East Asia (1965-
1990), governments responded by investing in health,
 education, training and trade liberation, pushing for greater
 absorption of the labor force. Of the total average of the East
 Asia's economic growth (6 percent) during that period (1965-
1990), 25-40 percent of it was contributed by the demographic
 bonus.

 Therefore, the opportunity to enjoy a demographic bonus
 should be followed by government policies that increase the
 quality of human resources. Indonesia plays a major role in the
 discussion of the post-2015 global development strategy
 (GDS). There is no doubt that Indonesia needs to align
 objectives and implementation strategies from the GDS within
 the framework of its national development programs. In this
 regard, the aspect of population dynamics should be well
 integrated in the national, provincial and city-district policies
 and strategies of development."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
South Asian countries need to react faster to weather forecasts and prepare better for
 increasingly erratic monsoon rains in order to maintain the region's agricultural production
 and meet energy needs, experts say. 'In spite of the availability of pre-monsoon forecast
 products, these countries often have seen slower reactions to this set of information and not
 certainly at a pace required to save livelihoods, assets and life,' says Atiq Kainan Ahmed, an
 early warning systems specialist at the Asian Disaster Preparedness Centre, Thailand.
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7. VIET NAM: The trouble with tech transfers
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"There is a risk in Vietnam of expecting too much in the way of
 improved international competitiveness from technology
 transfers from foreign invested enterprises, according to
 Christian Brix Moller, the Danish Ambassador to Vietnam. When
 Moller referred to technology transfers he was referring to
 proprietary technology -- which is protected by intellectual
 property rights -- not the technology that is freely disbursed
 throughout the public domain.

 A survey on business competitiveness and technology
 conducted for the five years from 2010 to 2014 showed the
 fundamental cause of lack of innovativeness was lack of
 money. The lack of skillful workers sufficiently knowledgeable
 in understanding and operating state-of-the-art technology was
 a significant contributing factor. The study suggested that
 foreign invested enterprises have accounted for only 20% of
 the technology transfers that took place in the country during
 the five year period, while the remaining 80% came from the
 domestic sector."

8. CAMBODIA: New policy to boost farming
Source: Phnom Penh Post

"The long-awaited Agricultural Extension Policy, rolled out by
 the Agriculture Ministry in Cambodia, will focus on making up-
to-date knowledge and technology accessible to farming
 communities and increase efficiency and productivity in the
 sector. The policy will be implemented using five steps:
 strengthening of the regulatory framework on agricultural
 extension; increasing the capacity of officers and agents;
 incorporating affordable and practical farming techniques;
 improved information and messaging; and better delivery
 systems for this information.

 At least 2,000 additional agricultural-extension specialists will
 be needed to fill the gaps in human capital. Currently, there are
 only 70 agricultural-extension officers at the national level and
 less than 1,000 at the provincial level. The funding will come
 from the government, donor organizations, private sector and
 fees from services on big farms. The policy also puts in place
 monitoring and evaluation systems, which will be implemented
 by local authorities and provincial departments of agriculture."

9. THAILAND: Weaker baht benefits exporters
Source: Bangkok Post

"The baht is expected to retreat further against the US dollar,
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 and its positive effect on exports should be apparent in the
 third quarter, says Deputy Prime Minister MR Pridiyathorn
 Devakula. He said exporters typically took orders up to four
 months in advance, so the impact of the baht's pullback should
 be witnessed in that quarter.

 The local currency this month sank to its lowest level in nearly
 six years as foreign investors shunned local assets over worries
 about Thailand's economic health. The baht has slipped at a
 relatively rapid pace since the Bank of Thailand's rate-setting
 panel unexpectedly cut its policy rate by a quarter-percentage
 point for a second straight meeting on April 29. The central
 bank's further relaxation on capital outflows, announced the
 day after the rate cut, is another force pulling down the baht."

10. PHILIPPINES: Vows to boost infrastructure spending
Source: Phil Star

"The Philippine government has vowed to accelerate
 infrastructure and other spending to arrest slower than
 expected gross domestic product (GDP) growth in the next
 three quarters and reach the country's whole year target.
 Presidential Communications Operations Office Secretary
 Herminio Coloma Jr. noted the country's 5.2 percent GDP
 growth in the first quarter of 2015 was lower than the 6.6
 percent growth registered in the previous quarter and the 5.6
 percent expansion in the first three months of 2014.

 President Aquino directed the Department of Public Works and
 Highways, the Department of Transportation and
 Communication, the Department of Education, the Department
 of Agriculture and all other departments to accelerate the
 implementation of vital public infrastructure projects, Coloma
 said."
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1. NEPAL: Positive initiatives on recovery
Source: Himalayan Times

"More than one month after the devastating 7.6 Richter scale
 earthquake and aftershocks the Nepal Rastra Bank (NRB) has
 formally issued a guideline on concessional home-loan plans to
 quake victims. The concessional loans will be provided to the
 victims whose houses have been uninhabitable. The NRB has
 said that the quake victims will be eligible to get the soft loans
 from the commercial banks and other financial institutions.

 The NRB's decision to provide concessional loans to the victims
 is positive as this initiative will help the victims bounce back to
 normal life from the trails of destruction. But the banks and
 financial institutions must not demand any collateral from the
 victims for the loans they are entitled to. The loan amount to
 be provided to the victims may not be enough to cover their
 entire expenses, however it will be a huge financial support for
 them to restart a new life from scratch."

2. INDIA: Relook macroeconomic policies
Source: Live Mint

"As a year of the new government ends in India, the public
 discourse is filled with assessments. Though these vary in
 many dimensions, growth concerns are remarkably convergent:
 all agree that investment is yet to revive and consumption is
 feeble. That capacity utilization levels are down to about 70%
 and power plants are facing 'reserve shutdown' (a technical
 term describing shutdown for lack of demand) is
 incontrovertible evidence that the growth cycle is anything but
 on an upswing. With both external and domestic demand
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 scarce, what can give a push?

 The finance minister hopes the Reserve Bank of India will cut
 rates at its forthcoming bi-monthly review next week; industry
 bodies, who always want lower rates, have asked for it yet
 again; a Business Standard poll of 10 market participants
 predicts low inflation and growth compulsions may prompt a 25
 basis points easing; and the central bank governor just said
 that growth is still moving in the slow lane, notwithstanding the
 stellar macroeconomic indicators."

3. INDONESIA: Needs more fiscal stimulus
Source: Jakarta Post

"Indonesia's economic growth stumbled in the first quarter to
 4.7 percent from 5 percent (year-on-year) in the same period
 last year. This was the worst performance since the global
 financial crisis in 2009. Aside from investment, most indicators,
 i.e. private consumption, government expenditure and net
 exports, performed poorly. Indonesia does not have many
 options to boost the economy. In view of the upcoming US
 tight money policy, Indonesia cannot use monetary policy tools
 to boost the economy by cutting interest rates as this will push
 the rupiah exchange rate down.

 If Bank Indonesia cuts its interest rates again, massive capital
 outflows, deeper rupiah depreciation and higher foreign debts
 could be the consequences. Therefore, it is more effective to
 conduct expansionary fiscal policies (EFP) than monetary policy
 to pump the current economy. A government can conduct EFP
 by giving tax incentives and/or allocating more government
 expenditure."

 
4. PHILIPPINES: Narrowing the knowledge gap
Source: Phil Star

"In several prosperous countries, when the economy slows
 down, part of the strategy for a rebound is greater investment
 in education. Giving a nation's human resources the necessary
 knowledge and skills encourages innovation and boosts national
 competitiveness. These objectives underpin many national
 education programs; it's no coincidence that advanced
 economies invest heavily in public education.

 In past years, efforts have been made to improve the quality of
 education in the Philippines. The public school curriculum was
 reworked to give emphasis to mathematics and the sciences.
 English teaching is constantly being upgraded, even as mother
 tongue education is promoted to make it easier for children to
 learn a foreign language. The classroom backlog and shortage
 of teachers are also being addressed, although the efforts still
 cannot keep up with population growth."

5. THAILAND: Neighbors offer solid export prospects

http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2015/05/28/indonesia-needs-more-fiscal-stimulus.html
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Source: Bangkok Post

"Thai exports are heading for a second straight year of sluggish
 growth, and in fact contracted by 4% in the first four months of
 the year, according to the latest data. The well-known reasons
 are falling prices for commodities, the baht's strength
 compared to regional currencies, weak demand from developed
 economies, and the fact that Thailand's manufacturing sector is
 getting left out of supply chains for the newest technology
 products, such as smartphones.

 Thai producers can pump up their export sales by targeting
 nearby markets that have recently begun to boom. Myanmar
 and Cambodia top the list, thanks to their recent spurt in GDP
 and consumption, which looks set to continue for many years
 to come. Both markets offer massive opportunities for Thai
 companies, which already offer the kinds of industrial products
 and consumer goods these countries need."

6. BANGLADESH: FDI still below par
Source: Daily Star

"The inflow into Bangladesh of foreign direct investment (FDI),
 which is critical to a country's infrastructure development, has
 not been increasing despite good incentives being offered by
 Bangladesh to investors from abroad. The country received FDI
 worth $1.6 billion or slightly more than 1 percent of its gross
 domestic product in 2013, according to Bangladesh Bank data.

 In 2014, FDI went down to $1.52 billion, which was less than 1
 percent of GDP worth $170 billion. On the other hand, FDI
 inflows into Vietnam, China and India were 6 percent, 5
 percent and 3.5 percent of their GDP, respectively, in 2013.
 Even land locked Bhutan received the FDI equivalent to 1.12
 percent of its GDP in 2013, according to the World Bank."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Growing demand for natural rubber will expand rubber estates in the tropics, and scientists
 are calling for more robust sustainability initiatives to reduce biodiversity loss. In the past
 three decades, rubber plantations have almost doubled to 10 million hectares, displacing
 tens of thousands of natural forests and affecting biodiversity threatening the survival of
 birds, bats and insects, says a study. Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand and Vietnam supply
 more than six-tenths of the world's natural rubber. But rubber estates are mushrooming
 elsewhere in South-East Asia and southwest China, even in protected areas.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. ASIA: Push for made in 'Chindia'
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Source: Live Mint

"China recently announced a Made in China program aimed at
 transforming its manufacturing sector, months after Prime
 Minister Narendra Modi unveiled his 'Make in India' plan, also
 targeted at manufacturing. Look closer though and the signs
 point to a broad shift that could draw the two Asian giants
 closer economically in the years ahead.

 Made in China 2025 is a 10-year campaign to push the country
 beyond labor-intensive work into more sophisticated sectors,
 from robotics to aerospace. Modi's goal is to bring basic
 manufacturing to an economy that needs more decent-paying
 jobs. In short, China has set its sights on rivaling Germany or
 Japan, while India will happily settle for where China is now."

8. VIET NAM: Investment chances in highlands region
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"To maximize the advantages and potential for local socio-
economic growth, the Central Highlands provinces in Vietnam
 need to outline special preferential policies and mobilize greater
 investment resources for sustainable development. Its climate
 and terrain have helped the Central Highlands develop a strong
 agricultural industry, especially industrial crops like coffee,
 pepper, and rubber. The Central Highlands is also known as a
 production zone, preparing vegetables and flowers for exports.

 Located in the drainage basin of the Se san, Srepok, and Dong
 Nai River, the region has great potential for hydropower
 development. Its current hydropower volume accounts for 27%
 of Vietnam's total capacity. The region is endowed with rich
 mineral reserves including bauxite, and gold-ore, and plentiful
 materials for building, and a temperate climate and natural
 conditions which are ideal for luxury tourism development."

9. PRC: Factories slow to respond to stimulus
Source: Reuters

"China's manufacturing sector showed scant signs of picking up
 in May as demand stayed stubbornly weak. China reported on
 Monday its official manufacturing Purchasing Managers' Index
 (PMI) edged up to 50.2 in May, from 50.1 in April and is
 creeping back into expansion territory. But a private survey
 focusing on small and mid-sized firms showed their activity had
 contracted for a third straight month.

 Both indexes are hovering around the 50 level that is supposed
 to mark the threshold between contraction and expansion,
 pointing to very subdued activity at best. And both showed a
 further contraction in export orders were prompting factories to
 shed more workers."

10. INDONESIA: Boost household spending

http://english.vov.vn/Economy/Investment-opportunities-in-Central-Highlands-region/293701.vov
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http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2015/06/01/editorial-boosting-household-spending.html


Source: Jakarta Post

"The House of Representatives in Indonesia should approve the
 government proposal to increase by almost 50 percent the non-
taxable personal income threshold to Rp 36 million ($2,800) a
 year because this fiscal measure could immediately boost
 household consumption. An income-tax reduction would seem
 like an anomaly because the results of tax collection in the first
 quarter strongly indicate that the government is unlikely to
 meet its tax revenue target this year as a result of lower-than
 estimated economic growth.

 Given the domestic economic slump, as evidenced by the 4.7
 percent growth in the first quarter, and in view of the decline in
 the growth of most major emerging economies that are
 Indonesia's largest trading partners, the government has no
 alternative policies but to further strengthen private
 consumption as the main locomotive of the economy."
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1. INDIA: Making digital dreams a reality
Source: Hindu Business Line

"India's dash toward a digital future is stumbling on a lack of
 infrastructure. Although the country has the world's third
 highest number of Internet users, the quality of access is poor.
 According to a report released recently by the Telecom
 Regulatory Authority of India, India ranks a poor 125th in
 penetration of fixed line broadband, well below even South
 Asian neighbors such as Bhutan and Sri Lanka.

 Wireless broadband, which has led to the spurt in users, isn't
 much better, with India coming in 113th in the world. Although
 wireless broadband may have done the initial job of connecting
 users to the Internet, given its spectrum and infrastructure
 constraints, delivering a reasonable quality of Internet access is
 beyond its ability. The solution is to deploy fiber optic networks
 with the capacity to deliver up to 100 mbps speed on demand."

2. THAILAND: Aims to become electric vehicle hub
Source: Bangkok Post

"Thailand is preparing to become a global production hub of
 electric vehicles (EVs), as demand has risen rapidly over the
 past five years and is expected to keep growing, says Science
 and Technology Minister Pichet Durongkaveroj. Being an EV
 hub would help the country capitalize on strong demand for EV
 auto parts and batteries.

 If the government promotes production of EV batteries, it could
 lead to breakthroughs in storage systems used for wind and
 solar power, Mr Pichet said. The ministry plans to coordinate
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 with government universities to set up fuel cell training courses
 to be included in the area of mechanical engineering with the
 goal of creating EV experts to meet rising demand."

3. INDONESIA: Sets 19% renewable energy target
Source: Jakarta Post

"The Indonesian government is pushing forward its target of 19
 percent new and renewable energy use by 2019 to reduce the
 country's dependence on fossil-based energy sources, a
 minister has said. 'Currently, the use of new and renewable
 energy stands within a range of between 5 percent and 6
 percent. The government will increase the proportion to 19
 percent by 2019,' Energy and Mineral Resources Minister
 Sudirman said.

 To that end, he said, the government needed to speed up the
 use of new and renewable energy sources by, among other
 methods, increasing budgetary allocations for the sector next
 year. The minister added that the government would also
 create so-called energy forests and energy gardens and
 accelerate gas installations in cities."

 
4. PAKISTAN: Learning from public-private partnerships
Source: Dawn

"Pakistan faces enormous deficiencies in its infrastructure,
 particularly the energy sector, which is slowing down the rate
 of growth and creating stress and disenchantment among
 business and society. At the same time, there is a buoyant
 private sector that is sitting on ample cash surpluses and
 looking for profitable opportunities.

 Pakistan has experimented with many variants of public-private
 partnerships ranging from independent power producers (IPPs)
 to the Hyderabad-Mirpurkhas Expressway. Some of these IPPs
 have proved successful and others have failed. It is time to
 learn from the lessons and also from the success of other
 countries in the region. What are these lessons that can help
 reinvigorate public-private partnerships in Pakistan?"

5. PHILIPPINES: Plans auto manufacturing resurgence
Source: Inquirer

"President Benigno Aquino III has issued an executive order
 (EO) encouraging the resurgence of automotive manufacturing
 in the Philippines. The EO paves the way for the
 implementation of the Cars program, which has been earlier
 presented to the business sector. Deputy Presidential
 Spokesperson Abigail Valte, citing the Department of Trade and
 Industry, said the program is expected to create 200,000 direct
 and indirect jobs.

 Through a package of incentives, it aims to 'attract new
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 investments, stimulate demand and effectively implement
 industry regulations that will revitalize the Philippine
 automotive industry, and develop the country as a regional
 automotive manufacturing hub.' Car makers qualified to
 participate in the program should be internationally-recognized
 or be a local licensed manufacturer working with an
 internationally-recognized carmaker."

6. PRC: FTA signed with Korea
Source: China Daily

"China signed its largest bilateral free trade agreement in terms
 of volume with close neighbor the Republic of Korea. Under the
 agreement, China will remove tariffs on 91 percent of all
 products from Korea within the next 20 years, while Seoul will
 eliminate tariffs on 92 percent of all goods in the other
 direction.

 The two nations first began talks in May 2012 covering 17
 areas, including trade in goods and services, healthcare,
 entertainment, investment and trade rules, as well as e-
commerce and government procurement. China is Korea's
 biggest trading partner as well as its biggest export market,
 with bilateral trade totaling $235.4 billion in 2014, customs
 figures show."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Buildings impact directly and indirectly on their surrounding environment, as during their
 construction and over the course of their lifetime they draw huge volumes of energy, water,
 and raw materials. The negative impact of inefficient buildings has motivated the
 development of green, energy- and resource-efficient buildings on a global scale. The
 benefit of green buildings in various stages -- from design, to construction, to operation --
 can be clearly seen in concrete figures. For instance, the FPT complex in Danang, Vietnam,
 which is equipped with resource-efficient solutions and technologies, saves 21% on energy,
 and 32% on water usage annually.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. ASIA: E-commerce to drive retail growth
Source: The Nation

"E-commerce can help grow Asean's retail sector and will
 benefit both consumers and retailers in the region, the Asean
 Business Advisory Council (Asean BAC) said in its latest report.
 In its 2015 report to leaders, Asean BAC said business-to-
customers Internet sales in Asean account for only one percent
 of total sales as opposed to eight percent in developed
 economies.
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 According to global management consulting firm AT Kearney,
 Singapore is the only Asean country to be placed in the top 30
 in a ranking led by the US, China and the United Kingdom. In
 order to develop e-commerce, the council said Asean needs to
 work on its logistics, develop an online payment system and
 promote access to finance."

8. BANGLADESH: Export push to India goes unrewarded
Source: Daily Star

"Bangladesh's exports to India have not been rising despite
 undertaking a lot of positive measures in recent years to
 reduce the huge bilateral trade gap between the two countries.
 People involved in the bilateral trade identified some major
 impediments -- a lack of product diversification, non-tariff
 barriers, and inadequate banking facilities along the bordering
 areas of the two countries.

 They said major steps taken in 2012 could hardly impact
 Bangladesh's exports to its neighbor. Bangladesh mainly
 imports basic commodities from India such as rice, cotton,
 onion, fabrics, chemical products and dyes, lime stones, cattle,
 electricity, machinery and pulses. As a result, India has become
 a top source of Bangladesh's imports."

9. PHILIPPINES: Seeks budget boost for rice program
Source: Phil Star

"The Department of Agriculture (DA) in the Philippines is
 seeking a significant increase in its budget for its rice program
 to sustain growth in production and step up climate change and
 disaster preparedness in the sector. The DA is asking the
 national government for around P11 billion ($246 million) next
 year from the program's budget of P6.6 billion this year.

 The DA rice program is the banner program of the government
 for increasing the production of the staple to self-sufficiency
 level. The budgetary increase would be used to expand the
 scope of the Tier 1 of the national rice program, which is
 focused on maintaining and sustaining the 2015 target output
 levels of 20.09 million metric tons and average yield of 4.09
 metric tons per hectare."

10. REPUBLIC OF KOREA: Exports suffer worst fall in 6
 years
Source: Channel News Asia

"Republic of Korea exports suffered their worst fall in nearly six
 years in May. Imports declined too, suggesting weak domestic
 demand. Analysts said the central bank's rate cut in March
 wasn't enough to boost the economy, and more easing may be
 on the cards. Republic of Korea exports fell for the fifth straight
 month in May. Shipments dropped nearly 11 percent after the
 global downturn knocked demand. But there were other factors
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 that exaggerated the data.

 Kwon Pyung-oh, Deputy Minister for International Trade and
 Investment, Trade Ministry, said: 'The decline in May's export
 figures is largely due to the maintenance of petrochemical and
 petroleum product facilities, as well as the slight decrease in
 export volume.' Shipments to China, which is Korea's largest
 market, fell more than three percent."
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1. PRC: New ways to upgrade manufacturing sector
Source: Deutsche Welle

"Faced with slowing economic growth rates, rising wage costs,
 and growing competition from other emerging markets,
 Chinese leaders have been seeking new ways to upgrade the
 country's manufacturing sector -- a key industry that has
 largely driven China's economic rise over the past three
 decades. The State Council, recently unveiled 'Made in China
 2025,' a sweeping national strategy designed to enhance
 competitiveness in this sector through automation and overall
 improvement in technology.

 It is part of a Chinese vision of an economy driven less by
 exports and investment and more by services and smart
 industrial production. The 10-year strategy involves moving the
 Chinese economy away from labor-intense and low-value
 production toward higher value-added manufacturing, and
 includes plans to improve innovation, integrate technology and
 industry, strengthen the industrial base, foster Chinese brands
 and enforce green manufacturing."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
Currency arrangements in the Pacific -- time to re-think?
The Pacific developing member countries (DMCs) of the Asian
 Development Bank are a heterogeneous group of economies with different
 levels of economic development and economic size. However, when it
 comes to choosing an optimal exchange rate, the Pacific DMCs face
 similar challenges. All of the Pacific economies are relatively small and
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 have underdeveloped financial and exchange rate markets.  
 
 

2. ASIA: Urbanization best route out of poverty
Source: City Metric

"Mention urbanization, and people are quick to list the potential
 downsides: pollution, overcrowding, unsafe construction and
 the rise of slums. The challenges of urbanization can be
 immense, especially when vast numbers of people move to
 cities within a short period of time. However, the opportunities
 available to help build sustainable cities are numerous and the
 positive gains of doing so are compelling. Urbanization is
 among the most powerful mechanisms we have to fight
 poverty.

 That's because cities have a competitive advantage over rural
 areas to move the most people out of poverty. McKinsey
 calculates that 600 of the world's fastest growing cities are set
 to generate more than 60 percent of global growth by 2025.
 Meanwhile, China's 225 fastest growing cities will contribute an
 estimated 30 percent to global GDP growth within the next 10
 years. Cities not only contribute the most towards national
 growth, they also do more to reduce poverty."

3. BANGLADESH: Steps to improve road infrastructure
Source: Financial Express

"Bangladesh has been able to upgrade only four percent of its
 highways to four-lane ones during the last 10 years. Even if the
 Dhaka-Chittagong and the Dhaka-Mymensingh four-lane
 highway projects are completed within the next one year, it will
 only be eight percent of the total. According to available data,
 out of a total 3,813 kilometers of national highways, around
 160 kilometers are of four lanes.

 Conversion of all the existing two-lane highways into four lanes
 will be a distant dream if the present poor pace of work
 continues. Limited policy and institutional reforms have been
 attributed to the slowdown in the pace of this development.
 Unless infrastructure development is accelerated, it will be
 difficult for the country to boost its global competitiveness and
 to attract much-needed domestic as well as foreign
 investment."

 
4. INDONESIA: Growing demand for digital literacy
Source: Jakarta Post

"The break-neck speed at which technological innovations are
 changing business and society puts serious pressure on
 national education systems. Job seekers need command over
 word-processing and productivity software, myriad online
 communication platforms, a basic understanding of
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 programming, digital graphics and design, online marketing
 and branding and a rapidly changing array of mobile devices.
 These skills are no longer add-ons; they are the new
 fundamentals.

 Indonesia's Open University (UT) has 585,700 students
 enrolled across the archipelago. A significant number of UT
 students take ICT-based courses. While Indonesia often prides
 itself on being a leader in the region, in terms of technological
 advancement, the country is only in the middle of the pack.
 Last year, the World Economic Forum ranked Indonesia 77th
 out of 144 countries in terms of technological readiness, behind
 both Malaysia and Thailand."

5. LAO PDR: Community efforts on poverty reduction
Source: Vientiane Times

"Capacity building and empowering local communities is the
 main focus when it comes to achieving poverty reduction in
 poor areas and reaching the Lao government's national poverty
 reduction targets by 2020. The 21st Poverty Reduction Fund's
 (PRF II) administration board meeting was held recently in
 Xepon district, Savannakhet province, aiming to revise previous
 work and move forward toward achieving the government's
 goals.

 The meeting listened to the progress report of the PRF's
 projects, which highlighted many project achievements over
 the previous years. Projects were focused on the fields of
 education, health, clean water, agriculture, transportation and
 energy. A total of some 969 villages and more than 474,000
 people benefitted from various projects, with the PRF
 overseeing some 988 projects in total."

6. ASIA: Making progress on sanitation
Source: IPS

"In India there are nearly 600 million people without access to
 sanitation, according to the Water Supply and Sanitation
 Collaborative Council. A new study by the Geneva-based Global
 Sanitation Fund (GSF) says 2.5 billion people, or 40 percent of
 the global population, lack access to decent sanitation,
 including more than a billion who defecate in the open.

 Still there is progress: nationally-led sanitation programs
 supported by the GSF have enabled 4.2 million people to have
 improved toilets; seven million people and more than 20,500
 communities to be free of open-defecation; and eight million
 people with hand washing facilities."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
The scarcity of information technology integration within business operations has limited the
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 development of many Afghan small and medium enterprises (SME) as they are trying to
 remain competitive in a global business environment. How could this be improved? As part
 of the Afghanistan Rural Enterprise Development Program (AREDP), the Ministry of Rural
 Rehabilitation and Development piloted E-SME, an Enterprise System software package
 designed to help businesses improve their accounting, payroll, inventory control, and sales
 workflows. AREDP provided the Enterprise Systems to 10 SMES across five provinces and
 those SMEs have already reported improvements.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. INDONESIA: More than tax cuts needed to boost
 growth
Source: Jakarta Globe

"Indonesia is already dependent on spending by low and
 middle-income families for economic growth, and once again
 the government turns to them for help to counter a seemingly
 imminent economic downturn. President Joko Widodo's
 administration is set to exempt electronics, home appliances,
 and furniture from sales tax on luxurious goods, starting this
 month.

 More spending on these items should definitely benefit
 companies and workers in the sectors, possibly spurring salary
 increases and bonuses, as well as increasing employment. The
 combined impact will be a pick-up in economic activities that
 can counter the slowdown. While such a move on tax
 exemption should be welcomed, it's just a small and short-term
 step. Indonesia must not depend on spending by its people
 every time it is facing the threat of a downturn. Boosting
 investment and productivity must be the way going forward."

8. FIJI: Effects of housing starts on economy
Source: Fiji Sun

"An increase in housing starts indicates that an economy is
 performing well in terms of development and social well-being.
 New home buyers will tend to spend money on other consumer
 goods such as furniture, home appliances and such boosting
 consumer confidence. Investment in housing contributes to 4.2
 percent of Fiji's GDP and the construction industry contributes
 3.5 percent.

 It is estimated that 29 percent of Fiji's total population lives in
 the Suva-Nausori corridor where the highest number of
 squatter settlements are. Rural-urban migration is prompted by
 the need to access better education, get jobs and have access
 to basic services such as health centers. More than 110,000
 people live in squatter settlements around Fiji and we ask
 ourselves why a person cannot afford an adequate house. An
 adequate house incorporates, a sufficient living area, durable
 housing, access to safe drinking water, sanitation, electricity
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 and secure tenure."

9. PAKISTAN: Are watermills a solution to energy crisis?
Source: Dawn

"Arshad Rashid thinks he has an answer to Pakistan's energy
 shortages. For a few hours a day, a few days a month, the
 villager in Katahi, about 50 kilometers outside of Muzaffarabad,
 the capital of Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK), grinds maize
 and wheat with a watermill. But he sees untapped potential in
 his century-old mud-and-stone mill, which sits idle most of the
 time. He wants to use it to generate free, clean electricity.

 Arshad, 38, is one of hundreds of millers who make a living
 using watermills built along brooks and streams. If each of
 these mills were connected to a small-scale turbine, Arshad
 believes, villages could become energy self-reliant, helping
 bring an end to the long power outages that have hit Pakistan."

10. PHILIPPINES: Foreign ownership limits hurt growth
Source: Phil Star

"Restrictions on foreign ownership of land and uneven
 investments in public infrastructure continue to prevent the
 Philippines from realizing its full economic potential, according
 to a former National Economic and Development Authority
 (NEDA) chief. University of the Philippines economist Dr.
 Gerardo P. Sicat, the first director general of NEDA,
 underscored the implications of these policy issues that hinder
 national development in his recent visit to the NEDA Regional
 Office in Northern Mindanao.

 These include restricting foreign nationals to own land,
 investing in public infrastructure, and prohibiting them to utilize
 the country's natural resources. The former NEDA chief
 stressed that foreign investors have greater capacity and
 capability to contribute to the country's development."
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1. PAKISTAN: Boost education budget to 4% of GDP
Source: Dawn

"Pakistan spends a paltry 2 percent of GDP on education. By
 comparison, Bhutan spends over 5 percent of its GDP on
 education and India 3.8 percent. When set against the number
 of children our education system leaves behind (estimates
 range from 11 to 25 million five- to 16-year-olds out of school),
 the amount of allocated funds for education appears criminally
 low. So what should be done? Increase the allocated budget for
 education to 4 percent of GDP.

 Where does the figure come from? It comes from the UNESCO-
led Education for All movement. The recommendation states
 that governments should aim to spend 4-6 percent of GDP on
 education or 15-20 percent of their budgets in order to achieve
 goals such as universal primary enrolment, increasing literacy
 and achieving gender equality in education."

2. INDONESIA: Time to abolish child labor
Source: Jakarta Globe

"Indonesia's children have long been forced to leave schools and
 work to earn a living for their families. The issue of hundreds of
 thousands of street children roaming around big cities for a
 living is a poor reflection of Indonesia. That's why we welcome
 the government's announcement to gradually bring these
 children back to school. However, we should question if the
 government is ready, willing and able and to implement the
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 plan and ensure it is executed properly.

 The real cause of children working and leaving school is
 because their families are too poor to support them. This
 means that the government must find a solution to poverty
 first. The priority should then be focused on growing the
 economy and ensuring the creation of jobs."

3. LAO PDR: Major progress in reducing hunger
Source: Vientiane Times

"Lao PDR has made significant progress in reducing hunger,
 with the proportion of undernourished people in the country
 falling by 56.8 percent since the early 1990s, says a report.
 According to a joint statement from the UN's Food and
 Agriculture Organisation (FAO), the World Food Programme
 (WFP) and the International Fund for Agricultural Development
 (IFAD), in 1990, 49 percent of the Lao population were
 undernourished but by 2007 that number had fallen to 26.9
 percent.

 Today 18.5 percent of Lao people are undernourished, says the
 State of Food Insecurity 2015, published by the FAO, IFAD and
 WFP. However, all three organizations also warned that there is
 still much to achieve in Lao. The country's population increased
 from 4.4 million in 1990 to 7.1 million this year, and of those,
 1.3 million remain undernourished."

P O V E R T Y   S P O T L I G H T
INDIA: Tough life for street vendors
Source: IPS

"For the past nine years, 27-year-old Jignesh has been hawking
 bed sheets on the bustling pavements of Janpath, a major
 throughway in India's capital, New Delhi, as kamikaze traffic
 swirls around him. Illiterate and jobless, the young street
 vendor migrated from the western Indian state of Gujarat to
 eke out a living for his family of four, hoping that this
 metropolis would offer better prospects.

 But local cops and members of the city's mafia routinely harass
 the poor vendor to extort 'hafta' -- a weekly bribe of one dollar
 that represents a significant chunk of his daily income of five
 dollars, which he earns after a 12-hour grind. If he doesn't
 comply, he is roughed up, or his wares confiscated. Despite
 passage of the path-breaking Street Vendors (Livelihood
 Protection and Regulation of Street Vending) Bill last year,
 which ordered local municipal authorities to set up designated
 vending zones for hawkers to enable them to practice their
 trade peacefully, few municipalities have honored the law."

4. INDIA: Structural reforms for power sector
Source: Live Mint
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"Over the last year, India has made impressive progress in
 adding to the size of its overall power generation capacity. Last
 month, power minister Piyush Goyal flaunted the achievements
 of his ministry citing an 8.4% increase in power generation in
 the last year. But recent news of India's average plant load
 factor dropping to a 15-year low of 65.1% should worry the
 government. More importantly, it ought to push officials in the
 policymaking circle toward undertaking long-pending structural
 reforms in the sector.

 By expediting the clearance of supply-side bottlenecks, power
 generation is one front on which the government has indeed
 done well. The assurance of coal linkages in particular has
 brought life back to power generation units that were idle
 without fuel. Moreover, additional facilities have been added to
 the nation's total power capacity over the last year."

5. VIET NAM: Revives express railway plan
Source: Thanhnien News

"Five years after lawmakers in Vietnam rejected a costly plan to
 build a north-south express railway, the transport ministry now
 wants to bring it back to the table. Minister Dinh La Thang
 ordered his agencies to revise the plan so it can be submitted
 for approval within the next five years.

 The order was made just three months after Prime Minister
 Nguyen Tan Dung approved a national plan to develop
 Vietnam's railway transport by 2050. Under the plan, Vietnam
 will start building a double-track railway with a maximum
 speed of up to 200 kilometers per hour (kph) between Hanoi
 and Ho Chi Minh City in 2020. It will be put into operation as of
 2030, and by 2050 the speed limit will be increased to 350
 kph."

6. THAILAND: Education reforms critical
Source: The Nation

"One-third of 15-year-old Thais are 'functionally illiterate', the
 World Bank said, and suggested that the country reform its
 education system partly through merging and optimizing the
 networks of more than 20,000 'non-isolated' schools
 nationwide. The bank's country director for Southeast Asia,
 Ulrich Zachau, said slowing export growth evidenced in
 Thailand since 2012 was a 'long-term trend' that had to be
 tackled by structural reforms, raising the skills and productivity
 of its labor force.

 'The single most important thing for Thailand is to improve its
 education and skills outside Bangkok,' he said. The World
 Bank's latest report forecasts that Thailand's gross domestic
 product will grow by 3.5 percent in 2015, primary due to lower
 oil prices, increased tourism receipts, and higher pubic
 spending. It projects that Thai exports will continue to grow
 slowly this year, by 0.5 percent in US dollar terms."
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  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Governments should pay more attention to the role that bamboo and rattan can play in
 building more sustainable and greener economies, a pressure group has told a UN meeting.
 For example, bamboo can reduce soil erosion and restore degraded lands, and ultimately
 help protect the livelihoods of people who depend on forest ecosystems. Products derived
 from the two plants could also bring income to millions of people in developing countries,
 the group says.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. BHUTAN: Unemployment rate slightly down
Source: Kuensel

"According to a labor ministry press release, the national
 unemployment rate in Bhutan has decreased by 0.3 percent in
 2014 from 2013. The female unemployment rate stood at 3.5
 percent, while the male unemployment rate is 1.9 percent. The
 report states that the youth (15-24 years) unemployment rate
 has also decreased by 0.2 percent from 9.6 percent in 2013 to
 9.4 percent in 2014. The female youth unemployment rate is
 10 percent and the male youth unemployment rate is 8.6
 percent.

 Labor minister Ngeema Sangay Tshempo had informed that
 good economic conditions in the country were imperative to
 create job opportunities. As of May 31, 2015, the government
 had provided jobs to a total of 15,840 individuals and $16.1
 million was allotted to generate employment opportunities."

8. INDIA: May see increase in heat waves
Source: SciDev

"Climate scientists say that a heat wave that is currently
 gripping large parts of the Indian sub-continent and has caused
 more than a thousand deaths over the last two weeks may be a
 sign of hotter times to come. Of the 1,826 deaths reported a
 large proportion was from the Telengana region on the south-
eastern coast of peninsular India. On May 23, Khammam town
 in Telengana recorded 48 degrees Celsius.

 'Normally, during the end of May, areas in the south and east
 receive moisture-laden south-westerly winds,' explains Subimal
 Ghosh, a professor at the Indian Institute of Technology-
Bombay (IIT-B), Mumbai, specializing in rainfall projections
 under climate change. 'Instead, this year, dry desert winds
 from the western part of the sub-continent have been hitting
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 the eastern coast and increasing temperatures in these
 regions.'"

9. PHILIPPINES: Financial inclusion gives hope
Source: Phil Star

"To help increase awareness on microfinancing and generate
 inspiration from more role models, Go Negosyo participates in
 the annual Citi Microentrepreneurs Awards (CMA). The CMA
 aims to recognize the outstanding microentrepreneurs in the
 country. Indeed, the microfinance sector has come a long way.
 It is providing greater opportunities for microentrepreneurs to
 succeed.

 With these opportunities, we will see more and more
 entrepreneurs spending more time on how they can level-up
 their business models than on how they can get the capital
 they need. Financial inclusion is a major enabler for many
 microentrepreneurs to start and grow a business. But more
 importantly, it empowers the grassroots. It promotes more
 equitable socio-economic growth."

10. PAKISTAN: Youth jobless rate at 11.7%
Source: Dawn

"The unemployment rate in Pakistan was estimated to be 11.7
 percent for the age group 15-19 years during 2013-14,
 revealed a government report. The age-specific joblessness
 was even higher in the age group of 20-34, the report said,
 adding that the average youth employment ratio was over 10
 percent compared to the overall projected unemployment rate
 of 6 percent.

 'Even those who work, do so in unpaid jobs. If paid, they are
 less likely to access social security,' it said. The report was
 prepared by the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics after conducting a
 survey across the country, including federally administered
 tribal areas. In all, 41,484 households were surveyed in rural
 and urban areas."
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1. ASIA/PACIFIC: Eradicate child labor
Source: Devex

"Asia is the region considered as the fastest growing economy in
 the world, but millions of its workers are children. There are
 more child workers here than in any other region in the world.
 In fact, half of the world's child workers are in Asia and the
 Pacific, according to the International Labour Organization.
 These are children still waiting for their most basic of rights to
 be granted.

 Although the region has made meaningful efforts and improved
 legal frameworks, particularly related to trafficking in persons
 and the establishment of new tracking systems to enhance
 enforcement, there still is much to be done. There continue to
 be 78 million child laborers in the Asia-Pacific, equivalent to
 almost 10 percent of all children in the region."

2. PRC: Higher value labor dividend needed
Source: China Daily

"There is an increasingly prevalent viewpoint that China's labor
 dividend that has bolstered its economic takeoff over the past
 decades will come to an end as the country's labor costs rise.
 This is an obsolete concept given that it equates labor with
 cheap labor instead of creative labor. The rise in labor costs
 does not mean a decline in productivity.

 Developed countries have higher labor costs than China, but
 that does not mean their enterprises are weaker. Similarly,
 Vietnamese companies enjoy lower domestic labor costs than
 China's, but China's enterprises still enjoy a competitive edge
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 over them. The key to China's productivity lies in whether its
 enterprises can develop their core technologies and core
 competitiveness."

3. ASIA: Appetite for destruction
Source: Jakarta Post

"Our consumption habit -- our appetite -- is leading us down a
 destructive path. The startling fact is that global consumption is
 one-and-a-half times the planet's carrying capacity. The United
 Nations Environment Program has predicted that by 2050, with
 consumption and production patterns unchanged and the world
 population reaching a staggering 9.6 billion, we will need three
 planets to sustain our ways of living and consumption.

 And by the year 2050, people could be devouring about 140
 billion tons of minerals, ores, fossil fuels and biomass per year
 unless economic growth is decoupled from the rate of natural
 resource use. This means that our future depends on how
 responsible we are in managing natural resources. Many of our
 resources are at critical points, pressed by our craving for
 economic development amid high population growth. But some
 end up wasted."

 
4. INDIA: Invest more in Bangladesh
Source: Business Line

"Indian companies have become more global by investing in
 different parts of the world. From setting up new ventures to
 acquiring large assets, Indian enterprises have started showing
 their strength on the global stage. That said, they are yet to
 explore the options next door -- Bangladesh. Although for the
 last couple of years foreign direct investment (FDI) from India
 to Bangladesh has shown an upward trend, the amount is still
 insignificant.

 While India's outward FDI has jumped to $52 billion last year,
 Bangladesh received less than 1 percent of the amount. Official
 statistics, revealed by Bangladesh Bank, the country's central
 bank, showed that net inflow of Indian FDI in Bangladesh stood
 $67.82 million in 2014, a 50 percent rise over the previous
 year."

5. VIET NAM: Leads in renewable energy
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"Vietnam has seen the greatest rise in the proportion of
 electricity generated through renewables in ASEAN, according
 to a report released by a British accounting body on June 4.
 ASEAN's renewable generation capacity had grown by 83
 percent between 2002 and 2012, led by Vietnam which had
 added 34 billion kWh of hydropower.

 However, the nation still faced green challenges as it continued
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 its transition from an agrarian to a manufacturing economy.
 Large inflows of foreign investment would increase the
 industry's output in the medium term. Last year had marked a
 positive turning point in climate change where carbon dioxide
 emissions remained constant for the first time while world
 output grew."

6. THAILAND: Three pillars will drive growth
Source: Bangkok Post

"Thailand's economy has a chance to grow well above its
 average of 2% over the last five years once the government's
 planned infrastructure development, investment restructuring
 and digital economy are in place, says Deputy Prime Minister
 MR Pridiyathorn Devakula. He predicts ongoing economic
 reforms will help the Thai economy to grow by 5% over two
 years.

 'We believe the 'three pillars' -- massive infrastructure
 development, a new investment strategy to promote foreign
 direct investment (FDI) and digital economy initiatives -- will
 drive the country's economic growth over the next two years,'
 Pridiyathorn said."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Traditional knowledge on natural disasters in the Pacific region has the potential to work
 with technology to save lives, says a study from the University of Tasmania in Australia.
 The study looked at warning signs for tropical cyclones and summarized field research
 conducted on Druadrua Island in Fiji and Uiha Island in Tonga. The study documented
 numerous known warning signs of cyclones days or even months in advance, such as the
 nesting behavior of bees and hornets under the tree, changing ocean currents and tides, and
 the appearance of particular birds.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. INDONESIA: Think tanks thriving
Source: Jakarta Post

"Indonesia's knowledge sector is blossoming. Its think tanks are
 producing a stream of incisive research that helps to ground
 policy-making in rigorous analysis and empirical data -- and
 ensure government programs actually achieve their aims. As
 the country grapples with tough policy challenges at home and
 abroad, it's critical to tap into these resources to stoke healthy
 debate and set the right course for sustainable development.

 Currently, the country is home to 27 think tanks. That's a
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 strong total relative to regional neighbors, but it's actually not
 commensurate with the size of Indonesia's economy. As the
 Indonesian think tank community continues to grow and
 improve, the government needs to make an active effort to
 incorporate its research."

8. PAKISTAN: School transport needed
Source: Dawn

"In a village just one kilometer from Sheikhupura city girls
 cannot go to school or college and cannot look for work as they
 do not have access to a safe and secure means of transport.
 They cannot walk to the city, there is no reliable public
 transport and there are no dedicated school buses. The village
 has a high school but then most girls don't continue with their
 education post matriculation.

 Across the board, the absence of secure transport facilities
 raises a significant barrier to school access. The distance to
 primary school might be shorter, though in many cases it is still
 not a walkable one. Meanwhile, distances to secondary schools
 are longer. Mechanized transport is needed for a lot of children,
 especially for girls, to reach their school. Lack of such transport
 limits the number of girls who can go to school and it is an
 important cause of girls dropping out of school when they
 transition from primary to middle or high school."

9. INDIA: Confused signals on railway reforms
Source: Business Line

"For the last three decades the government has been toying
 with the idea of restructuring Indian Railways. The sector plays
 a significant role in the life of every Indian. Every government
 recognizes this, and hence the plethora of committees. But,
 forming a committee is one thing; implementing its
 recommendations is another.

 The interim report of the committee needs in-depth scrutiny
 not only of its recommendations, but also of how best they can
 be implemented. The other important issue is the timetable for
 the implementation of the suggested reforms. There is an
 urgent need to arrange for the flow of funds, preferably
 through public-private partnerships (PPP)."

10. FIJI: Confidence high in economy
Source: Fiji Times

"Business confidence in the domestic economy in Fiji continues
 to remain high with the path set for six consecutive years of
 growth this year. According to Reserve Bank of Fiji deputy
 governor Ariff Ali, the strong business confidence was reflected
 in robust investment activity in the country.

 Mr Ali highlighted a number of economic trends during the Fiji
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 Institute of Bankers forum at the central bank in Suva. 'The
 2014 growth estimate and 2015 growth forecast have been
 revised upwards and consumption activity is strong,' he said.
 'The expectation is that foreign direct investment will increase.
 Economic activity continues to be supported by expansionary
 fiscal policy and accommodative monetary policy.'"
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1. ASIA/PACIFIC: Blue economy for sustainable
 development
Source: Financial Express

"Oceans cover 72 percent of the surface of this planet. Oceans
 and seas support all life forms on the planet by generating
 oxygen, absorbing carbon dioxide, recycling nutrients and
 controlling the global temperature. Oceans and seas provide
 food and livelihoods to a substantial portion of the global
 population; nearly three billion people worldwide receive 20
 percent of their daily animal protein intake from fish while
 employment in fisheries and aquaculture provide about 55
 million jobs worldwide.

 It is also a means of transportation to 80 percent of global
 trade. The marine and coastal environment also constitutes a
 key resource for the important global tourism industry. About
 32 percent of the global supplies of hydrocarbons, which are a
 prime source of energy, are obtained from the seabed. In
 general, marine ecosystems and resources have a key role in
 supporting food security, sustainable livelihoods, economic
 opportunity and social inclusion for billions of people."

2. THAILAND: Proposal for $4.8 billion 'rail canal'
Source: The Nation

"The Republic of Korea will propose a $4.8-billion (Bt160-billion)
 'rail canal' project for Thailand's consideration, aiming to
 provide a new trade lane via this country's land bridge. The
 project would entail the new concept of a 'dry canal' for
 conveying ships by rail. The 57-kilometer route would run from
 Ranong province's Kra Buri district on the west to Chumphon
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 on the east, Jinyu Choi, director-general of the Korea Railroad
 Research Institute, said at a seminar.

 He said the rail canal would be able to cut 2,000km and two
 days off the shipping route through the Strait of Malacca. The
 construction cost would also be cheaper than that of a
 conventional canal, estimated at $7.1 billion. Rattapoohm
 Parichatprecha, director of the Centre of Excellence for Road
 and Railway Innovation, Naresuan University, said the rail-
canal concept was very innovative as a substitute for a real
 canal, which would face environmental problems and
 community resistance."

3. PHILIPPINES: Reach out through mobile banking
Source: Business World

"Reaching the 78 million Filipinos who don't yet use their
 mobiles for payments may yield about $2 billion in additional
 monthly transactions, according to Bloomberg estimates based
 on data from the central bank and telecom firms. There are no
 banks in more than a third of the country's 1,600 cities and
 municipalities. In contrast, the ratio of mobile subscriber
 identity module cards to the Philippine population was 114%
 last year, higher than the 95% global average.

 About 50 million Filipinos -- almost three-quarters of the adult
 population -- don't have a bank account. That compares with
 about a fifth in Malaysia and Thailand, according to the World
 Bank. Most are poor farmers or live in remote parts of the
 7,000-island archipelago. In their cash-based economy, many
 turn to pawn brokers or loan sharks who advance money
 against land or jewelry and charge interest of up to 20% a
 month."

 
4. INDONESIA: Cost of commodity export restrictions
Source: Jakarta Post

"The Indonesian government has geared up its efforts to limit
 raw commodity exports. Although the policy measures are
 applicable to all sectors -- coal, gas, liquefied natural gas and
 minerals -- the instruments used and the intensity of the
 curtailment vary across commodities. The government's
 aspiration to move up the industry value chain and secure long-
term supplies for the domestic market are the main drivers
 behind these initiatives.

 While policies may yield benefits for Indonesia in the longer
 term, they also bring many near-term challenges. The trade
 balance could further deteriorate from shrinking export
 revenues. As a result, both investor confidence and economic
 growth could suffer. A raw mineral export ban has been applied
 to nickel, bauxite, chromium, gold, silver and tin. Under a
 progressive export tax until 2017, exemptions were given to
 copper concentrates, iron ores, manganese, lead and zinc."
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5. INDIA: Invisible barrier to energy security
Source: Live Mint

"While inaugurating the international energy summit Urja
 Sangam-2015: Shaping India's Energy Security, Prime Minister
 Narendra Modi exhorted policymakers and Indian energy
 companies to work toward reducing India's crude oil import
 dependence from 77% to 67% by 2022. However, the task of
 reducing imports by augmenting domestic production seems to
 be an ambitious agenda given the stagnancy in domestic
 production and the fact that India is home to 15% of the
 world's population but only 0.5% of hydrocarbon reserves.

 At present, India imports 77% of its annual crude oil
 requirement by spending copious amounts of foreign exchange.
 If the trend continues, not only will the country's dependence
 on imported petroleum products increase, it will also make the
 Indian economy vulnerable to growth disruptions arising out of
 even mild swings in international crude oil prices. Therefore, it
 is important for Indian policymakers, and upstream petroleum
 companies operating in India, to make a concerted effort in
 augmenting domestic exploration efforts."

6. BANGLADESH: Sustainable shrimp cultivation needed
Source: Financial Express

"The rising trend of shrimp cultivation with its negative
 consequences on the environment, ecology and agricultural
 land is becoming a major concern for the south-western region
 of Bangladesh. Despite the immediate gains from local
 marketing and exports, the present method of shrimp
 cultivation is fraught with danger.

 Here, such immediate benefits, as experts believe, will prove
 very costly for the overall livelihood of millions of people
 inhabiting in the region. In this connection, the absence of a
 national policy and strategy on sustainable shrimp cultivation is
 identified as a fundamental problem."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
As India grapples with increasing school dropout rates, it is the teachers who have taken it
 upon themselves to encourage young children to attend school every day. By making classes
 interesting for students, teachers can solve the problem of attendance. There are teachers
 across India, who are doing exactly this. These teachers are part of the 'STIR Teacher
 ChangeMaker Movement,' a group to empower teachers to be change makers. The quality
 of education for the majority of India's 240 million children is one of the prominent
 challenges. However, doing their bid in improving the bigger picture of education will
 definitely bear results in the long run.
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7. SE ASIA: Potential to seize manufacturing crown
Source: Jakarta Globe

"Indonesia and its peers in the Association of Southeast Asian
 Nations (ASEAN) are well-positioned to take up China's role in
 the global supply chain as the region prepares for economic
 integration at the end of the year, according to a report by a
 global business consultancy.

 'As China's population ages and the workforce becomes more
 expensive, ASEAN can offer the full value chain to multinational
 companies, from, say, research and development in Singapore,
 to labor-intensive manufacturing in Indonesia and Vietnam,
 supported by business process outsourcing in the
 Philippines, h said Paolo Tavolato, head of Asia Pacific at TMF,
 an Amsterdam-based global consulting firm."

8. VIET NAM: Competitiveness of farm produce falling
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"The competitiveness of Vietnamese agricultural and aquatic
 products is weakening compared to that of foreign counterparts
 in the global market, leading to a dramatic fall in these
 commodities' exports. Agriculture contributed just 0.28% to the
 gross domestic product growth rate in the first quarter of 2015,
 the slowest pace since 2011, heard a workshop by the Institute
 of Policy and Strategy for Agriculture and Rural Development.

 Institute Director Nguyen Do Anh Tuan said the shipment
 decrease is not being rectified, and noted that the dropping
 demand has been compounded by the emergence of strong
 rivals that have left local products struggling to compete. He
 pointed out that other countries float foreign exchange rates,
 unlike Vietnam which keeps the rate fixed. This makes foreign
 products cheaper, as is clearly seen with coffee, shrimp and tra
 fish."

9. INDIA: Steps to help farmers in poor monsoon
Source: Live Mint

"The chances that India will get a normal monsoon this year are
 poor. In its June forecast, the India Meteorological Department
 predicted a less than normal monsoon at 88% of its Long
 Period Average. The country's farmers are the ones who often
 get worst hit in a drought. The government's response in such
 situations is usually inefficient but in case there is a poor
 monsoon this year, then the reasons for not helping farmers
 will be little more than excuses. And the government alone will
 not be responsible for this failure.
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 The usual recipe for meeting challenges in a drought year is a
 combination of some relief money for farmers coupled with
 cheap diesel and some drought-resistant seed varieties. This
 does not get very far. In the last decade, a number of tools
 have been developed that could have enabled the government
 to reach virtually every farmer in every village and then help
 them out."

10. CAMBODIA: New air route to cut costs
Source: Phnom Penh Post

"Cambodia will use a new air route for flights to Lao PDR,
 Thailand and Vietnam that will reduce fuel costs and provide a
 more direct route to these countries reducing air time for these
 flights, according to the State Secretariat for Civil Aviation. The
 agreement was signed in Siem Reap last week after multilateral
 meetings between the involved countries, said Sin
 Chansereyvutha, spokesperson of State Secretariat for Civil
 Aviation.

gThe new route allows airlines to fly at an altitude of 11
 kilometers with two lanes for airlines to fly back and forth at
 the same time. The new route will also make flight distances
 closer, cutting down fuel costs, saving time compared to the
 old route, he said. Chansereyvutha said the old route was only
 one way and needed airlines to wait to take off or land."
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2. ASIA: Will growth fizzle out?
3. INDIA: Why malnutrition is growing in urban areas
4. SE ASIA: Integration means huge challenges for farmers
5. PAKISTAN: Two percent more illiterate now
6. PRC: Patent applications lead the world
7. MYANMAR: Offshore infrastructure dilemma
8. NEPAL: Economic growth projected lower
9. INDONESIA: Inclusive finance targeted to rise to 90%
10. BANGLADESH: Economy moves up 14 places

IN DEPTH

1. INDONESIA: Tackling poverty
Source: todayonline.com

"Strong economic growth in Indonesia has helped reduce
 poverty, halving it from 24 percent in 1999 to 11 percent last
 year. But about 28 million Indonesians continue to live below
 the poverty line. Taking home $25 a month, they lack not only
 education, healthcare, but often a roof over their heads.

 President Joko Widodo's administration has taken concrete
 steps towards more inclusive growth. Indonesia's massive size
 and its decentralized structure make administration a challenge
 for any government. Education, a critical factor to break the
 poverty cycle, is an area in which private and non-profit sectors
 can invest more attention and resources. When people have
 basic life and literacy skills, they will have the capacity to earn
 more money and are better positioned to support their families.
 An additional year in primary school increases wages later
 earned by five to 15 percent for boys, and even more for girls."

2. ASIA: Will growth fizzle out?
Source: establishmentpost.com

"The problem for many Asian countries is getting stuck in the
 middle income trap. A number of countries have enjoyed strong
 rates of economic growth through lower levels of income but,
 after a time, their growth has fizzled out. While there is a
 strong relationship between institutional quality and success in
 growth, institutional quality does not change very much from
 year to year or sometimes even from decade to decade.

 The paradox can be resolved if it is remembered that
 institutions which are well-suited to one phase of economic
 development may be ill-suited to another. China and Vietnam,
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 for instance, have seen high growth in recent times even
 though they have relatively low institutional quality in an
 absolute sense, but they have above-average quality
 institutions given their stage of development. That allows them
 to attract foreign investment, for example, ahead of other
 countries with similarly low wage levels but weaker
 institutions."

3. INDIA: Why malnutrition is growing in urban areas
Source: focusnews.com

"About 24 million people in Mumbai and New Delhi are living in
 urban slums, or roughly half the population of India's two mega
 cities. These two cities account for more than a fourth of 95
 million Indians in urban areas living in poverty, according to
 various studies -- and, so, at risk of malnutrition. In Delhi, half
 the city's two million children are already stunted from
 malnutrition.

 Over the next five years, India's urban population is projected
 to double to more than 800 million, of which about 200 million
 is likely to live in poverty. The population growth rate of slums
 is double the growth rate of the overall urban population.
 Hidden and under-reported, malnutrition among so many will
 be difficult to record and -- as current evidence indicates -- not
 amenable to easy solutions."

 
4. SE ASIA: Integration means huge challenges for
 farmers
Source: phys.org

"Ten Southeast Asian nations will form a single economic bloc at
 the end of 2015. While economic growth will likely follow,
 what's not yet known is the impact on the 3.4 million hectares
 of treed and agricultural landscapes that represent the major
 sources of livelihoods for the majority of the region's citizens
 and are the primary drivers of national economies.

 Experience from other parts of the globe suggest what's likely
 to happen is more deforestation. On the sidelines of the 6th
 ASEAN Social Forestry Network Conference, experts said the
 solution was in greater -- and swifter -- communication
 between governments, communities and the private sector
 accompanied by clear, integrated policies at national and
 ASEAN levels that are backed up by accelerated
 implementation of community forestry, agroforestry and
 agricultural agreements with the millions of smallholders who
 face an uncertain future under current arrangements."

5. PAKISTAN: Two percent more illiterate now
Source: pakistantoday.com.pk

"The new Pakistan Economic Survey 2014-15 says that the
 literacy rate of the population (10 years and above) is 58
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 percent as compared to 60 percent in 2012-13, showing a 2
 percent decline. The data shows that literacy remains higher in
 urban areas (74 percent) than in rural areas (49 percent), and
 is more prevalent for men (81 percent) compared to women
 (66 percent) in urban areas.

 Children attending primary schools during 2013-14 were
 recorded at 90 percent as compared to 91 percent in 2012-13.
 This decline is largely due to stagnant education allocations at
 2 percent of GDP, a shortage of schools especially for girls in
 remote and far flung areas, a lack of trained teachers, and
 missing facilities such as water, toilets and boundary walls."

6. PRC: Patent applications lead the world
Source: chinadaily.com.cn

"China recorded 928,000 invention patent applications in 2014,
 more than that of any other country, for the fourth consecutive
 year, according to data released by the State Intellectual
 Property Office on Monday. About 4.9 patents per 10,000
 population were filed, according to the data.

 One of China's priorities has been to boost innovation by
 improving protections for intellectual property, an effort that
 has induced many intellectual property rights firms to expand
 business. Market insiders said economic growth, as well as
 higher demand from industry and individual consumers, have
 pushed up the number of inventions."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Kathmandu is gradually repopulating. Following the first tumultuous shaking of their land,
 many Nepalese had set out for the worst hit areas to find (and perhaps conduct funerary rites
 for) loved ones and to inspect ancestral fields and homes. Fearing more convulsions in
 Kathmandu Valley, an estimated million plus residents sought safety in distant native
 villages across Nepal and in India.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. MYANMAR: Offshore infrastructure dilemma
Source: splash247.com

"As Myanmar moves from the signing off of PSC agreements
 and the oil and gas majors commence seismic and 3D
 modeling, attention has now moved to address the lack of
 infrastructure that is needed to support the exploration /
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 drilling phase. This activity is likely to start in earnest in about
 18 months time. This presents a very tight timeframe to get
 key infrastructure built and operational.

 Complicating matters is that there is currently no suitable OSB
 (offshore supply base) capable of supporting this activity.
 Thaketa, the only current and operational base, has serious
 drawbacks, not least of which is inadequate water depths and
 the urgent need for an extensive refurbishment. A number of
 other sites have been considered but all are in the very early
 stages of investigation in terms of site identification, with little
 or no basic data, such as geo-tech analysis having been done."

8. NEPAL: Economic growth projected lower
Source: business-standard.com

"Nepal's annual growth will be significantly lowered from over 5
 percent to 3.04 percent, according to the Central Bureau of
 Statistics (CBS). The country's economic growth was severely
 affected by the deadly April 25 earthquake. Following the
 downgraded economic growth, Nepal's possibility of graduating
 from Least Developed Countries to developed countries
 becomes slim, said the CBS.

 The quake has taken toll on various back bones of Nepal's
 economy like agriculture, service, tourism, real estate and
 others. Initial reports suggest that over $10 billion worth of
 damage was done by the quake. Prior to the earthquake, the
 CBS projected growth at 4.58 percent for the fiscal year but
 was not made public. This was the first time after the
 earthquake that the government made an official projection of
 GDP."

9. INDONESIA: Inclusive finance targeted to rise to 90%
Source: thejakartapost.com

"Indonesia's Financial Services Authority (OJK) is targeting that
 Indonesia's inclusive finances, which include people's banking
 and financial literacy as well as banking participation, will reach
 90 percent by 2017. OJK survey data shows that in 2013, the
 level of finance literacy in Indonesia stood at 21 percent while
 the public's inclusiveness as banking consumers reached 59.7
 percent. With such a low level of inclusive finance, the
 government needs to boost banking assistance and education
 activities as well as micro, small and medium enterprises'
 acceptability.

 Branchless banking programs target people living in remote
 areas that are far from the banks' reach. Currently, at least 16
 national banks in Indonesia have expressed their commitment
 to the branchless banking program by creating hundreds of
 thousands of agents which have a duty to educate people and
 involve them in the financial sector."
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10. BANGLADESH: Economy moves up 14 places
Source: bdnews24.com

"The World Bank and International Monetary Fund think the
 Bangladesh economy, which has been maintaining over 6
 percent growth, is gradually gaining a strong footing. According
 to WB's World Development Indicators Database and IMF's
 World Economic Outlook, Bangladesh advanced 14 steps from
 the 58th position to 44th in the world economy in the last two
 years.

 According to the reports, India moved three places to seventh
 position from 10th. The South Asian country's GDP stood at
 $2.31 trillion in 2015. The US economy maintained its top
 position in the world in 2015 with a GDP of $18.12 trillion. It
 was followed by China ($11.21 trillion), Japan ($4.92 trillion)
 and Germany ($3.41 trillion)."
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1. SE ASIA: Disaster law reforms start to gather momentum
2. ASIA: City planning is crucial for development
3. THAILAND: Lower FDI reflects shifts in competitiveness
4. INDIA: Demographic dividend or disaster?
5. INDONESIA: Improving sanitation facilities top priority
6. MYANMAR: Central Bank to limit payments to only the kyat
7. PAKISTAN: $700m rapid bus system launched
8. PHILIPPINES: Banking without ATMs
9. INDIA: Tax-friendly aim hit by manpower issue
10. VIET NAM: Loans proposed instead of aid for ethnic minorities

IN DEPTH

1. SE ASIA: Disaster law reforms start to gather
 momentum
Source: bangkokpost.com

"Law and policy issues do not typically spring to mind when
 faced with the life-saving challenges that arise in a large-scale
 disaster response. However, in the absence of clear rules for
 international relief, bureaucratic bottlenecks can hinder
 essential assistance reaching the people who need it the most.
 At the same time, gaps in oversight and quality-control of
 international efforts can result in inappropriate and
 unnecessary aid that blocks logistical pipelines and undermines
 the work of domestic responders.

 Having the right laws and policies in place before a disaster
 strikes gives a government more control over the type, amount
 and variety of international relief goods and personnel that
 enter into their country. Increasingly, governments in
 Southeast Asia are putting in place laws and regulations to
 mitigate, manage and respond to disasters, and to reduce
 disaster risks. In March 2015, United Nations member states
 adopted the 'Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction'.
 This framework explicitly calls on states to integrate disaster
 risk reduction measures into national and local laws and
 policies, and strengthen procedures for providing international
 assistance."

2. ASIA: City planning is crucial for development
Source: indiablooms.com

"In his address to the World Cities Summit in New York on
 Tuesday, United Nations Deputy Secretary-General Jan Eliasson
 called on global leaders to adapt to the demographic and
 cultural shift that is taking place in cities worldwide in order to
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 make them economically viable, environmentally sustainable
 and socially vibrant. Close to one billion of the world's urban
 dwellers still live in dire, even life-threatening, slum conditions
 -- this figure is projected to rise to 1.6 billion by 2030.

 Insensitive planning and inaccessible infrastructure and public
 services are barriers which prevent women, persons with
 disabilities and senior citizens from benefitting from urban
 development. Poverty is increasingly concentrated in urban
 areas. There are also growing difficulties in integrating
 migrants, creating ethnically and socially fragmented areas of
 cities."

3. THAILAND: Lower FDI reflects shifts in
 competitiveness
Source: nationmultimedia.com

"Other countries in ASEAN are catching up with Thailand's
 sovereign credit rating, which has remained stable at 'Baa1' for
 the past 12 years, while the country's share of foreign direct
 investment (FDI) flowing into the region has halved since 2004,
 reflecting shifts in relative competitiveness, Moody's Investors
 Service said Wednesday.

 Forty percent of FDI coming to ASEAN (excluding Singapore) in
 2004 belonged to Thailand, but the country's share had
 dropped to 20 percent by the end of last year. Meanwhile, a
 slowdown in domestic consumption caused by a high level of
 household debt and political uncertainty has contributed to a
 lack of confidence in the private sector. Moody's believes that
 the lack of fiscal impulse, coupled with fiscal ineffectiveness, is
 weighing on the growth of many countries in the region,
 including Thailand."

 
4. INDIA: Demographic dividend or disaster?
Source: mydigitalfc.com

"Typically for a developing economy, most workers in India
 cannot afford to be unemployed, hence the level of
 unemployment is quite low at 2.7 percent. Even the more
 comprehensive current daily status measure of unemployment
 reaches only 5.6 percent. India's low unemployment rate
 masks profound challenges in providing regular jobs to a
 steadily growing workforce. About 9 out of 10 workers are
 informally employed and lack any social protection.

 Most workers lack adequate education or skills: less than 30
 percent of the workforce has completed secondary education,
 and less than a tenth have any vocational training. The
 educated youth faces high unemployment rates. Out of the 60
 percent of the total population available for working and
 contributing towards GDP, only 25 percent is capable of being
 used by the market. Since quality formal employment is rare in
 India, access to regular jobs is highly unequal among social
 groups, and across regions."
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5. INDONESIA: Improving sanitation facilities top priority
Source: antaranews.com

"Indonesia is one of the several countries still facing sanitation
 problems, as most of its population, particularly in rural areas,
 continues to follow an unhealthy lifestyle of open defecation.
 Therefore, sanitation improvement programs are now on top
 priority for both the government and public in order to bring
 about changes in the peoples lifestyles and their environment.

 Health Minister Nila Farid Moeloek noted that it was important
 to promote healthy sanitation practices among all parties, as
 poor awareness regarding the proper management of domestic
 wastewater and the discharge of untreated waste into the
 water system was the most common sanitation problem in the
 country. With regard to sanitation, Indonesia is still lagging
 behind, and in order to catch up with other countries, she
 affirmed that the government was adopting various measures
 to provide better sanitation and waste management facilities
 across the country."

6. MYANMAR: Central Bank to limit payments to only the
 kyat
Source: mmtimes.com

"The Central Bank of Myanmar is moving to strengthen the
 kyat's use in the local economy, eventually pushing the
 country's hotels, restaurants and shops to list prices only in the
 local currency. It has issued a letter directed at government
 ministries and regional governments, stating they must use
 only local currency for charges as well as for price quotations
 when selling products or services.

 Dollarization has become more prevalent in Myanmar,
 increasing the demand of foreign currency and decreasing the
 demand and usage of the domestic currency. Experts say that
 moves to strengthen the kyat, such as forcing its use, may be
 solved if the current problem is speculation, but will be more
 difficult if the kyat's depreciation represents structural
 weakness in the economy."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Cambodians spent more than $40 million on purchasing flat panel televisions from April
 2014 to March 2015, on the back of improving economic prosperity among the middle
 class, according to Singapore-based research firm Gfk. The data shows that 126,000 TVs
 were bought for $46.3 million during that period, marking a 40 percent increase in the
 number of TVs sold and 23 percent increase in the sales revenue from the year earlier.
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7. PAKISTAN: $700m rapid bus system launched
Source: scmp.com

"For hundreds of thousands of Pakistanis, the miserable,
 sweaty, cramped commute is coming to an end. Pakistan has
 long lacked an efficient public transportation system. But now,
 in two of Pakistan's largest cities, residents are enjoying new
 mass transit options. Rapid-bus systems that together cost
 $700 million are running in Lahore and the twin cities of
 Rawalpindi and Islamabad, the capital.

 However, the rapidly growing city of Karachi, home to an
 estimated 22 million people, still lacks a major public
 transportation system. Ahsan Iqbal, Pakistan's minister of
 planning, said the federal government plans to launch rapid-
bus transit in Karachi in the coming years. The start of a more
 formalized mass transit system could prove especially beneficial
 to women, analysts said. Despite all the glowing reviews,
 questions remain about whether Pakistan's chronically cash-
strapped governments will be able to maintain the subsidized
 service."

8. PHILIPPINES: Banking without ATMs
Source: gulfnews.com

"About 50 million Filipinos -- almost three quarters of the adult
 population -- don't have a bank account. That compares with
 about a fifth in Malaysia and Thailand, according to the World
 Bank. Most are poor farmers or live in remote parts of the
 7,000-island archipelago. In their cash-based economy, many
 turn to pawn brokers or loan sharks who advance money
 against land or jewellery and charge interest of up to 20
 percent a month.

 To improve the situation, the Philippines is seeking to replicate
 the success of models including M-PESA in Kenya and bKash in
 Bangladesh. In the Philippines, it's the central bank that's
 leading the charge. Bangko Sentral allowed banks and mobile
 services companies to offer mobile banking accounts in 2009
 and by 2014, there were 27 million of them. Central bank
 Governor Amando Tetangco plans to expand the system with
 the introduction of a national mobile phone payment gateway
 this year as the centerpiece of the bank's financial inclusion
 program. The plan will be unveiled July 1."

9. INDIA: Tax-friendly aim hit by manpower issue
Source: todayonline.com

"India's goal of a friendlier tax regime for global companies to
 help power China-beating economic growth is hitting a
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 manpower hurdle. Fewer than 20 officials face the complex task
 of working with hundreds of multinationals on pacts to avert
 tax rows. Just 11 such advance pricing agreements have been
 struck out of about 580 applications since the program began
 in 2012.

 The pacts clarify the levies allowed when a foreign company
 transacts with its Indian unit, deals that in the past sparked
 court cases involving Vodafone Group and Royal Dutch Shell
 over the taxes due. Prime Minister Narendra Modi's government
 has pledged stable and competitive tax rules to woo investment
 as part of a broader agenda for faster economic expansion to
 curb poverty."

10. VIET NAM: Loans proposed instead of aid for ethnic
 minorities
Source: vietnamnet.vn

"A plan to replace non-refundable financial aid with lending
 policies that can effectively run hunger elimination and poverty
 alleviation programs for ethnic minorities in Vietnam is being
 prepared for submission to the Prime Minister, a senior official
 said. The new moves are being made following a failure to
 meet several 2015 goals on poverty reduction. One of the
 shortcomings identified was target beneficiaries' dependence on
 non-refundable aid, which it was claimed, did not encourage
 proactive action.

 Ethnic minorities still account for over 47 percent of the total
 number of households living under the poverty line. Minister-
Chairman of the Government Committee for Ethnic Minority
 Affairs, Giang Seo Phu, said ministries and localities should
 closely co-operate with each other in order to expedite poverty-
reduction activities. They should simplify administrative
 procedures and boost disbursement in order to help ethnic
 minority people have easier access to capital."
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1. ASIA: Urbanization is best route out of poverty
2. PRC: Dual economy poses major challenge
3. VIET NAM: Enterprises too fragmented for integration
P O V E R T Y   S P O T L I G H T
PAKISTAN: Rapid groundwater depletion threatens farmers
4. INDIA: Learning from Chinese agriculture
5. PHILIPPINES: New taxes on sodas, fuel gain IMF support
6. ASIA: Modern housing can cut malaria infections
7. CAMBODIA: Cooperation with Japan on bank supervision
8. INDIA: Solar lanterns can't compete with the grid
9. VIET NAM: Rushing to avoid debt woes
10. CAMBODIA: FDI survey may lead to new property regulations

IN DEPTH

1. ASIA: Urbanization is best route out of poverty
Source: citymetric.com

"Mention urbanization, and people are quick to list the potential
 downsides: pollution, overcrowding, unsafe construction and
 the rise of slums. The challenges of urbanization can be
 immense, especially when vast numbers of people move to
 cities within a short period of time. However, the opportunities
 available to help build sustainable cities are numerous and the
 positive gains of doing so are compelling. Urbanization is
 among the most powerful mechanisms we have to fight
 poverty.

 Cities not only contribute the most towards national growth,
 they also reduce poverty. Asia's cities have proved to be
 adaptable and resilient by absorbing huge numbers, without
 the new arrivals sliding into urban poverty. Urban dwellers
 benefit from proximity and economies of scale that cut their
 commuting time, reduces energy demand for transport,
 encourages productivity and allows easier access to health and
 education services. With reliable infrastructure, sustainable
 buildings and green supply chains, big cities attract talented
 workers with higher incomes and more private sector
 investment. In turn, this generates strong growth and better
 tools and platforms to help tackle poverty."

2. PRC: Dual economy poses major challenge
Source: centralbanking.com

"China's unique central-local governance system has facilitated
 many institutional innovations that have motivated local
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 governments, state-owned enterprises (SOEs), private
 companies and households to pursue growth through a 'trial-
and-error' strategy. As a result, the 35 years of high growth
 have created a dual economy, with both successful and failing
 parts. The structural imbalance of the dual economy in China
 can be summarized as structural, financial, institutional and
 systemic.

 The structural divergence of the Chinese economy is
 particularly forceful now. The profits from SOEs are dropping
 much faster than from privately owned enterprises, even
 though the former continue to enjoy better access to credit.
 But more importantly, while the first- and second-tier cities are
 seeing signs of recovery -- both in prices and transaction
 volumes of real estate -- the third- and fourth-tier cities are
 experiencing a further fall in housing prices."

3. VIET NAM: Enterprises too fragmented for integration
Source: tuoitrenews.vn

"Vietnamese and foreign experts have been concerned that local
 enterprises may face numerous challenges when further
 integrating into the regional and international economy, with
 many trade deals with foreign partners already signed or about
 to be clinched, local media reported. The realization of those
 trade pacts can be considered a key moment for Vietnamese
 firms to join the global value chain, experts said Tuesday at the
 mid-term Vietnam Business Forum 2015, with the theme of
 'Improving the Competitiveness of Enterprises for Global
 Integration.'

 Many business associations also shared their concerns about
 the competitiveness of local enterprises when integrating into
 that chain. Vietnamese SMEs are still adjusting passively to
 changes rather than proactively integrating into the regional
 economy, whereas the local market lacks necessary technical
 and non-technical measures to protect the domestic market
 against imported goods when the AEC is realized."

P O V E R T Y   S P O T L I G H T
PAKISTAN: Rapid groundwater depletion threatens
 farmers
Source: Reuters

"Until recently, Ghulam Mustafa made a living growing
 sugarcane, rice, barley and wheat on his 10-acre farm in
 Punjab province. But these days he is struggling. The water
 available in wells in the area is dwindling, and the cost of
 pumping it to his crops is rising. Like many other farmers in the
 area, Mustafa, 51, now plans to cultivate only half his land and
 leave the rest for his livestock. Across Punjab province and two
 districts of neighboring Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province,
 groundwater supplies are depleting 16 to 55 centimeters a
 year.
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 Efforts by farmers to find more water are only exacerbating the
 problem. Mustafa, for instance, said he must deepen his well
 almost every year to get enough water for irrigation. The
 deeper his well gets, the harder his generator has to work to
 pump out the water -- and that uses more diesel fuel. The
 farmer's monthly fuel bill for his pump has increased from
 5,000 rupees ($49) to 7,000 rupees ($68) in just the last year.
 According to the IWASRI study, about 145 million acre-feet of
 water flows through Pakistan each year, but the country's
 existing storage capacity is only 14 million acre-feet, meaning
 it can only store enough water to last 30 days. The
 international standard is 120 days."

4. INDIA: Learning from Chinese agriculture
Source: livemint.com

"China's success in manufacturing holds several lessons for
 India but China's performance in agriculture is no less
 remarkable. Over the past few decades, rapid agricultural
 growth has allowed the Chinese growth engine to pick up pace
 without stoking inflation. Farm growth in China has been driven
 by small landowners rather than by industrial farming.

 Despite the similarities, Chinese agriculture has fared better
 than Indian agriculture on most counts over the past few
 decades. Both India and China are among the world's top three
 producers of important crops such as rice, wheat, cotton and
 maize, but China produces much more from each hectare of
 land than India does. Given the constraint on further expansion
 of area under cultivation, improving yield holds the key to
 increasing agricultural production in the future."

5. PHILIPPINES: New taxes on sodas, fuel gain IMF
 support
Source: interaksyon.com

"The International Monetary Fund (IMF) is backing Philippine
 proposals for higher taxes on sodas and petroleum. The
 Department of Health has endorsed the bill imposing a 10
 percent tax on sodas and other sugar-based beverages, while
 the World Bank has recommended raising the excise tax on
 petroleum to offset the decline in government revenue
 stemming from cheaper oil.

 IMF Resident Representative to the Philippines Shanaka Peiris
 said the proposal to tax sweetened beverages such as soft
 drinks would be a good health measure, just like the sin tax
 law. It is estimated that such a tax could raise as much as PHP
 10.5 billion in extra tax revenues per year."

6. ASIA: Modern housing can cut malaria infections
Source: Reuters

"For many people living in developing countries, traditional
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 housing does little to keep out malaria-spreading mosquitoes.
 The infectious disease killed about 453,000 children under the
 age of five in 2013, according to the World Health Organization.
 Modern housing can help. New research published in Malaria
 Journal this week found that residents of modern housing were
 47% less likely to be infected with malaria compared to those
 in traditional houses.

 In traditional housing, mosquitoes easily get in through
 numerous points of entry. Modern housing does a far better job
 of keeping the insects out. Better data could lead to more
 informed decisions in the future. For example, new research
 noted that regional differences in traditional housing --
 between, for example, Laos and Tanzania -- affect how
 mosquitoes most commonly enter homes. That, in turn, could
 suggest what to prioritize when implementing modern
 construction techniques in a particular area."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
The Philippines' economic growth is so high that if sustained, could completely eliminate
 poverty within a generation, according to World Bank lead economist Rogier van den
 Brink. Before 2013, it was difficult to see how economic growth was reducing poverty but
 since 2013, there have been very reliable data, such as household survey and labor survey
 data, that all show the same thing. Underemployment and poverty are going down and the
 income at the bottom is growing at 20 percent or 30 percent faster that the rest of the
 country, van den Brink said.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. CAMBODIA: Cooperation with Japan on bank
 supervision
Source: phnompenhpost.com

"The National Bank of Cambodia (NBC) and the Japan Financial
 Services Agency (JFSA) signed a cooperation agreement on
 Wednesday, aiming at exchanging experience and expertise in
 the area of bank supervision. The deal was signed between
 NBC's deputy governor Neav Chanthana and JFSA's planning
 and coordination bureau deputy chief Michio Saito.

 Neav Chanthana said the partnership between the two
 authorities will further strengthen amicable friendship and
 bilateral cooperation. The cooperation would provide an
 opportunity to the NBC to further enhance practical knowledge
 and skill of its staff in order to contribute to developing and
 maintaining the stability of the banking system."
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8. INDIA: Solar lanterns can't compete with the grid
Source: theguardian.com

"In the village of Goudaguda, nestled in a fertile valley amid the
 high plateaus of southern Odisha, more than half the
 population of 1,500 are Poraja Adivasis, an indigenous
 community who rank among India's poorest and most
 marginalized people. Goudaguda's agrarian economy revolves
 around manual and unmechanized work, with no electrical
 appliances to ease the labor. The grains of millet, maize and
 rice harvested on the valley floor, for example, are all husked
 and polished by hand.

 For many, life without electricity is most keenly felt in the home
 at night, when the kerosene lamps are lit. Many houses are
 built to accommodate the use of kerosene and to mitigate the
 danger of burning it indoors. Everyone in the colony burns
 kerosene. Any practical solution to the challenges of energy
 access must understand that energy poverty is a social
 relationship. In rural India, poor people's expectations for grid-
like standards of electricity are shaped by local histories of
 inequality and exclusion."

9. VIET NAM: Rushing to avoid debt woes
Source: bloomberg.com

"For decades, Vietnam has modeled its growth after China's,
 with a state-enterprise driven economy and a push toward low-
cost manufacturing. Now, the Southeast Asian nation is trying
 to avoid the debt pitfalls of its larger neighbor. Vietnam's
 national debt is rising too quickly, said Nguyen Duc Kien,
 deputy head of the National Assembly Economic Committee. It
 may climb to a record 64 percent of GDP by the end of 2015
 from 60 percent last year.

 Prime Minister Nguyen Tan Dung, who has increased spending
 on roads and export zones in recent years to bolster growth,
 began warning about 'great payment pressure' earlier this year.
 That echoes concerns about China's debt-fueled investment
 boom that helped spur one of the fastest expansions in the
 world and is now putting the brakes on the economy as
 companies and local governments struggle with repayments."

10. CAMBODIA: FDI survey may lead to new property
 regulations
Source: phnompenhpost.com

"Cambodia's property sector continues to grow, offering both
 opportunities and challenges for both foreign and local
 investors. Meanwhile, ahead of the ASEAN Integration, a wider
 access to transparent information about the FDI fueling the
 sector could lead to the adoption of stronger regulatory
 principles and standardized practices that could benefit the
 industry and attract more investment, experts said.

 Last week, the National Bank of Cambodia (NBC) announced
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 that it would launch a detailed survey -- set to be completed by
 the end of September -- of foreign investors operating in the
 country to understand the benefits investment brings to the
 local economy and promote informed policy making decisions.
 Many see this measure as potentially paving the way to
 encourage more investment."
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1. NEPAL: $6.6 billion needed for post-quake rebuilding
Source: channelnewsasia.com

"Earthquake-battered Nepal will ask international donors to
 support a reconstruction plans that is expected to cost $6.6
 billion over five years, the government said on Saturday.
 Losses to the economy from Nepal's worst disaster on record
 stand at $7 billion, including from tourism, the government said
 in a Post Disaster Needs Assessment report.

 Government officials said some donors who cannot pledge
 more aid could still help Nepal by writing off debt the country
 owes or delaying repayment schedules. Nepal does not have
 commercial borrowings from international lending agencies.
 Concessional loans mainly from the World Bank and the Asian
 Development Bank account for 18 percent of Nepal's GDP,
 according to the officials. The government spends $300 million
 in debt repayment every year."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
Scholars, Policymakers, and International Affairs: Finding Common
 Cause
Any attempt to bridge the divide between scholars and policy-makers in
 international affairs is so welcome that I couldn't help but applaud this
 book. The sad truth, however, is that after reading it I am even more
 convinced that the divide is a chasm.
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2. ASIA: The faltering economic miracle
Source: themarketmogul.com

"Some economists believe that the Asian economic miracle has
 peaked and is slowly disappearing. There are many underlying
 reasons, including the rapidly growing credit bubble in Asia.
 Since the financial crisis in 2008, credit growth has risen in
 most of Asia, especially the corporate sector. Based on
 McKinsey's report in February this year, the GDP-to-debt ratios
 in many Asian countries such as Malaysia and Thailand are
 similar to that of the United States and United Kingdom.

 Moreover, export values of Asian countries has declined in 2015
 due to the fall in global prices of raw materials and energy and
 the strengthening of the US dollar. So, what can be done to
 revive the faltering economic miracle of Asia? Firstly, it is of
 utmost importance for Asian economies to address low
 productivity issues, especially in its secondary sector. Asia
 should upgrade its technological base to remain competitive in
 the global manufacturing sector and increase its exports."

3. PHILIPPINES: Income hits $3,000 but 10 million still
 starve
Source: manilastandardtoday.com

"Per capita income in the Philippines is expected to top $3,000
 in nominal terms for the first time in 2015, a milestone that
 opens more opportunities in such sectors as real estate,
 banking, automotive and retail. However, the rising income,
 supported by growth of over 5 percent in GDP over the past 13
 quarters, is not felt by everyone, with over 10 million
 individuals struggling to buy food and nearly 25 million, or one
 in four Filipinos, living below the poverty threshold.

 Credit rating agency Standard & Poor's estimates that the per
 capita GDP in the Philippines may exceed $3,000 this year or
 2016, depending on the pace of economic growth. IHS, an
 international think tank, also forecasts that total GDP per
 person in the Philippines will rise from $3,000 in 2015 to
 around $6,000 by 2024. The rising per capita income is evident
 in the double-digit growth in motor vehicle sales in the country,
 which hit a record level in 2014, only to be exceeded this year."

 
4. ASIA: Negotiators end talks without free trade goal
Source: mainichi.jp

"Negotiators from 16 Asia-Pacific countries ended their eighth
 round of talks to promote a deal that would free up their trade
 early Sunday, falling short of setting any ambitious goal of
 eliminating tariffs. To make a breakthrough, the negotiators
 agreed to hold ministerial meetings on July 13 and late August
 in Malaysia, they said. They are likely to keep discussing some
 sticking points, most notably how much of their imports should
 be subject to negotiations for removal of tariffs.
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 The working-level meeting began last Monday in Kyoto,
 involving the largest economies in Asia under the Regional
 Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP). Efforts under
 RCEP have paralleled with similar but more high-profile free
 trade talks under the Trans-Pacific Partnership, led by the
 United States and widely seen as entering a make-or-break
 stage with its 12 members, including part of RCEP, struggling
 to narrow their differences."

5. INDONESIA: Increased budget for new energy sources
Source: thejakartapost.com

"The budget allocated for Indonesia's development of renewable
 energy sources is forecast to increase to five times the current
 amount next year, underlining the government's commitment
 to shift toward new energies amid depleting fossil fuel
 resources. The Energy and Mineral Resources Ministry said on
 Friday that the budget for the directorate general for new
 renewable energy and energy conservation may soar to Rp 11
 trillion ($824.9 million) next year, up from Rp 2.2 trillion this
 year.

 The directorate general has mapped out its renewable energy
 projects for the next few years, including the development of
 rooftop solar-power systems, micro-hydro power plants and
 wind turbines. For micro-hydro power plants, the ministry aims
 to build 5,821 megawatt (MW) power plants to be operated by
 both independent power producers and the government as part
 of its mission to produce an additional 35,000 MW by 2019.
 The ministry has also finalized a white paper for the
 development of a 5,000 MW nuclear power plant in the
 country."

6. BANGLADESH: PRC seeks blue economy deal
Source: dhakatribune.com

"After India, Bangladesh is now planning to form an alliance
 with China to tap the marine resources in the Bay of Bengal. A
 senior Foreign Ministry official said they had received a Chinese
 proposal to forge an alliance on blue economy. Bangladesh and
 India signed a memorandum of understanding on blue
 economy and maritime cooperation in the Bay of Bengal and
 the Indian Ocean on June 6.

 Bangladesh also wants to form a bloc comprising regional
 littoral states to cooperate in the field of blue economy. These
 states are Bangladesh, India, Thailand, Myanmar, Sri Lanka,
 Maldives, Indonesia and Malaysia. Another Foreign Ministry
 official said Bangladesh does not have much knowledge about
 marine bio-technology, unlike India who has advanced
 knowledge in this field, and Dhaka can benefit from sharing."
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  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Local administration has begun the eviction of shanties illegally built on the slopes of the
 hills in Chittagong. According to the data provided by the district administration, at least
 666 families are dwelling at considerable risk in the shanties occupying around 25 hills.
 While the eviction drive continues, rehabilitation of those evicted are also taken into
 consideration, said the administration officials. Each year, especially during monsoon many
 lives are lost due to landslide. At least 127 lives were lost in landslides after heavy rains
 triggered on the hills of Chittagong on June 11, 2007.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. SE ASIA: Single visa for Cambodia and Thailand
Source: phnompenhpost.com

"Cambodia and Thailand have joined hands to increase foreign
 and inter-ASEAN tourism under the 'Two Kingdoms, One
 Destination' tourism pact. Tith Chantha, secretary of state at
 Cambodia's Ministry of Tourism, said Cambodia and Thailand
 have already created a single-visa option for tourists looking to
 explore both countries in one trip.

 The campaign will promote two major tourist routes. One will
 run along the Gulf of Thailand's coastline, going through
 Bangkok, Rayong, and Trat in Thailand to Koh Kong,
 Sihanoukville, Kampot and Phnom Penh. The other will also
 originate in Bangkok and end in Phnom Penh, but will go
 through further inland from Aranyaprathet in Thailand to
 Poipet, Battambang, and Siem Reap."

8. ASIA: Health expenses causing poverty
Source: manilastandardtoday.com

"Health expenses push 6 percent of people in low and middle
 income countries into extreme poverty, showed a new report
 released by the World Health Organization and the World Bank.
 The Tracking Universal Health Coverage report found that
 worldwide, 400 million people don't have access to basic
 essential health services.

 Tim Evans, senior director of Health, Nutrition & Population at
 the World Bank said that the report was a 'wake-up call.' He
 said, 'We must expand access to health and protect the poorest
 from health expenses that are causing them severe financial
 hardship.' The report noted that the BRICS countries, Brazil,
 Russia, India, China and South Africa, representing around half
 of the global population, 'are all engaged in health system
 reforms designed to extend, deepen, or otherwise improve
 health service coverage for their populations.'"

9. INDONESIA: Lending rates on micro loans to be halved
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Source: Jakarta Globe

"Indonesia will halve lending rates for some small businesses,
 the finance minister said on Thursday, as part of efforts to
 revive growth in Southeast Asia's biggest economy. Bambang
 Brodjonegoro confirmed reports that lending rates for small
 businesses would be cut to 12 percent from 24 percent. He did
 not say when the lower rates would take effect.

 Vice President Jusuf Kalla said on Wednesday that state-
controlled banks taking part in a government-sponsored micro
 loan program had agreed to the lower rates with some help
 from government subsidies, according to media. The
 government micro-loan program disbursed a total of 177 trillion
 rupiah ($13.30 billion) between 2007 and 2014 with the NPL
 level below 5 percent, according to media."

10. PRC: Adequate fiscal space for debt risks
Source: chinadaily.com.cn

"China has adequate fiscal headroom to absorb local
 government contingent liabilities, a recent report by Moody's
 Investors Service said. As higher levels of local government off-
budget investment financing pose a challenge to China's fiscal
 position, such debt levels are relatively moderate and can be
 absorbed over time by the sovereign's balance sheet, said
 Moody's.

 China on Wednesday launched another 1 trillion yuan ($163.9
 billion) debt swap deal to relieve local governments' burdens
 and balance the relationship between debt management and
 stable growth. According to China's National Audit Office, local
 government debt stood at around 10.9 trillion yuan by the end
 of June 2013."
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1. INDONESIA: Food policies need attention
Source: Jakarta Globe

"In many big cities across the Indonesian archipelago, we see
 people enjoying an abundance of food. So much so, in fact,
 that Indonesia is following the global trend of increasingly
 becoming an overweight nation. However, the abundance of
 food -- and food chains popping up around Indonesia's big
 cities -- does not mean that hunger or malnutrition do not exist
 in Indonesia.

 In many other parts of the country, millions of people still
 struggle to get enough food, or enough of the right food. For
 these people, hunger has become a way of life on a daily basis.
 A recent survey by the UN's Food and Agriculture Organization
 shows that 20 million Indonesians go to bed hungry every
 night, which accounts for around 8 percent of the nation's
 population. Most worrying of all is the fact that Indonesia has
 millions of children who are undernourished or malnourished."

2. PRC: Consumer credit plan expanded
Source: China Daily

"China will expand a pilot consumer credit service that offers
 small loans with no collateral to encourage more spending,
 especially from lower-income groups, amid sluggish demand.
 An executive meeting of the State Council presided over by
 Premier Li Keqiang approved the expansion of the program
 from 16 cities to the entire country, saying that consumer
 finance that mainly serves people with low to medium incomes
 will release their spending potential.

 The decision was made after a bigger-than-expected slide in
 China's imports and continued easing of the consumer price
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 index in May, indicating further weakening of domestic demand
 in the world's second-largest economy. Private capital,
 domestic and foreign banking institutions and Internet
 companies are all being encouraged to set up consumer credit
 companies, and the approvals procedure of the companies will
 be streamlined, according to a statement."

3. INDIA: Loopholes in child labor law
Source: IPS News

"In a bid to overhaul the country's child labor laws, the Indian
 government has banned the employment of children below 14
 years of age in various commercial ventures, while permitting
 them to work in family enterprises and on farmlands after
 school hours and during vacations. The Act defines 64
 industries as hazardous, deeming it a criminal offence for
 children to employed in any of them. While parents or
 guardians will not face any punishment for the first offence, a
 maximum fine of about 150 dollars will be levied for the second
 and subsequent offences.

 The new amendment will, however, permit kids to work in 'non-
hazardous' businesses, the entertainment industry (including
 films, advertisements and TV serials) and sporting events from
 the 18 occupations and 65 processes specified under the 1986
 law. The government's directive has triggered debate on the
 subject in India at a time when public opinion is
 overwhelmingly in favor of a complete ban on all types of
 employment for children."

 
4. PHILIPPINES: The challenges of basic education
Source: Phil Star

"Should the Philippines have the same number of years (12) of
 basic education as virtually the rest of the entire world? The
 downsides of the country's globally outmoded 10-year basic
 education program are all too real, dumping millions of
 underage high school grads on the already bloated labor
 market, requiring three to four effectively wasted semesters of
 remedial work on the part of our colleges and universities, and,
 in the larger world, damaging the prospects of the nation's
 youth both in foreign universities and foreign jobs.

 With the introduction of K-12, there will be an increase in the
 student population, translating into a requirement for 20,000 to
 28,000 additional classrooms for each additional year-level;
 40,000 to 56,000 classrooms for the two years of SHS. Another
 pressing issue is the retrenchment of teaching and non-
teaching college personnel."

5. PAKISTAN: Is the economy still growing?
Source: Dawn

"The Pakistan government claims that the growth rate has risen
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 from 4 percent last year to 4.24 percent this year. Next year
 the goal is to take this to 5.5 percent, and hit the target of 7
 percent by 2018. But has the economy really been stabilized?
 Is the revival of growth that the government is touting as real
 as the numbers make it out to be? A closer look suggests
 otherwise. Consider where this growth has really come from.

 Of the three main sectors of the economy -- agriculture,
 manufacturing and services -- only services exceeded last
 year's performance by any appreciable margin. Agriculture
 accelerated from its performance last year by a marginal 0.2
 percent. Even here, the important crops showed very sluggish
 performance with growth rates around 1 percent. Most of the
 growth in agriculture came from livestock, forestry, fishing and
 cotton ginning, each of which is very difficult to measure and
 have historically been used to jack up growth numbers."

6. VIET NAM: Foreign firms set for smoother start-ups
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"Prime Minister Nguyen Tan Dung told the international business
 community at last week's Vietnam Business Forum that
 administrative procedures would continue to be simplified and
 barriers hindering businesses would be removed to facilitate
 their operations. 'Vietnam's business and investment
 environment will see remarkable changes from 2015,' he
 stressed.

 Dung also underlined the government's Resolution 19/NQ-CP,
 dated March 12, 2015, on key tasks and solutions to continue
 improving Vietnam's business climate and competitiveness for
 2015-2016. Under the resolution, the average time for tax
 payments and social packages in 2015 will be reduced to 121.5
 hours and 39.5 hours per year, respectively. The average time
 for starting a new business will be six days, and it will take
 some 36 days for enterprises to connect with the national
 power grid."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
This year, Indonesia celebrates the first decade of its school grant scheme BOS (Bantuan
 Operasional Sekolah). The program aims to ensure that schools have sufficient funds to
 operate, reduce the education costs faced by households and improve school based
 management. The program is huge and covers approximately 43 million primary and junior
 secondary schools across Indonesia. Every year, schools receive $50 for each primary and
 $60 for each junior secondary school student. This translates into an annual grant of about
 $20,000 for the average junior secondary school.
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7. ASIA: Safeguards needed for infrastructure financing
Source: Jakarta Post

"Asia is gearing up for increased infrastructure financing to
 support the drive for stronger economic growth. That's good
 news for narrowing the perennial gaps in energy and transport
 that constrain growth prospects in Indonesia and elsewhere.
 But, unless accompanied by protective safeguards, these
 projects risk damaging the environment, climate and
 communities -- and hindering growth.

 The gain from safeguards would be several times higher than
 the cost of having them. For example, the environmental
 benefit of pollution abatement is three to 10 times the cost,
 according to some estimates. The benefit of preserving
 biodiversity may be in avoiding a trigger for an ecosystem
 collapse."

8. PRC: Public most worried about climate change
Source: IPS

"A new survey finds that China leads the world in public support
 for government action on climate change. Conducted by
 YouGov, it covers 15 countries on four continents, including the
 two biggest emitters of greenhouse gases, the United States
 and China, and seven members of the G20 group of major
 economies.

 A new study by the London School of Economics predicted that
 China's greenhouse gas emissions could peak by 2025, five
 years earlier than the time frame indicated by Beijing, thanks
 to steady reductions in coal consumption. Scientists say the
 earlier peaking would restrict emissions to between 12.5 and
 14 billion tons of carbon dioxide, and could help avoid a
 potentially catastrophic two-degree celsius global temperature
 increase."

9. INDIA: Assessing the state of education
Source: Live Mint

"From 2002 to 2008, an 'assessment-led reform' program was
 held in India. The idea was to assess schools on basic
 conditions such as attendance, and rigorously on the learning
 levels of the students, and then use this as a lever for
 improvement. Schools signed up voluntarily for the program.
 The schools that would meet some basic criterion and where
 student learning was above a certain high level, would be
 classified as 'Learning Guarantee Schools.'

 These would get publicly felicitated and rewarded, creating
 incentives for improvement. Over these years, more than
 14,000 schools participated in the program. There were some
 positive outcomes, both intended and unintended. The most
 visible one was the excitement and engagement that built up in
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 the schools and their villages. This energy was equally shared
 by people in the education department. In some states, the
 program led to improvement of the student assessment
 methods."

10. PAKISTAN: Time to tackle rural sanitation
Source: Dawn

"According to Water Aid, over 93 million people, or half of
 Pakistan's population, don't have access to adequate sanitation.
 Each year, over 40,000 children die of diarrhea caused by poor
 sanitation and unsafe water. Settlements across rural Sindh
 bear testament to these dreary statistics: most homes have
 little more than a hole dug in the ground that functions as a
 toilet. The waste passes directly into an open drain running in
 the lane outside that leads to a bigger drain and eventually
 ends in an open pond; a breeding ground for mosquitoes and
 disease.

 How can the country tackle this problem? At the community
 level, people will need to take charge; recognizing that the
 government's failure is damaging their children's future and
 ignoring the problem won't lead to a solution. For a start,
 communities must organize themselves at the village level.
 People representing all the neighborhoods should select a panel
 of youngsters willing to take on the task of cleaning up their
 village."
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1. ASIA: Concerned about coping with MERS
2. INDIA: Reform rail network to meet demands
3. INDONESIA: Need to develop ports, harbors
4. NEPAL: Rethink post-quake construction
5. PAKISTAN: Decline in agricultural growth
6. CAMBODIA: El Nino raises drought fears
7. MYANMAR: Rice exporters eye European market
8. SE ASIA: How to meet growing feed demands
9. PHILIPPINES: Preparing for big quake
10. VIET NAM: Mulls new visa rules to boost tourism

IN DEPTH

1. ASIA: Concerned about coping with MERS
Source: SciDev

"The lack of capacity in many South-East Asian healthcare
 systems could exacerbate the ongoing MERS (Middle-East
 respiratory syndrome) outbreak in the Republic of Korea, say
 observers. The large number of migrants and travelers in the
 region means Korea may not be able to contain MERS. China,
 India, the Philippines and Singapore have issued alerts to their
 border staff and health workers because of the many tourists,
 businesspeople and economic migrants traveling to or through
 Korea.

 From January to March, for example, more than 361,000
 Koreans went to the Philippines on holiday, according to the
 Philippine's tourism department. The Republic of Korea's
 government only revealed details about the outbreak on June
 7, even though the first diagnosis was made more than two
 weeks earlier. Migrants in poorer South-East Asian countries
 are especially vulnerable, since they often lack access to local
 health systems."

2. INDIA: Reform rail network to meet demands
Source: Live Mint

"Indian Railways is impressively large -- 13,000 passenger and
 8,000 freight trains carrying 23 million passengers and 3
 million tons of freight each day. Its network of 65,000
 kilometers is one-and-a-half times the circumference of the
 Earth. It is one of four members of the billion club -- carrying
 over 1 billion tons of freight in a year. It also employs more
 than 1.3 million people, making it among the world's 10 largest
 employee systems.
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 Of course, big does not generally mean efficient or agile. Since
 independence, freight and passenger loading has gone up
 nearly 1,500% but route length has only gone up 23%,
 resulting in significant congestion. According to a white paper,
 the biggest challenge facing the railways is its inability to meet
 the demands of its customers, both passenger and freight."

3. INDONESIA: Need to develop ports, harbors
Source: Jakarta Globe

"Indonesia will need to do a lot of preparation to be the host of
 the 30th International Association of Ports and Harbors
 Conference in Bali in 2017 in order to demonstrate to the world
 that the country is transforming itself to become the world's
 maritime axis as proudly declared by President Joko Widodo.
 During the 29th conference -- which took place in Hamburg,
 Germany, on June 1-5 -- Indonesia's state-owned harbor
 operators, the Pelindo companies learned many new lessons
 including on how to use green energy for harbor areas and in
 building multimode transportation systems linking railways and
 toll roads directly to harbors. First and foremost, the mindsets
 of Cabinet ministers need to be transformed to fit Joko's
 maritime axis roadmap."

 
4. NEPAL: Rethink post-quake construction
Source: Himalayan Times

"After the devastating earthquake in Nepal on April 25,
 discussions are taking place for reconstruction. This is justified
 as there are around 300,000 houses either collapsed or
 partially damaged. The concern here is whether to replace the
 houses or to build new ones. There is a strong concern over
 rapid and ad-hoc reconstruction. This sounds logical but we
 must rethink this carefully.

 Most of the houses outside the Kathmandu valley were
 devastated due to poor workmanship during construction and
 unnecessary accumulation of mass in upper stories. Why didn't
 we think about the loose and organic clay bonded ties between
 stones? This is the most significant reason for buildings
 damaged outside Kathmandu valley. So, rather than going for
 modern sophisticated reconstruction in traditional settlements,
 heritage sites and monumental buildings blending the
 earthquake and other disaster resistant features along with
 cultural dimensions may be logical."

5. PAKISTAN: Decline in agricultural growth
Source: Dawn

"The livestock and fishing sectors in Pakistan grew at their
 fastest pace during the last seven years, and forestry also
 expanded substantially. But a sharp decline in the growth rate
 of major crops had a telling impact on the overall performance
 of the agriculture sector. In FY15, the agriculture sector grew
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 just 2.9 percent against its target of 3.3 percent, according to
 the Pakistan Economic Survey.

 A modest increase of 1 percent was recorded in the output of
 all crops taken together, but the production of key crops rose
 just 0.3 percent in the fiscal, against a much bigger growth of 8
 percent in FY14, the survey revealed. Provisional estimates
 show that out of the four key food crops, the production of only
 one -- rice -- went up, and that too at a much slower pace."

6. CAMBODIA: El Nino raises drought fears
Source: Phnom Penh Post

"Cambodia is looking at a delayed onset of the rainy season,
 with experts and government officials having raised concerns of
 a prolonged dry season affecting agricultural production, as the
 Pacific weather pattern El Nino threatens to bring drought-like
 conditions. Ngin Chhay, director of the Rice Department in the
 Ministry of Agriculture, said that farmers across the country
 were concerned about the lack of water and the delay in
 planting crops this season, which traditionally runs from May to
 November.

 'In some provinces, farmers were waiting for rainfall. There was
 no rain until last week when the rain began, but in some areas
 only,' Chhay said. The Ministry of Water Resources and
 Meteorology issued a notice in early April stating that average
 levels of rainfall were expected to begin from April to June. But
 it revised the estimate a month later, saying that May and June
 will see only light rainfall, with heavy rains expected to begin
 only in July."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
New research has found that residents of modern housing were 47% less likely to be infected
 with malaria compared to those in traditional houses. In traditional housing, mosquitoes
 easily get in through numerous points of entry, such as thatched roofs, bamboo walls, and
 wooden floors. Modern housing does a far better job of keeping the insects out, thanks to
 closed eaves, ceilings, and screened doors and windows.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. MYANMAR: Rice exporters eye European market
Source: Irrawaddy

"Myanmar's rice exporters will attend an exhibition in Milan late
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 next month for the first time, hoping to promote their rice in
 Italy and other European markets, according to the chairman of
 the Myanmar Rice Federation. Though China is the biggest
 customer of rice exporters in Myanmar and looks likely remain
 on top for some time, MRF chairman Chit Khine said that the
 European Union beckoned as Myanmar looks to ramp up
 exports of the staple grain.

 In 2013, the European Union designated Myanmar eligible to
 benefit from its Generalized System of Preferences (GSP),
 eliminating duties on imports from the Southeast Asian nation.
 One factor preventing a more robust growth in exports to
 Europe has been the low quality of Myanmar's rice exports,
 with much of the product failing to meet EU standards. Ongoing
 upgrades to domestic rice mills would help to make up for that
 shortcoming, according to Chit Khine."

8. SE ASIA: How to meet growing feed demands
Source: Jakarta Post

"By 2020 it is predicted that Southeast Asia's demand for
 soymeal will have grown by 68 percent, and this growth will be
 largely led by demand from Indonesia. Indonesia's soymeal
 consumption nearly doubled between 2007/08 and 2013/14
 from 2.37 to close to 4 million tons, according to the United
 States Department of Agriculture.

 A recent report predicts that as Southeast Asia's demand for
 soymeal increases, soymeal exports from India are expected to
 become negligible within five years. Traditionally, India has
 been the largest supplier of soymeal to Southeast Asia,
 providing 36 percent of imports in 2008. However, as its own
 domestic demand has increased and production has been
 constrained, exports are predicted to dry out."

9. PHILIPPINES: Preparing for big quake
Source: IRIN

"Recent quakes in Nepal and Malaysia have shaken the
 Philippines into action, with authorities scaling up earthquake
 preparedness drills and safety inspections of public buildings in
 the capital Manila. Manila is sprawled across the West Valley
 fault, which seismologists say shifts every 400 to 600 years
 and most recently in 1658. According to two studies, greater
 Manila could be hit by a 7.2-magnitude earthquake that would
 reduce much of the city to rubble, kill at least 31,000 people,
 and injure about half a million more.

 Preparing for such a disaster has taken on added urgency
 following the April 25 earthquake in Nepal that killed more than
 8,000 people, and the June 5 quake in Malaysia's Sabah state,
 which killed at least 18 people who were climbing Kota
 Kinabalu mountain. Seismologists warn that the Philippines is
 at an even higher risk than neighboring Malaysia, because the
 archipelago sits on the Rim of Fire, a string of volcanoes and
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 sites of seismic activity that lines the Pacific Ocean and
 accounts for about 90 percent of the world's earthquakes."

10. VIET NAM: Mulls new visa rules to boost tourism
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"Tourists traveling to Vietnam from the US, Canada, Australia
 and New Zealand will no longer have to pay excessively high
 visa fees if the recommendations of a working group are
 adopted. Tourists from these countries would be able to apply
 online and then receive the green light within a few days to
 travel to Vietnam and obtain their visa free of charge at an
 airport on arrival.

 This scheme would be a dream come true for the entire tourism
 industry and is bound to positively impact the economy, said
 Ken Atkinson, a member of the Vietnam Business Forum
 Working Group for Hospitality and Tourism. At present,
 Vietnam has a similar scheme in place for citizens of ASEAN
 nations and travelers from Japan, Russia, the Republic of Korea
 and four Northern European nations."
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1. NEPAL: Difficult job to rebuild infrastructure
2. INDIA: Water mispricing leaves rural areas dry
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HOLIDAY NOTICE: As Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday are public
 holidays in Japan, there will be no e-newsline on May 4, 5 and 6.

IN DEPTH

1. NEPAL: Difficult job to rebuild infrastructure
Source: The Star

"Rebuilding Nepal will be expensive and complicated, and this
 Himalayan country may never be the same again, experts say.
 'It (the earthquake) has pushed the country back decades just
 in terms of infrastructural damage,' said Sanjay Nepal, a
 professor of geography at the University of Waterloo, referring
 to extensive damage the quake caused to buildings, bridges
 and hydroelectric projects.

 The scope of the disaster is beyond the capacity of Nepal and
 its government, he said in an interview. Saturday's 7.8-
magnitude earthquake, its epicenter outside the capital city of
 Kathmandu, was the worst to hit this South Asian nation in
 more than 80 years. At last count, more than 4,000 people had
 died, and several thousand were injured. The total economic
 loss from the earthquake could be anywhere between $1 billion
 to $10 billion, according to early estimates by the U.S.
 Geological Survey."

2. INDIA: Water mispricing leaves rural areas dry
Source: Live Mint

"Over 70% of India's urban population is not connected to
 water-supplying government agencies. Among the rest, those
 who receive a daily two-hour water supply consider themselves
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 lucky. Rapid urbanization has brought urban water supply in
 India under increasing pressure. By 2050, the number of
 people living in cities is expected to go up to 840 million,
 according to UN projections. As with food and land, politics over
 price of water imperils this precious commodity. Pollution is an
 added menace.

 According to the Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai, the
 non-slum areas of the city get 4-5 times more supply than
 slum areas. Mispricing of water has meant that the better off
 residents in Indian cities have access to subsidized water, while
 the poor need to purchase water from private agencies at a
 steep price. Among those connected by piped water supply, the
 usually flat pricing structures mean that those using more
 water avail more subsidies."

3. BANGLADESH: Lessons from the Nepal quake
Source: Financial Express

"Of the many forces that wreak devastation of cataclysmic
 proportion, earthquakes rank at the top because they strike
 unannounced. Nepal is the latest one to have suffered the
 colossal striking force of this natural phenomenon. Countries in
 this region are making appreciable economic progress and any
 disaster like this is likely to slow down or even retard that
 progress.

 So the lesson Bangladesh must learn from the Nepal quake is
 to develop its capacity to respond as quickly as possible to the
 emergency triggered by a major quake. Kathmandu is a
 crowded city but it is far smaller than Dhaka and has fewer
 high-rise buildings. Bangladesh should have an elaborate
 preparation both for minimizing the damage and loss of life in a
 similar situation."

P O V E R T Y   S P O T L I G H T
INDIA: From slavery to self-reliance
Source: IPS

"Hulige Amma, a Dalit woman in her mid-40s, bends over a
 sewing machine, carefully running the needle over the hem of a
 shirt. Sitting nearby is Roopa, her 22-year-old daughter, who
 reads an amusing message on her cell phone and laughs
 heartily. The pair leads a simple yet contented life -- they
 subsist on half a dollar a day, stitch their own clothes and
 participate in schemes to educate their community in the
 Bellary district of the Southwest Indian state of Karnataka.

 But not so very long ago, both women were slaves. They have
 fought an exhausting battle to get to where they are today,
 pushing against two evils that lurk in this mineral-rich state:
 the practice of sexual slavery in Hindu temples, and forced
 labor in the illegal mines that dot Bellary District, home to 25
 percent of India's iron ore reserves. Finally free of the yoke of
 dual-slavery, they are determined to preserve their hard-won
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 existence, humble though it may be."

4. THAILAND: Workers remain in heavy debt
Source: Thai Visa

"The latest survey conducted by the Thai Chamber of Commerce
 has revealed worrying revelations that 94% of Thai workers
 remain in heavy debt and of these 60% are unofficial loans. No
 less than 13.3% earn less than 15,000 baht ($454) per month
 and 55% of this group earn between 15,000-30,000 baht per
 month.

 More worryingly, 61.9% have monthly expenses between
 15,000-30,000 baht which mean that they have only marginal
 savings. Ninety four percent of workers are heavily in debt and
 of these 59.6% are unofficial or unregulated loans. It was
 discovered that 31% of all loans were taken to cover daily
 expenses while 19.8% are loans taken to repay other pass due
 loans."

5. ASIA: Changing the food security menu
Source: One World

"Food security that has been achieved for almost 90 percent of
 people of earth cannot be sustained unless it is ensured that
 the foods they consume are sufficient, nutritious and safe.
 Increasing intensification and industrialization of agricultural
 and animal production, globalization of food processing and
 supply chains, and changing food habits of people, particularly
 in growing urban areas, are creating new challenges in
 production, supply and consumption of food that may have
 serious impacts on food safety.

 According to World Health Organisation unsafe food containing
 harmful bacteria, viruses, parasites, prions or chemical
 substances like toxins, organic pollutants and heavy metals
 may cause more than 200 different types of diseases -- ranging
 from diarrhea to cancers."

6. PRC: Drastic streamlining for SOEs
Source: China Daily

"China may slash the number of State-owned enterprises to 40
 from 112 at present through large-scale mergers as part of a
 broad plan to reform the inefficient State sector, a report in
 China's official media said. 'The reorganization will initially
 focus on the commercial sector, especially companies in highly
 competitive industries,' a source told the Economic Information
 Daily.

 State-owned enterprises have always been an important
 element of China's economy, but the state sector has long been
 seen as lagging behind private-sector companies when it comes
 to performance, because of a lack of innovation and
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 competitive pressures."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Millions of elderly aged 65 years and above in China will be a growing contributor to the
 number of tuberculosis (TB) infections in the next few decades. TB transmission among the
 elderly in China may increase to 53 percent by 2050 from 18 percent in 1990 while their
 burden of TB disease may rise to 71 percent from 13 percent over the same period,
 according to preliminary research presented at the Fourth Global Forum on TB Vaccines in
 Shanghai, China. Extending vaccination to older age groups may provide greater impact
 than among either infants or adolescents, said one of the experts involved in the research.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. INDONESIA: More incentives for green investments
Source: Jakarta Globe

"The Indonesian government plans by the end of this year to
 offer more incentives to local and foreign investors who use
 technology that reduces pollution and conserves energy. The
 Environment and Forestry Ministry is finalizing policies that will
 provide the companies with soft-loan facilities, longer business
 permits and free import duties, said Siti Nurbaya, the
 environment and forestry minister.

 The policies will add to existing fiscal incentives such as tax
 allowances, or discounts on corporate income tax for a certain
 period, and a tax holiday, which exempts income tax for up to
 a decade, she said. Siti said her ministry will provide soft loans
 that bear interest of 'around 5 percentage points below the
 average loan rate,' but that is subject to approval from the
 Finance Ministry and the Financial Services Authority."

8. MYANMAR: Minimum wage talks hit snag
Source: Irrawaddy

"Tripartite discussions between Myanmar's Ministry of Labor,
 workers' representatives and factory owners in recent days
 have revealed wide differences of opinion about the country's
 future minimum wage, which will be determined in the next few
 months. Sai Khaing Myo Tun, a workers' representative on the
 tripartite National Committee on a Minimum Wage, said
 workers' organizations are demanding about 4,000 kyats
 (about $4) for an 8-hour work day, excluding welfare benefits,
 overtime and bonus payments.

 The workers representatives set out their demands during a
 meeting with Minister for Labor, Employment and Social
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 Security Aye Myint. Dozens of employers met with the minister
 and garment factory owners, one of the largest sources of
 industrial employment in Myanmar, demanded a 1,500 kyat
 minimum wage for an 8-hour work day, according to a Yangon-
based factory owner, who asked not be named."

9. VIET NAM: Tourism industry gearing up for growth
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"Viet Nam's tourism and hospitality sector will create 250,000
 job opportunities over the next five years and an all-out effort
 is being made to prepare young people to staff them, the
 Vietnam National Administration of Tourism (VNAT) recently
 revealed. A representative from VNAT said it has conducted
 studies and assessments to determine the specific needs in the
 sector throughout the nation, and is working in coordination
 with other ministries and the private sector to boost
 employment levels in the tourism field.

 Demand over the next five years for jobs in the sector will
 reach into the tens of thousands and the overriding strategy in
 the coming period is to match jobs and workers with the right
 skill sets, the representative said. Generally, in the tourism
 sector, English is considered to be the most important medium
 of communication."

10. PHILIPPINES: OFWs increase to 2.32 million
Source: Business World

"More Filipinos took their talents to overseas job markets last
 year, further highlighting the role remittances play in the
 Philippine economy, with lower-paid workers accounting for a
 larger share of the total year-on-year while the proportion of
 professionals and managers declined. The Philippine Statistics
 Authority's (PSA) 2014 Survey on Overseas Filipinos showed
 the number of overseas Filipino workers (OFWs) increasing to
 2.32 million last year, up 1.5% from in 2013.

 The survey also showed that overseas contract workers, or
 those with working contracts comprised 96% or 2.2 million of
 the total while the remaining 4% or 92,000 worked overseas
 without a contract. Laborers and unskilled workers, which
 continue to make up the largest group of OFWs, were 32.8% of
 the total."
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IN DEPTH

1. NEPAL: Families want to get on with their lives
Source: IPS

"Just over a week after a dreadful 7.8 magnitude earthquake
 rocked Nepal, displaced families are gradually -- but cautiously
 -- resuming their normal lives, though most are still badly
 shaken by the disaster and the proceeding aftershocks that
 devastated the country. However, delivery of humanitarian aid
 and basic relief supplies remains slow, hindered by the scale of
 the tragedy.

 With the annual summer monsoon just around the corner --
 and heavy rains already lashing some parts of the country --
 experts say the clock is ticking for effective relief efforts. The
 United Nations says close to eight million people -- over a
 quarter of Nepal's population of 27 million -- have been
 impacted by the crisis."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
PPPs in ASEAN: How to keep the momentum
Discussions around public-private partnerships (PPPs) in Asia have
 typically focused on India and the PRC because of their strong deal
 volumes. ASEAN is at an inflection point that could soon make it the
 bustling PPP market ADB has long been working toward. Here are three
 reasons to be excited about ASEAN.
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2. SRI LANKA: Development goals fall short on gender
 equality
Source: IPS

"As the U.N.'s Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) move
 toward their targeted deadline in December 2015, Sri Lanka
 says it has reduced poverty from 26.1 percent in 1990-1991 to
 6.7 percent in 2012-2013 -- achieving the target of cutting
 back extreme poverty by 50 percent far ahead of the end of
 2015. Still, it still lags behind in gender equality -- even as 51.8
 percent of the country's total population (of 21.8 million) are
 women, with only 34 percent comprising its labor force.

 Pointing out that Sri Lanka has enjoyed significant progress in
 its social and economic indicators, it is also one of the few
 countries in Asia that has a sex ratio favorable to women. But
 Sri Lanka's advancement, in light of changing demographics,
 will ultimately depend on its ability to enable women and young
 people to be active participants in the country's post-2015
 development agenda and the U.N.'s proposed Sustainable
 Development Goals."

3. INDIA: Building a new labor code
Source: Live Mint

"The Union government in India plans to reduce the number of
 labor laws from 44 to just five. Since 1947, India has crafted a
 plethora of labor laws involving safety at workplace, wages,
 social security and industrial relations. Each step, from the
 Industrial Disputes Act of 1947 to the Unorganized Workers
 Social Security Act of 2008 has added layers of complexity to
 the overall labor law landscape. On the one hand, it has
 distorted the labor market and on the other it has increased
 compliance costs of companies.

 These laws are a big reason for the substitution of capital for
 labor. This has hurt Indian labor -- in terms of employment,
 training and opportunities -- and has not helped anyone. Four
 of the five laws will deal with wages, social security, industrial
 safety and welfare, and industrial relations."

 
4. INDONESIA: Big bang in infrastructure
Source: Jakarta Post

"The launch last week of several big infrastructure projects
 worth more than Rp 125 trillion ($9.6 billion) in Central and
 East Java and the southern part of Sumatra is truly a piece of
 good news amid a wave of gloomy stories over the past year
 about the delay or even mothballing of many public works
 programs. Smooth implementation of these projects will go a
 long way toward strengthening confidence in Indonesia's
 infrastructure programs, which the government badly needs to
 attract private investment to its $80 billion infrastructure
 development program for the next five years.
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 The projects consist of a 150-kilometer highway that will form
 the southernmost section of the 2,800-km trans-Sumatra
 highway that will cost Rp 360 trillion, the improvement of the
 Bakauheni seaport in Lampung, the southernmost province on
 Sumatra Island, the Merak seaport on the westernmost part of
 Java Island, a toll road linking Surakarta in Central Java and
 Kertosono in East Java and a public housing program that will
 build 1 million houses."

5. PRC: Measures to shore up job market
Source: China Daily

"China's State Council has rolled out measures demanding
 governments at various levels to facilitate entrepreneurship
 and innovation and create more jobs. The circular admitted
 pressure in creating more jobs and said it is necessary to
 implement more pro-active employment policies. The Chinese
 government has pledged to create more than 10 million urban
 jobs and ensured that the registered urban unemployment rate
 does not rise above 4.5 percent in 2015, according to a
 government work report unveiled in March.

 The four measures include implementing an employment-first
 policy requiring governments at all levels to prioritize job
 creation, boosting employment by encouraging
 entrepreneurship and startups, supporting university and
 college graduates in finding jobs or starting businesses, and
 providing better government and training services."

6. PHILIPPINES: 51% claim they're poor
Source: Rappler

"Fifty-one percent of Filipinos considered themselves poor in the
 first quarter of 2015, statically the same as the previous
 quarter, the results of the latest Social Weather Stations (SWS)
 showed. According to the results of the First Quarter 2015
 SWS, 51% of respondents rated themselves as poor -- only a
 point lower than the December 2014 rate of 52% or 11.4
 million families.

 The result was just 3 points below the 2014 average of 54%,
 considered as the lowest annual rating obtained during the
 Aquino administration. SWS noted a 'big improvement' among
 Metro Manila respondents, as self-rated poverty in the
 Philippine capital region went down to 31% in the first quarter
 of 2015, from 43% in December 2014."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
After 13 years of independence, Timor-Leste has achieved tremendous progress since being
 ravaged by conflict -- drawing down money from the Petroleum Fund and channeling it
 through the budget to meet pressing development needs. The effectiveness of this process is
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 evident in the near-halving of infant and child mortality rates; a doubling of school
 enrollment and access to electricity; economic growth surpassing regional neighbors;
 increasing citizen participation and; the gradual strengthening of state institutions.

 
 
 
 
 
 

7. BHUTAN: Slowing on poverty reduction
Source: Kuensel

"The pace of poverty reduction in Bhutan has slowed down since
 the 2012 release of the World Bank's projections. The country's
 previous official poverty estimate was 12.7 percent in 2012 and
 Bhutan was able to cut down poverty rate by half, from 25
 percent to 12.7 percent between 2007 and 2012.

 Using the internationally comparable $1.25 per day poverty
 line, Bhutan's pace of reduction was fastest among South Asian
 countries and other selected countries with similar initial
 poverty levels back in 1990. However, the recent report states
 that from 2007 to 2012, poverty declined by 2.6 percent every
 year. Since then, it is estimated that poverty has decreased by
 0.9 percent by 2014."

8. VIET NAM: Signs FTA with Korea
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"On May 5, the Vietnam-Korea Free Trade Agreement (VKFTA)
 was formally signed. The agreement is expected to have
 positive impacts on Viet Nam in different aspects. In terms of
 economics, trade and investment, the VKFTA will help Viet Nam
 further improve the business environment, allocate and use
 social resources more efficiently, thereby accelerating the
 economic restructuring process toward higher added values and
 sustainable development goals.

 Viet Nam's exports will enjoy plenty of new market
 opportunities as a result of strong market access commitments
 from the Republic of Korea. The transparent legal environment
 will contribute to encouraging more Korean investment into
 Viet Nam together with high technology, advanced
 management skills and opportunities for access to third
 markets."

9. THAILAND: Lags regional counterparts in M&A plans
Source: The Nation

"While more Thai business leaders plan to grow through
 mergers and acquisitions in the next three years -- 16 percent
 in fact, double last year's result -- they lag the rest of the big
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 economies in ASEAN, according to Grant Thornton. Worldwide,
 corporate appetite for M&A is deepening, but Asia-Pacific is still
 the least hungry region, as found in Grant Thornton's global
 survey of 5,400 business leaders in 35 economies.

 M&A demand is set to grow further over the next 12 months.
 Businesses' M&A plans, both current and forecast, are
 becoming more focused as the quality of available targets
 improves and is matched by a five-year high in the willingness
 of potential vendors to contemplate a sale. About 43 percent of
 business leaders seriously considered at least one acquisition
 opportunity over the past 12 months, up from 39 percent in the
 previous period."

10. INDIA: The long walk to water
Source: Live Mint

"Women in Indian villages have borne the brunt of water
 scarcity for a long time. Tales of young women missing out on
 school or college to fetch water for their families are common
 across the Indian countryside even today. But then there are
 extreme examples, such as the village of Denganmal, 150
 kilometres from Mumbai. In this village, men marry a second --
 sometimes even a third -- woman whose only role is to fetch
 water for the family by making arduous 3 kilometer-long treks
 several times a day.

 While Denganmal may be an exception, securing even the
 minimum amount of water for their everyday needs is a daily
 struggle for a large section of rural India. In the absence of
 public water supplies, rural households have come to depend
 on privately-extracted groundwater for 85 percent of their
 needs."
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1. PACIFIC: Economic gains from falling oil prices
Source: IPS

"The recent dramatic fall in world oil prices, with Brent crude
 plummeting from a high of $115 per barrel in June last year to
 around $47 in January 2015, is beginning to benefit Pacific
 Islanders who are seeing lower prices for fuel and energy.
 Although the global price per barrel inched up to $68 in early
 May, regional experts continue to anticipate fiscal gains as the
 trend eases costs of government operations and service
 delivery.

 'There is evidence to suggest that reduced fuel costs are having
 some impact in all Pacific Island markets, at least through
 lower prices charged for fuel, but the impact on secondary
 markets, like food and transport, may take longer to be
 realized,' said Alan Bartmanovich, Petroleum Adviser to the
 Secretariat of the Pacific Community in Fiji. It will take time for
 the oil price drop to fully impact island governments and all
 economic sectors due to the length of supply chains and other
 factors, such as price fuel regulation within countries, he
 added."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
Asia Pathways: PPPs in ASEAN: How to keep the momentum
Discussions around public-private partnerships (PPPs) in Asia have
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 typically focused on India and the PRC because of their strong deal
 volumes. ASEAN is at an inflection point that could soon make it the
 bustling PPP market ADB has long been working toward. Here are three
 reasons to be excited about ASEAN.

 
 
 
 
 
 

2. PRC: Local leaders' role in growth
Source: China Daily

"The latest central bank decision in PRC to lower the reserve
 requirement ratio by one percentage point, which came after
 the two previous interest rate cuts and one reserve rate cut
 made since the end of last year, indicates the authorities'
 resolve to stabilize growth while trying to maintain the
 continuity and stability of macroeconomic policies.

 The vowed shift from the past GDP-oriented development
 model does not mean GDP is not important any more, it means
 the country will pursue higher quality growth by moderately
 slowing the pace of growth. This means a heavier burden on
 local officials. Local officials should better understand the
 central government's policy and regulatory approach."

3. INDIA: More farm reform necessary
Source: Live Mint

"The past decade has been transformational for the rural
 economy in India in many ways. Yet, several deep-rooted
 vulnerabilities remained unaddressed. The combination of high
 economic growth, populist policies and good fortune had helped
 mask structural problems in the rural economy over the past
 decade.

 One such weakness in the rural economy is the high
 dependence on moneylenders, who charge usurious rates of
 interest. The percentage of rural households indebted to non-
institutional agencies is higher than those who borrow from
 formal sources such as banks, other financial institutions and
 self-help groups."

P O V E R T Y   S P O T L I G H T
NEPAL: No husband, no home
Source: IRIN

"More than 2.2 million Nepalis work overseas, the vast majority
 of them men. Their combined remittances totaled $4 billion last
 year, accounting for more than 20 percent of Nepal's GDP.
 Benju Rai's husband works in a factory in Malaysia. 'Coming
 back means he will lose his daily wage, which is more
 important to us now than ever,' she said. Rai's house in
 Mahadevsthan village, east of Kathmandu, was also built using
 money borrowed on the strength of her husband's expat pay

http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/opinion/2015-05/07/content_20642953.htm
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 packet. The earthquake destroyed it, too.

 Official banks in Nepal will not provide loans to migrant workers
 without proper paperwork and collateral, so many people are
 forced to access informal channels -- private lenders who
 charge interest rates as high as 35 percent and are unlikely to
 waive them, even in the aftermath of a devastating
 earthquake."

4. INDONESIA: Needs a PPP strategy
Source: Jakarta Post

"Indonesia needs more and better infrastructure -- nobody
 doubts this. But despite the reduction in the fuel subsidy, the
 government budget remains inadequate to pay for all the
 necessary and planned investments. However, there would be
 significant benefits from financing and delivering part of the
 country's infrastructure needs using private sector finance.

 The Indonesian government has had a pro-public-private
 partnership (PPP) policy since the early 2000s, but few projects
 have been delivered. There are just a few successful examples
 of such deals in the toll road and power sectors, but many
 other projects, for example, in the water and public
 transportation sectors, have failed to make progress. Even in
 toll roads, most of the projects have been awarded to state-
linked enterprises so cannot really be called PPPs."

5. VIET NAM: To use foreign reserves for development
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"The Viet Nam government, for the first time, has instructed
 relevant ministries to create a legal mechanism to allow for
 part of foreign currency reserves to be used to fund
 development projects. At the government's regular meeting in
 April, the State Bank of Vietnam, in conjunction with the
 ministries of Finance, and Planning and Investment, were
 directed to research and propose the mechanism, in which the
 loans will be made available for development projects to help
 secure the nation's financial security.

 Statistics from the central bank showed that Viet Nam's foreign
 currency reserves have steadily increased in recent years,
 reaching roughly $35 billion, as of the end of last year.
 According to the Ministry of Finance, state budget revenues in
 the first four months of the year grew 9.4% against the same
 period last year, totaling VND314.1 trillion ($14.54 billion), and
 fulfilled 34.5% of the full-year plan."

6. NEPAL: Lessons from disaster
Source: The Diplomat

"The earthquake in Nepal is a tragic reminder of the need to
 concurrently ensure good infrastructure, policy foresight, and
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 functional institutions for disaster preparedness. In
 Kathmandu's case, unstable geological conditions, together
 with high density and substandard building stock, create a
 dangerous environment. According to Demographia,
 Kathmandu is the world's 33rd densest city out of over 1,000
 studied, unsurpassed by any Western city.

 Compounding this challenge, structural code enforcement and
 urban planning are weak. In Nepal, municipalities are
 responsible for land-use planning, construction permits, and
 the enforcement of compliance with national building codes.
 These codes have been applicable for at least two decades, but
 urgently need updating to incorporate new knowledge about
 earthquake-resistant design and materials."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Creating an artificial island to house the population of South Tarawa, the capital of the
 Republic of Kiribati, could enable their survival from rising sea levels, with minimal
 disruption to their day to day living. The study proposes an artificial island bigger than the
 land that exists in South Tarawa. Some key features include more efficient use of space,
 heavy reliance on renewable energy, particularly solar, and large tanks to store untreated
 rainwater since rainfall in the region is fickle. Each community will have its own water
 treatment plant.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. CAMBODIA: Lack of finance hurts businesswomen
Source: Phnom Penh Post

"Although Cambodia's women entrepreneurs are well positioned
 to expand their businesses, many remain stuck maintaining
 micro-enterprises, a senior National Bank of Cambodia (NBC)
 official said, with a lack of access to larger loans holding back
 business potential. The NBC joined the United Nations Capital
 Development Fund for a conference on women and enterprises
 in an effort to accelerate the ability of women to access
 appropriate financial services and products.

 Chea Serey, director general of the NBC, said that 80 percent
 of all borrowers in Cambodia's microfinance sector -- where
 outstanding loans reached $2 billion last year -- are women
 mostly looking to start small family businesses. 'To graduate
 from 'business for survival' to 'business for success' is still a
 challenge for women in Cambodia,' she said. 'Prejudice toward
 female business owners needs to be changed as well as many
 other cultural barriers.'"
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8. BANGLADESH: Child labor still prevails
Source: Financial Express

"It is heartening to note that the number of child workers in
 Bangladesh has almost halved in the last 10 years. But a grim
 fact also goes with this news: of the total child workers in
 Bangladesh, 42.9 percent are still engaged in hazardous jobs.
 Besides, compared to many developing countries the rate of
 child laborers in the country is still high. Bangladesh has
 recognized the employment of child workers in risky jobs as a
 major issue, apart from supporting provisions in a number of
 international charters on child labor.

 Despite the fall in the total number of child workers, scores of
 minor children are still engaged in jobs demanding back-
breaking labor. This is seen in urban areas, especially the
 capital and the other large cities. Child labor prevails in villages
 too; but due to its link to rural families and age-old practices, it
 remains out of legal monitoring."

9. INDIA: Plans basin-wise hydropower review
Source: Live Mint

"India is planning an exhaustive basin-wise study of the
 hydropower potential in the country after a gap of 28 years --
 an exercise to gather fresh data looking at energy security and
 factors ranging from climate change and earthquakes to human
 displacement. The study will also assess the environmental and
 social impact of river basin development.

 The Central Electricity Authority, India's apex power-sector
 planning body, is leading the ambitious project, initiated in
 2012, and plans to appoint a consultant for the work, amid
 concerns over climate change and its impact on rainfall and on
 river flows and its patterns, which in turn may have an impact
 on plans for hydropower generation."

10. INDONESIA: Launches 35,000-mw electricity program
Source: Jakarta Post

"President Joko 'Jokowi' Widodo has defended his 35,000
 megawatt power plant program, denying it is too ambitious.
 The president claimed that he received numerous complaints
 during his visits to various areas about electricity shortages as
 only 16 percent of the Indonesian population had thus far been
 able to get secure access to electricity.

 The power generation plan, designed to provide an additional
 35,000 MW by 2019, constitutes one of the major programs
 prepared by the Jokowi administration to help boost economic
 growth. Disclosing that the program is supported by adequate
 and well-prepared regulations, Jokowi promised to supervise
 progress in the development of the power plant projects in 210
 locations across the country."
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1. INDIA: World's next big trading bloc?
Source: dawn.com

"For more than six decades, India's 29 states have operated
 almost as separate countries. Prime Minister Narendra Modi is
 trying to change that, using his popularity among voters to
 replace more than a dozen levies with a single goods-and-
services tax by next April, leaning on state governments to
 amend labyrinthine labor and land laws. Given the size of
 India's states and a predicted growth rate of at least 7.5
 percent over the next five years, the potential benefits of
 integration for investors are huge.

 Should Modi succeed in forging a single market, the biggest
 winners could be some of the poorest states. Like the boom for
 EU newcomers from Central Europe in 2004, growth in laggard
 states may consistently outpace the national average as India's
 lopsided economy begins to balance out. Eight Indian states
 accounted for about 45 percent of the $1.8 trillion GDP in 2012,
 led by Haryana and Maharashtra."

2. ASIA: Mothers, children need more social protection
Source: thefinancialexpress-bd.com

"Mothers and children around the world need more social
 protection, said the International Labour Organisation (ILO).
 Two new ILO studies point to the urgent need to increase social
 protection for mothers and children. Both studies include
 detailed national data on maternity protection and child and
 family benefits for 188 countries surveyed, including
 Bangladesh.
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 One of the studies on social protection for maternity showed
 that only 36 percent of employed women are legally entitled to
 cash benefits during their maternity leave. In practice,
 however, maternity leave legislation is not implemented
 effectively, so only 28 percent of working women are covered
 in case of maternity. The other study on social protection for
 children also paints a worrying picture. It shows that while
 there has been an explosion of small cash transfer schemes in
 recent years, there is also a considerable gap with regard to
 the availability of adequate child and family benefits."

View full report

3. NEPAL: Earthquake reflects village exodus of young
Source: todayonline.com

"Nepal's youth exodus -- a painful choice between staying with
 family in impoverished hometowns or venturing into an often-
harsh world to make much-needed money -- began well before
 the 7.8 magnitude earthquake on April 25 knocked flat whole
 villages. Now, however, some in rural Nepal wonder if they will
 lose even the young ones who have stayed, complicating not
 only the huge job of rebuilding after the quake but also the
 task of improving village life in one of the world's poorest
 countries.

 Poverty, war, rampant high-level corruption and epic political
 squabbling have bred a deep pessimism among young Nepalis.
 Today, about 6 million Nepalis, or about 22 percent of the
 country's 27.8 million people, live and work outside its borders.
 The one bright spot is that these young people are often loyal
 to their families and send back money. Nearly 25 percent of the
 country's GDP comes from remittances."

 
4. SE ASIA: Myanmar, Laos open first friendship bridge
Source: shanghaidaily.com

"Myanmar and Laos on Saturday formally opened the first-ever
 friendship bridge across the Mekong River that links Myanmar's
 Tachileik in Shan state and Laungnamtha Province of Laos. The
 construction of the 692-meter bridge started in February 2013
 at a cost of $26 million.

 It is a significant historic milestone between the two nations
 which will help create cross-border trade and ease
 transportation between the two nations and their neighbors,
 including China, Thailand, Vietnam, Bangladesh and India.
 Previously, locals used ferry boats to cross the river."

5. BANGLADESH: Transfer pricing rules in the offing
Source: thedailystar.net

"Bangladesh is set to enforce transfer pricing rules to curb tax
 evasion and overseas fund transfers by multinational and
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 foreign firms, officials said. The National Board of Revenue
 (NBR) will start auditing income tax files of multinational
 companies from next fiscal year.

 Last month, the tax administrator assigned seven of its officials
 to form a 'transfer pricing cell' to check illicit capital flight or
 profit transfers by foreign companies through transfer
 mispricing. Once implemented, Bangladesh will be the second
 country in South Asia with a full-fledged law on transfer pricing.
 A recent UNCTAD study indicates that about $100 billion in
 annual tax revenue is lost to developing countries in
 transactions directly linked to offshore hubs."

6. CAMBODIA: Gov't pledges to fix higher-ed sector
Source: phnompenhpost.com

"In line with its wider reform agenda, Cambodia's Education
 Ministry has begun making long-needed changes to higher
 education, aiming to reduce mismatches between graduates'
 skills and employer requirements, increase program quality and
 ensure the country's system is up to international standards by
 2030. The government has already set up mechanisms to
 prioritize higher education, currently one of the most neglected
 sectors of education development. Post-secondary institutions
 receive only around 2 percent of the ministry's total budget.

 Released in April 2014, the Higher Education Vision 2030
 agenda aims to create a more equitable and accessible higher
 education program, develop better curricula that meets
 national and labor market needs, improve teaching, learning
 and research quality, and establish a governance system for
 higher education. Currently, only 15 percent of 18- to 24-year-
olds in Cambodia are enrolled in post-secondary institutions,
 compared to around 30 percent in more developed ASEAN
 countries like Thailand and Malaysia."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
More than 20 percent of rural workers in Laos often change their place of work, seeking jobs
 that pay well and are more appropriate to their peripatetic lifestyle. President of the Lao
 Federation of Trade Unions, Khamla Lorlonesy, said unfavorable working conditions and
 workers' traditional lifestyle as the principle reasons for the moves. The relative ease of
 finding new jobs that did not require hard work encouraged frequent moves, Khamla said.
 He said many workers would leave a job not caring whether the employer would pay them
 the wages and compensation due because they could always go back home and make a
 living from agriculture.
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7. BANGLADESH: Less crop land, less food
Source: thedailystar.net

"Nearly 80 percent of Bangladeshis live in the rural areas and
 more than 66 percent of them are engaged in agricultural
 activities. However, the shrinking trend in land availability for
 crop production is a serious challenge ahead of the economy.
 For a developing country like Bangladesh, self sufficiency has
 been and will remain as key focus in food production strategy
 in order to meet food deficiency.

 Over the last few decades, production of food grains have
 increased tremendously but there is still a need to increase
 cereal (especially rice) production to meet the increasing food
 demand for a growing population. In a country where cultivable
 land is becoming so scarce, it is important to increase the
 productivity of land to grow more grains. A recent FAO
 commissioned study revealed that agricultural land availability
 declined at 0.18 percent annually during the period 1976-2000,
 and the declining trend accelerated sharply after 2000."

8. LAO PDR: Plastic wastes a challenge
Source: Daily Times

"Like many other cities of the world, the Laotian capital, with its
 improving economy and standard of living, is not spared from
 the scourge of urban living: the proliferation of plastics and
 products bottled or wrapped in plastics. The biggest problem is
 that wrappers or bottles made of plastic materials are
 carelessly thrown just about anywhere. Most of them end up
 clogging canals and waterways or polluting the waters of the
 mighty Mekong River.

 Hundreds of tons of garbage, that include plastic materials, are
 being scavenged in the whole city every day. While Vientiane
 remains as one of the most relaxed capitals in the world, there
 is now a growing concern over the impact of plastic wastes on
 the environment and on the country's 7 million people."

9. PAKISTAN: Looking to ease IMF restrictions
Source: tribune.com.pk

"Amid the country's growing security expenses, Pakistan has
 asked the International Monetary Fund (IMF) to relax its key
 condition of restricting the next fiscal year's budget deficit to
 Rs1.25 trillion. During a policy-level dialogue with an IMF team
 in Dubai, Pakistan sought additional space to incur
 expenditures of around Rs160 billion or roughly half a percent
 of GDP, finance ministry officials said.

 The outcome of Pak-IMF talks will determine whether or not the
 government continues its policy of fiscal consolidation by
 cutting down subsidies and raising taxes in its third year as
 well. According to the original IMF plan, the government was
 supposed to bring down the deficit by another 0.9% of the GDP
 by the end of 2015-16 fiscal from the 4.9% level determined
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 for the current year."

10. PHILIPPINES: Education reform faces challenges
Source: bangkokpost.com

"Halfway through its implementation, a new basic education
 system in the Philippines continues to face challenges. The K to
 12 basic education program was first introduced in 2011, with
 the rolling out that year of mandatory kindergarten education
 for children at least five years old as a prerequisite for Grade 1.
 It is expected to be fully implemented by 2024, when
 kindergarten students in 2011 would have already completed
 Grade 12.

 Aside from strengthening the basic education curriculum, the K
 to 12 program scraps the country's previous 10-year basic
 education system, consisting of six years of grade school and
 four years of high school. In its place, it mandates Filipinos to
 complete six years of grade school, four years of junior high
 school, and two years of senior high school. According to the
 government, the Philippines was the last country in Asia and
 one of only three countries across the world that practiced a
 10-year pre-university cycle. The government projects some
 1.2 to 1.6 million students will enter Grade 11 next year."
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1. SOUTH ASIA: Breakthrough in India-Bangladesh ties
Source: thehindu.com

"The Indian Parliament's ratification of the 1974 India-
Bangladesh Land Boundary Agreement (LBA) has paved the way
 for further expansion of ties between the two countries. Prime
 Minister Sheikh Hasina hailed the event as a new milestone in
 bilateral relations. The LBA's unanimous endorsement reflects
 Bangladesh's readiness to partner India on mutually supportive
 connectivity and infrastructure initiatives. With Bangladesh's
 growing prosperity, trade with India has grown. Indian exports
 more than doubled over the past five years, from $2.7 billion to
 $6.1 billion in 2013-14.

 However, transaction costs of trade remain extraordinarily
 high, with forced transshipment of goods at the border and the
 absence of coastal shipping. Customs and documentation
 requirements are not up to international standards. For
 countries that share so much in common across densely
 populated frontiers, more people-to-people initiatives are
 needed, including revival of railway routes and bus
 connections. India is also in a position to strengthen
 Bangladesh's short term liquidity by offering it a currency swap
 facility similar to the one provided to Sri Lanka."

2. SE ASIA: The open skies challenge
Source: bangkokpost.com

"ASEAN officially declared its skies open on Jan 1 this year, a
 year ahead of the formation of the broader ASEAN Economic
 Community. But the reality on the ground -- or in the air in this
 case -- does not yet match the rhetoric about a fully liberalized
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 aviation market. Each country's level of economic development
 has a direct impact on the resources it would have available to
 develop its aviation system and infrastructure to support
 increasing air traffic.

 Indonesia, Singapore and Malaysia account for more than 60%
 of the entire ASEAN aviation market. With or without open
 skies, air traffic in Southeast Asia has grown so rapidly that
 many countries are struggling to keep up, whether in terms of
 infrastructure or regulation. The shortcomings of Thailand in
 the latter department have been well documented but other
 countries face similar challenges. There are airports available
 but the pilots cannot get the slot to park the planes, while in
 some case, the infrastructure is not properly maintained,
 resulting in extremely poor conditions."

3. BANGLADESH: Prepared for a killer earthquake?
Source: bdnews24.com

"Shaken by the massive Nepal earthquake, the Bangladesh
 government has claimed it is 'reasonably prepared' to handle
 such a disaster in the country. But its claims don't appear to be
 borne out on ground. Experts say the government does have in
 place guidelines and plans to handle the aftermath of a killer
 earthquake, but preparation on ground appear flimsy. There
 appears to be a clear lack of drills -- both to create popular
 awareness on how to react when an earthquake strikes and
 also among agencies on how to go about after the earthquake
 has struck.

 The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) has long
 been working with the government and other agencies on
 Bangladesh's preparedness to face earthquakes. According to a
 2009 UNDP study, forty percent of buildings in the capital were
 'risky' and 35 percent were 'fair'. Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina
 has warned of tightening building regulations and only allow
 construction that are earthquake-resistant."

 
4. VIET NAM: Foreigners allowed to own homes for 100
 years
Source: thanhniennews.com

"Vietnam will allow foreigners to extend their home ownership
 by another 50 years, after the first 50-year period ends,
 according to a draft decree. Last November legislators
 amended the law on foreign property ownership to allow
 foreign investment funds, foreigners with valid visas,
 international firms operating in Vietnam and overseas
 Vietnamese to buy residential properties.

 They are able to buy up to 30 percent of an apartment building
 or up to 250 houses in a ward. These changes will take effect in
 July 2015. The draft decree, pending government approval, is
 expected to be introduced later this month. Under the amended
 law, foreign individuals married to Vietnamese citizens are
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 entitled to freehold tenure. The relaxation of foreign ownership
 restrictions is expected to boost an ailing real estate market
 saddled with oversupply."

5. PAKISTAN: Daunting task of increasing taxes
Source: khaleejtimes.com

"Pakistan's upcoming national budget for fiscal 2016 proposes
 tonnes of taxes but the big question is will Pakistanis accept
 them? Tax performance in Pakistan has worsened over the last
 decade, resulting in a low tax-to-GDP ratio of just 10 percent,
 compared to the higher ratios achieved in South Asian region
 as well as rest of the world, according to the World Bank.

 Pakistan is taking mini-steps on the taxation route. On May 1,
 it raised the sales tax from 18 to 20 percent on petrol and 32
 to 34 percent on high-speed diesel. The Federal Board of
 Revenue now proposes to raise the sales tax and withholding
 tax on businessmen not registered with the tax authorities and
 non-active tax payers, or those not filing their annual income
 tax returns, in order to raise the tax collection in FY-16. But the
 question is: Can Pakistan collect tax from the traditionally
 'untouchable' classes?"

6. CAMBODIA: Improved economic conditions help riel
 use
Source: phnompenhpost.com

"The use of Cambodian riel increased last year, suggesting
 increased confidence in the use of the local currency, while the
 riel's real exchange rate compared with the dollar remained
 stable, according to a National Bank of Cambodia report. While
 the central bank's Supervision Annual Report 2014 did not
 provide exact figures for riel use in the country, it stated that
 demand for the local currency had risen significantly last year,
 buoyed by increased tax collection and growth in the economy.

 While the increased use of riel was encouraging, but the
 depreciation against the euro last year caused a decrease in
 exports to the EU, one of Cambodia's biggest export
 destination. The report also reveals that the central bank
 bought US dollars from the market 143 times last year, totaling
 $802.7 million, in order to maintain stability of the riel. This
 buyback infused 3,210 billion riel ($790.9 million) into the
 market, twice the amount of 2013."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Walking, cycling, and traveling by car, motorcycle or public transport have become
 dangerous endeavors for children in Cambodia., The World Health Organization estimates
 that worldwide, around 186,300 children perish on the roads each year. In Cambodia, 239
 children die on the roads every year. Many of the children who are victims of this man-
made calamity are poor. Attempts to address road safety for children are, therefore,
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 inextricably linked to notions of social justice, and should be part of global efforts to reduce
 poverty.

 
 
 
 

7. INDIA: Financing universal healthcare
Source: livemint.com

"India has long had a commitment to offer comprehensive
 healthcare to all citizens. This has been reaffirmed in the 12th
 Five-year Plan as well as in the more recent National Health
 Assurance Mission. However, despite this, India has not been
 able to realize this goal. The most important reason for this
 relates not to the absolute availability of resources but to the
 fundamental flaws in the design of the health system. At 4
 percent of gross domestic product, the country spends more
 than enough money to deliver good quality healthcare to all
 citizens.

 However, 70 percent of this money is spent on an out-of-
pocket basis at the point-of-service (OOP-POS) with the actual
 expenditure at any point of time varying from zero to more
 than Rs. 1 million. This produces financial hardship for all but
 the top 1 percent of the population and leads to low levels of
 well-being across all income segments. The high variability of
 OOP-POS expenditure on health and the deterrent effect it has
 on seeking care in a timely manner is also one of the key
 factors responsible for the re-entry of the middle classes into
 poverty."

8. BANGLADESH: Lessons from Viet Nam
Source: thefinancialexpress-bd.com

"Vietnam has rapidly risen to become a significant trading
 partner of the United States. Bilateral trade has grown from
 about $220 million in 1994 to $29.6 billion in 2013,
 transforming Vietnam into the 27th largest trading partner for
 the United States. Vietnam is the second largest source of US
 clothing imports after China, and a major source for footwear,
 furniture and electrical machinery. In 2013, Foreign Direct
 Investment (FDI) inflow exceeded $22 billion.

 In contrast, FDI in Bangladesh reached $1.59 billion in 2013.
 Why does Bangladesh lag behind in attracting FDI compared to
 Vietnam despite its advantage of abundant cheap labor?
 Certainly, political instability or violence drives away potential
 investors which unfortunately is a case for Bangladesh.
 Nevertheless, experts believe that policy inconsistency,
 bureaucratic bottlenecks, unabated corruption, non-cooperation
 towards investors should be treated as big reasons for failure in
 attracting FDI in the country."
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9. VIET NAM: Seeking quality FDI, not quantity
Source: vietnamnews.vn

"Viet Nam has licensed 448 new FDI projects worth $2.67 billion
 in the first four months of the year, down 17.1 percent
 compared with the same period last year, and permitted
 investors to infuse $1.01 billion in 167 existing projects. While
 the commitments may have shrunk from last year, the actual
 disbursement has risen by 5 percent to $4.2 billion, according
 to the Foreign Investment Department.

 Authorities have been paying more attention to the 'quality'
 rather than 'quantity' of investment. Recently the central city of
 Da Nang rejected two multi-million dollar foreign projects over
 environmental issues. To ensure the city's sustainable
 development, Da Nang authorities have adopted policies to
 attract FDI in hi-tech projects and supporting industries with
 high value addition, especially in 'clean' projects. Other
 provinces like Ba Ria - Vung Tau and Dong Nai have also
 rejected projects that could cause pollution, require large tracts
 of land, and employ unskilled workers."

10. CAMBODIA: Study aims to improve port-to-port
 shipping
Source: phnompenhpost.com

"Vietnam's Ministry of Public Works and Transportation is
 looking at the potential of enhancing the waterway connection
 between Phnom Penh's port and a deep sea port in Vietnam in
 an attempt to slash the country's transportation costs. The
 ministry is conducting a feasibility study with the Japan
 International Cooperation Agency (JICA) to make way for
 larger-vessel trade between Phnom Penh and Cai Mep, a
 container terminal port in Vietnam's southeastern coastline.

 Cambodia's inland waterways have the capacity of carrying
 vessels from Vietnam or any third country such as China,
 Singapore, and the European Union to Phnom Penh with
 potentially low costs. According to JICA, it takes 5 hours for
 goods to reach Vietnam from Phnom Penh over land but 40
 hours using waterways. Because of shallow waters, around half
 of riverine access between Phnom Penh and Cai Mep is limited
 to 100- to 150-tonne vessels."
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1. PAKISTAN: Collateral-free lending to small farmers
Source: Dawn

"The State Bank of Pakistan's collateral-free lending program is
 designed to help small farmers access bank credit easily. This
 credit guarantee scheme is being jointly sponsored by the
 central bank and the federal government. This is part of a
 larger effort to make the agriculture sector respond well to
 crucial needs like food self-sufficiency and higher value-added
 exports, said Finance Minister Ishaq Dar while approving the
 scheme around two weeks ago.

 Small farmers can play a key role in revolutionizing agricultural
 productivity and the supply chain if their financial needs are
 met and the process makes business sense for banks as well.
 Keeping this in mind, the federal government approved in mid-
March a credit guarantee scheme for small farmers who can't
 arrange collateral against loans."

2. PRC: On target to meet energy saving goal
Source: China Daily

"China is optimistic about meeting its energy and environment
 goals for 2015, the top economic planner said as officials shed
 light on efforts to slash greenhouse gas emissions. Energy
 consumption per unit of GDP was cut by 5.6 percent in the first
 quarter compared with the same period last year, suggesting
 that the full-year target of 3.1 percent should be easily within
 reach.

 Economic restructuring has been a major factor in the country's
 efforts to save energy. Investment in fuel-guzzling industries
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 has been strictly controlled, said Zhou Dadi, a senior researcher
 at the commission's Energy Research Institute. Changes to the
 economic structure have borne fruit. The service sector, which
 accounted for 51.6 percent of GDP in the first quarter, has
 outpaced the growth of the industrial sector."

3. INDIA: Realities about renewable power
Source: Hindu Business Line

"India is undoubtedly doing well in increasing the share of
 renewable sources in power generation. Almost 5 percent of
 the country's energy requirements now come from renewable
 power. This is a fairly respectable number, given the pressure
 on keeping electricity prices affordable.

 The renewed thrust on renewables is also welcome and the
 interest shown by all stakeholders in the value chain has been
 overwhelming. But how do we make renewable power truly
 mainstream and meaningful in fulfilling our energy needs? The
 big problem that still remains is the infirm nature of renewable
 power and the consequent challenges in keeping the grid
 stable. The grid becomes increasingly unstable if the share of
 infirm power increases beyond 20 percent to 25 percent of the
 total generation capacity."

 
4. INDONESIA: New land regulations are hit and miss
Source: Jakarta Post

"Power plants, toll roads and other desperately needed public
 projects are often put on hold due to land acquisition problems.
 Meanwhile, President Joko Widodo's pledge for an
 infrastructure overhaul is going full steam ahead. The
 government has already made some efforts to resolve
 procurement issues. New regulations are being drafted in
 regard to creating a new institution that focuses on land
 procurement for public projects. They include a regulation on
 so-called land banks, an initiative to procure land in advance
 and save it for future use.

 The amendment opens up possibilities for private business
 units to lead land procurement efforts on behalf of the state
 using their own funds first. The Agrarian Law requires people
 who want to claim unregistered land to compensate those that
 inhabit or have cultivated it for a certain period of time. Land
 compensation is the first step in the convoluted process of land
 procurement. And this is where the problem lies."

5. PHILIPPINES: Working abroad only choice for some
Source: Phil Star

"More Filipinos left to work abroad than the state created local
 jobs in 2014. And the domestic jobs mostly were poor quality:
 low paying, part-time, temporary, with no basic welfares or job
 security. Despite personal dangers and family separation,
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 working abroad no longer is just an option, it would seem, but
 the only choice for gainful employment.

 The economy booked $24.3 billion in overseas Filipino workers
 (OFWs) remittances last year. Yet the social costs of the Filipino
 diaspora are well documented: psycho-emotional strain of
 being away, broken families, high college dropout rate among
 OFW children, and exposure to cruel employers, epidemics, and
 war."

6. BANGLADESH: The problem of NPLs
Source: Financial Express

"The problem of non-performing loans (NPLs) in Bangladesh is
 far more serious than what it is officially projected. The
 enormity of the problem came to light when a number of
 bankers attending a seminar in Dhaka last week broke their
 silence and sounded an alarm bell about the rising volume of
 NPL in the country's banking sector. The volume of default-
loans has grown bigger in recent years.

 It is widely believed that the volume of classified loans shown
 in the financials in a number of private sector banks is not the
 real one. Taking advantage of some selected Bangladesh Bank
 circulars and doctored financials, a number of banks have kept
 a sizeable amount of their classified loans hidden. If an
 extensive probe is made by the central bank into the quality of
 loans and both tangible and intangible assets of a few banks,
 some ugly and unpalatable truths might emerge."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujib Medical University (BSMMU) is a leading post-graduate
 medical institution and the only medical university in Bangladesh. Teaching quality in
 medical education and training is increasingly a thorny issue in Bangladesh. Teachers in
 medical colleges are inadequate both in quantity and quality. Currently there are only
 around 120 pharmacology teachers across 86 medical colleges in Bangladesh. To address
 the challenge, the Academic Innovation Fund supported the Department of Pharmacology of
 BSMMU to establish the first-ever virtual classroom system for medical college students in
 Bangladesh.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. VIET NAM: Agriculture exports face uphill struggle
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"Viet Nam agriculture, forestry and aquatic exports in the four
 months leading up to May dipped 5.1% on-year to $8.5 billion,
 renewing pressure on the government to get the stalled sector
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 moving. At a recent conference in Hanoi organized by the
 Ministry of Industry and Trade to address concerns over the
 slowdown, experts said though the overall decline was modest
 there were a number of key exports that dropped in the double
 digits that are a cause for concern.

 In particular, coffee was off 38.3% on-year and there was
 general consensus the decline was largely attributable to an
 overreliance on traditional markets and failure to focus
 sufficient attention on exploring and nurturing 'emerging' new
 markets including the domestic market. Seafood and other
 marine exports to the US, one of the largest foreign markets,
 were off 44% on the back of the imposition of antidumping
 tariffs said Nguyen Hoai Nam, vice general secretary of the
 Vietnam Association of Seafood Exporters and Producers."

8. THAILAND: Rice exports squeezed by price war
Source: The Nation

"The global rice market is experiencing a price war, Thai
 exporters say, putting pressure on the country because of its
 large government stockpiles. Traders expect Thai rice exports
 this year to total 8 million to 8.5 million tons, down from 10.96
 million tons in 2014. Chookiat Ophaswongse, honorary
 president of the Thai Rice Exporters Association, said
 competition in the world market was tough because of a high
 supply of rice while many importing nations are struggling with
 weak economies.

 He said that for every Bt1 the Thai currency weakens against
 the US dollar, the price of Thai rice drops by about $10 per ton.
 However, the price will not go below $400 a ton for 5 percent
 white rice, while domestic prices should not drop much as long
 as exporters can get more orders from overseas. Chookiat said
 the weaker baht should benefit exports of jasmine rice, making
 its price more competitive at less than $900 a ton, down from
 $1,100."

9. MYANMAR: Credit card introduction faces obstacles
Source: Irrawaddy

"After some local banks in Myanmar unofficially received word
 last week that they would be permitted to issue credit cards,
 lenders expect logistical hurdles, inexperience and red tape to
 stall their introduction in the immediate future. Zaw Lin Htut,
 chief executive of the Myanmar Payment Union, said that the
 central bank had last week informed a number of local banks
 they would be permitted to offer their customers credit cards
 from May 8.

 Bankers have yet to receive an official letter to that effect, and
 Zaw Lin Htut said he expected teething problems in the months
 to come. Local banks are required to submit detailed business
 plans to the central bank before they will be permitted to issue
 credit cards. The Myanmar Payments Union, launched by the
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 central bank in 2012 and comprising more than 20 private and
 state-owned banks, will be given responsibility for managing
 their use."

10. NEPAL: Biggest lessons from quake
Source: IPS

"There has never been any doubt that Nepal is sitting on one of
 the most seismically active areas in South Asia. The fact that,
 when the big one struck, damages and deaths would be
 catastrophic has been known for years. An estimated eight
 million people, largely in the country's Western and Central
 Regions, have been affected by the disaster -- representing
 over a quarter of Nepal's population of over 27 million people.

 A little known fact is that despite the very real threats of
 earthquakes, heavy rains, landslides and glacial lake outbursts,
 Nepal's disaster response policies are governed by the over
 three-decades-old 1982 Natural Calamities Relief Act. 'Nepal
 should take the example of other South Asian countries such as
 India, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka to develop policy [and] legal
 frameworks and an institutional set-up for disaster risk
 reduction,' said N.M.S.I. Arambepola, director of the Asian
 Disaster Preparedness Center in Bangkok."
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1. PHILIPPINES: Get rail system moving
Source: Inquirer

"The Philippines' policy on urban mass transportation needs a
 rethink. The matter actually needs a major push in the right
 direction to get things moving. Consider the decrepit rail
 system. Recently, the commuting public suffered another major
 blow with the decision of the Philippine National Railways (PNR)
 to suspend operations. The decision was made a week after
 two cars of a southbound train derailed, injuring 70
 passengers.

 Operations were suspended to allow for the inspection of bolts,
 angle bars, rail clips, concrete rail ties, etc., and the necessary
 replacements and repairs, according to the PNR spokesperson.
 The PNR had earlier announced a projected expenditure of
 some P2.5 billion ($56 million) for upgrading and refurbishing
 the infrastructure. Thoroughly inconvenienced by the
 suspension of rail services are an estimated 60,000-70,000
 commuters who daily take the PNR's aging and lumbering
 trains on the 60-kilometer route from Tutuban in Manila to
 Calamba in Laguna."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
The necessity of developing SME databases in Asian economies
Considering the importance of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
 for employment and GDP and the number of such firms in Asian
 countries, further efforts need to be made to offer SMEs access to finance.
 If banks in Asia had more comprehensive information on SMEs,
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 financially sound firms could raise money more easily and at considerably
 lower costs.

 
 
 
 

2. THAILAND: Concern over education spending
Source: The Nation

"Thailand needs to look further into national spending on
 education as studies have revealed that huge sums are being
 spent while efficiency is falling, Deputy Prime Minister Yongyuth
 Yuthavong said. Research conducted by Chaiyuth
 Punyasavatsut, chief of Thailand's national education accounts
 project, showed that of the Bt805 billion ($24 billion) spent in
 2013, the government provided Bt640 billion or 80 percent in
 subsidies.

 'This amount accounted for 20 percent of the national budget,
 but the resulting effectiveness was not in proportion. We need
 to see where the money went,' the minister said. The study
 also showed that over 80 percent of the budget was spent on
 administrative expenses and only 5 percent on improvement of
 education."

3. INDONESIA: Gondolas as an urban transport option
Source: Business World

"Cable suspended vehicles have emerged as an urban transport
 option and offer particular attractions for Indonesia's bursting
 cities. They are cheaper and faster to build than ground-based
 mass rail systems and take up a smaller footprint, reducing the
 potential for land disputes that often hold up infrastructure
 works in the world's fourth-most populous nation.

 Such systems could provide a partial fix for the chronic
 infrastructure shortcomings of Indonesian cities. They also offer
 President Joko Widodo the chance for small wins as he seeks to
 end years of underinvestment in roads, railways and ports. The
 potential for urban gondola lifts and aerial cable cars in
 Southeast Asia's biggest economy provides an untapped
 market for companies."

 
4. PRC: Firms target the elderly
Source: The Nation

"China's elderly continue to be a profitable and rapidly growing
 market for companies targeting the 'golden olden.' China's
 over-65 population is projected to almost double by 2030, and
 by 2050 may exceed the total population of the United States.
 By then there will be half a billion Chinese over the age of 60.
 While this presents a real problem for the Chinese government
 in terms of funding elderly care programs and pensions, it
 means great opportunities for businesses selling to the elderly -
- whether it is healthcare, nutrition, entertainment, travel or
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 leisure.

 It's not that China's growing numbers of elderly citizens are
 particularly affluent -- the average monthly pension for an
 urban resident is a little over 2,000 yuan ($322), less than half
 the average wage of an urban worker. Rather, the sheer size of
 the market makes it attractive -- sales of goods and services
 for the elderly are projected to reach 106 trillion yuan ($17.07
 trillion) by 2050, up from 4 trillion yuan in 2014."

5. VIET NAM: Transport projects reviewed
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"The responsibilities of entities and individuals involved in
 transport projects which have exceeded their planned
 investment capital will be clarified following a recent instruction
 from the government of Viet Nam. Under the instruction, the
 Ministry of Transport has reviewed its projects to avoid
 exceeding their planned total investment capital.

 An increasing number of projects are surpassing their approved
 investment capital. Investors who have registered to increase
 capital have cited construction time, slow site clearance, a
 shortage of materials, inflated costs of materials and natural
 disasters as the main reasons. After reviewing the situation,
 the ministry found that many transport projects exceeded their
 original budgets by 2-3 times after construction started."

6. PAKISTAN: Water crisis adds to Karachi's woes
Source: Dawn

"Yet another scorching summer has descended on Karachiites
 whose woes have been aggravated by a dire water crisis. Areas
 connected to piped water supply are experiencing long,
 unbearable gaps in the release of the required quantities.
 Water tankers are doing a roaring business.

 The row between the Karachi Water & Sewerage Board (KWSB)
 and K-Electric over the settlement of power bills has
 exacerbated the crisis. The lack of capacity, foresight and
 planning by the KWSB and Sindh government has been
 thoroughly exposed. Now that the crisis has risen to such
 worrying levels, piecemeal attempts are being made to address
 it. What needs to be done is to review issues related to water
 supply in the light of overall city planning, development and
 management."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
China is updating its food safety law for the first time since 2009, in what is hailed as the
 harshest food safety regulation in China so far. The 2015 Food Safety Law will have a
 significant impact on both domestic and foreign firms involved in the food business in
 China. The new food safety law, which will take effect on October 1, 2015, signals that the
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 Chinese government is finally cracking down on food scandals that have plagued the
 country in recent years, leading to social media uproar and poor consumer confidence in
 domestic products.

 
 
 
 
 

7. INDIA: Cycling as a mode of rural transport
Source: Hindu Business Line

"India is a nation that walks and cycles. In villages and towns,
 cycles are the most affordable mode of transport. Cycles have
 enabled children, especially girls, to access schools and
 continue secondary education. Therefore, one would expect
 high levels of cycle ownership. This, however, is not the case;
 only 46 out of every 100 households in rural India own
 bicycles, whereas almost every household in rural China owns a
 bike.

 In a recent study, we found that rural households find it
 difficult to purchase bicycles. The price of the cheapest bicycle
 is almost 15 percent of the average annual per capita income in
 rural areas; in China it is as low as 2.5 percent. The rural
 population needs microfinance, which is usually not available
 for purchasing bikes, as bicycles are not recognized as income-
generating assets under priority sector lending."

8. THAILAND: Costs blamed for poor solar roof panel
 response
Source: Bangkok Post

"Response to the second round of solar rooftop licensing for the
 residential sector in Thailand has been as sluggish as the first
 round since the application period opened in February. The
 Energy Regulatory Commission (ERC) blames the poor uptake
 on higher than expected costs of developing power from solar
 energy.

 ERC commissioner Viraphol Jirapraditkul said high development
 costs were the main factor deterring residents. The government
 pays homeowners a feed-in tariff (FiT) of 6.85 baht per kilowatt
 hour, seen as low relative to the investment cost. However,
 that rate is higher than the FiT given to some private
 renewable energy producers of 4.53 baht per unit and 82%
 higher than the average monthly power bill of 3.76 baht per
 unit."

9. ASIA/PACIFIC: Braces for crop damage from El Nino
Source: Jakarta Globe

"In 2009, El Nino brought the worst drought in four decades to
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 India. It razed wheat fields in Australia and damaged crops
 across Asia. Food prices surged. A strong El Nino will roil
 economies that are heavily dependent on agriculture,
 particularly India which is already reeling from bad weather. It
 would also unhinge supply chains of commodities such as rice,
 corn and palm oil. In fact, the heat is already up in some places
 in the Asia Pacific.

 Forecasts in May tend to be more accurate as weather models
 become more dependable, said Paul Deane, senior agricultural
 economist at ANZ Bank, Melbourne. Grain prices have,
 however, not yet factored in the threat to supplies from an El
 Nino, largely because similar calls for bad weather in 2014 did
 not come to pass. In fact, good crops replenished stocks last
 year."

10. CAMBODIA: SMEs urged to tap into Korea
Source: Phnom Penh Post

"Cambodian agricultural producers have been encouraged to
 step up their food processing potential and tap into the Korean
 market, where the majority of food is imported. Speaking at a
 seminar on export opportunities for Cambodian Small and
 Medium Enterprises, Moon Ki-bong, second deputy head of
 Trade and Investment Unit of ASEAN-Korea Trade, said that
 the Republic of Korea provides a great opportunity for food
 producers willing to cater to Korean tastes.

 Of particular demand for Korean food companies is the import
 of processed sweet potato, black pepper and cashew nuts.
 Cambodian processors need to develop products based on the
 demands of different foreign markets, Moon said. Seminar
 attendee Mom Yuthe, a representative from Apsara Bakery
 House, who also produces dried fruit for the domestic market,
 said that a lack of knowledge in food processing techniques
 remains a key barrier of Cambodian producers to export to
 foreign markets."
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1. INDIA: Wanted -- productivity fueled growth
Source: livemint.com

"There appears to be growing euphoria that, having hit a
 demographic sweet spot, it is India's manifest destiny to be the
 fastest growing major economy, overtaking China, and become
 a major world power. While China and India have indeed been
 the two fastest growing major economies in recent times, the
 underpinnings of high growth are quite different. China's rapid
 growth is about reaping the productivity dividend from low
 productivity agriculturists pouring into what are virtually the
 manufactories of the world.

 India's high growth, on the other hand, is about large additions
 to the labor force of small enterprises, including family-owned
 businesses, where productivity is relatively low. As a result,
 labor productivity has been about half that of China, even in
 agriculture. Growing infrastructural and governance bottlenecks
 have lowered both labor and capital productivity."

2. NEPAL: Monsoon rains pose risk of more landslides
Source: abc.net.au

"Geologists are rushing to identify the areas most at risk from
 rock and mud falls, but resources are stretched as the country
 recovers from last month's quake. Among the areas of most
 concern are those where landslides have fallen into rivers,
 potentially flooding nearby communities once the monsoon
 starts in earnest, probably in early June, scientists said.
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 People living in Nepal's mountains have long accepted the risk
 of landslides and floods. Even before the latest earthquakes,
 those were on the rise as shifting weather patterns increased
 the chances of flooding from melting glaciers, more intense
 monsoon rains and the bursting of glacial lakes when their
 banks collapsed."

3. VIET NAM: Bracing for grayer times
Source: thanhniennews.com

"For years Vietnam has cashed in on its so-called 'golden
 demographics,' in which the number of dependent citizens is
 much smaller than the labor pool. This blessing allowed the
 country some time to rebuild after a destructive war. It molded
 an impressively large, young workforce to consistently drive
 the economy from both production and consumption sides. But
 Vietnam cannot be forever young.

 While the country's median age is now low -- at around 29
 compared to China's 37, for instance -- its population growth is
 no longer driven by births, but by more people living longer.
 Most of the world has seen its population skew toward the
 aged, and so the trend is inevitable. The difference is that for
 Vietnam and some others it will be a very steep climb down the
 demographic peak. Aging will likely hit Vietnam with full force
 within a very short span of time, whereas in most developed
 nations it comes gradually, and often after the dream of
 prosperity has been realized."

P O V E R T Y   S P O T L I G H T
NEPAL: School system left shattered in aftermath of
 quake
Source: nytimes.com

"Almost one million children in Nepal who were enrolled in
 school before the earthquake could now find they have no
 school building to return to, according to Tomoo Hozumi,
 Unicef's representative in Nepal. More than 5,000 schools were
 damaged in the April 25 earthquake, and as many as 1,000
 schools collapsed in Tuesday's quake.

 Schools in Nepal were woefully inadequate even before the
 quake, and the country's literacy rate of about 66 percent is
 among the lowest in Asia. Teachers often fail to show up for
 school, and families often decide that schooling is not worth the
 loss of labor around the farm, especially since many of the
 farms in Nepal are on steep slopes that require constant
 tending. Nepal's dropout rate is high, with some 1.2 million
 children between the ages of 5 and 16 having dropped out or
 never having attended school even before the quake, according
 to Unicef."

4. PNG: Push for Indonesia to enter Melanesian group
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Source: solomonstarnews.com

"The Papua New Guinea government will push for Indonesia to
 become an associate member of the Melanesian Spearhead
 Group (MSG) to encourage greater participation of its 11 million
 West Papuans in cultural, trade and investment opportunities
 with their Melanesian wantoks. Prime Minister Peter O'Neill said
 this Tuesday during the signing of an understanding to fight
 transnational crime and cooperate in human resource capacity
 building in the exploration of oil and energy.

 Prime Minister O'Neill said there will be a further enhancement
 of cross-border trade that ranges from grassroots commerce
 and SME exchange, through to major utilities trade. President
 Widodo said the two leaders have agreed to increase
 cooperation in various economic sectors to encourage trade
 beyond the border markers. He said they agreed to also
 encourage strengthening cooperation in investment and
 infrastructure development as well as encourage participation
 of private sectors in energy, telecommunication, forestry and
 fisheries."

5. INDIA: The changing landscape of farming
Source: fnbnews.com

"India is a country of fertile lands and capable farmers.
 Technology is the catalyst that promises to drive more than
 400 million people living on less than $1.25 a day out of
 poverty. Over 42% of the Indian population lives on less than
 $1.25 a day. However, if farmers could increase their output
 and earn more from what they already have through the use of
 innovative technology, food insecurity could decrease and that
 same dollar and a quarter could go much further.

 Technological advances are proving to be a boon for farmers in
 India. From developing genetically modified seeds that ensure
 better produce to developing fully equipped warehouses for
 storage of the produce, technology is convincingly helping the
 farmers in every way possible. This is sure to continue with
 ongoing technological developments in the field of farming."

6. LAO PDR: Businesses told to pay tax or close down
Source: shanghaidaily.com

"Authorities in Laos have officially suspended the operations of
 91 companies operating in the country for a reported failure to
 pay taxes due, local media reported Wednesday. The
 suspension announcement follows similar license revocations
 earlier in the year and comes as the nation's administration
 seeks to sure up taxation revenues and address so-called
 revenue leakages.

 Despite rapid annual economic growth stretching more than a
 decade, Laos continues to face significant structural budget
 deficits compounded by the impact of lower prices for major
 exported mineral commodities including copper and gold,
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 putting pressure on policymakers to sure up alternative sources
 of revenue. While a boost to government coffers is expected as
 an increasing number of export-focused hydroelectric power
 generation projects come on line, greater diversification of the
 economy and revenue sources is seen as necessary."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Ha Noi's sewers and drains are said to be inadequate to cope with heavy flooding, likely to
 arrive with the coming storm season. Canals traditionally used to drain water from the
 growing city have been narrowed down by piles of plastic and other solid rubbish in recent
 years, severely limiting their capacity to drain water into the city's rivers. The city's
 authorities plan to clear the canals this month, as well as lower water levels in main lakes to
 handle heavy rain.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. BANGLADESH: Paddy farmers' woes escalate
Source: indiatimes.com

"The woes of the country's paddy farmers are set to increase
 further as Bangladesh government has put a 10 percent import
 duty on rice. The worst-affected will be the eastern Indian
 states as well as Andhra Pradesh in south India as these
 regions export quite a good volume of non-aromatic parboiled
 rice to Bangladesh.

 According to rice traders, Bangladesh's decision has been
 aimed at ensuring fair prices to paddy farmers during the
 ongoing boro season (winter paddy) and to restrict surging
 imports to protect the interest of the farmers. The duty was
 raised by the Bangladesh government early this week. But the
 move has irked the Indian rice traders as prices have dropped
 in the domestic market since Bangladesh declared the duty on
 imported rice."

8. VIET NAM: Risky move to strengthen exports
Source: Forbes

"When Vietnam devalued its currency four years ago, foreign
 investors debated whether it was another sign of economic
 instability and a reason to consider pulling out. The dong fell a
 record 8.5% in 2011 as inflation ran high and overseas-
invested factories worried about labor unrest. But the State
 Bank of Vietnam's May 7 decision to lower the currency's mid-
point rate by 1%, or 21,673 dong to the U.S. dollar, after a
 similar devaluation in January should inspire rather than
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 disillusion foreign investors.

 Vietnam, where exports grew 13.7% last year, is effectively
 using the currency depreciation to make its thousands of
 foreign companies more competitive. However, export
 manufacturers may find any proceeds from the currency
 devaluation offset by drops in the prices of metals or
 petrochemicals, including those paid by their customers."

9. INDIA: Deadly mutant malaria strain appears
Source: dailymail.co.uk

"Antimalarial drugs available in India may soon lose their teeth
 against the vector-borne disease, like in Myanmar and
 Cambodia. In the first research report on drug-resistant
 malaria from India, scientists at the National Institute of
 Malaria Research (NIMR) have traced a mutation in the
 disease-causing parasite.

 The treatment of malaria in southeast Asia is threatened with
 the emergence of artemisinin-resistant P. falciparum and India
 is under a constant threat. A new class of drugs, artemisinins,
 came to partial rescue of the patients but resistance to
 artemisinins first appeared in Cambodia in 2007 and then
 reached south Myanmar. Scientists have warned that the new
 strain of malaria could prove immune to drugs in the near
 future."

10. ASIA OP/ED: Real problems need real solutions
Source: chinadaily.com.cn

"Fighting poverty, protecting the environment and reaching
 healthcare to the poor seem to be the overriding priorities of
 politicians and think tanks across the world. Indeed, they are
 noble goals. The problem is the approach which mainstream
 intellectuals and experts propose to achieve those goals. It
 turns out that unshackled international trade -- for example, a
 successful Doha free trade agreement -- is the top choice of
 economists and think tanks.

 The food produced by the world today is enough to feed the
 entire global population. But that does not happen. And a
 global free trade agreement will make that more difficult,
 because it will make farming a less profitable profession
 because of the forced lifting of subsidies in developing
 countries, which, in turn, will lead to falling productions and
 subsequent shortage of food grains. Developing countries say
 they are being forced to lift agricultural subsidies by the
 developed economies even though the latter offer much higher
 amounts in subsidies to their farmers in different forms."

Please share this e-newsline with others interested in the
 development of Asia-Pacific.
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1. INDIA: As manufacturing booms, laborers suffer
Source: dailystar.com.lb

"Indian Prime Minister Modi's new deal to boost the economy
 has a simple logic: Cheap labor lures companies from high-cost
 nations, and new jobs will improve the lives of millions of poor
 villagers. The reality on the ground shows how difficult the task
 will be. India's labor laws cover only a small percentage of the
 workforce, and its social safety net is far behind China's. Modi
 so far has sought to have the best of both worlds: Make it
 easier for companies to navigate India's complex labor laws
 without sacrificing protections for workers. He's moved to allow
 more overtime and reduce factory inspections while also giving
 the poor life insurance and pension plans.

 More than 90 percent of India's workforce is unorganized and
 are without social security and welfare, according to a 2014
 report by the government's Labour Bureau. A 2008 law didn't
 ensure security and physical safety of migrant laborers, neither
 did it explain what the government means by social security,
 the report said. About 80 percent of the country's 1.2 billion
 people have no health coverage. India provides some of the
 fewest unemployment benefits of any country and workers are
 mostly unaware of the risks they take while earning their low
 wages."

2. NEPAL: Brick business booms after quake
Source: kron4.com

"The worn-out workers of Jaya Mayaswori Brick Factory are
 packing clay and hauling loads with a new sense of purpose --
 helping to rebuild Nepal after a series of massive earthquakes
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 and aftershocks ravaged the Himalayan nation, leaving
 hundreds of thousands homeless. The brick factories clustered
 in Bhaktapur, a town on the outskirts of Kathmandu, are some
 of the few businesses still running. For the owners and workers
 who have not fled back to their villages, that means there is
 still a chance of earning daily wages and profits.

 Nepal faces billions in reconstruction costs, and has appealed
 for foreign governments and agencies for help. Almost 745,600
 buildings and homes have been damaged or destroyed,
 including at least 87,700 in the capital, according to Nepal's
 emergency authority. Engineers say only 40 percent of
 Kathmandu's damaged buildings are habitable. Though many of
 the brick factories have also been damaged, with kiln towers
 toppled and workers' housing destroyed, those who remain are
 laboring overtime before the anticipated rush for construction
 materials."

3. PHILIPPINES: School feeding program approved
Source: philstar.com

"The Philippines' House of Representatives has approved on
 second reading a bill that seeks to institutionalize a feeding
 program in public pre-schools and elementary schools
 nationwide. Approved last Wednesday was the proposed
 National School Feeding Program Act that aims to address
 incidence of malnutrition, declining academic performance and
 dropouts among school children.

 The bill mandates the provisions of free meals, including milk,
 for all public kindergarten and elementary pupils. The measure
 also provides tax incentives to private agricultural companies
 and other firms for donating food, milk, juices, vitamin
 supplements and similar products to the national school feeding
 program."

 
4. MONGOLIA: Japan's Diet approves EPA
Source: Japan Times

"Japan's Diet has approved a pact on an economic partnership
 with Mongolia to promote free trade and investment. Under the
 pact, Mongolia will scrap its five-percent tariff on Japanese
 cars. The agreement also includes assurances that Mongolia will
 provide Japan with a steady supply of coal, rare earths and
 other minerals.

 Japan will abolish its tariff on Mongolian cashmere clothing,
 such as coats and sweaters, immediately after the pact goes
 into effect. About 96 percent of the trade between Japan and
 Mongolia will be tariff-free within 10 years. Japan's EPA with
 Mongolia is the 15th of its kind and the first for Mongolia. The
 treaty is expected to take effect within several months after all
 procedures are completed in Japan."

http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2015/05/17/1455717/house-oks-school-feeding-program
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5. ASIA: Inclusive growth vital for sustainable
 development
Source: scoop.co.nz

"The level of global debate about sustainable development is
 reaching new heights as the United Nations gears up for
 Member States to negotiate the post-2015 development
 agenda at a landmark summit to be convened by the General
 Assembly in September. For sustainable development to
 succeed, growth must be made more inclusive, by addressing
 social and environmental deficits. ESCAP has introduced an
 innovative new multidimensional inclusiveness index -- a
 composite measure of 15 core indicators that track the
 economic, social and environmental dimensions of development
 in 16 countries.

 Inclusiveness measurements confirm that while the region as a
 whole has made progress over time, within several countries
 economic and social transformation is still lagging. Despite
 significant progress in improving access to universal primary
 education, for example, there are still several countries where
 more than half of all children of secondary school age are not
 even enrolled. In India's lowest income quintile, girls receive on
 average, only half as many years of education as boys. In
 Pakistan, the gap is even more glaring."

6. INDIA: Relying on an export-led growth strategy?
Source: livemint.com

"Since December last year when the Reserve Bank of India
 (RBI) governor Raghuram Rajan first critiqued the
 government's incentive-driven, export-led Make in India growth
 strategy and instead suggested a Make for India strategy by
 focusing on the domestic market, the debate refuses to die.
 Industry secretary Amitabh Kant said without India's exports
 growing above 20% a year, it cannot aspire to sustain a growth
 rate of 9-10%.

 The commerce ministry in its five-yearly foreign trade policy
 released on 1 April has set a target of $900 billion in exports by
 2020, with a compounded annual growth rate of 14%, which
 most analysts say is too ambitious. Rajan said in December last
 year that an export-led growth strategy will not pay for India
 as it did for southeast Asian economies, including China, due to
 the tepid global economic recovery, especially in the industrial
 countries."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Whether a rebuilt Nepal will be better and stronger remains a question. Examples abound of
 post-disaster construction built significantly safer, even using low-cost traditional timber
 and masonry construction that can provide more flexibility and resilience than brittle
 concrete. After a deadly quake killed 80,000 in the Pakistani part of Kashmir in 2005, the
 local building code was revised to include traditional methods of timber-laced construction.
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 About 80 percent of urban Kathmandu consists of modern structures built over the last few
 decades of reinforced concrete or masonry with concrete.

 
 
 
 

7. PHILIPPINES: NEDA warns of the 'middle income trap'
Source: manilatimes.net

"The National Economic and Development Authority (NEDA)
 warned it is crucial for the Philippines to continue upgrading its
 products and processes in the global value chains to avoid
 falling into the 'middle-income trap.' The 'middle income trap' is
 a term used to describe the situation of an economy that has
 escaped poverty but is still unable to graduate into high-income
 status due to uncompetitive industries and underdeveloped
 human capital, among others.

 Nine member economies of the Asia Pacific Economic
 Cooperation, including the Philippines, are currently classified
 by the World Bank as middle-income and have remained as
 such since 1987, when formal income-based classifications
 began. NEDA said the way to avoid the middle-income trap is
 through focused interventions in small and medium enterprises
 and with provisions for regulatory efficiency and greater
 incentives for skills upgrade."

8. ASIA: Can science solve poverty?
Source: manilatimes.net

"Science may never completely solve the problem of poverty,
 but it will not be because it did not try. There have been
 attempts to alleviate poverty in recent history like the Green
 Revolution that staved off famine in the 1960s and raised the
 income of poor farmers in Asia. Other initiatives, while far-
reaching have not been completely successful, such as global
 vaccination programs and attempts to control malaria by
 eradicating mosquitoes. They were among the biggest global
 public investments ever made.

 But hope still lingers among the funders of science that the
 battle against poverty can be won with the help of scientists.
 There is no one scientific solution to all the problems of the
 poor. Some science will solve some problems of some of the
 poor. Some science and technology will be appropriate for poor
 farmers, for example. Others will answer the problems of
 informal settlers in the slums."

9. BANGLADESH: Working towards credit upgrade
Source: brecorder.com
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"Bangladesh's central bank governor said on Saturday the
 economy remained stable despite months of political unrest
 that has killed 120 people and slashed domestic output, and it
 was working towards a credit upgrade from Standard & Poor's.
 Atiur Rahman said the bank's proactive approach to promote
 economic stability during three months of turmoil helped
 Bangladesh to keep its stable credit outlook.

 Atiur said S&P could upgrade Bangladesh's ratings if measures
 to expand the revenue base and boost collection efficiency
 materially improved fiscal performance. He added that the
 central bank measures to promote stability included financial
 inclusion, modernizing the payment system and improving
 transparency in the financial sector. However, political turmoil
 has already shaved the equivalent of 0.55 percent of
 Bangladesh's annual GDP, according to the Centre for Policy
 Dialogue, a leading think tank."

10. ASIA: Livestock study may help poor
Source: durangoherald.com

"The very poorest of the poor can be helped with a program
 that includes providing goats, sheep, chickens or other
 livestock and training in how to make money from them, a
 large six-nation study concludes. That approach didn't wipe out
 poverty for participants, but they became 'significantly less
 poor,' said economist Dean Karlan of Yale University and the
 nonprofit Innovations for Poverty Action.

 Karlan and colleagues conducted an independent evaluation of
 the anti-poverty strategy, which is widely used in Bangladesh,
 to see if it would work in a variety of settings. Their review
 included more than 10,000 households in Ethiopia, Ghana,
 Honduras, India, Pakistan and Peru. Results were published
 Thursday by the journal Science. Key components of the
 programs include providing assets like livestock and training in
 how to manage them, a regular stipend to provide basic
 support, and encouragement to save money."
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1. CAMBODIA: Mental health services underfunded,
 overwhelmed
Source: ucanews.com

"Cambodia's mental health facilities are at best limited and
 oftentimes unavailable. Rural areas, where most people live,
 are particularly poorly served. Only a few years ago the total
 budget for mental health was $30,000 for the year. And it's not
 clear what that number is now; the government's newly formed
 Department for Mental Health and Substance Abuse said only
 that it gets less than one percent of the Health Ministry's
 budget -- perhaps $1 million currently.

 In April, the governor of Cambodia's southeastern province of
 Takeo raised eyebrows when he ordered that people believed
 to be suffering from mental health issues should be rounded up
 and taken to pagodas. Once there, he said, monks would help
 them using meditation, among other techniques. While the
 governor's concern about an issue the World Health
 Organization's Cambodia office last year described as 'critically
 neglected' may be admirable, his proposed solution is
 misguided, say experts: people with suspected mental illness
 first need assessment and medication -- not meditation."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
Asia: The next higher education superpower?
In most higher education discourse today it is not unusual to hear the claim
 that the worldâ€™s center of gravity is shifting toward the East. Indeed,
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 no region has undergone as profound a transformation as Asia during the
 past half-century, from the 1970s to the present.

 
 
 
 
 

2. INDIA: Korea offers $10 billion for smart cities
Source: dailymail.co.uk

"Korea will be one of the major contributors in India's
 infrastructure development program, as it has committed to
 pump $10 billion into railways, power generation and smart
 cities. Prime Minister Modi, who is in Seoul inviting
 investments, held talks with Korean president Park after which
 the two sides agreed to take the bilateral relations to a new
 level, terming it a 'special strategic partnership'.

 New Delhi and Seoul signed seven agreements and memoranda
 of understanding. The key pacts included Avoidance of Double
 Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion. During his three-
nation trip, Prime Minister Modi took forward his 'Act East'
 policy, which promises to give a fresh push to the ties with the
 region which plays a crucial role in the world economy."

3. VIET NAM: Central Highlands given huge project boost
Source: vietnamnews.vn

"More than 30 socio-economic investment projects are planned
 for Vietnam's Central Highlands provinces. At a conference in
 Lam Dong, five Central Highlands provinces granted investment
 licenses to 13 projects worth more than $768 million, mainly in
 agriculture, animal husbandry, services and energy.

 Despite vast potential for development, the Central Highlands
 has remained underdeveloped, accounting for about 4.5
 percent of the country's GDP. Between 2011 and 2014, the
 region received $410 million in ODA. From 2011 to April 2015,
 it secured 38 FDI projects worth $122 million."

 
4. BANGLADESH: Getting rid of poverty, statistically
Source: thefinancialexpress-bd.com

"Bangladesh will have no poor people after three years,
 according to Finance Minister AMA Muhith. He told a group of
 journalists last Saturday that the rate of poverty in 2019 will
 come down to 11 percent. That percentage will actually be
 made up of disabled, widows and elderly people only, meaning
 that there would be no able-bodied poor people.

 That will be mere 'statistical' eradication of poverty. The
 elimination of poverty in its true sense is likely to elude the
 policymakers for many more years. However, the 'statistical'
 elimination of poverty would necessitate more than 7 percent
 GDP growth in next three years and consequent rise in per
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 capita income. If such developments take place, the country
 would achieve the much-touted middle income country status
 in 2019."

5. LAO PDR: Preparing to sell carbon credits for forests
Source: vientianetimes.org.la

"Laos is now moving to negotiate with countries worldwide as it
 seeks to sell many tonnes of carbon as credits from the
 country's forests. Currently, it has a pilot project preparing for
 carbon credit sales at two national protected areas in the
 provinces of Savannakhet and Saravan. Consequently, Laos
 has also joined cooperation with Germany to carry out a pilot
 project on carbon credits in Huaphan province.

 The project pays money to local people to work towards the
 protection of the forest rather than its destruction. In addition,
 Luang Prabang province has also handed over a forest to local
 people to protect, in a project supported by Japan. To improve
 forestry and environmental protection in Laos, the government
 is spending several billion kip each year to increase the size of
 protected forest areas. As well as the 24 national protection
 areas, there are another 49 national protection forests."

6. VIET NAM: ASEAN investors pour in $54 billion
Source: vietnamnet.vn

"Vietnam remains an attractive investment destination for
 ASEAN investors, according to the Foreign Investment Agency.
 As of April 20, ASEAN countries had invested in 2,600 projects
 in Vietnam, which were capitalized at $54.43 billion. Singapore
 took the lead with investments in 1,408 projects worth $33.14
 billion, or 60.8 percent of the total.

 During the reviewed period, the processing and manufacturing
 sector lured the majority of ASEAN investment with 1,001
 projects capitalized at $22.14 billion. This was followed by the
 real estate industry with 97 projects worth $16.6 billion. The
 ASEAN community invested in 56 cities and provinces. HCM
 City placed first in attracting ASEAN investments with 1,122
 projects with capital totaling $15 billion."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Vietnam understands the potential risks behind Chinese ODA (official development
 assistance) and Chinese technologies, but it still needs Chinese capital. Some analysts have
 made sarcastic remarks that Vietnam has fallen into the Chinese trap receiving ODA from
 the country. Chinese contractors have big advantages: they can offer low bids and they have
 good financial capability to implement projects immediately with their advance money.
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7. BANGLADESH: Jumpstarting sustainable growth
Source: thedailystar.net

"Bangladesh is facing some challenges as well as opportunities
 from the global and regional economies. As an oil importer, the
 country is benefiting from lower global oil prices, while rapid
 growth in India provides opportunities for expanding exports.
 On the downside, a sustained real exchange rate appreciation
 could undermine export competitiveness. The China slowdown
 could hurt export growth potential at the margin, but rising real
 wages in China also bring the prospect of increased Chinese
 investment in Bangladesh.

 The external position remains strong, with foreign exchange
 reserves steadily increasing. While tax collections remain weak,
 the fiscal deficit is contained, supported in part by lower energy
 subsidies (resulting from lower oil prices), and public debt
 remains sustainable. Assuming that calm is restored and
 political tensions abate, Bangladesh's economic growth is
 expected to improve from around six percent in the fiscal year
 2014-15 to about 6.5 percent in FY16."

8. THAILAND: Economy grows a sluggish 0.3%
Source: brecorder.com

"Thailand's economy expanded 0.3 percent on-quarter in
 January-March, official data showed Monday, highlighting the
 task ahead for the government. And in another blow to the
 country's year-old government the National Economic and
 Social Development Board (NESB) lowered its growth forecast
 for this year. The NESB said it expected the economy to grow
 3.0-4.0 percent this year, down from an earlier prediction of
 3.5-4.5 percent.

 In February, Thailand's finance minister said he was pushing for
 at least 4 percent growth for 2015, something many analysts
 thought optimistic. The ruling junta has vowed to pump billions
 of dollars into the economy, mainly through long-planned
 infrastructure schemes but analysts say government spending
 and increased tourist revenues have failed to offset falling
 exports and weakening demand at home."

9. CAMBODIA: Dumpsites to get makover
Source: phnompenhpost.com

"Phnom Penh is launching a new regional project that aims
 improve waste management and minimize open burning
 practices across Cambodia. The five-year project, which is a
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 response to the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic
 Pollutants, will introduce proper segregation and recycling
 practices to the public in order to avoid open burning and the
 spread of harmful compounds that are destructive to the
 environment.

 The Global Environment Fund has earmarked $7.5 million for
 the project. The funding will be split between five countries:
 Cambodia, Philippines, Vietnam, Laos and Mongolia. In
 Cambodia, the initiative will first be implemented in Phnom
 Penh's Choeung Ek dumpsite -- the country's largest garbage
 site where about 2,000 tonnes of waste is delivered every day.
 In most dumpsites, there is no proper separation of decaying
 and non-decaying wastes and that potentially toxic medical
 wastes are included in the mix."

10. LAO PDR: 4,000 more nurses needed
Source: vientianetimes.org.la

"Some 4,000 more nurses are needed to care for patients at
 hospitals and healthcare centers nationwide, according to the
 Ministry of Health. Statistics show that almost 15,000 medical
 staff are employed throughout the country, of whom about
 6,000 are nurses. But the current number of nurses falls far
 short of that needed, and the ministry says about 10,000
 nurses in total are required to adequately staff health facilities
 nationwide.

 Last year, the ministry set a quota of 700 people as new
 recruits into the government health service, including nurses,
 which is only a fraction of the staff required. There are several
 reasons for the shortage of nurses. To begin with, the
 University of Health Sciences has inadequate facilities for
 teaching and learning. There are not enough teachers in the
 field of nursing and a lack of space for students to do practical
 work. Many nurses have retired while others are reluctant to
 take up work in rural areas and often leave their jobs when
 they are assigned to the provinces."
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1. NEPAL: The demolition dilemma
Source: Himalayan Times

"The Nepal government is continuing its relief operations in the
 earthquake-affected districts, aided by various national and
 international organizations and individuals and groups. The
 government needs to prepare a master plan for reconstruction
 and rehabilitation and create a mechanism and structure to
 start the work that will take several years to complete. Public
 works are urgently required to create more employment and
 repair the seriously damaged economy.

 However, the government seems to be somewhat lacking in
 another aspect of great urgency -- the demolition of the
 uninhabitable structures. Over 800,000 public and private
 houses and buildings have been fully or partially damaged by
 the April 25 earthquake and its aftershocks in 22 districts.
 Authorities are telling the unfortunate house owners to have
 them dismantled on their own. But with so many houses
 damaged in an instant, it is hard to find the workers skilled for
 demolition work. When such workers are available their price
 has skyrocketed."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
Asia: The next higher education superpower?
In most higher education discourse today it is not unusual to hear the claim
 that the world's center of gravity is shifting toward the East. Indeed, no
 region has undergone as profound a transformation as Asia during the past
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 half-century, from the 1970s to the present.  
 
 
 

2. BANGLADESH: Garment workers' skill development
Source: Financial Express

"The opening of the Centre of Excellence for Bangladesh Apparel
 Industries last month was a defining moment in the country's
 readymade garment industry so far as its productivity and
 creation of skilled and semi-skilled workers through market-
responsive training are concerned. Though belated, the project
 holds great prospects in the wake of increasing demand for
 diversified and high-end readymade garment (RMG) products in
 traditional and new markets.

 The challenges thus posed cannot, observers hold, be met by
 the existing level of skill and expertise. Industry insiders are of
 the opinion that in order to meet the growing global demand
 and achieve the garment export target of $50 billion by 2021,
 the country will need 3.5 million skilled and semi-skilled
 workers in the next seven years. It is commonly believed that
 despite the spectacular growth of the RMG industry, it is the
 excessive concentration on low-end products that has left much
 of the prospects untapped."

3. INDONESIA: Work needed to close wealth gap
Source: IPS

"Indonesia's wealth gap has widened over the years, with the
 nation's Central Statistics Agency revealing that the country's
 Gini index -- a ratio measuring wealth distribution on a scale of
 0-1 -- increased from approximately 0.36 in 2012 to 0.41 in
 2014. While some are making their fortunes in this Southeast
 Asian nation of 250 million people, scores are languishing in
 destitution.

 An estimated 28 million people live below the poverty line, and
 half of all households are grouped at or below the poverty line,
 set at 292,951 rupiah ($24.40) per month, according to the
 World Bank. When Indonesia's President Joko Widodo came
 into office last October, he pledged to work toward minimizing
 the country's income inequality."

 
4. SE ASIA: Weak consumption clouds integration
Source: EJ Insight

"Multinational companies are having buyer's remorse after
 betting on Southeast Asia's three biggest economies on
 expectations of a long consumption boom. Those hopes are
 unraveling as consumers in Thailand, Indonesia and Malaysia
 grapple with rising household debt, sluggish wage growth and
 political uncertainties, according to the Financial Times.
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 Urbanization and a growing middle class are expected to
 continue to drive long-term thirst for goods from cars to
 refrigerators in the 10-country Association of Southeast Asian
 Nations. Indonesia's economy -- the bloc's largest -- slowed to
 its worst pace of annual growth in more than five years in the
 first quarter, weighed down in part by a fall in government
 spending and flat consumer demand."

5. PRC: To push ahead with public hospital reform
Source: China Daily

"China will push forward reform in more public hospitals amid a
 broader overhaul of its health care system, according to a
 guideline issued by the State Council. China launched a pilot
 medical reform on public hospitals in 17 cities in 2010, and the
 guideline stipulates the reform should cover all of the country's
 6,800 public hospitals by 2017.

 The reform is aimed to change public hospitals' reliance on
 medicine sales to supplement their income. Public hospitals
 should establish a reasonable drug pricing system and
 rearrange recruitment and salary policies, said the guideline.
 Health insurance should cover most of the medical expenditure,
 while out-of-pocket money, the private bills paid by each
 patient, should be lower than 30 percent by 2017."

6. LAO PDR: Mineral exports quadruple
Source: Bru Direct

"The annual export of minerals in Lao PDR has increased from
 $2 billion during 2006-2010 to $8 billion over the past five
 years 2011-2015, according to the Ministry of Energy and
 Mines. The revenues from mineral exports have boosted
 national economic growth, infrastructure development, and
 reduced poverty.

 The Ministry of Energy and Mines has estimated that the
 number of people employed in the mining industry is more than
 15,000 and livelihoods have gradually improved with some
 families graduating from poverty. Some revenue from the
 mining industry has been spent on unexploded ordnance
 clearance efforts in the country."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
How can Pakistan add to its natural gas reserves again? Can liquid natural gas provide a
 solution? One of the most gas intensive countries in the world, Pakistan has witnessed
 shortages and load shedding as part of its overall energy crisis. The country has significant
 indigenous resources that are stuck in the ground because prices paid to firms to explore and
 produce gas are not competitive. In the short to medium term, natural gas is part of the
 answer to Pakistan's electricity shortage at an acceptable cost. While hydropower can
 produce cheaper electricity, it takes time to construct and commission a hydel plant.
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7. INDIA: Saving agriculture from weather woes
Source: Live Mint

"Unseasonal rains and hailstorms in March and April caused
 severe damage to more than 10 million hectares of wheat,
 mustard, potato and other rabi crops in India. Independent
 estimates project damages to be as high as $10.2 billion. In
 Haryana alone, standing crops in over 1.7 million hectares of
 land were affected. Unexpected rainfall late in the growing
 season can be even worse than droughts. It undoes all the
 investment, efforts and hopes of farmers nurtured through the
 season.

 Thus far, the government's primary response has been a
 declaration of compensation to farmers. But even if flaws in the
 compensation system are addressed, compensation can only be
 a part of a comprehensive adaptation strategy. In the midst of
 heated discussions on compensations, what is overlooked is the
 fact that the government's other efforts have either failed or
 have had limited impact."

8. ASIA/PACIFIC: Curbing unstable fishing
Source: SciDev

"The European Union (EU) removed last April seven island
 nations from the watchlist of countries that have not acted
 against illegal, unregulated and unreported (IUU) fishing.
 Struck off the watchlist were the Philippines, Korea and Sri
 Lanka, the Pacific island nations of Fiji and Vanuatu, Togo in
 West Africa, and Panama in the American continent. They were
 given the 'green card' for compliance with EU requirements for
 sustainable fishing after they enforced tougher fishery laws and
 countermeasures against IUU fishing.

 In June 2014, the EU placed these countries under its 'yellow
 card' watchlist along with the warning that they could lose the
 privilege to sell fishery products in the European market if they
 failed to act against IUU fishing. The Philippines, Korea, Sri
 Lanka, as well as Fiji, Vanuatu and Togo, passed laws that
 raised penalties for IUU fishing. The Philippines and Korea have
 also utilized vessel tracking technologies to ensure that
 commercial fishing boats under their flag registry do not stray
 into restricted areas in competition with small-scale fishermen."

9. INDONESIA: Domestic market has potential
Source: Jakarta Globe
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"In the first quarter of 2015, Indonesia's economy grew by just
 4.71 percent, the slowest pace since 2009. Many people blame
 the new administration of President Joko Widodo for this
 unfavorable economic achievement. But the government
 blames the weakening global economy. China, as a global
 economic giant and Indonesia's biggest export market, is
 experiencing the same fate. It used to attain double-digit
 economic growth rates, but in recent years has expanded by 7
 to 8 percent.

 Indonesian producers rely too much on foreign markets, and
 the domestic market relies too much on imported goods. This is
 a consequence of the outward-looking policy carelessly applied
 by successive governments since the New Order era in the mid-
1960s. At the start of that period, the government implemented
 its outward-looking policy to bring in the capital and consumer
 goods that it could not deliver domestically. Low domestic
 purchasing power was also a factor."

10. VIET NAM: Call to ease overtime restrictions rejected
Source: Thanhnien News

"Korean businesses in Viet Nam have asked authorities to
 increase the maximum number of overtime hours a worker is
 permitted, but the labor ministry has refused on health
 grounds. The businesses, most of them in textile and garment,
 woodwork, and processing, asked the ministry at a meeting last
 April to increase the number of extra hours to between 360 and
 400 a year from the current 200-300, saying the cap is too low
 while many workers are not highly skilled.

 They need to work longer to make up for their low productivity,
 they said. Japanese and European businesses had made a
 similar demand earlier. Ha Tat Thang, head of the ministry's
 Labor Safety Department said many workers are already tired
 with long-running assembly lines and poor food, he said. He
 also dismissed the companies' low-productivity argument,
 saying they need to provide more modern machinery and
 equipment."
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1. INDONESIA: Reform education from the top down
Source: Jakarta Globe

"Recent news items suggest that Indonesia has plenty of
 homework when it comes to boosting students' science and
 maths skills and improving its overall talent pool. To move
 forward and make sure future generations of Indonesians can
 compete in an integrated Southeast Asia, the country needs to
 focus on its teachers, and to that, it needs to take a closer look
 at the Ministry for Education and Culture.

 First, let's ask a seemingly simple question: how many school
 teachers are there in Indonesia? Interestingly, nobody knows
 exactly. For years nobody has been sure about the exact
 number of teachers in the country. So how has the ministry
 been able to justify its planning and budgets? The second
 problem is one of accountability: it remains very difficult to
 know what happened to various programs, studies and projects
 that the ministry has commissioned throughout the years."

2. PRC: Nationwide public smoking ban possible
Source: China Daily

"In a few weeks, Beijing will implement a city-wide ban on
 smoking in all indoor public spaces, such as restaurants and
 offices, as well as on tobacco advertising outdoors, including
 those on public transport vehicles and in most forms of media.
 If the initiative is successful, China may impose a similar ban
 nationwide.

 A significant decline in smoking would undoubtedly bring
 enormous public health benefits to China. But is it feasible?
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 With an estimated 300 million smokers, China represents one-
third of the world's total smokers and accounts for an average
 of roughly 2,700 tobacco-related deaths a day. The costs of
 treating smoking-related diseases, not to mention the
 associated productivity losses, are considerable."

3. NEPAL: Framework needed on disaster management
Source: Himalayan Times

"The high magnitude earthquake that struck Nepal recently has
 triggered a national debate on what should be the institutional
 framework for heading toward recovery in the face of massive
 devastation marked by myriads of demises and injuries. The
 emergence of the debate suggests that the present framework
 provisioned in the National Calamity Act, 1982 is woefully
 inadequate as it addresses only post disaster phenomenon
 whilst the thrust should be on the pre-disaster phase for a
 successful disaster risk reduction activity.

 Concerns have been raised to dump the existing Natural
 Calamity Act and pass the new Disaster Risk Reduction Act. The
 proposed Act has addressed the total cycle of Disaster Risk
 Reduction namely preparedness, rescue and relief as well as
 reconstruction and rehabilitation and its other subsets as
 against the present Natural Calamity Act which focuses only on
 the distribution of relief after a disaster."

 
4. BHUTAN: For affordable, reliable connectivity
Source: Kuensel Online

"The Bhutan government will have to ensure affordable
 connectivity for all through the creation of a conducive
 environment for private investments and competition. This is
 one of the many objectives of the Bhutan Telecommunications
 and Broadband policy 2014, which will guide the development
 of the telecommunications and Internet broadband sectors.

 Some of the specific changes the policy will attempt to
 introduce include opening up the mobile market to more
 telecommunications companies. Market exclusivity for Bhutan
 Telecom and Tashi InfoComm ended in 2013. Towards this, the
 government will promote private investments including public
 private partnerships. The policy will also require service
 providers to offer quality of service guarantees to consumers
 and service level agreements as moves to protect consumers."

5. PAKISTAN: Banking on the future
Source: Dawn

"Imagine a system that can give you a view of every transaction
 in the economy, however small. A system that can bring vast
 amounts of the money that currently circulates in Pakistan's
 economy as undocumented cash into a formal payments
 system and bank accounts. Pakistan has one of the highest
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 cash to bank deposit ratios in the world, a fact that underpins
 the undocumented sector. But that can change within a matter
 of years given the right incentives.

 The financial services' industry is at a tipping point of
 ubiquitous payments. Three years ago, 10 percent of Pakistani
 adults had conventional bank accounts. This percentage has
 dropped to less than 9 percent today. In contrast, almost 6
 percent of adults have a mobile account today, up from 3
 percent around the same time last year. But time and ease of
 opening are not the only drivers behind rising mobile accounts.
 The bigger challenge lies in driving more transactions through
 the accounts that have already been opened."

6. INDIA: Seeks economic partnership with Mongolia
Source: Hindu Business Line

"With Mongolia's rich mineral deposits in mind, India has asked
 the country to partner in its economic transformation, while
 vowing to step up bilateral trade and investment. Prime
 Minister Narendra Modi, who was on a two-day visit to
 Mongolia, the first-ever by an Indian premier, held wide-
ranging discussions with his Mongolian counterpart Chimed
 Saikhanbileg, pledging to take bilateral economic partnership to
 a new level.

 India has announced a $1 billion credit line to Mongolia to
 support its infrastructure development. 'The two prime
 ministers agreed to encourage development of equal and
 mutually beneficial trade, investment and economic
 cooperation, which is balanced, sustainable, and leads to
 prosperity in both countries,' a joint statement said after the
 talks between the two leaders."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
While the key points of China's maternity leave are legislated at the national level, a
 significant part of the system is regulated at the local level, as is common with many matters
 concerning human resources and social security. All across China, the base length of
 maternity leave is 98 days. As one of the ways to stem population growth, the Chinese
 government encourages citizens to delay childbirth and have only one child. Couples that do
 can apply for a Family Planning Certificate, which entitles them to a number of benefits,
 including additional maternity leave.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. PHILIPPINES: 'Solid' growth seen, but concerns raised
Source: Business World
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"Economic growth in the Philippines likely remained 'solid' in the
 first three months of the year amid robust domestic
 consumption, but could have failed to sustain the stellar
 performance seen in the preceding quarter, analysts at
 GlobalSource Partners said in a new report. The United States-
based think tank likewise said the lack of current data on public
 expenditures has cast a cloud of uncertainty over the
 government's ability to meet its spending target for this year.

 Analysts Romeo L. Bernardo and Marie Christine Tang said
 first-quarter gross domestic product (GDP) growth 'likely
 turned in a solid performance... mainly pushed forward by
 private sector activities.' However, the analysts said they
 expect first-quarter economic growth likely failed to match the
 fourth quarter of 2014's 6.9 percent."

8. VIET NAM: Hi-tech production soars
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"Production is booming in the tech sector as recent indications
 see Viet Nam emerging as a major manufacturing base for
 Korean tech giants that manufacture TVs and other consumer
 electronic goods, expanding beyond the limits of mobile phone
 assembly. As planned, construction on the Samsung CE Ho Chi
 Minh City Complex (SEHC) will kick off this year at the Saigon
 Hi-tech Park (SHTP) with a total investment of $1.4 billion.

 In addition to its scope for production, SEHC will also embrace
 research and development of hi-tech consumer electronics
 goods. The first-phase production will focus on consumer
 electronic goods, such as smart, LCD, and LED TVs. Meanwhile,
 the second phase will focus on other electronic items."

9. INDONESIA: Lags behind on human resources
Source: Jakarta Globe

"Indonesia has ranked 69th out of 124 countries in the World
 Economic Forum's Human Capital Index 2015, which studied
 countries' success in nurturing, deploying and developing
 human resources. The country is left lagging behind its
 Southeast Asian neighbors of the Philippines, Malaysia and
 Singapore which ranked 46th, 52nd and 24th, respectively.
 Southeast Asia's largest economy is classified under lower to
 middle income nations, along with those which have an income
 per capita ranging from $1,045 per year to $4,125 per year.

 The WEF's Human Capital Index 2015 is a study of 124
 countries covering 46 indicators that measure how far a
 country is from optimizing its human resources talent --
 including evaluating the levels of education, skills and
 employment available -- to people across five different age
 groups, beginning with under 15 years to over 65 years.
 Measured by age, Indonesia rank 47th for human capital index
 in the under 15 age group, partly thanks to the high score in
 the primary enrolment rate and secondary enrolment rate."
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10. PAKISTAN: Economic corridor challenges
Source: Dawn

"The lack of political consensus and insecurity would be two
 major challenges toward the implementation of the China
 Pakistan Economic Corridor project. Failure to address these
 irritants will continue to affect Pakistan's trade and economic
 engagement with countries in the region, thus negatively
 impacting national development.

 The need to address these challenges has never been so
 important as now, when Pakistan is set to join the race for
 economic development and regional connectivity. Chinese
 scholars see this emerging regional connectivity as tantamount
 to reshaping the region's outlook, with Pakistan holding a
 central position."
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1. ASIA: Japan announces $110 billion infrastructure aid
Source: jiji.com

"Japan will provide a total of $110 billion over the next five
 years to boost by 30 percent financial assistance for promoting
 infrastructure development in other Asian countries, Prime
 Minister Shinzo Abe said Thursday. The aid, to be provided
 through government-affiliated bodies and the Japan-led Asian
 Development Bank, is part of plans to utilize both public and
 private funds to help Asian economies to improve
 infrastructure, Abe said in a speech in Tokyo.

 The prime minister also encouraged the ADB to increase its
 capital. The sum is just slightly higher than the expected $100
 billion capital of the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank
 (AIIB) that Beijing and more than 50 founding member states
 are establishing."

2. INDONESIA: Growth target for 2016 realistic?
Source: thejakartapost.com

"The Indonesian government's newly unveiled 2016 economic
 growth target has raised eyebrows, with economists describing
 it as being too ambitious. Finance Minister Bambang
 Brodjonegoro said the government expected GDP growth would
 reach between 5.8 and 6.2 percent next year, higher than the
 already ambitious target of 5.7 percent set for this year,
 despite lingering global uncertainties.
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 Speaking to lawmakers at the House of Representatives on
 Wednesday, Finance Minister Bambang Brodjonegoro
 acknowledged that global uncertainties would remain next
 year, citing China's slowing economy, volatile commodity prices
 and the US Federal Reserve's unclear interest rate schedule.
 However, the government argued the target would be
 supported by domestic factors, as it believed various ongoing
 infrastructure projects would begin to pay off in 2016."

3. INDIA: One third of students suffer malnutrition
Source: business-standard.com

"About 56 out of 1,000 kids under the age of five died in India
 in 2012 due to malnutrition. Almost a third of children continue
 to show signs of malnutrition at age 12 with high rates for
 economically- and socially-marginalized children and those in
 rural areas. These are some of the findings of a pilot study in
 the state of Andhra Pradesh and Telangana by Young Lives, an
 international study of childhood poverty involving 12,000
 children in four countries over 15 years.

 The report shows positive trends in school enrollment and some
 indicators like access to clean drinking water. 97% of 12-year-
olds were enrolled in elementary schools in 2013; up from 89%
 in 2006. However, nutrition and sanitation, especially in
 villages, continues to be poor. Also, the situation of youth,
 especially young women, has not improved much. The study
 has reported how children from economically- and socially-
disadvantaged backgrounds were the most likely to have left
 school, many without gaining a secondary-level certificate."

P O V E R T Y   S P O T L I G H T
THAILAND: Farmers under pressure
Source: asia.nikkei.com

"It is a harrowing time to be in Thailand's farming business.
 Tough business conditions are being felt industrywide. Farmers
 are not buying equipment because they are saddled with debt.
 The previous government of Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatra
 ran a controversial program to purchase rice at inflated prices.
 This prompted growers to take out loans to expand production,
 counting on higher income. When the government found itself
 overwhelmed by the transactions and the program fizzled,
 farmers were left in the lurch.

 Slumping international prices for rice and natural rubber are
 making things worse. And farmers' problems are Thailand's
 problems, since they account for half of the country's
 population. Farm equipment is not the only sluggish market.
 New-car sales declined, year on year, for the 23rd straight
 month in March. This was partly a correction, following the end
 of incentives the Yingluck government dangled for auto
 buyers."

http://www.business-standard.com/article/specials/more-poor-children-in-india-s-schools-but-30-per-cent-suffer-malnutrition-115052100330_1.html
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4. PRC: Challenges on way to better public health
Source: chinadaily.com.cn

"There has been widespread interest in China's health sector
 among economists around the world. Today, China is in
 transition, from export- and investment-oriented to
 consumption- and services-driven economic development. The
 role of health insurance is central to this transition. Studies
 have shown improved health insurance has a huge impact on
 consumption as the need for precautionary savings falls.

 The establishment of a better social safety net for health with
 two urban and one rural insurance scheme is an important
 achievement. But despite being widespread, this insurance is
 shallow and Chinese people still believe in precautionary
 savings, particularly as healthcare costs rise. The advantage of
 more reliance on health insurance and healthcare is evident.
 Lower savings and higher consumption rates blunt the impact
 of slower growth on improving living standards. But there are
 hazards in this scenario. Healthcare has historically suffered
 from low productivity gains."

5. PHILIPPINES: Port gridlock choking growth
Source: ejinsight.com

"Traffic congestion around the Philippine's main container port
 has become a matter of national urgency and a drag on the
 economy. At least $1 billion worth of imports was lost from
 April to December last year, according to reports. The
 Philippine economy has exploded in recent years, with gross
 domestic product expanding 6.1 percent in 2014, but the
 associated surge in trade has left sections of the country's
 outmoded infrastructure struggling to cope.

 It is normal to see long lines of trucks clogging up Manila's
 main roads well past midnight. Residents complain that the
 chronic traffic congestion is worsening every year. The
 Philippine government has established a 'cabinet cluster' led by
 top official Rene Almendras to tackle the impasse. Emergency
 measures recently included enforcing a 24-hour single truck
 lane on major roads, raising storage fees for containers that
 have cleared customs and encouraging port operators and
 logistics firms to work at weekends."

6. BANGLADESH: Revisiting export subsidies
Source: thefinancialexpress-bd.com

"It may sound strange that half of the cash incentives provided
 to Bangladesh's export-oriented sectors of the economy is
 virtually eaten up by the readymade garment (RMG) industry.
 This sector far outshines all others in terms of productivity,
 employment, backward linkages and exports. With its whooping
 75 percent share in the country's total exports, the RMG sector
 counts rather too heavily when it comes to government
 facilitations by way of incentives.
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 It remains to be seen whether feeding a single voracious sector
 is a well-guarded proposition or not. The flow of cash incentives
 to knitwear exporters is extremely lucrative; they get more
 than 3.0 cents for earning one-dollar equivalent of exports as
 they use around 80 percent local fabrics as the most vital input
 for their apparel products, according to a recent Bangladesh
 Institute of Development Studies study. As for the woven
 garment exporters, they get 1.3 cents against each dollar
 earned from export."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Foreign tourists who are already exempt from visa requirements will be allowed to extend
 their stay in Vietnam to up to 30 days, instead of 15 days. Tourists from Denmark, Finland,
 Norway, Sweden, Japan, Russia and Korea are eligible for Vietnam's visa waiver policy.
 Vietnam's tourism earnings hit $11.76 billion last year but there have been concerns over
 significant drops in the number of foreign arrivals this year. Under a regional agreement,
 Vietnam also offers a 30-day visa waiver for tourists from ASEAN countries, except for
 those from Brunei who receive a 14-day waiver.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. INDONESIA: Inflating a credit bubble?
Source: cnbc.com

"Historically, stories that begin with central banks easing bank
 lending requirements don't often have a happy ending, but
 Indonesia may be able to dodge creating a credit bubble. One
 key reason is that making it easier to get a loan in the
 archipelago doesn't mean there will be a lending surge. But
 cutting its policy rate from the current 7.50 percent isn't a
 palatable step, as Indonesia is vulnerable to a potential spike in
 inflation and its currency, the rupiah, is already weak.

 On Thursday, the central bank governor said inflation in the
 second and third quarter was expected to be around 7 percent.
 Because the country has a current account deficit, it could also
 face a renewal of fund outflows once the U.S. Federal Reserve
 increases interest rates, something analysts expect as early as
 September. So Bank Indonesia has turned to easing loan-to-
value requirements on mortgages and lowering downpayments
 for auto and motorcycle loans, as well as reviewing banks'
 reserve requirements."

8. LAO PDR: Cooperation grows with PRC
Source: vientianetimes.org.la

"China's financial assistance to Laos has climbed to more than
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 3,077 billion kip (2.35 billion yuan), which has been used to
 finance various development projects, according to an official
 report. Trade between the two countries reached more than
 29,325 billion kip ($3.61 billion) in 2014, an increase of 31.89
 percent compared to the year before.

 Investments by Chinese companies hit more than $5.2 billion,
 making China the top foreign investor in Laos, according to
 statistics provided by the Lao Ministry of Planning and
 Investment. Recently, Laos and Yunnan agreed to step up
 cooperation in the fields of tourism, trade, economics,
 transport, agriculture and hydropower. The two sides agreed to
 establish the Boten-Mohan Economic Cooperation Zone border
 crossing between Luang Namtha and Yunnan provinces."

9. BANGLADESH: Bandwidth export deal with India
Source: bdnews24.com

"Bangladesh will sign an agreement with India to export its
 unused submarine cable bandwidth during Indian Prime
 Minister Modi's visit in June. The Cabinet, on April 20, endorsed
 the draft agreement, as the government felt it would not
 impact internet service in Bangladesh.

 Bangladesh is connected to SEA-ME-WE-4 submarine cable with
 200gbps bandwidth, of which it uses only 30gbps. The BSCCL
 will lease out 10gbps (gigabyte per second) bandwidth on a
 commercial basis, netting in $1.2 million a year for Bangladesh.
 The deal will be in force for four years, and the bandwidth could
 be increased to 40gbps, depending on Indian requirements.
 The government thinks the agreement will be a 'win-win
 situation' for the two countries."

10. VIET NAM: Central bank pledges to rein in bad debt
Source: thanhniennews.com

"The State Bank of Vietnam said it stands by its target to reduce
 bad debt in the banking system to 3 percent of loans by the
 end of the year. Governor Nguyen Van Binh said that even
 though the ratio slightly increased in the first two months, up
 to 3.59 percent from 3.25 percent last December, the bad debt
 situation was 'under control.'

 One of the bank's main solutions is to order local lenders to sell
 at least 75 percent of their bad debt to its asset management
 company VAMC by the end of June. Between September 2012
 and December 2014, the State Bank of Vietnam 'tackled' $1.42
 billion of bad debt, or 67 percent of the amount the bank had
 originally planned to deal with. About 44 percent of that was
 purchased by VAMC."

Please share this e-newsline with others interested in the
 development of Asia-Pacific.
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1. SOUTH ASIA: Vehicles to move freely across borders
Source: newkerala.com

"India, Nepal, Bangladesh and Bhutan are set to sign a deal on
 June 15 that would allow a seamless movement of vehicles
 between the countries' borders by the end of 2015. According
 to reports, the deal will allow a transit of passengers, personal
 and cargo vehicles between the four countries.

 The agreement is expected to make the cross-border trade
 efficient with a reduction in cost and time of loading and
 unloading of goods and people at the borders. Officials are
 confident that the plying of vehicles will commence by the end
 of 2015. However, there are still many procedural matters to
 be negotiated in the agreement. New Delhi and Dhaka have
 also planned to start four more routes for bus services between
 India and Bangladesh."

2. INDONESIA: Inter-island sea connectivity crucial for
 development
Source: antaranews.com

"President Joko Widodo has emphasized the importance of
 developing sea connectivity among the islands of the country to
 develop the economy and all other sectors. While inaugurating
 the development of the Makassar New Port on Friday, he said
 the cheapest transport service is by ship, and with regard to
 sea connectivity, the development of a sea toll road will play a
 crucial role in ensuring good competition and cheaper costs.

 The president stated that with good connectivity, the cost of
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 distribution of goods will also drop. Moreover, the government
 has decided to give funding to port operating company PT
 Pelindo in the eastern region. He said he was confident that in
 three to four years time, all prices in the country will decline
 and competitiveness of industrial products will increase."

3. LAO PDR: Growth cuts absolute poverty but inequality
 increases
Source: vientianetimes.org.la

"Market-driven reforms have helped to spur strong growth, cut
 absolute poverty, and enhance social conditions in Laos in
 recent decades, but they've also been accompanied by a rise in
 inequality, according to an ADB study entitled 'Two Decades of
 Rising Inequality and Declining Poverty in the Lao PDR'. Several
 economists have expressed concern over the rising inequality in
 Laos as it could undermine the sustainability of future growth.

 The study authored by ADB Lead Economist Jayant Menon and
 Australian National University Professor Peter Warr, examines
 how inequality has evolved in the country over the past two
 decades. The study computes and compares measures of
 consumption inequality using household data surveys over a
 20-year period including, for the first time, the most recent
 data from the Lao Expenditure and Consumption Survey for
 2012- 2013. The study finds that inequality has increased, at
 both the national level and within rural and urban areas."

 
4. PAKISTAN: Interest rates cut to historic low
Source: pakistantoday.com.pk

"Pakistan's central bank Saturday slashed the benchmark
 interest rates to a 42-year low of seven percent, hoping to
 stimulate growth in the long dormant economy. Pakistan is
 trying to reboot its economy as key indicators became
 favorable at home, with the added support from depressed
 petroleum prices in the global market.

 The central bank cut the key interest rate in the economy by a
 cumulative 2% since last November partly because of a sharp
 decline in inflation. Standard and Poor's early this month
 revised Pakistan's credit rating outlook from stable to positive
 and forecast higher GDP growth for 2015 to 2017, amid a stint
 of economic reforms. In March, Moody's upgraded Pakistan's
 dollar bonds rating by one notch from stable to positive."

5. PHILIPPINES: Prepared for another major disaster?
Source: manilatimes.net

"The Philippines has not yet fully recovered from the impact of
 super typhoon Yolanda which hit the country two and a half
 years ago, and yet disasters seem to be looming in the horizon.
 The problem is building and construction regulations are
 negated by corruption while the conduct of disaster
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 preparedness trainings and formulation of plans have suffered
 substantial budget cuts. The institution of mitigation and
 adaptation measures are nowhere in the government's
 priorities.

 Sadly, it took the torrential rains of Ondoy and the massive
 destruction brought about by Typhoon Haiyan before the
 government made disaster risk reduction and management a
 part of its agenda. However, disaster preparedness and risk
 reduction program has been limited to the installation of early
 warning systems, purchase of lifeboats by local government
 units and a stricter implementation of evacuation orders. There
 are no disaster preparedness trainings, no mitigation and
 adaptation measures in place."

6. BANGLADESH OP/ED: Private investment versus deficit
 financing
Source: thefinancialexpress-bd.com

"Bangladesh is one of the few developing countries which could
 successfully manage its deficit financing over a long period of
 time. Bangladesh can go for one or two percentage points
 higher deficit financing if the government thinks that such an
 expenditure will create a multiplier effect in such a way that
 ultimately will prod the private sector to respond. But will
 public expenditure be enough to act as a substitute of the
 private sector's expenditure?

 The main task should be to see how to make private sector
 active again in undertaking investment. If the government
 wants to undertake more mega projects or needs to supply
 more resources to support the already undertaken projects,
 then one or two percentage point rise in deficit financing should
 not be seen as a matter of concern. The main reason why the
 neoclassical economists view the deficit financing with scorn is
 that such financing is inflationary and that it undercuts the
 interest of private sector through crowding-out effect."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Monday marks one month since Nepal was struck by the first major tremor. Some schools
 are set to reopen on May 31. But the quakes have destroyed more than 25,000 classrooms,
 leaving 870,000 children unable to continue their education for the time being. Getting
 children back to school and hanging out with their friends is an important part of their
 healing process. It also gives their parents a break to focus on recovery efforts.
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7. VIET NAM: Economic restructuring 'too slow'
Source: vietnamnet.vn

"Although economic restructuring in Vietnam has been
 recognized as a vital task, the process remains slow and
 requires greater efforts for a more comprehensive outcome,
 according to experts. The Director of Central Institute for
 Economic Management (CIEM), Nguyen Dinh Cung, noted at a
 conference on Thursday that the economic restructuring
 process in Viet Nam had been progressing at a slow pace.

 Rapid rise in public debt remained a threat to macro-economic
 stability, according to CIEM. Experts at the conference stressed
 that greater efforts were needed to implement the economic
 restructuring comprehensively and thoroughly. Vietnam has
 been pursuing economic reforms with its focus on three pillars,
 namely public investment, state-owned enterprises, and the
 banking system, in combination with a shift in the national
 growth model."

8. NEPAL: Farmers left poorer as cattle perish in disaster
Source: asianewsnet.net

"Following the quake, a number of international and national
 organizations have been working in various districts in Nepal,
 tending to wounded animals, carrying out what they call
 'mobile health camps' to provide immediate relief. Uttam
 Dahal, senior veterinarian and spokesperson at Directorate of
 Animal Health, says at least 15,850 cattle such as cows and
 buffaloes perished in the two quakes.

 The number for smaller animals such as goats and pigs is
 36,000 while a staggering 450,000 poultry died. Direct loss
 from the death of livestock amounts to 1.35 billion rupees
 ($13.3 million). Sindhupalchok is the worst hit with 30 percent
 of the dead big animals coming from the district. At the
 Department of Livestock, the agriculture ministry has pledged a
 budget of 25 million rupees to carry out initial relief operation
 but a senior veterinarian said they are yet to receive the
 amount."

9. CAMBODIA: Delayed underwater cable project
 resurfaces
Source: thaivisa.com

"Internet provider Ezecom said it would help build Cambodia's
 first undersea communications cable, a long-delayed project
 that was originally announced in 2013 and slated for
 completion at the end of last year. The construction of the
 Malaysia-Cambodia-Thailand cable will bring faster, more
 affordable broadband to the people of Cambodia.

 The planned 1,425-kilometer line will connect Cambodia to
 Malaysia, passing through Thailand on the way. Once in
 Malaysia, it will hook up to the Asia-America Gateway (AAG), a
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 20,000-kilometer cable connecting Southeast Asia to the United
 States. In June of 2013, a memorandum of understanding was
 signed between Ezecom and Telkom Malaysia to build the
 undersea cable. A Thai partner was slated to be found by end
 2013. At the time, the deal was cited as being worth $80
 million."

10. BANGLADESH: Resilient nature of growth
Source: thefinancialexpress-bd.com

"Every year, on the eve of Bangladesh's national budget in
 June, there is noticeable hype on analyses of GDP growth. Local
 and international organizations unveil their projections on
 growth rate for the year under review. When the government
 releases official estimation, usually in May, the debate gets new
 stimulus. The authenticity of growth rate is questioned by
 many.

 Curiously, Bangladesh's growth experience suggests the
 influence of so-called political business cycle which may
 conveniently be dubbed 'election-growth cycle'. The country's
 GDP growth has consistently declined in most previous election
 years -- 1991, 1996, 2002 and 2009. But, the trend takes a
 break in 2014. The growth rate was 6.01 percent in FY'13
 which increased to 6.06 percent in FY'14. This reflects a
 resilient nature of growth."
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1. ASIA: Fastest growing cities are in India
Source: Jakarta Globe

"Move over, Shanghai. The fastest growing city in Asia over the
 next five years will be Delhi, according to Oxford Economics.
 Chinese cities make up only three of its top 10 list, with India
 accounting for six. Ho Chi Minh City is the sole outsider beyond
 the two giants. Delhi's economy is forecast to grow at an
 average annual rate of 8.5 percent over the next five years,
 with the southern city of Chennai and the financial hub of
 Mumbai seen expanding at a pace of 7.8 percent and 7.6
 percent, respectively. Beijing, which is in 10th spot, is seen
 growing at 6.2 percent a year.

 Of the other Asian cities, Manila and Jakarta are seen growing
 5.6 percent and 6.1 percent, respectively, while Kuala Lumpur
 will probably expand at a slower pace of 5 percent through
 2019, the report showed. Of course, the rapid growth isn't
 without its problems. Pollution and congestion will likely get
 worse as India urbanizes at a rapid pace. The Delhi
 metropolitan area has a population of more than 16 million,
 and the city already has the world's worst air."

  ADBI What's New

Asia Pathways:
The case for connecting South Asia and Southeast Asia
The time is ripe for enhancing economic integration between South Asia
 and Southeast Asia. The new 'normal' era of slow growth in advanced
 industrial economies following the global financial crisis suggests that
 Asian economies will need to rely more on domestic and regional demand
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 to secure inclusive growth. The recent slowdown in growth in the People's
 Republic of China suggests further grounds for tapping growth
 opportunities between South Asia and Southeast Asia.

 
 
 
 

2. NEPAL: Aid funds are already drying up
Source: thinkprogress.org

"In the immediate aftermath of a 7.8 magnitude earthquake
 that struck Nepal in late April, international aid agencies and
 foreign governments deployed emergency aid, search-and-
rescue and medical teams, and helicopters. But one month on,
 donor fatigue may have set in despite the fact that many
 Nepalese residents remain homeless and hungry.

 Of the $423 million that the United Nations requested in a flash
 appeal to donors, only $92.4 million, or 22 percent, has been
 raised so far, according to reports. The money is needed to
 provide up to two million individuals with early relief efforts like
 tents, tarpaulin sheets, dry food rations, safe drinking water,
 and toilets for the next three months. With the monsoon
 season expected to come in a few weeks, early relief supplies
 are still needed in remote areas of Nepal."

3. MYANMAR: Struggling to deliver health care
Source: scidev.net

"Myanmar has some of the worst health indicators in Asia, as a
 result of its tumultuous recent history and the second lowest
 spending on healthcare in the world. Life expectancy is just
 over 64 years for men and approximately 68 years for women,
 compared with the average life expectancy of 82 years for
 women and 77 for men in the OECD countries.

 Because so little is spent on healthcare, most people have to
 pay for treatment if they get ill. But a quarter of the population
 lives in poverty and cannot afford to pay for healthcare. The
 cost of healthcare can push people further into poverty, hence
 many avoid seeking treatment when they need it. A shortage of
 doctors and nurses, has meant that the 20,000 midwives in
 Myanmar are not only responsible for caring for pregnant
 women and delivering babies, but they also deliver basic
 primary care services at the village level."

 
4. SOUTH ASIA: Integration is key to economic growth
Source: thefinancialexpress-bd.com

"South Asia is one of the least integrated regions of the world. It
 accounts for just 2 percent of world trade and 1.7 percent of
 the world's foreign direct investment (FDI). Its intra-regional
 trade is less than 6 percent of its total trade and accounts for
 less than 2 percent of GDP. Efforts to build an effective
 economic cooperation model have been going on ever since the
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 SAARC was established as a regional group in 1985. However,
 it is only recently that there has been a greater emphasis on
 achieving a deeper regional economic integration.

 Both the governments and businesses in South Asia have
 started recognizing the benefits of greater economic ties in the
 region. They are trying to improve their business environment,
 facilitate cross-border trade and accelerate regional economic
 relations. The most noteworthy development is the rising
 interest of the private sector. However, business-to-business
 dialogues are happening more at a bilateral level rather than at
 a regional level."

5. VIET NAM: $30 billion needed for climate change
 response
Source: vietnamnet.vn

"Vietnam needs a total of $30 billion for climate change
 response through green growth, said a report released at a
 meeting in Hanoi on May 21. Climate change related disasters
 have caused annual average cost in damages of 2-6 percent of
 the country's GDP, according to the Climate Public Expenditure
 and Investment Review.

 The report showed that the Vietnamese government spent a
 limited amount of its own resources for climate change
 mitigation, including low-carbon energy generation (about
 $183,000) and energy efficiency measures ($348,000).
 Statistics from the Ministry of Natural Resources and
 Environment showed that greenhouse gas emissions rose from
 103.8 million tonnes of carbon dioxide to 246.8 million of
 tonnes between 1994 and 2010."

6. INDIA: Income inequality lowest among emerging
 nations
Source: livemint.com

"India has the lowest income inequality among all emerging
 economies, but it is much higher than most of the advanced
 economies, according to the Organization for Economic
 Cooperation and Development (OECD). The countries with a
 higher income gap than India include Russia, China, Brazil,
 Indonesia and South Africa -- which have recorded the highest
 income inequality among all developed and emerging
 economies studied.

 Talking about India, OECD said that the direct job creation
 schemes can serve as a useful back stop to ensure that the
 long-term unemployed and other disadvantaged groups
 maintain contact with the labor market. India has one of the
 largest public works programs in the world in terms of coverage
 -- the National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme -- which
 plays an important role in reducing short-term poverty and
 smooth employment and income throughout the year for rural
 laborers. However, the program remains little used, mainly in
 poorer states because of lack of funding and weak
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 implementation capacity."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
The Philippines has approved the applications of more than 1,200 private elementary and
 high schools to increase tuition and other fees, just days after the Commission on Higher
 Education approved tuition hike in 313 private higher education institutions. Meanwhile,
 Sen. Juan Edgardo Angara filed a bill that seeks to include tuition and related expenses as
 allowable deduction in computing taxable income. He noted that in Malaysia, Thailand and
 United States, tuition and other educational expenses are deductible from income tax of
 taxpayers.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. MYANMAR: More needed to boost local financial sector
Source: nationmultimedia.com

"Myanmar is yet to further strengthen local financial institutions
 given the low number of bank accounts held by its citizens as
 well as limited lending to small and medium-sized enterprises
 (SMEs), according to financial expert Bernd Kuzmits. Currently,
 Myanmar's financial sector has too few depositors and the
 majority of people have no significant role in the sector. Only 5
 percent of the country's total population has bank accounts.

 Sustainable financial services that meet the needs of SMEs do
 not exist. This is largely a consequence of restrictive
 regulations applied to the banking sector, and of the
 institutional and technical shortcomings of the commercial
 banks. This year, nine foreign banks will start their operations,
 which should boost wholesale banking. Highlighting weak
 enforcement of contracts in the World Bank's Doing Business,
 ESCAP noted that the enforcement and judicial system reform
 will be important for the financial sector to develop."

8. PRC: Cutting import taxes to boost consumption
Source: indiatimes.com

"A recent announcement made by China officials reveals that
 import taxes on clothing, cosmetics and some other goods will
 be cut, thus motivating consumers to spend more. Beijing is
 trying to reduce its reliance on trade and investment by
 nurturing domestic consumption. Citizens will benefit from tariff
 cuts starting with June 1st.

 The Finance Ministry said expanding consumer demand is an
 important measure for steady growth and structural
 adjustment. All clothing items, shoes, skin care products, baby
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 foods and kitchen utensils will be free of import taxes. Statistics
 show that retail sales declined 10 percent this year while
 imports were 16 percent lower compared with last year."

9. VIET NAM: Continuing to borrow despite high public
 debt
Source: vietnamnet.vn

"Vietnam has borrowed $4-5 billion a year in the last 10 years,
 and public debt has nearly hit the ceiling. However, the country
 will continue borrowing because it needs capital for
 development and investment, according to the Ministry of
 Finance (MOF). In 2014, money borrowed for development and
 investment reached VND627.8 trillion, equal to 60.3 percent of
 GDP.

 Meanwhile, analysts said debts incurred by state-owned
 enterprises, estimated at VND1,100 trillion, also need to be
 counted as the public debt, because if enterprises cannot pay
 debts, the state will have to come forward and pay debts for
 them. However, MOF believes that it would be unfair to count
 state-owned enterprises' debts as public debt."

10. INDIA: The grim promise of a coal-powered future
Source: livemint.com

"Burning coal is both a proven way to lift hundreds of millions of
 people out of poverty and the most dangerous fuel driving
 global warming. The United Nations has set itself the goal of
 reconciling these two things, and the results are shaky at best.
 Energy ministries from more than 30 nations are meeting at
 the UN this week, at the Sustainable Development for All
 Forum, to debate how best to supply electricity to the 1.3
 billion people who don't have it -- at least 250 million of whom
 are Indians.

 The drive toward universal energy access is just one element of
 the UN's Sustainable Development Goals, a super-ambitious
 worldwide to-do list that the nations would like to finalize in
 New York in September, shortly before they meet again in Paris
 in December to finish a climate change treaty. That's the shaky
 part. Despite aggressive investments in solar-powered
 electricity almost everywhere, erasing energy poverty also
 means more coal for developing countries, and India is the
 developing world's most ardent defender of its use."
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1. NEPAL: The earthquake's economic consequences
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IN DEPTH

1. NEPAL: The earthquake's economic consequences
Source: livemint.com

"A month after being struck by a devastating earthquake that
 killed 8,648 people, Nepal's fractured economy is trying to
 recuperate but is constrained by many headwinds that are
 much more severe than was initially feared. Massive
 destruction of property, an unprecedented economic dislocation
 and a distressed government budget are portending a gloomy
 economic outlook. Initial estimates have put the total
 replacement cost of damaged property and infrastructure at
 $6-8 billion.

 In addition, a month-long unprecedented post-quake economic
 downturn has added economic losses worth around $2 billion,
 bringing the total economic cost of the earthquake close to $10
 billion, over half of the country's GDP in the previous year.
 Though the consequences of the calamity have been felt across
 all sectors of the economy, there are some sectors where the
 impact has been especially severe. Tourism, one of Nepal's few
 promising industries, has taken been gravely affected."

2. MYANMAR: Banks on charm offensive
Source: asiaone.com

"Foreign banks venturing into Myanmar are expected to flex
 their muscles by investing in, and advising, the fledgling local
 financial market -- and that includes efforts to lift standards of
 local bank staff. Analysts and bankers applaud the speed at
 which legal reforms have been put in place in Myanmar in the
 last few years. Laws governing cross-border transactions have
 eased, and the central bank is expected to align its regulatory
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 structure with global best practices.

 Besides proving long-term commitment to this frontier market,
 international lenders need the blessings of domestic regulators
 to expand beyond one branch -- and further liberalization must
 be guided and calibrated to avoid earlier trip-ups made in other
 young ASEAN markets such as Vietnam. Today, Vietnamese
 banks suffer from high levels of bad debts that reflect overly
 rapid credit growth in 10 years, the lack of proper credit risk
 assessment, and a weak framework for loan reporting and
 classification, Chan Jin Lai, Asia analyst at BMI Research, said."

3. SE ASIA: How to help poor farmers survive storms
Source: rappler.com

"Poor small-scale farmers are the world's biggest risk takers.
 Oxfam's new report, Harmless Harvest argues that climate
 change is undermining the viability of agriculture in Southeast
 Asia and putting many small-scale farmers' and fisherfolks'
 livelihoods at risk. The report found that increasing
 temperatures are linked to declining rice yields. According to
 the International Rice Research Institute, rice yields drop as
 much as 10% for every 1% rise in temperature.

 Against this background, what can ASEAN countries do to make
 small-scale farmers and agriculture become resilient to climate
 change? First, ASEAN must duplicate sustainable agriculture
 and agro-ecology practices across the region. One such
 program is Systems of Rice Intensification (SRI), which
 optimizes harvests without depleting soil nutrients, and uses
 rice varieties that can withstand floods or droughts. SRI is
 already gaining ground in Cambodia, Vietnam, and the
 Philippines."

 
4. BANGLADESH: Getting out of the middle growth rate
 trap
Source: thedailystar.net

"Many countries in the post-war era managed to reach middle-
income status rapidly, but few went on to become high-income
 economies, and several experienced a sharp slowdown in
 growth and productivity, falling into what has been referred to
 as the 'middle-income trap'. Bangladesh today is on the cusp of
 graduating to a low-middle income status, with the per capita
 gross national income nearing $1,100 in FY14.

 Bangladesh's growth appears to have been stuck at 6 percent.
 Now, 6 percent growth sustained over a decade is by no means
 a low growth rate. It is far above the average growth for
 developing countries and even middle-income countries over
 the past decade. But it is not as fast as growth in East Asia, Sri
 Lanka, or India during their formative growth periods. And this
 raises the question on whether Bangladesh is caught in a sub-
optimal growth equilibrium -- a sort of 'middle-income growth
 rate trap.'"
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5. PHILIPPINES: Drought severely hits eight provinces
Source: abc.net.au

"The Philippines has placed eight provinces under a state of
 calamity due to a drought caused by the El Nino weather
 phenomenon. The central Philippines province of Cebu is the
 latest addition to the list of areas which have been severely
 impacted by El Nino. Farmers say forty percent of their crops
 have been affected by the drought, and could lessen their crop
 production for the rest of the year.

 A state of emergency allows its officials to use five percent of
 more than $2 million in local emergency funds to compensate
 for the losses of farmers. Meteorologists say more than 50
 provinces were beginning to suffer from the effects of the El
 Nino phenomenon. They said the onset of the rainy season next
 month may not alleviate the impact of the drought."

6. SOUTH ASIA: A boost for India-Bangladesh relations
Source: thediplomat.com

"May 7, 2015, was a historic day in India-Bangladesh relations.
 That was the day when Indian parliament passed a Land
 Boundary Agreement Bill. The amendment ensures a
 settlement of the long-running land boundary dispute with
 Bangladesh. The bill is certainly bright news for those living in
 the enclaves, as they will get access to basic amenities such as
 schools and water. It will finally secure the border and will help
 curb illegal immigration and rampant cross-border smuggling.

 Under the agreement, enclave residents can continue to reside
 in their present location or move to the country of their choice.
 If they stay, they will become nationals of the state to which
 the areas were transferred. Hitherto stateless citizens will be
 granted citizenship, solving the question of identity. The
 agreement will also be helpful in settling border disputes at
 several points in Meghalaya, Tripura, Assam, and West Bengal.
 It will also increase connectivity and access to Southeast Asian
 countries as part of India's North-East policy."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
Procrastination in the execution of development projects are a drag on Bangladesh's
 economy. Framing of a plan or a budget does by no means ensure its effective
 implementation. Effective management is critically important for spurring the economy's
 growth because development itself is the effect of a series of successfully managed projects.
 This makes project management an extremely important problem area.
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7. VIET NAM: Excessive incentives to foreign investors?
Source: vietnamnet.vn

"Vietnam gives big incentives for FDI enterprises with the
 expectation that they will perform technology transfer in the
 country, but data shows only 20 percent of foreign firms have
 engaged in technology transfer in the past five years. According
 to the survey 'Competitiveness and technology at the
 enterprise level in 2010-2014', Vietnamese enterprises can
 realize the benefits of technological innovation, but they lack
 the capacity and resources to implement it.

 Dr. Nguyen Thi Tue Anh, deputy director of the Central
 Economic Management Institute, said that there are many
 factors affecting the competitiveness of enterprises, including
 technology. Surveys conducted in recent years show that
 technology of Vietnamese enterprises has improved but
 improvement is low in comparison with the world and other
 regions. Among many reasons, the survey indicates that
 financial constraint is essential. It said there is a lack of skilled
 labor and access to equipment."

8. INDIA: Health schemes may be underfunded
Source: hindustantimes.com

"India's government has curtailed the health budget despite
 announcing public health programs, the medical journal The
 Lancet has claimed in a recent issue. The report said while the
 Narendra Modi-led government, which completes one year this
 week, has introduced new programs for issues such as tobacco
 control and sanitation, the reduced budget could mean the
 schemes will be underfunded.

 The cuts in the budget have been a concern with public health
 activists and experts in India as well. At present, the health
 budget allocation is around 1.2% of GDP but is heavily
 dependent on the private sector for providing medical care. The
 annual budget for 2015-16, presented in Parliament earlier this
 year, slashed the central government's health spending by 15%
 compared with last year."

9. PHILIPPINES: Weak government spending slows
 economy
Source: thestar.com.my

"The Philippines posted a smaller-than-targeted budget deficit in
 the first quarter of the year as it spent less than planned,
 casting a shadow over the country's growth outlook for the
 year. Government officials are banking on higher expenditure
 this year to boost economic activity after a spending scandal in
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 2014 pulled back public investment and slowed growth.

 The government spent 13% less than programed in the first
 quarter, data showed, resulting in a budget deficit of 33.5
 billion pesos ($751 million). That was sharply lower than its
 98.1 billion peso fiscal gap goal in the first three months of the
 year. Some economists are expecting a slower GDP print in the
 first three months compared with the 6.9% annual expansion
 in the last three months of 2014, but enough to make the
 Philippines the fastest growing economy in Asia after China."

10. INDONESIA: Central bank says economy on track
Source: antaranews.com

"Although Indonesia's economic growth is lower than the first-
quarter forecast for 2015, Bank Indonesia (BI) is convinced that
 the country's economy will grow based on its estimates this
 year. The BI still maintains its projection that the Indonesian
 economy in 2015 will at least reach the lower limit of its
 estimate at 5.4 percent.

 The BI has projected that the country's economy this year will
 grow at a rate between 5.4 percent and 5.8 percent. However,
 economic growth in the first quarter was recorded at only 4.71
 percent. BI Governor Martowardojo expressed optimism that
 the economy in the second quarter will grow faster. Thus, in
 2016, Indonesia's economic performance will be better as
 compared to 2015 and will record a growth in a range between
 5-6 percent."
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IN DEPTH

1. PHILIPPINES: Agriculture plays key role in growth
Source: Phil Star

"Money alone is not enough to stop the agricultural sector's
 continuing slide in the Philippines. The most important problem
 stemming from a weakened agricultural sector is the inability of
 the country to sustain its continued growth in the medium
 term. With almost half of the country's population living in
 poverty and relying on farming and fishing to put food on the
 table, there is less chance for this sector to climb out of the
 cycle of poverty, if agriculture is not enhanced and modernized.

 With the continued growth in the country's population, it's just
 a matter of a few years before the situation will be reversed,
 with the economy not growing and 'good grades' erased. Before
 you know it, more than half of the population will be living in
 poverty, and consequently, finding it more difficult to put
 enough food on the table to feed the family. This is why
 inclusive growth is very important at this stage in the country's
 economic programs."

2. NEPAL: ID card crisis frustrates quake survivors
Source: IRIN

"In Nepal your ID card is the key document on which all your
 rights as a citizen depend. Without it you can't register a birth,
 file for a change of address, buy or sell property, acquire a
 passport or driving license, sit for an exam, open a bank
 account, or get a mobile phone card.

 In rural Nepal, most people's records are stored in the offices of
 the Village Development Committee (VDCs). But the quake
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 destroyed 99 VDCs and partially damaged a further 102. Ward
 offices, the basic administrative unit in Nepal one step below
 the VDCs, were similarly affected."

3. INDIA: Embrace a weaker rupee
Source: Live Mint

"One of the most dramatic signs of a shift in investor sentiment
 about India has been the turnaround in the rupee's fortunes. In
 April, as nervous foreign investors began to withdraw money
 after a controversy over retrospective taxes and snags in Prime
 Minister Narendra Modi's reform efforts, the currency dropped
 to a three-month low against the U.S. dollar. It's hovered
 around that level since.

 On the defensive, both the government and the Reserve Bank
 of India insist the rupee's slide is temporary. It shouldn't be.
 Exports of goods and services are now crucial for India's
 growth, accounting for 25% of India's GDP in 2013. Modi wants
 to transform India into a base for manufacturers, both foreign
 and local. Yet exporters face challenges that many of their
 competitors based in other Asian countries don't, from terrible
 infrastructure, to red tape, to an inordinately complex tax
 regime. They can ill afford the burden of a strong exchange
 rate, too."

 
4. INDONESIA: People as landowners
Source: Jakarta Post

"President Joko Widodo has just completed his second visit to
 Papua. The president announced that he would like to see the
 area developed into the first modern agricultural area in
 Indonesia. He specifically pointed to 1.2 million hectares of land
 that he would like to convert into fully mechanized rice estates
 in three years to overcome Indonesia's dependency on imports.

 He, however, openly admitted that for this ambitious plan to
 materialize, support from the people as land owners is crucial.
 This means the president understood two issues clearly: first,
 that no plan to develop a large-scale agricultural area in Papua
 (as well as in Indonesia as a whole) should go forward without
 consulting and obtaining approval from the customary
 community; and second, that the indigenous people are the
 true land owners -- therefore permits should be obtained from
 them."

5. PAKISTAN: Focus on precision farming
Source: Dawn

"An international seminar held recently at Faisalabad's
 university of agriculture was told that it was time Pakistan
 adopted precision agriculture. Precision agriculture enables the
 farmer to produce more efficiently through rational and
 economical use of resources and balanced use of inputs.
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 Chemicals are used only where and when they are necessary.
 The promotion of environmental stewardship is a key
 component of the new system.

 New phenomena like erratic weather conditions, unseasonal
 heavy rainfall, frequent floods and draught and scarcity of
 irrigation water have made farming a more difficult pursuit. The
 Pakistan government has not taken any significant step to
 protect farmers and provide them with new technology and
 locally produced new seed varieties to meet the changed
 scenario, nor has it taken any measures to educate growers
 about how to respond to climate change."

6. BANGLADESH: Troubling abundance of Boro rice
Source: Financial Express

"The production of Boro rice in Bangladesh this year has
 surpassed all past records. The plentiful production is a piece of
 welcome news for policymakers. But it has in a way brought
 miseries to millions of farmers and others involved in its
 processing and marketing. The prices of paddy have come
 down to such a low level that farmers are reluctant to dispose
 of their stock.

 Apparently, they have decided to wait for some more time with
 the hope of a turnaround in the price situation. But the hope of
 better price could prove to be elusive. In the meanwhile, the
 small and marginal farmers who cannot afford to hold on to
 their stocks have already become victims of the falling prices of
 paddy. They have disposed of a large part of their small stocks
 to meet other necessities and repay the money they had
 borrowed to finance the cost of production of Boro rice."
 

  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
The international collection of the South Pacific's coconut palm species, held at a field gene
 bank in Papua New Guinea (PNG), is under threat from a disease outbreak close to the gene
 bank. The deadly disease, Bogia Coconut Syndrome, is threatening the survival of a gene
 bank of the region's most important tree, the coconut, a number of which are endemic. In an
 attempt to contain the disease, the movement of coconuts and coconut palms, both from the
 gene bank and for commercial reasons, out of the affected region has been banned, with
 roadblocks in place to help enforce this.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. NEPAL: Bank credit for quake victims
Source: Himalayan Times
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"At a time when the government is gearing up to extend
 financial support worth Rs 200,000 ($1,969) for the earthquake
 victims to rebuild their houses, bankers through their common
 platform -- the Nepal Bankers' Association (NBA) -- have
 announced that they will mobilize credit worth Rs 47.13 billion
 ($464 million) for such a purpose. The said amount is the
 estimated required capital for rebuilding damaged houses,
 apart from the government's financial support.

 Bankers said they are ready to extend loans to all earthquake
 victims to rebuild their houses at a two percent interest rate
 under the refinancing program of the Nepal Rastra Bank.
 According to the NBA, if the government's support of Rs
 200,000 for individual families is counted as equity, the banks
 are ready to finance additional capital required to reconstruct
 the houses."

8. VIET NAM: Promoting agro-produce through PPPs
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"Vietnam's farming sector has been transformed over the last
 five years through the public-private partnership (PPP) model
 between the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development and
 various multinationals. This strategy has proved incredibly
 useful in promoting 'made-in-Vietnam' agricultural products in
 many demanding markets across Europe.

 The 'new vision in farming' initiative was launched by the World
 Economic Forum (WEF) in 2010 in Vietnam and has since
 involved the participation of 11 different countries and 20
 major global corporations. These PPP projects have been quite
 successful in Vietnam, with working groups involved in
 fisheries, coffee, tea, fruits and vegetables, general
 commodities, and agro-business financing."

9. SE ASIA: Small-scale farmers prop up agriculture
Source: Jakarta Post

"Southeast Asia is home to poor small-scale farmers who,
 despite hardship, prop up the region's agriculture sector.
 Agriculture contributes significantly to the gross domestic
 product (GDP) and provides employment to the labor force of
 several countries in the region. However, Oxfarm's new report,
 Harmless Harvest argues that climate change is undermining
 the viability of agriculture in the region and putting many
 small-scale farmers' and fisher folks' livelihoods at risk.

 The report found that increasing temperatures are linked to
 declining rice yields. According to the International Rice
 Research Institute, rice yields drop as much as 10 percent for
 every 1 percent rise in temperature. The report found that in
 Cambodia, Lao PDR, Thailand, Myanmar and Vietnam, rainfall
 has been below average since 2009, resulting in droughts,
 which are correlated to lower yields and increased pest and
 plant disease infestation. Where irrigation facilities are woefully

http://english.vov.vn/Economy/Investment/Promoting-Vietnamese-agroproduce-through-PPPs/293295.vov
http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2015/05/25/southeast-asia-s-harmless-harvest.html


 few, this trend is a cause for concern."

10. PHILIPPINES: Inks Mindanao development deal with
 Japan
Source: Phil Star

"The Philippine and Japanese governments have signed a grant
 agreement for community development in conflict-affected
 areas in Mindanao, according to the National Economic and
 Development Authority. The Philippines will receive a grant
 amounting to 1.117 billion Japanese yen, or almost $9.19
 million, to facilitate the rehabilitation and construction of farm-
to-market roads in Mindanao, particularly in Bumbaran in Lanao
 del Sur, Datu Paglas in Maguindanao and Alamada in North
 Cotabato.

 The Japan-Bangsamoro Initiatives for Reconstruction
 Development has made the grant assistance possible.
 Balisacan, who is also the economic planning secretary, said
 that connecting target farm villages to major highways will
 improve the welfare of farmers who largely rely on crop
 production as their main source of livelihood."
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1. THAILAND: OKs $12 billion Japan railway scheme
Source: Jakarta Globe

"Thailand's Cabinet has approved a $12 billion railway project to
 be built with Japanese help, a deputy government spokesman
 said on Tuesday, one of several big-ticket plans the
 government hopes will stimulate Southeast Asia's second
 largest economy. The Thai-Japan rail project is the latest
 initiative by the military government to help jump-start a
 slowing economy by strengthening infrastructure, employment,
 transport and tourism.

 The high-speed rail scheme will cover a distance of 670
 kilometers, connecting Bangkok to the northern city of Chiang
 Mai. Construction could begin as early as the second quarter of
 2016. Thailand's trade-dependent economy is stuttering amid
 slow demand for its exports. The state planning agency
 recently cut its 2015 full-year growth to 3 to 4 percent from
 3.5-4.5 percent."

2. SE ASIA: Help farmers adapt to disasters
Source: Reuters

"Southeast Asian governments must help farmers find better
 ways to grow food in the face of worsening droughts, storms
 and sea level rise that are threatening the region's agricultural
 output and pushing people into poverty, Oxfam said. As the 10
 countries of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations
 (ASEAN) integrate into a single economic market -- allowing for
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 freer flow of goods, labor and capital -- they must help farmers
 adapt to climate change and practice sustainable agriculture,
 which will boost incomes and ensure food security, Oxfam said.

 'By scaling up sustainable agriculture practices across the
 region, ASEAN can help feed its peoples and prop up the
 livelihoods of small-scale food producers -- and help curb
 greenhouse gas emissions,' Oxfam said. In 2010, agriculture
 accounted for about a third of the GDP in Myanmar, Lao PDR
 and Cambodia, and employed more than 60 percent of the
 labor force in Cambodia, half in Vietnam, and more than a third
 in Thailand, Indonesia and the Philippines, the organization
 said."

3. BANGLADESH: Obstacles to boost trade with Myanmar
Source: Financial Express

"Lack of basic land, air and sea connectivity in conjunction with
 a plethora of governmental complications is discouraging the
 prospects of boosting bilateral trade between Myanmar and
 Bangladesh. Border trade between the two countries is still low.
 Transportation and communication infrastructure is very
 meager between Myanmar and Bangladesh despite their
 geographic nearness.

 Bangladesh still has not been able to resume air linkages since
 they were suspended in 2007 due to commercial incompetence
 on both sides. This is gravely hurting the prospects of better
 trade. Biman Bangladesh Airlines, the national flag carrier, has
 admitted that it is not in a financial position to start a new
 route which will take some time to become profitable. Besides
 air linkage, both nations have not been able to develop any
 reliable road network in the bordering areas."

P O V E R T Y   S P O T L I G H T
PAKISTAN: Street kids choose pencils over begging bowls
Source: IPS

"Residents of the sleepy town of Gambat, 500 kilometers from
 the Pakistani port city of Karachi, where Khalil Ahmed was an
 all too familiar face, may not recognize the 12-year-old today.
 Sometimes he would beg outside the Behram Rustomji Campus
 -- the school where he is now enrolled as a pupil. Currently in
 the fourth grade, his teachers say he is one of the brightest
 kids in his class of 20 students, 13 of whom are girls.

 Located in Pipri village, where over 95 percent of the roughly
 1,000 households earn their living by begging on the streets,
 this humble institution has given Ahmed a rare chance to
 receive an education, in a country where 42 percent of the
 population aged 10 years and older is illiterate. While lauding
 the efforts of independent civil society groups to change this
 terrible reality, experts here nevertheless insist that nothing
 short of massive government intervention can turn the tide."

http://www.thefinancialexpress-bd.com/2015/05/27/94233
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4. NEPAL: Clarify quake rehabilitation plan
Source: Himalayan Times

"The Nepal government has come up with a three-year action
 plan for post-earthquake reconstruction and rehabilitation
 work. Public schools, health posts, hospitals, roads, bridges,
 stadia and covered halls will be rebuilt within three years. The
 people displaced by the quake will be identified within three
 months; identity cards issued to them and secure places will
 also be identified for their relocation. The identity cards will be
 the basis of getting all kinds of government assistance through
 the Home Ministry.

 Considering the large scale of damage in the Kathmandu
 Valley, the government has decided that the house owners
 themselves have to demolish their houses built violating the
 building code and, if they do not do so, the municipalities will
 demolish them and the owners have to bear the cost for
 demolition. But the problem is that even the house owners will
 not be able to demolish their houses unless the municipalities
 provide equipment for such work."

5. PAKISTAN: Farmers troubled by low prices
Source: Dawn

"Pakistan's economic growth has been faltering for many years.
 In this environment, recent gains reaped by the economy due
 to a turnaround in agricultural production have gone unnoticed.
 Last year, the farm sector harvested the largest wheat crop of
 the decade, produced 1.5 million additional cotton bales and
 exceeded the national rice production target.

 These times of plenty, however, have not benefited farmers
 whose monetary losses have been phenomenal due to the
 crash of commodity prices in local and international markets.
 The situation of small farmers in Punjab's cotton and rice belts
 is particularly precarious. They have no resources to buy inputs
 for raising the next crop. There are also no ready takers in the
 international market for the surplus produce."

6. INDIA: Green power gets big push
Source: Live Mint

"An earlier target of installing 20,000 megawatts (MW) of solar
 energy capacity in India by 2022 was raised fivefold to
 100,000MW. The government has also set a target of
 generating 60,000MW in wind power capacity by then.
 Currently, renewable energy accounts for only 31,692MW of
 India's power generation capacity of 267,637MW.

 State-owned NTPC plans to raise $500 million each from its
 first global rupee and green bonds. The $1 billion bond sale,
 approved by the board of India's largest power producer, ties in
 with the government's aim of raising low-cost, long-term funds
 to help finance its renewable energy objectives."
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  DEVBlogs ROUNDUP
In what has proved to be a successful example of how information and communications
 technology could help bridge the distance between the government and common people
 residing in the far flung areas of a large country like India, voice-based information kiosks
 are providing the much needed service on social welfare laws, policies and schemes to
 marginalized sections of society. The kiosks with their unique features have attracted 56,000
 people from the remote areas of twin tribal states in providing them with legal information
 assistance of any kind.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. VIET NAM: Ready to ratify trade pact
Source: Voice of Vietnam

"Vietnam is on track to become the first Southeast Asian nation
 to ratify the landmark Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA) of
 the World Trade Organisation (WTO). The TFA does not become
 effective until two-thirds of WTO members have completed
 their domestic ratification process, as essential part of which is
 the formation of a National Committee on Trade Facilitation
 (NCTF).

 The Vietnam government recently announced it has taken
 initial steps to forming the NCTF, which will be comprised of
 public and private sector stakeholders, to provide oversight in
 implementing the TFA. The TFA is vitally important and has the
 potential to fundamentally reform global customs practices said
 Nguyen Toan, deputy head of the International Cooperation
 Department under the General Department of Vietnam
 Customs. Most importantly it will substantially reduce the costs
 and time associated for Vietnamese businesses to ship goods
 across borders into other countries, Toan stressed."

8. INDONESIA: Moves to boost innovation
Source:Jakarta Post

"The Indonesian government has just announced the
 establishment of 100 national science and technology parks.
 Research and Technology and Higher Education Minister
 Muhammad Nasir has said that he hoped that the program
 could inspire the development of other science and technology
 programs. But the administration of President Joko Widodo has
 failed so far to convince academic communities that its policy
 will boost research and innovation leading to economic growth.

 The number of academic papers published by Indonesian
 scholars is still considerably low. According to scimagojr.com,
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 from 1996 to 2013, Indonesian scholars published 25,481
 papers internationally. This is much lower rather than some
 ASEAN countries, such as Malaysia (125,084 papers),
 Singapore (171,037) and Thailand (95,690), although in the
 same period, Indonesia's international collaborations were
 higher than that of those countries."

9. PRC: Steps to cut down on agricultural waste
Source: ECNS

"China's Ministry of Agriculture has published a guideline on
 achieving 'zero discharge' of agricultural waste by 2030. The
 guideline also set targets on agricultural science and
 mechanization. China must guarantee to maintain the basic
 farmland at a level of no less than about 104 million hectares
 by 2020, said the guideline.

 Annual water consumption for irrigation should not exceed 372
 billion cubic meters, while the utilization rate of irrigation water
 should rise to 55 percent from the current 50 percent level.
 One cubic meter of water only produces a kilogram of grain
 harvested in China, lower than the average of 1.2-1.4
 kilograms in advanced countries; a huge waste of water. The
 guideline asked farmers to reduce use of chemical fertilizers
 and pesticides by limiting waste and switching to organic
 alternatives."

10. PHILIPPINES: Rising school fees hurt families
Source: Inquirer

"Education is a fundamental part of the Filipino dream, but the
 yearly rise in tuition and other school fees has transformed that
 dream into a seasonal nightmare. In fact, the absence of a
 government cap on the tuition-increase rate led several
 preneed companies straight into bankruptcy and left their
 clients in the lurch. The unpredictable increases wrought havoc
 on the companies' actuarial estimates and business projections,
 and shattered the dreams of thousands of parents who found
 their children's college plans suddenly worthless.

 The Commission on Higher Education (CHEd) allowed 313
 private universities and colleges to raise tuition and other
 school fees by an average of 6.48 percent in the coming school
 year. For tuition alone, the average increase approved by the
 CHEd is 6.17 percent. But the questions beg to be asked: do
 tuition increases actually go where they should? Who's
 checking that those 313 colleges and universities, as well as
 the 1,246 private schools are following the DepEd guidelines?"
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